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SUMMARY 

COMES NOW the Defendant, BRIAN DAVID HILL (“Defendant”), by and 

through himself pro se, and moves this Honorable Court for the following, for 

judgment of acquittal or a New Trial pursuant to Virginia Rules of the Sup. Ct. 

3A:15 based upon new evidence not previously submitted to this court, and new 

evidence not previously known to this Court which creates a criminal defense of 

involuntary intoxication to the charge in Exhibit 0 (See Exhibit 0, Copy of Arrest 

Warrant and Criminal Complaint in original General District Court charge), 

prosecuted by both the City of Martinsville and Commonwealth of Virginia, the 

Plaintiffs’. 

This MOTION contains 4 levels of EXHIBITS: 

1. EXHIBIT 0, Copy of Arrest Warrant and Criminal Complaint in original 

General District Court charge 

2. EXHIBIT 1, ORDER IN MISDEMEANOR OR TRAFFIC 

INFRACTION PROCEEDING 

3. EXHIBIT 2, STATUS REPORT OF PETITIONER SEPTEMBER 27, 

2018, RE-MAILED ON OCTOBER 10, 2018 
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4. EXHIBIT APPENDIX, VOLUME I OF II (Pages 1 – 532), IN 

SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL OR NEW 

TRIAL PURSUANT TO RULE 3A:15 BASED UPON NEW 

EVIDENCE OF SUSPECT JACODY CASSELL OF BUSINESS 

ENTITY: THE CHIMNEY SWEEP WHO CAUSED CARBON 

MONOXIDE POISONING INTOXICATION OF CRIMINAL 

DEFENDANT WARRANTING NEW TRIAL OR ACQUITTAL. Index 

page is 5 pages and is marked as roman numerals at footer. 

5. EXHIBIT APPENDIX, VOLUME II OF II (Pages 1 – 79), IN 

SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL OR NEW 

TRIAL PURSUANT TO RULE 3A:15 BASED UPON NEW 

EVIDENCE OF SUSPECT JACODY CASSELL OF BUSINESS 

ENTITY: THE CHIMNEY SWEEP WHO CAUSED CARBON 

MONOXIDE POISONING INTOXICATION OF CRIMINAL 

DEFENDANT WARRANTING NEW TRIAL OR ACQUITTAL. Index 

page is 2 pages and is marked as roman numerals at footer. 

Exhibit Appendixes are necessary since the amount of evidence records of 

correspondence and filings with the Commonwealth of Virginia’s Dispute 

Resolution Unit case or cases required to make the exhibits admissible would 

make an estimate of 100 or more exhibits. All pages of this exhibit appendix 
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are numbered as EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. ??? OF 532. All are attached to 

this motion as supporting evidence documents. 

This Motion is pursuant to Virginia Rules of the Sup. Ct. 3A:15; Virginia 

Code § 19.2-271.6, as well as the Supreme Court of Virginia case law authorities of 

Commonwealth v. Tweed, 264 Va. 524, 570 S.E.2d 797 (Va. 2002), (the “Tweed 

standard”), and Odum v. Commonwealth, 225 Va. 123, 301 S.E.2d 145 (Va. 1983), 

(the “Odum standard”). This Court does have lawful jurisdiction and authority to 

act on this motion, provide an evidentiary hearing to both parties, request the 

Commonwealth Attorney to respond to the motion, and then this Court can come 

to a conclusion whether Defendant’s request for a new trial should be granted or 

his request for a judgment of acquittal should be granted in lieu of new trial if the 

Court finds the new evidence sufficient to create a criminal defense of involuntary 

intoxication to further disprove enough elements of the Commonwealth’s criminal 

prosecution that no criminal conviction can be sustained, that no criminal 

conviction can stand even with a trial by jury. The burden of evidence for a 

judgment of acquittal is likely higher of a standard and burden than the burden of 

proof standard for requesting a new trial. The burden of proof for involuntary 

intoxication is less than the burden for proving a defense of mental insanity at the 

time of an alleged offense allegation. 
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Involuntary intoxication is a recognized defense in Virginia with its own 

specific jury instruction, and it has been used with some success elsewhere in the 

country. It is similar to an insanity defense in that the defendant argues he didn’t 

understand the nature and consequences of his act or could not distinguish right 

from wrong. That essentially leaves two situations where intoxication is a defense 

in Virginia for most crimes: (1) being surreptitiously intoxicated without your 

knowledge or (2) consuming a substance as directed by your physician but where 

the physician mistakenly prescribed the wrong dose. In this case, that substance 

was CARBON Monoxide GAS, long term exposure. 

Odum standard: Odum v. Commonwealth, 225 Va. 123, 124 (Va. 1983) (“1. 

Motions for new trials based on after-discovered evidence are within the discretion 

of the Trial Judge, are not favored, are considered carefully and cautiously, and are 

reluctantly awarded. 2. The movant for a new trial for after-discovered evidence 

bears the burden to prove the evidence (a) was discovered after trial, (b) could not 

have been discovered earlier by reasonable diligence, (c) is not merely cumulative, 

corroborative or collateral, and (d) is material and should produce opposite results 

on new trial.”). 

Tweed standard: Commonwealth v. Tweed, 264 Va. 524, (Va. 2002) (“2. 

Motions for new trials based on after-discovered evidence are addressed to the 

sound discretion of the trial judge, are not looked upon with favor, are considered 
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with special care and caution, and are awarded with great reluctance. 3. A party 

who seeks a new trial based upon after-discovered evidence bears the burden to 

establish that the evidence (1) appears to have been discovered subsequent to the 

trial; (2) could not have been secured for use at the trial in the exercise of 

reasonable diligence by the movant; (3) is not merely cumulative, corroborative, or 

collateral; and (4) is material, and such as should produce opposite results on the 

merits at another trial. The litigant must establish each of these mandatory 

criteria.”) 

With the new evidence Exhibits 2, EXHIBIT APPENDIX, VOLUME I OF II 

(Pages 1 – 532), EXHIBIT APPENDIX, VOLUME II OF II (Pages 1 – 79), 

attached thereto this motion, any reasonable juror would find Brian David Hill not 

guilty beyond a reasonable doubt and a rational trier of fact will even find him not 

guilty upon preponderance of the evidence, even under the preponderance of the 

evidence standard. 

See Exhibit 0 ARREST WARRANT and CRIMINAL COMPLAINT for the 

basis of the originating arrest and criminal complaint against Brian David Hill, 

dated September 21, 2018, in the General District Court. 

The criminal complaint and arrest warrant has three elements which can be 

disproven. Brian David Hill never plead guilty even when filing a motion to 

withdraw appeal. 
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See EXHIBIT 1, a copy of the Trial Court’s record of: “ORDER IN 

MISDEMEANOR OR TRAFFIC INFRACTION PROCEEDING”. EXHIBIT 

INDEX PAGE 6 OF 18. See stricken words marked out: “DEF CHANGED HIS 

PLEA TO GUILTY AND AFFIRMED JUDG GDC, PAY COURT COSTS.”. The 

court did not consider withdrawing appeal a guilty plea. Defendant is still entitled 

to his rights to new trial or judgment of acquittal. 

EXHIBIT INDEX PAGE 2 OF 18 of Exhibit 0, ARREST WARRANT said 

in the originating charge that Defendant was charged with: “intentionally make an 

obscene display of the accused's person or private parts in a public place or in a 

place where others were present.” 

EXHIBIT INDEX PAGE 4 OF 18 of CRIMINAL COMPLAINT said in the 

originating charge that Defendant was: “was medically and psychologically 

cleared.” Charged by Officer Robert Jones of Martinsville Police Department aka 

City of Martinsville and Commonwealth of Virginia. 

See Exhibit 2, STATUS REPORT OF PETITIONER SEPTEMBER 27, 

2018, RE-MAILED ON OCTOBER 10, 2018. This is a federal affidavit letter 

statement. It does show evidence of possibly intoxication. Since the hospital deleted 

the ordered laboratory tests from the chart at the time of arrest, the Commonwealth 

cannot disprove intoxication at the time of the arrest and at the time of the incident. 
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Under both the Virginia Constitutional law and United States Constitutional 

law and what it requires for all criminal cases, regardless of whether the charge is a 

misdemeanor or felony, all criminal defendants are presumed innocent until proven 

guilty and must be proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. This includes the 

requirement that ALL ELEMENTS of a crime which is charged against an innocent 

person must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt to the satisfaction of a trier of 

fact or triers of fact before a criminal conviction can be sustained and made final. 

Yes, Defendant did withdrawn his appeal, but he did preserve his Constitutional 

and legal rights to challenge his criminal charge and conviction collaterally or in 

any other way with future evidence acquired. He did preserve his right to prove his 

actual innocence, that was why the Honorable Giles Carter Greer or his clerk 

marked out (stricken from the record) any notion of Defendant pleading guilty 

because the Defendant did not plead guilty but simply entered an Alford Plea, and 

an Alford Plea can later be contested if new evidence surfaces favorable to the 

Defendant which proved that the criminal conviction was erroneous because the 

prosecution was done in error. Defendant entered an Alford Plea in the Circuit 

Court when he had withdrawn his appeal. He maintained his innocence but at the 

time accepted that he could have been convicted at jury trial in November, 2019 

when the jury trial was set for December 2, 2019. Now with new evidence and 
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changes of Virginia law regarding admissibility of evidence, Defendant is confident 

he can be found not guilty by a jury of his peers. New trial is warranted here. 

CRIMINAL DEFENSE PROFFERED BY DEFENDANT, DEFENSE OF 

INVOLUNTARY INTOXICATION BY INTRODUCTION OF SUSPECT: 

JACODY CASSELL OF COMPANY: THE CHIMNEY SWEEP 

 

Here are the elements of the criminal defense of involuntary intoxication by 

proving the existence of suspect named JaCody Cassell who owns the business 

entitled as: The Chimney Sweep. Located in Franklin County, Virginia, in the town 

of Rocky Mount, Virginia. He is a suspect because he has not admitted to the 

conduct of the proffered witness evidence and allegations in the complaint filed by 

Defendant on May 17, 2022 in the Office of the Attorney General and was 

forwarded to the Dispute Resolution Unit opening a case, so he is a suspect until he 

either admits to the conduct or if is ever found guilty of the conduct if ever charged 

for the conduct. Here are the elements of this suspect which support the criminal 

Defendant’s proffered defense of involuntary intoxication: 

1. Element 1: The Chimney Sweep was paid $300 on October 5, 2017 by 

Roberta Hill (owner of the Triplex, mother of defendant) to install 

some type of chimney cap or screening to prevent invasive species of 

birds from invading the chimney of the Triplex at 310 Forest Street, 

Martinsville, VA, Apartment 2 of that Triplex being the apartment of 
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Brian David Hill, the criminal Defendant of this case. Proof of the 

$300 payment to JaCody Cassell, owner of the business entity known 

as The Chimney Sweep is authenticated by banking records provided 

by TRUIST Bank, formerly SunTrust bank. BB&T was reportedly 

bought up by TRUIST. TRUIST branch bank is located in Rocky 

Mount, VA, the same town as The Chimney Sweep. 

2. Element 2: Telephone records printed from xFinity/Comcast account 

in 2017, proved that Roberta Hill’s/Defendant’s phone number 276-

790-3505 was in contact with the mobile phone number (540) 483-

2468 of the business referred to as The Chimney Sweep, that phone 

number listed in their logo and on the Better Business Bureau (BBB) 

website. That phone number was in contact with Roberta Hill for 3 

minutes and 11 seconds on September 26, 2017. On October 5, 2017, 

there were two matches of contact with that phone number (540) 483-

2468 on October 5, 2017, the same day which Mr. Cassell of The 

Chimney Sweep was paid $300 for the job they were paid for. 

3. Element 3: It was discovered by chimney service expert Pete Compton 

of ACE Chimney & Wildlife that he found metal tin on top of the 

chimney flues at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, VA. It was found on 

January 30, 2019. That metal tin had blocked the exhaust of multiple 
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gas appliances which had used the chimney flue for exhausting usage 

of natural gas provided by company: Southwestern Virginia Gas 

Company. The gas appliances at issue here are a hot water heater, and 

a gas furnace/radiator which heats Apartment 1 and Apartment 2, and 

its pipes heats up the Apartment 3 below Apartment 2. 

4. Element 4: There were no other chimney services hired between the 

timeframe of The Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017 and ACE 

Chimney & Wildlife on January 30, 2019 where the metal tin was 

found. 

5. Element 5: It is believed that the metal tin blocking the exhaust of gas 

appliances had caused toxicity of Carbon Monoxide gas. Carbon 

monoxide (chemical formula CO) is a colorless, highly poisonous, 

odorless, tasteless, flammable gas that is slightly less dense than air. 

Carbon monoxide consists of one carbon atom and one oxygen atom 

connected by a triple bond. It is the simplest molecule of the 

oxocarbon family. In coordination complexes the carbon monoxide 

ligand is called carbonyl. It is a key ingredient in many processes in 

industrial chemistry. See Bierhals, Jürgen (2001). "Carbon Monoxide". 

Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry. Weinheim: Wiley-

VCH. doi:10.1002/14356007.a05_203. 
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6. Element 6: Brian David Hill, the criminal defendant was exposed to 

the Carbon Monoxide gas between October 5, 2017, the date of when 

it started after metal tin was installed on top of the chimney flues, and 

the date of September 20, 2018 late at night when Defendant left the 

home and was found naked in a public place by Officer Robert Jones 

(Martinsville Police Department) on September, 21, 2018, who 

charged Defendant with indecent exposure. The term of carbon 

monoxide exposure is long-term, meaning that the exposure to the 

dangerous gas was not acute and was for a period longer than a brief or 

acute period. In Brian’s case, it was 11 months, 2 weeks, 1 day 

exposure to the gas before he left home and was arrested for indecent 

exposure a day later. A total of 350 days. Short of 365 days which 

makes a year. Short of 15 days, Defendant was exposed to Carbon 

Monoxide gas 15 days short of a one year Earth cycle, 365 days on the 

human calendar. 

7. Element 7: Defendant is asserting with this Circuit Court that he 

proffers a criminal defense of involuntary intoxication, involuntary 

intoxication caused by the long term exposure to Carbon Monoxide, 

not acute exposure which isn’t long term. It is involuntary because 

Defendant never asked to be poisoned long-term to the Carbon 
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Monoxide gas. Defendant was not aware of being exposed to Carbon 

Monoxide until February or March, 2019, while family had visitation 

with Defendant at the Federal Correctional Institution in Butner, North 

Carolina during a court ordered mental evaluation. Defendant found 

out about the carbon monoxide gas after his family told him about the 

issue, and Defendant informed his family that it may have been what 

caused the indecent exposure. Family did further research and 

discovered Defendant had suffered a lot of symptoms during the 

timeframe period of the Carbon Monoxide exposure. Symptoms such 

as mental confusion, psychosis, abnormal White Blood Cell (WBC) 

count, abnormal Mean Platelet Volume (MPV), Sinus Tachycardia, 

having blackout of memories, feeling like he may have been drugged 

but didn’t know why at the time, fainting or dizzy spell which caused 

the blood wound of Brian Hill on November 19, 2017 where blood 

was coming out of the laceration of his head. Defendant believes there 

is enough evidence for necessary appointment of a Carbon Monoxide 

expert of some kind necessary to explain to this Circuit Court that 

Carbon Monoxide gas poisoning, long term, can induce the criminal 

Defendant with Autism Spectrum Disorder to exhibit a weird abnormal 

behavior of walking around naked in a public place at night. An expert 
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will be needed to confirm the elements facts of how Carbon Monoxide 

gas induced the charged indecent exposure behavior of Brian David 

Hill on September 21, 2018. 

8. Element 8: Defendant had filed a complaint against The Chimney 

Sweep with the Fire Marshals in September, 2019, by fax. Nothing 

ever panned out from that complaint and request for 

inquiry/investigation. Defendant found out about the consumer 

complaint process at the Office of the Attorney General, to protect 

consumers from fraud and business wrongdoings. Defendant filed a 

complaint on May 17, 2022. The Chimney Sweep was served with the 

complaint and attached evidence. They responded through its owner 

JaCody Cassell who hired a lawyer Eric Ferguson to respond to 

Defendant’s complaint. 

9. Element 9: This lawyer, Eric Ferguson, who represented JaCody 

Cassell had lied to the Dispute Resolution Unit of the Office of the 

Attorney General. They lied to a Government office, an office under 

the authority and control of the Attorney General for the 

Commonwealth of Virginia. They lied to a government agency of this 

Commonwealth. Here is how it can be proven. Eric claimed his client 

never conducted an estimate for Roberta Hill, never did any work for 
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Roberta Hill, has no records of any work for Roberta Hill, and cannot 

remember anything and has no belief of ever doing a job for Roberta 

Hill involving her chimney in 2017. The attorney also raised the issue 

that the complaint filer Brian David Hill had waited up till 5 years to 

file the complaint. Of course the Defendant was not aware of the 

carbon monoxide until February or March, 2019. Defendant filed a 

complaint with the Fire Marshals by fax in September, 2019. It proved 

that Defendant did not wait 5 years before deciding to complain about 

The Chimney Sweep. The first time he complained was in the same 

year he found out about the carbon monoxide. 

10.  Element 10: The evidence disproving the lies of JaCody Cassell 

through his legal counsel Eric Ferguson are of the following: 

i. xFinity/Comcast Telephone records of 276-790-3505 in 

September and October of 2017. In contact with the 

phone number (540) 483-2468. One phone call contact 

lasted for the time length period of 3 minutes and 11 

seconds. 

ii. Signed bank check record of cashed in check from 

Roberta Hill paying $300 by check to The Chimney 

Sweep, and it was signed for by Cassell. Paid for on 
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October 6, 2017. It is authenticated by TRUIST bank 

records research. 

 

This motion, the attached exhibits, arguments, and its STATEMENT OF 

THE FACTS will prove that Defendant Brian David Hill was involuntarily 

intoxicated by carbon monoxide gas. The suspect is JaCody Cassell of his business 

entity known as The Chimney Sweep, located at 1492 Blue Bend Rd, Rocky 

Mount, VA 24151-6568. This involuntary intoxication was caused by The Chimney 

Sweep, they poisoned and intoxicated Brian David Hill by human error at minimum 

since October 5, 2017, and September 20, 2018, when Defendant left home and was 

arrested on September 21, 2018. This disproves two necessary elements of the 

criminal charge for indecent exposure. It disproves the element of obscenity, and 

disproves the element of intent. Both are needed to sustain a criminal conviction of 

indecent exposure. That is the law. See Price v. Commonwealth, 201 S.E.2d 798, 

800 (Va. 1974); Romick v. Commonwealth, No. 1580-12-4, 2013 WL 6094240, at 

*2 (Va. Ct. App. Nov. 19, 2013)(unpublished), other case law authorities. 

Again, there are two situations where intoxication is a defense in Virginia 

for most crimes: (1) being surreptitiously intoxicated without your knowledge or 

(2) consuming a substance as directed by your physician but where the physician 

mistakenly prescribed the wrong dose. Case law is provided on the authorities of 
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this standard, see section: “LEGAL ARGUMENT AS TO WHY CIRCUIT 

COURT HAS THE JURISDICTION, AUTHORITY, AND CASE LAW TO 

JUSTIFY THE RELIEF SOUGHT BY GRANTING THIS MOTION AND EVEN 

HOLDING AN EVIDENTIARY HEARING”. 

Intoxication on an involuntary basis proves beyond a shadow of doubt that 

intent and obscenity cannot be proven by the City of Martinsville and 

Commonwealth of Virginia. No jury of any kind and no rational trier of fact will 

convict the Defendant is found to have been involuntary intoxicated as involuntary 

intoxication negates/nullifies the obscenity element and intent element. Carbon 

monoxide gas exposure and poisoning can cause intoxication, similar to that of a 

street drug or alcohol. It is a tasteless and odorless gas, so it cannot be detected 

without a Carbon Monoxide detector, and cannot be detected without a blood 

sample checking the levels of CarboxyHemoGlobin. Multiple carbon monoxide 

detectors were installed in the Triplex after Pete Compton found such issues on 

January 30, 2019. Carbon Monoxide was never detected after the detectors were 

placed in the home since the metal tin was removed from the chimney flue where 

the exhaust was blocked, and was unblocked after Pete Compton discovered that it 

caused the carbon monoxide gas. 

With proving that a criminal defense of involuntary intoxication disproves 

two elements of the criminal charge in Exhibit 0, a conviction cannot be sustained 
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as a matter of law and as a matter of fact. It would be an error of fact, error of 

law, and an abuse of discretion to convict Brian David Hill of this crime after 

the Circuit Court reviews over this motion, it’s STATEMENT OF THE 

FACTS, it’s exhibits, it’s case law authorities and legal arguments, and review 

over the merit of the arguments. The Commonwealth is free to respond to this 

motion and they should respond to this motion. The conviction should be 

overturned, the charge should be thrown out or a new trial must be had. Defendant 

requests a new trial or judgment of acquittal under the Tweed Standard and Odum 

Standard, or any other standard which can be applied under the authorities of the 

Supreme Court of Virginia and Court of Appeals of Virginia. 

The request for judgment of acquittal or new trial is for criminal case no. 

CR19000009-00; charge of violating Virginia Code § 18.2-387. Indecent exposure 

dated September 21, 2018; and the criminal conviction judgment which was 

rendered on November 18, 2019. See Exhibit 0 for the original Arrest Warrant and 

Criminal Complaint. See Exhibit 1, for the “ORDER IN MISDEMEANOR OR 

TRAFFIC INFRACTION PROCEEDING”, the judgment of conviction for the 

charged crime. 

Defendant requests in this motion that the Court consider all new 

STATEMENT OF FACTS, EXHIBITS, and arguments in this motion 

concerning new facts of toxication by carbon monoxide gas and suspect JaCody 
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Casell lying about what had caused the carbon monoxide gas on October 5, 2017 

thus not being medically and psychologically cleared as previously assumed by law 

enforcement which were not known at the time of the criminal conviction. JaCody 

Cassell lied to an officer of the Commonwealth of Virginia in the Dispute 

Resolution Unit, an office under the jurisdiction of the Attorney General.  

This is new evidence because it was not secured during the trial set for 

December 2, 2019 because in 2019 The Chimney Sweep did not lie to the 

allegations in complaint brought against The Chimney Sweep until Defednant filed 

the complaint in May 17, 2022 with the Office of Attorney General when complaint 

was filed and the lying began on June 28, 2022 in response to Defendant’s 

complaint. 

These STATEMENT OF FACTS warrant a judgment of acquittal, or a New 

Trial, or an evidentiary hearing to make a determination on the new facts and allow 

both sides to present additional arguments, and responses or any additional 

evidence to the Court; present any witnesses for direct examination and cross 

examination; and make a determination if Defendant had made a requisite showing 

of being innocent of multiple essential elements of the charged crime, meaning that 

the Virginia law and Local Law was never violated on September 21, 2018. This 

proves that a conviction cannot be sustained with the new evidence as a matter of 

law. Defendant kindly and respectfully asks that the Honorable Giles Carter Greer 
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review over all evidence, exhibits, and arguments in this motion and not ignore it. 

Please do not ignore any of this, Defendant has the evidence Brian David Hill is 

innocent and the judgment of acquittal or new trial is warranted. 

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

This STATEMENT OF THE FACTS contains 27 paragraphs, pages 26-53) 

 The Statement of Facts is hereby presented to the Circuit Court for Martinsville based on 

the following new pieces of evidence: 

 

Element 1: The Chimney Sweep was paid $300 on October 5, 2017 by Roberta Hill 

(owner of the Triplex, mother of defendant) to install some type of chimney cap or 

screening to prevent invasive species of birds from invading the chimney of the 

Triplex at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, VA, Apartment 2 of that Triplex being 

the apartment of Brian David Hill, the criminal Defendant of this case. Proof of the 

$300 payment to JaCody Cassell, owner of the business entity known as The 

Chimney Sweep is authenticated by banking records provided by TRUIST Bank, 

formerly SunTrust bank. BB&T was reportedly bought up by TRUIST. TRUIST 

branch bank is located in Rocky Mount, VA, the same town as The Chimney Sweep. 

 

1. See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 481, 482, and 483 of EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX VOLUME I OF II (Pages 1 – 532), containing evidence of a 1-page 

letter from Kathy Bowles the TRUIST Bank employee of Assistant Vice President, 

Client Resolution Senior Specialist, Consumer Regulatory & Executive Services 

Team. The signed check on EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 482 OF 532 shown that it 

was signed with the name in cursive handwriting but that last name appears to be 
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“CASSELL”. The same last name as the business of The Chimney Sweep. The 

check appears to have been written out to “The Chimney Sweep” on October 5, 

2017, and was signed for by a “Cassell”. That check was at the amount of $300.00. 

Paid for by Roberta Hill and her bank account. See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 483 

OF 532. Roberta Hill was appearing to have been seeking estimates on a chimney 

cap as there is a voicemail audio recording from Karen Compton of ACE Chimney 

& Wildlife, and yes related to or married to Pete Compton of ACE Chimney & 

Wildlife. See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 495 OF 532. The voicemail file 8-25-

2022-2017-9-27--1056AM.mp3 proved that Roberta Hill was looking for a 

chimney cap in September, 2017. The Chimney Sweep only does chimney work 

hence is the name of the business: “The Chimney Sweep” who of course would do 

chimney work type services. It is obvious by the name of that business. 

2. Photograph of the home of Defendant at the Triplex at 310 Forest Street is 

listed in EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 514 OF 532, PAGE 4 OF 9 - LETTER TO 

DEMETRICE DAVIS AND ERIC FERGUSON 8-30-2022. Apartment 2 is below 

Apartment 1. Apartment 1 is the main top apartment with the chimney on top of 

Apartment 1. See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 278 OF 532, and you will see the 

address of The Chimney Sweep as being located at: 1492 Blue Bend Rd, Rocky 

Mount, VA 24151-6568. The TRUIST bank records do show that they do not have 

just the record of Roberta Hill’s bank account where $300 was paid for to The 
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Chimney Sweep, but TRUIST also has the signature of the one who cashed in the 

check by endorsing his signature, “Cassell”. Element 1 has been satisfied. 

Element 2: Telephone records printed from xFinity/Comcast account in 2017, proved 

that Roberta Hill’s/Defendant’s phone number 276-790-3505 was in contact with 

the mobile phone number (540) 483-2468 of the business referred to as The 

Chimney Sweep, that phone number listed in their logo and on the Better Business 

Bureau (BBB) website. That phone number was in contact with Roberta Hill for 3 

minutes and 11 seconds on September 26, 2017. On October 5, 2017, there were two 

matches of contact with that phone number (540) 483-2468 on October 5, 2017, the 

same day which Mr. Cassell of The Chimney Sweep was paid $300 for the job they 

were paid for. 

 

Again, referencing: EXHIBIT APPENDIX VOLUME I OF II (Pages 1 – 532). 

3. Defendant has evidence that he had telephone records printed from 

xFinity/Comcast account in 2017 according to EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 503 OF 

532, and EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 500 OF 532, proved that Roberta 

Hill’s/Defendant’s phone number 276-790-3505 was in contact with the mobile 

phone number (540) 483-2468 through cell phone provider U.S. Cellular of the 

business referred to as The Chimney Sweep, that phone number listed in their logo 

(See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 360 OF 532, PAGE 2 OF 12 - LETTER TO 

AARON ZIGLAR AND ERIC FERGUSON 7-7-2022) and on the Better Business 

Bureau (BBB) website (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 279 OF 532, and EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 281 OF 532). 
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4. That phone number (540) 483-2468 was in contact with Roberta Hill for 3 

minutes and 11 seconds on September 26, 2017 according to EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 503 OF 532). Call was placed on September 26, 2017 11:26 AM 

EST. On October 5, 2017, there were two matches of contact with that phone 

number (540) 483-2468 on October 5, 2017, the same day which Mr. Cassell of 

The Chimney Sweep was paid $300 for the job they were paid for. See EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 500 OF 532. One phone call was placed on 1:22 PM EST and the 

other phone call was received on 10:04 AM EST. Both two calls on October 5, 

2017. Same day as the check was issued by Roberta Hill and was cashed in on 

October 6, 2017, signed by “Cassell”. Again, see EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 481, 

482, and 483 of EXHIBIT APPENDIX VOLUME I OF II (Pages 1 – 532). This 

proven that work was done, and check was issued afterwards. Establishes that 

chimney service work was conducted on October 5, 2017. Major probability of an 

estimate conducted, the 3 minutes and 11 seconds. Element 2 has been satisfied. 

Element 3: It was discovered by chimney service expert Pete Compton of ACE 

Chimney & Wildlife that he found metal tin on top of the chimney flues at 310 

Forest Street, Martinsville, VA. It was found on January 30, 2019. That metal tin 

had blocked the exhaust of multiple gas appliances which had used the chimney flue 

for exhausting usage of natural gas provided by company: Southwestern Virginia 

Gas Company. The gas appliances at issue here are a hot water heater, and a gas 

furnace/radiator which heats Apartment 1 and Apartment 2, and its pipes heats up 

the Apartment 3 below Apartment 2. 
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5. It was discovered by a man named Pete Compton who is part of the 

company ACE Chimney & Wildlife, in Bassett, Virginia. See EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 497 OF 532. On January 30, 2019, according to his witness letter 

filed with the Virginia Circuit Court and the federal court, he found metal tin on top 

of the chimney flues at the Triplex located at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, VA. 

Again, said that evidence of carbon monoxide gas was found on January 30, 2019. 

That metal tin had blocked the exhaust of multiple gas appliances which had used 

the chimney flue for exhausting usage of natural gas provided by company: 

Southwestern Virginia Gas Company. Causing the gas exhaust to flow through the 

fireplaces, causing the carbon monoxide issue. The gas appliances at issue here are 

a hot water heater, and a gas furnace/radiator which heats Apartment 1 and 

Apartment 2, and its pipes heats up the Apartment 3 below Apartment 2. The 

witness letter is self-explanatory on this element and thus this element has been 

satisfied. Pete Compton is willing to testify under oath about every one of the 

claims made in the witness letter. He is a credible witness for the Circuit Court and 

for this criminal case. Again, the fireplace exhausted the carbon monoxide gas due 

to the blockage of the chimney flues by installation of metal tin. 

Element 4: There were no other chimney services hired between the timeframe of The 

Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017 and ACE Chimney & Wildlife on January 30, 

2019 where the metal tin was found. 
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6. There were no other chimney services hired between the timeframe of The 

Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017 and ACE Chimney & Wildlife on January 30, 

2019 where the metal tin was found. Roberta Hill is willing to attest to that fact 

under oath when questioned under oath and is willing to write an affidavit on 

request by the Court or by the Commonwealth’s Attorney over this fact. The only 

suspect of who placed the metal tin would be somebody employed at The Chimney 

Sweep. This element has been satisfied. 

Element 5: It is believed that the metal tin blocking the exhaust of gas appliances had 

caused toxicity of Carbon Monoxide gas. Carbon monoxide (chemical formula CO) 

is a colorless, highly poisonous, odorless, tasteless, flammable gas that is slightly less 

dense than air. Carbon monoxide consists of one carbon atom and one oxygen atom 

connected by a triple bond. It is the simplest molecule of the oxocarbon family. In 

coordination complexes the carbon monoxide ligand is called carbonyl. It is a key 

ingredient in many processes in industrial chemistry. See Bierhals, Jürgen (2001). 

"Carbon Monoxide". Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry. Weinheim: 

Wiley-VCH. doi:10.1002/14356007.a05_203. 

 

7. It is believed that the metal tin blocking the exhaust of gas appliances had 

caused toxicity of Carbon Monoxide gas due to gas flowing from the fireplaces. 

This belief came due to the discovery made by Pete Compton, see witness letter: 

EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 497 OF 532. Carbon monoxide (chemical formula CO) 

is a colorless, highly poisonous, odorless, tasteless, flammable gas that is slightly 

less dense than air. Carbon monoxide consists of one carbon atom and one oxygen 

atom connected by a triple bond. It is the simplest molecule of the oxocarbon 
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family. In coordination complexes the carbon monoxide ligand is called carbonyl. It 

is a key ingredient in many processes in industrial chemistry. See Bierhals, Jürgen 

(2001). "Carbon Monoxide". Ullmann's Encyclopedia of Industrial Chemistry. 

Weinheim: Wiley-VCH. doi:10.1002/14356007.a05_203. An expert witness who 

understands carbon monoxide gas and carbon monoxide poisoning would be 

necessary to satisfy this element for the records of this Court and for satisfying the 

facts presented in this case itself. Expert witnesses are needed and are necessary. 

Element 6: Brian David Hill, the criminal defendant was exposed to the Carbon 

Monoxide gas between October 5, 2017, the date of when it started after metal tin 

was installed on top of the chimney flues, and the date of September 20, 2018 late at 

night when Defendant left the home and was found naked in a public place by 

Officer Robert Jones (Martinsville Police Department) on September, 21, 2018, who 

charged Defendant with indecent exposure. The term of carbon monoxide exposure 

is long-term, meaning that the exposure to the dangerous gas was not acute and was 

for a period longer than a brief or acute period. In Brian’s case, it was 11 months, 2 

weeks, 1 day exposure to the gas before he left home and was arrested for indecent 

exposure a day later. A total of 350 days. Short of 365 days which makes a year. 

Short of 15 days, Defendant was exposed to Carbon Monoxide gas 15 days short of 

a one year Earth cycle, 365 days on the human calendar. 

 

8. Brian David Hill, the criminal defendant was exposed to the Carbon 

Monoxide gas between October 5, 2017, the date of when it started after metal tin 

was installed on top of the chimney flues, and the date of September 20, 2018 late 

at night when Defendant left the home. The date of October 5, 2017 can be 

established by questioning the suspect JaCody Cassell in open court under penalty 
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of perjury. Ordering him to answer these basic questions under penalty of perjury 

puts him at risk of perjury if he is caught lying in Court. It would motivate him to 

tell this Court the truth about the date of which he placed the metal tin on top of the 

chimney flues causing the CO gas to flow through the fireplaces, and was paid 

$300 by Roberta Hill and by check afterwards. September 20, 2018 late at night is 

the time when Defendant reportedly left home clothed but was found naked in a 

public place by Officer Robert Jones (Martinsville Police Department) on 

September, 21, 2018 still during the nighttime, which Officer Jones had charged 

Defendant with indecent exposure. See Exhibit 0.  

9. The term period of carbon monoxide exposure is long-term, meaning that 

the period of exposure to the dangerous gas was not acute (short period) but was 

for a period longer than a brief or acute period. In Brian’s case, it was 11 months, 2 

weeks, 1 day of exposure to the gas before he left home and was arrested for 

indecent exposure a day later. A total of 350 days. Short of 365 days which makes 

a year. Short of 15 days of an entire year, Defendant was exposed to Carbon 

Monoxide gas 15 days short of a one year Earth cycle, 365 days on the human 

calendar. Element 6 has been satisfied. 

Element 7: Defendant is asserting with this Circuit Court that he proffers a criminal 

defense of involuntary intoxication, involuntary intoxication caused by the long 

term exposure to Carbon Monoxide, not acute exposure which isn’t long term. It is 

involuntary because Defendant never asked to be poisoned long-term to the Carbon 

Monoxide gas. Defendant was not aware of being exposed to Carbon Monoxide 
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until February or March, 2019, while family had visitation with Defendant at the 

Federal Correctional Institution in Butner, North Carolina during a court ordered 

mental evaluation. Defendant found out about the carbon monoxide gas after his 

family told him about the issue, and Defendant informed his family that it may have 

been what caused the indecent exposure. Family did further research and 

discovered Defendant had suffered a lot of symptoms during the timeframe period 

of the Carbon Monoxide exposure. Symptoms such as mental confusion, psychosis, 

abnormal White Blood Cell (WBC) count, abnormal Mean Platelet Volume (MPV), 

Sinus Tachycardia, having blackout of memories, feeling like he may have been 

drugged but didn’t know why at the time, fainting or dizzy spell which caused the 

blood wound of Brian Hill on November 19, 2017 where blood was coming out of 

the laceration of his head. Defendant believes there is enough evidence for necessary 

appointment of a Carbon Monoxide expert of some kind necessary to explain to this 

Circuit Court that Carbon Monoxide gas poisoning, long term, can induce the 

criminal Defendant with Autism Spectrum Disorder to exhibit a weird abnormal 

behavior of walking around naked in a public place at night. An expert will be 

needed to confirm the elements facts of how Carbon Monoxide gas induced the 

charged indecent exposure behavior of Brian David Hill on September 21, 2018. 

 

10. Brian David Hill the criminal Defendant is asserting as fact in the Circuit 

Court for the City of Martinsville that he was involuntarily intoxicated due to 

Carbon Monoxide gas poisoning, and the toxicity effects caused by the gas. 

Because of the metal tin blocking the exhaust at the chimney flues, the gas exhaust 

had nowhere to go and flowed through the fireplaces. It is a fact because Defendant 

exhibited a lot of symptoms of the usual symptoms found in medical patients who 

are even acutely exposed to Carbon Monoxide gas. For clear and convincing 

evidence proving acute exposure would require the levels by CarboxyHemoglobin 

laboratory testing. Carboxyhemoglobin, Blood - Carbon monoxide is the most 
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common of the gaseous poisons. Malfunctioning or poorly ventilated heating 

appliances and internal combustion engines are frequent causes of carbon 

monoxide poisoning. Carbon monoxide combines reversibly with hemoglobin in a 

manner almost identical to oxygen resulting in a decrease in the amount of oxygen 

carried by hemoglobin. Accidental poisoning can occur even at low levels (greater 

than 0.01%) of CO in the atmosphere with prolonged exposure. See link: 

https://testdirectory.questdiagnostics.com/test/test-detail/309/carboxyhemoglobin-

blood?cc=MASTER (Disclaimer: Link provided by Brian’s family). 

11. It is difficult or impossible for case law authorities examples to be found 

where involuntary intoxication was ever brought up as a defense to indecent 

exposure where Carbon Monoxide can induce such behavior. However one case 

was found where there was a pending indecent exposure charge of somebody 

living in the household, the same household which has alleged a theory of Carbon 

Monoxide gas, so there is a correlation there but nobody has ever asserted publicly 

in a criminal context that indecent exposure can be induced by toxicity aka 

intoxication caused by Carbon Monoxide Gas exposure, especially prolonged 

exposure to the gas. See A.M. v. Superior Court of Riverside Cnty., No. E054602, 

4 (Cal. Ct. App. Dec. 8, 2011) (“had a criminal record that included a pending 

indecent exposure case. (Pen. Code, § 314.1.) Mother was scheduled for a 

psychological assessment, but broke it off and became angry because she thought 

https://testdirectory.questdiagnostics.com/test/test-detail/309/carboxyhemoglobin-blood?cc=MASTER
https://testdirectory.questdiagnostics.com/test/test-detail/309/carboxyhemoglobin-blood?cc=MASTER
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the doctor was "'rude.'" The evaluator was able to note that Mother's reaction was 

"verging on paranoid," and that Mother believed people were "conspiring against 

her."”). A.M. v. Superior Court of Riverside Cnty., No. E054602, 6 (Cal. Ct. App. 

Dec. 8, 2011) (“She also theorized that this residence was full of carbon monoxide, 

which had made her ill.”). The Circuit Court may need to produce new case law 

authority regarding involuntary intoxication of Carbon Monoxide gas if proved 

pro-longed exposure to the gas aka long-term exposure to the gas. This issue may 

be the new wild west of case law which needs to be developed now. New case law 

may need to be developed on this issue. 

12. It is involuntary because Defendant never asked to be poisoned long-

term to the Carbon Monoxide gas. Defendant was not aware of being exposed to 

Carbon Monoxide until February or March, 2019, while family had visitation with 

Defendant at the Federal Correctional Institution in Butner, North Carolina during 

a court ordered mental evaluation. See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 54 THROUGH 

65 OF 532, EXHIBIT APPENDIX VOLUME I OF II (Pages 1 – 532). 

Defendant found out about the carbon monoxide gas after his family told him 

about the issue (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 322-338 OF 532), and Defendant 

informed his family that it may have been what had caused the indecent exposure. 

Family did further research and discovered Defendant had suffered a lot of 

symptoms during the timeframe period of the Carbon Monoxide exposure. 
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Symptoms such as mental confusion (addressed in filed: MOTION FOR 

JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL OR NEW TRIAL PURSUANT TO RULE 3A:15 

BASED UPON NEW EVIDENCE WHICH DISPROVES THE ELEMENTS OF 

CHARGED CRIME BY PROSECUTION, EVIDENCE WARRANTING NEW 

TRIAL OR ACQUITTAL, Page 19 of 77, Page 22 of 77, Page 24 of 77), psychosis 

(See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 66-71 OF 532), abnormal White Blood Cell 

(WBC) count (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 211 OF 532), abnormal Mean 

Platelet Volume (MPV) (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 211 OF 532), Sinus 

Tachycardia (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 210 OF 532), having blackout of 

memories (See next paragraph at paragraph 13 for the proof), feeling like he may 

have been drugged but didn’t know why at the time (See next paragraph at 

paragraph 13 for the proof), fainting or dizzy spell which caused the blood wound 

of Brian Hill on November 19, 2017 where blood was coming out of the laceration 

of his head (EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 203 OF 532). Defendant assumed that it 

was a diabetic seizure or low blood sugar, but Roberta Hill was a witness to where 

the wound was caused and the trail of blood at the time. Defendant’s mother 

Roberta Hill found where he fell in his office, hit his head on part of the desk 

causing part of it to being damaged. Defendant was found in his bed with blood on 

the pillow, which meant that Defendant fell unconscious and somehow he was able 

to still move to his bed where the EMT emergency crew found him with the blood 
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on the pillow, the laceration where blood came out of his head. Defendant assumed 

it was diabetic low blood sugar episode but it was actually a fainting spell which 

can be caused by Carbon Monoxide severe exposure along with tachycardia.  

13. See Exhibit 2, STATUS REPORT OF PETITIONER SEPTEMBER 27, 

2018, RE-MAILED ON OCTOBER 10, 2018. This is a federal affidavit letter 

statement. Brian said in EXHIBIT 2, Case 1:13-cr-00435-TDS, Document 153, 

Filed 10/17/18, Page 3 of 11, EXHIBIT INDEX PAGE 10 OF 18: “…At one point 

I felt like I might collapse so I may have been drugged. I had to keep sitting on 

benches”. EXHIBIT 2, Case 1:13-cr-00435-TDS, Document 153, Filed 10/17/18, 

Page 2 of 11, EXHIBIT INDEX PAGE 9 OF 18: “On September 20, 2018, 

Thursday, some of my memories may have been blacked out. I was under an 

extreme amount of stress and anxiety already due to the pre-filing injunction 

motion...My mom had also noticed that my doors were not being kept locked, I 

was psychologically afraid to sleep in my bed. Sometimes sleeping on the couch 

and I had a bad feeling something bad would happen to me.”. EXHIBIT 2, 

Case 1:13-cr-00435-TDS, Document 153, Filed 10/17/18, Page 2 of 11, EXHIBIT 

INDEX PAGE 9 OF 18: “ON SEPTEMBER 18th, 2018, Somebody was in the 

thicket at the end of my neighbor's property and branches moved whenever I 

looked in that direction. I was around the period when I was mowing the grass 

between the time period of 1 to 4PM. That was a tuesday. Likely surveiling me.” 
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Defendant did also exhibit symptom of irritability as he told Officer Jones “F**k 

you!” and cussed him out at the time of being arrested. See EXHIBIT INDEX 

PAGE 13 OF 18, “Case 1:13-cr-00435-TDS Document 153 Filed 10/17/18 Page 6 

of 11”. 

14. The Centers for Disease Control and prevention (CDC) has credible 

information about symptoms caused by Carbon Monoxide if the levels cannot be 

determined and documented. See 

https://web.archive.org/web/20220903230021/https://www.cdc.gov/disasters/co_g

uidance.html or https://www.cdc.gov/disasters/co_guidance.html. Symptoms of 

severe CO poisoning include malaise, shortness of breath, headache, nausea, chest 

pain, irritability, ataxia, altered mental status, other neurologic symptoms, loss of 

consciousness, coma, and death; signs include tachycardia, tachypnea, 

hypotension, various neurologic findings including impaired memory, cognitive 

and sensory disturbances; metabolic acidosis, arrhythmias, myocardial ischemia or 

infarction, and noncardiogenic pulmonary edema, although any organ system 

might be involved. Sinus Tachycardia was documented by the hospital on 

November 19, 2017. 

15. Defendant believes there is enough evidence of matching symptoms for 

Carbon Monoxide gas exposure (tachycardia, psychosis, mental confusion, 

possibly hallucinations, abnormal White Blood Cell (WBC) count, abnormal Mean 

https://web.archive.org/web/20220903230021/https:/www.cdc.gov/disasters/co_guidance.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20220903230021/https:/www.cdc.gov/disasters/co_guidance.html
https://www.cdc.gov/disasters/co_guidance.html
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Platelet Volume (MPV)) for necessary appointment of a Carbon Monoxide expert 

of some kind by this Court or by the Commonwealth Attorney necessary to explain 

to this Circuit Court that Carbon Monoxide gas poisoning, long term, can induce 

the criminal Defendant with Autism Spectrum Disorder to exhibit a weird 

abnormal behavior of walking around naked in a public place at night. An expert 

will be needed to confirm the elements facts of how Carbon Monoxide gas induced 

the charged indecent exposure behavior of Brian David Hill on September 21, 

2018. Even University professors should take interest and notice of the claims 

made in this motion. Element 7 has been satisfied. 

 

Element 8: Defendant had filed a complaint against The Chimney Sweep with the Fire 

Marshals in September, 2019, by fax. Nothing ever panned out from that complaint 

and request for inquiry/investigation. Defendant found out about the consumer 

complaint process at the Office of the Attorney General, to protect consumers from 

fraud and business wrongdoings. Defendant filed a complaint on May 17, 2022. The 

Chimney Sweep was served with the complaint and attached evidence. They 

responded through its owner JaCody Cassell who hired a lawyer Eric Ferguson to 

respond to Defendant’s complaint. 

 

16. Defendant had filed a complaint against The Chimney Sweep with the 

Fire Marshals in September, 2019, by fax (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 407- 

415 OF 532). Nothing ever panned out from that complaint and request for 

inquiry/investigation into that chimney company. Defendant found out about the 

consumer complaint process at the Office of the Attorney General, to protect 
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consumers from fraud and business wrongdoings. If a business injuries or kills 

somebody, it should be of great concern to this Commonwealth and to of Law 

Enforcement, especially if the company denies ever doing business with a client 

they injured and almost killed but the signed check record proves the opposite of 

the lies. Defendant through his mother Roberta Hill filed a complaint on May 17, 

2022 (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 1-113 OF 532, “COMPLAINT FILED BY 

BRIAN DAVID HILL; w/OAG”). The Chimney Sweep was served with the 

complaint and attached evidence (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 114-116 OF 

532). They responded through its owner JaCody Cassell who hired a lawyer Eric 

Ferguson to respond to Defendant’s complaint (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 

164-165 OF 532). Claimed the complaint was baseless and denied ever doing an 

estimate or work for Ms. Hill. However, the telephone phone call logs/records and 

the signed check from the TRUIST Bank shows the opposite (See EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 359-370 OF 532). Because JaCody Cassell was caught lying on 

two claims on its face in response to the complaint, the Court should consider the 

entire complaint as true due to lies from the respondent to that complaint as it only 

accused The Chimney Sweep company under JaCody Cassell of material facts 

about Brian David Hill and Roberta Hill being poisoned by Carbon Monoxide gas 

due to installing metal tin on top of the chimney flues, blocking exhaust of gas 

appliances causing gas to flow through the fireplaces of Apartment 1 and 
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Apartment 2. All claims in that complaint should be treated as factual by this Court 

since attorney Eric Ferguson’s claim of Defendant’s complaint being baseless was 

based on his client claiming he never did an estimate and never did chimney work 

for Roberta Hill. The documented evidence records from third parties such as 

xFinity/Comcast and TRUIST Bank prove that JaCody Cassell is a liar when 

confronted with the accusations against his company that he or his company 

poisoned the Defendant and Roberta Hill with carbon monoxide gas by blocking 

exhaust of the gas. The complaint is true when the accused lies. See EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 511-519 OF 532. 

17. Mediator Aaron Ziglar of the Office of Attorney General for the 

Commonwealth of Virginia had warned or advised both parties to the Dispute 

Resolution Unit case that any responses are voluntary and are not required. 

Citation of EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 114 OF 532: “…participation in our dispute 

resolution process is voluntary, we do request an acknowledgement of this letter”. 

Defendant had not lied throughout those proceedings, maybe Defendant and 

Roberta Hill made some hyperbolic rants or political opinions. However, JaCody 

Cassell did lie and was caught lying throughout those voluntary proceedings. The 

ones who are caught lying in the face of accusations are usually treated as baseless 

and treated as though the liar is hiding something and is not being genuine. The 

complaint was not baseless, JaCody Cassell was baseless in lying in contradiction 
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to his signed check when he cashed in the $300 from Roberta Hill, on October 6, 

2017, a day after he poisoned Brian David Hill and Roberta Hill with carbon 

monoxide gas by the installation of metal tin on top of the chimney flues. This 

caused gas to flow through the fireplaces subjecting the residents of both 

apartments to suffer Carbon Monoxide gas prolonged exposure, long-term. 

Element 8 has been satisfied. 

Element 9: This lawyer, Eric Ferguson, who represented JaCody Cassell had lied to 

the Dispute Resolution Unit of the Office of the Attorney General. They lied to a 

Government office, an office under the authority and control of the Attorney 

General for the Commonwealth of Virginia. They lied to a government agency of 

this Commonwealth. Here is how it can be proven. Eric claimed his client never 

conducted an estimate for Roberta Hill, never did any work for Roberta Hill, has no 

records of any work for Roberta Hill, and cannot remember anything and has no 

belief of ever doing a job for Roberta Hill involving her chimney in 2017. The 

attorney also raised the issue that the complaint filer Brian David Hill had waited 

up till 5 years to file the complaint. Of course the Defendant was not aware of the 

carbon monoxide until February or March, 2019. Defendant filed a complaint with 

the Fire Marshals by fax in September, 2019. It proved that Defendant did not wait 

5 years before deciding to complain about The Chimney Sweep. The first time he 

complained was in the same year he found out about the carbon monoxide. 

 

18. This lawyer, Eric Ferguson, who represented JaCody Cassell had lied to 

the Dispute Resolution Unit of the Office of the Attorney General. They lied to a 

Government office, an office under the authority and control of the Attorney 

General for the Commonwealth of Virginia. They lied to a government agency of 

this Commonwealth. Here is how it can be proven. Eric Ferguson the attorney 
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claimed his client never conducted an estimate for Roberta Hill (See EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 164-165 OF 532), never did any work for Roberta Hill (See 

EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 164-165 OF 532), has no records of any work for 

Roberta Hill (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 164-165 OF 532), and cannot 

remember anything and has no belief of ever doing a job for Roberta Hill involving 

her chimney in 2017 (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 511 OF 532). Review the 

full letter to see what it was talking about (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 511-519 

OF 532). That is a complete lie as he signed a check paid for by Roberta Hill to 

The Chimney Sweep (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 513 OF 532, “PAGE 3 OF 9 

- LETTER TO DEMETRICE DAVIS AND ERIC FERGUSON 8-30-2022”). That 

is a complete lie as Cassell’s mobile phone number was in contact with Roberta 

Hill in both September 26, 2017 and October 5, 2017 (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX 

PG. 360-361 OF 532, "PAGE 2 OF 12", "PAGE 3 OF 12" - "LETTER TO 

AARON ZIGLAR AND ERIC FERGUSON 7-7-2022"). See that full letter to see 

what it was talking about (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 359-370 OF 532). 

October 5, 2017 is the exact same day as the date written on the check as 

photocopied by the bank, in TRUIST bank records (See, EXHIBIT APPENDIX 

PG. 481-483 OF 532). 

19. The attorney also raised the issue that the complaint filer Brian David 

Hill had waited up till 5 years to file the complaint (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX 
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PG. 165 OF 532). The lawyer said a claim either wrong or lying for Cassell, he 

said: “One would think that it would not take 3-5 years to make a complaint.” 

However the complaint to the Fire Marshals faxed by Defendant in September 22, 

2019 squashes that claim by Attorney Eric Ferguson, the lying lawyer (See 

EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 401-415 OF 532). Of course the Defendant was not 

aware of the carbon monoxide until February or March, 2019. Again, Defendant 

filed a complaint with the Fire Marshals by fax in September, 2019 (See EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 407- 415 OF 532). It proved that Defendant did not wait 3-5 years 

before deciding to complain about The Chimney Sweep. The first time he 

complained about this chimney company was in the same year he found out about 

the carbon monoxide. That is due diligence. The Fire Marshals of Henry County 

and also over Martinsville were negligent and refused to investigate this matter, 

and refused to ask The Chimney Sweep about the allegations made by Defendant. 

This is dereliction of duty and proved that Attorney Eric Ferguson lied about 

Defendant waiting 3-5 years to bring forth a written complaint against The 

Chimney Sweep. Element 9 has been satisfied. 

 

Element 10: The evidence disproving the lies of JaCody Cassell through his legal 

counsel Eric Ferguson are the following: (i.) xFinity/Comcast Telephone records 

of 276-790-3505 in September and October of 2017. In contact with the phone 

number (540) 483-2468. One phone call contact lasted for the time length period of 

3 minutes and 11 seconds. (ii.)  Signed bank check record of cashed in check from 
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Roberta Hill paying $300 by check to The Chimney Sweep, and it was signed for by 

Cassell. Paid for on October 6, 2017. It is authenticated by TRUIST bank records 

research. 

 

20. The evidence disproving the lies of JaCody Cassell through his legal 

counsel Eric Ferguson are of the following: (i.) xFinity/Comcast Telephone 

records of 276-790-3505 in September and October of 2017. See EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 359- 363 OF 532. One phone call contacting Cassell’s phone 

number lasted for the time length period of 3 minutes and 11 seconds, See 

EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 252 OF 532. Would that not be an estimate during the 

3 minute 11 second phone call on September 26, 2017, since Cassell was paid 

$300 on October 5, 2017 paid for his business by name by check, and that check 

was cashed in on October 6, 2017? 

21. There exists proof of the (ii.)  Signed bank check record of cashed 

in check from Roberta Hill paying $300 by check to The Chimney Sweep, and it 

was signed for by Cassell. Paid for on October 6, 2017. It is authenticated by 

TRUIST bank records research. See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 480-483 OF 532. 

22. At one point the complaint case was closed at the Dispute Resolution 

Unit on July 18, 2022 due to the lawyer’s impatience (EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 

400 OF 532) and hostility towards Defendant and his mother in the Hills’ waiting 

for the records to produce the photocopy of the signed check. See EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 424 OF 523. Saying and I quote: “...The only thing I am 
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interested in is if The Chimney Sweep did any work for them in 2017. If they have 

a check, then produce it. If not, then drop this matter.” (EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 

512 OF 532 and EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 395 OF 532). Defendant gives 

appreciation and thanks to his mother Roberta Hill for producing the check and 

unfortunately this hostile behavior of that lawyer Eric Ferguson refusing to be 

patient and wait for the records research caused the closure of the complaint. So 

Defendant filed a second complaint against The Chimney Sweep for lying to the 

Dispute Resolution Unit, for lying to Aaron Ziglar who works for the Office of 

Attorney General, who the Attorney General is the chief attorney officer for the 

Commonwealth of Virginia. 

23. See EXHIBIT APPENDIX VOLUME II OF II (Pages 1 – 79), and read 

the whole new complaint filed against The Chimney Sweep. See EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 1 through 79 OF 79. All pages from start to finish to see the new 

complaint filed on August 16, 2022. That complaint filed by Defendant had not 

been assigned a case number with the Dispute Resolution Unit as far as Defendant 

is aware of. Instead the closed complaint was reopened on the new evidence 

accepting Attorney Eric Ferguson’s challenge directed at Defendant saying: “If 

they have a check, then produce it. If not, then drop this matter”. The check had 

been produced with the handwritten signature of Cassell. This matter of proving 

the lie as a lie, proving the lie as far as it can go with Defendant’s limited resources 
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at his disposal. Defendant was able to disprove the lies of JaCody Cassell and Eric 

Ferguson’s challenge. Defendant’s response to that challenge, “CHALLENGE 

ACCEPTED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!”. Now back to EXHIBIT APPENDIX 

VOLUME I OF II (Pages 1 – 532). See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 512 OF 532. 

24. Defendant had Roberta Hill email the evidence of the check signed by 

Cassell directed at Aaron Ziglar. See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 467-472 OF532, 

and was emailed on August 15, 2022. 

25. Like clockwork, the closed complaint case in the Dispute Resolution 

Unit was reopened (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 473 OF 532) on August 19, 

2022 and response was asked of Mr. Ferguson. Ten business days may have 

elapsed depending on which business days are counted. Likely, if Attorney Eric 

Ferguson does not respond at all anymore, then it is clear that the Circuit Court and 

the Commonwealth’s Attorney should intervene, to take notice of the evidence of 

lying by JaCody Cassell and consider him a suspect of poisoning Brian David Hill 

and Roberta Hill with carbon monoxide gas on October 5, 2017 by installation of a 

blocking agent to block the exhaust of natural gas exhaust from gas appliances, 

causing the gas to flow through the fireplaces. Blocking agent is a metal tin as 

reported by Pete Compton of ACE Chimney & Wildlife. See EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 418 OF 532. It is clear that Defendant isn’t just innocent of 

indecent exposure, innocent of his charge, but the suspect or culprit has been 
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identified and proven by the exhibits in support of this motion herein. Element 10 

has been satisfied. 

 

ALL ELEMENTS HAVE BEEN PROVEN AND SATISIFIED 

 

22. This Circuit Court should treat the entire COMPLAINT (EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX PG. 1-113 OF 532) by Brian David Hill, the criminal Defendant, as 

having merit since the owner of The Chimney Sweep had been caught lying even 

in the face of documentary evidence disproving what Attorney Eric Ferguson told 

Aaron Ziglar the mediator for the Office of the Attorney General, Dispute 

Resolution Unit. People who don’t lie have nothing to hide. JaCody Cassell has 

something to hide, the fact that he would lie to an employee of the Commonwealth 

of Virginia, he would lie to an employee working for the Office of Attorney 

General. He had been caught lying and attorney Eric Ferguson continues the wall 

of denials and his client continues the wall of denials. See EXHIBIT APPENDIX 

PG. 1-104 OF 532, 105-113 OF 532. 

23. All elements have been proven in regard to the fact that Defendant had 

suffered under carbon monoxide gas from October 5, 2017, until September 20, 

2018, late at night when he left the home and was found naked on the Dick and 

Willie passage walking trail on September 21, 2018. There had been news articles 
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printouts in exhibits to the filed: MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 

OR NEW TRIAL PURSUANT TO RULE 3A:15 BASED UPON NEW 

EVIDENCE WHICH DISPROVES THE ELEMENTS OF CHARGED CRIME 

BY PROSECUTION, EVIDENCE WARRANTING NEW TRIAL OR 

ACQUITTAL, Page 44 of 77, Page 45 of 77, Page 46 of 77. Defendant has Autism 

Spectrum Disorder (“Autism”) before, during, and after the time he was accused of 

indecent exposure. The Defendant’s carbon monoxide gas exposure and his Autism 

are a mixed bag of issues. 

24. This Court has nothing to worry about because the source of the carbon 

monoxide had been removed on January 30, 2019 thanks to Pete Compton of ACE 

Chimney & Wildlife in Bassett, Virginia (EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 418 OF 

532). The Court has no need to punish Defendant to deter a behavior which had not 

been repeated, this is not a serial behavior. Once the carbon monoxide had been 

removed after Defendant had been away from the carbon monoxide due to his 

detainment in Martinsville City Jail and in the Feds custody, the behavior had not 

happened again. This Court has no need to punish the Defendant as there is nothing 

they need to deter, if that is one of the primary reasons why the Hon. Giles Carter 

Greer refuses to acquit Brian David Hill out of fear that it could happen again. It 

has not. It will never happen again. The source of the poisoning has been gone 

since January 30, 2019, and carbon monoxide detectors have been placed in 
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Apartment 2 and Apartment 1. The carbon monoxide will never come back again, 

the Defendant ensures this Court that now that he is aware of the carbon monoxide 

gas poisoning which induced that behavior, and he will not let it happen again. 

There is no reason to charge or convict this Defendant with what happened on 

September 21, 2018 in light of this new evidence. Defendant was involuntarily 

intoxicated due to the carbon monoxide gas which induced the behavior charged as 

indecent exposure on September 21, 2018, See Exhibit 0. 

25. Brian David Hill is actually innocent of all three elements of his criminal 

charge. The local hospital who gave the erroneous medical clearing did not conduct 

the laboratory tests ordered on September 21, 2018, after blood was drawn from 

Defendant’s arm. See MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL OR NEW 

TRIAL PURSUANT TO RULE 3A:15 BASED UPON NEW EVIDENCE 

WHICH DISPROVES THE ELEMENTS OF CHARGED CRIME BY 

PROSECUTION, EVIDENCE WARRANTING NEW TRIAL OR ACQUITTAL, 

Page 37 of 77, Page 35 of 77, Page 30 of 77. Because no laboratory tests were ever 

conducted by the hospital while police Officer Robert Jones admitted at a federal 

hearing that they normally do the lab work aka laboratory testing of bodily fluids 

but he didn’t have that because he never asked for the medical records, and no lab 

work was completed at no fault of Defendant. 
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26. Defendant wanted a drug test after he was arrested for indecent 

exposure. Former Assistant Public Defender named Scott Albrecht had been asked 

by the Defendant for drug tests but Scott Albrecht never subpoenaed the hospital 

either despite the fact the original charge claimed Defendant was medically and 

psychologically cleared when he was charged with indecent exposure. It was all 

ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth Amendment of the United 

States Constitution. See Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984), Hill v. 

Commonwealth, 8 Va. App. 60, 67-68 (Va. Ct. App. 1989) (“(7) Since its 

enactment, the Supreme Court has had several occasions to discuss the effect of 

Code Sec. 19.2-317.1 upon the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel. In Frye v. 

Commonwealth, 231 Va. 370, 345 S.E.2d 267 (1986), the Court said: In view of 

the seriousness of a charge of ineffective assistance, counsel is entitled to the 

opportunity to state his reasons for his acts of commission and omission now 

subjected to challenge. On the other hand, we will not rule as a matter of law, upon 

this record, that counsel's conduct was consistent with reasonable trial strategy and 

therefore was not ineffective. We will not impute to counsel a certain rationale and 

thereby deny the defendant the opportunity to demonstrate, by evidence which 

might be obtained in a plenary hearing, that counsel had no such tactical basis for 

his actions. Id. at 400, 345 S.E.2d at 288; see also Correll v. Commonwealth, 232 

Va. 454, 470, 352 S.E.2d 352, 362, cert. denied, 107 S.Ct. 3219 (1987) (a claim of 
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ineffective counsel cannot be resolved on direct appeal "unless counsel charged 

with ineffectiveness has had an opportunity to defend himself on the record by 

giving the rationale for his challenged acts of omission or commission"); Beaver v. 

Commonwealth, 232 Va. 521, 537-38, 352 S.E.2d 342, 351-52, cert. denied, 107 

S.Ct. 3277 (1987); Payne v. Commonwealth, 233 Va. 460, 475, 357 S.E.2d 500, 

509, cert. denied, 108 S.Ct. 308 (1987); Payne v. Commonwealth, 5 Va. App. 498, 

504, 364 S.E.2d 765, 768 (1987). None of these cases has addressed the issue 

whether the trial court is permitted to take additional evidence to support an 

allegation of ineffective assistance of counsel.”) 

27. If the Circuit Court is still not convinced, they should hold an evidentiary 

hearing, ask the Commonwealth Attorney for a response, and appoint an attorney to 

represent Defendant in this case to fully demonstrate factual innocence and the 

merits of his defense to the criminal charge, and is proffered as his involuntary 

intoxication defense to warrant New Trial in this Court or Judgment of Acquittal to 

prevent a fundamental miscarriage of justice. Convicting an innocent man of 

violating the indecent exposure statute is a miscarriage of justice. 

LEGAL ARGUMENT AS TO WHY CIRCUIT COURT HAS THE 

JURISDICTION, AUTHORITY, AND CASE LAW TO JUSTIFY THE 

RELIEF SOUGHT BY GRANTING THIS MOTION AND EVEN HOLDING 

AN EVIDENTIARY HEARING 
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1. The judge’s reasoning why possibly considering to deny this type of post-

conviction motion: Citation of Rule 1:1 - Finality of Judgments, Orders and 

Decrees, Va. R. Sup. Ct. 1:1 (“(a)Expiration of Court's Jurisdiction. - All final 

judgments, orders, and decrees, irrespective of terms of court, remain under the 

control of the trial court and may be modified, vacated, or suspended for twenty-

one days after the date of entry, and no longer. The date of entry of any final 

judgment, order, or decree is the date it is signed by the judge either on paper or by 

electronic means in accord with Rule 1:17. (b)General Rule: Orders Deemed Final. 

- Unless otherwise provided by rule or statute, a judgment, order, or decree is final 

if it disposes of the entire matter before the court, including all claim(s) and all 

cause(s) of action against all parties, gives all the relief contemplated, and leaves 

nothing to be done by the court except the ministerial execution of the court's 

judgment, order, or decree.”). 

2. However due to the rights of criminal defendants under the U.S. 

Constitution and Virginia Constitution, (court rules cannot override the Constitution 

and its protections of criminal defendants) Rule 1:1 does not bar reopening a final 

criminal judgment or conviction of a case when new evidence is filed with the 

Court, evidence that was not previously known or discovered, and evidence which 

could not have been secured at the time of Trial which would have been December 

2, 2019 had the Defendant not withdrawn his appeal. New evidence which proves 
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that a final judgment is erroneous or that a final judgment cannot be sustained based 

on new evidence can bring jurisdiction to the Circuit Court to act on a motion 

challenging a final judgment or criminal conviction. Again see Odum standard: 

Odum v. Commonwealth, 225 Va. 123, 124 (Va. 1983) and Tweed standard: 

Commonwealth v. Tweed, 264 Va. 524, (Va. 2002). 

3. Also the Supreme Court of Virginia, rules of the Court has a rule on a 

motion for a new trial or judgment of acquittal if the evidence is enough to show 

that the Commonwealth cannot sustain a criminal conviction. All elements of a 

criminal charge must be met before a criminal conviction can be entered 

constitutionally as part of due process of law. See Rule 3A:15 - Motion to Strike or 

to Set Aside Verdict; Judgment of Acquittal or New Trial, Va. R. Sup. Ct. 3A:15 

(“(c)Judgment of Acquittal or New Trial. The court must enter a judgment of 

acquittal if it strikes the evidence or sets aside the verdict because the evidence is 

insufficient as a matter of law to sustain a conviction. The court must grant a new 

trial if it sets aside the verdict for any other reason.”). 

4. It is new evidence which could not have been secured in 2019 during the 

pending criminal charge on Trial De Novo in the Circuit Court, and the jury would 

never have heard of any of this because it did not have possibly exist at the time. 

The new evidence which could not have been secured in 2019 which did not exist 

are the following: 
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i. The evidence that suspect or culprit JaCody Cassell of 

business known as The Chimney sweep had lied to the mediator of the 

Attorney General’s office of Dispute Resolution Unit in email to 

Aaron Ziglar on June 28, 2022 (EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 164-165 

OF 532). Lied in response to the allegations and COMPLAINT 

against The Chimney Sweep (See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 1-104 

OF 532, 105-113 OF 532).  

ii. Defendant and Defendant’s mother Roberta Hill had 

given JaCody Cassell plenty of chances to admit wrongdoing by 

human error which almost killed Defendant and his mother after 

both being damaged health-wise and the human error caused 

damage to Triplex which required expensive repair work. 

Instead JaCody Cassell and his hired lawyer Eric Ferguson had 

repeatedly been hostile towards the victim of The Chimney 

Sweep’s human error aka the Defendant and Defendant’s 

mother. Refusing to admit that the business The Chimney 

Sweep had poisoned Brian David Hill and Roberta Hill with 

carbon monoxide gas poisoning due to sealing off exhaust from 

two gas appliances used in the Triplex of both Defendant’s and 

Roberta’s home, caused gas to flow through the fireplaces with 
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white residue left as evidence of the carbon monoxide, long-

term. 

iii. The complainant had been completely honest with the 

Office of the Attorney General and honest with The Chimney 

Sweep that JaCody’s business The Chimney Sweep had caused 

the carbon monoxide by the installation of metal tin on top of 

the chimney flues. 

iv. The Defendant even said in one or more letters 

(EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 428-431 OF 532) and Roberta Hill 

had said various times in emails from rbhill67@comcast.net to 

Aaron Ziglar and Eric Ferguson that what The Chimney Sweep 

had done was a human error (EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 527 

OF 532, EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 488 OF 532). Defendant 

was being nice by telling the truth and asserting that it was 

human error. But with the lying by JaCody Cassell, it makes 

Defendant wonder if it was on purpose, it makes Defendant not 

trust them. 

v. That Defendant will not hold anger or bitterness 

towards damaging acts done by human error or mistake, but is 

angry at The Chimney Sweep for simply lying to the 

mailto:rbhill67@comcast.net
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government employee and claiming they never did any work or 

estimate knowing that he signed a $300 check for the chimney 

work he claimed he denied ever doing such work. 

vi. That his denials and the evidence disproving multiple 

denials from JaCody Cassell makes him a suspect (whether 

criminal or civil) in the carbon monoxide poisoning of Brian 

David Hill since October 5, 2017 until when he was arrested for 

indecent exposure. The jury would not have known about 

JaCody Cassell lying in 2019 because he lied in response to 

Defendant on June 28, 2022. Defendant and Roberta Hill had 

proven that JaCody Cassell is a liar when he had responded 

through his legal counsel Eric Ferguson to the allegations filed 

by Defendant on May 17, 2022. Defendant has proven his 

claims and elements of involuntary intoxication. 

 

5. Let us examine the Tweed Standard and Odum standards which both have 

a similar requirement for new trials and judgment of acquittal if the new evidence is 

enough to disprove the elements of guilt presented by the Commonwealth of 

Virginia which may require acquittal by dismissal of case. 

A PARTY SEEKING A NEW TRIAL LEGAL STANDARDS 
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6. A party who seeks a new trial based upon after-discovered evidence bears 

the burden to establish that the evidence (1) appears to have been discovered 

subsequent to the trial; (2) could not have been secured for use at the trial in the 

exercise of reasonable diligence by the movant; (3) is not merely cumulative, 

corroborative, or collateral; and (4) is material, and such as should produce opposite 

results on the merits at another trial. The litigant must establish each of these 

mandatory criteria. 

7. To satisfy first criteria, the evidence of proving suspect or culprit JaCody 

Cassell where his business The Chimney Sweep had caused the poisoning of 

Defendant with carbon monoxide gas originally by human error as stated in the 

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS was all discovered after the response from suspect 

or culprit JaCody Cassell on June 28, 2022. He lied in response and those lies have 

been proven to be lies by both Roberta Hill and Brian David Hill, the Defendant. 

The lies have been proven which makes this new evidence. Because the Office of 

the Attorney General represents the Commonwealth of Virginia, the Dispute 

Resolution Unit is a government office under the authority of the Commonwealth 

of Virginia. JaCody Cassell the suspect had lied to the Commonwealth of Virginia 

in response to Defendant’s allegations filed on May 17, 2022 that The Chimney 

Sweep had caused the carbon monoxide poisoning which may be legally considered 

involuntary intoxication of Defendant prior to the indecent exposure charge of 
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September 21, 2018, and that intoxication was not disproven due to deletion of 

laboratory tests ordered on September 21, 2018 but never completed by the local 

hospital after being ordered. Lab tests would have proven the levels of carbon 

monoxide poisoning caused by natural gas. 

8. To satisfy second criteria, the evidence could not have been secured for 

use at trial because of ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth 

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. As well as the evidence could not have been 

secured for use at trial because JaCody Cassell had lied in 2022, he had lied by 

attorney Eric Ferguson’s response from his client on June 28, 2022. The trial by 

jury was set for December 2, 2019. All court appointed lawyers Matthew Scott 

Thomas Clark, Lauren McGarry, and Scott Albrecht did not ever secure any 

evidence of the suspect or culprit proving that Defendant was involuntarily 

intoxicated when charged by Martinsville Police. Evidence could not have been 

secured pro se because at the time a lawyer was appointed, any pro se filings were 

ignored by the Circuit Court, any evidence filed pro se would have been 

disregarded and ignored due to counsel being appointed but did nothing to prove 

Defendant’s innocence, it was ignored for a fact. So the evidence could not have 

been secured prior to trial because of ineffective assistance of counsel and the 

Circuit Court ignored all pro se motions and ignored all pro se evidence while 

counsel was appointed. So ineffective counsel is the cause. See: Dominguez v. 
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Pruett, 756 S.E.2d 911 (Va. 2014). Shaikh v. Johnson, 666 S.E.2d 325 (Va. 2008). 

See: Byrd v. Johnson, 708 S.E.2d 896 (Va. 2011). If counsel were effective in 

securing this evidence, Defendant never would have been convicted in the first 

place because he is factually innocent since he was never truly medically cleared, 

and he was intoxicated on an involuntary basis. The entire claim by Officer Robert 

Jones that Defendant was medically and psychologically cleared was based on only 

a belief, not based on a fact, not based on evidence, not based on the truth, it was 

only based on a belief by this police officer. 

9. To satisfy third criteria, that it “is not merely cumulative, corroborative, or 

collateral”, it is not merely just cumulative, corroborative, or collateral evidence but 

it proves directly that the suspect or culprit JaCody Cassell had lied when 

allegations were brought up about his company’s (The Chimney Sweep’s) 

involuntary intoxication caused by their human error of placing metal tin on top of 

the chimney flues without poking any holes or using chicken wire instead to 

prevent blockage of exhaust of two gas powered appliances such as gas hot water 

heater and gas radiator/furnace. Human error is not a criminal act with exception to 

involuntary manslaughter, usually, but lying about a human error is very suspect 

and paints a picture of mal-intent. It paints a picture that maybe or possibly JaCody 

Cassell did it on purpose or rather not correct his mistakes by lying instead of 

simply telling the truth that he made a simple mistake and felt sorry for it. He 
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should have felt sorry for causing Defendant to have been wrongfully charged and 

wrongfully convicted. He should feel sorry for all the damage he and his business 

caused this innocent man. Defendant asks Jesus Christ to make Cassell feel sorry 

for what he had done and the abuses the Defendant had gone through in the 

criminal justice system due to Cassell. If Defendant were never exposed to carbon 

monoxide, this criminal case would not have existed and Defendant never would 

have been arrested by Officer Robert Jones on September 21, 2018. Cassell does 

not feel remorse for what he did to Defendant and Roberta Hill. He feels no 

remorse. JaCody Cassell feels no remorse for his business causing the carbon 

monoxide gas intoxication for Defendant and his mother. They could have both 

been killed which could have caused criminal charges against whoever had placed 

the metal tin, and the blame would be JaCody Cassell and his company The 

Chimney Sweep. If you describe someone's words or actions as malicious, you 

mean that they are intended to harm people or their reputation, or cause them 

embarrassment and upset. Carbon monoxide harmed Defendant and painted him as 

an indecent exposurer. Defendant only wants justice and an end to his misery. 

10. Proving that suspect or culprit JaCody Cassell by his company The 

Chimney Sweep had caused the involuntary intoxication, first by human error in 

October 5, 2017, then lying about the entire thing when a complaint is filed with the 

human error caused allegations, and the lies are disproven with telephone log 
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records and signed check photocopied by archived records kept by TRUIST Bank. 

If this Court questions this suspect or culprit JaCody Cassell by his company The 

Chimney Sweep, if this Court finds that he did caused intoxication of Defendant 

since October 5, 2017 until he left his home and was arrested for indecent exposure, 

then Defendant has a genuine criminal defense of involuntary intoxication. Proof of 

somebody causing involuntary intoxication of a criminal defendant aka another 

person would disprove the intent element of the criminal charge in Exhibit 0, and 

would disprove the obscenity element of the criminal charge in Exhibit 0. 

10. “The ‘obscenity’ element of Code § 18.2–387 may be satisfied when: (1) 

the accused admits to possessing such intent, Moses v. Commonwealth, 611 S.E.2d 

607, 608 (Va. App. 2005)(en banc); (2) the defendant is visibly aroused, Morales v.  

Commonwealth, 525 S.E.2d 23, 24 (Va. App. 2000); (3) the defendant engages in  

masturbatory behavior, Copeland v. Commonwealth, 525 S.E.2d 9, 10 (Va. App. 

2000); or (4) in other circumstances when the totality of the circumstances supports 

an inference that the accused had as his dominant purpose a prurient interest in sex, 

Hart, 441 S.E.2d at 707–08. The mere exposure of a naked body is not obscene. See 

Price v. Commonwealth, 201 S.E.2d 798, 800 (Va. 1974) (finding that `[a] 

portrayal of nudity is not, as a matter of law, a sufficient basis for finding that [it] is 

obscene’).” Romick v. Commonwealth, No. 1580-12-4, 2013 WL 6094240, at *2 

(Va. Ct. App. Nov. 19, 2013)(unpublished)(internal citations reformatted). 
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11. To satisfy the last element, “(4) is material, and such as should produce 

opposite results on the merits at another trial.” The last element is satisfied because 

it is directly material that Defendant was not in his right state of mind due to 

intoxication. Mens Rea, Latin for the state of mind at the time of an accused 

offense. While Virginia does not appear to have established a clean definition of 

criminal intent, Black’s Law Dictionary defines it as “[a]n intent to commit an actus 

reus without any justification, excuse, or other defense.”. A criminal defense, if 

accepted by the Court on the basis of facts and law, is considered factual innocence 

and meaning that a Court of Law cannot sustain a conviction for a charged crime 

when an accepted criminal defense is invoked. 

12. That criminal defense disproves the intent and obscenity elements in the 

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT and is the direct elements of alleged guilt charged. It 

made the Circuit Court and General District Court believe or be given the wrong 

impression that Defendant was purposefully out nude in public with presumption of 

good health and was caught by law enforcement, then made claims as to why he 

was nude out in public which those claims could not be verified and thus Defendant 

was arrested and treated as though his claims were only a mere excuse as to why he 

was out there in the nude. The judge didn’t believe Defendant at the time. New 

evidence changes the outcome of facts and law and should change the outcome in 

this case. 
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13. However, again it should be noted that Defendant was not medically and 

psychologically cleared. See MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL OR 

NEW TRIAL PURSUANT TO RULE 3A:15 BASED UPON NEW EVIDENCE 

WHICH DISPROVES THE ELEMENTS OF CHARGED CRIME BY 

PROSECUTION, EVIDENCE WARRANTING NEW TRIAL OR ACQUITTAL, 

Page 37 of 77, Page 35 of 77, Page 30 of 77. Because no laboratory tests were ever 

conducted by the hospital while police Officer Robert Jones admitted at a federal 

hearing that they normally do the lab work aka laboratory testing of bodily fluids 

but he didn’t have that because he never asked for the medical records, and no lab 

work was completed at no fault of Defendant. 

13. Now it is documented by the STATEMENT OF THE FACTS and the 10 

elements of the proffered criminal defense that the suspect is JaCody Cassell. If he 

admits to installment/placement of the metal tin causing the involuntary 

intoxication by carbon monoxide gas and poisoning of Defendant and his mother 

Roberta Hill since October 5, 2017, then he becomes a culprit to the malicious act 

of intoxicating Defendant and Roberta Hill. It is clear after that fact under criminal 

law that Defendant is actually innocent of indecent exposure and has a laser focused 

criminal defense to his charge on September 21, 2018, in the General District Court 

for the City of Martinsville, see Exhibit 0. Corpus delicti, in Western law, is the 

principle that a crime must be proved to have occurred before a person can be 
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convicted of committing that crime. The person must be proven guilty of all 

elements of the crime before being convicted of a crime. A criminal defense is a 

legal justification and good legal reason warranting acquittal rather than conviction. 

A criminal defense is proven by evidence, proven by circumstances, and can be 

used at any jury trial if warranted by law. As a matter of law, Defendant is innocent 

of indecent exposure due to being involuntarily intoxicated. Let us look at the legal 

standards for involuntarily intoxication. 

14. Commonwealth v. Shumway, Criminal Case No.: CR06-2141, 2 (Va. Cir. 

Ct. Feb. 12, 2007) (“Involuntary intoxication is an exception to the general rule that 

intoxication does not excuse a crime. Johnson v. Commonwealth, 135 Va. 524, 533, 

115 S.E. 673, 676 (1923). "Intoxication is involuntary when drunkenness is 

produced in a person without his willing and knowing use of intoxicating liquor, 

drugs, other substance." 2-53 VIRGINIA MODEL JURY INSTRUCTIONS- 

CRIMINAL INSTRUCTION NO. 53.300 (2006).”). Commonwealth v. Shumway, 

Criminal Case No.: CR06-2141, 2-3 (Va. Cir. Ct. Feb. 12, 2007) (“The involuntary 

intoxication defense has two parts. First, the defendant must have been 

unconsciously or unwillingly intoxicated. According to the Supreme Court of 

Virginia, the "test of involuntary drunkenness, and the one almost if not quite 

universally found in the authorities, is the absence of an exercise of independent 

judgment and volition on the part of the accused in taking the intoxicant - as for 
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example, when he has been made drunk by fraudulent contrivance of others, by 

casualty, or by error of his physician." Johnson v. Commonwealth, 135 Va. at 536. 

Second, involuntary intoxication only "exempts from punishment, if it unsettles the 

reason." Id. at 534 (citing MINOR, SYNOPSIS OF CRIMINAL LAW). See also, 

Director of the Department of Corrections v. Jones, 229 Va. 333, 339, 329 S.E.2d 

33, 37 (1985)(jury instruction in lower court stated: "if you believe that Joseph 

Jones: (1) was unwillingly and unknowingly drunk by the fraudulent contrivance of 

others, and (2) the drunkenness so unsettled Joseph Jones' ability to reason as to 

prevent him from exercising his own free will, then you cannot find him guilty.").”) 

15. Commonwealth v. Shumway, Criminal Case No.: CR06-2141, 3 (Va. Cir. 

Ct. Feb. 12, 2007) (“In Virginia, as well as other states, involuntary intoxication 

and insanity are separate defenses. The Supreme Court of Virginia acknowledged 

three possible forms of the intoxication defense in Johnson v. Commonwealth. 135 

Va. at 528-533. See also, ROGER GROOT, CRIMINAL OFFENSES AND 

DEFENSES IN VIRGINIA 325 (4th ed. 1998)("In its leading case, Johnson v. 

Commonwealth, the Supreme Court recognized three possible forms of an 

intoxication defense."). The three forms are as follows: 1) voluntary intoxication, 2) 

involuntary intoxication; 3) "settled insanity produced by drink." Id.”). 

16. Commonwealth v. Shumway, Criminal Case No.: CR06-2141, 3 (Va. Cir. 

Ct. Feb. 12, 2007) (“Virginia case law and legal treatises treat the insanity and 
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involuntary intoxication defenses as separate defenses. See e.g., Honesty v. 

Commonwealth, 81 Va. 283, 283 (1886)(explaining that for both the insanity and 

intoxication defenses, the defense must show both the condition and that his 

condition rendered "him incapable of doing a willful, deliberate and premeditated 

act."); Baccigalupo v. Commonwealth, 74 Va. 807, 807 (1880)(referring to the two 

defenses separately). For example, CRIMINAL OFFENSES AND DEFENSES IN 

VIRGINIA lists intoxication and insanity as separate defenses. See GROOT, supra, 

at 301 and 325 (1998). See also, 1-31 VIRGINIA CRIMINAL LAW AND 

PROCEDURE §§31.3 and 31.4 (2005)(the treatise separates the insanity defense 

(31.4) from the involuntary intoxication defense (31.3)).”) 

17. Commonwealth v. Shumway, Criminal Case No.: CR06-2141, 3-4 (Va. 

Cir. Ct. Feb. 12, 2007) (“The two defenses are very similar, however. For the 

involuntary intoxication defense, the Defendant must show that "his inability to 

control his conduct meets the M'Naghten test for insanity." 1-31VIRGINIA 

CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE §31.3 (2005). Indeed, "[m]ost jurisdictions 

have adopted the M'Naghten test, under which the Defendant must prove that, as a 

result of a mental disease, he did not know the nature of the act or that the act was 

wrong." Id. "Thus, under the modern definition of involuntary intoxication, the only 

difference between the definition of this defense and insanity is the cause of the 

condition. 'For the former, a mental disease or defect is required, for the latter, 
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involuntarily caused intoxication.'" Shawn Marie Boyne & Gary Mitchell, Death in 

the Desert: A New Look at the Involuntary Intoxication Defense in New Mexico, 

32 N.M.L. REV. 243, 254 (2002). The burden of production and persuasion is 

much lighter for the involuntary intoxication defense than the insanity defense. For 

the intoxication defense, the Defendant need only introduce "evidence sufficient to 

warrant an instruction" to satisfy his burden of production and persuasion. 1-60 

VIRGINIA CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE §60.4 (2005). In contrast, for 

the insanity defense, the Defendant must establish the defense to the "satisfaction of 

the fact finder." Id. A possible explanation for this disparity is that "it is within the 

experiential understanding of most jurors to understand how intoxication affects 

one's thinking. Boyne & Mitchell, supra, at 255. However, jurors have less 

experience with the level of mental illness that satisfies the legal definition of 

insanity." Id.”) 

18. The jury for this Court, if a request for new trial is granted, will be able to 

hear from the suspect JaCody Cassell and any employees from his company: The 

Chimney Sweep about intoxicating Brian David Hill and Roberta Hill since 

October 5, 2017, until the metal tin was removed from the chimney flue by Pete 

Compton in January 30, 2019. The burden of production and persuasion is much 

lighter for the involuntary intoxication defense than the insanity defense. For the 

intoxication defense, the Defendant need only introduce "evidence sufficient to 
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warrant an instruction" to satisfy his burden of production and persuasion. 1-60 

VIRGINIA CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE §60.4 (2005). 

19. Defendant may not have the actual carbon monoxide levels due to 

deletion of laboratory tests after being ordered by Sovah Health Martinsville at no 

fault of Defendant, but he has the suspect or culprit for the Court to order his 

appearance to validate the claims and evidence in this very Motion requesting New 

Trial or Judgment of Acquittal. The suspect JaCody Cassell should be compelled to 

speak under oath in this Circuit Court and be compelled in front of a jury to admit 

or deny Defendant’s allegations against his company The Chimney Sweep after 

being caught lying by Roberta Hill having phone call records/logs from 

Comcast/xFinity and the signed check from Cassell himself in archive records of 

TRUIST Bank. She requested the records, Defendant has those records thanks to 

her. 

20. Again, he was not mentally right in the head when he made these 

statements: Brian said in EXHIBIT 2, EXHIBIT INDEX PAGE 10 OF 18, Case 

1:13-cr-00435-TDS, Document 153, Filed 10/17/18, Page 3 of 11: “…At one point 

I felt like I might collapse so I may have been drugged. I had to keep sitting on 

benches”. Defendant said he thought he was drugged. And the Commonwealth of 

Virginia and City of Martinsville, aka the Commonwealth Attorney cannot 

disprove Brian David Hill may have been on a drug, narcotic, gas, substance, 
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anything. Defendant also made statements in writing in the year 2018 which had 

proven to any rational investigator or trier of fact that he was not mentally and 

medically cleared. EXHIBIT 2, Case 1:13-cr-00435-TDS, Document 153, Filed 

10/17/18, Page 2 of 11, EXHIBIT INDEX PAGE 9 OF 18: “On September 20, 

2018, Thursday, some of my memories may have been blacked out. I was under an 

extreme amount of stress and anxiety already due to the pre-filing injunction 

motion...My mom had also noticed that my doors were not being kept locked, I 

was psychologically afraid to sleep in my bed. Sometimes sleeping on the couch 

and I had a bad feeling something bad would happen to me.”. EXHIBIT 2, Case 

1:13-cr-00435-TDS, Document 153, Filed 10/17/18, Page 2 of 11, EXHIBIT 

INDEX PAGE 9 OF 18: “ON SEPTEMBER 18th, 2018, Somebody was in the 

thicket at the end of my neighbor's property and branches moved whenever I 

looked in that direction. I was around the period when I was mowing the grass 

between the time period of 1 to 4PM. That was a tuesday. Likely surveiling me.” 

These statements were written on September 27, 2018. Six days reportedly after 

Defendant was arrested. Not psychologically cleared, his statements at that time 

sounded bazaar and goes along with the carbon monoxide gas poisoning 

(EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 418 OF 532) theory. Carbon monoxide gas found in 

Apartment of Brian David Hill has been proven with evidence of Pete Compton 

witness letter, the photographs of the white residue and damage in Defendant’s 
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apartment and the carbon monoxide gas induced damage had got worse while 

Defendant was in jails in late September 2018, October 2018, November 2018, 

December 2018, and January 2019 until the source of the carbon monoxide gas had 

been removed. The evidence showing the existence of carbon monoxide gas had 

been proven, the levels had not been documented due to lab work ordered but then 

deleted from the chart of Defendant’s medical records. Covered up by hospital? 

21. The burden of proof has been met of involuntary intoxication caused by 

The Chimney Sweep and under the lies by JaCody Cassell, warranting an 

evidentiary hearing. Enough proof is being filed with this Court to warrant an 

evidentiary hearing, and to subpoena this witness either by Court or by the 

Commonwealth’s Attorney.  

22. This meets the requirement under the Tweed Standard and Odum 

Standard (Supreme Court of Virginia) that the evidence could not have been 

secured or be made available at the time of Trial (Citation in part: “…(2) could not 

have been secured for use at the trial in the exercise of reasonable diligence by the 

movant”) because at that time it was not in existence until Defendant filed a 

complaint on May 17, 2022 with the allegations in the office of the 

Commonwealth of Virginia in its Dispute Resolution Unit, and JaCody Cassell lied 

and denied everything in response to those allegations on June 28, 2022, that is a 

fact. The mental evaluator Dr. Rebecca Loehner who conducted the mental 
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evaluation as ordered by the General District Court in this case, was not aware of 

Defendant’s intoxication under carbon monoxide gas at the time of the mental 

evaluation. Dr. Conrad Daum was not aware of Defendant’s intoxication under 

carbon monoxide gas at the time of the mental evaluation, but he did suspect 

enough of something odd to diagnose him with “psychosis” which is a symptom of 

Carbon Monoxide gas exposure. See EXHIBIT APPENDIX PG. 66-76 OF 532. 

23. It is clear that all STATEMENT OF THE FACTS and all arguments 

made in this motion support the relief sought. Either a new trial must be had or 

judgment of acquittal doing away with this criminal charge as unfounded and 

cannot legally sustain a criminal conviction as a matter of law. The facts being 

proven of involuntary intoxication caused by The Chimney Sweep to disprove 

multiple elements (intent, obscenity) of the prosecution’s case by the City of 

Martinsville and Commonwealth of Virginia warrant that it is an error of fact and 

error of law to sustain a criminal conviction, because constitutionally the Virginia 

Constitution and U.S. Constitution requires that all elements of a crime must be 

met with clear and convincing evidence beyond a reasonable doubt before a jury 

can convict a criminal defendant. Again, Corpus delicti, in Western law, is the 

principle that a crime must be proved to have occurred before a person can be 

convicted of committing that crime. The Defendant is presumed innocent, 

Defendant was supposed to be presumed innocent until proven guilty beyond a 
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reasonable doubt. All elements must be met, that is a requirement of case law and 

constitutional law. All elements have not been met, element of being medically and 

psychologically cleared has not been met. Elements of obscenity and intent have 

not been met with the criminal defense of involuntary intoxication caused by The 

Chimney Sweep and its owner JaCody Cassell who lied to the Commonwealth of 

Virginia in Dispute Resolution Unit. 

24. It is a fundamental miscarriage of justice to convict Defendant any longer 

in this Circuit Court. The General District Court had no basis to convict the 

Defendant because all elements of the offense had not been proven by the 

Commonwealth Attorney. Martinsville Police had the belief Defendant was 

medically cleared and mentally/psychologically cleared, had the false belief that 

Defendant was obscene and intentionally committed an actus reus without any 

justification, excuse, or other defense. That is not true. Beliefs under affidavit by 

Officer Robert Jones do not make them true. 

25. The U.S. Supreme Court has supported the emphasis that all state courts 

must not convict people who are factually innocent of a crime otherwise it is a clear 

and convincing miscarriage of justice and actual prejudice against an innocent 

person. See Schlup v. Delo, 513 U.S. at 327 — 28. Settles v. Brooks, Civil Action 

No. 07-812, 18 n.6 (W.D. Pa. Jun. 26, 2008). 
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26. This Court has no right to deny this motion on the procedural default or 

procedural ground that it lacks jurisdiction using Rule 1:1 of the Rules of the 

Supreme Court of Virginia as an excuse. The judge cannot deny this motion on the 

excuse that it claimed it may lack jurisdiction because it would create a 

fundamental miscarriage of justice and prove the courts are broken convicting 

innocent people and demanding legal fees be paid by innocent people for crimes 

they are not guilty of which is contrary to justice and contrary to Constitutional law 

and remedy. Due process of law requires that this Court corrects its errors of fact 

and errors of law. It is not justice but it is tyranny to convict innocent people of 

crimes they are innocent of without mercy. 

27. See Settles v. Brooks, Civil Action No. 07-812, 16 (W.D. Pa. Jun. 26, 

2008) (“Petitioner counters that this evidence of his actual innocence overcomes 

the procedural default because to not entertain his procedurally defaulted claim 

of actual innocence would result in a complete miscarriage of justice.”). 

28. See Constitution of Virginia; Article I. Bill of Rights; Section 8. 

Criminal prosecutions 

CITATION: Section 8. Criminal prosecutions. That in criminal prosecutions 

a man hath a right to demand the cause and nature of his accusation, to be 

confronted with the accusers and witnesses, and to call for evidence in his favor, 

and he shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of his 

vicinage, without whose unanimous consent he cannot be found guilty. He shall not 

be deprived of life or liberty, except by the law of the land or the judgment of his 
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peers, nor be compelled in any criminal proceeding to give evidence against 

himself, nor be put twice in jeopardy for the same offense. 

 

29. See Constitution of Virginia; Article I. Bill of Rights; Section 8. 

Criminal prosecutions 

Section 11. Due process of law; obligation of contracts; taking or damaging 

of private property; prohibited discrimination; jury trial in civil cases. 

“That no person shall be deprived of his life, liberty, or property without due 

process of law…” 

 

30. Due process of law requires that this Court act on this motion, due 

process of law requires that the Commonwealth Attorney be ordered to respond to 

the claims, arguments, and evidence made in this motion. Due process requires that 

evidence not be ignored by this Court. 

31. If a judge ignores the evidence, it is a due process violation. See Hunter 

v. United States, 548 A.2d 806, (D.C. 1988) (“Because the trial court improperly 

ignored evidence bearing on appellant's competence to enter a guilty plea, we 

reverse and remand to the trial court for further proceedings.”) Lafferty v. Cook, 

949 F.2d 1546, 1555 n.10 (10th Cir. 1992) (“the inquiry on habeas is whether the 

state court denied the defendant his right to due process by ignoring evidence, 

including evidence at trial”). Raghav v. Wolf, 522 F. Supp. 3d 534, 538 (D. Ariz. 

2021) (“Immigration Court violated his due process rights by ignoring evidence of 

his conditions in India and erroneously applying the law.”). James v. Bradley, 19-
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870-pr, 2 (2d Cir. Mar. 31, 2020) (“James brought this action alleging that Bradley 

violated his right to procedural due process by ignoring evidence at the hearing that 

purportedly showed that the tested urine was taken from someone other than 

James.”). 

32. See Schlup v. Delo, 513 U.S. at 327 — 28. Settles v. Brooks, Civil 

Action No. 07-812, 18 n.6 (W.D. Pa. Jun. 26, 2008) (“The Supreme Court in 

Schlup explained that an actual innocence claim in the context of seeking to have a 

procedural default "forgiven" so as to have the procedurally defaulted claims 

reviewed on the merits is a "gateway" claim. In other words, the claim of actual 

innocence in the Schlup context is not a claim that because I am actually innocent 

by virtue of that fact alone I am entitled to federal habeas relief but, rather, is a 

claim that contends because I am actually innocent, the court should forgive my 

procedural default in the State courts and consider my procedurally defaulted 

claims on their merits. Schlup, 513 U.S. at 315.”) 

33. Defendant must be adjudged as acquitted or given a new trial under the 

Tweed Standard and Odum Standard pursuant to Va. R. Sup. Ct. 3A:15, “Rule 

3A:15 - Motion to Strike or to Set Aside Verdict; Judgment of Acquittal or New 

Trial”. Defendant should not be denied relief here. He has disproven two elements 

of the crime, because Defendant has the proof that he was involuntarily intoxicated 

by carbon monoxide gas and JaCody Cassell of The Chimney Sweep lied about the 
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allegations of what started the carbon monoxide intoxication poisoning of Brian 

David Hill and his mother Roberta Hill since October 5, 2017. Defendant had 

proven enough to this Court in this motion that the suspect (not culprit unless he has 

been proven to be the direct culprit or admits to the act) has been identified and 

proven on the records of the Dispute Resolution Unit of the Office of the Attorney 

General for the Commonwealth of Virginia. The suspect is JaCody Cassell of The 

Chimney Sweep who his company started the involuntary intoxication of Defendant 

from October 5, 2017, until the date of arrest of Defendant, Roberta Hill was still 

poisoned by the carbon monoxide until; January 30, 2019. Defendant is not guilty 

of indecent exposure and cannot be convicted because he was not medically cleared 

and was under involuntary intoxication, and the Commonwealth can never prove 

otherwise. The Court may have no choice but to subpoena and order this witness: 

JaCody Cassell to appear before this Court or answer interrogatories to answer 

questions about him lying to the Office of Attorney General and lying to 

Defendant’s mother Roberta Hill over allegations against The Chimney Sweep filed 

by Defendant on May 17, 2022. They cannot prove otherwise, Defendant was never 

guilty and cannot and should not be convicted of indecent exposure regardless of 

whether it is a local ordinance or state statute. There are legal standards required to 

secure a criminal conviction of consequences for a crime committed. No crime was 

committed on September 21, 2018, and no conviction can be secured with three 
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elements of the charge in jeopardy. Sustaining this criminal conviction is an error of 

law, error of fact, errors of fact, and is a grave and fundamental miscarriage of 

justice. It is no justice at all, it is a fabrication of justice, and it is fake justice, not 

even worthy of a criminal record, not even worthy of State Police notation of a 

criminal record. Conviction of an innocent man is true obstruction of justice by the 

Commonwealth. 

CONCLUSION 

 

1. It is clear that Defendant was involuntarily intoxicated as caused by The 

Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017 and thus was not medically and 

psychologically cleared, and had no intent and no obscenity as charged on 

September 21, 2018 as proclaimed in EXHIBIT 0 ARREST WARRANT and 

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT. 

2. It is clear that not all elements of guilt which was charged are met, 

referring to the elements of the charged crime presented by the Commonwealth 

Attorney Glen Andrew Hall representing City of Martinsville and Commonwealth 

of Virginia. Defendant was not medically and psychologically cleared as charged. 

Defendant was intoxicated with carbon monoxide gas and that claim cannot be 

disproven due to destruction of evidence and deletion of evidence by the local 

hospital at no fault of Defendant. Defendant was not with a clean bill of health. The 
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officer didn’t even subpoena for medical records but asserted under oath or 

affirmation in CRIMINAL COMPLAINT page 3 that Defendant was medically and 

psychologically cleared. That was a big fat lie. Officer Jones lied under oath or 

affirmation or was based on an erroneous belief not based on facts. Defendant was 

not cleared in the aspect of the charge element. Defendant was intoxicated and that 

could have been proven had the ordered laboratory tests not been deleted from the 

chart of his medical records dated September 21, 2018. 

3. Because Defendant was not medically cleared and was involuntarily 

intoxicated by carbon monoxide gas poisoning, intent can never be established even 

under a trier of fact’s broad discretionary powers which such discretion over intent 

cannot be successfully challenged on appeal alone. However, the evidence that 

Defendant had psychosis and made paranoid statements and statements of being 

drugged but lab work which was ordered were deleted by the hospital without a 

valid explanation or excuse after lab work was ordered on September 21, 2018, on 

the date of Defendant’s arrest. They cannot disprove the carbon monoxide in body 

of Defendant argument as they do not have the laboratory results. Defendant 

believes the lab tests would have found the levels of carbon monoxide induced 

intoxication. Intent can never be proven and any reasonable juror would find that 

intent cannot be proven without first fully medically and psychologically clearing 

the Defendant with a clean bill of health which would include completed laboratory 
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testing and laboratory results. Also the Commonwealth Attorney would have to 

show any evidence to a jury that there was no carbon monoxide gas long term 

exposure of Defendant to establish that he was medically cleared. The suspect is 

JaCody Cassell and there is evidence documented of him lying to the Dispute 

Resolution Unit of the Commonwealth’s Attorney General in response to 

Defendant’s direct allegations against his company had shown a reason to find 

Defendant not guilty. Since there are no completed laboratory testing and 

laboratory results, AT THE FAULT OF THE HOSPITAL who gave Officer Robert 

Jones a false impression or belief that Defendant was medically and 

psychologically cleared when he in fact wasn’t according to the evidence and the 

passage of Virginia Code § 19.2-271.6 in the year of 2021. 

4. Defendant said under federal affidavits that he never masturbated and 

never had sexual gratification. Defendant also tried to show similar arguments in 

the General District Court trial that he had no sexual gratification. Defendant never 

had any sexual gratification because Defendant was involuntarily intoxicated thus 

not medically and psychologically cleared. Defendant may have been on any street 

drug or illegal drug or carbon monoxide gas or anything that night at the time he 

was found naked by Martinsville Police. They never drug tested him but said he 

was medically and psychologically cleared. That is a proven lie, there is no lab 

work, and there are no drug tests, no evidence that Defendant had a clean bill of 
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health, not without the laboratory testings checking the levels of Carbon Monoxide 

(CarboxyHemoglobin) in his blood. No lab tests were completed, no drug tests 

were done by Martinsville Police. Defendant can never be proven to have been 

medically and psychologically cleared as that is a lie, it is only a belief without any 

supporting evidence proving it. No facts proving medical clearing. Defendant was 

not cleared and no such impression should have been made of such as that is false 

statements in a police report. False statements of medical clearing, false statements 

of being psychologically cleared. It is false at no fault of Defendant. The fault for 

the carbon monoxide gas poisoning of Defendant and Roberta Hill is none other 

than The Chimney Sweep, none other than JaCody Cassell who runs the company. 

5. The element of Defendant being “medically and psychologically cleared” 

in EXHIBIT 0 as charged without clear and convincing evidence by Martinsville 

Police Department and Sovah Health Martinsville hospital, it was meritless, 

baseless, frivolous, and without evidence to prove it or support it. 

6. The element of Defendant making “an obscene display” in EXHIBIT 0 as 

charged without clear and convincing evidence by Martinsville Police Department 

and Sovah Health Martinsville hospital, it was meritless, baseless, frivolous, and 

without evidence to prove it. Meritless because obscenity or intent of obscenity 

cannot be proven without 100% proof of a clean bill of health by the hospital 

including lab testing results when already ordered and blood already drawn. 
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7. The element of Defendant intentionally making “an obscene display” in 

EXHIBIT 0 as charged without clear and convincing evidence by Martinsville 

Police Department and Sovah Health Martinsville hospital, it was meritless, 

baseless, frivolous, and without evidence to prove it. Meritless because obscenity or 

intent of obscenity cannot be proven without 100% proof of a clean bill of health by 

the hospital including lab testing results when already ordered, blood drawn. 

9. The suspect is JaCody Cassell and he must be questioned by this Court in 

regards to the evidence cited in and attached in this motion, evidence cited in the 

Defendant’s complaint. He has a right to plead the Fifth Amendment and have his 

attorney present, but the Defendant has the evidence that Cassell lied about never 

doing any work for Ms. Hill and never doing any estimate for Ms. Hill. He must be 

questioned under oath about his cause of the involuntary intoxication of Defendant. 

8. Defendant is innocent, he was not cleared, he was intoxicated, he was not 

being obscene, and he had no intent. Unless the Commonwealth of Virginia and 

City of Martinsville can prove otherwise to the claims, Statement of the Facts, 

Exhibits, and arguments made in this motion, this Court should grant this motion 

for judgment of acquittal or order a new trial by jury, without any unnecessary 

delay. 

EXHIBITS LIST 
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EXHIBITS # PAGES # DESCRIPTION 

EXHIBIT 0 1-4 PHOTOCOPY OF ARREST 

WARRANT AND CRIMINAL 

COMPLAINT IN GENERAL 

DISTRICT COURT - 09-21-2018 

EXHIBIT 1 5-6 ORDER IN MISDEMEANOR OR 

TRAFFIC INFRACTION 

PROCEEDING 

EXHIBIT 2 7-18 STATUS REPORT OF 

PETITIONER SEPTEMBER 27, 

2018, RE-MAILED ON OCTOBER 

10, 2018 

EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX 

VOLUME I OF II 

(Pages 1 – 532) 

1-532, index is five 

pages (pages 19- 

550), (index pages 

incl. 19-555) 

EXHIBIT APPENDIX VOLUME I 

OF II (Pages 1 – 532) 537 pages with 

Index. 

EXHIBIT 

APPENDIX 

VOLUME II OF II 

(Pages 1 – 79) 

1-79, index is two 

pages (pages 550- 

629), (index pages 

incl. 555-636) 

EXHIBIT APPENDIX VOLUME II 

OF II (Pages 1 – 79) 81 pages with 

Index. 

636 pages total, EXHIBIT INDEX PAGES 

 

REQUEST FOR COURT TO PROVIDE EQUITABLE RELIEF AND ANY 

OTHER RELIEF 

 

Therefore, the Defendant prays that this Honorable Court order the following: 

1.  That the Circuit Court declare or make a factual finding that Defendant was 

involuntarily intoxicated by carbon monoxide gas at the time of arrest which 

shows a criminal defense to the three elements (medically cleared, intent, 

obscenity) of the criminal charge on September 21, 2018 in EXHIBIT 0 which 

means that the three elements were meritless, frivolous, baseless, and without clear 
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and convincing evidence to support that even in light most favorable to the 

Commonwealth, the evidence is insufficient to sustain a conviction; 

2. That the Circuit Court consider ordering a new trial or permanent judgment of 

acquittal for the criminal charge of Brian David Hill in EXHIBIT 0, charged on 

September 21, 2018, for multiple required elements of guilt lacking the required 

evidence necessary for a conviction of that charged crime; 

3. That the Circuit Court consider the evidence sufficient or order an evidentiary 

hearing to question JaCody Cassell over the matters of Defendant being 

involuntarily intoxicated by carbon monoxide gas since October 5, 2017, all the 

way up until Defendant’s arrest on September 21, 2018 while still under the effects 

of the intoxication at the time of arrest which cannot be disproven without 

laboratory results; 

4. That the Circuit Court consider vacatur or modification of the wrongful conviction 

dated November 18, 2019 (EXHIBIT 1), and consider a New Trial by Jury or 

Judgment of Acquittal dismissing this case against Brian David Hill with prejudice 

for lack of evidence to sustain a conviction; 

5. That the Circuit Court waive and discharge any and all pending legal fees ever 

taxed, levied, or ordered against Defendant if the Circuit Court had determined 

that Defendant is innocent and thus should not be held to pay any fees or fines or 

any protected SSI disability money since Defendant is innocent; 
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6. That the Circuit Court waive and discharge any and all pending legal fees ever 

owed by the Defendant pursuant to all legal matters and cases that had begun 

from the original charge and prosecution on September 21, 2018, if the Circuit 

Court had determined that Defendant is innocent and thus should not be held to 

pay any fees or fines or any protected SSI disability money since Defendant is 

innocent;  

7. That the Circuit Court consider providing any other relief or remedy that is just 

and proper, in the proper administration of justice and integrity for the Court. 

 

Respectfully submitted with the Court, This 

the 4th day of September, 2022. 

 

 

 
 

 

Brian D. Hill 

Defendant 

Former news reporter of U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News 

Ally of Q  

310 Forest Street, Apartment 2 

Martinsville, Virginia 24112 

(276) 790-3505 
 

 

 

JusticeForUSWGO.NL or JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE, CERTIFICATE OF FILING 
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I hereby certify that a true and accurate copy of the foregoing Motion was faxed or 

emailed/transmitted by my Assistant Roberta Hill at rbhill67@comcast.net (due to 

Probation Conditions of not being allowed to use the Internet) or delivered this 4th day 

of September, 2022, to the following parties: 

 

1. Commonwealth of Virginia 

2. City of Martinsville 

 

by having representative Roberta Hill filing his pleading on his behalf with the Court, 

through email address rbhill67@comcast.net, transmit/faxed a copy of this pleading to 

the following attorneys who represent the above parties to the case: 

Glen Andrew Hall, Esq. 

Commonwealth Attorney's Office for 

the City of Martinsville 

55 West Church Street 

P.O. Box 1311 

Martinsville, Virginia 24114/24112 

Attorney for the Commonwealth 

Phone: (276) 403-5470 

Fax: (276) 403-5478 

Email: ahall@ci.martinsville.va.us  

Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett, Clerk of the 

Court 

Circuit Court for the City of 

Martinsville 

Phone: 276-403-5106 

Fax: 276-403-5232 

55 West Church Street, Room 205 

P.O. Box 1206 

Martinsville, VA 24114 

Email: apritchett@vacourts.gov  

 

 

The reason why Brian David Hill must use such a representative to serve such 

pleading with the Clerk on his behalf is because Brian is currently still under the 

conditions of Supervised Release for the U.S. District Court barring internet usage 

without permission. Brian's Probation Officer is aware of Roberta Hill using her email 

for conducting court business concerning Brian Hill or court business with the Probation 

Office in regards to Brian David Hill. Therefore Roberta Hill is filing the pleading on 

mailto:rbhill67@comcast.net
mailto:rbhill67@comcast.net
mailto:ahall@ci.martinsville.va.us
mailto:apritchett@vacourts.gov
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______________________ 

Brian's behalf for official court business. Brian has authorized her to file the pleading. 

All exhibits or any exhibits with anything printed from any internet based service was 

printed and researched by Roberta Hill. 

That should satisfy the Certificate of Service regarding letters/pleadings during the 

ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. If the Court wishes to contact the filer over any issues or 

concerns, please feel free to contact the filer Brian David Hill directly by telephone or 

by mailing. They can also contact c / o  Roberta Hill at rbhill67@comcast.net and 

request that she forward the message and any documents or attachments to Brian David 

Hill to view offline for his review. 

 

 

Brian D. Hill 

Defendant 

Former news reporter of U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News 

Ally of Q 

310 Forest Street, Apartment 2 

Martinsville, Virginia 24112 

(276) 790-3505 

JusticeForUSWGO.NL or JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com 

mailto:rbhill67@comcast.net


EXHIBIT 0: PHOTOCOPY OF 
ARREST WARRANT AND CRIMINAL 

COMPLAINT IN GENERAL DISTRICT 
COURT - 09-21-2018

for
attached to: “MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 

OR NEW TRIAL PURSUANT TO RULE 3A:15 BASED 
UPON NEW EVIDENCE WHICH DISPROVES THE 

ELEMENTS OF CHARGED CRIME BY PROSECUTION, 
EVIDENCE WARRANTING NEW TRIAL OR 

ACQUITTAL”
by Brian David Hill

Case no. CR19000009-00, Circuit Court, City of Martinsville, Virginia

Ally of Q, Former news reporter of USWGO Alternative News

JUSTICEFORUSWGO.WORDPRESS.COM
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Martinsville City County Town
TO ANY AUTHORIZED OFFICER:

You are hereby commanded in the name of the Commonwealth of Virginia forthwith to arrest

and bring the Accused before this Court to answer the charge that the Accused, within this city or

county, on or about 09/21/2018 .................. did unlawfully in violation of Section
DATE

13-17/18.2-387
, Code or Ordinances of this city, county or town:

intentionally make an obscene display of the accused's person or private parts in a public place or in a place

where others were present.

WARRANT OF ARRF.ST—MISDKMKANOR (LOCAL)
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA Va. Code $ 19.2-71, -72

Martin syille Kl General District Court X Criminal Traffic
CITY OR COUNTY Juvenile and Domestic Relations District Court

't GUKU

CASE NO. Ul S-9 & &

ACCUSED:

Hill, Brian David
LASI'AME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME

310 Forest St Apt 2
ADDRESS/LOCATION

Martinsville, VA 24112

To be completed upon service as Summons

Mailing address Same as above

RACE SEX BORN HT. I/VGT. EYES HAIR

MO. DAY YR. FT. IN

W M 05/26/1990 6'0" 150 BLIJ BRO
SN

STATE

L-
CI,-Z t-yY

a'~Q ~
Hearing Date/Time
ro-o6'&8

P.n3Prn
JJ~wi~l,M

charged, based on the sworn statements of

SGT. R.D. JONES MPD ........, Complamant.

Execution by summons permitted at officer's discretion. K not permitted.

09/21/2018,05,35,AM...,,, +~~~+ 'ATE

AND TIME ISSUED CLERK El MAGISTRATE 0 JUDGE
Courtney D. Reid

I, the undersigned, have found probable cause to believe that the Accused committed the offense

Commercial Driver's License

x,~ss~MISDEMEANOR
EXECUTED by arresting the Accused named above on
this day:
EXECUTED by summoning the Accused named
above on this day:
For legal entities other than individuals, service
ursuant to Va. Code g 19.2-76.

9~! l~~
DATE AND TME OF SERVICE

............................Z...Q.+5........................................, ARRESTING OFFICER

LJ4
BADGE NO„AGENCY AND Ii/RISDICI'ION

for

gal+.'8

()X~

vvnr wmy uu n~uuuu

4/0 A. 'harnP) E + /0m s '3-K)''ORM

DC-315 (MASTER, PAGE ONE OF T9FO) 07/I I

Attorney for the Accused:

q&~4
Short Offense Description (not a legal definition):
INDECENT EXPOSURE

690GM't800003560
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE USE ONLY

Vnginia Crime Code.
OBS-3713-01

K5WB

LOCAL
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1

The Accused was this day:
[ ] tried in absence [prese

[h/7 PROSECUTING ATTORNEY PRESENT N E}

DATE JUDGE

And was FOUND by me to be

[ ] driving a commercial motor vehicle

[ ] carrying hazardous inaterials

[ ] I ORDER a nolle prosequi on prosecution's motion
[ ] I ORDER the charge dismissed [ ] with prejudice

[ ] conditioned upon payment of costs and

[ ] successful completion of
[ ] traffic school

[ ] mature driver school, g 16.1-69.48:1t

[ ]'.accord and satisfaction, $ 19.2-151.

[ ] under $ $ 4.1-305, 18.2-57.3, 18.2-251 or
19.2-303.2.

DEFENDANT'S ATI'ORNEY PRESENT {NAME}

[ ] NO ATTORNEY [ ] ATTORNEY WAIVED

[ ] If convicted, no jail sentence will be imposed
[ ] INTERPRETER PRESENT

[ ] Certified pursuant to g 19.2-190.1.

Plea of ~used:
[ ~ot guilty [ ] Witnesses sworn
[ ] nolo contendere
[ ] guilty [ ] Plea voluntarily and intelligently

entered after the defendant was apprised of his
right against compulsory self-incrimination and his
right to confront the witnesses against him.

[ ] Plea and Recomm ndation

And was TRIED and OUND by me:

[ ] not guilty [ guilty as charged

[ ] guilty of
VCC ......................................................................................

[ ] facts sufficient to find guilt but defer

adjudication/disposition to
DATE AND TIME

and place accused on probation, f$ 4.1-305, 18.2-
57.3, 18.2-251 or 19.2-303.2.
[ ] A separate order for First Offender is

attached and incorporated in this order.
[ ] Costs imposed upon defendant.

[ ] Guilty — upon a violation of a term or condition of a
deferred adjudication/disposition.

I impose the following Disposition:
[ ] FINE [ ] CIVIL PENALTY of $ .

ith $ suspended

[ JAIL SENTENCE of ........5........+Q
imposed, [ ] of which days
mandatory minimum, with ................................ suspended

for a period of . ., conditioned
upon being of good behavior, keeping the peace, obeying this
order and paying fines and costs. Credit is allowed pursuant to

g 53.1-187 for time spent in confinement.

[ ] Serve jail sentence beginning .

[ ] on weekends only
[ ] Work release [ ] authorized if eligible [ ] required

[ ] not authorized
[ ] Public work force [ ] authorized [ ] not authorized

[ ] on PROBATION for

[ ] VASAP [ ] local community-based probation agency

[ ] Monitoring by GPS/other tracking device

[ ] DRIVER'S LICENSE suspended for ....................................

[ ] Restricted Driver's License per attached order

[ ] Ignition Interlock for .

[ ] RESTITUTION order incorporated
[ ] Restitution payment is a condition of suspended

sentence

[ ] COMMUNITY SERVICE ......................... hours to be

completed by

Offense Tracking Number 690GM1800003560

FINE

LOCALITY

COSTS
223 LIQUIDATED DAMAGES

461 FIXED MISD FEE

462 FIXED DRUG MISD FEE

001 INT CRIM CHILD FEE

113 %ITNESS FEE

113 IGNITION INTERLOCK

113 DUI FEE

113 4+ PJ

121 TRIAL IN ABSENCE FEE

133 BLOOD TEST FEE

137 TIME TO PAY

192 TRAUMA CENTER FEE

202 WITNESS FEE

217 CT. APPT. ATTY

and supervised by 228 COURTHOUSE
[ ] to be credited against fines and costs CONSTRUCTION FEE

[ ] Contact prohibited between defendant and victim/ victim's 234 JAIL ADMISSION FFF
family or household members

243 LOCAL TRAINING
[ ] Other: ACADEMY FEE

-244 COURTHOUSE

[ ] Reimburse Commonwealth for investigatory medical fees:, SECURITY FEE

[ 1 Fay $$0 to the Court for Trauma Center Fund It":.. '.-'ga'.=: .

[ ] Bail on Appeal $ . OTHER (SPECIFY):

[ ] Remanded for [ ] CCRE Report [ ] ..........

DRIVER'S LICENSE/PRIVILEGE TO DRIVE IN VIRGINIA
SUSPENDED EFFECTIVE IN 30 DAYS IF FINES, COSTS, - .'" "=== . T()gAL CiQ
FORFEITURES, PENALTIES OR RESTITUTION ARE NOT
PAID. Va. Code g 46.2-395

[ ] Stay of the proceedings pursuant to g 16.1-131.1

gf;-g 0/

FORM DC-315 (MASTER, PAGE TWO OF TWO) 10/17

DATE JUDGE DATE JUDGE
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CRIMINAL COMPLAINT
Commonwealth of Virginia

Martinsville
CITY OR COUNTY

RULES 3A:3 AND 7C:3

[g General District Court
-[] Juvenile and Domestic Relations District Court CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

09/21/2018
DATE OFFENSE OCCURRED

in the [&g City [] County [] Town

o f Martinsville

I base my belief on the following facts: (Print ALL information clearly.)

On the above date I responded to the area of Pine St. at the steps for the Dick and Willie Trail due to a naked white male that

had been seen running on Hooker St from Church St. Officers were in the area of Hooker St and had not located the male. I

walked down the steps to the trail where i herd foot steps coming towards me. I could see a person walking on the trail and

Under penalty of perjury, I, the undersigned Comphinant swear or affirm that I have reason to believe that the
Accused committed a criminal offense, on or about

ACCUSED: Name, Description, Address/'Location

Hill, Brian David
LAST NAMI FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME

310 Forest St Apt 2

Martinsville, VA 24112

they stopped. I signed my light on the male and he turned and ran. He was naked except for his shoes and socks. The male had

items in his hand when he ran. I chased the suspect off the lett side of the trail down a bank and into the creek. I was yelling

stop and show me your hands during the chase. When the male was detained he was read Miranda and started talking about a

black male in a hoodie made him get naked and take pictures of himself. He was transported to the hospital due to knee pain

COMPLETE DATA BELOW IF KNOWN
RACE SEX BORN HT. WGT EYES HAIR

Mo. DAY YR FT. IN

W M 05 26 90 6 0 150 LU RN
SSN

While at the Hospital he stated that he was alone when he took the photos of himself and he gave Ofc. Warnick premising to

view his camera. On the Camera was several photo of himself naked around the city. He was medically and psychologically

cleared. He was arrested for indecent Exposure. Mr. Hill's clothing was located in his bag. All took place in the city.

[ ] Complainant is not a law-enforcement officer or
animal control officer. Authorization prior to
issuance of felony arrest warrant given by

[ ] Commonwealth's attorney
[ ] Law-enforcement agency having

jurisdiction over alleged offense

The statements above are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

In making this complaint, I have read and fully understand the following:

By swearing to these facts, I agree to appear in court and testify if a warrant or summons is issued.

The charge in this warrant cannot be dismissed except by the court, e n at my request.

Sgt. R. Jones //220

NAME OF PERSON AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF WARRANT

DATE AND TIME AUTHORIZATION GIVEN

13-17 Indecent Exposure

NAME OF COMPLAINANT (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE)
(PRINT CLEARLY)

Subs'cribed and sworn to before me this day.

LAINANT

J. J.
f"

[ ] C RK [ [ MAGISTRATE [ ] JUDGE

FORM DC-3 I I REVISED 07/I I Courtney D. Reid
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EXHIBIT 1: ORDER IN 
MISDEMEANOR OR TRAFFIC 
INFRACTION PROCEEDING

for
attached to: “MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 

OR NEW TRIAL PURSUANT TO RULE 3A:15 BASED 
UPON NEW EVIDENCE WHICH DISPROVES THE 

ELEMENTS OF CHARGED CRIME BY PROSECUTION, 
EVIDENCE WARRANTING NEW TRIAL OR 

ACQUITTAL”
by Brian David Hill

Case no. CR19000009-00, Circuit Court, City of Martinsville, Virginia

Ally of Q, Former news reporter of USWGO Alternative News
JUSTICEFORUSWGO.WORDPRESS.COM
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ORDER IN MISDEMEANOR OR
TRAFFIC INFRACTION PROCEEDING

MARTINSVILLE CIRCUIT COURT

MARTINSVILLE

U.

BRIAN DAVID HILL

C N CR1900QQQ9 00

COMPLETE DATA BELOW IF KNOWN

RACE SEX BORN HT. WGT.
MO. DAY YR. FT, IN.

EYES HAIR

W M 05 26 1990 6 00 150 BL BR
SSN

310 FOREST ST,APT 1 SEPTEMBER 21, 2018 NOVEMBER 15, 2019
MARTINSVILLE, VA. 24112

The Defendant was this day [ ] tried in absence [X] present
Attorney CLARK~ MATT

Original Charge'NDECENT EXPOSURE
Code Section:

Virginia Crime Code: OBS 37" 3 O"
Plea:
[x] Not Guilty
[ ] Guilty as Charged
[ ] Guilty to Amended Charge
[ ] Nolo Contendere

OFFENSE DATE TRIAL DATE

[x] Appointed [ ] Retained

......... [ ] State Code [x] Local Ordinance
Offense Tracking Number:

[ ] Consent by Defendant to Waiver of Jury
[ ] Concurrence of Court and Commonwealth's Attorney

[ ] Plea voluntarily and intelligently entered after defendant was apprised of his right
against compulsory self-incrimination, right to confront the witnesses against him,
and right to a jury trial.

Charge INDECENT EXPOSURE

Code Cite: ".8I2.387..................................... Virginia Crime Code:

Finding:
[ ] Not Guilty [ ] Guilty of
[ ] Guilty as Charged [ ] Plea Agreement Accepted [x] Appeal/Withdraw/Affirm [ ] Appeal not timely filed
[ ] Facts sufficient to find guilt but defer adjudication/disposition to ..................................................................................

DATE AND TIME

Charge INDECENT EXPOSURE

Virginia Crime Code:

[ ] Public work force [ ] authorized
[ ] not authorized

[ ] VASAP [ ] local community-based probation agency

AFFIRMED J GDC, PAY COURT COSTS

Code Cite 18 2-387
Order:
[ ] Nolle Prosequi [ ] Dismissed [ ] Dismissed with Prejudice [ ] Continued to .....,... [x] COSTS imposed

DATE AND TIME

[ ] FINE [ ] CIVILPENALTYof$ ............ with $ ........ suspended
[x] JAIL SENTENCE of .............,...,.... imposed, [ ] of which ....... days mandatory minimum, with ....................... suspended

for a period of..........................., conditioned upon being of good behavior, keeping the peace, obeying this order and
for paying fines and costs.

Credit is allowed pursuant to g 53.1-187 for time spent in confinement.

[ ] Serve jail sentence beginning ........ [ ] on weekends only

[ ] Work release [ ] authorized if eligible [ ] required
[ ] not authorized

[ ] on PROBATION for ...........................................................
[ ] DRIVER'S LICENSE suspended for

[ ] Restricted Driver's License per attached order [ ] Ignition Interlock for

[ ] Attached ORDER FOR RESTITUTION incorporated.

[ ] COMlvtI.JNITY SERVICE .......... hours to be completed by .......................... and supervised by
[ ] to be credited against fines and costs

[ ] Contact prohibited between defendant and victim/victim's family or household members

[ ] Reimburse Commonwealth for investigatory medical fees [ ] Pay $50 fee to the Court for Trauma Center Fund

[ ] Registration pursuant to Code $ 9.1-903 for offenses defined in $ 9.1-902 is required.

[ ] Remanded for [ ] CCRE Report [ ]

[ ] Bail on Appeal $

[x] Other:

DATE

FORM CC-1392 MASTER OTl19
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EXHIBIT 2: STATUS REPORT OF 
PETITIONER SEPTEMBER 27, 

2018, RE-MAILED ON OCTOBER 
10, 2018 

for
attached to: “MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL 

OR NEW TRIAL PURSUANT TO RULE 3A:15 BASED 
UPON NEW EVIDENCE WHICH DISPROVES THE 

ELEMENTS OF CHARGED CRIME BY PROSECUTION, 
EVIDENCE WARRANTING NEW TRIAL OR 

ACQUITTAL”
by Brian David Hill

Case no. CR19000009-00, Circuit Court, City of Martinsville, 
Virginia

Ally of Q, Former news reporter of USWGO Alternative News
JUSTICEFORUSWGO.WORDPRESS.COM
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RECORD NO. CR19000009-00 
 

 

 

In The 

Circuit Court 
For the City of 

Martinsville 

 

 

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, 

   CITY OF MARTINSVILLE, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

 
 

BRIAN DAVID HILL, 
     Defendant. 

 

 

  
 

IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR JUDGMENT OF ACQUITTAL OR 

NEW TRIAL PURSUANT TO RULE 3A:15 BASED UPON NEW 

EVIDENCE OF SUSPECT JACODY CASSELL OF BUSINESS ENTITY: 

THE CHIMNEY SWEEP WHO CAUSED CARBON MONOXIDE 

POISONING INTOXICATION OF CRIMINAL DEFENDANT 

WARRANTING NEW TRIAL OR ACQUITTAL 
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OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF VIRGINIA 
CONSUMER PROTECTION SECTION 

CONSUMER COMPLAINT FORM 

Important information – Please read first 

• The Consumer Protection Section of the Office of the Attorney General of Virginia provides protection to
consumers from fraud, deception, and illegal practices in the marketplace.

• Our telephone counselors are available to assist you with consumer questions.  Please call the Consumer
Protection Hotline at (800) 552-9963 if calling from Virginia, or (804) 786-2042 if calling from the Richmond
area or from outside Virginia.  Our business hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.

• We are authorized to handle complaints related to the advertisement, sale, or lease of goods and services that
are intended for personal, family or home use.

• We do not have jurisdiction over complaints related to transactions between private individuals where no
business or merchant is involved, or transactions involving products or services that are intended for
business or commercial use.

• We are not authorized to offer legal advice, provide legal representation, or pursue matters in court on behalf
of individual complainants.

• We will not handle complaints that are scheduled to be heard or have already been heard in a court of law.
Likewise, we will not handle complaints that are under investigation or have already been handled by the
agency or entity with proper jurisdiction.

• Before you fill out our complaint form, please ensure that we are the proper office to assist you. Certain
complaints might be within the jurisdiction of other local, state, or federal offices.  Our telephone counselors
can help you make this determination, or you can check by yourself by reviewing the "Where to File A
Complaint" portion of our website at http://ag.virginia.gov/consumer-protection/index.php/file-a-complaint.

• If you are going to submit a complaint form to us, please make sure to include COPIES of any supporting
documents such as contracts, invoices, receipts, etc.  Do NOT send originals.   Also, we do NOT need your
Social Security Number or any other personal financial information not related to your complaint.  Please mark
out such information from any documents that you wish to send us.

• Our contact information is as follows:

Office of the Attorney General of Virginia 
202 North Ninth Street  
Richmond, VA 23219 
Consumer Protection Hotline:  (800) 552-9963 or (804) 786-2042  
Fax:  (804) 225-4378 
Website:  www.ag.virginia.gov 

Local office of consumer affairs 

• Fairfax County has its own locally operated office of consumer affairs.  If your complaint resulted from a
transaction in that locality, please contact the office directly.

Fairfax County Department of Cable and Consumer Services 
Consumer Affairs Branch 
12000 Government Center Parkway, Suite 433, Fairfax, VA 22035.  
Phone:  (703) 222-8435 Website:  www.fairfaxcounty.gov/consumer 
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What happens to your complaint once we receive it? 

• We will review your complaint and assign a number to it.  We will notify you of our initial course of action or
recommendation.  Your complaint may be assigned to one of our staff members or it may be referred to the
local, state, or federal office that has proper jurisdiction.  In some instances, if a negotiated settlement cannot
be achieved, we may advise you to consider pursuing your case through the courts.

• If you need to contact us about a complaint that you filed with our office, please have available your case
number, the name of the staff member handling your complaint, and any new relevant information you may
have.

The courts system 

• The resolution of certain complaints may only be pursued through the courts.  You should consider seeking
legal advice before you pursue matters through the courts.  If you do not have an attorney, you may contact
one through the Virginia Lawyer Referral Service at (800) 552-7977 or (804) 775-0808.  You may also wish to
contact your local legal aid society.

Disclaimers 

• By signing the Consumer Complaint Form, you authorize those agencies to which we may refer your complaint
to evaluate your case on the basis of the information provided in the form, to contact you, and to take
whatever lawful actions those agencies deem appropriate to attempt to resolve your complaint.

• Closed complaints will stay in our files until destroyed in accordance with established procedures for
destroying public records.

• Closed complaints are subject to public disclosure under the provisions of the Virginia Freedom of Information
Act, Virginia Code Section 2.2-3700 et seq. For this reason, we ask that you do not provide us with your Social
Security Number or with any other personal financial information not related to this complaint.

• You have the option to request that your personal contact information not be included with any copy of your
complaint that is provided in response to a FOIA request.  If you do not make this request, your contact
information will be included.

• The information requested on the official Consumer Complaint Form, and all subsequent requests by this
Office for additional information, are subject to the Government Data Collection and Dissemination Practices
Act, Virginia Code Section 2.2-3800 et seq.
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 OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF VIRGINIA - CONSUMER PROTECTION SECTION 
OFFICIAL CONSUMER COMPLAINT FORM 

 SECTION 1 – Your Information
Mr. Mrs. Ms. Last name First name Mid. Initial 

Mailing address Apt. or suite number 

City  State Zip code Country, if not U.S. 

Home number, including area code 
(         ) 

Work number, including area code 
(         ) 

Fax number, including area code 
(         ) 

City or county of residence Your e-mail address 

Do you prefer to be contacted at home, work or by e-mail? Best time to reach you between 8AM and 5PM? 

 SECTION 2 – Name of Company Against Which You Are Complaining
Full name of company 

Mailing address Office or suite number 

City State Zip code Country, if not U.S. 

Company’s Internet address (URL) 

Telephone number, incl. area code 
(         ) 

Fax number, including area code 
(         ) 

Other contact number, including area code 
(         ) 

 SECTION 3 – Complaint Information
Type of product, item, or service involved (For motor vehicles, please specify if automobile, boat, motorcycle, etc.) 

Manufacturer, make or brand  Model Year 

Serial number, Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)  

Date of purchase or lease Was this a new or used item? 

Did you sign a contract 
or a lease?             Yes [   ] or No [   ]   

If yes, please indicate the following Starting date: 
Expiration date: 

Total amount paid Total amount in dispute How was payment made? (cash, credit card, check) 

Did you buy an extended service 
contract?               Yes [   ] or No [   ] 

If yes, name of company responsible for extended service contract or extended warranty 

For automobile complaints, indicate type of repairs or services performed (Air conditioner, brakes, oil change, transmission, etc.) 

Before any work was performed, did you ask for and receive a written copy of the cost estimate?             Yes [   ] or No [   ] 

Did you authorize any changes to the original estimate?                              Yes [   ] or No [   ]  If yes, provide details on the next page 

Were the completed repairs different from what you had authorized?     Yes [   ] or No [   ]  If yes, provide details on the next page 

 SECTION 4 – Resolution Attempts You Have Made
Have you contacted the company?  

           Yes [   ] or No [   ] 
If yes, name of person most recently contacted Their phone number, incl. area code 

(         ) 
What resolution are you seeking? 

List any other organizations you have contacted (i.e., other consumer protection offices, Better Business Bureau, etc.) 

Do you have an attorney in this case?                    
Yes [   ] or No [   ] 

If yes, name of your attorney Attorney’s number, incl. area code 
(         ) 

Has your complaint been heard or is it scheduled to be heard in court?   Yes [   ] or No [   ]   If yes, where and when? 

Mr. Hill Brian D.

310 Forest Street Apt. 2

Martinsville VA 24112

276 790-3505

c/o rbhill67@comcast.netMartinsville

c/o rbhill67@comcast.net

The Chimney Sweep

1590 Blue Bend Rd

Rocky Mount VA 24151

540  483-2468

service to block chimney swifts from entering chimney. Suspect placing metal tin on flues.

Unknown Unknown

Unknown

October 5, 2017 ask them about metal tin

Unknown

Unknown

X

X

I want them to admit under affidavit to placing metal tin on the chimney on October 5, 2017. I
would like them to reimburse my criminal case legal expenses. See attachment brief and exhibits.  

Unknown

Afternoon

Unknown Ask Roberta Hill
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 SECTION 5 – Full Description of Complaint - Use additional sheets if necessary 

( Use additional sheets if necessary ) 

 SECTION 6 – Disclaimers and Affidavits

• The information requested on this form and on any
subsequent requests for additional information is subject to
the Virginia Government Data Collection and Dissemination
Practices Act, Va. Code Section 2.2-3800 et seq.

• All information provided to this Office is available for public
inspection under the Virginia Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA), Va. Code Section 2.2-3700 et seq., except in the case
of ongoing investigations. Closed complaints will be retained
until they are destroyed in accordance with established
procedures for destroying public records.

• You have the option to request that your personal contact
information not be included with any copy of your complaint

that is provided in response to a FOIA request.  If you do not 
make this request, your contact information will be included. 

• By signing this form, you authorize the Office of the Attorney
General and any other local, state or federal agencies to 
which we may refer your complaint, to evaluate your 
complaint, to contact you and to take whatever lawful 
actions are deemed appropriate with regard to your 
complaint.  

• By signing this form, you certify that the statements made
herein or on any attached documentation are true and 
complete to the best of your knowledge, information and 
belief. 

   By checking this box, I request that my personal contact information NOT be made available for purposes of FOIA requests.

  By checking this box, I understand that my personal contact information will be made available for purposes of FOIA requests.

Signature of complainant or authorized agent Date 
         (Revised 05/2016) 

See Brief and evidence from Brian David Hill. It is attached

May 17, 2022
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BRIEF OF COMPLAINT MADE 
BY BRIAN DAVID HILL ON 

MAY 17, 2022 AGAINST “THE 
CHIMNEY SWEEP” FOR 

SERVICE ON OCTOBER 5, 2017 
AND DAMAGES CAUSED 

FILED IN THE CONSUMER PROTECTION 
SECTION OF THE OFFICE OF THE 

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF VIRGINIA 
 

 
 

I, Brian David Hill, on the date of May 17, 2022, hereby file a complaint with 

the Consumer Protection Section of the Office of the Attorney General of Virginia. 

I file a complaint against the business entity known as “The Chimney Sweep” at the 

address of 1590 Blue Bend Rd, Rocky Mount, VA 24151. I file a complaint for 

damages against me caused by this company and its service of what was done to the 

chimney at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville Virginia. I live in Apartment 2 of the 

Triplex there. Damages done to me and irreparable harm such as both criminal 

liability against me and misc. civil damages done to me caused by certain procedure 

which was done or at least believed to have been done on the date of October 5, 2017. 

The issue that I have with this company after my mother Roberta Hill of 

Apartment 1 (note: owner of the Triplex but did not know of the carbon monoxide 

issues caused by “The Chimney Sweep” unless informed by Pete Compton so she 

holds no responsibility as far I am concerned.) had paid for their service to do 
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something to prevent the chimney swifts (a type of bird) from coming into the 

chimney of the Triplex at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, Virginia. Roberta Hill lives 

in Apartment 1 in the Triplex and I live in Apartment 2 of the Triplex. 

Me and my mother, Roberta Hill did not know what they had done on top of 

the chimney of the Triplex on the date of October 5, 2017. We did receive service 

and the chimney swifts which are birds had stopped coming into the chimney 

thereafter. 

This is the issue I had with this company and this company had damaged me 

far beyond just financial damages. They damaged me after their incompetence on 

October 5, 2017 had caused me damage almost a year thereafter (See Exhibit 5) in 

the form of me being subject of a criminal litigation as well on September 21, 2018 

and will explain herein as to why I believe that to be so. I am willing to testify under 

oath about this matter. 

I do not know if my mother still has any receipts from The Chimney Sweep or 

if they even gave her any receipt at all but the Attorney General can subpoena that 

business for the records for Roberta Hill and 310 Forest Street back in October, 2017 

for their work I believe was rendered. 

Here is how The Chimney Sweep business had damaged me and my 

mother. The complaint focusing on mainly myself. 
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1. In October 5, 2017, I believe they had placed metal tin on top of the chimney 

flues blocking any exhaust of both the Triplex’s gas powered hot water heater and 

gas powered radiator. The reason why is that they never fully explained to my mother 

what procedure they exactly did as far as I am aware of to prevent the chimney swifts 

from coming back into the chimney. You can ask her these questions. I do not blame 

Roberta Hill for any of this, she didn’t know and she thought she had trusted “The 

Chimney Sweep” but later found out they may have been wrong if they were indeed 

the ones who placed the metal tin on top of the chimney. I place the blame on The 

Chimney Sweep for what I believed they did was place metal tin on top of the 

chimney flues. There needs to be an investigation and they need to answer these 

questions about whether they did in fact try to cure the chimney swifts issue by 

placing metal tin on top of the chimney flues. 

2. See EXHIBIT 1: On January 30, 2019 Pete Compton went to the house at 

310 Forest St., Martinsville, Va 24112 to measure and give a price for a Chimney 

cover. Roberta Hill and her parents: Ken & Stella Forinash escorted him to Apt 1 to 

show him the fireplace which had a small amount of white residue inside, no damage 

to the ceiling and wall around the fireplace. They then escorted him downstairs to 

Apt 2 where parts of the ceiling above the fireplace had fallen and there was a lot of 

damage in the remaining ceiling below the hearth of the fireplace in apt 1 located 

above apt 2 and a lot of damage along the wall in apt 2 above and on both sides of 
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the fireplace as well as a lot of white residue inside of the fireplace. After this, they 

all went down another flight of stairs to the basement where the gas boiler heater and 

the gas hot water heater were located to show him that there would be 3 holes in the 

chimney. Pete Compton then went outside and got his ladder to measure the chimney. 

This was when he found out that all 3 holes were covered with tin. Knowing that the 

gas boiler heater & gas hot water heater needed to be vented at all times, Pete 

Compton immediately removed the tin covering the hole so carbon monoxide would 

no longer go through the house. Ms. Hill had informed Pete Compton that she had 

called a chimney sweep in Rocky Mount, VA in October, 2017 to clean the chimney 

and to put screen on all holes after the family spotted birds going into their fireplace 

the year before. In my 25 years of doing this type of work, this was the first time he 

have ever seen tin covering holes where it is important to vent gas heaters. He 

showed the family the tin He had just removed and had them to climb my ladder to 

look at the chimney. We then went back in the house, and he informed them that the 

white residue inside both fireplaces was from the gas that had no other place to 

escape and informed them that they had been exposed to carbon monoxide gas, but 

now that the tin had been removed, there should no longer be any problems. He 

returned to the house on February 4, 2019 and installed a stainless steel multifaceted 

chimney cap vented with screen on all 4 sides. 

3. The damage to Brian David Hill caused by the carbon monoxide due to the 
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metal tin on the chimney flues had led to the Hospital trip of Brian David Hill on 

November 19, 2017. The Hospital admits that Brian David Hill had Obsessive 

Compulsive Disorder (OCD) taking hours of hand washing and body washing 

routines just to get to the Hospital. Found sinus tachycardia and abnormal levels. The 

more hot water is used during one of Brian Hill’s hand washing routines lasting hours 

due to his OCD, the more the hot water heater heats up using more gas and 

exhausting gas with no ventilation doe to the metal tin on the chimney flues causing 

carbon monoxide gas and worsening OCD and worsening the Autism Spectrum 

Disorder of Brian David Hill. See Exhibit 2. 

4. Roberta Hill did an affidavit about the Carbon Monoxide damage in my 

Apartment, Apartment 2, with photos taken in 2019 while I was in jail. See Exhibit 

3. 

5. Brian David Hill suffered for months and months of Carbon Monoxide 

poisoning, like similar that of being on like a drug or substance. It can have affects 

as bad if not worse than things like bath salts or sniffing glue. It is exactly the same 

thing despite Brian Hill having no drug history but carbon monoxide can be just as 

deadly as any known street drug on record in America. It can cause known issues 

such as hallucinations, psychosis, constant diarrhea, worsening OCD, and abnormal 

behaviors not exhibited previously. See the diagnosis of Dr. Conrad Daum of 

Piedmont Community Services regarding “psychosis” diagnosis. See Exhibit 4. 
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6. The bad effects of carbon monoxide had caused psychosis and hallucinations 

of Brian David Hill. On or around September 21, 2018, it had directly caused Brian 

David Hill to have wandered away from home around the middle of the night with 

clothes then getting naked on a deserted walking trail called the Dick and Willie 

walking trail in the City of Martinsville. Making claims of a man wearing a hoodie 

threatening Brian Hill to get naked and take photos of himself or his mother would 

be killed. The police found no indication of Brian having diabetes. The police found 

no plans of being out there. The police wondered why Brian was even out there, 

questions which may never be answered because they don’t have the levels of carbon 

monoxide poisoning at the time. He was diagnosed with “psychosis” for his 

statements regarding this matter a month later. Prior to this weird incident, Brian Hill 

had received two threatening emails in 2013 and threatening text messages in 2015. 

Not just that but Attorney Susan Basko forwarded a threatening email she received 

and that threat was also directed at hurting or threatening Brian Hill. Brian suffered 

in 2012 an incident where if Brian didn’t falsely confess to a crime he didn’t do his 

“mother would be held responsible” referring to Roberta Hill, his mother. So Brian 

had been subject to being threatened multiple times and receiving threats prior to the 

incident on September 21, 2018. Anyways, he was walking naked, admitted to “kept 

sitting on benches” and admitted to having blackouts, and said he may have been 

drugged in a letter written to a federal court in 2019. The Attorney General’s Office 
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may request a copy of this filed letter from PACER or Courtlistener. Family gave 

me the link for this for the Attorney General to review: 

https://www.courtlistener.com/docket/4304407/153/united-states-v-hill/ A car who 

went by around Hooker Street. It said from the criminal complaint “…naked white 

male that had been seen running on Hooker St from Church St. Officers were in the 

area of Hooker St and had not located the male.” See CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 

from Page 1, case no. CR19000009-00. The police did not understand about the 

carbon monoxide because nobody knew it was going on. Brian David Hill exhibited 

mental confusion which of course mental and brain problems come from prolonged 

exposure to carbon monoxide gas exhaust into the Apartment. The police did not 

believe Brian David Hill and had charged him with intentionally making an obscene 

display on September 21, 2018. Brian Hill tried to mail evidence of his prolonged 

exposure to carbon monoxide to both the Circuit Court and Martinsville Police 

Department but both had ignored it. Police refused to even look at it. Refused to even 

open the envelope with the evidence proof. See Exhibit 5. 

7. Dr. Balakrishnan had some concerns with some abnormal laboratory results 

on July 31, 2018. A few months prior to the weird incident on September 21, 2018. 

He suspected something may have been wrong with Brian David Hill. That would 

be caused by the carbon monoxide gas which of course causes carbon monoxide 

poisoning. See Exhibit 6. 
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8. Before the Martinsville Police arrested Brian David Hill for indecent 

exposure on September 21, 2018, presumably due to the prolonged exposure to the 

exhaust of gas from the fireplace of Apartment 2 without proper ventilation due to 

“The Chimney Sweep” presumably placing metal tin on top of the chimney on 

October 5, 2017, as the metal tin was found by Pete Compton in January of 2019. 

Before the Martinsville Police arrested Brian David Hill, the Hospital had failed or 

refused to conduct laboratory testing, any drug testing, or even any alcohol testing. 

However there were multiple readings of resting blood pulse being well over 100. 

There were issues but the Hospital failed to do their job at that time, but it does show 

that had the blood tests been conducted, they would have found the 

hyboxyhemoglobin levels of Carbon Monoxide poisoning in my blood. Regardless, 

it is indisputable that Brian David Hill was exposed to carbon monoxide caused by 

the gas exhaust of both the gas hot water heater and the gas radiator. See Exhibit 7. 

9. The witnesses Stella Forinash, Kenneth Forinash, Pete Compton, and 

Roberta Hill are all material witnesses to this complaint and the resolution process is 

necessary for the best interests of justice in multiple aspects. The Chimney Sweep 

must be held accountable for the irreparable harm and damages caused to Brian Hill. 

Also his federal probation officer Jason McMurray of Roanoke, VA witnessed the 

damage coming from Apartment 2 prior to Brian David Hill being arrested for 

indecent exposure. Damage on the wall surrounding the fireplace and the damage 
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from the ceiling. His probation officer had not known at those times prior to Brian 

Hill’s arrest what caused such damage. An email was sent by Brian’s grandparents 

to the Probation Officer over the carbon monoxide issues. That shall be Exhibit 8. 

RESOLUTION REQUESTED BY BRIAN HILL TO THE ATTORNEY 

GENERAL; RESOLUTION REQUESTED OF THE DAMAGES AND 

IRREPARABLE HARM CAUSED BY “THE CHIMNEY SWEEP” 

BUSINESS 

Brian David Hill requests the following remedies from “The Chimney Sweep” 

business from Rocky Mount: 

1. Brian David Hill would like whoever had worked on the chimney on October 

5, 2017, to simply admit to that procedure on that date, in writing and under oath, 

affidavit. Admit to placing the metal tin over the chimney flues at 310 Forest Street, 

Martinsville, Virginia 24112. It all needs to be admitted under oath and filed with 

the Attorney General, a copy to myself Brian Hill, and a copy with the 

Commonwealth’s Attorney in my criminal case 

2. Brian David Hill would like acquittal of his indecent exposure charge since 

the carbon monoxide poisoning caused or majorly contributed to the charge against 

Brian David Hill because he was exposed to gas exhaust due to the placing of metal 

tin presumably by “The Chimney Sweep” had led to such issues with psychosis and 

presumably hallucinations caused by the carbon monoxide. If not acquittal then 
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Brian David Hill would like his criminal case legal expenses including legal fees 

demanded by the Commonwealth to be entirely reimbursed by “The Chimney 

Sweep” business for such damages and liability caused by their incompetence. The 

reason why reimbursement is requested is because Brian David Hill’s only source of 

income is his SSI disability money. He cannot afford to pay the Commonwealth of 

Virginia for legal expenses accrued as a result of him being forced to continually 

fight his criminal case caused by weird abnormal behavior caused by the Carbon 

Monoxide poisoning caused by prolonged exposure to the carbon monoxide gas.  

3. Brian David Hill would like “The Chimney Sweep” to be witnesses in any 

jury trial or bench trial or any hearing in the criminal case of City of Martinsville and 

Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill, criminal case no. CR19000009-00. 

They are at fault for the carbon monoxide because of the metal tin placed on top of 

the chimney flues. 

4. Brian David Hill is not filing this complaint on Roberta Hill’s behalf but 

Brian is filing this because of the years of suffering and mental health damages and 

anguish caused by the criminal case caused by the exposure to carbon monoxide. 

Brian may ask her to email this complaint or submit this complaint and exhibits. She 

is not involved in this complaint other than simply submitting it to the Office of the 

Attorney General at Brian Hill’s insistence because he is not allowed to use the 

internet at this time. Roberta Hill can file a separate complaint if she feels she is 
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entitled to any relief or resolution. Brian Hill will testify that she has been damaged 

too by the carbon monoxide. Her vision is not as good requiring her to wear glasses. 

Brian Hill’s eye vision is not as good after the prolonged exposure to the carbon 

monoxide. 

Brian asks for resolution against “The Chimney Sweep” as soon as possible for 

resolution in his criminal case and for resolution outside of his case for the damages 

and mental health issues on September 21, 2018 and thereafter, caused by the Carbon 

Monoxide caused by metal tin placed on top of the chimney flues found by Pete 

Compton and believed to be caused by somebody working for “The Chimney 

Sweep” on October 5, 2017. Brian demands an investigation into the misconduct by 

somebody working for The Chimney Sweep. 

 
 
Respectfully Filed/Submitted on May 17, 
2022, 

 

 

BRIAN DAVID HILL 
Pro Se 

 
 

 

 
 
 

  
Brian David Hill – Ally of Qanon 
Founder of USWGO Alternative 
News 
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To Whom This May Concern: 

On January 30, 20191 went to the house at 310 Forest St., Martinsville, Va 24112 to measure 
and give a price for a Chimney cover. Roberta HiJJ and her parents: Ken & Stella Forinash 
escorted me to Apt I to show me the fireplace which had a small amount of white residue 
inside, no damage to the ceiling and wall around the fireplace. They then escorted me 
downstairs to Apt 2 where parts of the ceiling above the fireplace had fallen and there was a lot 
of damage in the remaining ceiling below the hearth of the fireplace in apt 1 located above apt 2 
and a lot of damage along the wall in apt 2 above and on both sides of the fireplace as well as a 
lot of white residue inside of the fireplace. After this, we went down another flight of stairs to 
the basement where the gas boiler heater and the gas hot water heater were located to show me 
that there would be 3 holes in the chimney. 

I then went outside and got my ladder to measure the chimney. This was when I found out that 
all 3 holes were covered with tin. Knowing that the gas boiler heater & gas hot water heater 
needed to be vented at all times, I immediately removed the tin covering the hole so carbon 
monoxide would no longer go through the house. Ms Hill had informed me that she had caJled 
a chimney sweep in Rocky Mount, VA in October, 2017 to clean the chimney and to put screen 
on all holes after the family spotted birds going into their fireplace the year before. In my 25 
years of doing this type of work, this was the first time l have ever seen tin covering holes 
where it is important to vent gas heaters. I showed the family the tin I had just removed and 
had them to climb my ladder to look at the chimney. We then went back in the house, and I 
informed them that the white residue inside both fireplaces was from the gas tha~ had ~o o~her G.tt: 
place to escape and infonned them that they had been exposed to carbon monoxide peiGoamg, 
but now that the tin had been removed, there should no longer be any problems. I returned to C:,1-
the house on February 4, 2019 and installed a stainless steel multifaceted chimney cap vented 
with screen on all 4 sides. 

Pete Compton ACE Chimney & Wildlife; Bassett, VA 

Phone 276-629-4453 

EXHIBIT 1
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Discharge Instructions for: Brian HilI 

HILL. BRIAN 0 
HH7B05836274 PRE ER 11M. ER 

11/19117 0850 UNKMlWH . UNKNOWN 

008: 05/26/90 27 M MR# t+l00370912 
Sovah Health - Martinsville 

~II!IIIIIII "'.IIII! 1IIIIIJIJIIII~ I~II illllllllll!"III1I1IIIII~II.i 

- ~ovah Health Martinsville 
320 Hospital Drive 

Martinsville, VA 24112 
276-666-7237 

Emergency Department 
Instructions for: 

Arrival Date: 

Hill, Brian D 

\~0{Ito7 

~'1 
~B'/ 

) '8' Sunday, November19,2017 

Thank you for choosing Sovah Health Martinsville for your care today. The examination and treatment 
you have received in the Emergency Department today have been rendered on an emergency basis only 
and are not intended to be a substitute for an effort to provide complete medical care. You should contact 
your follow-up physician as it is important that you let him or her check you and report any new or 
remaining problems since it is impossible to recognize and treat all elements of an injury or illness in a 
single emergency care center visit. 

Care provided by: Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD 

Diagnosis: Head Lacerationl Open wound of head; Hyperglycemia, unspecified 

DISCHARGE INSTRUCTIONS FORMS 

Head Injury, Adult Medication Reconciliation 
Facial Laceration 
Hyperglycemia, Easy-to-Read 
Stitches, Staples, or Adhesive Wound Closure, 
Easy-to-Read 

FOLLOW UP INSTRUCTIONS PRESCRIPTIONS 

Private Physlclan None 
When: 2 - 3 days; Reason: Wound Recheck 

SPECIAL NOTES 

None 

Suicide National Hotline: 1-800-273-8255 (800-273- TALK) . 

If you received a narcotic or sedative medication during your Emergency Department stay you 
should not drive, drink alcohol or operate heavy machinery for the next 8 hours as this medication 
can cause drowsiness, dizziness, and decrease your response time to events. 

I hereby acknowledge that I have received a copy of my transition care record and understand the 

bbove ins?8;nrlAirC'iPlions. ~:crru~ ~ 
Brian Hill ED Physician or Nurse . 

MRN # MM00370912 11/19/201712:14 

X-RA YS and LAB TESTS: 
If you had x-rays today they were read by the emergency physician. Your x-rays will also be read by a radiologist within 24 hours. If you 

MM00370912 
Discharge Instructions - Scanned - Page 1/3 

MM7805836274 SOVAH Health - Martinsville 

Job 12468 (07102/201914:03) - Page 13 Doc# 6 
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Discharge Instructions for: Brian Hill 

had a culture done it will take 24 to 72 hours to get the results. If there is a change in the x-ray diagnosis or a positive culture, we will 
contact you. Please verify your current phone number prior to discharge at the check out desk. 

MEDICATIONS: 

If you received a prescription for medication(s) today, it is important that when you fill this you let the pharmacist know all the other 

medications that you are on and any allergies you might have. It is also important that you notify your follow-up physician of all your 

medications including the prescriptions you may receive today. 

TESTS AND PROCEDURES 
Labs 
CMP, Complete Blood Count W/auto Ditt, Thyroid Stimulating Hormone, pac GLU, poe GLU 

Rad 
CT Head wlo Contrast, Chest 1 View - Portable 

Procedures 

Blood Sugar, 12 Lead EKG, Laceration 

Other 

Seizure precautions, Accucheck, Cardiac Monitor, Apply to Pt, Pulse ox continuous, Oxygen at 2 LlNC, IV saline lock, 

EKG ED, Laceration repair set up 

Chart Copy 

HILL,BRIAN 0 
11>17805836274 PRE ER 11>1. ER 

ll/19/17 0850 UNKNOWN. UNKNOWN 

006: 05/26/90 27 H MR# 11>100370912 
Sovah Health - Martinsville 

.jlll1llll1lll~ 11I111~lllflrullll 1111111111 11111111111111111111111 --- ... _-_ 

MM00370912 
Discharge Instructions - Scanned - Page 2/3 

MM7805836274 SOVAH Health - Martinsville 
Job 12468 (07102/201914:03) - Page 14 Doc# 6 
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RECORD 
Nurse's Notes 
Sovah Health Martinsville 
Name: Brian Hill 
Age: 27 yrs 
Sex: Male 
DOB: OS/26/1990 
MRN: MM00370912 
Arrival Date: 11/19/2017 
Time: 08:51 
Account#: MM7805836274 
Bed ER 6 
Private MD: 
Diagnosis: Head Laceration/ Open wound of head; Hyperglycemia, unspecified 

Presentation: 
11/19 
09:08 Presenting complaint: Patient states: had a seizure this morning due 11 
to low blood sugar, laceration to head per pt, bleeding controlled. 
Airway is patent with good air movement. The patient is breathing 
without difficulty. The patient is pink,warm and dry. Heart rate is 
within normal limits. Patient is alert and oriented to person, place 
and time, Patient is moving all extremities appropriately. 
11/19 
09:08 Acuity: Urgent (3) 11 

Historical: 
- Allergies: Ranitidine; 
- Home Meds: 
1. Unable to Obtain 
- PMHx: OCD; autism; Diabetes - IDDM; 
- Sepsis Screening:: Sepsis screening negative at this time. 
- Social history:: Tobacco Status: The patient states he/she has 
never used tobacco. The patient's primary language is English. The 
patient'S preferred language is English. 
- Family history:: Reviewed and not pertinent. 
- Exposure Risk/Travel Screening:: Patient has not been out of the 
country in last 30 days. Have you been in contact with anyone who 
is ill that has traveled outside of the country in the last 30 
days? No. 
- Suicide Screening:: Have you recently had thoughts about hurting 
yourself or others? No. 
- Tuberculosis screening:: No symptoms or risk factors identified. 

Screening: 
11/19 
09:41 Fall Risk: Total Points: Med. Risk (25-44);. Abuse Screen: Patient mkk 
verbally denies physical, verbal and emotional abuse/neglect. There 
are no cultural/spiritual considerations for care for this patient. 

Assessment: 
11/19 

09:38 Complains of pain in face Pain does not radiate. Pain currently is 7 mkk 

MM00370912 

ED Nursing Record - Electronic - Page 1/4 
MM7805836274 SOVAH Health - Martinsville 

Job 12468 (07/02/201914:03) - Page 16 Doc# 7 
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out of 10 on a pain scale. The level of pain that is acceptable is 0 
out of 10 on a pain scale. General: Appears in no apparent distress, 
comfortable, well developed, well nourished, well groomed, Behavior 
is appropriate for age, cooperative, pleasant. Neuro: Reports 
headache. Neuro: Reports seizure due to low blood sugar. EENT: 
Denies. Cardiovascular: Denies. Respiratory: Denies. GI: Denies. GU: 
Denies. Derm: Denies. Musculoskeletal: Denies. Injury Description: 
Laceration sustained to face is clean, 0.5 to 2.5 em long, not 
bleeding, was sustained 4-6 hours ago. 
11/19 
09:38 Method Of Arrival: EMS mkk 

Vital Signs: 
11/19 
09:08 BP 131 / 76; Pulse 118; Resp 20; Temp 98.2; Pulse Ox 97% 
91.63 kg; Height 5 ft. 10 in. (177.80 em); 
11/19 
09:46 
11/19 
10:59 BP 124 / 73; Pulse 93; Resp 18; Pulse Ox 100% on R/A; 
11/19 
12:57 BP 119 / 67; Pulse 97; Resp 19; Pulse Ox 98% on R/A; 
11/19 
09:08 Body Mass Index 28.98 (91.63 kg, 177.80 em) 
11/19 
09:46 patient has OCD and had to do his "routines" prior to coming, has mkk 
been about 4 hours since injury occured 

weight 11 

mkk 

mkk 

pt3 

11 

Glasgow Coma Score: 
11/19 
12:16 Eye Response: spontaneous (4) . Verbal Response: oriented(5). Motor eeg 
Response: obeys commands (6) . Total: 15. 

ED Course: 
11/19 
08:51 Patient arrived in ED. 
11/19 
09:09 Rapid Initial Assessment completed. 
11/19 
09:27 Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD is Attending Physician. 

knm 

11 

eeg 
11/19 
09:41 Patient has correct armband on for positive identification. Placed in mkk 
gown. Bed in low position. Call light in reach. Side rails up X2. 
Adult with patient. Seizure precautions initiated. NIBP on. Pulse ox 
on. 
11/19 
09:41 No physician assisted procedures were completed. 
11/19 

mkk 

10:01 Inserted saline lock: 20 gauge right arm blood drawn from IV and sent mkk 
to lab per order. 
11/19 
10:08 EKG Done By ED Tech 10:06 Reviewed by Physician Edna Ekuban-Gordon MD.bh 

11/19 
10:40 Critical Lab Value: Patient Name verified: Brian Hill, Patient DOB 11 

MM00370912 
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verified May 26, 1990 Critical value glucose 459reported read back to 
reporting lab personnel, and reported to Dr. Edna Ekuban-Gordon MD. 
11/19 
10:59 Assist provider with laceration repair Set up tray. mkk 
11/19 
11:53 Troncoso, Priscilla, RN is primary Nurse. pt3 

Administered Medications: 
11/19 
10:59 Drug: NS 0.9% 1000 ml Route: IV; Rate: 999 mL/hr; Site: right arm; mkk 
11/19 
12:59 Follow up: Response: No adverse reaction; IV Status: Completed pt3 
infusion 
11/19 
11:02 Drug: NovoLIN R 7 units {Co-Signature: mkk (Michaela Karet RN).} 11 
Route: IVP; Site: right arm; 
11/19 
12:58 Follow up: Response: No adverse reaction pt3 

Point of Care Testing: 
Blood Glucose: 
11/19 
09:40 Glucose Value: 489; 
11/19 
09:43 Glucose Value: 435; 
11/19 
09:40 test repeated 
Ranges: 

mkk 

mkk 

mkk 

Output: 
11/19 
11:28 Urine: 600ml (Voided); Total: 600ml. dab 

Outcome: 
11/19 
12:14 Discharge ordered by Provider. eeg 
11/19 
12:57 Discharged to home ambulatory, with family. pt3 
12:57 Instructions given to patient, parent, Instructed on discharge 
instructions. follow up and referral plans .. Patient and/or family 
voiced understanding of instructions using teach back method. 
12:57 The patients' shirt, pants, shoes, socks and underwear were sent 
with the patient. 
12:57 Discharge Assessment: Patient 
12:57 Discharge Assessment: Patient has no functional deficits. 
12:57 Discontinued IV lock intact, bleeding controlled, pressure dressing 
applied, No redness/swelling at site. 
11/19 
13:24 Patient left the ED. jkp 

Signatures: 
Harrison, Rindi, RN 
Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD 

RN 
MD 

11 
eeg 
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RECORD 
Physician Documentation 
Sovah Health Martinsville 
Name: Brian Hill 
Age: 27 yrs 
Sex: Male 
DOB: OS/26/1990 
MRN: MM00370912 
Arrival Date: 11/19/2017 
Time: 08:51 
Account#: MM7805836274 
Bed ER 6 
Private MD: 
ED Physician Ekuban-Gordon, Edna 
HPI: 
11/19 
11:49 This 27 yrs old White Male presents to ER via EMS with complaints of eeg 
Fall Injury. 
11/19 
11:49 Onset: The symptoms/episode began/occurred today. Associated eeg 
injuries: The patient sustained injury to the head. Associated signs 
and symptoms: Loss of consciousness: the patient experienced no loss 
of consciousness. Severity of symptoms: in the emergency department 
the symptoms are unchanged. Pain Management: Patient denies pain. The 
patient has experienced similar episodes in the past, a few times. 
The patient has not recently seen a physician. Family report history 
of low blood sugar, general low will have seizure episode when the 
blood sugar is low. Blood sugar was obtained by mom at 20 repeat 40 
was subsequently given some oral glucose and brought here for further 
evaluation. Patient denies any headache palpitation no neck pain and 
stiffness. Admits to feeling like himself .. 

Historical: 
- Allergies: Ranitidine; 
- Home Meds: 
1. Unable to Obtain 
- PMHx: OCD; autism; Diabetes - IDDM; 
- Sepsis Screening:: Sepsis screening negative at this time. 
- Social history:: Tobacco Status: The patient states he/she has 
never used tobacco. The patient's primary language is English. The 
patient's preferred language is English. 
- Family history:: Reviewed and not pertinent. 
- Exposure Risk/Travel Screening:: Patient has not been out of the 
country in last 30 days. Have you been in contact with anyone who 
is ill that has traveled outside of the country in the last 30 
days? No. 
- Suicide Screening:: Have you recently had thoughts about hurting 
yourself or others? No. 
- Tuberculosis screening:: No symptoms or risk factors identified. 
- The history from nurses notes was reviewed: and I agree with what 
is documented up to this point. 

ROS: 

MM00370912 
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11/19 
11:52 Eyes: Negative for injury, pain, redness, and discharge, ENT: 
Negative for injury, pain, and discharge, Neck: Negative for injury, 
pain, and swelling, Cardiovascular: Negative for chest pain, 
palpitations, and edema, Respiratory: Negative for shortness of 
breath, cough, wheezing, and pleuritic chest pain, Abdomen/GI: 
Negative for abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and 
constipation, Back: Negative for injury and pain, MS/Extremity: 
Negative for injury and deformity. All other systems are negative, 
except as documented below. Skin: positive for laceration(s), of the 
face. Neuro: Negative for dizziness, headache, weakness. Psych: 
Negative for depression, alcohol dependence, homicidal ideation, 
suicide gesture. 

eeg 

Exam: 
11/19 
11:53 Eyes: pupils equal round and reactive to light, extra-ocular motions eeg 
intact. Lids and lashes normal. Conjunctiva and sclera are 
non-icteric and not injected. Cornea within normal limits. 
Periorbital areas with no swelling, redness, or edema. ENT: Nares 
patent. No nasal discharge, no septal abnormalities noted. Tympanic 
membranes are normal and external auditory canals are clear. 
Oropharynx with no redness, swelling, or masses, exudates, or 
evidence of obstruction, uvula midline. Mucous membrane moist Neck: 
Trachea midline, no thyromegaly or masses palpated, and no cervical 
lymphadenopathy. Supple, full range of motion without nuchal 
rigidity, or vertebral point tenderness. No Meningismus. 
Chest/axilla: Normal chest wall appearance and motion. Nontender 
with no deformity. No lesions are appreciated. Cardiovascular: 
Regular rate and rhythm with a normal SI and S2. ,no jvd No pulse 
deficits. Respiratory: Lungs have equal breath sounds bilaterally, 
clear to auscultation and percussion. No rales, rhonchi or wheezes 
noted. No increased work of breathing, no retractions or nasal 
flaring. Abdomen/GI: Soft, non-tender, with normal bowel sounds. No 
distension or tympany. No guarding or rebound. No evidence of 
tenderness throughout. Back: No spinal tenderness. No 
costovertebral tenderness. Full range of motion. MS/ Extremity: 
Pulses equal, no cyanosis. Neurovascular intact. Full, normal range 
of motion. Neuro: Awake and alert, GCS 15, oriented to person, 
place, time, and situation. Cranial nerves II-XII grossly intact. 
Motor strength 5/5 in all extremities. Sensory grossly intact. 
Cerebellar exam normal. Normal gait., slow, but appropriate Psych: 
Awake, alert, with orientation to person, place and time. Behavior, 
mood, and affect are within normal limits. 
11:53 Constitutional: The patient appears alert, awake, non-diaphoretic. 
11:53 Head/face: Noted is a laceration(s), that is linear, 3 cm(s). 
11:53 Musculoskeletal/extremity: Extremities: all appear grossly normal, 
with no appreciated pain with palpation, ROM: intact in all 
extremities, Circulation is intact in all extremities. Sensation 
intact. 
11:53 Psych: Behavior/mood is cooperative. 

Vital Signs: 
11/19 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
320 HOSPITAL DRIVE - P.O. BOX 4788 

MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 (276)666-7360 
CLIA NO. 49D0231853 RT CLIA NO. 4D0661287 

PAGE: 2 

RUN DATE:11/23/17 
DISCHARGE SUMMARY FOR MEDICAL RECORDS FOR LABORATORY 

Patient: HILL, BRIAN D #MM7805836274 (Continued) 

I*****************************************CHEMISTRY***************************************** I 

11/19/17 
1007 

Date 
Time Reference Units 

17 
11. 01 
1102(A) 

(5-25) 
(0.90-1.30) 

MG/DL 
MG/DL 

BUN 
CREATININE 
eGFR NON-AA 

(A) Non-African American 

eGFR AA 1118 (B) 

(B) African American. 
eGFR UNITS: ml/min/1.73m2. 
*eGFR >= 60 = Normal GFR or mild decrease in GFR 
*eGFR 30-59 = Moderate decrease in GFR (Stage 3 CKD) 
*eGFR 15-29 = Severe decrease in GFR (Stage 4 CKD) 
*eGFR <15 = End-stage kidney failure (Stage 5 CKD) 

The equation has not been validated in patients >70 YRS OLD. 

SODIUM 11131 LI I I (135-145) MMOL/L 
POTASSIUM 14.4 

LI 
I I (3.5-5.0) MMOL/L 

CHLORIDE 1196 I 1 (98-109) MMOL/L 
CO2 126 1 1 I (20-30) MMOL/L 
ANION GAP 19.0 

_ *HI 
1 1 ( 1-10) 

GLUCOSE 11459 (C) 1 1 (65-100) MG/DL 

(C) CRITICAL RESULTS CALLED ON 11/19/17 
AT 1035 TO: RINDY LAPRADE/RB/CALLED X 2 SNCE 1035 
BY: CLIFTON, LYDIA C 

CALCIUM 19.0 1 I 1 (8.5-10.3) MG/DL 
TOTAL PROTEIN 17.8 I I I (6.0-8.0) G/DL 
ALBUMIN 14.3 I I 1 (3.2-5.5) G/DL 
AG 11. 2 1 I I (1.2-1.7) RATIO 
GLOBULIN 13.5 1 I 1 (2.5-3.9) G/DL 
T BILl 10.50 1 1 1 (0.20-1.00) MG/DL 
SGOT/AST 127 1 1 I (10-42) IU/L 
SGPT/ALT 121 I I I (10-60) ro/L 
ALK PHOS 174 1 I I (42-121) IU/L 
TSH 11. 29 I I I (0.34-5.60) uIU/ML 

Age/Sex: 27/M Acct#MM7805836274 Unit#MM00370912 Patient: HILL, BRIAN D 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
RADIOLOGY DEPT 
320 HOSPTIAL DR 
MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 
PHONE #: 276-666-7223 

FAX #: 276-666-7591 

Name: HILL,BRIAN D 
Phys: EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD 
DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: M 
Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER 
Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER 
Radiology No: 

Unit No: MM00370912 

EXAMS: 
000898111 CHEST 1 VIEW - PORTABLE 

EXAM REASON: 
Chest Tightness 

PORTABLE CHEST 

HISTORY: Seizure. 

COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 

FINDINGS: The heart size and configuration are within normal limits 
for age and portable technique. The lungs are clear. There is no 
evidence of pleural effusions or pneumothorax. No acute bony 
abnormality. 

IMPRESSION: No evidence of acute cardiopulmonary disease. 

** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 at 1424 ** 
Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY 
Signed by: KHOURY,MAROON B 

CC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD 

Technologist: KYLEA ANN KEATTS 
Transcribed Date/Time: 11/19/2017 (1146) 
Transcriptionist: MMTRSPSB 
Orig Print D/T: S: 11/19/2017 (1424) 

BATCH NO: N/A 

PAGE 1 Signed Report 
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HILL, BRIAN 
27years 
Male Caucasian 

19-Nov-20 17 10:06:44 Memorial Hospital of Martinsville 

:D~' 
T,"<r: ~ 0 
h,:·; ,. , . 

ID: 000370912 
Vent. rate 105 bpm 
PR interval 158 ms 
QRS duration 92 ·ms 
QT/QTc 328/433 ms 
P-R-T axes 64 64 52 

Sinus tachycardia 
Possible Left atrial enlargement 
Borderline ECG 

Room;.'- 
Loc: 15 ,.. 

IT 
Visit: MM7805836274 
Secondary lD: MM216937 
Referred by: EKUBAN-GORDON, EDNA 
.1,1.,1' ••. , ,T . .....,..,.... -rr-e-r-rr-r-r r-r-rr-rr-r-r-r-r-r 

PIN 2009828-024 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
320 HOSPITAL DRIVE - P.O. BOX 4788 

MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 (276)666-7360 
CLIA NO. 49D0231853 RT CLIA NO. 4D0661287 

PAGE: 1 

RUN DATE:ll/23/17 
DISCHARGE SUMMARY FOR MEDICAL RECORDS FOR LABORATORY 

CMAX: MM00370912-MM7805836274-LABDATA-20171123-LABDISMM1001869144-COCMMH-COCVAE-LAB.COCMMH- 

PATIENT: HILL, BRIAN D ACCT #: MM7805836274 LOC: MM.ER U #: MM00370912 
AGE/SX: 27/M ROOM: REG: 11/19/17 

REG DR: EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD DOB: OS/26/90 BED: DIS: 
STATUS: DEP ER TLOC: 

~**************************************POINT OF CARE*************************************** I 

Date -----------11/19/17----------- 
Time 1006 0943 Reference Units 

POC GLU 11429 HI1435 HI I (65-100) MG/DL 

I*****************************************HEMATOLOGY*****************************************1 

Date 11/19/17 
Time 1007 Reference Units 

WBC 11. 6 HI I (4.5-11.0) K/UL 
RBC 5.32 I I (4.50-5.90) M/UL 
HGB 15.8 I I (14.0-17.5) G/DL 
HCT 46.0 I I (35.0-49.0) % 

MCV 86.5 I I (80-96) UM3 
MCH 29.7 I I (27-32 ) PG 
MCHC 34.3 I I (32-37) G/DL 
RDW 13.1 I I (11.5-14.5) % 

RDW-SD 4l.1 I I (35.1-43.9) fl 
PLT 241 I (140-440) K/UL 
MPV 10.8 H (7.4-10.4) fl 
SEGS % 84 H (37-80) % 

SEG ABSOLUTE 19.77 H (1.5-6.8) K/UL 
LYMPH % 110 I I (10-50) % 

LYMPH ABSOLUTE 11.10 I I (1.0-4.0) K/UL 
MONO % 16 1 1 (0-12) % 
MONO ABSOLUTE 10.64 I I (0.2-1. 0) K/UL 
EOS % 10 I I (0 -7) % 

EOS ABSOLUTE 10.05 I I (0.0-0.5) K/UL 
BASO % 10 I I (0-2) % 

BASO ABSOLUTE 10.04 I I (0.0-0.2) K/UL 
IG % 10.3 I I % 

IG ABSOLUTE 10.0 I I (0.0-0.1) 

Patient: HILL, BRIAN D Age/Sex: 27/M Acct#MM7805836274 Unit#MM00370912 
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09:08 BP 131 / 76; Pulse 118; Resp 20; Temp 98.2; Pulse Ox 97% 
91.63 kg; Height 5 ft. 10 in. (177.80 em); 
11/19 
09:46 mkk 
11/19 
10:59 BP 124 / 73; Pulse 93; Resp 18; Pulse Ox 100% on R/A; mkk 
11/19 
12:57 BP 119 / 67; Pulse 97; Resp 19; Pulse Ox 98% on R/A; pt3 
11/19 
09:08 Body Mass Index 28.98 (91.63 kg, 177.80 cm) 11 
11/19 
09:46 patient has OCD and had to do his "routines" prior to coming, has mkk 
been about 4 hours since injury occured 

weight 11 

Glasgow Coma Score: 
11/19 
12:16 Eye Response: spontaneous (4) . Verbal Response: oriented(5). Motor eeg 
Response: obeys commands (6) . Total: 15. 

Laceration: 
11/19 
12:11 Wound Repair of 3cm ( 1.2in ) subcutaneous laceration to forehead. eeg 
Linear shaped .. No foreign body noted. Distal neuro/vascular/tendon 
intact. Anesthesia: Wound infiltrated with 3 mls of 1% lidocaine w/ 
Epi. Wound prep: Simple cleansing with betadine. Skin closed with 6 
1-0 Prolene using Staple gun. Dressed with pressure dressing. Patient 
tolerated well. 

MDM: 
11/19 
09:27 MSE Initiated by Provider. eeg 
11/19 
12:12 Differential diagnosis: abrasion, closed head injury, concussion, eeg 
contusion, dislocation, fracture, laceration, multiple trauma, 
sprain, Substance abuse. Data reviewed: vital signs, nurses notes, 
lab test result(s), radiologic studies. Data interpreted: Cardiac 
monitor: Normal rate. Counseling: I had a detailed discussion with 
the patient and/or guardian regarding: the historical points, exam 
findings, and any diagnostic results supporting the discharge/admit 
diagnosis, lab results, radiology results, the need for outpatient 
follow up, to return to the emergency department if symptoms worsen 
or persist or if there are any questions or concerns that arise at 
home. Response to treatment: the patient's symptoms have markedly 
improved after treatment. 

11/19 
09:46 Order name: POC GLD; Complete Time: 09:57 
11/19 
09:56 Order name: CMP; Complete Time: 10:53 
11/19 
09:56 Order name: Complete Blood Count W/auto Diff; Complete Time: 10:53 eeg 

EDMS 

eeg 

11/19 
09:56 Order name: Thyroid Stimulating Hormone; Complete Time: 10:53 eeg 
11/19 
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11/19/17 12:14 Discharged to Home. Impression: Head Laceration/ Open wound 
of head, Hyperglycemia, unspecified. 
- Condition is Stable. 
- Discharge Instructions: Head Injury, Adult, Facial Laceration, 
Hyperglycemia, Easy-to-Read, Stitches, Staples, or Adhesive Wound 
Closure, Easy-to-Read. 

- Medication Reconciliation form. 
- Follow up: Private Physician; When: 2 - 3 days; Reason: Wound 
Recheck. 
- Problem is new. 
- Symptoms have improved. 

Order Results: 
Lab Order: POC GLU; SPEC'M 11/19/17 09:46 
Test: POC GLU; Value: 435; Range: 65-100; Abnormal: Above high 
normal; Units: MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 09:46 
Lab Order: CMP; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: SODIUM; Value: 131; Range: 135-145; Abnormal: Below low normal; 
Units: MMOL/L; Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: POTASSIUM; Value: 4.4; Range: 3.5-5.0; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CHLORIDE; Value: 96; Range: 98-109; Abnormal: Below low normal; 
Units: MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CARBON DIOXIDE; Value: 26; Range: 20-30; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: ANION GAP; Value: 9.0; Range: 1-10; Abnormal: ; Status: F; 
Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CALCIUM; Value: 9.0; Range: 8.5-10.3; Abnormal: ; Units: MG/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: BLOOD UREA NITROGEN; Value: 7; Range: 5-25; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MG/DL; Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: CREATININE; Value: 1.01; Range: 0.90-1.30; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MG/DL; Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE; Value: 102; Abnormal: ; Status: F; 
Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test Note: 11/19 10:34 T nbsp;; Non-African American 
Test: GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE-AA; Value: 118; Abnormal: ; Status: 
Fi Updated; 11/19 10;34 
Test Note: 11/19 10:34 T nbsp;; African American. eGFR UNITS: 
ml/min/1.73m2. *eGFR >= 60 = Normal GFR or mild decrease in GFR *eGFR 
30-59 = Moderate decrease in GFR (Stage 3 CKD) *eGFR 15-29 = Severe 
decrease in GFR (Stage 4 CKD) *eGFR <15 = End-stage kidney failure 
(Stage 5 CKD) The equation has not been validated in patients >70 YRS 
OLD. 
Test: TOTAL PROTEIN; Value: 7.8; Range: 6.0-8.0; Abnormal: ; Units: 
G/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 

Test: ALBUMIN; Value: 4.3; Range: 3.2-5.5; Abnormal: ; units: G/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: ALB/GLOB RATIO; Value: 1.2; Range: 1.2-1.7; Abnormal: ; Units: 
RATIO; status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLOBULIN; Value: 3.5; Range: 2.5-3.9; Abnormal: ; Units: G/DL; 
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Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: BILIRUBIN, TOTAL; Value: 0.50; Range: 0.20-1.00; Abnormal: 
Units: MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: SGOT/AST; Value: 27; Range: 10-42; Abnormal: Units: IU/L; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: SGPT/ALT; Value: 21; Range: 10-60; Abnormal: Units: IU/L; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE; Value: 74; Range: 42-121; Abnormal: ; 
Units: IU/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLUCOSE, SERUM; Value: 459; Range: 65-100; Abnormal: Above 
upper panic limits; Units: MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:39 
Test Note: 11/19 10:39 T nbsp;; CRITICAL RESULTS CALLED ON 11/19/17 AT 
1035 TO: RINDY LAPRADE/RB/CALLED X 2 SNCE 1035 BY: CLIFTON,LYDIA C 
Lab Order: Complete Blood Count W/auto Diff; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: WHITE BLOOD CELL; Value: 11.6; Range: 4.5-11.0; Abnormal: Above 
high normal; Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RED BLOOD CELL; Value: 5.32; Range: 4.50-5.90; Abnormal: ; 
Units: M/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: HEMOGLOBIN; Value: 15.8; Range: 14.0-17.5; Abnormal: Units: 
G/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: HEMATOCRIT; Value: 46.0; Range: 35.0-49.0; Abnormal: units: 
%; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MEAN CELL VOLUME; Value: 86.5; Range: 80-96; Abnormal: ; Units: 
UM3; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MCH; Value: 29.7; Range: 27-32; Abnormal: ; Units: PG; Status: 
F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MCHC; Value: 34.3; Range: 32-37; Abnormal: ; Units: G/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RELL CELL DISTRIBUTION WIDTH; Value: 13.1; Range: 11.5-14.5; 
Abnormal: ; Units: %; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RDW STANDARD DEVIATION; Value: 41.1; Range: 35.1-43.9; 
Abnormal: ; Units: fl; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: PLATELETS; Value: 241; Range: 140-440; Abnormal: ; Units: K/UL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MEAN PLATELET VOLUME; Value: 10.8; Range: 7.4-10.4; Abnormal: 
Above high normal; Units: fl; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: SEGMENTED NEUTROPHIL PERCENT; Value: 84; Range: 37-80; 
Abnormal: Above high normal; Units: %; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: SEGMENTED NEUTROPHIL ABSOLUTE; Value: 9.77; Range: 1.5-6.8; 
Abnormal: Above high normal; Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 
10;18 
Test: LYMPHOCYTE PERCENT; Value: 10; Range: 10-50; Abnormal: ; Units: 
%; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: LYMPHOCYTES ABSOLUTE; Value: 1.10; Range: 1.0-4.0; Abnormal: ; 
Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MONOCYTE PERCENT; Value: 6; Range: 0-12; Abnormal: ; Units: %; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MONOCYTE ABSOLUTE COUNT; Value: 0.64; Range: 0.2-1.0; Abnormal: 

; Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: EOSINOPHIL PERCENT; Value: 0; Range: 0-7; Abnormal: ; Units: %; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: EOSINOPHIL ABSOLUTE; Value: 0.05; Range: 0.0-0.5; Abnormal: ; 
Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: BASOPHIL PERCENT; Value: 0; Range: 0-2; Abnormal: ; units: %; 
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Status: Fi Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: BASOPHIL ABSOLUTEi Value: 0.04i Range: 0.0-0.2i Abnormal: 
Units: K/ULi Status: Fi Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: IMMATURE GRANS PERCENTi Value: 0.3i Abnormal: i units: %i 
Status: Fi Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: IMMATURE GRANS ABSOLUTEi Value: O.Oi Range: O.O-O.li Abnormal: 
i Status: Fi Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Lab Order: Thyroid Stimulating Hormonei SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: THYROID STIMULATING HORMONEi Value: 1.29i Range: 0.34-5.60i 
Abnormal: i units: uIU/MLi Status: Fi updated: 11/19 10:48 
Lab Order: POC GLUi SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:13 
Test: POC GLUi Value: 429i Range: 65-100i Abnormal: Above high 
normali Units: MG/DLi Status: Fi updated: 11/19 10:13 

Radiology Order: Chest 1 View - Portable 
Test: Chest 1 View - Portable 
SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE Name: HILL,BRIAN D i RADIOLOGY DEPT Phys: 
EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD i 320 HOSPTIAL DR DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: 
M i MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER i PHONE #: 
276-666-7223 Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER i FAX #: 
276-666-7591 Radiology No: i Unit No: MM00370912 i EXAMS: EXAM 
REASON: i 000898111 CHEST 1 VIEW - PORTABLE Chest Tightness i 
PORTABLE CHEST i HISTORY: Seizure. i COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 i 
FINDINGS: The heart size and configuration are within normal limits 
for age and portable technique. The lungs are clear. There is no 
evidence of pleural effusions or pneumothorax. No acute bony i 

abnormality. i IMPRESSION: No evidence of acute cardiopulmonary 
disease. i ** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 
at 1424 ** i Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY i Signed by: 
KHOURY,MAROON B i iCC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD i i Technologist: KYLEA 
ANN KEATTS i Transcribed Date/Time: 11/19/2017 (1146) 
Transcriptionist: MMTRSPSB i Orig Print D/T: S: 11/19/2017 (1424) 
Reprint D/T: 11/19/2017 (1424) BATCH NO: N/A i 

Radiology Order: CT Head w/o Contrast 
Test: CT Head w/o Contrast 
SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE Name: HILL,BRIAN D i RADIOLOGY DEPT Phys: 
EKUBAN-GORDON, EDNA MD i 320 HOSPTIAL DR DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: 
M i MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER i PHONE #: 
276-666-7223 Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER i FAX #: 
276-666-7591 Radiology No: i unit No: MM00370912 i EXAMS: EXAM 
REASON: i 000898114 CT HEAD wlo CONTRAST i UNENHANCED HEAD CT ; 
HISTORY: Head injury. i COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 i TECHNIQUE: This CT 
examination was performed using one or more of the i following dose 
reduction techniques: automated exposure control, i adjustment of the 
MA and/or KV according to patient size, and/or use i of iterative 
reconstruction techniques. i Axial CT images were obtained through 
the brain without the use of i intravenous contrast. i FINDINGS: 

There is no evidence of acute infarct, intracranial i hemorrhage, or 
mass effect. Ventricles and sulci are normal for the i patient's age. 
Calvarium is intact. Visualized portions of the i paranasal sinuses 
and orbits are normal. i IMPRESSION: Negative for acute intracranial 
process. i ** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 
at 1424 ** i Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY Signed by: 
KHOURY,MAROON B i iCC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD i Technologist: 
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Discharge Instructions for: Brian Hill 

HILL.BRIAN 0 
MM7B05836274 PRE ER MM. ER 

11119117 0850 UNKt«JWf( UNKNOWN 

008: 05/26/90 27 M MR# ~00370912 
Sovah Health - Martinsville 

~1'!IIIIlIIII!.IIII! IIIIIIIIIIIIJ~ I~JJ ~!IIIII1III!IIIIIIlIIIIII~II.i 

- 150vah Health Martinsville 
320 Hospital Drive 

Martinsville, VA 24112 
276-666-7237 

Emergency Department 
Instructions for: 

Arrival Date: 

Hill, Brian 0 

\~otllo7 

0(1 
O1B-;' 

) <8. Sunday, November 19, 2017 

Thank you for choosing Sovah Health Martinsville for your care today. The examination and treatment 
you have received in the Emergency Department today have been rendered on an emergency basis only 
and are not intended to be a substitute for an effort to provide complete medical care. You should contact 
your follow-up physician as it is important that you let him or her check you and report any new or 
remaining problems since it is impossible to recognize and treat all elements of an injury or illness in a 
single emergency care center visit. 

Care provided by: Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD 

Diagnosis: Head Lacerationl Open wound of head; Hyperglycemia, unspecified 

DISCHARGE INSTRUCTIONS FORMS 

Head Injury. Adult Medication Reconciliation 
Facial Laceration 
Hyperg Iycemia, Easy-to-Read 
Stitches. Staples, or Adhesive Wound Closure, 
Easy-to-Read 

FOLLOW UP INSTRUCTIONS PRESCRIPTIONS 

Private Physician None 
When: 2 - 3 days; Reason: Wound Recheck 

SPECIAL NOTES 

None 

Suicide National Hotline: 1-800-273-8255 (800-273- TALK) . 

If you received a narcotic or sedative medication during your Emergency Department stay you 
should not drive, drink alcohol or operate heavy machinery for the next 8 hours as this medication 
can cause drowslness, dizziness, and decrease your response time to events. 

I hereby acknowledge that I have received a copy of my transition care record and understand the -, above insAtnha"!l/ rrscriptions. Q r'\ '" 

G ~I !I, [/1 ( 'J ,_)R),£'bfv~ ~ 
Brian Hill ED Physician or Nurse . 

MRN # MM00370912 111191201712:14 

X-RAYS and LAB TESTS: 
If you had x-rays today they were read by the emergency physician. Your x-rays will also be read by a radiologist within 24 hours. If you 
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Discharge Instructions for: Brian Hill 

had a culture done it will take 24 to 72 hours to get the results. If there is a change in the x-ray diagnosis or a positive culture, we will 

contact you. Please verify your current phone number prior to discharge at the check out desk. 

MEDICATIONS: 
If you received a prescription for medication(s) today, it is important that when you fill this you let the pharmacist know all the other 

medications that you are on and any allergies you might have. It is also important that you notify your follow-up physician of all your 

medications including the prescriptions you may receive today. 

TESTS AND PROCEDURES 
Labs 
CMP, Complete Blood Count W/auto Diff, Thyroid Stimulating Hormone, POC GLU, POC GLU 

Rad 
CT Head wlo Contrast, Chest 1 View - Portable 

Procedures 
Blood Sugar, 12 Lead EKG, Laceration 

Other 
Seizure precautions, Accucheck, Cardiac Monitor, Apply to Pt, Pulse ox continuous, Oxygen at 2 LlNC, IV saline lock, 
EKG ED, Laceration repair set up 

Chart Copy 

HILL,BRIAN 0 
MM7805836274 PRE ER MM. ER 

llIl9/17 0850 UNKNOWN. UNKNOWN 

DOB: OS/26/90 27 M MR# I'WO03709l2 
Sovah Health - Martinsville 

.Jlll1llll1lll1lll1lll~11 flirullfllllllllill 111111111111111 11111111 ' --_ . _._-_ . 
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RECORD 
Nurse's Notes 
Sovah Health Martinsville 
Name: Brian Hill 
Age: 27 yrs 
Sex: Male 
DOB: OS/26/1990 
MRN: MM00370912 
Arrival Date: 11/19/2017 
Time: 08:51 
Account#: MM7805836274 
Bed ER 6 
Private MD: 
Diagnosis: Head Laceration/ Open wound of headiHyperglycemia, unspecified 

Presentation: 
11/19 
09:08 presenting complaint: Patient states: had a seizure this morning due 11 
to low blood sugar, laceration to head per pt, bleeding controlled. 
Airway is patent with good air movement. The patient is breathing 
without difficulty. The patient is pink,warm and dry. Heart rate is 
within normal limits. Patient is alert and oriented to person, place 
and time, Patient is moving all extremities appropriately. 
11/19 
09:08 Acuity: Urgent (3) 11 

Historical: 
- Allergies: Ranitidinei 
- Home Meds: 
1. Unable to Obtain 
- PMHx: OCDi autismi Diabetes - IDDMi 
- Sepsis Screening:: Sepsis screening negative at this time. 
- Social history:: Tobacco Status: The patient states he/she has 
never used tobacco. The patient's primary language is English. The 
patient's preferred language is English. 
- Family history:: Reviewed and not pertinent. 
- Exposure Risk/Travel Screening:: Patient has not been out of the 
country in last 30 days. Have you been in contact with anyone who 
is ill that has traveled outside of the country in the last 30 
days? No. 
- Suicide Screening:: Have you recently had thoughts about hurting 
yourself or others? No. 
- Tuberculosis screening:: No symptoms or risk factors identified. 

Screening: 
11/19 
09:41 Fall Risk: Total Points: Med. Risk (25-44) i. Abuse Screen: Patient mkk 
verbally denies physical, verbal and emotional abuse/neglect. There 
are no cultural/spiritual considerations for care for this patient. 

Assessment: 
11/19 

09:38 Complains of pain in face Pain does not radiate. Pain currently is 7 mkk 
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out of 10 on a pain scale. The level of pain that is acceptable is 0 
out of 10 on a pain scale. General: Appears in no apparent distress, 
comfortable, well developed, well nourished, well groomed, Behavior 
is appropriate for age, cooperative, pleasant. Neuro: Reports 
headache. Neuro: Reports seizure due to low blood sugar. EENT: 
Denies. Cardiovascular: Denies. Respiratory: Denies. GI: Denies. GU: 
Denies. Derm: Denies. Musculoskeletal: Denies. Injury Description: 
Laceration sustained to face is clean, O.S to 2.S cm long, not 
bleeding, was sustained 4-6 hours ago. 
11/19 
09:38 Method Of Arrival: EMS mkk 

Vital Signs: 
11/19 
09:08 BP 131 / 76; Pulse 118; Resp 20; Temp 98.2; Pulse Ox 97% 
91.63 kg; Height S ft. 10 in. (177.80 cm); 
11/19 
09:46 
11/19 
10:S9 BP 124 / 73; Pulse 93; Resp 18; Pulse Ox 100% on R/A; 
11/19 
12:S7 BP 119 / 67; Pulse 97; Resp 19; Pulse Ox 98% on R/A; 
11/19 
09:08 Body Mass Index 28.98 (91.63 kg, 177.80 cm) 
11/19 
09:46 patient has OCD and had to do his "routines" prior to corning, has mkk 
been about 4 hours since injury occured 

weight 11 

mkk 

mkk 

pt3 

11 

Glasgow Coma Score: 
11/19 
12:16 Eye Response: spontaneous (4) . Verbal Response: oriented(S). Motor eeg 
Response: obeys commands (6) . Total: lS. 

ED Course: 
11/19 
08:S1 Patient arrived in ED. 
11/19 
09:09 Rapid Initial Assessment completed. 
11/19 
09:27 Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD is Attending Physician. 
11/19 
09:41 Patient has correct armband on for positive identification. Placed in mkk 
gown. Bed in low position. Call light in reach. Side rails up X2. 
Adult with patient. Seizure precautions initiated. NIBP on. Pulse ox 

knm 

11 

eeg 

on. 
11/19 
09:41 No physician assisted procedures were completed. 
11/19 
10:01 Inserted saline lock: 20 gauge right arm blood drawn from IV and sent mkk 
to lab per order. 
11/19 
10:08 EKG Done By ED Tech 10:06 Reviewed by Physician Edna Ekuban-Gordon MD.bh 

mkk 

11/19 
10:40 Critical Lab Value: Patient Name verified: Brian Hill, Patient DOB 11 
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Verified May 26, 1990 Critical value glucose 459reported read back to 
reporting lab personnel, and reported to Dr. Edna Ekuban-Gordon MD. 
11/19 
10:59 Assist provider with laceration repair Set up tray. mkk 
11/19 
11:53 Troncoso, Priscilla, RN is Primary Nurse. pt3 

Administered Medications: 
11/19 
10:59 Drug: NS 0.9% 1000 ml Route: IV; Rate: 999 mL/hr; Site: right arm; mkk 
11/19 
12:59 Follow up: Response: No adverse reaction; IV Status: Completed pt3 
infusion 
11/19 
11:02 Drug: NovoLIN R 7 units {Co-Signature: mkk (Michaela Karet RN).} 11 
Route: IVP; Site: right arm; 
11/19 
12:58 Follow up: Response: No adverse reaction pt3 

Point of Care Testing: 
Blood Glucose: 
11/19 
09:40 Glucose Value: 489; 
11/19 
09:43 Glucose Value: 435; 
11/19 
09:40 test repeated 
Ranges: 

mkk 

mkk 

mkk 

Output: 
11/19 
11:28 Urine: 600ml (Voided); Total: 600ml. dab 

Outcome: 
11/19 
12:14 Discharge ordered by Provider. eeg 
11/19 
12:57 Discharged to home ambulatory, with family. pt3 
12:57 Instructions given to patient, parent, Instructed on discharge 
instructions. follow up and referral plans .. Patient and/or family 
voiced understanding of instructions using teach back method. 
12:57 The patients' shirt, pants, shoes, socks and underwear were sent 
with the patient. 
12:57 Discharge Assessment: Patient 
12:57 Discharge Assessment: Patient has no functional deficits. 
12:57 Discontinued IV lock intact, bleeding controlled, pressure dressing 
applied, No redness/swelling at site. 
11/19 
13:24 Patient left the ED. jkp 

Signatures: 
Harrison, Rindi, RN 
Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD 

RN 
MD 

11 
eeg 
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RECORD 
Physician Documentation 
Sovah Health Martinsville 
Name: Brian Hill 
Age: 27 yrs 
Sex: Male 
DOB: OS/26/1990 
MRN: MM00370912 
Arrival Date: 11/19/2017 
Time: 08:51 
Account#: MM7805836274 
Bed ER 6 
Private MD: 
ED Physician Ekuban-Gordon, Edna 
HPI: 
11/19 
11:49 This 27 yrs old white Male presents to ER via EMS with complaints of eeg 
Fall Injury. 
11/19 
11:49 Onset: The symptoms/episode began/occurred today. Associated eeg 
injuries: The patient sustained injury to the head. Associated signs 
and symptoms: Loss of consciousness: the patient experienced no loss 
of consciousness. Severity of symptoms: in the emergency department 
the symptoms are unchanged. Pain Management: Patient denies pain. The 
patient has experienced similar episodes in the past, a few times. 
The patient has not recently seen a physician. Family report history 
of low blood sugar, general low will have seizure episode when the 
blood sugar is low. Blood sugar was obtained by mom at 20 repeat 40 
was subsequently given some oral glucose and brought here for further 
evaluation. Patient denies any headache palpitation no neck pain and 
stiffness. Admits to feeling like himself .. 

Historical: 
- Allergies: Ranitidine; 
- Home Meds: 
1. Unable to Obtain 
- PMHx: OCD; autism; Diabetes - IDDM; 
- Sepsis Screening:: Sepsis screening negative at this time. 
- Social history:: Tobacco Status: The patient states he/she has 
never used tobacco. The patient's primary language is English. The 
patient's preferred language is English. 
- Family history:: Reviewed and not pertinent. 
- Exposure Risk/Travel Screening:: Patient has not been out of the 
country in last 30 days. Have you been in contact with anyone who 
is ill that has traveled outside of the country in the last 30 
days? No. 
- Suicide Screening:: Have you recently had thoughts about hurting 
yourself or others? No. 
- Tuberculosis screening:: No symptoms or risk factors identified. 
- The history from nurses notes was reviewed: and I agree with what 
is documented up to this point. 

ROS: 
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11/19 
11:52 Eyes: Negative for injury, pain, redness, and discharge, ENT: 
Negative for injury, pain, and discharge, Neck: Negative for injury, 
pain, and swelling, Cardiovascular: Negative for chest pain, 
palpitations, and edema, Respiratory: Negative for shortness of 
breath, cough, wheezing, and pleuritic chest pain, Abdomen/GI: 
Negative for abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and 
constipation, Back: Negative for injury and pain, MS/Extremity: 
Negative for injury and deformity. All other systems are negative, 
except as documented below. Skin: positive for laceration(s), of the 
face. Neuro: Negative for dizziness, headache, weakness. Psych: 
Negative for depression, alcohol dependence, homicidal ideation, 
suicide gesture. 

eeg 

Exam: 
11/19 
11:53 Eyes: Pupils equal round and reactive to light, extra-ocular motions eeg 
intact. Lids and lashes normal. Conjunctiva and sclera are 
non-icteric and not injected. Cornea within normal limits. 
Periorbital areas with no swelling, redness, or edema. ENT: Nares 
patent. No nasal discharge, no septal abnormalities noted. Tympanic 
membranes are normal and external auditory canals are clear. 
Oropharynx with no redness, swelling, or masses, exudates, or 
evidence of obstruction, uvula midline. Mucous membrane moist Neck: 
Trachea midline, no thyromegaly or masses palpated, and no cervical 
lymphadenopathy. Supple, full range of motion without nuchal 
rigidity, or vertebral point tenderness. No Meningismus. 
Chest/axilla: Normal chest wall appearance and motion. Nontender 
with no deformity. No lesions are appreciated. Cardiovascular: 
Regular rate and rhythm with a normal Sl and S2. ,no jvd No pulse 
deficits. Respiratory: Lungs have equal breath sounds bilaterally, 
clear to auscultation and percussion. No rales, rhonchi or wheezes 
noted. No increased work of breathing, no retractions or nasal 
flaring. Abdomen/GI: Soft, non-tender, with normal bowel sounds. No 
distension or tympany. No guarding or rebound. No evidence of 
tenderness throughout. Back: No spinal tenderness. No 
costovertebral tenderness. Full range of motion. MS/ Extremity: 
Pulses equal, no cyanosis. Neurovascular intact. Full, normal range 
of motion. Neuro: Awake and alert, GCS 15, oriented to person, 
place, time, and situation. Cranial nerves II-XII grossly intact. 
Motor strength 5/5 in all extremities. Sensory grossly intact. 
Cerebellar exam normal. Normal gait., slow, but appropriate Psych: 
Awake, alert, with orientation to person, place and time. Behavior, 
mood, and affect are within normal limits. 
11:53 Constitutional: The patient appears alert, awake, non-diaphoretic. 
11:53 Head/face: Noted is a laceration(s), that is linear, 3 cm(s). 
11:53 Musculoskeletal/extremity: Extremities: all appear grossly normal, 
with no appreciated pain with palpation, ROM: intact in all 
extremities, Circulation is intact in all extremities. Sensation 
intact. 
11:53 Psych: Behavior/mood is cooperative. 

Vital Signs: 
11/19 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
320 HOSPITAL DRIVE - P.O. BOX 4788 

MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 (276)666-7360 
CLIA NO. 49D0231853 RT CLIA NO. 4D0661287 

RUN DATE:ll/23/17 
DISCHARGE SUMMARY FOR MEDICAL RECORDS FOR LABORATORY 

PAGE: 2 

Patient: HILL, BRIAN D #MM7805836274 (Continued) 

Units 

I*****************************************CHEMISTRY***************************************** I 

Date 11/19/17 
Time 1007 

BUN 17 
CREATININE 11. 01 
eGFR NON-AA 1102 (A) 

(A) Non-African American 

eGFR AA 1118 (B) I 

(B) African American. 
eGFR UNITS: ml/min/l.73m2. 
*eGFR >= 60 
*eGFR 30-59 
*eGFR 15-29 
*eGFR <15 

= Normal GFR or mild decrease in GFR 
= Moderate decrease in GFR (Stage 3 CKD) 
= Severe decrease in GFR (Stage 4 CKD) 
= End-stage kidney failure (Stage 5 CKD) 

Reference 

(5-25) 
(0.90-1.30) 

The equation has not been validated in patients >70 YRS OLD. 

MG/DL 
MG/DL 

MG/DL 
G/DL 
G/DL 
RATIO 
G/DL 
MG/DL 
IU/L 
IU/L 
IU/L 
uIU/ML 

SODIUM 11131 LI (135-145) MMOL/L 
POTASSIUM 14.4 

LI 
(3.5-5.0) MMOL/L 

CHLORIDE 1[96 (98-109) MMOL/L 
CO2 126 I (20-30) MMOL/L 
ANION GAP 19.0 I (1-10) 
GLUCOSE 11459 (C) *HI (65-100) MG/DL 

(C) CRITICAL RESULTS CALLED ON 11/19/17 
AT 1035 TO: RINDY LAPRADE/RB/CALLED X 2 SNCE 1035 
BY: CLIFTON,LYDIA C 

CALCIUM 9.0 
TOTAL PROTEIN 7.8 
ALBUMIN 4.3 
AG 1.2 
GLOBULIN 3.5 
T BILl 0.50 
SGOT/AST 27 
SGPT/ALT 21 
ALK PHOS 74 
TSH 1. 29 

(B.5-10.3) 
(6.0-B.0) 
(3.2-5.5) 
(1.2-1.7) 
(2.5-3.9) 

(0.20-1. 00) 
(10-42) 
(10-60) 

(42-121) 
(0.34-5.60) 

Patient: HILL,BRIAN D Age/Sex: 27/M Acct#MM7805836274 Unit#MM00370912 

Lab Data Results - Page 213 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
RADIOLOGY DEPT 
320 HOSPTIAL DR 
MARTINSVILLE/ VA 24112 
PHONE #: 276-666-7223 

FAX #: 276-666-7591 

Name: HILL/BRIAN D 
Phys: EKUBAN-GORDON/EDNA MD 
DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: M 
Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER 
Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER 
Radiology No: 

unit No: MM00370912 

EXAMS: 
000898111 CHEST 1 VIEW - PORTABLE 

EXAM REASON: 
Chest Tightness 

PORTABLE CHEST 

HISTORY: Seizure. 

COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 

FINDINGS: The heart size and configuration are within normal limits 
for age and portable technique. The lungs are clear. There is no 
evidence of pleural effusions or pneumothorax. No acute bony 
abnormality. 

IMPRESSION: No evidence of acute cardiopulmonary disease. 

** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 at 1424 ** 
Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY 
Signed by: KHOURY/MAROON B 

CC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD 

Technologist: KYLEA ANN KEATTS 
Transcribed Date/Time: 11/19/2017 (1146) 
Transcriptionist: MMTRSPSB 
Orig Print D/T: S: 11/19/2017 (1424) 

BATCH NO: N/A 

PAGE 1 Signed Report 
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Ill: 000370912 19-Nov-20 17 10:06:44 Memurial Hospital or Martinb\illl: 

~) 

HILL, BRIAN 

Caucasian 

Room:.'- 

Loe ll~ 
,BRIAN 0 

MH7805836274 PRE 

0850 
OOB 05126/90 M 

Heaitll Mdrtinsvi lie 

1llllllnlll~ III 11m 111111111111111111111111111111111 

tachycardia 
Possible Left atrial 
Borderline I';CG 

MM7 tiOfi8:1627 4 
Secondary lD: M1V121!i987 
Referred by: EKUBAN-COHDON., 

= 
~. 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
320 HOSPITAL DRIVE - P.O. BOX 4788 

MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 (276)666-7360 
CLlA NO. 49D0231853 RT CLlA NO. 4D0661287 

PAGE: 1 

RUN DATE:11/23/17 
DISCHARGE SUMMARY FOR MEDICAL RECORDS FOR LABORATORY 

CMAX: MM00370912-MM7805836274-LABDATA-20171123-LABDISMM1001869144-COCMMH-COCVAE-LAB.COCMMH- 

PATIENT: HILL,BRIAN D ACCT #; MM7805836274 LOC: MM.ER U #; MM00370912 
AGE/SX: 27/M ROOM: REG: 11/19/17 

REG DR: EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD DOB: OS/26/90 BED: DIS: 
STATUS: DEP ER TLOC: 

E**************************************POINT OF CARE*************************************** I 

Date -----------11/19/17----------- 
Time 1006 0943 Reference Units 

POC GLU 11429 Hli435 HI I (65-100) MG/DL 

I*****************************************HEMATOLOGY*****************************************1 

Date 11/19/17 
Time 1007 Reference Units 

WBC 1111.6 HI (4.5-11.0) K/UL 
RBC 15.32 I (4.50-5.90) M/UL 
HGB 115.8 I (14.0-17.5) G/DL 
HCT 146.0 I (35.0-49.0) % 

MCV 186.5 I (80-96) UM3 
MCH 129.7 I (27-32) PG 
MCHC 134.3 I (32-37) G/DL 
RDW 113 .1 I (11.5-14.5) % 

RDW-SD 141.1 I (35.1-43.9) fl 
PLT 1241 (140-440) K/UL 
MPV 110.8 H (7.4-10.4) fl 
SEGS % 184 H (37-80) % 

---- 

SEG ABSOLUTE 19.77 H (1.5-6.8) K/UL 
LYMPH % 110 (10-50) % 

LYMPH ABSOLUTE 11.10 (1.0-4.0) K/UL 
MONO "0- 16 (0-12) "0- 

MONO ABSOLUTE 10.64 (0.2-1.0) K/UL 
EOS % 10 (0 -7) % 

EOS ABSOLUTE 10.05 (0.0-0.5) K/UL 
BASO % 10 (0-2) % 

BASO ABSOLUTE 10.04 (0.0-0.2) K/UL 
IG % 10.3 % 

IG ABSOLUTE 10.0 (0.0-0.1) 

Patient: HILL, BRIAN D Age/Sex: 27/M Acct#MM7805836274 Unit#MM00370912 
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09:08 BP 131 / 76; Pulse 118; Resp 20; Temp 98.2; Pulse Ox 97% 
91.63 kg; Height 5 ft. 10 in. (177.80 cm); 
11/19 
09:46 
11/19 
10:59 BP 124 / 73; Pulse 93; Resp 18; Pulse Ox 100% on R/A; 
11/19 
12:57 BP 119 / 67; Pulse 97; Resp 19; Pulse Ox 98% on R/A; 
11/19 
09:08 Body Mass Index 28.98 (91.63 kg, 177.80 cm) 
11/19 
09:46 patient has OCD and had to do his "routines" prior to coming, has mkk 
been about 4 hours since injury occured 

weight 11 

mkk 

mkk 

pt3 

11 

Glasgow Coma Score: 
11/19 
12:16 Eye Response: spontaneous (4) . Verbal Response: oriented(5). Motor eeg 
Response: obeys commands (6) . Total: 15. 

Laceration: 
11/19 
12:11 Wound Repair of 3cm ( 1.2in ) subcutaneous laceration to forehead. eeg 
Linear shaped .. No foreign body noted. Distal neuro/vascular/tendon 
intact. Anesthesia: Wound infiltrated with 3 mls of 1% lidocaine w/ 
Epi. Wound prep: Simple cleansing with betadine. Skin closed with 6 
1-0 Prolene using Staple gun. Dressed with pressure dressing. Patient 
tolerated well. 

MDM: 
11/19 
09:27 MSE Initiated by Provider. eeg 
11/19 
12:12 Differential diagnosis: abrasion, closed head injury, concussion, eeg 
contusion, dislocation, fracture, laceration, multiple trauma, 
sprain, Substance abuse. Data reviewed: vital signs, nurses notes, 
lab test result(s), radiologic studies. Data interpreted: Cardiac 
monitor: Normal rate. Counseling: I had a detailed discussion with 
the patient and/or guardian regarding: the historical points, exam 
findings, and any diagnostic results supporting the discharge/admit 
diagnosis, lab results, radiology results, the need for outpatient 
follow up, to return to the emergency department if symptoms worsen 
or persist or if there are any questions or concerns that arise at 
home. Response to treatment: the patient's symptoms have markedly 
improved after treatment. 

11/19 
09:46 Order name: POC GLD; Complete Time: 09:57 EDMS 
11/19 
09:56 Order name: CMP; Complete Time: 10:53 eeg 
11/19 
09:56 Order name: Complete Blood Count W/auto Diff; Complete Time: 10:53 eeg 

11/19 
09:56 Order name: Thyroid Stimulating Hormone; Complete Time: 10:53 eeg 
11/19 
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11/19/17 12:14 Discharged to Home. Impression: Head Laceration/ Open wound 
of head, Hyperglycemia, unspecified. 
- Condition is Stable. 
- Discharge Instructions: Head Injury, Adult, Facial Laceration, 
Hyperglycemia, Easy-to-Read, Stitches, Staples, or Adhesive Wound 
Closure, Easy-to-Read. 

- Medication Reconciliation form. 
- Follow up: Private Physician; When: 2 - 3 days; Reason: Wound 
Recheck. 
- Problem is new. 
- Symptoms have improved. 

Order Results: 
Lab Order: POC GLU; SPEC'M 11/19/17 09:46 
Test: POC GLU; Value: 435; Range: 65-100; Abnormal: Above high 
normal; units: MG/DL; Status: F; updated: 11/19 09:46 
Lab Order: CMP; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: SODIUM; Value: 131; Range: 135-145; Abnormal: Below low normal; 
Units: MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: POTASSIUM; Value: 4.4; Range: 3.5-5.0; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CHLORIDE; Value: 96; Range: 98-109; Abnormal: Below low normal; 
Units: MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CARBON DIOXIDE; Value: 26; Range: 20-30; Abnormal: ; units: 
MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: ANION GAP; Value: 9.0; Range: 1-10; Abnormal: ; Status: F; 
Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CALCIUM; Value: 9.0; Range: 8.5-10.3; Abnormal: ; Units: MG/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: BLOOD UREA NITROGEN; Value: 7; Range: 5-25; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: CREATININE; Value: 1.01; Range: 0.90-1.30; Abnormal: ; units: 
MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE; value: 102; Abnormal: ; Status: F; 
Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test Note: 11/19 10:34 T nbsp;; Non-African American 
Test: GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE-AA; Value: 118; Abnormal: ; Status: 
F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test Note: 11/19 10:34 T nbsp;; African American. eGFR UNITS: 
ml/min/1.73m2. *eGFR >= 60 = Normal GFR or mild decrease in GFR *eGFR 
30-59 = Moderate decrease in GFR (stage 3 CKD) *eGFR 15-29 = Severe 
decrease in GFR (Stage 4 CKD) *eGFR <15 = End-stage kidney failure 
(Stage 5 CKD) The equation has not been validated in patients >70 YRS 
OLD. 
Test: TOTAL PROTEIN; Value: 7.8; Range: 6.0-8.0; Abnormal: ; Units: 
G/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 

Test: ALBUMIN; Value: 4.3; Range: 3.2-5.5; Abnormal: ; units: G/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: ALB/GLOB RATIO; Value: 1.2; Range: 1.2-1.7; Abnormal: ; Units: 
RATIO; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLOBULIN; Value: 3.5; Range: 2.5-3.9; Abnormal: ; units: G/DL; 
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Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: BILIRUBIN, TOTAL; Value: 0.50; Range: 0.20-1.00; Abnormal: 
Units: MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: SGOT/AST; Value: 27; Range: 10-42; Abnormal: Units: IU/L; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: SGPT/ALT; Value: 21; Range: 10-60; Abnormal: units: IU/L; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE; Value: 74; Range: 42-121; Abnormal: ; 
Units: IU/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLUCOSE, SERUM; Value: 459; Range: 65-100; Abnormal: Above 
upper panic limits; Units: MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:39 
Test Note: 11/19 10:39 T nbsp;; CRITICAL RESULTS CALLED ON 11/19/17 AT 
1035 TO: RINDY LAPRADE/RB/CALLED X 2 SNCE 1035 BY: CLIFTON,LYDIA C 
Lab Order: Complete Blood Count W/auto Diff; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: WHITE BLOOD CELL; Value: 11.6; Range: 4.5-11.0; Abnormal: Above 
high normal; units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RED BLOOD CELL; Value: 5.32; Range: 4.50-5.90; Abnormal: ; 
Units: M/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: HEMOGLOBIN; Value: 15.8; Range: 14.0-17.5; Abnormal: Units: 
G/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: HEMATOCRIT; Value: 46.0; Range: 35.0-49.0; Abnormal: Units: 
%; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MEAN CELL VOLUME; Value: 86.5; Range: 80-96; Abnormal: ; Units: 
UM3; Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MCH; Value: 29.7; Range: 27-32; Abnormal: ; units: PG; Status: 
F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MCHC; Value: 34.3; Range: 32-37; Abnormal: ; Units: G/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RELL CELL DISTRIBUTION WIDTH; Value: 13.1; Range: 11.5-14.5; 
Abnormal: ; units: %; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RDW STANDARD DEVIATION; Value: 41.1; Range: 35.1-43.9; 
Abnormal: ; units: fl; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: PLATELETS; Value: 241; Range: 140-440; Abnormal: ; Units: K/UL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MEAN PLATELET VOLUME; Value: 10.8; Range: 7.4-10.4; Abnormal: 
Above high normal; Units: fl; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: SEGMENTED NEUTROPHIL PERCENT; Value: 84; Range: 37-80; 
Abnormal: Above high normal; Units: %; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: SEGMENTED NEUTROPHIL ABSOLUTE; Value: 9.77; Range: 1.5-6.8; 
Abnormal: Above high normal; Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 
10:18 
Test: LYMPHOCYTE PERCENT; Value: 10; Range: 10-50; Abnormal: ; Units: 
%; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: LYMPHOCYTES ABSOLUTE; Value: 1.10; Range: 1.0-4.0; Abnormal: ; 
Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MONOCYTE PERCENT; Value: 6; Range: 0-12; Abnormal: ; units: %; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MONOCYTE ABSOLUTE COUNT; Value: 0.64; Range: 0.2-1.0; Abnormal: 

; units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: EOSINOPHIL PERCENT; Value: 0; Range: 0-7; Abnormal: ; Units: %; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: EOSINOPHIL ABSOLUTE; Value: 0.05; Range: 0.0-0.5; Abnormal: ; 
Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: BASOPHIL PERCENT; Value: 0; Range: 0-2; Abnormal: ; Units: %; 
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Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: BASOPHIL ABSOLUTE; Value: 0.04; Range: 0.0-0.2; Abnormal: 
Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: IMMATURE GRANS PERCENT; Value: 0.3; Abnormal: ; Units: %; 
Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: IMMATURE GRANS ABSOLUTE; Value: 0.0; Range: 0.0-0.1; Abnormal: 
; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Lab Order: Thyroid Stimulating Hormone; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: THYROID STIMULATING HORMONE; Value: 1.29; Range: 0.34-5.60; 
Abnormal: ; Units: uIU/ML; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:48 
Lab Order: POC GLU; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:13 
Test: POC GLU; Value: 429; Range: 65-100; Abnormal: Above high 
normal; Units: MG/DL; Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:13 

Radiology Order: Chest 1 View - Portable 
Test: Chest 1 View - Portable 
SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE Name: HILL,BRIAN D ; RADIOLOGY DEPT Phys: 
EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD ; 320 HOSPTIAL DR DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: 
M ; MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER ; PHONE #: 
276-666-7223 Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER ; FAX #: 
276-666-7591 Radiology No: ; Unit No: MM00370912 ; EXAMS: EXAM 
REASON: ; 000898111 CHEST 1 VIEW - PORTABLE Chest Tightness ; 
PORTABLE CHEST; HISTORY: Seizure. ; COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 ; 
FINDINGS: The heart size and configuration are within normal limits 
for age and portable technique. The lungs are clear. There is no 
evidence of pleural effusions or pneumothorax. No acute bony; 
abnormality. ; IMPRESSION: No evidence of acute cardiopulmonary 
disease. ; ** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 
at 1424 ** ; Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY ; Signed by: 
KHOURY,MAROON B ; ; CC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD ; ; Technologist: KYLEA 
ANN KEATTS; Transcribed Date/Time: 11/19/2017 (1146) 
Transcriptionist: MMTRSPSB ; Orig print D/T: S: 11/19/2017 (1424) 
Reprint D/T: 11/19/2017 (1424) BATCH NO: N/A ; 
Radiology Order: CT Head w/o Contrast 
Test: CT Head w/o Contrast 
SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE Name: HILL,BRIAN D ; RADIOLOGY DEPT Phys: 
EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD ; 320 HOSPTIAL DR DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: 
M ; MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER ; PHONE #: 
276-666-7223 Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER ; FAX #: 
276-666-7591 Radiology No: ; Unit No: MM00370912 ; EXAMS: EXAM 
REASON: ; 000898114 CT HEAD w/o CONTRAST; UNENHANCED HEAD CT ; 
HISTORY: Head injury. ; COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 ; TECHNIQUE: This CT 
examination was performed using one or more of the ; following dose 
reduction techniques: automated exposure control, ; adjustment of the 
MA and/or KV according to patient size, and/or use; of iterative 
reconstruction techniques. ; Axial CT images were obtained through 
the brain without the use of ; intravenous contrast. ; FINDINGS: 

There is no evidence of acute infarct, intracranial ; hemorrhage, or 
mass effect. ventricles and sulci are normal for the; patient's age. 
Calvarium is intact. Visualized portions of the; paranasal sinuses 
and orbits are normal. ; IMPRESSION: Negative for acute intracranial 
process. ; ** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 
at 1424 ** ; Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY Signed by: 
KHOURY,MAROON B ; ; CC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD ; Technologist: 
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In the Court of Appeals of Virginia 
In the City of Richmond 

Brian David Hill, 
Petitioner/Defendant 

v. 

Commonwealth of Virginia, 
Respondent/Plaintiff 

) 
) 
) 
) Criminal Action No. CR19000009-00 
) 
) 
) Civil Action No. ______ _ 
) 
) 
) 

DECLARATION OF ROBERTA HILL IN SUPPORT OF THE 
PETITIONER BRIAN DAVID HILL'S PETITION FOR THE WRIT OF 

ACTUAL INNOCENCE 

I, Roberta Hill, being first duly sworn upon oath, do hereby depose and state: 

On September 21, 2018, I woke up around 4 am hearing a knock at the door. A 
police officer informed me that they had found my son 2 miles away from home on 
a walking trail. He said that they took him to the hospital. He asked me if my son 
was autistic, and I answered "yes". 

On January 20, 2019, I had a fireplace expert named Pete Compton of ACE 
Chimney & Wildlife come out to check on some water damage near the fireplace 
and he found out that the chimney had been completely covered in tin. He told me 
that carbon monoxide was coming into my apartment and my son's apartment. He 
said it condenses and that is what was causing the water damage in the ceiling next 
to the fireplace in my son's apartment. 

Photos I had taken are below. 
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed this 9th day of January, 2022. 

Signed 

Roberta Hill 
310 Forest Street, Apartment 1 

Martinsville, Virginia 24112 
(276) 790-3505 

4 IPage 
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March 21, 2019                                             201 Greyson St,  Martinsville, VA 24112 

Dr. Graney, 

We got a letter from Brian yesterday, and he asked us to send photos of the 
damage on the ceiling and walls around his fireplace in the living room of the 
apartment where he has been living since May, 2016.  There was also white 
residual inside of his fireplace.  The chimney expert who found the carbon 
monoxide damage said that this could be cleaned with detergent & water so 
Brian’s mom has already cleaned that.  It needed months to dry before repairs.  
There is a carpenter lined up to repair it around April 20th.  It was the young son of 
the owner of the chimney company in Rocky Mount, VA who was sent to clean the 
fireplace (chimney sweep) and to put screen on all 3 holes to keep birds out of the 
fireplace; instead he put tin over all 3 holes including the hole for the natural gas 
heater and the gas water heater in the basement leaving no where for the gas and 
water steam to escape in October, 2017.  None of us were aware that there was 
tin there and thought it was screen.  This took care of the bird problem.   

In December, 2017 or January, 2018 there was a snow storm, and that was when 
we noticed the damage in the ceiling of Brian’s apartment but no damage in his 
mom’s ceiling above her fireplace in her apartment.  We thought it was odd that 
there were no problems until the chimney people came.  It continued getting 
worse through the winter, so in the spring Roberta cocked the foundation around 
her porch because we thought it looked like a foundation problem, not a roof 
problem because there was no water damage on Roberta’s ceiling.  Brian’s ceiling 
was below his mom’s apartment.  After this the problem got worse.  Brian’s OCD 
was getting worse too.  He was having a diarrhea problem and was using the hot 
water 6 to 8 hours a day.  This is a gas hot water heater with nowhere for the gas 
& steam to escape.  It was escaping apparently through both fireplaces leaving 
damage in the ceiling in Brian’s apartment below the brick (hearth) on the floor in 
front of Roberta’s apartment and all along the walls below Roberta’s fireplace into 
the walls beside of Brian’s fireplace (both sides) and the top above the mirror.  At 
the time, it just looked like rain water.  We thought eventually half of the ceiling in 
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Brian’s apartment would have water damage.  Looking at the photos now, you can 
clearly see that it is from the gas heaters, not rain and just covered under the 
hearth of Roberta’s fireplace above Brian’s on his ceiling so both were effected but 
up in Roberta’s apartment, you couldn’t see the damage. 

Both Roberta & Brian were complaining about not feeling well, being weak and 
very tired.  We (Brian’s grandparents) were moving from one house to another in 
Martinsville, VA during this time, and Roberta couldn’t understand where we got 
our energy in our 70’s when she & Brian were so tired.  Roberta tried to help us 
from time to time with the move, but she couldn’t hold out like we could.  Both of 
us are disabled and elderly and are slow and took months for this move.  She was 
always before this stronger than we were.  Her head was shaking a lot.  We 
thought it was stress from taking care of Brian and not being able to get much 
sleep or rest.  Brian kept complaining that he couldn’t think straight.  The cats’ 
personalities had changed, but yet none of us even thought that all of the 
moisture damage around the fireplace was damage from the moisture & natural 
gas required to run the natural gas boiler furnace downstairs and the natural gas 
hot water heater.  Now that we know the facts, we all feel bad and guilty for what 
all has happened to Brian.  It takes a long time in Martinsville, VA to locate 
carpenters and wait for prices and for them to do any work on homes. We also are 
glad that Brian no longer came back to his house in September, 2018 due to the 
fact that the carbon monoxide poisoning with the use of the heater through the 
winter and from the hot water heater was not discovered until January, 2019.   

There were many threats due to Brian’s fighting to get off from false federal 
charges.  He was set-up with child porn on his computer in 2012, and he and his 
family have been putting proof in the court with his 2255 since November, 2017 of 
his innocence, and there have been strange things happening after this date, but 
then along with the threats (including death threats and threats of putting more 
child porn in Brian’s email after he is released to keep him on the sex registry, 
sending threats in emails to Brian’s family & attorneys and actually sending and 
bragging about it to Brian and other alternative news people and to Brian’s friends 
after Brian appealed his case in 2015 and the hate cards and letter sent from 
Nashville, TN with no return address to Brian’s mom after we filed the 2255 in 
Nov. 2017 from Dec. 2017 till May, 2018 and the fake 911 calls in July, 2018 & 
police coming to the house about the calls that they didn’t make.   
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We wanted to include more information to go along with the photos.  We have 
had natural gas heaters and don’t know much about natural gas boiler heaters.  
Found some photos on the internet to show here of similar in their house. 

 

 

(gas Boiler furnace & gas hot water heater). 

You can now see what is on top of the chimney.   The tin has been removed from 
the hole above the gas hot water boiler (furnace) and the gas hot water heater.  
The chimney guy from Basset, VA who has done this type of work for 25 years who 
took the tin off in Jan. 2019 and put the chimney cap on top of their chimney in 
Feb. 2019 had us to climb on the ladder and showed us what he saw.  This is now 
what you can see from the road, and we now know that it is vented – not even 
screen on the top of the furnace & water heater venting hole.   
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This is a similar top photo from the Internet of the chimney cap that was put on 
the top of Roberta’s & Brian’s chimney covering all 3 holes with screen on the side. 

We are including 7 photos Brian's mom, Roberta took last night (March 20. 
2019) of the ceiling & walls showing damage around Brian's fireplace in his 
living room in his apartment. 

  

Brian's grandparents, 

  

 

Stella & Ken Forinash 

 

Copy sent to Brian David Hill and 7 photos mailed to Brian.  
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Martinsville City County Town
TO ANY AUTHORIZED OFFICER:

You are hereby commanded in the name of the Commonwealth of Virginia forthwith to arrest

and bring the Accused before this Court to answer the charge that the Accused, within this city or

county, on or about 09/21/2018 .................. did unlawfully in violation of Section
DATE

13-17/18.2-387
, Code or Ordinances of this city, county or town:

intentionally make an obscene display of the accused's person or private parts in a public place or in a place

where others were present.

WARRANT OF ARRF.ST—MISDKMKANOR (LOCAL)
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA Va. Code $ 19.2-71, -72

Martin syille Kl General District Court X Criminal Traffic
CITY OR COUNTY Juvenile and Domestic Relations District Court

't GUKU

CASE NO. Ul S-9 & &

ACCUSED:

Hill, Brian David
LASI'AME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME

310 Forest St Apt 2
ADDRESS/LOCATION

Martinsville, VA 24112

To be completed upon service as Summons

Mailing address Same as above

RACE SEX BORN HT. I/VGT. EYES HAIR

MO. DAY YR. FT. IN

W M 05/26/1990 6'0" 150 BLIJ BRO
SN

STATE

L-
CI,-Z t-yY

a'~Q ~
Hearing Date/Time
ro-o6'&8

P.n3Prn
JJ~wi~l,M

charged, based on the sworn statements of

SGT. R.D. JONES MPD ........, Complamant.

Execution by summons permitted at officer's discretion. K not permitted.

09/21/2018,05,35,AM...,,, +~~~+ 'ATE

AND TIME ISSUED CLERK El MAGISTRATE 0 JUDGE
Courtney D. Reid

I, the undersigned, have found probable cause to believe that the Accused committed the offense

Commercial Driver's License

x,~ss~MISDEMEANOR
EXECUTED by arresting the Accused named above on
this day:
EXECUTED by summoning the Accused named
above on this day:
For legal entities other than individuals, service
ursuant to Va. Code g 19.2-76.

9~! l~~
DATE AND TME OF SERVICE

............................Z...Q.+5........................................, ARRESTING OFFICER

LJ4
BADGE NO„AGENCY AND Ii/RISDICI'ION

for

gal+.'8

()X~

vvnr wmy uu n~uuuu

4/0 A. 'harnP) E + /0m s '3-K)''ORM

DC-315 (MASTER, PAGE ONE OF T9FO) 07/I I

Attorney for the Accused:

q&~4
Short Offense Description (not a legal definition):
INDECENT EXPOSURE

690GM't800003560
FOR ADMINISTRATIVE USE ONLY

Vnginia Crime Code.
OBS-3713-01

K5WB

LOCAL
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1

The Accused was this day:
[ ] tried in absence [prese

[h/7 PROSECUTING ATTORNEY PRESENT N E}

DATE JUDGE

And was FOUND by me to be

[ ] driving a commercial motor vehicle

[ ] carrying hazardous inaterials

[ ] I ORDER a nolle prosequi on prosecution's motion
[ ] I ORDER the charge dismissed [ ] with prejudice

[ ] conditioned upon payment of costs and

[ ] successful completion of
[ ] traffic school

[ ] mature driver school, g 16.1-69.48:1t

[ ]'.accord and satisfaction, $ 19.2-151.

[ ] under $ $ 4.1-305, 18.2-57.3, 18.2-251 or
19.2-303.2.

DEFENDANT'S ATI'ORNEY PRESENT {NAME}

[ ] NO ATTORNEY [ ] ATTORNEY WAIVED

[ ] If convicted, no jail sentence will be imposed
[ ] INTERPRETER PRESENT

[ ] Certified pursuant to g 19.2-190.1.

Plea of ~used:
[ ~ot guilty [ ] Witnesses sworn
[ ] nolo contendere
[ ] guilty [ ] Plea voluntarily and intelligently

entered after the defendant was apprised of his
right against compulsory self-incrimination and his
right to confront the witnesses against him.

[ ] Plea and Recomm ndation

And was TRIED and OUND by me:

[ ] not guilty [ guilty as charged

[ ] guilty of
VCC ......................................................................................

[ ] facts sufficient to find guilt but defer

adjudication/disposition to
DATE AND TIME

and place accused on probation, f$ 4.1-305, 18.2-
57.3, 18.2-251 or 19.2-303.2.
[ ] A separate order for First Offender is

attached and incorporated in this order.
[ ] Costs imposed upon defendant.

[ ] Guilty — upon a violation of a term or condition of a
deferred adjudication/disposition.

I impose the following Disposition:
[ ] FINE [ ] CIVIL PENALTY of $ .

ith $ suspended

[ JAIL SENTENCE of ........5........+Q
imposed, [ ] of which days
mandatory minimum, with ................................ suspended

for a period of . ., conditioned
upon being of good behavior, keeping the peace, obeying this
order and paying fines and costs. Credit is allowed pursuant to

g 53.1-187 for time spent in confinement.

[ ] Serve jail sentence beginning .

[ ] on weekends only
[ ] Work release [ ] authorized if eligible [ ] required

[ ] not authorized
[ ] Public work force [ ] authorized [ ] not authorized

[ ] on PROBATION for

[ ] VASAP [ ] local community-based probation agency

[ ] Monitoring by GPS/other tracking device

[ ] DRIVER'S LICENSE suspended for ....................................

[ ] Restricted Driver's License per attached order

[ ] Ignition Interlock for .

[ ] RESTITUTION order incorporated
[ ] Restitution payment is a condition of suspended

sentence

[ ] COMMUNITY SERVICE ......................... hours to be

completed by

Offense Tracking Number 690GM1800003560

FINE

LOCALITY

COSTS
223 LIQUIDATED DAMAGES

461 FIXED MISD FEE

462 FIXED DRUG MISD FEE

001 INT CRIM CHILD FEE

113 %ITNESS FEE

113 IGNITION INTERLOCK

113 DUI FEE

113 4+ PJ

121 TRIAL IN ABSENCE FEE

133 BLOOD TEST FEE

137 TIME TO PAY

192 TRAUMA CENTER FEE

202 WITNESS FEE

217 CT. APPT. ATTY

and supervised by 228 COURTHOUSE
[ ] to be credited against fines and costs CONSTRUCTION FEE

[ ] Contact prohibited between defendant and victim/ victim's 234 JAIL ADMISSION FFF
family or household members

243 LOCAL TRAINING
[ ] Other: ACADEMY FEE

-244 COURTHOUSE

[ ] Reimburse Commonwealth for investigatory medical fees:, SECURITY FEE

[ 1 Fay $$0 to the Court for Trauma Center Fund It":.. '.-'ga'.=: .

[ ] Bail on Appeal $ . OTHER (SPECIFY):

[ ] Remanded for [ ] CCRE Report [ ] ..........

DRIVER'S LICENSE/PRIVILEGE TO DRIVE IN VIRGINIA
SUSPENDED EFFECTIVE IN 30 DAYS IF FINES, COSTS, - .'" "=== . T()gAL CiQ
FORFEITURES, PENALTIES OR RESTITUTION ARE NOT
PAID. Va. Code g 46.2-395

[ ] Stay of the proceedings pursuant to g 16.1-131.1

gf;-g 0/

FORM DC-315 (MASTER, PAGE TWO OF TWO) 10/17

DATE JUDGE DATE JUDGE
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CRIMINAL COMPLAINT
Commonwealth of Virginia

Martinsville
CITY OR COUNTY

RULES 3A:3 AND 7C:3

[g General District Court
-[] Juvenile and Domestic Relations District Court CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

09/21/2018
DATE OFFENSE OCCURRED

in the [&g City [] County [] Town

o f Martinsville

I base my belief on the following facts: (Print ALL information clearly.)

On the above date I responded to the area of Pine St. at the steps for the Dick and Willie Trail due to a naked white male that

had been seen running on Hooker St from Church St. Officers were in the area of Hooker St and had not located the male. I

walked down the steps to the trail where i herd foot steps coming towards me. I could see a person walking on the trail and

Under penalty of perjury, I, the undersigned Comphinant swear or affirm that I have reason to believe that the
Accused committed a criminal offense, on or about

ACCUSED: Name, Description, Address/'Location

Hill, Brian David
LAST NAMI FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME

310 Forest St Apt 2

Martinsville, VA 24112

they stopped. I signed my light on the male and he turned and ran. He was naked except for his shoes and socks. The male had

items in his hand when he ran. I chased the suspect off the lett side of the trail down a bank and into the creek. I was yelling

stop and show me your hands during the chase. When the male was detained he was read Miranda and started talking about a

black male in a hoodie made him get naked and take pictures of himself. He was transported to the hospital due to knee pain

COMPLETE DATA BELOW IF KNOWN
RACE SEX BORN HT. WGT EYES HAIR

Mo. DAY YR FT. IN

W M 05 26 90 6 0 150 LU RN
SSN

While at the Hospital he stated that he was alone when he took the photos of himself and he gave Ofc. Warnick premising to

view his camera. On the Camera was several photo of himself naked around the city. He was medically and psychologically

cleared. He was arrested for indecent Exposure. Mr. Hill's clothing was located in his bag. All took place in the city.

[ ] Complainant is not a law-enforcement officer or
animal control officer. Authorization prior to
issuance of felony arrest warrant given by

[ ] Commonwealth's attorney
[ ] Law-enforcement agency having

jurisdiction over alleged offense

The statements above are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief.

In making this complaint, I have read and fully understand the following:

By swearing to these facts, I agree to appear in court and testify if a warrant or summons is issued.

The charge in this warrant cannot be dismissed except by the court, e n at my request.

Sgt. R. Jones //220

NAME OF PERSON AUTHORIZING ISSUANCE OF WARRANT

DATE AND TIME AUTHORIZATION GIVEN

13-17 Indecent Exposure

NAME OF COMPLAINANT (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE)
(PRINT CLEARLY)

Subs'cribed and sworn to before me this day.

LAINANT

J. J.
f"

[ ] C RK [ [ MAGISTRATE [ ] JUDGE

FORM DC-3 I I REVISED 07/I I Courtney D. Reid
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ROANOKE 

ENDOCRINOLOGY CCR3 

3 RIVERSIDE CIRCLE 

Hill, Brian David 

MRN: 7244793, DOB: 5/26/1990, Sex: M 
Visit date: 12/22/2017 

Reviewed by List 

Balakrishnan, Shya;;; E~MD on 1/1512018 18:06 

Results 

CBC WITH AUTO DIFF (CBCD) (Order 
368602037) 

eBC WITH AUTO DIFF (CBCD) [368602037] (Abnormal) 

Orderinq provide: Bal~kii~hn~n, Shyam-E~MD'ii7i31718'1i10-"" 

Specimen Information 

R(Jsultecl: Oi/31/18 1210, Result status: Final result 

Resuitillg iab: GEN-ESYS MARTINSVILLE 

Type Source Collected On 

Blood, Venous 07/31/181122 

Components 

Component 

MCH 

Value Reference Range 

8,0 4,8 - 10.8 x10 
5.53 4.50 - 5.30 x10 
16.3 13.0 - 16.0 G/DL 
49.1 37.0 - 49.0 % 

89 78 - 98 fL 
29.5 27.0 - 34.6 pg 

33.2 33.0 - 37.0 g/dL 
12.3 11.5-14.5 % 

235 130 - 400 x10 
8.9 7.4 - 10.4 fL 
65.5 42.0 - 75.0 % 

20.9 21.0 - 51.0 % 

11.4 2.0 - 13.0 % 

1.6 0.0 - 10.0 % 

0.6 0.0 - 2.0 % 

5.30 1.80 - 7.70 x10 
1.70 1.00 - 5.00 x10 
0.90 0.00 - 0.80 x10 
0.10 0.00 - 0.70 X 10 
0.00 0.00 - 0.20 X1 0 

Flag Lab 

WBC 

RBC 

Hemoglobin 

Hematocrit 

MCV' 

H 

H 

H 

MCHC 
RDW 

Platelet Count 

MPV 

Seg 
'Lymph 
Monos 

Eos 

Baso 

Absolute Neut 

Absolute Lymph 

Absolute Mono 

Absolute Eos 

Absolute Basophils 

H 

gen martinsvi 

gen iTIartins,:,i 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen rnartinsvi" 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

gen martinsvi 

Testing Performed By 

Lab - Abbreviation Name Director Address Valid Date Range 

212 - gen martinsvi GENESYS 
MARTINSVILLE 

Unknown 1107 A Brookdale St 
Martinsville VA 24112 

09/14/101517 - Present 

Reviewed by List 

Balakrishnan, Shyam E, MD on 8/1/2018 10:31 

Results 

COMPREHENSIVE METABOLIC 
PANEL(COMP) (Order 368602038) 

COMPREHENSIVE METABOLIC PANEL(COMP) [368602038] (Abnormal) Resultecl: 07/31/18 1210, Result status: Final result 

Ordering provide:': Balakrishnan, Shyam E, MD 07/31/181110 
Specimen Information 

Resulting lab: GENESYS MARTINSVILLE 
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~ 

OuuLION{~LiNl(: 

MARTINSVILLE FP 1M 
1107 A BROOKDALE 
STREET 

Hill, Brian David 

MRN: 7244793, DOB: 5/26/1990, Sex: M 
Visit date: 7/31/2018 

_rype 
Blo""o';;'dC-, ':-:V-'en-o-us 

Source Collected On 

07/31/181122 

Components 

component'_ ••..... ~ ~?~----R~e;f:.::e.:..:re~n~c~e.:.R!::a~n~g.=.e::::::--...!.!;;;-"-'''-----.!L~a~b-_:_:___,,------ 
Sodium 135 - )45 mmol/L, gen martinsvi , 

Potassium 3.5 - 5.3 mmol/L .g~n martin~vi 

Chloride 98 - 110 mmol/L gen lll.3.rtin3.':! 
'coi-' -. 2'1 ,-3'1 mmoiil_ .. g!l!llllart_in~yi 

U;e~ Nitrogen ····7:6:220 mg/ciL gen martinsvi 

"C'reatinine " 0.50 ~ 140 mg/dL" , . g~n ni"ariins,vi 
Glom Fiii'Rate, Estimated >60 . gen martinsvi 

qlu.cose, I?I~, ' 237 ... 70, 99mg/dL g6'r1martins~i 

,T?t~IProtein 7.1 .6.0-B.,3g/dL" gen,llla_rtinsvi 

Albumin 4.0 3.2,5.5 g/dl gen r:!1a.rtln:'VI 

Calcium 9.2 8,5 ',10:7 mgl.de' ... ",g;:n 171_~rtJ!"!;;Vi 
Total Bilirubin 0.5 0.0, 1.3 mg/dL gen martinsvi 

Alkaline Phosphatase, Serum 77 42'-' 121 lUlL ' gen ma~i~svi, 
A8'( ..... . '... .. 18 15 - 45 lUlL gen martinsvi 

AL T 18 10 - 60 luiL genmariinsvi 

Globulin 3.1 g/dl gen martinsvi 

A/G Ratio 1.3 gen martinsvi 

Anion Gap 114 mmol/L gen martinsvi 

Osmolality' 280.56 mmol/L gen martinsvi 

Bun/Creatinine 9.80 RATIO gen martinsvi 

Testing Performed By 

Lab" Abbreviation 

212 " gen marti nsvi 

Name Director Address Valid Date Range 

GENESYS 
MARTINSVILLE 

Unknown 1107 A Brookdale St 
Martinsville VA 24112 

09/14/10 1517" Present 

Reviewed by List 

Balakrishnan, Shyam E, MD on 8/1/201810:31 

Results 

HEMOGLOBIN A1C(HA1C) (Order 
368602039) 

HEMOGLOBIN A1C(HA1C) [368602039] (Abnormal) Resulted: 07/31/18 1'149. Result status: Final result 

Ordering provider: Balakrishnan, Shyam E, MD 07/31/181110 
Specimen Information 

Resulting lab: GENESYS MARTINSVILLE 

Type 

Blood, Venous 

Sour~e~ ~C~o~lIe~c~te~d~O~n~ _ 

07/31/181122 

Components 

Component Value Reference Range Flag Lab 

Hemoglobin A 1 C 9.1 3.8" 5.9 % H gen martinsvi 

Testing Performed By 

Lab, Abbreviation Name Director Address Valid Date Range 

212 " gen martinsvi GENESYS 
MARTINSVILLE 

Unknown 1107 A Brookdale St 
Martinsville VA 24112 

09/14/101517" Present 

Reviewed by List 

Balakrishnan, Shyam E, MD on 8/1/2018 10:31 
Balakrishnan, Shyam E, MD on 7/31/201811:50 
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MARTINSVILLE FP 1M 

1107 A BROOKDALE 

STREET 

Hill, Brian David 

MRN: 7244793, DOB: 5/26/1990, Sex: M 
Visit date: 7/31/2018 

END OF REPORT 
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Brian Hill 
MRN: MM00370912 
ACCT: MM780676 1243 

Sovah Health Martinsville 
320 Hospital Drive 

Martinsville, VA 24112 
276-666-7237 

Emergency Department 
Instructions for: 

Arrival Date: 

Hill, Brian D 

Friday, September 21,2018 

Thank you for choosing Sovah Health Martinsville for your care today. The examination and treatment 
you have received in the Emergency Department today have been rendered on an emergency basis only 
and are not intended to be a substitute for an effort to provide complete medical care. You should contact 
your follow-up physician as it is important that you let him or her check you and report any new or 
remaining problems since it is impossible to recognize and treat all elements of an injury or illness in a 
single emergency care center visit. 

Care provided by: Hinchman, Brant, DO 

Diagnosis: Abrasion, right knee; Abrasion of unspecified front wall of thorax 

DISCHARGE INSTRUCTIONS FORMS 

VIS, Tetanus, Diphtheria (Td) - CDC Medication Reconciliation 
Abrasion, Easy-to-Read 
Knee Pain, Easy-to-Read 

FOLLOW UP INSTRUCTIONS PRESCRIPTIONS 

Private Physician None 
When: Tomorrow; Reason: Further diagnostic 

work-up, Recheck today's complaints, Continuance 
of care 
Emergency Department 

When: As needed; Reason: Fever> 102 F, 
Trouble breathing, Worsening of condition 

SPECIAL NOTES 

None 

National Hopellne Network: 1-800-784-2433 

If you received a narcotic or sedative medication during your Emergency Department stay you 
should not drive, drink alcohol or operate heavy machinery for the next 8 hours as this medication 
can cause drowsiness, dizziness, and decrease your response time to events. 

I hereby acknowledge that I have received a co 
above instruNions a d prescriptions. 

1M u. ' 
Brian Hill 

f my transition care record and understand the 

MM00370912 
Discharge Instructions - Scanned - Page 1/3 
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RECORD 
Physician Documentation 
Sovah Health Martinsville 
Name: Brian Hill 
Age: 28 yrs 
Sex: Male 
DOB: OS/26/1990 
MRN: MM00370912 
Arrival Date: 09/21/2018 
Time: 04:04 
Account#: MM7806761243 
Bed ER 9 
Private MD: 
ED Physician Hinchman, Brant 
HPI: 
09/21 
04:40 This 28 yrs old White Male presents to ER via Law Enforcement with bdh 
complaints of Knee Pain. 
09/21 
04:48 28-year-old male with diabetes and autism presents for evaluation bdh 
after complaining of right knee pain and scrapes and abrasions. 
Patient was apparently taking pictures of himself in the nude across 
town this evening and when police attempted apprehend him brain 
through Briar patch. Patient does report scratches and abrasions to 
the right knee but no pain on range of motion. Unknown last tetanus .. 

Historical: 
- Allergies: Ranitidine; 
- PMHx: autism; Diabetes - 100M; OeD; 
- Exposure Risk/Travel Screening:: Patient has not been out of the 
country in last 30 days. Have you been in contact with anyone who 
is ill that has traveled outside of the country in the last 30 
days? No. 
- Social history:: Tobacco Status: The patient states he/she has 
never used tobacco. The patient/guardian denies using alcohol, 
street drugs, The patient's primary language is English. The 
patient's preferred language is English. 
- Family history:: No immediate family members are acutely ill. 
- Sepsis Screening:: Sepsis screening negative at this time. 
- Suicide Risk Screen:: Have you been feeling depressed in the last 
couple of weeks? No Have you been feeling hopeless to the extent 
that you would want to end your life? No Have you attempted suicide 
or had a plan to attempt within the last 12 months? No. 
- Abuse Screen:: Patient verbally denies physical, verbal and 
emotional abuse/neglect. 
- Tuberculosis screening:: No symptoms or risk factors identified. 
- The history from nurses notes was reviewed: and my personal history 
differs from that reported to nursing. 

ROS: 
09/21 
04:49 All other systems are negative, except as documented below. bdh 

Constitutional: Negative for chills, fever. Respiratory: Negative for 

MM00370912 
ED Physician Record - Electronic - Page 1/4 
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Brian Hill 

MRN: MM00370912 
ACCT: MM780676 1243 

FOLLOW UP INSTRUCTIONS 
Private Physician 

When: Tomorrow 
Reason: Further diagnostic work-up, Recheck today's complaints, Continuance of care 

Emergency Department 
When: As needed 
Reason: Fever> 102 F, Trouble breathing, Worsening of condition 

MM00370912 
Discharge Instructions - Scanned - Page 3/3 

MM7806761243 SOVAH Health - Martinsville 
job 23328 (05/17/20191334) - Page 3 Doc# 1. 
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Brian Hill 

MRN: MM00370912 
ACCT: MM7806761243 

MRN # MM00370912 

X·RAYS and LAB TESTS: 
If you had x-rays today they were read by the emergency physician. Your x-rays will also be read by a radiologist within 24 hours. If you 

had a culture done it will take 24 to 72 hours to get the results. If there is a change in the x-ray diagnosis or a positive culture, we will 

contact you. Please verify your current phone number prior to discharge at the check out desk. 

MEDICATIONS: 
If you received a prescription for medication(s) today, it is important that when you fill this you let the pharmacist know all the other 

medications that you are on and any allergies you might have. It is also important that you notify your follow-up physician of all your 
medications including the prescriptions you may receive today. 

TESTS AND PROCEDURES 
Labs 
None 

Rad 
None 

Procedures 
None 

Other 
Call ERT, IV saline lock 

Chart Copy 

MM00370912 

Discharge Instructions - Scanned - Page 2/3 
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cough, dyspnea on exertion, shortness of breath. MS/extremity: 
Positive for pain, Negative for decreased range of motion, 
paresthesias, swelling, tenderness, tingling. Skin: Positive for 
abrasion(s), Negative for rash, swelling. 

Exam: 
09/21 
04:49 Constitutional: This is a well developed, well nourished patient who bdh 
is awake, alert, and in no acute distress. Head/Face: Normocephalic, 
atraumatic. Eyes: Pupils equal round and reactive to light, 
extra-ocular motions intact. Lids and lashes normal. Conjunctiva 
and sclera are non-icteric and not injected. Cornea within normal 
limits. Periorbital areas with no swelling, redness, or edema. ENT: 
Oropharynx with no redness, swelling, or masses, exudates, or 
evidence of obstruction, uvula midline. Mucous membranes moist. No 
meningismus. Neck: Supple, full range of motion without nuchal 
rigidity, or vertebral point tenderness. No Meningismus. No JVD 
Cardiovascular: Regular rate and rhythm with a normal Sl and S2. No 
gallops, murmurs, or rubs. No JVD. No pulse deficits. Respiratory: 
Lungs have equal breath sounds bilaterally, clear to auscultation and 
percussion. No rales, rhonchi or wheezes noted. No increased work 
of breathing, no retractions or nasal flaring. Abdomen/GI: Soft, 
non-tender, with normal bowel sounds. No distension or tympany. No 
guarding or rebound. No pulsatile mass. Back: No spinal 
tenderness. No costovertebral tenderness. Full range of motion. 
Skin: Multiple superficial abrasions to the groin and abdomen 
without fluctuance or tenderness. MS/ Extremity: Pulses equal, no 
cyanosis. Neurovascular intact. Full, normal range of motion. No 
peripheral edema, tenderness. Abrasion to right knee but nontender, 
no deformity or swelling. Ambulating without difficulty. Neuro: 
Awake and alert, GCS 15, oriented to person, place, time, and 
situation. Cranial nerves II-XII grossly intact. Psych: Awake, 
alert, with orientation to person, place and time. Behavior, mood, 
and affect are within normal limits. 

Vital Signs: 
09/21 
04:09 BP 124 / 86; Pulse 119; Resp 19; Temp 98; Pulse Ox 98% Weight 99.79 jt 
kg; Height 6 ft. 0 in. (182.88 cm); Pain 0110; 
09/21 
05:01 BP 119 / 80; Pulse 106; Resp 16; Temp 98.2; Pulse Ox 99% Pain 0/10; jt 
09/21 
04:09 Body Ha s s Index 29.84 (99.79 kg, 182.88 cm) jt 

MOM: 
09/21 
04:04 MSE Initiated by Provider. bdh 
09/21 
04:50 Differential diagnosis: fracture, sprain, penetrating trauma, et al. bdh 
ED course: Cleared from a psychiatric standpoint by Behavioral 
Health. Patient will be discharged to jail. No new complaints .. Data 
reviewed: vital signs, nurses notes. Counseling: I had a detailed 

discussion with the patient and/or guardian regarding: the historical 
points, exam findings, and any diagnostic results supporting the 

MM00370912 
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discharge/admit diagnosis, the need for outpatient follow up, to 
return to the emergency department if symptoms worsen or persist or 
if there are any questions or concerns that arise at home. 

09/21 
04:16 Order name: Call ERT; Complete Time: 04:25 
09/21 
04:16 Order name: IV saline lock; Complete Time: 04:36 
09/21 
04:29 Order name: Other: NO suicidal homicidal risk; Complete Time: 05:03 

bdh 

bdh 

bdh 

Dispensed Medications: 
Discontinued: NS 0.9% 1000 ml IV at 999 mL/hr once 
09/21 
04:36 Drug: Tetanus-Diphtheria Toxoid Adult 0.5 ml {Manufacturer: Grifols Ib1 
Therapeutics. Exp: 09/27/2020. Lot #: Al12A. } Route: 1M; Site: right 
deltoid; 
09/21 
05:04 Follow up: Response: No adverse reaction Ib1 
09/21 
04:36 Drug: NS 0.9% 1000 ml Route: IV; Rate: 999 mL/hr; Site: right arm; lb1 
Delivery: Primary tubing; 
09/21 
05:11 Follow up: IV Status: Completed infusion dr 

Disposition: 
09/21 
04:52 Electronically signed by Hinchman, Brant, DO at 04:52 on 09/21/2018. bdh 
Chart complete. 

Disposition: 
09/21/18 04:52 Discharged to Jail/Police. Impression: Abrasion, right knee, 
Abrasion of unspecified front wall of thorax. 
- Condition is Stable. 
- Discharge Instructions: VIS, Tetanus, Diphtheria (Td) - CDC, 
Abrasion, Easy-to-Read, Knee Pain, Easy-to-Read. 

- Medication Reconciliation form. 
- Follow up: Private Physician; When: Tomorrow; Reason: Further 
diagnostic work-up, Recheck today's complaints, Continuance of 
care. Follow up: Emergency Department; When: As needed; Reason: 
Fever> 102 F, Trouble breathing, Worsening of condition. 
- Problem is new. 
- Symptoms have improved. 

Order Results: 
There are currently no results for this order. 
Signatures: 

Dispatcher MedHost 
Tate, Jessica, RN 
Hinchman, Brant, DO 

RN 
DO 

EDMS 
jt 
bdh 

MM00370912 
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Ramey, Nicole 
Bouldin, Lauren, RN 
Reynolds, Daniel R 

RN 
RN 

nmr 
lb1 
dr 

Corrections: (The following items were deleted from the chart) 
09/21 
04:48 09/21 04:16 COMPREHENSIVE METABOLIC PANEL+LAB ordered. EDMS 
09/21 
04:48 09/21 04:16 COMPLETE BLD COUNT W/AUTO DIFF+LAB ordered. EDMS 
09/21 
04:49 09/21 04:16 CPK, TOTAL+LAB ordered. EDMS 
09/21 
04:50 09/21 04:16 ALCOHOL, ETHYL+LAB ordered. EDMS 
09/21 
04:50 09/2104:16 STAT OVERDOSE PANEL+LAB ordered. EDMS 
09/21 
04:52 09/21 04:52 09/21/2018 04:52 Discharged to Jail/Police. Impression: 
Abrasion, right knee; Abrasion of unspecified front wall of thorax. 
Condition is Stable. Discharge Instructions: Medication 
Reconciliation. Follow up: Private Physician; When: Tomorrow; Reason: 
Further diagnostic work-up, Recheck today's complaints, Continuance 
of care. Follow up: Emergency Department; When: As needed; Reason: 
Fever> 102 F, Trouble breathing, Worsening of condition. Problem is 
new. Symptoms have improved. bdh 
09/21 
04:54 09/21 04:16 URINALYSIS W/REFLEX TO CULTURE+LAB ordered. EDMS 

EDMS 

EDMS 

EDMS 

EDMS 

EDMS 

bdh 

******************************************************************************** 

EDMS 

MM00370912 
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BRIAN DAVID HILL - Just found out more about Brian to share with you. This has to do
with carbon monoxide poisoning

From: Ken & Stella (kenstella2007@yahoo.com)

To: jason_mcmurray@vawp.uscourts.gov

Cc: rbhill67@yahoo.com

Date: Sunday, March 10, 2019, 04:44 PM EDT

Hi Jason,

We (Brian's mom & grandparents) have been wanting to
thank you for all of your support for Brian since 2015. 
He is blessed to have you in his life, knows all you have
done to help him all of these years and appreciates it
and you.  He was impressed that you stood up for him in
court and has told us all about it more than once.  Right
now he seems to be getting along well in Butner, meeting
new friends and is impressed with all of the prison
guards and employees there and was in the Roanoke
and Martinsville jails as well.  We think for the first time,
Dr. Grainey also knows that he is innocent of the initial
charge of knowingly downloading child porn.  When one
knows all the facts, he is innocent.  The facts are in the
court, all of the proof of his innocence.  It will be
interesting to see her report.  I am sending this email to
Brian's mom, Roberta.   We saw Brian yesterday, and he
is well looking forward to being released.

We have new information to share with you and will take
a copy of this new information to his attorney in
Martinsville, VA tomorrow and might need to send a
copy to his federal attorney in Roanoke as well.  Jason,
we know that you are very busy but would appreciate a
reply that you did get this email.  We are enclosing a

Yahoo Mail - BRIAN DAVID HILL - Just found out more about Brian to... https://mail.yahoo.com/d/search/keyword=The%2520Chimney%2520S...
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copy of the letter Brian's mom, Roberta wrote to Brian
that we will send to him in the mail tomorrow to show to
Dr. Grainy.  We're also sending a copy of a 6 page
document we wrote to Brian in the mail to show Dr.
Grainy and 2 receipts of proof.

I think you might know a little if you remember the leak
in Brian's fireplace in his apartment as well as the
damage along the wall and ceiling near his fireplace.  It
was all a mystery because his mom's fireplace, wall and
ceiling above his did not have any damage.  Anyway, we
discovered what the problem was on January 30th this
year and are now aware that this all can explain why
Brian left the house the night of Sept. 21st and was
walking all around Martinsville miles from home
confused.  We were in shock when we found out, and I'm
sure that you and Preston were too.  This was not
anything Brian had ever done before, but the 9 pages
attachment helps us understand what was going on with
him.   After we all 4 (Brian, his mom,  and we,
(grandparents)  talked about this at Butner yesterday,
Brian asked us to write him about it and to send the
proof.  He wanted to know if that could have caused his
confusion and memory loss so his mom told him we
would check into it when we get home and let him
know.  

We have also sent the proof to his attorney (Martinsville
& Roanoke) about the threats he had received (as well as
the emails where this person sending these threats to
Brian, Sue Basko (attorney) and others admitted to
setting Brian up with CP (child porn) and admitted
putting it on his computer.  When Brian was trying to
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appeal his case in January, 2015 they were sending
more emails to Sue Basko who had informed the court in
Sept 2014 that Brian was innocent threatening Brian's
life if he didn't stop the appeals, threatening him, his
family, his attorneys, Sue and his friends.  We still have
copies of these in our emails and sent copies.  Someone
has been sending hate greeting cars to his mom from
Dec. 2017 to May 2018 postmarked from Nashville, TN
with no return address.  It looks like they are criticizing
her YouTube videos and the books she writes, but then
they are also criticizing her family from WV when they
told her to leave out the walnuts from WV.  We all wrote
affidavits in Brian's 2255 in the federal courts in Nov,
2017, so if they look up our names on google, they would
find her address from the affidavits we sent to the court,
her Amazon author page and her YouTube page, and
would find out if they look up Brian's grandparents'
names from the affidavits that we are both from WV and
have written books about the roots of a hillbilly family 
from WV.   After Roberta put the following video on
YouTube in May, 2018, they didn't send anymore cards,
but other things have happened since May, 2018 that
could explain that all Brian went through could have
been real threats that night.  We sent all of this to both
of his attorneys and to Dr. Grainey and others.  This is
Roberta's video about the greeting cards and hate mail
(Brian wanted us to show you).  Roberta still has the
cards if anyone wants to see them.  

The RH Negative Blood Type: Hate
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Brian-Letter-March-2019.pdf
330.9kB

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning.pdf
859.9kB

receipt 2-04-2019.jpg
391.6kB

work proposal dated Jan 30, 2019.jpg
337.4kB

 Jason, again thank you for all of the help and
understanding you have given to Brian.  Here is the 2
page letter from Roberta to Brian, the 6 page history
with proof from Brian's grandparents called "Carbon
monoxide poisoning", and 2 other pages: work proposal
Jan 30, 2019 and Receipt from February 4, 2019.  If you
need copies, Roberta can also take photos of the
fireplace, damaged walls around it and the hole in the
ceiling where that part of the ceiling fell to send to you.

Sincerely,
Brian David Hill's grandparents, Stella & Ken Forinash

The RH Negative Blood Type: Hate
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Hey Brian, 

 

I hope you are doing well.   

Brian, here is an excerpt from a USA Today article about Hayley Moss.  She is the 
lawyer I told you about on Saturday. 

“Zumpano Patricios now calls Moss "one of the first documented autistic attorneys 
to join the Florida Bar and a major law firm," though firm co-founder Joe 
Zumpano believes "she may be one of the first nationally."” 

I know you have an interest in law, too, so she reminds me of you. She also is an 
author, just like you.  

Remember when I told you that the fireplace man found out that our chimney had 
been completely sealed and that would have exposed our apartments to carbon 
monoxide?   

Brian I looked up the effects of carbon monoxide poisoning and copy and pasted 
them on here.  Both of us were complaining that we were tired a lot.  The fireplace 
man told us that carbon monoxide would settle down to the lowest part of our 
home, which would be the basement; however your apartment is just above the 
basement and lower than my apartment.     

Because the symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning can be vague and 

nonspecific, the diagnosis may be missed or not suspected, particularly when 

vague, flu-like symptoms develop. 

 Headache, 

 dizziness, and 

 nausea are the most common symptoms. 

Other possible symptoms and signs include 

 malaise, 

 fatigue, 
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 chest pain, 

 shortness of breath, 

 vomiting, 

 diarrhea, 

 weakness, 

 abdominal pain, or 

 fecal and urinary incontinence. 

A number of different psychological and neurologic symptoms can also be 

present. These can include agitation, confusion, depression, lethargy, 

impulsiveness, hallucinations, confabulation, distractibility, and memory 

problems. Visual disturbances and seizure, as well as fainting (syncope), can 

also be related to carbon monoxide toxicity. Severe cases of carbon monoxide 

poisoning can lead to coma and death. 

https://www.medicinenet.com/carbon_monoxide_poisoning_symptoms_and_signs/
symptoms.htm    

I think you need to discuss this in your next meeting with Dr. Grainy and show her 
this list.  This also needs to be brought up at your hearing in Martinsville.  You told 
me that you don’t remember everything that happened that night.   

I enjoyed our visit on Saturday!  I miss you! 

Love, 

Mom   
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Carbon monoxide poisoning 

By Brian David Hill’s Grandparents, Stella & Ken Forinash on March 10, 2019 

Roberta & Brian bought their home in January, 2016; moved in their new home in May, 2016.  
During the summer of 2017, we noticed many birds flying high above their house and one by 
one moving into the chimney each evening.  https://www.owenschimneysystems.com/its-
chimney-swift-season/.  There are 3 chimney openings (one for the fireplace in Roberta’s 
apartment, one for the fireplace in Brian’s apartment and one for the gas furnace and gas hot 
water heater in the basement).  These birds are called “Chimney Swifts”.  After Roberta was 
sure the birds were no longer here (in October or November, 2017), she called a chimney sweep 
company in Rocky Mount, VA to clean the chimney and put a screen over the chimney holes to 
keep the birds away.  We noticed in 2018, there were no birds: however, a couple of months 
after the chimney people did their work during a snow storm in Dec. 2017, we noticed some 
ceiling damage in Brian’s living room and what we thought was water damage in his fireplace, 
ceiling and walls all around his fireplace.  No problems with Roberta’s fireplace, so Roberta 
thought it was a foundation problem and cocked all around the house above Brian’s fireplace.  
Roberta’s apartment is on the top floor, Brian’s apartment is below hers and the gas furnace & 
gas hot water heater is in the basement below Brian’s apartment.  She noticed more damage 
each month in the ceiling and around the fireplace in Brian’s apartment, thought the problem 
was a foundation problem since her fireplace above Brian’s was not getting any water damage.  
She noticed after she cocked the house, the leak was getting worse,  She called a foundation 
company and waited for months for them to check the foundation of the house.  They came 
after Brian was already in jail and told her it was not a foundation problem but a roofing 
problem.   
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We called a roofing company who said that the roof was in good shape but she needed to put 
some type of flashing and other things around the chimney to bring the roof up costing $2,600.  
After they left, she noticed that her fireplace was now leaking and a few weeks before they 
came the ceiling all around Brian’s fireplace had fallen down due to all of the moisture.  We 
called a carpenter, and he noticed that the ceiling that had fallen and needed to be replaced was 
right below the bricks from Roberta’s fireplace platform.  She called the roofing people back, 
and they told her that she needs to have a cap put over her fireplace.  They were supposed to 
talk to their boss and call back, but after waiting a week, we decided to call a chimney company 
from Bassett, VA who had an A+  rating on the Better Business web site.  He came to check to 
see what she needed and to give a price.  We showed him her fireplace, Brian’s fireplace with 
all the damage and the gas furnace and gas hot water heater in the basement.  When he climbed 
his ladder to look at the fireplace, he discovered that all 3 openings were blocked and instead of 
the screen that she thought was over the holes, there was tin covering all 3 holes.  He 
immediately took the tin off of the hole where the gas furnace and gas hot water heater was.   

Roberta’s note to us on 3/10/2009 
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He then showed us what had happened and said that he could not leave there knowing that the 
tin was keeping the fumes from coming out of the chimney and couldn’t believe a chimney 
company would cover it up.  He said that was dangerous.  He then came back in the house and 
showed us the damage in Brian’s fireplace was not water damage but had come from the 
furnace and hot water heater because there was nowhere else for the fumes to go.  He showed us 
all of the white residue in Brian’s fireplace from the fumes & moisture escaping in his 
apartment.  He told us the same as the carpenter to wait a few months to let everything dry 
before replacing the ceiling and the walls around the fireplace and he said that the white residue 
inside of the fireplace can be cleaned.  There was now some white residue inside of Roberta’s 
fireplace too, but the ceiling and the walls around her fireplace was still in good shape in her 
apartment.  This is the name of the guy who took away the tin from the fireplace thus letting the 
gas furnace & gas water heater vent and prevent any more carbon monoxide poisoning in their 
basement and apartments.   He can be called to confirm what we have written about this 
situation, and we need to have him to sign a statement about his findings on the outside 
chimney.  This is his business card, and we are enclosing his work proposal (We also had him 
to do some work inside our fireplaces and replace the chimney cap on our fireplace) from 
1/30/2019 when he removed the tin.  He wrote that he was putting the chimney cap on 
Roberta’s fireplace for the fireplace and boiler (furnace) & fixing something else.  We are 
sending a copy of the receipt after he put the new chimney cap and did repairs on 2/4/2019.   
Here is a copy of his business card with his name, address and phone: 
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Brian David Hill was living in a home with carbon monoxide poisoning from Oct. 5, 2017 till 
September 21, 2018 (almost one year).  He was home most of the time, using the natural gas hot 
water heater for hours each day doing his OCD washing routines.  His apartment fireplace had 
the most damage including the walls all around the fireplace and losing some of the ceiling 
above his fireplace due to excessive moisture that we thought was from snow and rain.  We 
learned on 1/30/2019 that it was residue from the boiler furnace and gas hot water heater having 
nowhere else for the fumes and moisture to escape.  Roberta was living in this house with the 
carbon monoxide from Oct 5, 2017 till Jan. 30, 2019, but her apartment was not infected as 
badly as Brian’s was. 

Roberta and Brian Hill had complained for months about being real tired and weak, and we 
noticed that Roberta’s head was shaking.  Brian was complaining that he couldn’t think straight 
and was having some memory problems.  We all talked about this during our visit with him 
today (3/9/2019 and wondered if that had anything to do with why Brian left his home the night 
of Sept. 21, 2018 and was walking around confused miles from his home that night.  Brian also 
had a bad fall in his apartment a few months after the chimney people were there during the 
winter of 2018 (The hospital at Martinsville, VA should have this record and date:  Call 276-
666-7200.   (Brian was a patient in this hospital in the mental department in December, 2013.  
The hospital should have on record that Brian is a brittle diabetic using insulin and has autism, 
yet when the police brought him to the hospital on Sept 21, 2018, the hospital let him be 
arrested instead of keeping him in the hospital doing test to see why he was acting so strangely).   
When his mom checked on him that winter night in 2018, he was asleep in his bed with blood 
all over.  She called 9-1-1, but he refused to go to the hospital without doing his OCD routine.  
During his hand washing routine and washing the blood on his forehead, he vomited and was 
having bad leg cramps.  We finally got him to the Martinsville, VA hospital hours later, and 
they put staples in his forehead.  We found out later that he had fallen in his office and broke his 
desk.  There was a lot of blood on the floor and some way he got into his bed in his bedroom 
and was apparently asleep when his mom, Roberta went to his room to check his blood glucose, 
and there was blood all over his pillows, his bed and his face.  We told Brian we would check to 
see if the carbon monoxide from his fireplace can cause confusion, and this is what we found:  
These can include agitation, confusion, depression, lethargy, impulsiveness, 

hallucinations, confabulation, distractibility, and memory problems. 

 
 

Mayo Clinic 
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Overview 

Carbon monoxide poisoning occurs when carbon monoxide builds up in your bloodstream. 
When too much carbon monoxide is in the air, your body replaces the oxygen in your red blood 
cells with carbon monoxide. This can lead to serious tissue damage, or even death. 

Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas produced by burning gasoline, wood, 
propane, charcoal or other fuel. Improperly ventilated appliances and engines, particularly in a 
tightly sealed or enclosed space, may allow carbon monoxide to accumulate to dangerous 
levels. 

If you think you or someone you're with may have carbon monoxide poisoning, get into fresh 
air and seek emergency medical care. 

Signs and symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning may include: 

 Dull headache; Weakness; Dizziness; Nausea or vomiting; Shortness of breath; Confusion; 
Blurred vision; Loss of consciousness 

Carbon monoxide poisoning can be particularly dangerous for people who are sleeping or 
intoxicated. People may have irreversible brain damage or even die before anyone realizes 
there's a problem.  If you or someone you're with develops signs or symptoms of carbon 
monoxide poisoning — headache, dizziness, nausea, shortness of breath, weakness, confusion 
— get into fresh air immediately and call 911 or emergency medical help. 

Hospital staff will need critical information as soon as you arrive. On the way to the hospital, 
try to prepare to answer questions about: 

 Possible sources of carbon monoxide exposure; Signs or symptoms, and when they started 

 Any mental impairment, including confusion and memory problems 

 When you see the doctor, note that history is more important than symptoms. The most 
important way to recognize carbon monoxide poisoning is by recognizing the danger 
signs of behaviors leading up to the moment that symptoms started appearing. 

 Faulty stoves, fireplaces, or wood-burning appliances are usually to blame for carbon 
monoxide poisoning in the home. 
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Progressed Symptoms:  As carbon monoxide poisoning progresses, symptoms get more 
serious, but are still extremely vague and difficult to identify as specific to carbon monoxide 
exposure: 

 Confusion 
 Shortness of breath 
 Chest pain 
 Vomiting 
 Blurry or double vision 
 Loss of consciousness 

Self Checks/At-Home Testing 

There isn't a self-diagnosis option for carbon monoxide poisoning, but anyone with confusion or 
a loss of consciousness should have 911 called for them.  

Long-Term Complications:  As common as carbon monoxide poisoning is, there is a lot 
we still do not understand about this condition. Long-term exposure to elevated 
levels of carbon monoxide—even when the levels aren't that high, but the exposure 
continues for many days or weeks—can lead to peripheral artery 
disease, cardiomyopathy, and long-term, poorly understood neurological problems. 

Damage to the brain is a significant injury incurred by many patients with carbon 

monoxide poisoning. Patients can develop neurological complications (difficulty 

concentrating, memory loss, tremors, trouble speaking, etc.) at the same time as the 

carbon monoxide poisoning or at a later time. When the neurological signs and symptoms 

show up later, it's known as delayed neurologic sequelae (DNS). 

 Make sure your gas appliances are vented properly. Horizontal vent pipes for appliances, 
such as a water heater, should go up slightly as they go toward outdoors, as shown below. 
This prevents CO from leaking if the joints or pipes aren’t fitted tightly. 

 Have your chimney checked or cleaned every year. Chimneys can be blocked by debris. 
This can cause CO to build up inside your home or cabin. 

https://www.medicinenet.com/carbon_monoxide_poisoning_symptoms_and_signs/symptoms.ht
m   

These can include agitation, confusion, depression, lethargy, impulsiveness, 

hallucinations, confabulation, distractibility, and memory problems. Visual 

disturbances and seizure, as well as fainting (syncope), can also be related to 

carbon monoxide toxicity.  May 15, 2017.  Enclosed are work proposal Jan 30, 
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Thank You

Office of the Attorney General of Virginia
Consumer Protection Section

PLEASE PRINT THIS FOR YOUR RECORDS
Thank you for submitting your information. If you need to submit additional information or supporting documents

for this complaint, you may send them via email to: consumer@oag.state.va.us, please reference this confirmation

number:

Confirmation Number: 22-01544

If necessary, you may fax the information to (804) 225-4378 or mail the documents to:

Office of the Attorney General of Virginia
Consumer Protection Section

202 North Ninth Street

Richmond, VA 23219

If you have questions or need further assistance please email us at: consumer@oag.state.va.us. You may also

call us at (804) 786-2042 if calling within Virginia, or (800) 552-9963 if calling outside of Virginia.

Below is a copy of the data that you sent us on 5/17/2022 03:51:58 AM est. Please
print or save this data for your records.

Section 1: Contact Information

Title Mr.

First Name Brian

Middle Initial D

Last Name Hill

Suffix

Address 310 Forest Street

Apt / Suite Apt. 2

Firefox https://www.oag.state.va.us/ConsumerComplaintForm/Home/ThankYou
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Section 1: Contact Information

City Martinsville

State VA

Zip Code 24112

Country

Contact Methods Order Method Type Contact Information
1 Email rbhill67@comcast.net

Section 2: Company Information

Company Name The Chimney Sweep

Address 1590 Blue Bend Rd

Office / Suite

City Rocky Mount

State VA

Zip Code 24151

Country

Web Site

Telephone (540) 483-2468

Fax

Other

Section 3: Complaint Information

Product Type Home improvement

Additional Information service to block chimney swifts from entering chimney. Suspect

placing metal tin on flues.

Manufacturer, make or brand Unknown

Model Unknown

Year

Serial Number / VIN Unknown

Firefox https://www.oag.state.va.us/ConsumerComplaintForm/Home/ThankYou
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Section 3: Complaint Information

Date of purchase or lease 10/5/2017

New or used? Used

Contract or lease signed? No

Start Date

End Date

Total Amount Paid $0.00

Total Amount Disputed $0.00

Payment method(s) Other

Purchased extended service
contract?

No

Automotive Repairs

Received estimate? No

Authorized changes to estimate? No

Completed repairs different? Yes

Section 4: Description Information

Complaint Description read documents

Section 5: Resolution Information

Company contacted? No

Contact Name

Contact Number

Contact Email

Resolution Seeking Read pages 13 through 15 of brief of complaint.

Other Organizations Contacted

Retained attorney? No

Attorney Name

Firefox https://www.oag.state.va.us/ConsumerComplaintForm/Home/ThankYou
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;

Section 5: Resolution Information

Attorney Phone

Court action? Yes

Court Description Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill, criminal case no.

CR19000009-00, Martinsville Circuit Court

Section 6: Supporting Documents

Sending documents later? No

Uploaded Files File Name Size Type
Exhibits OAG Consumer

complaint May 17, 2022 Brian

Hill(reduced size)_Part1.pdf

4.9 MB
Complaint

Description

Exhibits OAG Consumer

complaint May 17, 2022 Brian

Hill(reduced size)_Part2.pdf

4.3 MB
Complaint

Description

OAG Consumer complaint May

17, 2022 Brian Hill(reduced size)

without exhibits.pdf

2.1 MB
Complaint

Description

Firefox https://www.oag.state.va.us/ConsumerComplaintForm/Home/ThankYou
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Subject: Consumer Complaint Submission
From: Consumer Protec�on <consumersvc@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 5/17/2022, 7:52 AM
To: <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Thank You

Office of the A�orney General of Virginia Consumer Protec�on
Sec�on

Thank you for submi�ng your informa�on. If you need to submit addi�onal informa�on or
suppor�ng documents for this complaint, you may send them via email to:

consumer@oag.state.va.us, please reference this confirma�on number:

Confirma�on Number: 22-01544

If necessary, you may fax the informa�on to (804) 225-4378 or mail the documents to:

Office of the A�orney General of Virginia
Consumer Protec�on Sec�on

900 East Main Street
Richmond, VA 23219

Below is a copy of the data that you sent us on 5/17/2022 03:51:58 AM est. Please print or save
this data for your records.

If you have ques�ons or need further assistance please email us at: consumer@oag.state.va.us. You
may also call us at (804) 786-2042 if calling within Virginia, or (800) 552-9963 if calling outside of

Virginia.

Sec�on 1: Contact Informa�on

Title Mr.

First Name Brian

Middle Ini�al D

Last Name Hill

Suffix

Address 310 Forest Street

App/Suite Apt. 2

City Mar�nsville

State VA

Zip Code 24112

Consumer Complaint Submission
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Sec�on 1: Contact Informa�on

Country

Contact Methods
Order Method Type Contact Informa�on

1 Email rbhill67@comcast.net

Sec�on 2: Company Informa�on

Company Name The Chimney Sweep

Address 1590 Blue Bend Rd

Office / Suite

City Rocky Mount

State VA

Zip Code 24151

Country

Web Site

Telephone (540) 483-2468

Fax

Other

Sec�on 3: Complaint Informa�on

Product Type Home improvement

Addi�onal Informa�on
service to block chimney swi�s from entering chimney. Suspect placing
metal �n on flues.

Manufacturer, make or
brand

Unknown

Model Unknown

Year

Serial Number / VIN Unknown

Date of purchase or lease 10/5/2017

New or used? Used

Contract or lease signed? No

Start Date

End Date

Total Amount Paid $0.00

Total Amount Disputed $0.00

Payment method(s) Other

Purchased extended
service contract?

No

Automo�ve Repairs

Received es�mate? No

Authorized changes to
es�mate?

No

Consumer Complaint Submission
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Sec�on 1: Contact Informa�on

Completed repairs
different?

Yes

Sec�on 4: Descrip�on Informa�on

Complaint Descrip�on read documents

Sec�on 5: Resolu�on Informa�on

Company contacted? No

Contact Name

Contact Number

Contact Email

Resolu�on Seeking Read pages 13 through 15 of brief of complaint.

Other Organiza�ons
Contacted

Retained a�orney? No

A�orney Name

A�orney Phone

Court ac�on? Yes

Court Descrip�on
Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill, criminal case no.
CR19000009-00, Mar�nsville Circuit Court

Sec�on 6: Suppor�ng Documents

Sending documents
later?

No

Uploaded Files

File Name Size Type

OAG Consumer complaint May 17, 2022
Brian Hill(reduced size) without exhibits.pdf

2.1 MB
Complaint
Descrip�on

Exhibits OAG Consumer complaint May 17,
2022 Brian Hill(reduced size)_Part1.pdf

4.9 MB
Complaint
Descrip�on

Exhibits OAG Consumer complaint May 17,
2022 Brian Hill(reduced size)_Part2.pdf

4.3 MB
Complaint
Descrip�on

Submit

Suppress Personal Informa�on True

This electronic communication may contain confidential or privileged information for an intended

recipient. If you are not the intended recipient or received this email in error, please notify the sender

immediately by return email and delete this email without disclosing, duplicating or otherwise transmitting

the contents, including all attachments.

Office of the A�orney General

Consumer Service Account |
Office of the A�orney General

,

Consumer Complaint Submission
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O: | M: | F:
CServiceAccount@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us
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Subject: Confirma�on Number: 22-01544
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/17/2022, 5:52 PM
To: "consumer@oag.state.va.us" <consumer@oag.state.va.us>

OAG,

I just thought I'd put on the record that I submitted this complaint electronically on Brian Hill's
behalf. He is the one submitting the complaint.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

Con�irmation Number: 22-01544
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Jason S. Miyares 
Atlomey General 

May 18, 2022 

Office of the President 
The Chimney Sweep 
1590 Blue Bend Rd. 
Rocky Mount, VA 24151 

COMMONWEALTH of VIR GINIA 
Office of the Attorney General 

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

202 North Ninth Street 
Richmond, Virgin ia 232 19 

804-786-2071 
FAX 804-225-4378 

Enclosed is a copy of a complaint filed with the Virginia Attorney General ' s Office regarding your company. 
This matter was referred to our Dispute Resolution Unit. Our unit utilizes neutral dispute resolution services 
such as facilitation, conciliation, and mediation at no cost to the participants. Through our services, consumer 
disputes can be resolved quickly and amicably without the time and expense of litigation. 

Please review the enclosed complaint carefully. Although participation in our dispute resolution process is 
voluntary, we do request an acknowledgement of this letter. If you decide to participate and respond to the 
complaint, please do so in.. writing within ten (10) business days from the date of this letter. All responses are 
shared with the consumer. I am available to answer any questions you may have about the process. 

This Office will retain the enclosed complaint and copies of all official correspondence regarding the complaint 
in accordance with the applicable state retention schedule. Under the Virginia Freedom of Information Act, 
please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request. 

I may be contacted at (804) 786-1244 or (800) 552-9963, extension 61244 within Virginia. My email address is 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us. The fax number is (804) 225-4378. 

Sincerely, 

Aaron M. Ziglar 
Dispute Resolution Specialist 
Dispute Resolution Unit 

Enclosure 

cc: Mr. Brian D. Hill 
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J ason S. Miya res 
Attorney G<:ncra l 

COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA 
Office of the Attorney General 

DEAR CONSUMER: 

202 North Ninth Street 
Richmond. Virginia 232 19 

804-786-207 1 
FAX 804-225-4378 

THE ENCLOSED LETTER IS A COURTESY COPY FOR YOUR 
INFORMATION ONLY. 

The Virginia Attorney General's Office has assigned your complaint and has sent 
this initial correspondence to the business. 

Here are some things for you to be aware of as we work on your complaint. 

• The business has been asked for a response within 10 business days of 
the date of this letter. 

• The consumer is NOT REQUIRED to respond to this letter. No 
contact is necessary. 

• However, if you need to share new information OR notify the Office 
that your complaint has been resolved, please contact the Investigator 
or the Dispute Resolution Specialist who is identified using the 
contact information listed at the bottom of the enclosed letter. 

THIS IS A COURTESY COPY FOR YOUR INFORMATION ONLY. 
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Subject: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/23/2022, 10:48 PM
To: AZiglar@oag.state.va.us, "Coen, Chris" <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>, "Henderson, Deborah J."
<DHenderson@oag.state.va.us>
CC: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>, Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>,
"stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl" <StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>

Aaron M. Ziglar,
Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

I have the evidence of the check receipt of money paid to The Chimney Sweep in 2017 for the services
men�oned in my son's complaint. That is Brian David Hill.

check # 168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00. The Attorney General's Office and their investigators can
even subpoena the bank for verification as it was SunTrust bank. We were forced into a new bank
such as First Horizon Bank, so we no longer have access to older check records of my bank
account.

You can let The Chimney Sweep know that we have the proof of payment for service. Service was
rendered and proof of payment shall show this.

My son had also filed a complaint against the Hospital for refusing to complete the ordered laboratory
tests. They would have found evidence of carbon monoxide at the �me of his arrest for indecent
exposure which would explain my son's indecent exposure behavior at nigh�me on September 21,
2018. The Chimney Sweep and Sovah Health Mar�nsville memorial hospital are both at the heart of
my son's wrongful criminal charge on September 21, 2018. Time for The Chimney Sweep to admit to
the "metal �n" and �me for them to make amends for my son's years of misery, imprisonment in both
federal and state, and criminal case li�ga�on nightmare and appeals nightmare. Clerks harassing him
and being mean to him, judging him over his charge. Somebody needs to pay for my son's wrongful
convic�on of indecent exposure in 2019. The jury needs to be convened and hear about the metal
�n causing carbon monoxide. A new trial must be ordered in my son's criminal case.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject:Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it.

Date:Mon, 23 May 2022 22:26:44 -0400 (EDT)
From:Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>

To:rbhill67@yahoo.com <rbhill67@yahoo.com>, Rbhill67@comcast.net
<Rbhill67@comcast.net>, Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>

Roberta,

Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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I also found some more things about the carbon monoxide that I will send for Brian.  Just save all of
these in one folder called "Carbon monoxide".  Let me know if you got this.  This was from check #
168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00

Oct 5, 2017.jpg

Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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1b.jpg

Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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7-23-2018.JPG

Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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7-23-2018 2 events.JPG

7.jpg

Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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4a.jpg

Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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2a.jpg

Bills as a result of carbon monoxide.jpg

Ace chimney repair.JPG

Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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66767585_1153455538198610_5796375162739752960_n.jpg

66410163_644757549325990_1707504466598559744_n.jpg

Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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66111806_865271580506446_3586136227159474176_n.jpg

Brian's fireplace after repairs 1 July 2019.jpg

Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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A�achments:

Oct 5, 2017.jpg 224 KB

1b.jpg 427 KB

7-23-2018.JPG 61.4 KB

7-23-2018 2 events.JPG 94.4 KB

7.jpg 185 KB

4a.jpg 716 KB

2a.jpg 334 KB

Bills as a result of carbon monoxide.jpg 314 KB

Ace chimney repair.JPG 56.4 KB

66767585_1153455538198610_5796375162739752960_n.jpg 166 KB

66410163_644757549325990_1707504466598559744_n.jpg 276 KB

66111806_865271580506446_3586136227159474176_n.jpg 236 KB

Brian's fireplace a�er repairs 1 July 2019.jpg 247 KB

Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject: Automa�c reply: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re:
953850)
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 5/23/2022, 10:48 PM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

I will be out of the office until Thursday June 9th. I will not be able to respond to your email until after this date. 

Automatic reply: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject: Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 5/23/2022, 10:59 PM
To: "consumer@oag.state.va.us" <consumer@oag.state.va.us>

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

Aaron M. Ziglar will not be in his office un�l June 9. The Chimney Sweep has already been asked to
respond. The complaint was missing evidence of proof of money paid to that service because it was in
October, 2017. The proof has been located. The check receipt picture was found proving that $300
was paid to The Chimney Sweep.

Please make sure that is in the evidence and that The Chimney Sweep also receives a copy of this
addi�onal evidence. Thanks.

-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject:Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)

Date:Mon, 23 May 2022 22:48:34 -0400 (EDT)
From:ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

To:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us, Coen, Chris <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>, Henderson, Deborah J.
<DHenderson@oag.state.va.us>

CC:Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>, Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>,
stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl <StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>

Aaron M. Ziglar,
Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

I have the evidence of the check receipt of money paid to The Chimney Sweep in 2017 for the services
men�oned in my son's complaint. That is Brian David Hill.

check # 168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00. The Attorney General's Office and their investigators can
even subpoena the bank for verification as it was SunTrust bank. We were forced into a new bank
such as First Horizon Bank, so we no longer have access to older check records of my bank
account.

You can let The Chimney Sweep know that we have the proof of payment for service. Service was
rendered and proof of payment shall show this.

My son had also filed a complaint against the Hospital for refusing to complete the ordered laboratory
tests. They would have found evidence of carbon monoxide at the �me of his arrest for indecent
exposure which would explain my son's indecent exposure behavior at nigh�me on September 21,
2018. The Chimney Sweep and Sovah Health Mar�nsville memorial hospital are both at the heart of
my son's wrongful criminal charge on September 21, 2018. Time for The Chimney Sweep to admit to
the "metal �n" and �me for them to make amends for my son's years of misery, imprisonment in both

Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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federal and state, and criminal case li�ga�on nightmare and appeals nightmare. Clerks harassing him
and being mean to him, judging him over his charge. Somebody needs to pay for my son's wrongful
convic�on of indecent exposure in 2019. The jury needs to be convened and hear about the metal
�n causing carbon monoxide. A new trial must be ordered in my son's criminal case.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject:Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it.

Date:Mon, 23 May 2022 22:26:44 -0400 (EDT)
From:Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>

To:rbhill67@yahoo.com <rbhill67@yahoo.com>, Rbhill67@comcast.net
<Rbhill67@comcast.net>, Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>

Roberta,

I also found some more things about the carbon monoxide that I will send for Brian.  Just save all of
these in one folder called "Carbon monoxide".  Let me know if you got this.  This was from check #
168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00

Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Oct 5, 2017.jpg

1b.jpg

Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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7-23-2018.JPG

Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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7-23-2018 2 events.JPG

7.jpg

Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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4a.jpg

Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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2a.jpg

Bills as a result of carbon monoxide.jpg

Ace chimney repair.JPG

Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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66767585_1153455538198610_5796375162739752960_n.jpg

66410163_644757549325990_1707504466598559744_n.jpg

Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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66111806_865271580506446_3586136227159474176_n.jpg

Brian's fireplace after repairs 1 July 2019.jpg

Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Oct 5, 2017.jpg

Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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A�achments:

Oct 5, 2017.jpg 224 KB

1b.jpg 427 KB

7-23-2018.JPG 61.4 KB

7-23-2018 2 events.JPG 94.4 KB

7.jpg 185 KB

4a.jpg 716 KB

2a.jpg 334 KB

Bills as a result of carbon monoxide.jpg 314 KB

Ace chimney repair.JPG 56.4 KB

66767585_1153455538198610_5796375162739752960_n.jpg 166 KB

66410163_644757549325990_1707504466598559744_n.jpg 276 KB

66111806_865271580506446_3586136227159474176_n.jpg 236 KB

Brian's fireplace a�er repairs 1 July 2019.jpg 247 KB

Oct 5, 2017.jpg 224 KB

Fwd: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject: Re: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got
it. (Re: 953850)
From: stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
Date: 5/24/2022, 12:47 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
CC: AZiglar@oag.state.va.us, "Coen, Chris" <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>,
"Henderson, Deborah J." <DHenderson@oag.state.va.us>, Ken & Stella Forinash
<kenstella@comcast.net>, Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>,
consumer@oag.state.va.us

An article has come out on the justice blog about this.

It is time for light to be shown on The Chimney Sweeps, their carbon monoxide poisoning
gives me the creeps.

https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2022/05/24/brian-d-hill-v-the-chimney-sweep-
complaint-against-dr-brant-hinchman-of-sovah-health-martinsville-hospital-learn-about-the-
carbon-monoxide-poisoning-which-led-to-brians-state-charge-he-is-in/

Aaron M. Ziglar, it is clear that this whole thing has turned into a damn circus. Brian is
convicted because of the carbon monoxide poisoning. The FBI needs to question The
Chimney Sweeps. The code enforcers need to investigate The Chimney Sweeps. The Fire
Marshals need to be asking The chimney Sweeps about their operation of business of placing
metal tin on top of chimneys. Was this done to only Brian Hill and Roberta Hill or was this
done to other customers??? You know this may be attempted murder or clear incompetence!
The State Police need to question The Chimney Sweeps. It is clear that both medical
malpractice and the metal tin placed on the chimney led to Brian's indecent exposure charge.
The judges knew none of this in 2018 and that was why he was convicted. Now even
Chimney Sweep business is reading all about this complaint and finally seeing what their
actions had caused, the ripple effect, they know and understand what they did wrong.

We all want to know why carbon monoxide started in the first place with Brian in his
home??? We want answers, we've wanted answers since 2018. We want answers and we want
answers NOW.

Do we need 1,000 blog articles attacking Glen Andrew Hall the corrupt Commonwealth
Attorney, as well as articles on corruption of the lawyers, and calling him a liar publicly
before a real investigation happens?

Do we also need 1,000 articles on The chimney Sweep placing metal tin
on top of the chimney causing carbon monoxide before they admit they
did wrong. If they do admit wrong, what then???? Will they make things
right??? Will they turn themselves in to the State Police or the courts to
admit that they caused the carbon monoxide gas???

Re: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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There clearly needs to be accountability of this business. Why hasn't the Fire Marshals or
code inspectors of Franklin county investigated Chimney Sweep for this yet???

If Brian wants resolution, there needs to be admission to the wrongdoing, they need to

admit placing metal tin on top of the chimney and they need to testify in the circuit

court in Brian's criminal case that they caused Brian's exposure to carbon monoxide

prior to his indecent exposure charge. That will clear things up very quickly. They need

to make amends for their wrongdoing. The Chimney Sweep should receive a copy of this

email. We are all angry at the horror and torment Brian had to experience over the last

three to four years by the Circuit court and the Federal Court. The Chimney Sweep

needs to own up to its mistakes and apologize to Brian Hill for the damages he had

experienced and his wrongful conviction. Yeah, they didn't tell Brian to go out
there at night, but still they caused the CO induced paranoia, the CO
induced weird abnormal behavior, the CO induced brain damage, CO
induced eye vision deterioration, and almost the death of Brian David
Hill. Would the police hold The Chimney Sweep accountable if Brian was found dead naked
on the walking trail in 2018 and the coroner finds evidence of carbon monoxide in his
blood???

It is time for there to be resolution, it is long overdue, there needs to be investigations and the
Governor Youngkin needs to lay off his ass and grant Brian a full absolute pardon, otherwise
this Governor is corrupt and was corrupt like his predecessor. Time to make moves, and not
sit on our sorry butts while Brian Hill suffers another day of darkness of depression and
hopelessness and horrors in our legal system. OUR CORRUPT LEGAL SYSTEM that is.
Brian needs to be cleared. The Chimney Sweep needs to admit to their wrongdoing, even if
they face technical code violations or ordinance violations over this, they need to admit to
what they had done. I pray to God and Jesus Christ and our heavenly and earthly angels that
The Chimney Sweep admits to their mistakes. They are only human. They can save Brian's
life by admitting to what had happened. Save Brian's life Chimney Sweep??????????????
Please tell the Court that Brian was exposed to carbon monoxide. Please give Brian an
affidavit on this, on the metal tin placed on top of the chimney. That will help him be cleared
of his conviction. The facts need to be known and made known in the courts. Governor
Youngkin needs to not be a pussy here, he needs to save Brian's life and get him off of his
wrongful conviction. This needs to be done promptly before the corrupt federal judge
Schroeder runs around calling Brian "obscene" and refuses to let Brian be acquitted. Many
things must be done and The chimney Sweep can make things right instead of looking like the
bad guys here.

On 2022-05-23 22:48, ROBERTA HILL wrote:

Aaron M. Ziglar,
Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

I have the evidence of the check receipt of money paid to The Chimney Sweep in 2017 for the
services mentioned in my son's complaint. That is Brian David Hill.

Re: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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check # 168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00. The Attorney General's Office and their investigators can
even subpoena the bank for verification as it was SunTrust bank. We were forced into a new bank
such as First Horizon Bank, so we no longer have access to older check records of my bank
account.

You can let The Chimney Sweep know that we have the proof of payment for service. Service was
rendered and proof of payment shall show this.

My son had also filed a complaint against the Hospital for refusing to complete the ordered laboratory
tests. They would have found evidence of carbon monoxide at the time of his arrest for indecent
exposure which would explain my son's indecent exposure behavior at nighttime on September 21,
2018. The Chimney Sweep and Sovah Health Martinsville memorial hospital are both at the heart of
my son's wrongful criminal charge on September 21, 2018. Time for The Chimney Sweep to admit to
the "metal tin" and time for them to make amends for my son's years of misery, imprisonment in both
federal and state, and criminal case litigation nightmare and appeals nightmare. Clerks harassing him
and being mean to him, judging him over his charge. Somebody needs to pay for my son's
wrongful conviction of indecent exposure in 2019. The jury needs to be convened and hear
about the metal tin causing carbon monoxide. A new trial must be ordered in my son's
criminal case.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject:Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it.

Date:Mon, 23 May 2022 22:26:44 -0400 (EDT)
From:Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>

To:rbhill67@yahoo.com <rbhill67@yahoo.com>, Rbhill67@comcast.net
<Rbhill67@comcast.net>, Ken & Stella Forinash
<kenstella@comcast.net>

Roberta,

I also found some more things about the carbon monoxide that I will send for Brian.  Just save all
of these in one folder called "Carbon monoxide".  Let me know if you got this.  This was from
check # 168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00

Re: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Re: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject: Read: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 6/10/2022, 10:46 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Your message

   To: Ziglar, Aaron M.
   Subject: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
   Sent: Monday, May 23, 2022 10:48:34 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

 was read on Friday, June 10, 2022 10:45:50 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: EHQe0rQpdEu3pKrw9ZkS4g==
X-Display-Name: Ziglar, Aaron M.

Read: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject: Read: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 6/10/2022, 10:46 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Your message

   To: Ziglar, Aaron M.
   Subject: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
   Sent: Monday, May 23, 2022 10:48:34 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

 was read on Friday, June 10, 2022 10:46:43 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: EHQe0rQpdEu3pKrw9ZkS4g==
Original-Message-ID: <776430715.56643.1653360514631@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Ziglar, Aaron M.

Read: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject: RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 6/10/2022, 10:54 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Good morning Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in seeking a resolu�on to your complaint. This
ma�er was referred to our Dispute Resolu�on Unit.  Our unit u�lizes neutral dispute resolu�on services such as
facilita�on, concilia�on, and media�on at no cost to the par�cipants.  Through our services, consumer disputes can be
resolved quickly and amicably without the �me and expense of li�ga�on.  We have forwarded a copy of your
complaint to the business but have yet to receive a response. 

You should be aware that the dispute resolu�on process is not a legal process, we are not a�orneys and cannot
provide legal advice – thus, there is no final decision that our Office will make.  Par�cipa�on is voluntary – we cannot
compel either party to respond, offer or accept the other party’s offer of resolu�on.  If a mutually agreeable resolu�on
cannot be obtained we typically advise the complainant of other op�ons available to pursue the complaint in court, at
which point our Office is no longer involved. 

Once we receive no�ce of agreement from the business to par�cipate in the dispute resolu�on process, we ask that a
wri�en response is provided within ten (10) business days of the acknowledgment.  All responses are shared with the
consumer, and if there is a follow-up response from the consumer it is shared with the business as well.

This Office will retain the original complaint and copies of all official correspondence regarding the complaint in
accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be
advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request.

Please let me know if you have any ques�ons about our process or can provide any addi�onal informa�on.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-1244 Office
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
http://www.ag.virginia.gov

From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2022 10:49 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>; Coen, Chris <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>; Henderson, Deborah J.
<DHenderson@oag.state.va.us>

RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Cc: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>; Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>;
stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl
Subject: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
Importance: High

Aaron M. Ziglar,
Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

I have the evidence of the check receipt of money paid to The Chimney Sweep in 2017 for the services
men�oned in my son's complaint. That is Brian David Hill.

check # 168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00. The Attorney General's Office and their investigators can
even subpoena the bank for verification as it was SunTrust bank. We were forced into a new bank
such as First Horizon Bank, so we no longer have access to older check records of my bank
account.

You can let The Chimney Sweep know that we have the proof of payment for service. Service was rendered and proof
of payment shall show this.

My son had also filed a complaint against the Hospital for refusing to complete the ordered laboratory tests. They
would have found evidence of carbon monoxide at the �me of his arrest for indecent exposure which would explain
my son's indecent exposure behavior at nigh�me on September 21, 2018. The Chimney Sweep and Sovah Health
Mar�nsville memorial hospital are both at the heart of my son's wrongful criminal charge on September 21, 2018.
Time for The Chimney Sweep to admit to the "metal �n" and �me for them to make amends for my son's years of
misery, imprisonment in both federal and state, and criminal case li�ga�on nightmare and appeals nightmare. Clerks
harassing him and being mean to him, judging him over his charge. Somebody needs to pay for my son's wrongful
convic�on of indecent exposure in 2019. The jury needs to be convened and hear about the metal �n causing
carbon monoxide. A new trial must be ordered in my son's criminal case.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject:Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it.

Date:Mon, 23 May 2022 22:26:44 -0400 (EDT)
From:Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>

To:rbhill67@yahoo.com <rbhill67@yahoo.com>, Rbhill67@comcast.net <Rbhill67@comcast.net>, Ken & Stella
Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>

Roberta,

I also found some more things about the carbon monoxide that I will send for Brian.  Just save all of
these in one folder called "Carbon monoxide".  Let me know if you got this.  This was from check #
168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00

RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject: RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 6/10/2022, 1:21 PM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
CC: Kenstella <kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net"
<kenstella2005@comcast.net>, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl"
<stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, Tim <Tim.Tatum@franklincountyva.gov>, John
<John.Broughton@franklincountyva.gov>, Wood <rwood@rockymountva.org>, Kathy
<Kathy.Angle@franklincountyva.gov>, "Coen, Chris" <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>

Aaron Ziglar,

I apologize for not having the proof earlier for my son's complaint but yes $300 was paid by check to
The Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017. My bank account was at SunTrust bank in Mar�nsville 
before it was bought by First Horizon bank, now my bank account was merged with First Horizon. The
check stub is the proof I paid for such service.

This proves along with the tes�mony of Pete Compton of ACE Chimney service from Basse� that the
carbon monoxide suffering of my son Brian David Hill and myself Roberta Hill had started since
October 5, 2017. This caused prolonged exposure of carbon monoxide. The hot water heater below
Apartment 2, my son's apartment, and radiator also below Apartment 2, which both used gas had
nowhere to exhaust the gas had caused the carbon monoxide poisoning due to the metal �n.
Improper or blocked ven�la�on. It may be criminal negligence. It can cause death and caused
inappropriate behavior of my son. I was extremely �red during the carbon monoxide.  My son has
au�sm spectrum disorder and the carbon monoxide caused him to wander away from home
(wandering) and being manipulated possibly by hallucina�ons to get naked on the Dick and Willie
passage walking trail in Mar�nsville,  VA on September 21st,  2018.

Prolonged exposure to the carbon monoxide gas caused my son's indecent exposure criminal charge
on September 21, 2018. Case number CR1900009-00. Please no�fy The Chimney Sweep by mail and
email about this since I do not have their business email address. They need to agree to at least
tes�fy under affidavit and send us an affidavit about them placing the metal �n on our chimney
flues connected to me and my son's apartments at 310 Forest Street which caused the carbon
monoxide exposure, prolonged exposure. They need to admit to them causing the problem and their
negligence.

We have tried to file complaints with Franklin County code enforcement and Rocky Mount Code
enforcement because as government they could inves�gate the possible code viola�ons and verify
our claims which would lead to my son's acqui�al for indecent exposure due to intoxica�on by
carbon monoxide, caused by The Chimney Sweep.  That is a criminal defense of indecent exposure
caused by intoxica�on due to chemical,  gas, or substance. They refused to take any ac�on as code
enforcement because of a statute of limita�ons.  But my son was wrongfully convicted of indecent
exposure because The Chimney Sweep placed metal �n on top of the chimney flues causing
improper blocked ven�la�on.

My son was thinking about filing an affidavit with the State Police about all this for criminal

RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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negligence because my son is not guilty of indecent exposure and wants The Chimney Sweep to at
least respond and share the criminal liability for the charged  indecent exposure on September 21,
2018. My son wants them charged like he was charged. They are responsible for his indecent
exposure. The Chimney Sweep is directly the cause and should be held responsible too in the criminal
jus�ce system.

If they refuse to tes�fy and give us an affidavit about what they did on October 5, 2017 placing the
metal �n on top of the chimney flues then my son plans on going to the State Police to tell them why
he was naked on September 21, 2018. The Chimney Sweep should be held culpable for what my son
was charged with criminally.

We want them to fix what they did by admi�ng to what they did and explain what they did to Glen
Andrew Hall, Esq, the corrupt Commonwealth A�orney.

We want resolution for their carbon monoxide poisoning which had caused my son's indecent
exposure charge.

Kenneth and Stella Forinash also want The Chimney Sweep to at least admit to what they did for their
negligence which caused Brian David Hill to be out naked at night miles away from home on
September 21st 2018. It is clear as day the carbon monoxide caused my son's criminal charge. The
Chimney Sweep needs to admit to what they had done or also be held responsible for what
happened on September 21, 2018.

Thanks, 
Roberta Hill 

On 06/10/2022 10:54 AM Ziglar, Aaron M. <aziglar@oag.state.va.us> wrote:

Good morning Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in seeking a resolu�on to
your complaint. This ma�er was referred to our Dispute Resolu�on Unit.  Our unit u�lizes neutral
dispute resolu�on services such as facilita�on, concilia�on, and media�on at no cost to the
par�cipants.  Through our services, consumer disputes can be resolved quickly and amicably
without the �me and expense of li�ga�on.  We have forwarded a copy of your complaint to the
business but have yet to receive a response. 

You should be aware that the dispute resolu�on process is not a legal process, we are not a�orneys
and cannot provide legal advice – thus, there is no final decision that our Office will make. 
Par�cipa�on is voluntary – we cannot compel either party to respond, offer or accept the other
party’s offer of resolu�on.  If a mutually agreeable resolu�on cannot be obtained we typically
advise the complainant of other op�ons available to pursue the complaint in court, at which point

RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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our Office is no longer involved. 

Once we receive no�ce of agreement from the business to par�cipate in the dispute resolu�on
process, we ask that a wri�en response is provided within ten (10) business days of the
acknowledgment.  All responses are shared with the consumer, and if there is a follow-up response
from the consumer it is shared with the business as well.

This Office will retain the original complaint and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom
of Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review,
upon request.

Please let me know if you have any ques�ons about our process or can provide any addi�onal
informa�on.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-1244 Office
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
http://www.ag.virginia.gov

 

RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2022 10:49 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>; Coen, Chris <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>; Henderson,
Deborah J. <DHenderson@oag.state.va.us>
Cc: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>; Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>;
stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl
Subject: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
Importance: High

Aaron M. Ziglar,
Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

I have the evidence of the check receipt of money paid to The Chimney Sweep in 2017 for the
services men�oned in my son's complaint. That is Brian David Hill.

check # 168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00. The Attorney General's Office and their investigators can
even subpoena the bank for verification as it was SunTrust bank. We were forced into a new
bank such as First Horizon Bank, so we no longer have access to older check records of my
bank account.

You can let The Chimney Sweep know that we have the proof of payment for service. Service was
rendered and proof of payment shall show this.

My son had also filed a complaint against the Hospital for refusing to complete the ordered
laboratory tests. They would have found evidence of carbon monoxide at the �me of his arrest for
indecent exposure which would explain my son's indecent exposure behavior at nigh�me on
September 21, 2018. The Chimney Sweep and Sovah Health Mar�nsville memorial hospital are
both at the heart of my son's wrongful criminal charge on September 21, 2018. Time for The
Chimney Sweep to admit to the "metal �n" and �me for them to make amends for my son's years
of misery, imprisonment in both federal and state, and criminal case li�ga�on nightmare and
appeals nightmare. Clerks harassing him and being mean to him, judging him over his charge.
Somebody needs to pay for my son's wrongful convic�on of indecent exposure in 2019. The jury
needs to be convened and hear about the metal �n causing carbon monoxide. A new trial must
be ordered in my son's criminal case.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

-------- Forwarded Message --------

RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject:Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it.
Date:Mon, 23 May 2022 22:26:44 -0400 (EDT)
From:Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>

To:rbhill67@yahoo.com <rbhill67@yahoo.com>, Rbhill67@comcast.net
<Rbhill67@comcast.net>, Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>

Roberta,

I also found some more things about the carbon monoxide that I will send for Brian.  Just save all
of these in one folder called "Carbon monoxide".  Let me know if you got this.  This was from
check # 168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00

RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject: Re: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it.
(Re: 953850)
From: Stanley Bolten <stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>
Date: 6/10/2022, 9:46 PM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
CC: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, Kenstella
<kenstella@comcast.net>, kenstella2005@comcast.net, Tim
<Tim.Tatum@franklincountyva.gov>, John
<John.Broughton@franklincountyva.gov>, Wood <rwood@rockymountva.org>,
Kathy <Kathy.Angle@franklincountyva.gov>, "Coen, Chris"
<ccoen@oag.state.va.us>

Aaron Ziglaw, Franklin County, all of you officials,

It's good for all of you to be aware of what was really going on. The police charged a
fraudulent case, a faulty case full of fraud, lies, and misconceptions.

Somebody needs to get this information directly to Robert Jones of MPD. He needs
to be directly contacted, not through the corrupt police chief who protects drug
dealers, somebody needs to tell Robert Jones of Martinsville PD directly and explain
to him what The Chimney Sweep had done on that date of 09-05-2017 M/D/YEAR.
The Chimney Sweep had caused the whole carbon monoxide poisoning. They
caused the blocking of ventilation of the gas which caused Brian's criminal charge
and arrest.

Not only that but Sovah Health Martinsville, according to their own medical records
did not medically clear Brian Hill with a fine tooth comb. They cancelled the ordered
laboratory testings. They could have easily identified the carbon monoxide poisoning
levels in his blood. They refused to conduct any laboratory testing then sit there and
claim under affidavit criminal complaint that Brian Hill was medically and
psychologically cleared. That is a LIE, LIE, LIE, LIE, LIE. The basis for Brian's
criminal charge was based on a LIE. His criminal charge was a fraud, the police
report is a fraud because the police did not know he was NOT MEDICALLY
CLEARED. Not cleared with any proven laboratory testing results. Brian could have
sniffed glue, mind screws up, then ran out on the walking trail naked. Brian could
have sniffed bath salts then went crazy out there nude. The police has no proof, no
evidence of being medically cleared and yet said so in their affidavit criminal
complaint. The police report I heard of and saw in the court records is a fraud
because Brian was not cleared. The State Police does need to investigate all of this.

Robert Jones, Martinsville Police, needs to be directly notified about "The Chimney
Sweep". He needs to interrogate The Chimney Sweep about the "metal tin" placed
on the chimney top. Heck if anybody had his direct email address to that police
officer, I may just email him the article after article published on my blog
administration Justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com.
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If anybody has his direct email, not the crappy drug dealer protecting police chief GE
Cassady, NOT THE DRUG HOUSE PROTECTING CHIEF OF POLICE, NO, If
anybody can give me his direct email address, I can inform investigator RD Jones
about that chimney company and demand that they be investigated for the cause of
Brian's indecent exposure behavior.

"CAUSE AND EFFECT". Chimney Sweep are the cause, indecent exposure WAS
THE EFFECT.

The government officials need to start investigating this, contact the State Police.
They aren't going to listen to Brian but they will listen to city officials or county
officials. Some people need to seriously consider making tips to State Police of
VIRGINIA and tell the State Police about The Chimney Sweep and what caused
the indecent exposure charge. The cause was carbon monoxide, and the
evidence can better prove that then some black man wearing a hoodie they
never could find anywhere, but carbon monoxide can be found, evidence of it
can be found, the police can verify the carbon monoxide. The police would have
the evidence to believe Brian's claim about carbon monoxide. That claim is backed
by evidence. The law clearly says anybody who compels somebody else to expose
his or her genitals or naked body to commit an act of indecent exposure shall be
guilty of a class 1 misdemeanor. That means THE CHIMNEY SWEEP should be
given a class one misdemeanor for being the sole cause of the carbon
monoxide poisoning which led directly to hallucinations, psychosis, mental
confusion, and other symptoms exhibited by Brian David Hill as evident on
September 21, 2018, according to the Federal and State court case records. I have
the entire state case of Commonwealth v. Hill, I have full copies of his appeal
records. I have copies thanks to Roberta Hill. I know with all the records in his
criminal case that he exhibited a lot of carbon monoxide symptoms on record.
CARBON MONOXIDE SYMPTOMS, prolonged exposure to gas can cause indecent
exposure. Somebody with AUTISM being found NAKED, Autistic person found naked
on a walking trail, not a public park, not around kids, but was found naked on a
deserted walking trail because maybe one person saw him in a vehicle and called
the police on him. ONE PERSON SAW HIM NAKED, AND NOBODY QUESTIONED
WHY. Some police investigator didn't even know he was diabetic and never had any
evidence of being medically cleared. That is called: "FRAUD", and it is "FRAUD".
Brian was fraudulently charged and the police report had no evidence of carbon
monoxide. That is a fraudulent police report. All based on fraud. The Chimney
Sweep must pay for what they have done to this innocent man. He has lost
four years fighting this since his criminal charge in GENERAL DISTRICT
COURT. The appeals will drag this case out for more years, over a damn
misdemeanor.

JUST CONVICT HIM, RUIN HIS LIFE, MAKE HIM PAY THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
TO MARTINSVILLE, DON'T INVESTIGATE ANYTHING, DON'T DO ANYTHING,
DESTROY EVIDENCE, MOVE ON AND RUIN HIM FOR THE REST OF HIS LIFE.
That is absolute bullshit. Brian should hold The Chimney Sweep accountable and all
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of you should hold them accountable too.

Something is terribly wrong with this picture. I think his grandmother Stella may have
something to say about all of this, maybe Brian's grandpa has something he wants to
say here. They first thought Brian might wander away from home again and that was
why he was not able to get out on bond. Once Pete Compton came out in the
court records, once his family were notified about the white residue and the
carbon monoxide gas in the apartments, he was out on bond, his family
trusted him to be back at his home. Of course the corrupt Commonwealth Attorney
Glen Andrew Hall made life difficult for him and tried to wreck his bond conditions by
forcing him to live in his mother's apartment, but the evidence of carbon monoxide
still exists and the police can still find the evidence in the chimney, the white residue,
whatever is left. Somebody should be investigating this.

Start investigating THE CHIMNEY SWEEP first and see what
evidence you find. Time to start arresting THE CHIMNEY
SWEEP for being the cause of indecent exposure. Charge
them with a CLASS 1 MISDEMEANOR. CHARGE THEM!!! I
DARE YOU TO CHARGE THEM WITH CAUSE OF INDECENT
EXPOSURE.
I rest my case,
Stanley Bolten
StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl

On 2022-06-10 13:21, ROBERTA HILL wrote:

Aaron Ziglar,

I apologize for not having the proof earlier for my son's complaint but yes $300 was paid by check to
The Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017. My bank account was at SunTrust bank in Martinsville 
before it was bought by First Horizon bank, now my bank account was merged with First Horizon. The
check stub is the proof I paid for such service.

This proves along with the testimony of Pete Compton of ACE Chimney service from Bassett that the
carbon monoxide suffering of my son Brian David Hill and myself Roberta Hill had started since
October 5, 2017. This caused prolonged exposure of carbon monoxide. The hot water heater below
Apartment 2, my son's apartment, and radiator also below Apartment 2, which both used gas had
nowhere to exhaust the gas had caused the carbon monoxide poisoning due to the metal tin.
Improper or blocked ventilation. It may be criminal negligence. It can cause death and caused
inappropriate behavior of my son. I was extremely tired during the carbon monoxide.  My son has
autism spectrum disorder and the carbon monoxide caused him to wander away from home
(wandering) and being manipulated possibly by hallucinations to get naked on the Dick and Willie
passage walking trail in Martinsville,  VA on September 21st,  2018.

Prolonged exposure to the carbon monoxide gas caused my son's indecent exposure criminal charge
on September 21, 2018. Case number CR1900009-00. Please notify The Chimney Sweep by mail
and email about this since I do not have their business email address. They need to agree
to at least testify under affidavit and send us an affidavit about them placing the metal tin
on our chimney flues connected to me and my son's apartments at 310 Forest Street which
caused the carbon monoxide exposure, prolonged exposure. They need to admit to them
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causing the problem and their negligence.

We have tried to file complaints with Franklin County code enforcement and Rocky Mount Code
enforcement because as government they could investigate the possible code violations and verify our
claims which would lead to my son's acquittal for indecent exposure due to intoxication by
carbon monoxide, caused by The Chimney Sweep.  That is a criminal defense of indecent
exposure caused by intoxication due to chemical,  gas, or substance. They refused to take any
action as code enforcement because of a statute of limitations.  But my son was wrongfully
convicted of indecent exposure because The Chimney Sweep placed metal tin on top of the
chimney flues causing improper blocked ventilation.

My son was thinking about filing an affidavit with the State Police about all this for criminal
negligence because my son is not guilty of indecent exposure and wants The Chimney
Sweep to at least respond and share the criminal liability for the charged  indecent exposure on
September 21, 2018. My son wants them charged like he was charged. They are responsible for his
indecent exposure. The Chimney Sweep is directly the cause and should be held responsible too in the
criminal justice system.

If they refuse to testify and give us an affidavit about what they did on October 5, 2017 placing the
metal tin on top of the chimney flues then my son plans on going to the State Police to tell them
why he was naked on September 21, 2018. The Chimney Sweep should be held culpable for
what my son was charged with criminally.

We want them to fix what they did by admitting to what they did and explain what they did
to Glen Andrew Hall, Esq, the corrupt Commonwealth Attorney.

We want resolution for their carbon monoxide poisoning which had caused my son's indecent
exposure charge.

Kenneth and Stella Forinash also want The Chimney Sweep to at least admit to what they did for their
negligence which caused Brian David Hill to be out naked at night miles away from home on
September 21st 2018. It is clear as day the carbon monoxide caused my son's criminal charge. The
Chimney Sweep needs to admit to what they had done or also be held responsible for what
happened on September 21, 2018.

Thanks, 
Roberta Hill 
On 06/10/2022 10:54 AM Ziglar, Aaron M. <aziglar@oag.state.va.us> wrote:

Good morning Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia Attorney General's Office to assist in seeking a resolution to
your complaint. This matter was referred to our Dispute Resolution Unit.  Our unit utilizes neutral
dispute resolution services such as facilitation, conciliation, and mediation at no cost to the
participants.  Through our services, consumer disputes can be resolved quickly and amicably
without the time and expense of litigation.  We have forwarded a copy of your complaint to the
business but have yet to receive a response. 

You should be aware that the dispute resolution process is not a legal process, we are not attorneys
and cannot provide legal advice – thus, there is no final decision that our Office will make. 
Participation is voluntary – we cannot compel either party to respond, offer or accept the other
party's offer of resolution.  If a mutually agreeable resolution cannot be obtained we typically advise
the complainant of other options available to pursue the complaint in court, at which point our Office
is no longer involved. 
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Once we receive notice of agreement from the business to participate in the dispute resolution
process, we ask that a written response is provided within ten (10) business days of the
acknowledgment.  All responses are shared with the consumer, and if there is a follow-up response
from the consumer it is shared with the business as well.

This Office will retain the original complaint and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state retention schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of
Information Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review,
upon request.

Please let me know if you have any questions about our process or can provide any additional
information.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-1244 Office
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
http://www.ag.virginia.gov

From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2022 10:49 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>; Coen, Chris <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>;
Henderson, Deborah J. <DHenderson@oag.state.va.us>
Cc: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>; Tracy Beanz <tracy@uncoverdc.com>;
stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
Subject: Fwd: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
Importance: High

Aaron M. Ziglar,
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Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

I have the evidence of the check receipt of money paid to The Chimney Sweep in 2017 for the
services mentioned in my son's complaint. That is Brian David Hill.

check # 168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00. The Attorney General's Office and their investigators
can even subpoena the bank for verification as it was SunTrust bank. We were forced into a
new bank such as First Horizon Bank, so we no longer have access to older check records of
my bank account.

You can let The Chimney Sweep know that we have the proof of payment for service. Service was
rendered and proof of payment shall show this.

My son had also filed a complaint against the Hospital for refusing to complete the ordered
laboratory tests. They would have found evidence of carbon monoxide at the time of his arrest for
indecent exposure which would explain my son's indecent exposure behavior at nighttime on
September 21, 2018. The Chimney Sweep and Sovah Health Martinsville memorial hospital are both
at the heart of my son's wrongful criminal charge on September 21, 2018. Time for The Chimney
Sweep to admit to the "metal tin" and time for them to make amends for my son's years of misery,
imprisonment in both federal and state, and criminal case litigation nightmare and appeals
nightmare. Clerks harassing him and being mean to him, judging him over his charge. Somebody
needs to pay for my son's wrongful convic�on of indecent exposure in 2019. The jury needs to be convened and hear
about the metal �n causing carbon monoxide. A new trial must be ordered in my son's criminal case.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject:Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it.
Date:Mon, 23 May 2022 22:26:44 -0400 (EDT)
From:Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>

To:rbhill67@yahoo.com <rbhill67@yahoo.com>, Rbhill67@comcast.net
<Rbhill67@comcast.net>, Ken & Stella Forinash
<kenstella@comcast.net>

Roberta,

I also found some more things about the carbon monoxide that I will send for Brian.  Just save
all of these in one folder called "Carbon monoxide".  Let me know if you got this.  This was from
check # 168    Oct. 5, 2017     $300.00

Re: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject: Read: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 6/14/2022, 8:07 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Your message

   To: Ziglar, Aaron M.
   Subject: RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
   Sent: Friday, June 10, 2022 1:21:19 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

 was read on Tuesday, June 14, 2022 8:06:34 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: 9q7+MKTTZk2XBQsoz0YhpA==
X-Display-Name: Ziglar, Aaron M.

Read: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject: Fwd: Read: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you
got it. (Re: 953850)
From: Stanley Bolten <stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>
Date: 6/14/2022, 5:02 PM
To: Rbhill67@comcast.net, Kenstella@comcast.net

-------- Original Message --------

Subject:Read: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it.
(Re: 953850)

Date:2022-06-14 09:23
From:"Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>

To:Stanley Bolten <stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>

Your message

   To: Ziglar, Aaron M.
   Subject: Re: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
   Sent: Friday, June 10, 2022 9:46:03 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

 was read on Tuesday, June 14, 2022 9:23:10 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: 7VzzE+AXBkGRJ7oDbVA6mw==
X-Display-Name: Ziglar, Aaron M.

Fwd: Read: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. (Re: 953850)
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 6/29/2022, 9:44 AM
To: "rbhill67@comcast.net" <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Dear Mr. Hill,
Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your dispute. Our Office
has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you
would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.
In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed and no further
ac�on will be taken.

This  Office  will  retain  the  complaint  form  and  copies  of  all  official  correspondence  regarding  the  complaint  in
accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be
advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or respond to this
message.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-1244 Office
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
http://www.ag.virginia.gov

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

Mr. Ziglar--Thanks for speaking with me yesterday and allowing me to submit this response in email format.  I really
appreciate your working with me and my client on submi�ng this response to the complaint of Mr. Hill.

My client is Jacody Cassell and he is the owner of The Chimney Sweep in Franklin County, VA.  He has been the owner
since 2016.  His father had owned it from 1976 un�l 2016.  Jacody has always worked for this company.  His son works
for him now and intends to take over the company one day.

The Chimney Sweep is a very reputable company and has had very few complaints made against them for their work. 
My client claims to have no knowledge of Brian D. Hill and Roberta Hill.  My client has no records of ever providing an
es�mate for work to be done at the home of the Hills in Mar�nsville and he has no evidence of ever doing any work
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for the Hills at a home in Mar�nsville.  My client has no record of ever being paid to do any work for the Hills.  More
importantly, un�l May 17, 2022, when Mr. Hill filed this complaint, my clients were never told about any of these
claims.

My client has never done any work for the Hills.  They have never received any complaints from the HIlls.  One would
think that it would not take 3-5 years to make a complaint.  Mr. Hill is seeking damages for payment of his legal
expenses as a result of criminal charges in 2018.  

Mr. Hill's complaint is baseless and he has no evidence to support it.  He has offered no contract, no es�mate, and no
evidence of payment.  He has nothing with which to back up his complaint.  Even if he did, the statute of limita�ons
for bodily injury is two years.  The appropriate statutes regarding contracts are 3 years for verbal agreements and 5
years for wri�en agreements.  Since he has no wri�en one, one must assume that if he had an agreement, it would be
verbal and therefore beyond that statute of limita�on as well.

On behalf of The Chimney Sweep, I ask that this complaint be dismissed.  There is no evidence to support this claim.

Please advise of any next step.  Thank you for your �me and considera�on.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 6/29/2022, 2:31 PM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
CC: eferguson@fergusonlaw.net, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood
<lwood@fightback.law>, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl" <StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>,
Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net"
<kenstella2005@comcast.net>, "ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov" <ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov" <jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"julianne.condrey@ltgov.virginia.gov" <julianne.condrey@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"katelyn.jordan@ltgov.virginia.gov" <katelyn.jordan@ltgov.virginia.gov>

Aaron M. Ziglar,

Need an extension of �me as I am reques�ng copies of my bank record from SunTrust/TRUIST bank as
they would have the bank account record proving that a check was paid for to "The Chimney Sweep".
It is having to be done by snail mail and FAX to a random TRUIST fax number hoping they will process
this request quicker.

I am sending you both a copy of a request made to TRUIST bank asking for my bank account
statement and records proving that $300 was paid in October, 2017 to The Chimney Sweep for their
service. Why would I pay $300 to The Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017 by check???

The transac�on record will prove this. I ask that the A�orney General also subpoena and inves�gate
for the financial records from my bank account at that �me the check was given to The Chimney
Sweep as payment, as it will prove the lawyer for The Chimney Sweep is lying. Under the Bank Secrecy
Act, checks a�er being cleared must be retained on the record for at least five years. That was doing
research on Google for how long banks have to keep financial records for things like inves�ga�ons or
other things.

So we have un�l October 5, 2022, or October 6, 2022 (whatever date that The Chimney Sweep cashed
in my check) to request the record and get access to the record to prove that $300 was paid to The
Chimney Sweep by check, from my own bank account when it was SunTrust before it was bought up
by another bank, First Horizon Bank.

My son wants you to know why he took so long. He actually wanted to hold The Chimney Sweep
accountable in 2019, faxed the Fire Marshals in 2019 and had somebody email one of the two county
(Mar�nsville and/or Franklin County) of Fire Marshals but the Fire Marshals did nothing about Brian's
request. He didn't know about this complaint process un�l this year. He did try to have The Chimney
Sweep contacted by his friend emailing them but it was another Chimney Sweep business. We had
tried a few things to try to prove that they started the carbon monoxide gas exposure, but Brian was
busy trying to fight in federal court and state court. The Circuit Court in Mar�nsville is CORRUPT and
has dragged his misdemeanor case for years, dragged it from 2018 to 2021 through the corrupt Court
of Appeals. Brian tried to demonstrate that he was innocent of indecent exposure but the judge
denies every mo�on and every appeal fails no ma�er what was argued. There is judicial corrup�on in
Mar�nsville, that is why it has taken so long to fight. Brian shouldn't be suffering this long for a crime
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he is innocent of, and that is a misdemeanor. The judge is corrupt, the Commonwealth A�orney is
corrupt, and the court appointed lawyers are corrupt as well. It has taken so long figh�ng them all,
that was why it has taken so long to complain about The Chimney Sweep. Brian kept figh�ng for a few
years in the corrupt Court of Appeals of Virginia, in the corrupt Circuit Court over what The Chimney
Sweep has caused. Brian kept figh�ng and got nowhere. Now this is his only op�on, because Brian is
innocent and he wants the witnesses to come forth and admit that why he is suffering for a crime he
didn't do, a crime which wasn't a crime under the circumstances of Carbon Monoxide gas and
poisoning.

This lawyer should see the suffering Brian Hill had gone through for years over a misdemeanor
because of the corrupt lawyers in Virginia. Brian shouldn't be having to go a�er The Chimney Sweep
to prove his innocence but the courts are CORRUPT. The Judges are blackmailed. The problem is the
corrup�on in the judicial system, we aren't doing this against The Chimney Sweep out of ill will intent,
but because the Court is corrupt and refuses to accept Brian David Hill was under carbon monoxide
poisoning and refuses to accept his innocence. My son is INNOCENT, HE IS INNOCENT, the court is
corrupt and the lawyers are corrupt.

If The Chimney Sweep had no involvement with the metal �n being placed on the chimney causing
carbon monoxide gas and damage to Brian's apartment and his suffering and poisoning and his
wrongful convic�on of indecent exposure, then what was $300 being paid to them for then???

Go�a ask The Chimney Sweep why they would fully deny any involvement or providing any service to
the "Hills" while they were paid $300 on October 5, 2017 by check. That money doesn't just go to a
business for nothing, does it???

My son didn't want to piss off the Chimney Sweep years ago and thought he could prove his
innocence in another way. He is being denied every mo�on he files by the Dishonorable corrupt judge
Giles Carter Greer of Mar�nsville and it's corrupt Circuit Court of hell and torment. Brian tried to do
everything he could and kept failing, wait for about a year on his appeal then his court appointed
lawyer filed nothing and then delayed appeal was granted. The appeal was dragged another year. It
took that long for his criminal appeals. All fgailed because he has a corrupt court appointed lawyer
Ma�hew Sco� Thomas Clark and another corrupt lawyer is John Ira Jones, IV who had a conflict of
interest because he represented the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to being a public pretender and
then he betrayed Brian and wrecked his appeal by ci�ng Anders v. California. So we been dealing with
corrupt lawyers in Virginia. Nothing but corrupt lawyers telling Brian with withdraw his appeal, to just
give up, begging him over and over again to give up, to give up.

Corrupt lawyers wan�ng Brian to stop figh�ng to prove his innocence of his state charge of indecent
exposure. I am not surprised.

Mar�nsville Police could have inves�gated The Chimney Sweep and had the opportunity to do so in
2019 when Brian sent a le�er to Mar�nsville Police (also filed with the U.S. District Court, Middle
District of North Carolina) about The Chimney Sweep and about the carbon monoxide. Brian mailed
le�ers with the Circuit Court about The Chimney Sweep and/or about the carbon monoxide gas in
2019, and corrupt Commonwealth A�orney Glen Andrew Hall ignored the carbon monoxide
informa�on, and ignored it all. Another government official was emailed in 2019 which spoke of The
Chimney Sweep and nothing was done about it.  They refused to inves�gate any of it. That is why it
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has taken so long. We have a corrupt local Mar�nsville Police Department in Mar�nsville who
protects drug dealers and protects drug houses, it's corrupt Police Chief G. E. Cassady. They do protect
certain drug houses, we are aware of this to a certain extent, a police chief afraid that Brian being
intoxicated on September 21, 2018, due to the carbon monoxide (but any lab tests or drug tests
would not immediately say it was carbon monoxide, but would show abnormal levels if the tests were
conducted) but the police would assume my son would have been intoxicated on drugs and would
want that covered up. There are inves�ga�ons which the State Police need to be making into the
cover up of Hospital records, medical record pages with page numbers and some of them are missing
from the medical records at Mar�nsville City Jail. Corrupt Sheriff of Mar�nsville, corrupt this, corrupt
that. Now you understand why Brian filed a complaint against The Chimney Sweep. Mar�nsville is full
of corrup�on and thuggery in it's government, ou�a call it Mafiaville instead of Mar�nsville.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 6/29/2022 9:44 AM, Ziglar, Aaron M. wrote:

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint. 
Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within
ten (10) business days from the date of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed
and no further ac�on will be taken.

This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom
of Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review,
upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or
respond to this message.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar
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Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-1244 Office
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
http://www.ag.virginia.gov

 

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

Mr. Ziglar--Thanks for speaking with me yesterday and allowing me to submit this response in email
format.  I really appreciate your working with me and my client on submi�ng this response to the
complaint of Mr. Hill.

My client is Jacody Cassell and he is the owner of The Chimney Sweep in Franklin County, VA.  He
has been the owner since 2016.  His father had owned it from 1976 un�l 2016.  Jacody has always
worked for this company.  His son works for him now and intends to take over the company one
day.

The Chimney Sweep is a very reputable company and has had very few complaints made against
them for their work.  My client claims to have no knowledge of Brian D. Hill and Roberta Hill.  My
client has no records of ever providing an es�mate for work to be done at the home of the Hills in
Mar�nsville and he has no evidence of ever doing any work for the Hills at a home in Mar�nsville. 
My client has no record of ever being paid to do any work for the Hills.  More importantly, un�l
May 17, 2022, when Mr. Hill filed this complaint, my clients were never told about any of these
claims.

My client has never done any work for the Hills.  They have never received any complaints from the
HIlls.  One would think that it would not take 3-5 years to make a complaint.  Mr. Hill is seeking
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damages for payment of his legal expenses as a result of criminal charges in 2018.  

Mr. Hill's complaint is baseless and he has no evidence to support it.  He has offered no contract, no
es�mate, and no evidence of payment.  He has nothing with which to back up his complaint.  Even
if he did, the statute of limita�ons for bodily injury is two years.  The appropriate statutes regarding
contracts are 3 years for verbal agreements and 5 years for wri�en agreements.  Since he has no
wri�en one, one must assume that if he had an agreement, it would be verbal and therefore
beyond that statute of limita�on as well.

On behalf of The Chimney Sweep, I ask that this complaint be dismissed.  There is no evidence to
support this claim.

Please advise of any next step.  Thank you for your �me and considera�on.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

Oct 5, 2017.jpg
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A�achments:

Proof of mailing to TRUIST Bank reques�ng records-6-29-2022(2).pdf 1.6 MB

Oct 5, 2017.jpg 224 KB
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REQUEST FOR TRANSACTION RECORD 
FROM MY BANK ACCOUNT IN OCT., 2017 

AUr,: QWRJ PJOEiftF1--- .PO Bei,c 2652:r 
..R+ch11'1eiid, VA 23261 66£7 , 

June 29, 2022 

To Whom it may Concern, 

TO: SunTrust Bank/ TRUIST 
303 Peachtreet Street, Northeast 

Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
FAX: 1-847-676-5150 

I am Roberta R. Hill. I had an account with SunTrust bank since 2013 until my bank in 
Martinsville was bought up by First Horizon Bank and account was migrated to First Horizon. 

I would like to request a copy of my own bank account record of a transaction on October 5, 
2017, to The Chimney Sweep and whether that money was taken out of my account. Between 
the dates October 4, 2017 Uust to be safe) and October 1 O, 2017, or just the transaction records 
of paying $300 to The Chimney Sweep. 

My Account Number was: 1000155990541. I am Roberta Ruth Hill. 
~ 

My current address is below, my address prior to my current residence was 916 Chalmers 
Street, APT. B, Martinsville VA 24112-4939. 

I can verify that I was the account owner at that time that I paid $300 to The Chimney Sweep. I 
would like to request my account transaction of when I paid by check on October 5, 2017 and 
when the money was transferred out of my bank account to pay the check that I signed and 
gave to The Chimney Sweep. I am attaching a photograph of the check stub. 

Please give me a bank statement or transactio,n record proving that I paid $300 by check and 
when my check was processed where my money left my bank account in October, 2017. 

Warm regards, 

~1~ 

Roberta Ruth Hill 
310 Forest Street, Apt 1 
Martinsville, Virginia 24112 
(276) 790-3505 

. ~ 
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REQUEST FOR TRANSACTION RECORD 
FROM MY BANK ACCOUNT IN OCT. , 2017 

Attr,: Qi.0JR,1NOE/~ t,. .p.Q Box 2652:r 

..Rtch11=te11d, V"A 23261 GS2J-, 

June 29, 2022 

To Whom it may Concern, 

TO: SunTrust Bank / TRUIST 
303 Peachtreet Street, Northeast 

Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
FAX: 1-847-676-5150 

I am Roberta R. Hill. I had an account with SunTrust bank since 2013 until my bank in 
Martinsville was bought up by First Horizon Bank and account was migrated to First Horizon. 

I would like to request a copy of my own bank account record of a transaction on October 5, 
2017, to The Chimney Sweep and whether that money was taken out of my account. Between 
the dates October 4, 2017 Oust to be safe) and October 10, 2017, or just the transaction records 

of paying $300 to The Chimney Sweep. 

My Account Number was: 1000155990541. I am Roberta Ruth Hill. 

My current address is below, my address prior to my current residence was 916 Chalmers 
Street, APT. B, Martinsville VA 24112-4939. 

I can verify that I was the account owner at that time that I paid $300 to The Chimney Sweep. I 
would like to request my account transaction of when I paid by check on October 5, 2017 and 
when the money was transferred out of my bank account to pay the check that I signed and 
gave to The Chimney Sweep. I am attaching a photograph of the check stub. 

Please give me a bank statement or transaction record proving that I paid $300 by check and 
when my check was processed where my money left my bank account in October, 2017. 

Warm regards, 

·~1.µ,_e 

Roberta Ruth Hill 
310 Forest Street, Apt 1 
Martinsville, Virginia 24112 
(276) 790-3505 
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 6/29/2022, 3:36 PM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
CC: eferguson@fergusonlaw.net, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl"
<StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>,
"kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>, "ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov"
<ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov>, "jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov" <jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"julianne.condrey@ltgov.virginia.gov" <julianne.condrey@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"katelyn.jordan@ltgov.virginia.gov" <katelyn.jordan@ltgov.virginia.gov>, Lin Wood
<lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>

Aaron Ziglar,

The address was not the correct address for inquiries made to SunTrust bank for the records. I have
corrected it before mailing this out. The fax is also being sent and hopefully will hear back from them
within the �me period needed for their response.

The mailing will be sent out now that the address has been corrected for my request for bank account
records.

SunTrust Mailing Addresses

For General Inquiries/Research Request
SunTrust Bank
Mail Code RVW 3003
PO Box 26149
Richmond, VA 23260-6149

The cer�fied mailing will be sent here to the address above to get this request started.

Lin Wood is also in the email recipients because he had been under countless deep state a�acks and
assaults on him, his character, and his career. It seems like my son Brian D. Hill is going under the
same pa�ern of being lied about, a�acked, lawyers lying about my son, lawyers destroying evidence
to convict my son, mo�ons always denied, appeals always fail. It is judicial corrup�on why my son was
convicted. Convicted for running USWGO Alterna�ve News (my son's crime was running his poli�cal
website in 2012: h�ps://web.archive.org/web/20120815003417/h�p://uswgo.com/) and he had
interviewed former Congressman Virgil H. Goode of Virginia months before my son was set up for
pissing off the police chief of Mayodan.

I want to make it clear to this lawyer for The Chimney Sweep that my son has been lied about for
years, a�acked for years, hacker a�acked from 2009 to 2012 when he got set up. The indecent
exposure is just another corrupt judicial decision of going a�er somebody who was exposed to
Carbon Monoxide gas for almost a year, from October, 2017, un�l he le� the home at around
midnight on September 20, 2018, and was arrested around 3-4AM on September 21, 2018. I believe
my son was intoxicated with carbon monoxide poisoning on the night he was found naked. He has not
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been doing this behavior prior to that. This behavior happened because my son wasn't right in the
head at that �me, and Carbon Monoxide is a very good reason why this happened. Carbon Monoxide
on an au�s�c person can cause indecent exposure. There are news stories of au�s�c children found
naked in public places at night where others could be present. Theore�cally, people who sniffed bath
salts can run around naked outside. Carbon Monoxide gas can become like a drug, it can mess with
the brain and can cause hallucina�ons, and can be fatal if the level is high enough. My son got injured
in November, 2017 and went to the Emergency Room. A month a�er the check was paid to The
Chimney Sweep.

The medical records in November, 2017, saw he hit his head, I and the first responders saw the blood
on the pillow and they took a photo of my son's head wound, he assumed it was an insulin reac�on
but I witnessed the area of the blood drops where he somehow walked himself back to his bed while
blood was dripping from his head. Part of his desk in his office fell, the smaller drawer under the desk
had been broken because my son fell face forward at the desk and had that gash with blood coming
out. So he fainted and then somehow while unconsciousness got back to his bed with blood coming
out of the gash in his head. This was a month a�er the check was paid to The Chimney Sweep. They
found Sinus Tachycardia, abnormal levels in his blood. All of that can come from, YOU GUESS IT,
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING. Sinus Tachycardia is a carbon monoxide symptom, abnormal blood
levels. None of this happened prior to paying The Chimney Sweep the $300 for their work.

What was the $300 for then lawyer???

What was the $300 for to fix the chimney swi�s coming into the chimney lawyer???

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 6/29/2022 2:31 PM, ROBERTA HILL wrote:

Aaron M. Ziglar,

Need an extension of �me as I am reques�ng copies of my bank record from SunTrust/TRUIST bank
as they would have the bank account record proving that a check was paid for to "The Chimney
Sweep". It is having to be done by snail mail and FAX to a random TRUIST fax number hoping they
will process this request quicker.

I am sending you both a copy of a request made to TRUIST bank asking for my bank account
statement and records proving that $300 was paid in October, 2017 to The Chimney Sweep for their
service. Why would I pay $300 to The Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017 by check???

The transac�on record will prove this. I ask that the A�orney General also subpoena and
inves�gate for the financial records from my bank account at that �me the check was given to The
Chimney Sweep as payment, as it will prove the lawyer for The Chimney Sweep is lying. Under the
Bank Secrecy Act, checks a�er being cleared must be retained on the record for at least five years.
That was doing research on Google for how long banks have to keep financial records for things like
inves�ga�ons or other things.
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So we have un�l October 5, 2022, or October 6, 2022 (whatever date that The Chimney Sweep
cashed in my check) to request the record and get access to the record to prove that $300 was paid
to The Chimney Sweep by check, from my own bank account when it was SunTrust before it was
bought up by another bank, First Horizon Bank.

My son wants you to know why he took so long. He actually wanted to hold The Chimney Sweep
accountable in 2019, faxed the Fire Marshals in 2019 and had somebody email one of the two
county (Mar�nsville and/or Franklin County) of Fire Marshals but the Fire Marshals did nothing
about Brian's request. He didn't know about this complaint process un�l this year. He did try to
have The Chimney Sweep contacted by his friend emailing them but it was another Chimney Sweep
business. We had tried a few things to try to prove that they started the carbon monoxide gas
exposure, but Brian was busy trying to fight in federal court and state court. The Circuit Court in
Mar�nsville is CORRUPT and has dragged his misdemeanor case for years, dragged it from 2018 to
2021 through the corrupt Court of Appeals. Brian tried to demonstrate that he was innocent of
indecent exposure but the judge denies every mo�on and every appeal fails no ma�er what was
argued. There is judicial corrup�on in Mar�nsville, that is why it has taken so long to fight. Brian
shouldn't be suffering this long for a crime he is innocent of, and that is a misdemeanor. The judge
is corrupt, the Commonwealth A�orney is corrupt, and the court appointed lawyers are corrupt as
well. It has taken so long figh�ng them all, that was why it has taken so long to complain about The
Chimney Sweep. Brian kept figh�ng for a few years in the corrupt Court of Appeals of Virginia, in
the corrupt Circuit Court over what The Chimney Sweep has caused. Brian kept figh�ng and got
nowhere. Now this is his only op�on, because Brian is innocent and he wants the witnesses to
come forth and admit that why he is suffering for a crime he didn't do, a crime which wasn't a
crime under the circumstances of Carbon Monoxide gas and poisoning.

This lawyer should see the suffering Brian Hill had gone through for years over a misdemeanor
because of the corrupt lawyers in Virginia. Brian shouldn't be having to go a�er The Chimney
Sweep to prove his innocence but the courts are CORRUPT. The Judges are blackmailed. The
problem is the corrup�on in the judicial system, we aren't doing this against The Chimney Sweep
out of ill will intent, but because the Court is corrupt and refuses to accept Brian David Hill was
under carbon monoxide poisoning and refuses to accept his innocence. My son is INNOCENT, HE IS
INNOCENT, the court is corrupt and the lawyers are corrupt.

If The Chimney Sweep had no involvement with the metal �n being placed on the chimney causing
carbon monoxide gas and damage to Brian's apartment and his suffering and poisoning and his
wrongful convic�on of indecent exposure, then what was $300 being paid to them for then???

Go�a ask The Chimney Sweep why they would fully deny any involvement or providing any service
to the "Hills" while they were paid $300 on October 5, 2017 by check. That money doesn't just go
to a business for nothing, does it???

My son didn't want to piss off the Chimney Sweep years ago and thought he could prove his
innocence in another way. He is being denied every mo�on he files by the Dishonorable corrupt
judge Giles Carter Greer of Mar�nsville and it's corrupt Circuit Court of hell and torment. Brian
tried to do everything he could and kept failing, wait for about a year on his appeal then his court
appointed lawyer filed nothing and then delayed appeal was granted. The appeal was dragged
another year. It took that long for his criminal appeals. All fgailed because he has a corrupt court
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appointed lawyer Ma�hew Sco� Thomas Clark and another corrupt lawyer is John Ira Jones, IV
who had a conflict of interest because he represented the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to being
a public pretender and then he betrayed Brian and wrecked his appeal by ci�ng Anders v.
California. So we been dealing with corrupt lawyers in Virginia. Nothing but corrupt lawyers telling
Brian with withdraw his appeal, to just give up, begging him over and over again to give up, to give
up.

Corrupt lawyers wan�ng Brian to stop figh�ng to prove his innocence of his state charge of
indecent exposure. I am not surprised.

Mar�nsville Police could have inves�gated The Chimney Sweep and had the opportunity to do so in
2019 when Brian sent a le�er to Mar�nsville Police (also filed with the U.S. District Court, Middle
District of North Carolina) about The Chimney Sweep and about the carbon monoxide. Brian mailed
le�ers with the Circuit Court about The Chimney Sweep and/or about the carbon monoxide gas in
2019, and corrupt Commonwealth A�orney Glen Andrew Hall ignored the carbon monoxide
informa�on, and ignored it all. Another government official was emailed in 2019 which spoke of
The Chimney Sweep and nothing was done about it.  They refused to inves�gate any of it. That is
why it has taken so long. We have a corrupt local Mar�nsville Police Department in Mar�nsville
who protects drug dealers and protects drug houses, it's corrupt Police Chief G. E. Cassady. They do
protect certain drug houses, we are aware of this to a certain extent, a police chief afraid that Brian
being intoxicated on September 21, 2018, due to the carbon monoxide (but any lab tests or drug
tests would not immediately say it was carbon monoxide, but would show abnormal levels if the
tests were conducted) but the police would assume my son would have been intoxicated on drugs
and would want that covered up. There are inves�ga�ons which the State Police need to be making
into the cover up of Hospital records, medical record pages with page numbers and some of them
are missing from the medical records at Mar�nsville City Jail. Corrupt Sheriff of Mar�nsville, corrupt
this, corrupt that. Now you understand why Brian filed a complaint against The Chimney Sweep.
Mar�nsville is full of corrup�on and thuggery in it's government, ou�a call it Mafiaville instead of
Mar�nsville.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 6/29/2022 9:44 AM, Ziglar, Aaron M. wrote:

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your
complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in
wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be
closed and no further ac�on will be taken.
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This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint  in  accordance  with  the  applicable  state  reten�on  schedule.   Under  the  Virginia
Freedom of  Informa�on Act,  please be advised that  these materials  will  be available to the
public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me
or respond to this message.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-1244 Office
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
http://www.ag.virginia.gov

 

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

Mr. Ziglar--Thanks for speaking with me yesterday and allowing me to submit this response in
email format.  I really appreciate your working with me and my client on submi�ng this
response to the complaint of Mr. Hill.

My client is Jacody Cassell and he is the owner of The Chimney Sweep in Franklin County, VA.  He
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has been the owner since 2016.  His father had owned it from 1976 un�l 2016.  Jacody has
always worked for this company.  His son works for him now and intends to take over the
company one day.

The Chimney Sweep is a very reputable company and has had very few complaints made against
them for their work.  My client claims to have no knowledge of Brian D. Hill and Roberta Hill.  My
client has no records of ever providing an es�mate for work to be done at the home of the Hills
in Mar�nsville and he has no evidence of ever doing any work for the Hills at a home in
Mar�nsville.  My client has no record of ever being paid to do any work for the Hills.  More
importantly, un�l May 17, 2022, when Mr. Hill filed this complaint, my clients were never told
about any of these claims.

My client has never done any work for the Hills.  They have never received any complaints from
the HIlls.  One would think that it would not take 3-5 years to make a complaint.  Mr. Hill is
seeking damages for payment of his legal expenses as a result of criminal charges in 2018.  

Mr. Hill's complaint is baseless and he has no evidence to support it.  He has offered no contract,
no es�mate, and no evidence of payment.  He has nothing with which to back up his complaint. 
Even if he did, the statute of limita�ons for bodily injury is two years.  The appropriate statutes
regarding contracts are 3 years for verbal agreements and 5 years for wri�en agreements.  Since
he has no wri�en one, one must assume that if he had an agreement, it would be verbal and
therefore beyond that statute of limita�on as well.

On behalf of The Chimney Sweep, I ask that this complaint be dismissed.  There is no evidence to
support this claim.

Please advise of any next step.  Thank you for your �me and considera�on.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net
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*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

ECG.png

WBC & MPV in carbon monoxide poisoning.jpg
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Subject: - Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: Stanley Bolten <stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>
Date: 7/1/2022, 3:22 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
CC: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, eferguson@fergusonlaw.net,
Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>, Ken &
Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>, kenstella2005@comcast.net,
ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov, jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov,
julianne.condrey@ltgov.virginia.gov, katelyn.jordan@ltgov.virginia.gov

Some corrupt lawyer from Rocky Mount or god knows whereever he is, I am not
surprised. I will have QAnons investigate into this. See why this is happening.

Many are watching Brian's criminal case and know that Brian is being held hostage
by the system, a corrupt judicial system who needs an excuse to keep imprisoning
this innocent man over and over again, giving him more criminal records to destroy
his reputation so that he can never have his news organization ever come back from
the dead. Being held hostage by Corrupt compromised individuals involved with SEX
and DRUGS. Drug dealers in Martinsville, pedophile rings of the Globalists, Jeffrey
Epstein, Bill Clinton. Brian is being held hostage by a bunch of criminals in positions
of lawyers, judges, politicians.

Whoever lies about Brian will be defeated. They are liars. They will not win in the
Kingdom of Christ, in the Kingdom of God, damn them all to hell as to those who
want to keep hurting Brian Hill with lies and false imprisonments and false charges
and destroying evidence.

The Chimney Sweep are not very Christian, they aren't Christians at all. Real
Christians would take responsibility for what they have done. Accept
responsibility for what you have done to Brian Hill and his mother Roberta Hill
This corrupt lawyer don't follow Jesus Christ either, they aren't a true follower and
isn't in their hearts.

I CHALLENGE YOU IN THE NAME OF JESUS, MR. FERGUSON, I challenge you to
tell the truth. I challenge The Chimney Sweep to tell the truth. Brian still has followers
from the remaining alternative media allies like used to be Infowars; along with We
Are Change and ActivistPost despite being framed with a crime he did not commit.
Despite the corrupt judicial system, Brian still has followers. Brian will defeat all of
you who dare to ruin his life. This corrupt lawyer wants Brian ruined as well,
wants Brian to just accept his guilt over a crime he has three elements of
innocence and not ever investigate why he is innocent of indecent exposure.

Brian David Hill = Innocence. STAY OUT OF OUR WAY ERIC FERGUSON,
BRIAN IS INNOCENT OF INDECENT EXPOSURE AND YOU WILL NOT STAND IN
THE WAY OF BRIAN BEING ACQUITTED OTHERWISE YOUR OF THE BEAST
SYSTEM, THE ANTICHRIST SYSTEM. LAWYERS THESE DAYS FOLLOW
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SATAN. THEY DON'T WANT BRIAN HILL ACQUITTED. Qanon was right, the
judicial system is blackmailed and compromised. LIN WOOD was right,
QANON followers are correct, Judges are raping children or protecting drug
cartels and are being blackmailed with it. Judges are being blackmailed with
whatever crime is on the books. Judges are arrested if they don't do what they
are told. They are puppets, they are not true judges anymore, they are not just.

MOVE OUT OF OUR WAY ERIC FERGUSON, BRIAN HILL IS FACTUALLY
INNOCENT OF INDECENT EXPOSURE. The evidence is in his court case filings.
We have the case filings, it is public record, Brian Hill is innocent.

I READ BRIAN'S FEDERAL COURT CASE FILES. BRIAN CLEARLY WASN'T IN
HIS RIGHT MIND ON THE DAY OF HIS ARREST. IF HE WAS TRULY
INTOXICATED THAT NIGHT, THAT MAKES SENSE WHY HE WAS FOUND
NAKED. YOU CAN'T COVER UP THE TRUTH ERIC!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

HIS STATE CASE FILES ARE PUBLIC WITH REDACTION OF SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBERS and redaction of other personal information. BRIAN IS INNOCENT, ERIC
FERGUSON.

https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2019/07/27/breaking-more-evidence-that-
uswgo-news-reporter-brian-d-hill-was-under-carbon-monoxide-poisoning/ - Read this
Eric Ferguson, we suspected Carbon Monoxide right after January, 2019.

https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2019/07/09/breaking-brian-d-hill-of-uswgo-
news-was-under-carbon-monoxide-since-november-2017/ - BREAKING: Brian D. Hill
of USWGO news was under carbon monoxide since November, 2017 – Justice for
Brian D. Hill of USWGO Alternative News

https://justiceforuswgo.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/hospital-records-nov.-2017.pdf -
Read these records Eric Ferguson. Does this seem normal for a man to have a
diabetic fall in November 2017 but got back up with blood dripping out of the
laceration of his forehead???? Is it normal Eric Ferguson for Brian to have Sinus
Tachycardia a month after the money check was paid to what she written on the
check as "The Chimney Sweep" on October 5, 2017??? Is it normal if Brian just had
an insulin reaction to have abnormal White Blood Cell COUNT when he wasn't even
sick and had no symptoms of a cold???? Brian was under Carbon Monoxide
symptoms. There is enough evidence to prove that, Eric Ferguson.

I will have Qanons look and see if they can also have the White Hats in the
government to investigate the $300 paid to "THE CHIMNEY SWEEP" on October 5,
2017. We will dig up everything, we will dig up whatever we can. Once the evidence
is in, it will be made available to Brian's family, we will not allow this disgrace to
continue against Brian Hill and his family.

You act like there are no contracts but we can have the white hats

in the Feds or any god following white hat investigators dig that up
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where the paper records are somewhere, the State Police,

whoever White Hats we have in offices can and will dig up these

records, even if they are paper shredded. We will dig up the

records then we will push for you to be arrested for obstruction of

justice, Eric Ferguson. Getting in an innocent man's way trying to

prove his factual innocence, standing in his way trying to stop him

from proving his innocence. This is obstruction of justice when

any evidence of Brian being exposed long-term to carbon

monoxide was covered up, Hospital records being covered up,

and then lie in federal and state court records that Brian was

medically and psychologically cleared. Brian was not cleared, and

Eric Ferguson wants to stand in our way from proving Brian was

not medically cleared the day he was arrested for indecent

exposure.

https://justiceforuswgo.files.wordpress.com/2022/07/1.jpg - Carbon Monoxide photo
#1 given by Brian's family

https://justiceforuswgo.files.wordpress.com/2022/07/2.jpg - Carbon Monoxide photo
#2 given by Brian's family 

https://justiceforuswgo.files.wordpress.com/2022/07/3.jpg - Carbon Monoxide photo
#3 given by Brian's family 
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BRIAN IS INNOCENT, ERIC FERGUSON. STAY OUT OF BRIAN'S WAY TO
ACQUITTAL YOU DEMON.

BRIAN IS INNOCENT, ERIC FERGUSON. STAY OUT OF BRIAN'S WAY TO
ACQUITTAL YOU DEMON.

BRIAN IS INNOCENT, ERIC FERGUSON. STAY OUT OF BRIAN'S WAY TO
ACQUITTAL YOU DEMON.

Those who get in Brian's way to proving his innocence are demons. That
includes GLEN ANDREW HALL, ESQ, JOHN IRA JONES IV, MATTHEW ST
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CLARK, GILES CARTER GREER, ROBERT JONES, GE CASSADY, ANAND
PRAKASH RAMASWAMY. All of those who oppose Brian David Hill being
innocent of his crime are DEMONS. It is a true demon to make this man suffer for
a crime he is innocent of yet another day.

He should have been acquitted in that
damned Circuit Court years ago. It's a Circus
Court for the CORRUPT COMMONWEALTH of
Virginia.
Job was tortured, he lost everything, and
people turned against him to get him to curse
God, and Job did not. Will Brian curse God to
have his suffering ending??? That's a
question for Brian and Brian alone to decide.
11/19/17 12:14 Discharged to Home. Impression: Head Laceration/ Open
wound
of head, Hyperglycemia, unspecified.
- Condition is Stable.

They caused this, Eric Ferguson,

12:12 Differential diagnosis: abrasion, closed head injury, concussion, eeg
contusion, dislocation, fracture, laceration, multiple trauma,
sprain, Substance abuse. Data reviewed: vital signs, nurses notes,
lab test result(s), radiologic studies. Data interpreted: Cardiac
monitor: Normal rate. Counseling: I had a detailed discussion with
the patient and/or guardian regarding: the historical points, exam
findings, and any diagnostic results supporting the discharge/admit
diagnosis, lab results, radiology results, the need for outpatient
follow up, to return to the emergency department if symptoms worsen
or persist or if there are any questions or concerns that arise at
home. Response to treatment: the patient's symptoms have markedly
improved after treatment

Improved after treatment!!!! Because Eric Ferguson, they were outside of
the carbon monoxide home for hours and hours in the Emergency Room.
Symptoms improved because of being away from the home.
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Read the medical records. https://justiceforuswgo.files.wordpress.com
/2019/07/hospital-records-nov.-2017.pdf

12:11 Wound Repair of 3cm ( 1.2in ) subcutaneous laceration to forehead.
eeg
Linear shaped .. No foreign body noted. Distal neuro/vascular/tendon
intact. Anesthesia: Wound infiltrated with 3 mls of 1% lidocaine w/
Epi. Wound prep: Simple cleansing with betadine. Skin closed with 6
1-0 Prolene using Staple gun. Dressed with pressure dressing. Patient
tolerated well.

WBC 1111.6 H

Sinus tachycardia
Possible Left atrial enlargement
Borderline ECG

09:08 BP 131 / 76; Pulse 118; Resp 20; Temp 98.2; Pulse Ox 97%
91.63 kg; Height 5 ft. 10 in. (177.80 em);

09:46 patient has OCD and had to do his "routines" prior to coming, has mkk
been about 4 hours since injury occured

Brian was under carbon monoxide gas exposure and poisoning, This is
really his best defense he has in his criminal case. We all ask that you do
not wreck that Eric Ferguson, please do not try to wreck his defense in
criminal court.

Leave Brian alone and let him prove his innocence. Please do not stand in
his way, in the name of CHRIST,
Stanley Bolten

On 2022-06-29 14:31, ROBERTA HILL wrote:

Aaron M. Ziglar,

Need an extension of time as I am requesting copies of my bank record from SunTrust/TRUIST bank
as they would have the bank account record proving that a check was paid for to "The Chimney
Sweep". It is having to be done by snail mail and FAX to a random TRUIST fax number hoping they
will process this request quicker.

I am sending you both a copy of a request made to TRUIST bank asking for my bank account
statement and records proving that $300 was paid in October, 2017 to The Chimney Sweep for their
service. Why would I pay $300 to The Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017 by check???

The transaction record will prove this. I ask that the Attorney General also subpoena and investigate
for the financial records from my bank account at that time the check was given to The Chimney
Sweep as payment, as it will prove the lawyer for The Chimney Sweep is lying. Under the Bank
Secrecy Act, checks after being cleared must be retained on the record for at least five years. That
was doing research on Google for how long banks have to keep financial records for things like
investigations or other things.
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So we have until October 5, 2022, or October 6, 2022 (whatever date that The Chimney Sweep
cashed in my check) to request the record and get access to the record to prove that $300 was paid
to The Chimney Sweep by check, from my own bank account when it was SunTrust before it was
bought up by another bank, First Horizon Bank.

My son wants you to know why he took so long. He actually wanted to hold The Chimney Sweep
accountable in 2019, faxed the Fire Marshals in 2019 and had somebody email one of the two county
(Martinsville and/or Franklin County) of Fire Marshals but the Fire Marshals did nothing about Brian's
request. He didn't know about this complaint process until this year. He did try to have The Chimney
Sweep contacted by his friend emailing them but it was another Chimney Sweep business. We had
tried a few things to try to prove that they started the carbon monoxide gas exposure, but Brian was
busy trying to fight in federal court and state court. The Circuit Court in Martinsville is CORRUPT and
has dragged his misdemeanor case for years, dragged it from 2018 to 2021 through the corrupt Court
of Appeals. Brian tried to demonstrate that he was innocent of indecent exposure but the judge denies
every motion and every appeal fails no matter what was argued. There is judicial corruption in
Martinsville, that is why it has taken so long to fight. Brian shouldn't be suffering this long for a crime
he is innocent of, and that is a misdemeanor. The judge is corrupt, the Commonwealth Attorney is
corrupt, and the court appointed lawyers are corrupt as well. It has taken so long fighting them all,
that was why it has taken so long to complain about The Chimney Sweep. Brian kept fighting for a few
years in the corrupt Court of Appeals of Virginia, in the corrupt Circuit Court over what The Chimney
Sweep has caused. Brian kept fighting and got nowhere. Now this is his only option, because Brian is
innocent and he wants the witnesses to come forth and admit that why he is suffering for a crime he
didn't do, a crime which wasn't a crime under the circumstances of Carbon Monoxide gas and
poisoning.

This lawyer should see the suffering Brian Hill had gone through for years over a misdemeanor
because of the corrupt lawyers in Virginia. Brian shouldn't be having to go after The Chimney Sweep
to prove his innocence but the courts are CORRUPT. The Judges are blackmailed. The problem is the
corruption in the judicial system, we aren't doing this against The Chimney Sweep out of ill will intent,
but because the Court is corrupt and refuses to accept Brian David Hill was under carbon monoxide
poisoning and refuses to accept his innocence. My son is INNOCENT, HE IS INNOCENT, the court is
corrupt and the lawyers are corrupt.

If The Chimney Sweep had no involvement with the metal tin being placed on the chimney causing
carbon monoxide gas and damage to Brian's apartment and his suffering and poisoning and his
wrongful conviction of indecent exposure, then what was $300 being paid to them for then???

Gotta ask The Chimney Sweep why they would fully deny any involvement or providing any service to
the "Hills" while they were paid $300 on October 5, 2017 by check. That money doesn't just go to a
business for nothing, does it???

My son didn't want to piss off the Chimney Sweep years ago and thought he could prove his innocence
in another way. He is being denied every motion he files by the Dishonorable corrupt judge Giles
Carter Greer of Martinsville and it's corrupt Circuit Court of hell and torment. Brian tried to do
everything he could and kept failing, wait for about a year on his appeal then his court appointed
lawyer filed nothing and then delayed appeal was granted. The appeal was dragged another year. It
took that long for his criminal appeals. All fgailed because he has a corrupt court appointed lawyer
Matthew Scott Thomas Clark and another corrupt lawyer is John Ira Jones, IV who had a conflict of
interest because he represented the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to being a public pretender and
then he betrayed Brian and wrecked his appeal by citing Anders v. California. So we been dealing with
corrupt lawyers in Virginia. Nothing but corrupt lawyers telling Brian with withdraw his appeal, to just
give up, begging him over and over again to give up, to give up.

Corrupt lawyers wanting Brian to stop fighting to prove his innocence of his state charge of indecent
exposure. I am not surprised.

Martinsville Police could have investigated The Chimney Sweep and had the opportunity to do so in
2019 when Brian sent a letter to Martinsville Police (also filed with the U.S. District Court, Middle
District of North Carolina) about The Chimney Sweep and about the carbon monoxide. Brian mailed
letters with the Circuit Court about The Chimney Sweep and/or about the carbon monoxide gas in
2019, and corrupt Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew Hall ignored the carbon monoxide
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information, and ignored it all. Another government official was emailed in 2019 which spoke of The
Chimney Sweep and nothing was done about it.  They refused to investigate any of it. That is why it
has taken so long. We have a corrupt local Martinsville Police Department in Martinsville who protects
drug dealers and protects drug houses, it's corrupt Police Chief G. E. Cassady. They do protect certain
drug houses, we are aware of this to a certain extent, a police chief afraid that Brian being intoxicated
on September 21, 2018, due to the carbon monoxide (but any lab tests or drug tests would not
immediately say it was carbon monoxide, but would show abnormal levels if the tests were
conducted) but the police would assume my son would have been intoxicated on drugs and would
want that covered up. There are investigations which the State Police need to be making into the
cover up of Hospital records, medical record pages with page numbers and some of them are missing
from the medical records at Martinsville City Jail. Corrupt Sheriff of Martinsville, corrupt this, corrupt
that. Now you understand why Brian filed a complaint against The Chimney Sweep. Martinsville is full
of corruption and thuggery in it's government, outta call it Mafiaville instead of Martinsville.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 6/29/2022 9:44 AM, Ziglar, Aaron M. wrote:

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia Attorney General's Office to assist in the resolution of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below written response from the business to your complaint. 
Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in writing within
ten (10) business days from the date of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in writing within ten business days, the complaint will be closed
and no further action will be taken.

This Office will  retain the complaint form and copies of all  official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state retention schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of
Information Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review,
upon request.

If you have any additional information or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or
respond to this message.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-1244 Office
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
http://www.ag.virginia.gov
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From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

Mr. Ziglar--Thanks for speaking with me yesterday and allowing me to submit this response in email
format.  I really appreciate your working with me and my client on submitting this response to the
complaint of Mr. Hill.

My client is Jacody Cassell and he is the owner of The Chimney Sweep in Franklin County, VA.  He
has been the owner since 2016.  His father had owned it from 1976 until 2016.  Jacody has always
worked for this company.  His son works for him now and intends to take over the company one
day.

The Chimney Sweep is a very reputable company and has had very few complaints made against
them for their work.  My client claims to have no knowledge of Brian D. Hill and Roberta Hill.  My
client has no records of ever providing an estimate for work to be done at the home of the Hills in
Martinsville and he has no evidence of ever doing any work for the Hills at a home in Martinsville. 
My client has no record of ever being paid to do any work for the Hills.  More importantly, until May
17, 2022, when Mr. Hill filed this complaint, my clients were never told about any of these claims.

My client has never done any work for the Hills.  They have never received any complaints from the
HIlls.  One would think that it would not take 3-5 years to make a complaint.  Mr. Hill is seeking
damages for payment of his legal expenses as a result of criminal charges in 2018.  

Mr. Hill's complaint is baseless and he has no evidence to support it.  He has offered no contract, no
estimate, and no evidence of payment.  He has nothing with which to back up his complaint.  Even if
he did, the statute of limitations for bodily injury is two years.  The appropriate statutes regarding
contracts are 3 years for verbal agreements and 5 years for written agreements.  Since he has no
written one, one must assume that if he had an agreement, it would be verbal and therefore beyond
that statute of limitation as well.

On behalf of The Chimney Sweep, I ask that this complaint be dismissed.  There is no evidence to
support this claim.

Please advise of any next step.  Thank you for your time and consideration.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street
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Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*
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Discharge Instructions for: Brian HilI 

HILL. BRIAN 0 
HH7B05836274 PRE ER 11M. ER 

11/19117 0850 UNKMlWH . UNKNOWN 

008: 05/26/90 27 M MR# t+l00370912 
Sovah Health - Martinsville 

~II!IIIIIII "'.IIII! 1IIIIIJIJIIII~ I~II illllllllll!"III1I1IIIII~II.i 

- ~ovah Health Martinsville 
320 Hospital Drive 

Martinsville, VA 24112 
276-666-7237 

Emergency Department 
Instructions for: 

Arrival Date: 

Hill, Brian D 

\~0{Ito7 

~'1 
~B'/ 

) '8' Sunday, November19,2017 

Thank you for choosing Sovah Health Martinsville for your care today. The examination and treatment 
you have received in the Emergency Department today have been rendered on an emergency basis only 
and are not intended to be a substitute for an effort to provide complete medical care. You should contact 
your follow-up physician as it is important that you let him or her check you and report any new or 
remaining problems since it is impossible to recognize and treat all elements of an injury or illness in a 
single emergency care center visit. 

Care provided by: Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD 

Diagnosis: Head Lacerationl Open wound of head; Hyperglycemia, unspecified 

DISCHARGE INSTRUCTIONS FORMS 

Head Injury, Adult Medication Reconciliation 
Facial Laceration 
Hyperglycemia, Easy-to-Read 
Stitches, Staples, or Adhesive Wound Closure, 
Easy-to-Read 

FOLLOW UP INSTRUCTIONS PRESCRIPTIONS 

Private Physlclan None 
When: 2 - 3 days; Reason: Wound Recheck 

SPECIAL NOTES 

None 

Suicide National Hotline: 1-800-273-8255 (800-273- TALK) . 

If you received a narcotic or sedative medication during your Emergency Department stay you 
should not drive, drink alcohol or operate heavy machinery for the next 8 hours as this medication 
can cause drowsiness, dizziness, and decrease your response time to events. 

I hereby acknowledge that I have received a copy of my transition care record and understand the 

bbove ins?8;nrlAirC'iPlions. ~:crru~ ~ 
Brian Hill ED Physician or Nurse . 

MRN # MM00370912 11/19/201712:14 

X-RA YS and LAB TESTS: 
If you had x-rays today they were read by the emergency physician. Your x-rays will also be read by a radiologist within 24 hours. If you 

MM00370912 
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Discharge Instructions for: Brian Hill 

had a culture done it will take 24 to 72 hours to get the results. If there is a change in the x-ray diagnosis or a positive culture, we will 
contact you. Please verify your current phone number prior to discharge at the check out desk. 

MEDICATIONS: 

If you received a prescription for medication(s) today, it is important that when you fill this you let the pharmacist know all the other 

medications that you are on and any allergies you might have. It is also important that you notify your follow-up physician of all your 

medications including the prescriptions you may receive today. 

TESTS AND PROCEDURES 
Labs 
CMP, Complete Blood Count W/auto Ditt, Thyroid Stimulating Hormone, pac GLU, poe GLU 

Rad 
CT Head wlo Contrast, Chest 1 View - Portable 

Procedures 

Blood Sugar, 12 Lead EKG, Laceration 

Other 

Seizure precautions, Accucheck, Cardiac Monitor, Apply to Pt, Pulse ox continuous, Oxygen at 2 LlNC, IV saline lock, 

EKG ED, Laceration repair set up 

Chart Copy 

HILL,BRIAN 0 
11>17805836274 PRE ER 11>1. ER 

ll/19/17 0850 UNKNOWN. UNKNOWN 

006: 05/26/90 27 H MR# 11>100370912 
Sovah Health - Martinsville 

.jlll1llll1lll~ 11I111~lllflrullll 1111111111 11111111111111111111111 --- ... _-_ 
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RECORD 
Nurse's Notes 
Sovah Health Martinsville 
Name: Brian Hill 
Age: 27 yrs 
Sex: Male 
DOB: OS/26/1990 
MRN: MM00370912 
Arrival Date: 11/19/2017 
Time: 08:51 
Account#: MM7805836274 
Bed ER 6 
Private MD: 
Diagnosis: Head Laceration/ Open wound of head; Hyperglycemia, unspecified 

Presentation: 
11/19 
09:08 Presenting complaint: Patient states: had a seizure this morning due 11 
to low blood sugar, laceration to head per pt, bleeding controlled. 
Airway is patent with good air movement. The patient is breathing 
without difficulty. The patient is pink,warm and dry. Heart rate is 
within normal limits. Patient is alert and oriented to person, place 
and time, Patient is moving all extremities appropriately. 
11/19 
09:08 Acuity: Urgent (3) 11 

Historical: 
- Allergies: Ranitidine; 
- Home Meds: 
1. Unable to Obtain 
- PMHx: OCD; autism; Diabetes - IDDM; 
- Sepsis Screening:: Sepsis screening negative at this time. 
- Social history:: Tobacco Status: The patient states he/she has 
never used tobacco. The patient's primary language is English. The 
patient'S preferred language is English. 
- Family history:: Reviewed and not pertinent. 
- Exposure Risk/Travel Screening:: Patient has not been out of the 
country in last 30 days. Have you been in contact with anyone who 
is ill that has traveled outside of the country in the last 30 
days? No. 
- Suicide Screening:: Have you recently had thoughts about hurting 
yourself or others? No. 
- Tuberculosis screening:: No symptoms or risk factors identified. 

Screening: 
11/19 
09:41 Fall Risk: Total Points: Med. Risk (25-44);. Abuse Screen: Patient mkk 
verbally denies physical, verbal and emotional abuse/neglect. There 
are no cultural/spiritual considerations for care for this patient. 

Assessment: 
11/19 

09:38 Complains of pain in face Pain does not radiate. Pain currently is 7 mkk 

MM00370912 
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out of 10 on a pain scale. The level of pain that is acceptable is 0 
out of 10 on a pain scale. General: Appears in no apparent distress, 
comfortable, well developed, well nourished, well groomed, Behavior 
is appropriate for age, cooperative, pleasant. Neuro: Reports 
headache. Neuro: Reports seizure due to low blood sugar. EENT: 
Denies. Cardiovascular: Denies. Respiratory: Denies. GI: Denies. GU: 
Denies. Derm: Denies. Musculoskeletal: Denies. Injury Description: 
Laceration sustained to face is clean, 0.5 to 2.5 em long, not 
bleeding, was sustained 4-6 hours ago. 
11/19 
09:38 Method Of Arrival: EMS mkk 

Vital Signs: 
11/19 
09:08 BP 131 / 76; Pulse 118; Resp 20; Temp 98.2; Pulse Ox 97% 
91.63 kg; Height 5 ft. 10 in. (177.80 em); 
11/19 
09:46 
11/19 
10:59 BP 124 / 73; Pulse 93; Resp 18; Pulse Ox 100% on R/A; 
11/19 
12:57 BP 119 / 67; Pulse 97; Resp 19; Pulse Ox 98% on R/A; 
11/19 
09:08 Body Mass Index 28.98 (91.63 kg, 177.80 em) 
11/19 
09:46 patient has OCD and had to do his "routines" prior to coming, has mkk 
been about 4 hours since injury occured 

weight 11 

mkk 

mkk 

pt3 

11 

Glasgow Coma Score: 
11/19 
12:16 Eye Response: spontaneous (4) . Verbal Response: oriented(5). Motor eeg 
Response: obeys commands (6) . Total: 15. 

ED Course: 
11/19 
08:51 Patient arrived in ED. 
11/19 
09:09 Rapid Initial Assessment completed. 
11/19 
09:27 Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD is Attending Physician. 

knm 

11 

eeg 
11/19 
09:41 Patient has correct armband on for positive identification. Placed in mkk 
gown. Bed in low position. Call light in reach. Side rails up X2. 
Adult with patient. Seizure precautions initiated. NIBP on. Pulse ox 
on. 
11/19 
09:41 No physician assisted procedures were completed. 
11/19 

mkk 

10:01 Inserted saline lock: 20 gauge right arm blood drawn from IV and sent mkk 
to lab per order. 
11/19 
10:08 EKG Done By ED Tech 10:06 Reviewed by Physician Edna Ekuban-Gordon MD.bh 

11/19 
10:40 Critical Lab Value: Patient Name verified: Brian Hill, Patient DOB 11 

MM00370912 
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verified May 26, 1990 Critical value glucose 459reported read back to 
reporting lab personnel, and reported to Dr. Edna Ekuban-Gordon MD. 
11/19 
10:59 Assist provider with laceration repair Set up tray. mkk 
11/19 
11:53 Troncoso, Priscilla, RN is primary Nurse. pt3 

Administered Medications: 
11/19 
10:59 Drug: NS 0.9% 1000 ml Route: IV; Rate: 999 mL/hr; Site: right arm; mkk 
11/19 
12:59 Follow up: Response: No adverse reaction; IV Status: Completed pt3 
infusion 
11/19 
11:02 Drug: NovoLIN R 7 units {Co-Signature: mkk (Michaela Karet RN).} 11 
Route: IVP; Site: right arm; 
11/19 
12:58 Follow up: Response: No adverse reaction pt3 

Point of Care Testing: 
Blood Glucose: 
11/19 
09:40 Glucose Value: 489; 
11/19 
09:43 Glucose Value: 435; 
11/19 
09:40 test repeated 
Ranges: 

mkk 

mkk 

mkk 

Output: 
11/19 
11:28 Urine: 600ml (Voided); Total: 600ml. dab 

Outcome: 
11/19 
12:14 Discharge ordered by Provider. eeg 
11/19 
12:57 Discharged to home ambulatory, with family. pt3 
12:57 Instructions given to patient, parent, Instructed on discharge 
instructions. follow up and referral plans .. Patient and/or family 
voiced understanding of instructions using teach back method. 
12:57 The patients' shirt, pants, shoes, socks and underwear were sent 
with the patient. 
12:57 Discharge Assessment: Patient 
12:57 Discharge Assessment: Patient has no functional deficits. 
12:57 Discontinued IV lock intact, bleeding controlled, pressure dressing 
applied, No redness/swelling at site. 
11/19 
13:24 Patient left the ED. jkp 

Signatures: 
Harrison, Rindi, RN 
Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD 

RN 
MD 

11 
eeg 
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RECORD 
Physician Documentation 
Sovah Health Martinsville 
Name: Brian Hill 
Age: 27 yrs 
Sex: Male 
DOB: OS/26/1990 
MRN: MM00370912 
Arrival Date: 11/19/2017 
Time: 08:51 
Account#: MM7805836274 
Bed ER 6 
Private MD: 
ED Physician Ekuban-Gordon, Edna 
HPI: 
11/19 
11:49 This 27 yrs old White Male presents to ER via EMS with complaints of eeg 
Fall Injury. 
11/19 
11:49 Onset: The symptoms/episode began/occurred today. Associated eeg 
injuries: The patient sustained injury to the head. Associated signs 
and symptoms: Loss of consciousness: the patient experienced no loss 
of consciousness. Severity of symptoms: in the emergency department 
the symptoms are unchanged. Pain Management: Patient denies pain. The 
patient has experienced similar episodes in the past, a few times. 
The patient has not recently seen a physician. Family report history 
of low blood sugar, general low will have seizure episode when the 
blood sugar is low. Blood sugar was obtained by mom at 20 repeat 40 
was subsequently given some oral glucose and brought here for further 
evaluation. Patient denies any headache palpitation no neck pain and 
stiffness. Admits to feeling like himself .. 

Historical: 
- Allergies: Ranitidine; 
- Home Meds: 
1. Unable to Obtain 
- PMHx: OCD; autism; Diabetes - IDDM; 
- Sepsis Screening:: Sepsis screening negative at this time. 
- Social history:: Tobacco Status: The patient states he/she has 
never used tobacco. The patient's primary language is English. The 
patient's preferred language is English. 
- Family history:: Reviewed and not pertinent. 
- Exposure Risk/Travel Screening:: Patient has not been out of the 
country in last 30 days. Have you been in contact with anyone who 
is ill that has traveled outside of the country in the last 30 
days? No. 
- Suicide Screening:: Have you recently had thoughts about hurting 
yourself or others? No. 
- Tuberculosis screening:: No symptoms or risk factors identified. 
- The history from nurses notes was reviewed: and I agree with what 
is documented up to this point. 

ROS: 
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11/19 
11:52 Eyes: Negative for injury, pain, redness, and discharge, ENT: 
Negative for injury, pain, and discharge, Neck: Negative for injury, 
pain, and swelling, Cardiovascular: Negative for chest pain, 
palpitations, and edema, Respiratory: Negative for shortness of 
breath, cough, wheezing, and pleuritic chest pain, Abdomen/GI: 
Negative for abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and 
constipation, Back: Negative for injury and pain, MS/Extremity: 
Negative for injury and deformity. All other systems are negative, 
except as documented below. Skin: positive for laceration(s), of the 
face. Neuro: Negative for dizziness, headache, weakness. Psych: 
Negative for depression, alcohol dependence, homicidal ideation, 
suicide gesture. 

eeg 

Exam: 
11/19 
11:53 Eyes: pupils equal round and reactive to light, extra-ocular motions eeg 
intact. Lids and lashes normal. Conjunctiva and sclera are 
non-icteric and not injected. Cornea within normal limits. 
Periorbital areas with no swelling, redness, or edema. ENT: Nares 
patent. No nasal discharge, no septal abnormalities noted. Tympanic 
membranes are normal and external auditory canals are clear. 
Oropharynx with no redness, swelling, or masses, exudates, or 
evidence of obstruction, uvula midline. Mucous membrane moist Neck: 
Trachea midline, no thyromegaly or masses palpated, and no cervical 
lymphadenopathy. Supple, full range of motion without nuchal 
rigidity, or vertebral point tenderness. No Meningismus. 
Chest/axilla: Normal chest wall appearance and motion. Nontender 
with no deformity. No lesions are appreciated. Cardiovascular: 
Regular rate and rhythm with a normal SI and S2. ,no jvd No pulse 
deficits. Respiratory: Lungs have equal breath sounds bilaterally, 
clear to auscultation and percussion. No rales, rhonchi or wheezes 
noted. No increased work of breathing, no retractions or nasal 
flaring. Abdomen/GI: Soft, non-tender, with normal bowel sounds. No 
distension or tympany. No guarding or rebound. No evidence of 
tenderness throughout. Back: No spinal tenderness. No 
costovertebral tenderness. Full range of motion. MS/ Extremity: 
Pulses equal, no cyanosis. Neurovascular intact. Full, normal range 
of motion. Neuro: Awake and alert, GCS 15, oriented to person, 
place, time, and situation. Cranial nerves II-XII grossly intact. 
Motor strength 5/5 in all extremities. Sensory grossly intact. 
Cerebellar exam normal. Normal gait., slow, but appropriate Psych: 
Awake, alert, with orientation to person, place and time. Behavior, 
mood, and affect are within normal limits. 
11:53 Constitutional: The patient appears alert, awake, non-diaphoretic. 
11:53 Head/face: Noted is a laceration(s), that is linear, 3 cm(s). 
11:53 Musculoskeletal/extremity: Extremities: all appear grossly normal, 
with no appreciated pain with palpation, ROM: intact in all 
extremities, Circulation is intact in all extremities. Sensation 
intact. 
11:53 Psych: Behavior/mood is cooperative. 

Vital Signs: 
11/19 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
320 HOSPITAL DRIVE - P.O. BOX 4788 

MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 (276)666-7360 
CLIA NO. 49D0231853 RT CLIA NO. 4D0661287 

PAGE: 2 

RUN DATE:11/23/17 
DISCHARGE SUMMARY FOR MEDICAL RECORDS FOR LABORATORY 

Patient: HILL, BRIAN D #MM7805836274 (Continued) 

I*****************************************CHEMISTRY***************************************** I 

11/19/17 
1007 

Date 
Time Reference Units 

17 
11. 01 
1102(A) 

(5-25) 
(0.90-1.30) 

MG/DL 
MG/DL 

BUN 
CREATININE 
eGFR NON-AA 

(A) Non-African American 

eGFR AA 1118 (B) 

(B) African American. 
eGFR UNITS: ml/min/1.73m2. 
*eGFR >= 60 = Normal GFR or mild decrease in GFR 
*eGFR 30-59 = Moderate decrease in GFR (Stage 3 CKD) 
*eGFR 15-29 = Severe decrease in GFR (Stage 4 CKD) 
*eGFR <15 = End-stage kidney failure (Stage 5 CKD) 

The equation has not been validated in patients >70 YRS OLD. 

SODIUM 11131 LI I I (135-145) MMOL/L 
POTASSIUM 14.4 

LI 
I I (3.5-5.0) MMOL/L 

CHLORIDE 1196 I 1 (98-109) MMOL/L 
CO2 126 1 1 I (20-30) MMOL/L 
ANION GAP 19.0 

_ *HI 
1 1 ( 1-10) 

GLUCOSE 11459 (C) 1 1 (65-100) MG/DL 

(C) CRITICAL RESULTS CALLED ON 11/19/17 
AT 1035 TO: RINDY LAPRADE/RB/CALLED X 2 SNCE 1035 
BY: CLIFTON, LYDIA C 

CALCIUM 19.0 1 I 1 (8.5-10.3) MG/DL 
TOTAL PROTEIN 17.8 I I I (6.0-8.0) G/DL 
ALBUMIN 14.3 I I 1 (3.2-5.5) G/DL 
AG 11. 2 1 I I (1.2-1.7) RATIO 
GLOBULIN 13.5 1 I 1 (2.5-3.9) G/DL 
T BILl 10.50 1 1 1 (0.20-1.00) MG/DL 
SGOT/AST 127 1 1 I (10-42) IU/L 
SGPT/ALT 121 I I I (10-60) ro/L 
ALK PHOS 174 1 I I (42-121) IU/L 
TSH 11. 29 I I I (0.34-5.60) uIU/ML 

Age/Sex: 27/M Acct#MM7805836274 Unit#MM00370912 Patient: HILL, BRIAN D 

Lab Data Results - Page 2/3 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
RADIOLOGY DEPT 
320 HOSPTIAL DR 
MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 
PHONE #: 276-666-7223 

FAX #: 276-666-7591 

Name: HILL,BRIAN D 
Phys: EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD 
DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: M 
Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER 
Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER 
Radiology No: 

Unit No: MM00370912 

EXAMS: 
000898111 CHEST 1 VIEW - PORTABLE 

EXAM REASON: 
Chest Tightness 

PORTABLE CHEST 

HISTORY: Seizure. 

COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 

FINDINGS: The heart size and configuration are within normal limits 
for age and portable technique. The lungs are clear. There is no 
evidence of pleural effusions or pneumothorax. No acute bony 
abnormality. 

IMPRESSION: No evidence of acute cardiopulmonary disease. 

** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 at 1424 ** 
Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY 
Signed by: KHOURY,MAROON B 

CC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD 

Technologist: KYLEA ANN KEATTS 
Transcribed Date/Time: 11/19/2017 (1146) 
Transcriptionist: MMTRSPSB 
Orig Print D/T: S: 11/19/2017 (1424) 

BATCH NO: N/A 

PAGE 1 Signed Report 
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HILL, BRIAN 
27years 
Male Caucasian 

19-Nov-20 17 10:06:44 Memorial Hospital of Martinsville 

:D~' 
T,"<r: ~ 0 
h,:·; ,. , . 

ID: 000370912 
Vent. rate 105 bpm 
PR interval 158 ms 
QRS duration 92 ·ms 
QT/QTc 328/433 ms 
P-R-T axes 64 64 52 

Sinus tachycardia 
Possible Left atrial enlargement 
Borderline ECG 

Room;.' 
Loc: 15 ,.. 

IT 
Visit: MM7805836274 
Secondary lD: MM216937 
Referred by: EKUBAN-GORDON, EDNA 
.1,1.,1' ••. , ,T . .....,..,.... -rr-e-r-rr-r-r r-r-rr-rr-r-r-r-r-r 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
320 HOSPITAL DRIVE - P.O. BOX 4788 

MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 (276)666-7360 
CLIA NO. 49D0231853 RT CLIA NO. 4D0661287 

PAGE: 1 

RUN DATE:ll/23/17 
DISCHARGE SUMMARY FOR MEDICAL RECORDS FOR LABORATORY 

CMAX: MM00370912-MM7805836274-LABDATA-20171123-LABDISMM1001869144-COCMMH-COCVAE-LAB.COCMMH- 

PATIENT: HILL, BRIAN D ACCT #: MM7805836274 LOC: MM.ER U #: MM00370912 
AGE/SX: 27/M ROOM: REG: 11/19/17 

REG DR: EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD DOB: OS/26/90 BED: DIS: 
STATUS: DEP ER TLOC: 

~**************************************POINT OF CARE*************************************** I 

Date -----------11/19/17----------- 
Time 1006 0943 Reference Units 

POC GLU 11429 HI1435 HI I (65-100) MG/DL 

I*****************************************HEMATOLOGY*****************************************1 

Date 11/19/17 
Time 1007 Reference Units 

WBC 11. 6 HI I (4.5-11.0) K/UL 
RBC 5.32 I I (4.50-5.90) M/UL 
HGB 15.8 I I (14.0-17.5) G/DL 
HCT 46.0 I I (35.0-49.0) % 

MCV 86.5 I I (80-96) UM3 
MCH 29.7 I I (27-32 ) PG 
MCHC 34.3 I I (32-37) G/DL 
RDW 13.1 I I (11.5-14.5) % 

RDW-SD 4l.1 I I (35.1-43.9) fl 
PLT 241 I (140-440) K/UL 
MPV 10.8 H (7.4-10.4) fl 
SEGS % 84 H (37-80) % 

SEG ABSOLUTE 19.77 H (1.5-6.8) K/UL 
LYMPH % 110 I I (10-50) % 

LYMPH ABSOLUTE 11.10 I I (1.0-4.0) K/UL 
MONO % 16 1 1 (0-12) % 
MONO ABSOLUTE 10.64 I I (0.2-1. 0) K/UL 
EOS % 10 I I (0 -7) % 

EOS ABSOLUTE 10.05 I I (0.0-0.5) K/UL 
BASO % 10 I I (0-2) % 

BASO ABSOLUTE 10.04 I I (0.0-0.2) K/UL 
IG % 10.3 I I % 

IG ABSOLUTE 10.0 I I (0.0-0.1) 

Patient: HILL, BRIAN D Age/Sex: 27/M Acct#MM7805836274 Unit#MM00370912 
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09:08 BP 131 / 76; Pulse 118; Resp 20; Temp 98.2; Pulse Ox 97% 
91.63 kg; Height 5 ft. 10 in. (177.80 em); 
11/19 
09:46 mkk 
11/19 
10:59 BP 124 / 73; Pulse 93; Resp 18; Pulse Ox 100% on R/A; mkk 
11/19 
12:57 BP 119 / 67; Pulse 97; Resp 19; Pulse Ox 98% on R/A; pt3 
11/19 
09:08 Body Mass Index 28.98 (91.63 kg, 177.80 cm) 11 
11/19 
09:46 patient has OCD and had to do his "routines" prior to coming, has mkk 
been about 4 hours since injury occured 

weight 11 

Glasgow Coma Score: 
11/19 
12:16 Eye Response: spontaneous (4) . Verbal Response: oriented(5). Motor eeg 
Response: obeys commands (6) . Total: 15. 

Laceration: 
11/19 
12:11 Wound Repair of 3cm ( 1.2in ) subcutaneous laceration to forehead. eeg 
Linear shaped .. No foreign body noted. Distal neuro/vascular/tendon 
intact. Anesthesia: Wound infiltrated with 3 mls of 1% lidocaine w/ 
Epi. Wound prep: Simple cleansing with betadine. Skin closed with 6 
1-0 Prolene using Staple gun. Dressed with pressure dressing. Patient 
tolerated well. 

MDM: 
11/19 
09:27 MSE Initiated by Provider. eeg 
11/19 
12:12 Differential diagnosis: abrasion, closed head injury, concussion, eeg 
contusion, dislocation, fracture, laceration, multiple trauma, 
sprain, Substance abuse. Data reviewed: vital signs, nurses notes, 
lab test result(s), radiologic studies. Data interpreted: Cardiac 
monitor: Normal rate. Counseling: I had a detailed discussion with 
the patient and/or guardian regarding: the historical points, exam 
findings, and any diagnostic results supporting the discharge/admit 
diagnosis, lab results, radiology results, the need for outpatient 
follow up, to return to the emergency department if symptoms worsen 
or persist or if there are any questions or concerns that arise at 
home. Response to treatment: the patient's symptoms have markedly 
improved after treatment. 

11/19 
09:46 Order name: POC GLD; Complete Time: 09:57 
11/19 
09:56 Order name: CMP; Complete Time: 10:53 
11/19 
09:56 Order name: Complete Blood Count W/auto Diff; Complete Time: 10:53 eeg 

EDMS 

eeg 

11/19 
09:56 Order name: Thyroid Stimulating Hormone; Complete Time: 10:53 eeg 
11/19 
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11/19/17 12:14 Discharged to Home. Impression: Head Laceration/ Open wound 
of head, Hyperglycemia, unspecified. 
- Condition is Stable. 
- Discharge Instructions: Head Injury, Adult, Facial Laceration, 
Hyperglycemia, Easy-to-Read, Stitches, Staples, or Adhesive Wound 
Closure, Easy-to-Read. 

- Medication Reconciliation form. 
- Follow up: Private Physician; When: 2 - 3 days; Reason: Wound 
Recheck. 
- Problem is new. 
- Symptoms have improved. 

Order Results: 
Lab Order: POC GLU; SPEC'M 11/19/17 09:46 
Test: POC GLU; Value: 435; Range: 65-100; Abnormal: Above high 
normal; Units: MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 09:46 
Lab Order: CMP; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: SODIUM; Value: 131; Range: 135-145; Abnormal: Below low normal; 
Units: MMOL/L; Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: POTASSIUM; Value: 4.4; Range: 3.5-5.0; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CHLORIDE; Value: 96; Range: 98-109; Abnormal: Below low normal; 
Units: MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CARBON DIOXIDE; Value: 26; Range: 20-30; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: ANION GAP; Value: 9.0; Range: 1-10; Abnormal: ; Status: F; 
Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CALCIUM; Value: 9.0; Range: 8.5-10.3; Abnormal: ; Units: MG/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: BLOOD UREA NITROGEN; Value: 7; Range: 5-25; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MG/DL; Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: CREATININE; Value: 1.01; Range: 0.90-1.30; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MG/DL; Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE; Value: 102; Abnormal: ; Status: F; 
Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test Note: 11/19 10:34 T nbsp;; Non-African American 
Test: GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE-AA; Value: 118; Abnormal: ; Status: 
Fi Updated; 11/19 10;34 
Test Note: 11/19 10:34 T nbsp;; African American. eGFR UNITS: 
ml/min/1.73m2. *eGFR >= 60 = Normal GFR or mild decrease in GFR *eGFR 
30-59 = Moderate decrease in GFR (Stage 3 CKD) *eGFR 15-29 = Severe 
decrease in GFR (Stage 4 CKD) *eGFR <15 = End-stage kidney failure 
(Stage 5 CKD) The equation has not been validated in patients >70 YRS 
OLD. 
Test: TOTAL PROTEIN; Value: 7.8; Range: 6.0-8.0; Abnormal: ; Units: 
G/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 

Test: ALBUMIN; Value: 4.3; Range: 3.2-5.5; Abnormal: ; units: G/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: ALB/GLOB RATIO; Value: 1.2; Range: 1.2-1.7; Abnormal: ; Units: 
RATIO; status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLOBULIN; Value: 3.5; Range: 2.5-3.9; Abnormal: ; Units: G/DL; 
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Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: BILIRUBIN, TOTAL; Value: 0.50; Range: 0.20-1.00; Abnormal: 
Units: MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: SGOT/AST; Value: 27; Range: 10-42; Abnormal: Units: IU/L; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: SGPT/ALT; Value: 21; Range: 10-60; Abnormal: Units: IU/L; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE; Value: 74; Range: 42-121; Abnormal: ; 
Units: IU/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLUCOSE, SERUM; Value: 459; Range: 65-100; Abnormal: Above 
upper panic limits; Units: MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:39 
Test Note: 11/19 10:39 T nbsp;; CRITICAL RESULTS CALLED ON 11/19/17 AT 
1035 TO: RINDY LAPRADE/RB/CALLED X 2 SNCE 1035 BY: CLIFTON,LYDIA C 
Lab Order: Complete Blood Count W/auto Diff; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: WHITE BLOOD CELL; Value: 11.6; Range: 4.5-11.0; Abnormal: Above 
high normal; Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RED BLOOD CELL; Value: 5.32; Range: 4.50-5.90; Abnormal: ; 
Units: M/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: HEMOGLOBIN; Value: 15.8; Range: 14.0-17.5; Abnormal: Units: 
G/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: HEMATOCRIT; Value: 46.0; Range: 35.0-49.0; Abnormal: units: 
%; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MEAN CELL VOLUME; Value: 86.5; Range: 80-96; Abnormal: ; Units: 
UM3; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MCH; Value: 29.7; Range: 27-32; Abnormal: ; Units: PG; Status: 
F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MCHC; Value: 34.3; Range: 32-37; Abnormal: ; Units: G/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RELL CELL DISTRIBUTION WIDTH; Value: 13.1; Range: 11.5-14.5; 
Abnormal: ; Units: %; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RDW STANDARD DEVIATION; Value: 41.1; Range: 35.1-43.9; 
Abnormal: ; Units: fl; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: PLATELETS; Value: 241; Range: 140-440; Abnormal: ; Units: K/UL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MEAN PLATELET VOLUME; Value: 10.8; Range: 7.4-10.4; Abnormal: 
Above high normal; Units: fl; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: SEGMENTED NEUTROPHIL PERCENT; Value: 84; Range: 37-80; 
Abnormal: Above high normal; Units: %; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: SEGMENTED NEUTROPHIL ABSOLUTE; Value: 9.77; Range: 1.5-6.8; 
Abnormal: Above high normal; Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 
10;18 
Test: LYMPHOCYTE PERCENT; Value: 10; Range: 10-50; Abnormal: ; Units: 
%; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: LYMPHOCYTES ABSOLUTE; Value: 1.10; Range: 1.0-4.0; Abnormal: ; 
Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MONOCYTE PERCENT; Value: 6; Range: 0-12; Abnormal: ; Units: %; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MONOCYTE ABSOLUTE COUNT; Value: 0.64; Range: 0.2-1.0; Abnormal: 

; Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: EOSINOPHIL PERCENT; Value: 0; Range: 0-7; Abnormal: ; Units: %; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: EOSINOPHIL ABSOLUTE; Value: 0.05; Range: 0.0-0.5; Abnormal: ; 
Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: BASOPHIL PERCENT; Value: 0; Range: 0-2; Abnormal: ; units: %; 
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Status: Fi Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: BASOPHIL ABSOLUTEi Value: 0.04i Range: 0.0-0.2i Abnormal: 
Units: K/ULi Status: Fi Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: IMMATURE GRANS PERCENTi Value: 0.3i Abnormal: i units: %i 
Status: Fi Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: IMMATURE GRANS ABSOLUTEi Value: O.Oi Range: O.O-O.li Abnormal: 
i Status: Fi Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Lab Order: Thyroid Stimulating Hormonei SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: THYROID STIMULATING HORMONEi Value: 1.29i Range: 0.34-5.60i 
Abnormal: i units: uIU/MLi Status: Fi updated: 11/19 10:48 
Lab Order: POC GLUi SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:13 
Test: POC GLUi Value: 429i Range: 65-100i Abnormal: Above high 
normali Units: MG/DLi Status: Fi updated: 11/19 10:13 

Radiology Order: Chest 1 View - Portable 
Test: Chest 1 View - Portable 
SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE Name: HILL,BRIAN D i RADIOLOGY DEPT Phys: 
EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD i 320 HOSPTIAL DR DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: 
M i MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER i PHONE #: 
276-666-7223 Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER i FAX #: 
276-666-7591 Radiology No: i Unit No: MM00370912 i EXAMS: EXAM 
REASON: i 000898111 CHEST 1 VIEW - PORTABLE Chest Tightness i 
PORTABLE CHEST i HISTORY: Seizure. i COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 i 
FINDINGS: The heart size and configuration are within normal limits 
for age and portable technique. The lungs are clear. There is no 
evidence of pleural effusions or pneumothorax. No acute bony i 

abnormality. i IMPRESSION: No evidence of acute cardiopulmonary 
disease. i ** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 
at 1424 ** i Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY i Signed by: 
KHOURY,MAROON B i iCC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD i i Technologist: KYLEA 
ANN KEATTS i Transcribed Date/Time: 11/19/2017 (1146) 
Transcriptionist: MMTRSPSB i Orig Print D/T: S: 11/19/2017 (1424) 
Reprint D/T: 11/19/2017 (1424) BATCH NO: N/A i 

Radiology Order: CT Head w/o Contrast 
Test: CT Head w/o Contrast 
SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE Name: HILL,BRIAN D i RADIOLOGY DEPT Phys: 
EKUBAN-GORDON, EDNA MD i 320 HOSPTIAL DR DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: 
M i MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER i PHONE #: 
276-666-7223 Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER i FAX #: 
276-666-7591 Radiology No: i unit No: MM00370912 i EXAMS: EXAM 
REASON: i 000898114 CT HEAD wlo CONTRAST i UNENHANCED HEAD CT ; 
HISTORY: Head injury. i COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 i TECHNIQUE: This CT 
examination was performed using one or more of the i following dose 
reduction techniques: automated exposure control, i adjustment of the 
MA and/or KV according to patient size, and/or use i of iterative 
reconstruction techniques. i Axial CT images were obtained through 
the brain without the use of i intravenous contrast. i FINDINGS: 

There is no evidence of acute infarct, intracranial i hemorrhage, or 
mass effect. Ventricles and sulci are normal for the i patient's age. 
Calvarium is intact. Visualized portions of the i paranasal sinuses 
and orbits are normal. i IMPRESSION: Negative for acute intracranial 
process. i ** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 
at 1424 ** i Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY Signed by: 
KHOURY,MAROON B i iCC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD i Technologist: 
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Discharge Instructions for: Brian Hill 

HILL.BRIAN 0 
MM7B05836274 PRE ER MM. ER 

11119117 0850 UNKt«JWf( UNKNOWN 

008: 05/26/90 27 M MR# ~00370912 
Sovah Health - Martinsville 

~1'!IIIIlIIII!.IIII! IIIIIIIIIIIIJ~ I~JJ ~!IIIII1III!IIIIIIlIIIIII~II.i 

- 150vah Health Martinsville 
320 Hospital Drive 

Martinsville, VA 24112 
276-666-7237 

Emergency Department 
Instructions for: 

Arrival Date: 

Hill, Brian 0 

\~otllo7 

0(1 
O1B-;' 

) <8. Sunday, November 19, 2017 

Thank you for choosing Sovah Health Martinsville for your care today. The examination and treatment 
you have received in the Emergency Department today have been rendered on an emergency basis only 
and are not intended to be a substitute for an effort to provide complete medical care. You should contact 
your follow-up physician as it is important that you let him or her check you and report any new or 
remaining problems since it is impossible to recognize and treat all elements of an injury or illness in a 
single emergency care center visit. 

Care provided by: Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD 

Diagnosis: Head Lacerationl Open wound of head; Hyperglycemia, unspecified 

DISCHARGE INSTRUCTIONS FORMS 

Head Injury. Adult Medication Reconciliation 
Facial Laceration 
Hyperg Iycemia, Easy-to-Read 
Stitches. Staples, or Adhesive Wound Closure, 
Easy-to-Read 

FOLLOW UP INSTRUCTIONS PRESCRIPTIONS 

Private Physician None 
When: 2 - 3 days; Reason: Wound Recheck 

SPECIAL NOTES 

None 

Suicide National Hotline: 1-800-273-8255 (800-273- TALK) . 

If you received a narcotic or sedative medication during your Emergency Department stay you 
should not drive, drink alcohol or operate heavy machinery for the next 8 hours as this medication 
can cause drowslness, dizziness, and decrease your response time to events. 

I hereby acknowledge that I have received a copy of my transition care record and understand the -, above insAtnha"!l/ rrscriptions. Q r'\ '" 

G ~I !I, [/1 ( 'J ,_)R),£'bfv~ ~ 
Brian Hill ED Physician or Nurse . 

MRN # MM00370912 111191201712:14 

X-RAYS and LAB TESTS: 
If you had x-rays today they were read by the emergency physician. Your x-rays will also be read by a radiologist within 24 hours. If you 
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Discharge Instructions for: Brian Hill 

had a culture done it will take 24 to 72 hours to get the results. If there is a change in the x-ray diagnosis or a positive culture, we will 

contact you. Please verify your current phone number prior to discharge at the check out desk. 

MEDICATIONS: 
If you received a prescription for medication(s) today, it is important that when you fill this you let the pharmacist know all the other 

medications that you are on and any allergies you might have. It is also important that you notify your follow-up physician of all your 

medications including the prescriptions you may receive today. 

TESTS AND PROCEDURES 
Labs 
CMP, Complete Blood Count W/auto Diff, Thyroid Stimulating Hormone, POC GLU, POC GLU 

Rad 
CT Head wlo Contrast, Chest 1 View - Portable 

Procedures 
Blood Sugar, 12 Lead EKG, Laceration 

Other 
Seizure precautions, Accucheck, Cardiac Monitor, Apply to Pt, Pulse ox continuous, Oxygen at 2 LlNC, IV saline lock, 
EKG ED, Laceration repair set up 

Chart Copy 

HILL,BRIAN 0 
MM7805836274 PRE ER MM. ER 

llIl9/17 0850 UNKNOWN. UNKNOWN 

DOB: OS/26/90 27 M MR# I'WO03709l2 
Sovah Health - Martinsville 

.Jlll1llll1lll1lll1lll~11 flirullfllllllllill 111111111111111 11111111 ' --_ . _._-_ . 
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RECORD 
Nurse's Notes 
Sovah Health Martinsville 
Name: Brian Hill 
Age: 27 yrs 
Sex: Male 
DOB: OS/26/1990 
MRN: MM00370912 
Arrival Date: 11/19/2017 
Time: 08:51 
Account#: MM7805836274 
Bed ER 6 
Private MD: 
Diagnosis: Head Laceration/ Open wound of headiHyperglycemia, unspecified 

Presentation: 
11/19 
09:08 presenting complaint: Patient states: had a seizure this morning due 11 
to low blood sugar, laceration to head per pt, bleeding controlled. 
Airway is patent with good air movement. The patient is breathing 
without difficulty. The patient is pink,warm and dry. Heart rate is 
within normal limits. Patient is alert and oriented to person, place 
and time, Patient is moving all extremities appropriately. 
11/19 
09:08 Acuity: Urgent (3) 11 

Historical: 
- Allergies: Ranitidinei 
- Home Meds: 
1. Unable to Obtain 
- PMHx: OCDi autismi Diabetes - IDDMi 
- Sepsis Screening:: Sepsis screening negative at this time. 
- Social history:: Tobacco Status: The patient states he/she has 
never used tobacco. The patient's primary language is English. The 
patient's preferred language is English. 
- Family history:: Reviewed and not pertinent. 
- Exposure Risk/Travel Screening:: Patient has not been out of the 
country in last 30 days. Have you been in contact with anyone who 
is ill that has traveled outside of the country in the last 30 
days? No. 
- Suicide Screening:: Have you recently had thoughts about hurting 
yourself or others? No. 
- Tuberculosis screening:: No symptoms or risk factors identified. 

Screening: 
11/19 
09:41 Fall Risk: Total Points: Med. Risk (25-44) i. Abuse Screen: Patient mkk 
verbally denies physical, verbal and emotional abuse/neglect. There 
are no cultural/spiritual considerations for care for this patient. 

Assessment: 
11/19 

09:38 Complains of pain in face Pain does not radiate. Pain currently is 7 mkk 
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out of 10 on a pain scale. The level of pain that is acceptable is 0 
out of 10 on a pain scale. General: Appears in no apparent distress, 
comfortable, well developed, well nourished, well groomed, Behavior 
is appropriate for age, cooperative, pleasant. Neuro: Reports 
headache. Neuro: Reports seizure due to low blood sugar. EENT: 
Denies. Cardiovascular: Denies. Respiratory: Denies. GI: Denies. GU: 
Denies. Derm: Denies. Musculoskeletal: Denies. Injury Description: 
Laceration sustained to face is clean, O.S to 2.S cm long, not 
bleeding, was sustained 4-6 hours ago. 
11/19 
09:38 Method Of Arrival: EMS mkk 

Vital Signs: 
11/19 
09:08 BP 131 / 76; Pulse 118; Resp 20; Temp 98.2; Pulse Ox 97% 
91.63 kg; Height S ft. 10 in. (177.80 cm); 
11/19 
09:46 
11/19 
10:S9 BP 124 / 73; Pulse 93; Resp 18; Pulse Ox 100% on R/A; 
11/19 
12:S7 BP 119 / 67; Pulse 97; Resp 19; Pulse Ox 98% on R/A; 
11/19 
09:08 Body Mass Index 28.98 (91.63 kg, 177.80 cm) 
11/19 
09:46 patient has OCD and had to do his "routines" prior to corning, has mkk 
been about 4 hours since injury occured 

weight 11 

mkk 

mkk 

pt3 

11 

Glasgow Coma Score: 
11/19 
12:16 Eye Response: spontaneous (4) . Verbal Response: oriented(S). Motor eeg 
Response: obeys commands (6) . Total: lS. 

ED Course: 
11/19 
08:S1 Patient arrived in ED. 
11/19 
09:09 Rapid Initial Assessment completed. 
11/19 
09:27 Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD is Attending Physician. 
11/19 
09:41 Patient has correct armband on for positive identification. Placed in mkk 
gown. Bed in low position. Call light in reach. Side rails up X2. 
Adult with patient. Seizure precautions initiated. NIBP on. Pulse ox 

knm 

11 

eeg 

on. 
11/19 
09:41 No physician assisted procedures were completed. 
11/19 
10:01 Inserted saline lock: 20 gauge right arm blood drawn from IV and sent mkk 
to lab per order. 
11/19 
10:08 EKG Done By ED Tech 10:06 Reviewed by Physician Edna Ekuban-Gordon MD.bh 

mkk 

11/19 
10:40 Critical Lab Value: Patient Name verified: Brian Hill, Patient DOB 11 
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Verified May 26, 1990 Critical value glucose 459reported read back to 
reporting lab personnel, and reported to Dr. Edna Ekuban-Gordon MD. 
11/19 
10:59 Assist provider with laceration repair Set up tray. mkk 
11/19 
11:53 Troncoso, Priscilla, RN is Primary Nurse. pt3 

Administered Medications: 
11/19 
10:59 Drug: NS 0.9% 1000 ml Route: IV; Rate: 999 mL/hr; Site: right arm; mkk 
11/19 
12:59 Follow up: Response: No adverse reaction; IV Status: Completed pt3 
infusion 
11/19 
11:02 Drug: NovoLIN R 7 units {Co-Signature: mkk (Michaela Karet RN).} 11 
Route: IVP; Site: right arm; 
11/19 
12:58 Follow up: Response: No adverse reaction pt3 

Point of Care Testing: 
Blood Glucose: 
11/19 
09:40 Glucose Value: 489; 
11/19 
09:43 Glucose Value: 435; 
11/19 
09:40 test repeated 
Ranges: 

mkk 

mkk 

mkk 

Output: 
11/19 
11:28 Urine: 600ml (Voided); Total: 600ml. dab 

Outcome: 
11/19 
12:14 Discharge ordered by Provider. eeg 
11/19 
12:57 Discharged to home ambulatory, with family. pt3 
12:57 Instructions given to patient, parent, Instructed on discharge 
instructions. follow up and referral plans .. Patient and/or family 
voiced understanding of instructions using teach back method. 
12:57 The patients' shirt, pants, shoes, socks and underwear were sent 
with the patient. 
12:57 Discharge Assessment: Patient 
12:57 Discharge Assessment: Patient has no functional deficits. 
12:57 Discontinued IV lock intact, bleeding controlled, pressure dressing 
applied, No redness/swelling at site. 
11/19 
13:24 Patient left the ED. jkp 

Signatures: 
Harrison, Rindi, RN 
Ekuban-Gordon, Edna, MD 

RN 
MD 

11 
eeg 
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EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RECORD 
Physician Documentation 
Sovah Health Martinsville 
Name: Brian Hill 
Age: 27 yrs 
Sex: Male 
DOB: OS/26/1990 
MRN: MM00370912 
Arrival Date: 11/19/2017 
Time: 08:51 
Account#: MM7805836274 
Bed ER 6 
Private MD: 
ED Physician Ekuban-Gordon, Edna 
HPI: 
11/19 
11:49 This 27 yrs old white Male presents to ER via EMS with complaints of eeg 
Fall Injury. 
11/19 
11:49 Onset: The symptoms/episode began/occurred today. Associated eeg 
injuries: The patient sustained injury to the head. Associated signs 
and symptoms: Loss of consciousness: the patient experienced no loss 
of consciousness. Severity of symptoms: in the emergency department 
the symptoms are unchanged. Pain Management: Patient denies pain. The 
patient has experienced similar episodes in the past, a few times. 
The patient has not recently seen a physician. Family report history 
of low blood sugar, general low will have seizure episode when the 
blood sugar is low. Blood sugar was obtained by mom at 20 repeat 40 
was subsequently given some oral glucose and brought here for further 
evaluation. Patient denies any headache palpitation no neck pain and 
stiffness. Admits to feeling like himself .. 

Historical: 
- Allergies: Ranitidine; 
- Home Meds: 
1. Unable to Obtain 
- PMHx: OCD; autism; Diabetes - IDDM; 
- Sepsis Screening:: Sepsis screening negative at this time. 
- Social history:: Tobacco Status: The patient states he/she has 
never used tobacco. The patient's primary language is English. The 
patient's preferred language is English. 
- Family history:: Reviewed and not pertinent. 
- Exposure Risk/Travel Screening:: Patient has not been out of the 
country in last 30 days. Have you been in contact with anyone who 
is ill that has traveled outside of the country in the last 30 
days? No. 
- Suicide Screening:: Have you recently had thoughts about hurting 
yourself or others? No. 
- Tuberculosis screening:: No symptoms or risk factors identified. 
- The history from nurses notes was reviewed: and I agree with what 
is documented up to this point. 

ROS: 
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11/19 
11:52 Eyes: Negative for injury, pain, redness, and discharge, ENT: 
Negative for injury, pain, and discharge, Neck: Negative for injury, 
pain, and swelling, Cardiovascular: Negative for chest pain, 
palpitations, and edema, Respiratory: Negative for shortness of 
breath, cough, wheezing, and pleuritic chest pain, Abdomen/GI: 
Negative for abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and 
constipation, Back: Negative for injury and pain, MS/Extremity: 
Negative for injury and deformity. All other systems are negative, 
except as documented below. Skin: positive for laceration(s), of the 
face. Neuro: Negative for dizziness, headache, weakness. Psych: 
Negative for depression, alcohol dependence, homicidal ideation, 
suicide gesture. 

eeg 

Exam: 
11/19 
11:53 Eyes: Pupils equal round and reactive to light, extra-ocular motions eeg 
intact. Lids and lashes normal. Conjunctiva and sclera are 
non-icteric and not injected. Cornea within normal limits. 
Periorbital areas with no swelling, redness, or edema. ENT: Nares 
patent. No nasal discharge, no septal abnormalities noted. Tympanic 
membranes are normal and external auditory canals are clear. 
Oropharynx with no redness, swelling, or masses, exudates, or 
evidence of obstruction, uvula midline. Mucous membrane moist Neck: 
Trachea midline, no thyromegaly or masses palpated, and no cervical 
lymphadenopathy. Supple, full range of motion without nuchal 
rigidity, or vertebral point tenderness. No Meningismus. 
Chest/axilla: Normal chest wall appearance and motion. Nontender 
with no deformity. No lesions are appreciated. Cardiovascular: 
Regular rate and rhythm with a normal Sl and S2. ,no jvd No pulse 
deficits. Respiratory: Lungs have equal breath sounds bilaterally, 
clear to auscultation and percussion. No rales, rhonchi or wheezes 
noted. No increased work of breathing, no retractions or nasal 
flaring. Abdomen/GI: Soft, non-tender, with normal bowel sounds. No 
distension or tympany. No guarding or rebound. No evidence of 
tenderness throughout. Back: No spinal tenderness. No 
costovertebral tenderness. Full range of motion. MS/ Extremity: 
Pulses equal, no cyanosis. Neurovascular intact. Full, normal range 
of motion. Neuro: Awake and alert, GCS 15, oriented to person, 
place, time, and situation. Cranial nerves II-XII grossly intact. 
Motor strength 5/5 in all extremities. Sensory grossly intact. 
Cerebellar exam normal. Normal gait., slow, but appropriate Psych: 
Awake, alert, with orientation to person, place and time. Behavior, 
mood, and affect are within normal limits. 
11:53 Constitutional: The patient appears alert, awake, non-diaphoretic. 
11:53 Head/face: Noted is a laceration(s), that is linear, 3 cm(s). 
11:53 Musculoskeletal/extremity: Extremities: all appear grossly normal, 
with no appreciated pain with palpation, ROM: intact in all 
extremities, Circulation is intact in all extremities. Sensation 
intact. 
11:53 Psych: Behavior/mood is cooperative. 

Vital Signs: 
11/19 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
320 HOSPITAL DRIVE - P.O. BOX 4788 

MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 (276)666-7360 
CLIA NO. 49D0231853 RT CLIA NO. 4D0661287 

RUN DATE:ll/23/17 
DISCHARGE SUMMARY FOR MEDICAL RECORDS FOR LABORATORY 

PAGE: 2 

Patient: HILL, BRIAN D #MM7805836274 (Continued) 

Units 

I*****************************************CHEMISTRY***************************************** I 

Date 11/19/17 
Time 1007 

BUN 17 
CREATININE 11. 01 
eGFR NON-AA 1102 (A) 

(A) Non-African American 

eGFR AA 1118 (B) I 

(B) African American. 
eGFR UNITS: ml/min/l.73m2. 
*eGFR >= 60 
*eGFR 30-59 
*eGFR 15-29 
*eGFR <15 

= Normal GFR or mild decrease in GFR 
= Moderate decrease in GFR (Stage 3 CKD) 
= Severe decrease in GFR (Stage 4 CKD) 
= End-stage kidney failure (Stage 5 CKD) 

Reference 

(5-25) 
(0.90-1.30) 

The equation has not been validated in patients >70 YRS OLD. 

MG/DL 
MG/DL 

MG/DL 
G/DL 
G/DL 
RATIO 
G/DL 
MG/DL 
IU/L 
IU/L 
IU/L 
uIU/ML 

SODIUM 11131 LI (135-145) MMOL/L 
POTASSIUM 14.4 

LI 
(3.5-5.0) MMOL/L 

CHLORIDE 1[96 (98-109) MMOL/L 
CO2 126 I (20-30) MMOL/L 
ANION GAP 19.0 I (1-10) 
GLUCOSE 11459 (C) *HI (65-100) MG/DL 

(C) CRITICAL RESULTS CALLED ON 11/19/17 
AT 1035 TO: RINDY LAPRADE/RB/CALLED X 2 SNCE 1035 
BY: CLIFTON,LYDIA C 

CALCIUM 9.0 
TOTAL PROTEIN 7.8 
ALBUMIN 4.3 
AG 1.2 
GLOBULIN 3.5 
T BILl 0.50 
SGOT/AST 27 
SGPT/ALT 21 
ALK PHOS 74 
TSH 1. 29 

(B.5-10.3) 
(6.0-B.0) 
(3.2-5.5) 
(1.2-1.7) 
(2.5-3.9) 

(0.20-1. 00) 
(10-42) 
(10-60) 

(42-121) 
(0.34-5.60) 

Patient: HILL,BRIAN D Age/Sex: 27/M Acct#MM7805836274 Unit#MM00370912 

Lab Data Results - Page 213 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
RADIOLOGY DEPT 
320 HOSPTIAL DR 
MARTINSVILLE/ VA 24112 
PHONE #: 276-666-7223 

FAX #: 276-666-7591 

Name: HILL/BRIAN D 
Phys: EKUBAN-GORDON/EDNA MD 
DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: M 
Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER 
Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER 
Radiology No: 

unit No: MM00370912 

EXAMS: 
000898111 CHEST 1 VIEW - PORTABLE 

EXAM REASON: 
Chest Tightness 

PORTABLE CHEST 

HISTORY: Seizure. 

COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 

FINDINGS: The heart size and configuration are within normal limits 
for age and portable technique. The lungs are clear. There is no 
evidence of pleural effusions or pneumothorax. No acute bony 
abnormality. 

IMPRESSION: No evidence of acute cardiopulmonary disease. 

** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 at 1424 ** 
Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY 
Signed by: KHOURY/MAROON B 

CC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD 

Technologist: KYLEA ANN KEATTS 
Transcribed Date/Time: 11/19/2017 (1146) 
Transcriptionist: MMTRSPSB 
Orig Print D/T: S: 11/19/2017 (1424) 

BATCH NO: N/A 

PAGE 1 Signed Report 
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Ill: 000370912 19-Nov-20 17 10:06:44 Memurial Hospital or Martinb\illl: 
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SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE 
320 HOSPITAL DRIVE - P.O. BOX 4788 

MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 (276)666-7360 
CLlA NO. 49D0231853 RT CLlA NO. 4D0661287 

PAGE: 1 

RUN DATE:11/23/17 
DISCHARGE SUMMARY FOR MEDICAL RECORDS FOR LABORATORY 

CMAX: MM00370912-MM7805836274-LABDATA-20171123-LABDISMM1001869144-COCMMH-COCVAE-LAB.COCMMH- 

PATIENT: HILL,BRIAN D ACCT #; MM7805836274 LOC: MM.ER U #; MM00370912 
AGE/SX: 27/M ROOM: REG: 11/19/17 

REG DR: EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD DOB: OS/26/90 BED: DIS: 
STATUS: DEP ER TLOC: 

E**************************************POINT OF CARE*************************************** I 

Date -----------11/19/17----------- 
Time 1006 0943 Reference Units 

POC GLU 11429 Hli435 HI I (65-100) MG/DL 

I*****************************************HEMATOLOGY*****************************************1 

Date 11/19/17 
Time 1007 Reference Units 

WBC 1111.6 HI (4.5-11.0) K/UL 
RBC 15.32 I (4.50-5.90) M/UL 
HGB 115.8 I (14.0-17.5) G/DL 
HCT 146.0 I (35.0-49.0) % 

MCV 186.5 I (80-96) UM3 
MCH 129.7 I (27-32) PG 
MCHC 134.3 I (32-37) G/DL 
RDW 113 .1 I (11.5-14.5) % 

RDW-SD 141.1 I (35.1-43.9) fl 
PLT 1241 (140-440) K/UL 
MPV 110.8 H (7.4-10.4) fl 
SEGS % 184 H (37-80) % 

---- 

SEG ABSOLUTE 19.77 H (1.5-6.8) K/UL 
LYMPH % 110 (10-50) % 

LYMPH ABSOLUTE 11.10 (1.0-4.0) K/UL 
MONO "0- 16 (0-12) "0- 

MONO ABSOLUTE 10.64 (0.2-1.0) K/UL 
EOS % 10 (0 -7) % 

EOS ABSOLUTE 10.05 (0.0-0.5) K/UL 
BASO % 10 (0-2) % 

BASO ABSOLUTE 10.04 (0.0-0.2) K/UL 
IG % 10.3 % 

IG ABSOLUTE 10.0 (0.0-0.1) 

Patient: HILL, BRIAN D Age/Sex: 27/M Acct#MM7805836274 Unit#MM00370912 
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09:08 BP 131 / 76; Pulse 118; Resp 20; Temp 98.2; Pulse Ox 97% 
91.63 kg; Height 5 ft. 10 in. (177.80 cm); 
11/19 
09:46 
11/19 
10:59 BP 124 / 73; Pulse 93; Resp 18; Pulse Ox 100% on R/A; 
11/19 
12:57 BP 119 / 67; Pulse 97; Resp 19; Pulse Ox 98% on R/A; 
11/19 
09:08 Body Mass Index 28.98 (91.63 kg, 177.80 cm) 
11/19 
09:46 patient has OCD and had to do his "routines" prior to coming, has mkk 
been about 4 hours since injury occured 

weight 11 

mkk 

mkk 

pt3 

11 

Glasgow Coma Score: 
11/19 
12:16 Eye Response: spontaneous (4) . Verbal Response: oriented(5). Motor eeg 
Response: obeys commands (6) . Total: 15. 

Laceration: 
11/19 
12:11 Wound Repair of 3cm ( 1.2in ) subcutaneous laceration to forehead. eeg 
Linear shaped .. No foreign body noted. Distal neuro/vascular/tendon 
intact. Anesthesia: Wound infiltrated with 3 mls of 1% lidocaine w/ 
Epi. Wound prep: Simple cleansing with betadine. Skin closed with 6 
1-0 Prolene using Staple gun. Dressed with pressure dressing. Patient 
tolerated well. 

MDM: 
11/19 
09:27 MSE Initiated by Provider. eeg 
11/19 
12:12 Differential diagnosis: abrasion, closed head injury, concussion, eeg 
contusion, dislocation, fracture, laceration, multiple trauma, 
sprain, Substance abuse. Data reviewed: vital signs, nurses notes, 
lab test result(s), radiologic studies. Data interpreted: Cardiac 
monitor: Normal rate. Counseling: I had a detailed discussion with 
the patient and/or guardian regarding: the historical points, exam 
findings, and any diagnostic results supporting the discharge/admit 
diagnosis, lab results, radiology results, the need for outpatient 
follow up, to return to the emergency department if symptoms worsen 
or persist or if there are any questions or concerns that arise at 
home. Response to treatment: the patient's symptoms have markedly 
improved after treatment. 

11/19 
09:46 Order name: POC GLD; Complete Time: 09:57 EDMS 
11/19 
09:56 Order name: CMP; Complete Time: 10:53 eeg 
11/19 
09:56 Order name: Complete Blood Count W/auto Diff; Complete Time: 10:53 eeg 

11/19 
09:56 Order name: Thyroid Stimulating Hormone; Complete Time: 10:53 eeg 
11/19 
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11/19/17 12:14 Discharged to Home. Impression: Head Laceration/ Open wound 
of head, Hyperglycemia, unspecified. 
- Condition is Stable. 
- Discharge Instructions: Head Injury, Adult, Facial Laceration, 
Hyperglycemia, Easy-to-Read, Stitches, Staples, or Adhesive Wound 
Closure, Easy-to-Read. 

- Medication Reconciliation form. 
- Follow up: Private Physician; When: 2 - 3 days; Reason: Wound 
Recheck. 
- Problem is new. 
- Symptoms have improved. 

Order Results: 
Lab Order: POC GLU; SPEC'M 11/19/17 09:46 
Test: POC GLU; Value: 435; Range: 65-100; Abnormal: Above high 
normal; units: MG/DL; Status: F; updated: 11/19 09:46 
Lab Order: CMP; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: SODIUM; Value: 131; Range: 135-145; Abnormal: Below low normal; 
Units: MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: POTASSIUM; Value: 4.4; Range: 3.5-5.0; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CHLORIDE; Value: 96; Range: 98-109; Abnormal: Below low normal; 
Units: MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CARBON DIOXIDE; Value: 26; Range: 20-30; Abnormal: ; units: 
MMOL/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: ANION GAP; Value: 9.0; Range: 1-10; Abnormal: ; Status: F; 
Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: CALCIUM; Value: 9.0; Range: 8.5-10.3; Abnormal: ; Units: MG/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:24 
Test: BLOOD UREA NITROGEN; Value: 7; Range: 5-25; Abnormal: ; Units: 
MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: CREATININE; Value: 1.01; Range: 0.90-1.30; Abnormal: ; units: 
MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE; value: 102; Abnormal: ; Status: F; 
Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test Note: 11/19 10:34 T nbsp;; Non-African American 
Test: GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE-AA; Value: 118; Abnormal: ; Status: 
F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test Note: 11/19 10:34 T nbsp;; African American. eGFR UNITS: 
ml/min/1.73m2. *eGFR >= 60 = Normal GFR or mild decrease in GFR *eGFR 
30-59 = Moderate decrease in GFR (stage 3 CKD) *eGFR 15-29 = Severe 
decrease in GFR (Stage 4 CKD) *eGFR <15 = End-stage kidney failure 
(Stage 5 CKD) The equation has not been validated in patients >70 YRS 
OLD. 
Test: TOTAL PROTEIN; Value: 7.8; Range: 6.0-8.0; Abnormal: ; Units: 
G/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 

Test: ALBUMIN; Value: 4.3; Range: 3.2-5.5; Abnormal: ; units: G/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: ALB/GLOB RATIO; Value: 1.2; Range: 1.2-1.7; Abnormal: ; Units: 
RATIO; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLOBULIN; Value: 3.5; Range: 2.5-3.9; Abnormal: ; units: G/DL; 
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Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: BILIRUBIN, TOTAL; Value: 0.50; Range: 0.20-1.00; Abnormal: 
Units: MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: SGOT/AST; Value: 27; Range: 10-42; Abnormal: Units: IU/L; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: SGPT/ALT; Value: 21; Range: 10-60; Abnormal: units: IU/L; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE; Value: 74; Range: 42-121; Abnormal: ; 
Units: IU/L; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:34 
Test: GLUCOSE, SERUM; Value: 459; Range: 65-100; Abnormal: Above 
upper panic limits; Units: MG/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:39 
Test Note: 11/19 10:39 T nbsp;; CRITICAL RESULTS CALLED ON 11/19/17 AT 
1035 TO: RINDY LAPRADE/RB/CALLED X 2 SNCE 1035 BY: CLIFTON,LYDIA C 
Lab Order: Complete Blood Count W/auto Diff; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: WHITE BLOOD CELL; Value: 11.6; Range: 4.5-11.0; Abnormal: Above 
high normal; units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RED BLOOD CELL; Value: 5.32; Range: 4.50-5.90; Abnormal: ; 
Units: M/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: HEMOGLOBIN; Value: 15.8; Range: 14.0-17.5; Abnormal: Units: 
G/DL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: HEMATOCRIT; Value: 46.0; Range: 35.0-49.0; Abnormal: Units: 
%; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MEAN CELL VOLUME; Value: 86.5; Range: 80-96; Abnormal: ; Units: 
UM3; Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MCH; Value: 29.7; Range: 27-32; Abnormal: ; units: PG; Status: 
F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MCHC; Value: 34.3; Range: 32-37; Abnormal: ; Units: G/DL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RELL CELL DISTRIBUTION WIDTH; Value: 13.1; Range: 11.5-14.5; 
Abnormal: ; units: %; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: RDW STANDARD DEVIATION; Value: 41.1; Range: 35.1-43.9; 
Abnormal: ; units: fl; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: PLATELETS; Value: 241; Range: 140-440; Abnormal: ; Units: K/UL; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MEAN PLATELET VOLUME; Value: 10.8; Range: 7.4-10.4; Abnormal: 
Above high normal; Units: fl; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: SEGMENTED NEUTROPHIL PERCENT; Value: 84; Range: 37-80; 
Abnormal: Above high normal; Units: %; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: SEGMENTED NEUTROPHIL ABSOLUTE; Value: 9.77; Range: 1.5-6.8; 
Abnormal: Above high normal; Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 
10:18 
Test: LYMPHOCYTE PERCENT; Value: 10; Range: 10-50; Abnormal: ; Units: 
%; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: LYMPHOCYTES ABSOLUTE; Value: 1.10; Range: 1.0-4.0; Abnormal: ; 
Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MONOCYTE PERCENT; Value: 6; Range: 0-12; Abnormal: ; units: %; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: MONOCYTE ABSOLUTE COUNT; Value: 0.64; Range: 0.2-1.0; Abnormal: 

; units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: EOSINOPHIL PERCENT; Value: 0; Range: 0-7; Abnormal: ; Units: %; 
Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: EOSINOPHIL ABSOLUTE; Value: 0.05; Range: 0.0-0.5; Abnormal: ; 
Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: BASOPHIL PERCENT; Value: 0; Range: 0-2; Abnormal: ; Units: %; 
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Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: BASOPHIL ABSOLUTE; Value: 0.04; Range: 0.0-0.2; Abnormal: 
Units: K/UL; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: IMMATURE GRANS PERCENT; Value: 0.3; Abnormal: ; Units: %; 
Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:18 
Test: IMMATURE GRANS ABSOLUTE; Value: 0.0; Range: 0.0-0.1; Abnormal: 
; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:18 
Lab Order: Thyroid Stimulating Hormone; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:11 
Test: THYROID STIMULATING HORMONE; Value: 1.29; Range: 0.34-5.60; 
Abnormal: ; Units: uIU/ML; Status: F; Updated: 11/19 10:48 
Lab Order: POC GLU; SPEC'M 11/19/17 10:13 
Test: POC GLU; Value: 429; Range: 65-100; Abnormal: Above high 
normal; Units: MG/DL; Status: F; updated: 11/19 10:13 

Radiology Order: Chest 1 View - Portable 
Test: Chest 1 View - Portable 
SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE Name: HILL,BRIAN D ; RADIOLOGY DEPT Phys: 
EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD ; 320 HOSPTIAL DR DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: 
M ; MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER ; PHONE #: 
276-666-7223 Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER ; FAX #: 
276-666-7591 Radiology No: ; Unit No: MM00370912 ; EXAMS: EXAM 
REASON: ; 000898111 CHEST 1 VIEW - PORTABLE Chest Tightness ; 
PORTABLE CHEST; HISTORY: Seizure. ; COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 ; 
FINDINGS: The heart size and configuration are within normal limits 
for age and portable technique. The lungs are clear. There is no 
evidence of pleural effusions or pneumothorax. No acute bony; 
abnormality. ; IMPRESSION: No evidence of acute cardiopulmonary 
disease. ; ** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 
at 1424 ** ; Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY ; Signed by: 
KHOURY,MAROON B ; ; CC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD ; ; Technologist: KYLEA 
ANN KEATTS; Transcribed Date/Time: 11/19/2017 (1146) 
Transcriptionist: MMTRSPSB ; Orig print D/T: S: 11/19/2017 (1424) 
Reprint D/T: 11/19/2017 (1424) BATCH NO: N/A ; 
Radiology Order: CT Head w/o Contrast 
Test: CT Head w/o Contrast 
SOVAH HEALTH - MARTINSVILLE Name: HILL,BRIAN D ; RADIOLOGY DEPT Phys: 
EKUBAN-GORDON,EDNA MD ; 320 HOSPTIAL DR DOB: OS/26/1990 Age: 27 Sex: 
M ; MARTINSVILLE, VA 24112 Acct: MM7805836274 Loc: MM.ER ; PHONE #: 
276-666-7223 Exam Date: 11/19/2017 Status: DEP ER ; FAX #: 
276-666-7591 Radiology No: ; Unit No: MM00370912 ; EXAMS: EXAM 
REASON: ; 000898114 CT HEAD w/o CONTRAST; UNENHANCED HEAD CT ; 
HISTORY: Head injury. ; COMPARISON: 11/10/2015 ; TECHNIQUE: This CT 
examination was performed using one or more of the ; following dose 
reduction techniques: automated exposure control, ; adjustment of the 
MA and/or KV according to patient size, and/or use; of iterative 
reconstruction techniques. ; Axial CT images were obtained through 
the brain without the use of ; intravenous contrast. ; FINDINGS: 

There is no evidence of acute infarct, intracranial ; hemorrhage, or 
mass effect. ventricles and sulci are normal for the; patient's age. 
Calvarium is intact. Visualized portions of the; paranasal sinuses 
and orbits are normal. ; IMPRESSION: Negative for acute intracranial 
process. ; ** Electronically Signed by MAROON B KHOURY on 11/19/2017 
at 1424 ** ; Reported by: DR. MAROON B KHOURY Signed by: 
KHOURY,MAROON B ; ; CC: EDNA EKUBAN-GORDON MD ; Technologist: 

MM00370912 

ED Physician Record - Electronic - Page 7/8 
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/1/2022, 4:58 AM
To: Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>, "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>,
"eferguson@fergusonlaw.net" <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl"
<stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>

Aaron Ziglar,

Here is the email regarding my old bank statement. I don't know if my old SunTrust account still will
work since it was migrated to First Horison Bank.

It was worth a shot. SunTrust has those bank records to prove the lying lawyer from Rocky Mount,
VA lied about The Chimney Sweep never conducting any services or estimates on the Hill
residence.

They were paid $300 to do what exactly??? They do chimney work. What did they get paid $300
for then if nothing was done???

I was so close to prove the lawyer lied, but I guess we will still have to wait on SunTrust to respond
to my letter. This is frustrating. My son is frustrated.

If I am ever able to just login, which I doubt because of the bank account migration, then I could
have presented the proof right away.

Thanks,
Roberta

---------- Original Message ----------
From: Roberta Hill <rbhill67@yahoo.com>
To: "rbhill67@comcast.net" <rbhill67@comcast.net>, Ken & Stella Forinash
<kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>
Date: 07/01/2022 4:50 AM
Subject: Fw: Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available to view in Online Banking

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: SunTrust Bank <onlinestatements@suntrust.com>

To: RBHILL67@YAHOO.COM <RBHILL67@YAHOO.COM>

Sent: Friday, October 20, 2017 at 03:02:22 AM EDT

Subject: Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available to view in Online Banking

SunTrust

Dear SunTrust Client,

Your October 2017 Checking Statement for your account ending with 0541 is now available to view

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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in Online Banking.

To view your statement,
1. Visit suntrust.com
2. Sign on to Online Banking with your user ID and password
3. Select your account
4. Click the Statements icon
5. Click View for the October 2017 statement

We appreciate your business and are committed to helping you reach your financial goals. Visit
suntrust.com, call us at 800-SUNTRUST (786-8787), or stop by your local branch to learn more about
our helpful products and services.

Thank you for banking with SunTrust.

Sincerely,
SunTrust Customer Care

Please add onlinestatements@suntrust.com to your address book or safe list. Please do not reply to this
email. If you have questions about your account in general, email us through the Secure Message Center.

SunTrust Bank, Member FDIC. ©2017 SunTrust Banks, Inc. SunTrust is a federally registered service mark of
SunTrust Banks, Inc.

SunTrust Client Commitment: SunTrust will never send unsolicited emails asking clients to provide, update or
verify their personal or account information, such as passwords, Social Security numbers, personal
identification numbers (PINs), credit or Check Card numbers or other confidential information. As always,
SunTrust respects your privacy. To learn more, Visit SunTrust.com/privacy

This email was sent on behalf of SunTrust Customer Care, 1575 Lemon Farris Road, Cookeville, TN 38506.
TAGS@ERG$fb41ae23-3b29-4baa-8aeb-2a7ab4039d77|ENV$PROD!

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The information transmitted is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain

confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking action in

reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have received

this email in error please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.

By replying to this e-mail, you consent to SunTrust's monitoring activities of all communication that occurs on

SunTrust's systems.

SunTrust is a federally registered service mark of SunTrust Banks, Inc.

[ST:XCL]

A�achments:

Yahoo Mail - Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available to view in
Online Banking.pdf

136 KB
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Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available to view in Online Banking

From: SunTrust Bank (onlinestatements@suntrust.com)

To: RBHILL67@YAHOO.COM

Date: Friday, October 20, 2017 at 03:02 AM EDT

SunTrust

Dear SunTrust Client,

Your October 2017 Checking Statement for your account ending with 0541 is now available to view
in Online Banking.

To view your statement,
1. Visit suntrust.com
2. Sign on to Online Banking with your user ID and password
3. Select your account
4. Click the Statements icon
5. Click View for the October 2017 statement

We appreciate your business and are committed to helping you reach your financial goals. Visit
suntrust.com, call us at 800-SUNTRUST (786-8787), or stop by your local branch to learn more about
our helpful products and services.

Thank you for banking with SunTrust.

Sincerely,
SunTrust Customer Care

Please add onlinestatements@suntrust.com to your address book or safe list. Please do not reply to this
email. If you have questions about your account in general, email us through the Secure Message Center.

SunTrust Bank, Member FDIC. ©2017 SunTrust Banks, Inc. SunTrust is a federally registered service mark of
SunTrust Banks, Inc.

SunTrust Client Commitment: SunTrust will never send unsolicited emails asking clients to provide, update or
verify their personal or account information, such as passwords, Social Security numbers, personal
identification numbers (PINs), credit or Check Card numbers or other confidential information. As always,
SunTrust respects your privacy. To learn more, Visit SunTrust.com/privacy

This email was sent on behalf of SunTrust Customer Care, 1575 Lemon Farris Road, Cookeville, TN 38506.
TAGS@ERG$fb41ae23-3b29-4baa-8aeb-2a7ab4039d77|ENV$PROD!

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The information transmitted is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain

confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking action in

reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have

received this email in error please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.

By replying to this e-mail, you consent to SunTrust's monitoring activities of all communication that occurs on

SunTrust's systems.

SunTrust is a federally registered service mark of SunTrust Banks, Inc.

[ST:XCL]
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP BEING
INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON (lawyer)
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/1/2022, 7:19 AM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, A�orney Eric Ferguson
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
CC: "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl" <StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, Ken & Stella Forinash
<kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>, Lin Wood
<lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>, "Coen, Chris"
<ccoen@oag.state.va.us>

Aaron Ziglar,

I have addi�onal evidence/proof that this lawyer Eric Ferguson is repea�ng lies from The Chimney
Sweep business. They are lying, the lawyer is repea�ng their lies.

I have evidence, records printed from my Comcast internet and phone account for my phone number
276-790-3505 that my son had files in his legal records possession. He has proof that I called The
Chimney Sweep mul�ple �mes and they called me mul�ple �mes (3 placed, 1 received). From their
own business phone number. The records are there and the lawyer can verify by subpoenaing
Comcast. I consent to the lawyer asking to verify these phone logs from the �me periods men�oned
in this email. I have provided screenshots of the phone logs with the highlights.

This lawyer is ac�ng as though I have no proof that The Chimney Sweep was involved with my
chimney. That they made no es�mate. That they did no work on my chimney or at my residence. I
have two sources of proof that will dispel those lies. The Comcast phone logs, and the second proofs
will be the bank account check records that I am a�emp�ng to request from TRUIST/SunTrust.

We are s�ll wai�ng for the records from my old SunTrust bank account and have forwarded you email
proof that I had this bank account in October, 2017 but may not be able to access my online bank
account statements because of the forced migra�on from SunTrust to First Horizon Bank in
Mar�nsville. So a�emp�ng to receive those records will take �me.

   HOWEVER this evidence proved my son's complaint is with MERIT.

Maybe this lawyer needs to produce the copies of the contract for this chimney work for a�emp�ng
to defraud Mediator Aaron M. Ziglar of the A�orney General Office for Virginia because I have proven
with evidence of records my son had in his possession, evidence. I printed the call logs for my son as
per his request in 2017. He held printouts of this call log. He went to his legal case files, found the
record and has given it to me in support of my son's complaint against The Chimney Sweep.

I have proven that the lawyer Eric Ferguson has made untruthful statements and that the complaint
should not be dismissed as baseless. Lawyer Eric Ferguson by and through The Chimney Sweep has
defrauded Aaron M. Ziglar of this process. His office has been defrauded.

The lawyer's claims are "BASELESS".

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP BEING INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON (l...
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Eric Ferguson, your client for the business "THE CHIMNEY SWEEP" has the phone number (540)
483-2468. This number is on their verified owner profile at the Chamber of Commerce.com. This is
their business phone number, for your client, The Chimney Sweep.

See a�achment "The Chimney Sweep in Rocky Mount, VA 24151 - (540) 483-2468.pdf"

Now let's take a look at the phone logs my son had a copy of, by the grace of Lord Jesus, and God.
Thanks to Jesus Christ and the Angels who protect my son from the demons, my son has records
proving that The Chimney Sweep was contac�ng me and I was contac�ng them by phone, and the
amount of �me period that the call had placed and when the calls had been received. They will be
highlighted for the lawyer to see. Sorry, Eric Ferguson.

See a�achments: "Call History October 23 2017 4_50AM (pages 1-5 excerpt records)(2).pdf" with
highlights to the phone numbers belonging to The Chimney Sweep; "Call History October 23 2017
4_50AM (pages 1-5 excerpt records).pdf"; The Chimney Sweep phone logs 1.png; and The Chimney
Sweep phone logs 2.png.

Isn't that interes�ng, the same date I paid $300 to The Chimney Sweep, they called me one �me and I
received a phone call back, all on October 5, 2017. This matches the photograph of the check stub,
$300 to The Chimney Sweep. This will also match the bank account records of the check paid to The
Chimney Sweep.

All glory goes to God. God is helping me prove my son's innocence.

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP BEING INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON (l...
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The Chimney Sweep by and through their lawyer, their representa�ve Eric Ferguson has lied about
their client not being involved with me or my chimney, lying about not being given an es�mate by
Eric's client, The Chimney Sweep. The phone call lasted 3 minutes and 11 seconds on September 26,
2017 at 11:26 AM EST, Tuesday. What was I talking for 3 minutes and 11 seconds for Mr. Eric
(a�orney)????????????

The Chimney Sweep needs to admit that they lied to Aaron Ziglar of The A�orney General Office on
top of being involved with placing metal �n on top of the chimney. We have proof that The Chimney
Sweep did work, they got paid $300 and phone records from their phone number, and the date of two
phone call records on October 5, 2017. What do you have Eric Ferguson???

Brian David Hill = Innocence - Where We Go One
We Go All (WWG1WGA)
Opinion: The Deep State may have pulled some things, but Brian my son is smart as a whip despite his
Au�sm and his vulnerabili�es. He somehow knew he was going to be set up with a crime of some
sort, which became indecent exposure. It's like the Angels knew this was coming down the pike and
gave Brian evidence he would need right now to disprove this lawyer. We give angels credit for this
evidence. What are you going to say to this proof Eric Ferguson???

Eric Ferguson, You defrauded Aaron M. Ziglar, the
Dispute Resolu�on Specialist of the Office of the
A�orney General. Explain yourself.

Eric Ferguson I have a few ques�ons for your client.

Did your client ever get paid by anybody other than myself to do chimney work, like was your
client ever paid to put metal �n on top of the chimney to put both me, Roberta Hill and my son
Brian David Hill under carbon monoxide gas poisoning due to blocking exhaust from the gas hot
water heater and gas radiator?

Was your client influenced in any way or did anybody ask somebody from The Chimney Sweep
to put metal �n on top of the chimney to put both me, Roberta Hill and my son Brian David Hill
under carbon monoxide gas poisoning due to blocking exhaust from the gas hot water heater
and gas radiator?

Why did somebody working for The Chimney Sweep place metal �n on top of the chimney to
put both me, Roberta Hill and my son Brian David Hill under carbon monoxide gas poisoning due
to blocking exhaust from the gas hot water heater and gas radiator?

Why was The Chimney Sweep negligent in placing metal �n on top of the chimney of the Triplex
me and my son both live in?

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP BEING INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON (l...
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Why did The Chimney Sweep lie to they're hired a�orney Eric Ferguson in order to make me,
Roberta Hill and my son Brian David Hill look like liars?

Were you influenced by Commonwealth A�orney Glen Andrew Hall or Giles Carter Greer in
any of this process? Did Glen Andrew Hall or Mar�nsville Police influence The Chimney Sweep
to a�empt to subvert this complaint process? Did Mar�nsville Police Chief Eddie Cassady
influence you at all in this process?

Were you influenced by anybody working for the U.S. A�orney Office in the Middle District of
North Carolina in any of this process? Did anybody at the U.S. A�orney Office influence The
Chimney Sweep to a�empt to subvert this complaint process?

Last ques�on: Did somebody from The Chimney Sweep place metal �n on top of the chimney
at the Triplex located at 310 Forest Street, Mar�nsville, VA 24112 on October 5, 2017 and then
was paid $300 by check for the work? Who placed the metal �n on top of the chimney? Why
was metal; �n placed on top of the chimney?

Please answer these ques�ons Eric Ferguson, under oath. That way if you lie under oath, you
can go to jail for perjury.

Thanks and God bless you all,
Roberta Hill

On 6/29/2022 9:44 AM, Ziglar, Aaron M. wrote:

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint. 
Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within
ten (10) business days from the date of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed
and no further ac�on will be taken.

This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom
of Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review,
upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or
respond to this message.

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP BEING INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON (l...
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Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-1244 Office
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
http://www.ag.virginia.gov

 

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

Mr. Ziglar--Thanks for speaking with me yesterday and allowing me to submit this response in email
format.  I really appreciate your working with me and my client on submi�ng this response to the
complaint of Mr. Hill.

My client is Jacody Cassell and he is the owner of The Chimney Sweep in Franklin County, VA.  He
has been the owner since 2016.  His father had owned it from 1976 un�l 2016.  Jacody has always
worked for this company.  His son works for him now and intends to take over the company one
day.

The Chimney Sweep is a very reputable company and has had very few complaints made against
them for their work.  My client claims to have no knowledge of Brian D. Hill and Roberta Hill.  My
client has no records of ever providing an es�mate for work to be done at the home of the Hills in
Mar�nsville and he has no evidence of ever doing any work for the Hills at a home in Mar�nsville. 
My client has no record of ever being paid to do any work for the Hills.  More importantly, un�l
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May 17, 2022, when Mr. Hill filed this complaint, my clients were never told about any of these
claims.

My client has never done any work for the Hills.  They have never received any complaints from the
HIlls.  One would think that it would not take 3-5 years to make a complaint.  Mr. Hill is seeking
damages for payment of his legal expenses as a result of criminal charges in 2018.  

Mr. Hill's complaint is baseless and he has no evidence to support it.  He has offered no contract, no
es�mate, and no evidence of payment.  He has nothing with which to back up his complaint.  Even
if he did, the statute of limita�ons for bodily injury is two years.  The appropriate statutes regarding
contracts are 3 years for verbal agreements and 5 years for wri�en agreements.  Since he has no
wri�en one, one must assume that if he had an agreement, it would be verbal and therefore
beyond that statute of limita�on as well.

On behalf of The Chimney Sweep, I ask that this complaint be dismissed.  There is no evidence to
support this claim.

Please advise of any next step.  Thank you for your �me and considera�on.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

The Chimney Sweep phone logs 1.png
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The Chimney Sweep phone logs 2.png

A�achments:

The Chimney Sweep in Rocky Mount, VA 24151 - (540) 483-2468.pdf 441 KB

Call History October 23 2017 4_50AM (pages 1-5 excerpt records)(2).pdf 313 KB

The Chimney Sweep phone logs 1.png 115 KB

The Chimney Sweep phone logs 2.png 31.5 KB

Call History October 23 2017 4_50AM (pages 1-5 excerpt records).pdf 304 KB
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�

The Chimney Sweep

((  55  RReevviieewwss  ))

 1590 Blue Bend Road

Rocky Mount, Virginia 24151

  (540) 483-2468

Call us today for 24 hour service

CALL DIRECTIONS REVIEWS

� � �

Chamber Rating
   VVeerriififieedd  MMeemmbbeerr 22..66 - (5 reviews)

2

0

0

0

AAbboouutt HHoouurrss DDeettaaiillss RReevviieewwss

The Chimney Sweep in Rocky Mount, VA 24151 - (540) 483-2468 https://www.chamberofcommerce.com/united-states/virginia/rocky-mou...
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The Chimney Sweep is located at 1590 Blue Bend Road in Rocky Mount, Virginia 24151. The

Chimney Sweep can be contacted via phone at (540) 483-2468 for pricing, hours and directions.

AABBOOUUTT�
The Chimney Sweep

  (540) 483-2468

CCOONNTTAACCTT INFO�

Q  What is the phone number for The Chimney Sweep?

A  The phone number for The Chimney Sweep is: (540) 483-2468.

Q  Where is The Chimney Sweep located?

A  The Chimney Sweep is located at 1590 Blue Bend Road, Rocky Mount, Virginia 24151

Q  How is The Chimney Sweep rated?

A  The Chimney Sweep has a 2.6 Star Rating from 5 reviewers.

QQUUEESSTTIIOONNSS & ANSWERS
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Overall Rating
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0

0

0
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Write a Review

STANLEY BOLTEN
May 24th, 2022

I am posting on behalf of Brian D. Hill, he was damaged by The Chimney Sweep. Received a

copy of the complaint to Attorney General from Brian's family. Beware that if they put metal tin on

top of your chimney flues, then you are BEING EXPOSED TO CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING.

The Chimney Sweep may have done the same thing to you, check your chimney to see if they

placed metal tin. Their mistakes like that CAN CAUSE YOU TO BE KILLED WITH CARBON

MONOXIDE or face an indecent exposure charge after long term carbon monoxide exposure.

Beware of The Chimney Sweep.

Complaint can be accessed by FOIA request or at the publication of complaint against The

Chimney Sweep.

http://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2022/05/24/brian-d-hill-v-the-chimney-sweep-complaint-

against-dr-brant-hinchman-of-sovah-health-martinsville-hospital-learn-about-the-carbon-monoxide-

poisoning-which-led-to-brians-state-charge-he-is-in/

This man wouldn't have ever been charged with indecent exposure if he had known he was being

poisoned by a drug or substance known as carbon monoxide for many months no thanks to this

company. They outta be ashamed of themselves. Shame on them.

Case no. 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, case can be verified by Attorney

RRAATTIINNGGSS  AANNDD  RREEVVIIEEWWSS
The Chimney Sweep
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General. 

BEN JOHNSON
Dec 7th, 2021

This company is not reputable or respectful. The business must be doing really awful

because of the the fact that they have the owners daughters boyfriend (Patrick Austin) posting

positive reviews while he lives at his parents double wide trailer that has no chimney. I used these

folks once and while I was at work, the father had the son on my roof trying to install a new liner.

Needless to say, the son was scared to death. My wife called me to tell me what was going on. I

immediately stopped them from working on our property after learning this business is not

bonded. This so called company will try to charge you double the amount most respectful

companies like Black Goose will charge. I will never use their services again. Services: Chimney

inspections, Chimney cleaning 

PATRICK AUSTIN
Nov 15th, 2021

I couldn’t be more pleased with these guys , they were very knowledgeable, friendly and

great at what they do. They were very upfront with pricing and everything that needed to be done

to make sure my chimney was in good shape for the winter. Highly recommend and will use again

in the future 

TONYA GRANTHAM
Oct 30th, 2021

What a great team. Highly professional and knowledgable. I will use "The Chimney Sweep"

for all my chimney cleaning and needs. 
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SANDIE ALVAREZ
Sep 29th, 2021

Charged a LOT of money for work not done. Was told work would be done a certain way and

only a "Band aid" was placed on it to the tune of hundreds of dollars. Will NOT use his services

again. 

Load More Reviews

WWRRIITTEE  AA REVIEW

RATING: 

Name

Email

Review Title

Your Review

SUBMIT

CChhiimmnneeyy  SSeerrvviicceess  NNeeaarr  MMee  iinn  RRoocckkyy  MMoouunntt,,  VVAA

Chimney's Done Wright

320 Elton Dr

Rocky Mount, VA 24151
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SSTTAARRTT  DDRRIIVVIINNGG
OONNLLIINNEE  LLEEAADDSS  TTOODDAAYY!! ADD YOUR BUSINESS 

FOLLOW US ON

  

NEWSLETTER SSIIGGNNUUPP

Submit your email to receive the latest stories and expert advice to grow your business.

Enter Email

(540) 397-9561

((  44  RReevviieewwss  ))

TOP CCIITTIIEESS

SITE MMAAPPSS
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Call History (276) 790-3505
Rbhill67@comcast.net

Date
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Tue. Oct 17, 2017
Tue. Oct 17, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Sun. Oct 15, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
WATSON BETTY (336) 681-0304 0s MISSED 11:20 PM EST
WATSON BETTY (336) 681-0304 27s RECEIVED 11:20 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 681-0304 10s PLACED 11:19 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 16m 26s PLACED 10:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 358-1314 0s PLACED 10:57 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 954-3856 7s PLACED 10:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 375-8888 0s PLACED 10:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 617-7932 0s PLACED 10:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 743-6179 60s PLACED 7:54 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 10s RECEIVED 9:51 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 9:51 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 19m 22s PLACED 9:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 333-5005 2m 16s PLACED 9:19 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 333-5005 2m 30s PLACED 9:15 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 5s PLACED 8:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4m 16s PLACED 7:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 998-4705 3m 25s PLACED 7:51 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 998-4705 6s PLACED 7:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 16s PLACED 7:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (773) 837-8300 6s PLACED 7:49 PM EST
UNKNOWN (707) 540-1473 2s PLACED 7:48 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 3s PLACED 7:46 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 10s PLACED 7:45 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 7s PLACED 7:45 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 10s RECEIVED 6:29 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 6:29 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 24m 12s PLACED 9:26 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 2m 49s PLACED 9:22 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 48m 56s PLACED 6:59 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 10:27 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 3s RECEIVED 10:27 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 4:32 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 9:13 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 18s RECEIVED 9:13 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 36s RECEIVED 7:13 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 7:13 PM EST
WIRELESS CALLER (209) 518-3036 0s MISSED 4:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (919) 962-6136 15m 15s PLACED 4:21 PM EST
UNKNOWN (919) 962-7765 12m 44s PLACED 4:03 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 1m 3s RECEIVED 10:04 AM EST

Print All Call History https://connect.xfinity.com/voice/callhistory;tn=2767903505
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Date
Sat. Oct 14, 2017
Sat. Oct 14, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Sun. Oct 8, 2017
Sun. Oct 8, 2017
Sat. Oct 7, 2017
Fri. Oct 6, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Wed. Oct 4, 2017
Wed. Oct 4, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
ROB DE (512) 825-7826 9s RECEIVED 1:56 PM EST
ROB DE (512) 825-7826 0s MISSED 1:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 3s PLACED 11:49 PM EST
WIRELESS CALLER (315) 690-9176 0s MISSED 4:23 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 17m 26s RECEIVED 10:26 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 14m 40s RECEIVED 9:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 363-3281 3m 18s PLACED 7:32 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 3m 28s PLACED 7:26 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 47s PLACED 3:58 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 8m 48s RECEIVED 8:54 AM EST
UNKNOWN (315) 673-7198 8s PLACED 9:37 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 646-5172 20s PLACED 9:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 18s PLACED 4:15 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 4s PLACED 2:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 28m 20s PLACED 10:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (814) 835-6786 9s PLACED 6:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 246-9549 53s PLACED 3:12 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 724-2719 30s PLACED 3:11 PM EST
UNKNOWN (845) 557-3349 0s PLACED 3:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 8m 8s PLACED 1:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 1:45 PM EST
Bond Margaretta (309) 525-2705 56s RECEIVED 1:08 AM EST
UNKNOWN (309) 525-2705 6s PLACED 1:07 AM EST
UNKNOWN (516) 736-2925 0s PLACED 12:52 AM EST
UNKNOWN (516) 736-2925 0s PLACED 12:44 AM EST
UNKNOWN (845) 557-3349 0s PLACED 12:09 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 352-0129 2m 16s PLACED 10:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 352-0129 2m 41s PLACED 10:44 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 53s PLACED 10:31 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 11m 17s RECEIVED 10:06 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 443-6940 8s PLACED 9:25 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 443-5856 0s PLACED 2:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 22m 58s PLACED 1:23 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 36s PLACED 1:22 PM EST
U.S. CELLULAR (540) 483-2468 23s RECEIVED 10:04 AM EST
UNKNOWN (325) 333-1370 7s PLACED 2:57 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 382-1694 0s PLACED 12:22 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 382-1694 0s PLACED 11:44 PM EST
SOVAH DANVILLE (434) 799-4488 48s RECEIVED 10:32 AM EST

Print All Call History https://connect.xfinity.com/voice/callhistory;tn=2767903505
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Date
Wed. Oct 4, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Mon. Oct 2, 2017
Mon. Oct 2, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sat. Sep 30, 2017
Sat. Sep 30, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Thu. Sep 28, 2017
Thu. Sep 28, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
SOVAH DANVILLE (434) 799-4488 0s MISSED 10:32 AM EST
ROTO ROOTER SRV (434) 685-3047 26s RECEIVED 6:36 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-0088 22s PLACED 6:25 PM EST
ROTO ROOTER SRV (434) 685-3047 14s RECEIVED 5:04 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-0088 2m 11s PLACED 3:27 PM EST
Martinsville VA (276) 622-3386 1m 19s RECEIVED 10:07 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 857-5181 3m 39s PLACED 1:35 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 55s PLACED 12:04 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 470-8290 0s PLACED 11:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 226-4614 1m 12s PLACED 10:31 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 23m 9s RECEIVED 9:23 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 5s RECEIVED 9:01 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 0s MISSED 9:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (917) 975-7659 7s PLACED 1:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (212) 443-2222 12s PLACED 1:26 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 5s PLACED 5:12 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-6222 21s PLACED 12:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 39m 2s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 46m 55s PLACED 5:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 45s PLACED 4:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 4s PLACED 6:43 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 33m 20s PLACED 6:07 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 36m 40s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 5:22 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:17 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:14 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:13 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:11 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 49s PLACED 5:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:43 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:38 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
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Date
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 2:52 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 1m 19s PLACED 2:29 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 27m 49s PLACED 12:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 12:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 11:59 AM EST
Compton E & K (276) 629-4453 44s RECEIVED 10:56 AM EST
Compton E & K (276) 629-4453 0s MISSED 10:56 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 42s PLACED 10:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (415) 633-6745 6s PLACED 10:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 673-7360 3s PLACED 10:35 AM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4s PLACED 10:34 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:32 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 30s PLACED 10:31 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 44s PLACED 10:30 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 4m 12s PLACED 10:24 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 4m 11s PLACED 10:20 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 3m 25s PLACED 10:16 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 2m 21s PLACED 10:14 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:13 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:13 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:12 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:08 AM EST
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Date
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:06 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:58 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:58 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 46m 4s PLACED 4:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (214) 505-8273 52s PLACED 11:41 AM EST
Cell Phone TX (214) 505-8273 0s MISSED 11:40 AM EST
Cell Phone TX (214) 505-8273 2m 4s RECEIVED 11:40 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 488-5307 1m 11s PLACED 11:34 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 0s PLACED 11:32 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 3m 11s PLACED 11:26 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 957-5684 0s PLACED 11:23 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 629-4453 45s PLACED 11:21 AM EST
UNKNOWN (415) 633-6745 7s PLACED 11:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (347) 759-6075 0s PLACED 11:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (347) 759-6075 0s PLACED 10:33 PM EST
UNKNOWN (818) 849-3481 4m 30s PLACED 10:23 PM EST
UNKNOWN (818) 849-3481 14m 41s PLACED 10:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 2m 29s PLACED 9:00 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 0m 12s RECEIVED 7:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 17m 4s PLACED 5:13 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 55m 9s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
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Highlight

Brian D. Hill
Highlight

Brian D. Hill
Highlight

Brian D. Hill
Highlight



Date
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Sat. Sep 23, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Tue. Sep 19, 2017
Tue. Sep 19, 2017
Mon. Sep 18, 2017
Mon. Sep 18, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-6222 26s PLACED 3:52 PM EST
UNKNOWN (434) 793-7147 1m 39s PLACED 3:45 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 14m 55s PLACED 2:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 4m 29s PLACED 2:36 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 0s PLACED 2:34 PM EST
UNKNOWN (310) 203-4721 8m 57s PLACED 2:24 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-4499 1m 29s PLACED 2:22 PM EST
NCAVF (310) 203-4721 0s MISSED 1:27 PM EST
NCAVF (310) 203-4721 36s RECEIVED 1:27 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 48m 44s RECEIVED 11:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 40m 34s PLACED 5:52 PM EST
CARILION (540) 526-1000 43s RECEIVED 3:05 PM EST
CARILION (540) 526-1000 0s MISSED 3:05 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 56m 55s PLACED 5:36 PM EST
CARILION CLINIC (540) 224-5170 34s RECEIVED 5:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 35s PLACED 5:34 PM EST
CARILION HEALTH (276) 634-4499 0s MISSED 2:25 PM EST
CARILION HEALTH (276) 634-4499 29s RECEIVED 2:25 PM EST
ZIMMER WILLIAM (276) 670-3300 54s RECEIVED 5:40 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 13s PLACED 4:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 3s PLACED 9:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 673-7360 17s PLACED 7:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 10s PLACED 7:54 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 14s PLACED 7:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 29m 45s PLACED 4:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 2s PLACED 4:46 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 18m 13s PLACED 9:48 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 14s PLACED 9:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 0s PLACED 9:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 11m 50s PLACED 4:59 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 2m 10s PLACED 4:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 44m 2s PLACED 4:07 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 9m 19s PLACED 3:57 PM EST
Cell Phone VA (276) 224-4527 19m 42s RECEIVED 10:39 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 5s PLACED 8:24 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-0180 2m 52s PLACED 5:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:53 PM EST
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Call History (276) 790-3505
Rbhill67@comcast.net

Date
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Tue. Oct 17, 2017
Tue. Oct 17, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Sun. Oct 15, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
WATSON BETTY (336) 681-0304 0s MISSED 11:20 PM EST
WATSON BETTY (336) 681-0304 27s RECEIVED 11:20 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 681-0304 10s PLACED 11:19 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 16m 26s PLACED 10:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 358-1314 0s PLACED 10:57 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 954-3856 7s PLACED 10:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 375-8888 0s PLACED 10:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 617-7932 0s PLACED 10:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 743-6179 60s PLACED 7:54 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 10s RECEIVED 9:51 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 9:51 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 19m 22s PLACED 9:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 333-5005 2m 16s PLACED 9:19 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 333-5005 2m 30s PLACED 9:15 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 5s PLACED 8:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4m 16s PLACED 7:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 998-4705 3m 25s PLACED 7:51 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 998-4705 6s PLACED 7:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 16s PLACED 7:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (773) 837-8300 6s PLACED 7:49 PM EST
UNKNOWN (707) 540-1473 2s PLACED 7:48 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 3s PLACED 7:46 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 10s PLACED 7:45 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 7s PLACED 7:45 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 10s RECEIVED 6:29 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 6:29 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 24m 12s PLACED 9:26 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 2m 49s PLACED 9:22 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 48m 56s PLACED 6:59 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 10:27 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 3s RECEIVED 10:27 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 4:32 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 9:13 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 18s RECEIVED 9:13 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 36s RECEIVED 7:13 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 7:13 PM EST
WIRELESS CALLER (209) 518-3036 0s MISSED 4:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (919) 962-6136 15m 15s PLACED 4:21 PM EST
UNKNOWN (919) 962-7765 12m 44s PLACED 4:03 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 1m 3s RECEIVED 10:04 AM EST
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Date
Sat. Oct 14, 2017
Sat. Oct 14, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Sun. Oct 8, 2017
Sun. Oct 8, 2017
Sat. Oct 7, 2017
Fri. Oct 6, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Wed. Oct 4, 2017
Wed. Oct 4, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
ROB DE (512) 825-7826 9s RECEIVED 1:56 PM EST
ROB DE (512) 825-7826 0s MISSED 1:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 3s PLACED 11:49 PM EST
WIRELESS CALLER (315) 690-9176 0s MISSED 4:23 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 17m 26s RECEIVED 10:26 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 14m 40s RECEIVED 9:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 363-3281 3m 18s PLACED 7:32 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 3m 28s PLACED 7:26 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 47s PLACED 3:58 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 8m 48s RECEIVED 8:54 AM EST
UNKNOWN (315) 673-7198 8s PLACED 9:37 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 646-5172 20s PLACED 9:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 18s PLACED 4:15 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 4s PLACED 2:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 28m 20s PLACED 10:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (814) 835-6786 9s PLACED 6:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 246-9549 53s PLACED 3:12 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 724-2719 30s PLACED 3:11 PM EST
UNKNOWN (845) 557-3349 0s PLACED 3:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 8m 8s PLACED 1:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 1:45 PM EST
Bond Margaretta (309) 525-2705 56s RECEIVED 1:08 AM EST
UNKNOWN (309) 525-2705 6s PLACED 1:07 AM EST
UNKNOWN (516) 736-2925 0s PLACED 12:52 AM EST
UNKNOWN (516) 736-2925 0s PLACED 12:44 AM EST
UNKNOWN (845) 557-3349 0s PLACED 12:09 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 352-0129 2m 16s PLACED 10:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 352-0129 2m 41s PLACED 10:44 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 53s PLACED 10:31 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 11m 17s RECEIVED 10:06 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 443-6940 8s PLACED 9:25 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 443-5856 0s PLACED 2:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 22m 58s PLACED 1:23 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 36s PLACED 1:22 PM EST
U.S. CELLULAR (540) 483-2468 23s RECEIVED 10:04 AM EST
UNKNOWN (325) 333-1370 7s PLACED 2:57 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 382-1694 0s PLACED 12:22 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 382-1694 0s PLACED 11:44 PM EST
SOVAH DANVILLE (434) 799-4488 48s RECEIVED 10:32 AM EST
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Date
Wed. Oct 4, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Mon. Oct 2, 2017
Mon. Oct 2, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sat. Sep 30, 2017
Sat. Sep 30, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Thu. Sep 28, 2017
Thu. Sep 28, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
SOVAH DANVILLE (434) 799-4488 0s MISSED 10:32 AM EST
ROTO ROOTER SRV (434) 685-3047 26s RECEIVED 6:36 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-0088 22s PLACED 6:25 PM EST
ROTO ROOTER SRV (434) 685-3047 14s RECEIVED 5:04 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-0088 2m 11s PLACED 3:27 PM EST
Martinsville VA (276) 622-3386 1m 19s RECEIVED 10:07 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 857-5181 3m 39s PLACED 1:35 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 55s PLACED 12:04 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 470-8290 0s PLACED 11:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 226-4614 1m 12s PLACED 10:31 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 23m 9s RECEIVED 9:23 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 5s RECEIVED 9:01 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 0s MISSED 9:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (917) 975-7659 7s PLACED 1:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (212) 443-2222 12s PLACED 1:26 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 5s PLACED 5:12 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-6222 21s PLACED 12:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 39m 2s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 46m 55s PLACED 5:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 45s PLACED 4:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 4s PLACED 6:43 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 33m 20s PLACED 6:07 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 36m 40s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 5:22 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:17 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:14 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:13 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:11 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 49s PLACED 5:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:43 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:38 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
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Date
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 2:52 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 1m 19s PLACED 2:29 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 27m 49s PLACED 12:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 12:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 11:59 AM EST
Compton E & K (276) 629-4453 44s RECEIVED 10:56 AM EST
Compton E & K (276) 629-4453 0s MISSED 10:56 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 42s PLACED 10:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (415) 633-6745 6s PLACED 10:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 673-7360 3s PLACED 10:35 AM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4s PLACED 10:34 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:32 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 30s PLACED 10:31 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 44s PLACED 10:30 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 4m 12s PLACED 10:24 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 4m 11s PLACED 10:20 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 3m 25s PLACED 10:16 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 2m 21s PLACED 10:14 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:13 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:13 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:12 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:08 AM EST
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Date
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:06 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:58 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:58 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 46m 4s PLACED 4:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (214) 505-8273 52s PLACED 11:41 AM EST
Cell Phone TX (214) 505-8273 0s MISSED 11:40 AM EST
Cell Phone TX (214) 505-8273 2m 4s RECEIVED 11:40 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 488-5307 1m 11s PLACED 11:34 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 0s PLACED 11:32 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 3m 11s PLACED 11:26 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 957-5684 0s PLACED 11:23 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 629-4453 45s PLACED 11:21 AM EST
UNKNOWN (415) 633-6745 7s PLACED 11:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (347) 759-6075 0s PLACED 11:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (347) 759-6075 0s PLACED 10:33 PM EST
UNKNOWN (818) 849-3481 4m 30s PLACED 10:23 PM EST
UNKNOWN (818) 849-3481 14m 41s PLACED 10:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 2m 29s PLACED 9:00 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 0m 12s RECEIVED 7:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 17m 4s PLACED 5:13 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 55m 9s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
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Date
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Sat. Sep 23, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Tue. Sep 19, 2017
Tue. Sep 19, 2017
Mon. Sep 18, 2017
Mon. Sep 18, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-6222 26s PLACED 3:52 PM EST
UNKNOWN (434) 793-7147 1m 39s PLACED 3:45 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 14m 55s PLACED 2:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 4m 29s PLACED 2:36 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 0s PLACED 2:34 PM EST
UNKNOWN (310) 203-4721 8m 57s PLACED 2:24 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-4499 1m 29s PLACED 2:22 PM EST
NCAVF (310) 203-4721 0s MISSED 1:27 PM EST
NCAVF (310) 203-4721 36s RECEIVED 1:27 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 48m 44s RECEIVED 11:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 40m 34s PLACED 5:52 PM EST
CARILION (540) 526-1000 43s RECEIVED 3:05 PM EST
CARILION (540) 526-1000 0s MISSED 3:05 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 56m 55s PLACED 5:36 PM EST
CARILION CLINIC (540) 224-5170 34s RECEIVED 5:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 35s PLACED 5:34 PM EST
CARILION HEALTH (276) 634-4499 0s MISSED 2:25 PM EST
CARILION HEALTH (276) 634-4499 29s RECEIVED 2:25 PM EST
ZIMMER WILLIAM (276) 670-3300 54s RECEIVED 5:40 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 13s PLACED 4:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 3s PLACED 9:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 673-7360 17s PLACED 7:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 10s PLACED 7:54 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 14s PLACED 7:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 29m 45s PLACED 4:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 2s PLACED 4:46 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 18m 13s PLACED 9:48 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 14s PLACED 9:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 0s PLACED 9:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 11m 50s PLACED 4:59 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 2m 10s PLACED 4:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 44m 2s PLACED 4:07 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 9m 19s PLACED 3:57 PM EST
Cell Phone VA (276) 224-4527 19m 42s RECEIVED 10:39 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 5s PLACED 8:24 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-0180 2m 52s PLACED 5:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:53 PM EST
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP BEING
INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON (lawyer)
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/1/2022, 2:09 PM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, A�orney Eric Ferguson
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
CC: "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl" <StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, Ken & Stella Forinash
<kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>, "Coen,
Chris" <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>

Aaron Ziglar and a�orney Eric Ferguson,

I have more proof for dispute specialist Aaron M. Ziglar and a�orney Eric Ferguson who represents
The Chimney Sweep.

The phone number (540) 483-2468 belongs to a "James Cassell". See a�achments: "540-483-2468
5404832468 is a phone.pdf"; and "FireShot Capture 1600 - 540-483-2468 - 5404832468 is a phone -
www.usphonebook.com.png".

Who is your client? James Cassell, Eric???

He is the designated and the reported owner of who? "The Chimney Sweep" business in Rocky
Mount, VA.

See a�achments: "The Chimney Sweep Be�er Business Bureau® Profile.pdf"; and "FireShot Capture
1601 - The Chimney Sweep - Be�er Business Bureau® Profile - www.bbb.org.png".

Who is the owner of that business establishment? "Mr. James Cassell, Owner",
same person as US Phone Book listed for the phone number (540) 483-2468. Same
number in the Comcast phone logs records for my phone number 276-790-3505.
Mr. JaCody Cassell, Manager is his son, I am assuming, right? Stella Forinash said in
one le�er to Dr. Graney and there was also an email to Jason McMurray about the
carbon monoxide gas found which in the Forinash's le�er dated March 21, 2019 to
Dr. Graney the Forinash le�er claimed that it was the son of that chimney
company. That would be "Mr. JaCody Cassell, Manager". So
Mr. JaCody Cassell, Manager was the one who highly likely sealed my chimney with
the metal �n causing the carbon monoxide gas. Admit or deny, Eric Ferguson???

Cita�on from le�er: "...It was the young son of the owner of the chimney company
in Rocky Mount, VA who was sent to clean the fireplace (chimney sweep) and to
put screen on all 3 holes to keep birds out of the fireplace; instead he put �n over
all 3 holes including the hole for the natural gas heater and the gas water heater in
the basement leaving no where for the gas and water steam to escape in October,
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2017. None of us were aware that there was �n there and thought it was screen.
This took care of the bird problem."

So I am involved with The Chimney Sweep. The complaint by Brian D. Hill was against the correct
company. They did do work on my chimney. What else were the phone calls with them about? What
was the $300 check for?

See the le�ers from Kenneth and Stella Forinash: A�achments: "le�er-to-forensic-psychologist-March-
21-2019.pdf"; and "Carbon-monoxide-poisoning-le�er-March-10-2019.pdf"

Once I have the records from SunTrust bank, I am good to go. Those records will prove check was paid
to The Chimney Sweep, and I bet it went to the bank account or cash out by "Mr. James Cassell,
Owner", same person with the phone number (540) 483-2468.

Just wait on the bank account records for my bank account Aaron Ziglar.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 7/1/2022 7:19 AM, ROBERTA HILL wrote:

Aaron Ziglar,

I have addi�onal evidence/proof that this lawyer Eric Ferguson is repea�ng lies from The Chimney
Sweep business. They are lying, the lawyer is repea�ng their lies.

I have evidence, records printed from my Comcast internet and phone account for my phone
number 276-790-3505 that my son had files in his legal records possession. He has proof that I
called The Chimney Sweep mul�ple �mes and they called me mul�ple �mes (3 placed, 1 received).
From their own business phone number. The records are there and the lawyer can verify by
subpoenaing Comcast. I consent to the lawyer asking to verify these phone logs from the �me
periods men�oned in this email. I have provided screenshots of the phone logs with the highlights.

This lawyer is ac�ng as though I have no proof that The Chimney Sweep was involved with my
chimney. That they made no es�mate. That they did no work on my chimney or at my residence. I
have two sources of proof that will dispel those lies. The Comcast phone logs, and the second
proofs will be the bank account check records that I am a�emp�ng to request from
TRUIST/SunTrust.

We are s�ll wai�ng for the records from my old SunTrust bank account and have forwarded you
email proof that I had this bank account in October, 2017 but may not be able to access my online
bank account statements because of the forced migra�on from SunTrust to First Horizon Bank in
Mar�nsville. So a�emp�ng to receive those records will take �me.

   HOWEVER this evidence proved my son's complaint is with MERIT.

Maybe this lawyer needs to produce the copies of the contract for this chimney work for
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a�emp�ng to defraud Mediator Aaron M. Ziglar of the A�orney General Office for Virginia because
I have proven with evidence of records my son had in his possession, evidence. I printed the call
logs for my son as per his request in 2017. He held printouts of this call log. He went to his legal
case files, found the record and has given it to me in support of my son's complaint against The
Chimney Sweep.

I have proven that the lawyer Eric Ferguson has made untruthful statements and that the
complaint should not be dismissed as baseless. Lawyer Eric Ferguson by and through The
Chimney Sweep has defrauded Aaron M. Ziglar of this process. His office has been defrauded.

The lawyer's claims are "BASELESS".

Eric Ferguson, your client for the business "THE CHIMNEY SWEEP" has the phone number (540)
483-2468. This number is on their verified owner profile at the Chamber of Commerce.com. This is
their business phone number, for your client, The Chimney Sweep.

See a�achment "The Chimney Sweep in Rocky Mount, VA 24151 - (540) 483-2468.pdf"

Now let's take a look at the phone logs my son had a copy of, by the grace of Lord Jesus, and God.
Thanks to Jesus Christ and the Angels who protect my son from the demons, my son has records
proving that The Chimney Sweep was contac�ng me and I was contac�ng them by phone, and the
amount of �me period that the call had placed and when the calls had been received. They will be
highlighted for the lawyer to see. Sorry, Eric Ferguson.

See a�achments: "Call History October 23 2017 4_50AM (pages 1-5 excerpt records)(2).pdf" with
highlights to the phone numbers belonging to The Chimney Sweep; "Call History October 23 2017
4_50AM (pages 1-5 excerpt records).pdf"; The Chimney Sweep phone logs 1.png; and The Chimney
Sweep phone logs 2.png.
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Isn't that interes�ng, the same date I paid $300 to The Chimney Sweep, they called me one �me
and I received a phone call back, all on October 5, 2017. This matches the photograph of the check
stub, $300 to The Chimney Sweep. This will also match the bank account records of the check paid
to The Chimney Sweep.

All glory goes to God. God is helping me prove my son's innocence.

The Chimney Sweep by and through their lawyer, their representa�ve Eric Ferguson has lied about
their client not being involved with me or my chimney, lying about not being given an es�mate by
Eric's client, The Chimney Sweep. The phone call lasted 3 minutes and 11 seconds on September
26, 2017 at 11:26 AM EST, Tuesday. What was I talking for 3 minutes and 11 seconds for Mr. Eric
(a�orney)????????????

The Chimney Sweep needs to admit that they lied to Aaron Ziglar of The A�orney General Office on
top of being involved with placing metal �n on top of the chimney. We have proof that The
Chimney Sweep did work, they got paid $300 and phone records from their phone number, and the
date of two phone call records on October 5, 2017. What do you have Eric Ferguson???

Brian David Hill = Innocence - Where We Go One
We Go All (WWG1WGA)
Opinion: The Deep State may have pulled some things, but Brian my son is smart as a whip despite
his Au�sm and his vulnerabili�es. He somehow knew he was going to be set up with a crime of
some sort, which became indecent exposure. It's like the Angels knew this was coming down the
pike and gave Brian evidence he would need right now to disprove this lawyer. We give angels
credit for this evidence. What are you going to say to this proof Eric Ferguson???

Eric Ferguson, You defrauded Aaron M. Ziglar,
the Dispute Resolu�on Specialist of the Office of
the A�orney General. Explain yourself.

Eric Ferguson I have a few ques�ons for your client.
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Did your client ever get paid by anybody other than myself to do chimney work, like was your
client ever paid to put metal �n on top of the chimney to put both me, Roberta Hill and my
son Brian David Hill under carbon monoxide gas poisoning due to blocking exhaust from the
gas hot water heater and gas radiator?

Was your client influenced in any way or did anybody ask somebody from The Chimney
Sweep to put metal �n on top of the chimney to put both me, Roberta Hill and my son Brian
David Hill under carbon monoxide gas poisoning due to blocking exhaust from the gas hot
water heater and gas radiator?

Why did somebody working for The Chimney Sweep place metal �n on top of the chimney to
put both me, Roberta Hill and my son Brian David Hill under carbon monoxide gas poisoning
due to blocking exhaust from the gas hot water heater and gas radiator?

Why was The Chimney Sweep negligent in placing metal �n on top of the chimney of the
Triplex me and my son both live in?

Why did The Chimney Sweep lie to they're hired a�orney Eric Ferguson in order to make me,
Roberta Hill and my son Brian David Hill look like liars?

Were you influenced by Commonwealth A�orney Glen Andrew Hall or Giles Carter Greer in
any of this process? Did Glen Andrew Hall or Mar�nsville Police influence The Chimney
Sweep to a�empt to subvert this complaint process? Did Mar�nsville Police Chief Eddie
Cassady influence you at all in this process?

Were you influenced by anybody working for the U.S. A�orney Office in the Middle District of
North Carolina in any of this process? Did anybody at the U.S. A�orney Office influence The
Chimney Sweep to a�empt to subvert this complaint process?

Last ques�on: Did somebody from The Chimney Sweep place metal �n on top of the
chimney at the Triplex located at 310 Forest Street, Mar�nsville, VA 24112 on October 5,
2017 and then was paid $300 by check for the work? Who placed the metal �n on top of
the chimney? Why was metal; �n placed on top of the chimney?

Please answer these ques�ons Eric Ferguson, under oath. That way if you lie under oath, you
can go to jail for perjury.

Thanks and God bless you all,
Roberta Hill

On 6/29/2022 9:44 AM, Ziglar, Aaron M. wrote:

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your
complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in
wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.
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In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be
closed and no further ac�on will be taken.

This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint  in  accordance  with  the  applicable  state  reten�on  schedule.   Under  the  Virginia
Freedom of  Informa�on Act,  please be advised that  these materials  will  be available to the
public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me
or respond to this message.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-1244 Office
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
http://www.ag.virginia.gov

 

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

Mr. Ziglar--Thanks for speaking with me yesterday and allowing me to submit this response in
email format.  I really appreciate your working with me and my client on submi�ng this
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response to the complaint of Mr. Hill.

My client is Jacody Cassell and he is the owner of The Chimney Sweep in Franklin County, VA.  He
has been the owner since 2016.  His father had owned it from 1976 un�l 2016.  Jacody has
always worked for this company.  His son works for him now and intends to take over the
company one day.

The Chimney Sweep is a very reputable company and has had very few complaints made against
them for their work.  My client claims to have no knowledge of Brian D. Hill and Roberta Hill.  My
client has no records of ever providing an es�mate for work to be done at the home of the Hills
in Mar�nsville and he has no evidence of ever doing any work for the Hills at a home in
Mar�nsville.  My client has no record of ever being paid to do any work for the Hills.  More
importantly, un�l May 17, 2022, when Mr. Hill filed this complaint, my clients were never told
about any of these claims.

My client has never done any work for the Hills.  They have never received any complaints from
the HIlls.  One would think that it would not take 3-5 years to make a complaint.  Mr. Hill is
seeking damages for payment of his legal expenses as a result of criminal charges in 2018.  

Mr. Hill's complaint is baseless and he has no evidence to support it.  He has offered no contract,
no es�mate, and no evidence of payment.  He has nothing with which to back up his complaint. 
Even if he did, the statute of limita�ons for bodily injury is two years.  The appropriate statutes
regarding contracts are 3 years for verbal agreements and 5 years for wri�en agreements.  Since
he has no wri�en one, one must assume that if he had an agreement, it would be verbal and
therefore beyond that statute of limita�on as well.

On behalf of The Chimney Sweep, I ask that this complaint be dismissed.  There is no evidence to
support this claim.

Please advise of any next step.  Thank you for your �me and considera�on.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151
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540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

FireShot Capture 1600 - 540-483-2468 - 5404832468 is a phone - www.usphonebook.com.png
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FireShot Capture 1601 - The Chimney Sweep - Better Business Bureau® Profile - www.bbb.org.png
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A�achments:

FireShot Capture 1600 - 540-483-2468 - 5404832468 is a phone -
www.usphonebook.com.png

480 KB

540-483-2468 5404832468 is a phone.pdf 314 KB

The Chimney Sweep Be�er Business Bureau® Profile.pdf 653 KB

FireShot Capture 1601 - The Chimney Sweep - Be�er Business Bureau® Profile -
www.bbb.org.png

459 KB

le�er-to-forensic-psychologist-March-21-2019.pdf 725 KB

Carbon-monoxide-poisoning-le�er-March-10-2019.pdf 1.3 MB
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Home (https://www.usphonebook.com) /  540-483-2468

Find out who owns 540-483-2468

Success! We Found...
James Cassell (540) 483-2468
  Phone type (/james-cassell/UxYTMyQzM0kTNxcDNzYzM1czM00yR),   Carrier (/james-
cassell/UxYTMyQzM0kTNxcDNzYzM1czM00yR),   Relatives (/james-cassell
/UxYTMyQzM0kTNxcDNzYzM1czM00yR),   Associates (/james-cassell
/UxYTMyQzM0kTNxcDNzYzM1czM00yR)

 Full address available (/james-cassell/UxYTMyQzM0kTNxcDNzYzM1czM00yR

Relatives: Bree Cassell, (/bree-cassell/UQTNxUDMxIzM5UzM3gTO1AzMz0yR)
Brittney Wright, (/brittney-wright/UEDMwkTM5kDMwgzN2QjN5EjNyIzR) Denise
Cassell, (/denise-cassell/UMjNxUDO5kTO1czN5UDOygTMyMzR) Jacody Cassell,
(/jacody-cassell/UYzN3QDOzQDOwgjNxETN3kDN20yR) Jada Sanders, (/jada-
sanders/UwEDMygjMxADO4IzNwATNyITO10yR) James Cassell, (/james-cassell
/UITO1kTNyMTNyYDO4UDM0QDOzIzR) Larry Johnson, (/larry-johnson
/UyUDN2ADNzQTOzMzNxUzNyADN10yR) Pat Cassell, (/pat-cassell
/UYTM2MTO3AjN3QDN4UzMwADMyQzR) Patsy Cassell (/patsy-cassell
/U3gzMxgTM1UTO0ETO1EDM4gDMy0yR)

GGEETT  DDEETTAAIILLSS  FFOORR  ((554400))  448833--22446688

Our comprehensive search accessed the following information for (540) 483-2468. Our
database located a result in Rocky Mount, VA. Need more details for the owner of (540)
483-2468? Click 'Get Details' to see additional info.

540-483-2468

(/) 

Enter a US phone number

Name Search Address Search (/address)

Directory (/phone)

540-483-2468 | 5404832468 is a phone https://www.usphonebook.com/540-483-2468
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Why use USPhoneBook?
James Cassell’s Home Phone Number
James Cassell’s Cell Phone Number
James Cassell’s Landline Phone Number
James Cassell’s Current Address
James Cassell’s Former Addresses
James Cassell’s Relatives

Looking for information on (540)
483-2468, including full name, current
address and former addresses for
James Cassell? Search James Cassell’s
family members and other
relationships.

Every day, US Phonebook helps people do
reverse phone lookups (/phone), find people
(/phone) and identify spam callers in order to
make smarter, safer decisions.

 (/JAMES-CASSELL

/UXYTMYQZM0KTNXCDNZYZM1CZM00YR)

Spam/Fraud Potential: Safe (/540-483-2468/spam-table)

Is (540) 483-2468 a Safe Caller?  What is this?

Safe  Spam/Fraud

Search Results for 540-483-2468
Paid Results Sponsored by BeenVerified.com

Search Full Name of the owner for 540-483-2468

S E A R C H  R E C O R D S

Search Current Address of the owner for 540-483-2468

S E A R C H  R E C O R D S

(/) 

Name Search Address Search (/address)

Directory (/phone)
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Search Email Address of the owner for 540-483-2468

S E A R C H  R E C O R D S

Search Social Profiles of the owner for 540-483-2468

S E A R C H  R E C O R D S

Search Results for 540-483-2468
Paid Results Sponsored by Intelius.com

Search Full Name of the owner for 540-483-2468

V I E W  R E C O R D S

Search Current Address of the owner for 540-483-2468

V I E W  R E C O R D S

Search Email Address of the owner for 540-483-2468

V I E W  R E C O R D S

Search Social Profiles of the owner for 540-483-2468

V I E W  R E C O R D S

Search Results for 540-483-2468
Paid Results Sponsored by PeopleLooker.com

Search Full Name of the owner for 540-483-2468

S E A R C H  R E C O R D S

Search Current Address of the owner for 540-483-2468

S E A R C H  R E C O R D S

Search Email Address of the owner for 540-483-2468

S E A R C H  R E C O R D S

Search Social Profiles of the owner for 540-483-2468

S E A R C H  R E C O R D S

Search Results for 540-483-2468

(/) 

Name Search Address Search (/address)

Directory (/phone)
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Search By Another Phone Number

Please enter a 10 digit number

  Search by Name    

  Search by Address

Lookup over 2 Billion Phone Numbers Instantly

Not the person with (540) 483-2468 you wanted? Try a more detailed search. Our site can search
for city, state, relatives, full names and more to find the owner of (540) 483-2468. Complete your
search today.

Paid Results Sponsored by TruthFinder.com

Search Full Name of the owner for 540-483-2468

V I E W  R E C O R D S

Search Current Address of the owner for 540-483-2468

V I E W  R E C O R D S

Search Email Address of the owner for 540-483-2468

V I E W  R E C O R D S

Search Social Profiles of the owner for 540-483-2468

V I E W  R E C O R D S





(/) 

Name Search Address Search (/address)

Directory (/phone)
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MMoorree  iinnffoorrmmaattiioonn  aabboouutt  554400--448833--22446688

Area Code

540

Prefix

483

Full Number

540-483-2468

International Number

+1 540 483 2468

Country

United States

County

City

Rocky Mount

State

VA

Zip

24151

Owner

James Cassell

Carrier

(/) 

Name Search Address Search (/address)

Directory (/phone)
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The phone number (540) 483-2468 belongs to James Cassell and is located in Rocky Mount, VA,
U.S.

(540) 483-2468 is a phone from the carrier and its connection status is . The international number
for this cell phone is +1 540 483 2468.

James Cassell may also go by the name James H Cassell.

James Cassell is related to Bree E Cassell, Brittney M Wright, Denise R Cassell, Jacody J Cassell,
Jada Zee Sanders, and 5 more people.

USPhonebook.com helps you find owners of phone numbers in the United States. USPhonebook.com is not
a Consumer Reporting Agency (CRA) as defined by the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_Credit_Reporting_Act). This site can't be used for employment, credit or
tenant screening, or any related purpose.

COPYRIGHT © 2016-2022 USPHONEBOOK.COM ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Phone Type

Privacy Policy (/privacy) Terms of Use (/terms) Contact (/contact) Phone Number Directory (/phone)

NEW!Developer API (https://peopledataapi.com?utm_source=usphonebook&utm_medium=footerlink)

Phone: (/phone) 1 (/phone) 2 (/2xx-area-code) 3 (/3xx-area-code) 4 (/4xx-area-code) 5 (/5xx-area-code)

6 (/6xx-area-code) 7 (/7xx-area-code) 8 (/8xx-area-code) 9 (/9xx-area-code) 0 (/phone)

What Is Reverse Phone Lookup (/what-is-reverse-phone-lookup)

Reverse Phone Lookup to Monitor Your Kids (/monitor-children) Find Out Who’s Calling (/who-is-calling)

Use Reverse Phone Lookup To Catch a Cheater (/signs-that-your-partner-is-cheating)

Why Use Reverse Phone LookUp (/why-use-reverse-phone-lookup)

Landline and Cell Phone Lookups (/landline-and-cell-phone-lookup)

(/) 

Name Search Address Search (/address)

Directory (/phone)
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Share Print

Business Profile

Business Profile

The Chimney Sweep 1492 Blue Bend Rd

Rocky Mount, VA

24151-6568

http://www.gottrust.

org/thechimneyswe

ep

Email this Business

(540) 493-2330

Better Business Bureau®

Home > Virginia > Rocky Mount > Chimney Cleaning > The Chimney Sweep

Privacy  - Terms

The Chimney Sweep | Better Business Bureau® Profile https://www.bbb.org/us/va/rocky-mount/profile/chimney-cleaning/the-...
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March 21, 2019                                             201 Greyson St,  Martinsville, VA 24112 

Dr. Graney, 

We got a letter from Brian yesterday, and he asked us to send photos of the 
damage on the ceiling and walls around his fireplace in the living room of the 
apartment where he has been living since May, 2016.  There was also white 
residual inside of his fireplace.  The chimney expert who found the carbon 
monoxide damage said that this could be cleaned with detergent & water so 
Brian’s mom has already cleaned that.  It needed months to dry before repairs.  
There is a carpenter lined up to repair it around April 20th.  It was the young son of 
the owner of the chimney company in Rocky Mount, VA who was sent to clean the 
fireplace (chimney sweep) and to put screen on all 3 holes to keep birds out of the 
fireplace; instead he put tin over all 3 holes including the hole for the natural gas 
heater and the gas water heater in the basement leaving no where for the gas and 
water steam to escape in October, 2017.  None of us were aware that there was 
tin there and thought it was screen.  This took care of the bird problem.   

In December, 2017 or January, 2018 there was a snow storm, and that was when 
we noticed the damage in the ceiling of Brian’s apartment but no damage in his 
mom’s ceiling above her fireplace in her apartment.  We thought it was odd that 
there were no problems until the chimney people came.  It continued getting 
worse through the winter, so in the spring Roberta cocked the foundation around 
her porch because we thought it looked like a foundation problem, not a roof 
problem because there was no water damage on Roberta’s ceiling.  Brian’s ceiling 
was below his mom’s apartment.  After this the problem got worse.  Brian’s OCD 
was getting worse too.  He was having a diarrhea problem and was using the hot 
water 6 to 8 hours a day.  This is a gas hot water heater with nowhere for the gas 
& steam to escape.  It was escaping apparently through both fireplaces leaving 
damage in the ceiling in Brian’s apartment below the brick (hearth) on the floor in 
front of Roberta’s apartment and all along the walls below Roberta’s fireplace into 
the walls beside of Brian’s fireplace (both sides) and the top above the mirror.  At 
the time, it just looked like rain water.  We thought eventually half of the ceiling in 
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Brian’s apartment would have water damage.  Looking at the photos now, you can 
clearly see that it is from the gas heaters, not rain and just covered under the 
hearth of Roberta’s fireplace above Brian’s on his ceiling so both were effected but 
up in Roberta’s apartment, you couldn’t see the damage. 

Both Roberta & Brian were complaining about not feeling well, being weak and 
very tired.  We (Brian’s grandparents) were moving from one house to another in 
Martinsville, VA during this time, and Roberta couldn’t understand where we got 
our energy in our 70’s when she & Brian were so tired.  Roberta tried to help us 
from time to time with the move, but she couldn’t hold out like we could.  Both of 
us are disabled and elderly and are slow and took months for this move.  She was 
always before this stronger than we were.  Her head was shaking a lot.  We 
thought it was stress from taking care of Brian and not being able to get much 
sleep or rest.  Brian kept complaining that he couldn’t think straight.  The cats’ 
personalities had changed, but yet none of us even thought that all of the 
moisture damage around the fireplace was damage from the moisture & natural 
gas required to run the natural gas boiler furnace downstairs and the natural gas 
hot water heater.  Now that we know the facts, we all feel bad and guilty for what 
all has happened to Brian.  It takes a long time in Martinsville, VA to locate 
carpenters and wait for prices and for them to do any work on homes. We also are 
glad that Brian no longer came back to his house in September, 2018 due to the 
fact that the carbon monoxide poisoning with the use of the heater through the 
winter and from the hot water heater was not discovered until January, 2019.   

There were many threats due to Brian’s fighting to get off from false federal 
charges.  He was set-up with child porn on his computer in 2012, and he and his 
family have been putting proof in the court with his 2255 since November, 2017 of 
his innocence, and there have been strange things happening after this date, but 
then along with the threats (including death threats and threats of putting more 
child porn in Brian’s email after he is released to keep him on the sex registry, 
sending threats in emails to Brian’s family & attorneys and actually sending and 
bragging about it to Brian and other alternative news people and to Brian’s friends 
after Brian appealed his case in 2015 and the hate cards and letter sent from 
Nashville, TN with no return address to Brian’s mom after we filed the 2255 in 
Nov. 2017 from Dec. 2017 till May, 2018 and the fake 911 calls in July, 2018 & 
police coming to the house about the calls that they didn’t make.   
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We wanted to include more information to go along with the photos.  We have 
had natural gas heaters and don’t know much about natural gas boiler heaters.  
Found some photos on the internet to show here of similar in their house. 

 

 

(gas Boiler furnace & gas hot water heater). 

You can now see what is on top of the chimney.   The tin has been removed from 
the hole above the gas hot water boiler (furnace) and the gas hot water heater.  
The chimney guy from Basset, VA who has done this type of work for 25 years who 
took the tin off in Jan. 2019 and put the chimney cap on top of their chimney in 
Feb. 2019 had us to climb on the ladder and showed us what he saw.  This is now 
what you can see from the road, and we now know that it is vented – not even 
screen on the top of the furnace & water heater venting hole.   
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This is a similar top photo from the Internet of the chimney cap that was put on 
the top of Roberta’s & Brian’s chimney covering all 3 holes with screen on the side. 

We are including 7 photos Brian's mom, Roberta took last night (March 20. 
2019) of the ceiling & walls showing damage around Brian's fireplace in his 
living room in his apartment. 

  

Brian's grandparents, 

  

 

Stella & Ken Forinash 

 

Copy sent to Brian David Hill and 7 photos mailed to Brian.  
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Carbon monoxide poisoning 

By Brian David Hill’s Grandparents, Stella & Ken Forinash on March 10, 2019 

Roberta & Brian bought their home in January, 2016; moved in their new home in May, 2016.  
During the summer of 2017, we noticed many birds flying high above their house and one by 
one moving into the chimney each evening.  https://www.owenschimneysystems.com/its-
chimney-swift-season/.  There are 3 chimney openings (one for the fireplace in Roberta’s 
apartment, one for the fireplace in Brian’s apartment and one for the gas furnace and gas hot 
water heater in the basement).  These birds are called “Chimney Swifts”.  After Roberta was 
sure the birds were no longer here (in October or November, 2017), she called a chimney sweep 
company in Rocky Mount, VA to clean the chimney and put a screen over the chimney holes to 
keep the birds away.  We noticed in 2018, there were no birds: however, a couple of months 
after the chimney people did their work during a snow storm in Dec. 2017, we noticed some 
ceiling damage in Brian’s living room and what we thought was water damage in his fireplace, 
ceiling and walls all around his fireplace.  No problems with Roberta’s fireplace, so Roberta 
thought it was a foundation problem and cocked all around the house above Brian’s fireplace.  
Roberta’s apartment is on the top floor, Brian’s apartment is below hers and the gas furnace & 
gas hot water heater is in the basement below Brian’s apartment.  She noticed more damage 
each month in the ceiling and around the fireplace in Brian’s apartment, thought the problem 
was a foundation problem since her fireplace above Brian’s was not getting any water damage.  
She noticed after she cocked the house, the leak was getting worse,  She called a foundation 
company and waited for months for them to check the foundation of the house.  They came 
after Brian was already in jail and told her it was not a foundation problem but a roofing 
problem.   
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We called a roofing company who said that the roof was in good shape but she needed to put 
some type of flashing and other things around the chimney to bring the roof up costing $2,600.  
After they left, she noticed that her fireplace was now leaking and a few weeks before they 
came the ceiling all around Brian’s fireplace had fallen down due to all of the moisture.  We 
called a carpenter, and he noticed that the ceiling that had fallen and needed to be replaced was 
right below the bricks from Roberta’s fireplace platform.  She called the roofing people back, 
and they told her that she needs to have a cap put over her fireplace.  They were supposed to 
talk to their boss and call back, but after waiting a week, we decided to call a chimney company 
from Bassett, VA who had an A+  rating on the Better Business web site.  He came to check to 
see what she needed and to give a price.  We showed him her fireplace, Brian’s fireplace with 
all the damage and the gas furnace and gas hot water heater in the basement.  When he climbed 
his ladder to look at the fireplace, he discovered that all 3 openings were blocked and instead of 
the screen that she thought was over the holes, there was tin covering all 3 holes.  He 
immediately took the tin off of the hole where the gas furnace and gas hot water heater was.   

Roberta’s note to us on 3/10/2009 
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He then showed us what had happened and said that he could not leave there knowing that the 
tin was keeping the fumes from coming out of the chimney and couldn’t believe a chimney 
company would cover it up.  He said that was dangerous.  He then came back in the house and 
showed us the damage in Brian’s fireplace was not water damage but had come from the 
furnace and hot water heater because there was nowhere else for the fumes to go.  He showed us 
all of the white residue in Brian’s fireplace from the fumes & moisture escaping in his 
apartment.  He told us the same as the carpenter to wait a few months to let everything dry 
before replacing the ceiling and the walls around the fireplace and he said that the white residue 
inside of the fireplace can be cleaned.  There was now some white residue inside of Roberta’s 
fireplace too, but the ceiling and the walls around her fireplace was still in good shape in her 
apartment.  This is the name of the guy who took away the tin from the fireplace thus letting the 
gas furnace & gas water heater vent and prevent any more carbon monoxide poisoning in their 
basement and apartments.   He can be called to confirm what we have written about this 
situation, and we need to have him to sign a statement about his findings on the outside 
chimney.  This is his business card, and we are enclosing his work proposal (We also had him 
to do some work inside our fireplaces and replace the chimney cap on our fireplace) from 
1/30/2019 when he removed the tin.  He wrote that he was putting the chimney cap on 
Roberta’s fireplace for the fireplace and boiler (furnace) & fixing something else.  We are 
sending a copy of the receipt after he put the new chimney cap and did repairs on 2/4/2019.   
Here is a copy of his business card with his name, address and phone: 
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Brian David Hill was living in a home with carbon monoxide poisoning from Oct. 5, 2017 till 
September 21, 2018 (almost one year).  He was home most of the time, using the natural gas hot 
water heater for hours each day doing his OCD washing routines.  His apartment fireplace had 
the most damage including the walls all around the fireplace and losing some of the ceiling 
above his fireplace due to excessive moisture that we thought was from snow and rain.  We 
learned on 1/30/2019 that it was residue from the boiler furnace and gas hot water heater having 
nowhere else for the fumes and moisture to escape.  Roberta was living in this house with the 
carbon monoxide from Oct 5, 2017 till Jan. 30, 2019, but her apartment was not infected as 
badly as Brian’s was. 

Roberta and Brian Hill had complained for months about being real tired and weak, and we 
noticed that Roberta’s head was shaking.  Brian was complaining that he couldn’t think straight 
and was having some memory problems.  We all talked about this during our visit with him 
today (3/9/2019 and wondered if that had anything to do with why Brian left his home the night 
of Sept. 21, 2018 and was walking around confused miles from his home that night.  Brian also 
had a bad fall in his apartment a few months after the chimney people were there during the 
winter of 2018 (The hospital at Martinsville, VA should have this record and date:  Call 276-
666-7200.   (Brian was a patient in this hospital in the mental department in December, 2013.  
The hospital should have on record that Brian is a brittle diabetic using insulin and has autism, 
yet when the police brought him to the hospital on Sept 21, 2018, the hospital let him be 
arrested instead of keeping him in the hospital doing test to see why he was acting so strangely).   
When his mom checked on him that winter night in 2018, he was asleep in his bed with blood 
all over.  She called 9-1-1, but he refused to go to the hospital without doing his OCD routine.  
During his hand washing routine and washing the blood on his forehead, he vomited and was 
having bad leg cramps.  We finally got him to the Martinsville, VA hospital hours later, and 
they put staples in his forehead.  We found out later that he had fallen in his office and broke his 
desk.  There was a lot of blood on the floor and some way he got into his bed in his bedroom 
and was apparently asleep when his mom, Roberta went to his room to check his blood glucose, 
and there was blood all over his pillows, his bed and his face.  We told Brian we would check to 
see if the carbon monoxide from his fireplace can cause confusion, and this is what we found:  
These can include agitation, confusion, depression, lethargy, impulsiveness, 

hallucinations, confabulation, distractibility, and memory problems. 

 
 

Mayo Clinic 
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Overview 

Carbon monoxide poisoning occurs when carbon monoxide builds up in your bloodstream. 
When too much carbon monoxide is in the air, your body replaces the oxygen in your red blood 
cells with carbon monoxide. This can lead to serious tissue damage, or even death. 

Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas produced by burning gasoline, wood, 
propane, charcoal or other fuel. Improperly ventilated appliances and engines, particularly in a 
tightly sealed or enclosed space, may allow carbon monoxide to accumulate to dangerous 
levels. 

If you think you or someone you're with may have carbon monoxide poisoning, get into fresh 
air and seek emergency medical care. 

Signs and symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning may include: 

 Dull headache; Weakness; Dizziness; Nausea or vomiting; Shortness of breath; Confusion; 
Blurred vision; Loss of consciousness 

Carbon monoxide poisoning can be particularly dangerous for people who are sleeping or 
intoxicated. People may have irreversible brain damage or even die before anyone realizes 
there's a problem.  If you or someone you're with develops signs or symptoms of carbon 
monoxide poisoning — headache, dizziness, nausea, shortness of breath, weakness, confusion 
— get into fresh air immediately and call 911 or emergency medical help. 

Hospital staff will need critical information as soon as you arrive. On the way to the hospital, 
try to prepare to answer questions about: 

 Possible sources of carbon monoxide exposure; Signs or symptoms, and when they started 

 Any mental impairment, including confusion and memory problems 

 When you see the doctor, note that history is more important than symptoms. The most 
important way to recognize carbon monoxide poisoning is by recognizing the danger 
signs of behaviors leading up to the moment that symptoms started appearing. 

 Faulty stoves, fireplaces, or wood-burning appliances are usually to blame for carbon 
monoxide poisoning in the home. 
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Progressed Symptoms:  As carbon monoxide poisoning progresses, symptoms get more 
serious, but are still extremely vague and difficult to identify as specific to carbon monoxide 
exposure: 

 Confusion 
 Shortness of breath 
 Chest pain 
 Vomiting 
 Blurry or double vision 
 Loss of consciousness 

Self Checks/At-Home Testing 

There isn't a self-diagnosis option for carbon monoxide poisoning, but anyone with confusion or 
a loss of consciousness should have 911 called for them.  

Long-Term Complications:  As common as carbon monoxide poisoning is, there is a lot 
we still do not understand about this condition. Long-term exposure to elevated 
levels of carbon monoxide—even when the levels aren't that high, but the exposure 
continues for many days or weeks—can lead to peripheral artery 
disease, cardiomyopathy, and long-term, poorly understood neurological problems. 

Damage to the brain is a significant injury incurred by many patients with carbon 

monoxide poisoning. Patients can develop neurological complications (difficulty 

concentrating, memory loss, tremors, trouble speaking, etc.) at the same time as the 

carbon monoxide poisoning or at a later time. When the neurological signs and symptoms 

show up later, it's known as delayed neurologic sequelae (DNS). 

 Make sure your gas appliances are vented properly. Horizontal vent pipes for appliances, 
such as a water heater, should go up slightly as they go toward outdoors, as shown below. 
This prevents CO from leaking if the joints or pipes aren’t fitted tightly. 

 Have your chimney checked or cleaned every year. Chimneys can be blocked by debris. 
This can cause CO to build up inside your home or cabin. 

https://www.medicinenet.com/carbon_monoxide_poisoning_symptoms_and_signs/symptoms.ht
m   

These can include agitation, confusion, depression, lethargy, impulsiveness, 

hallucinations, confabulation, distractibility, and memory problems. Visual 

disturbances and seizure, as well as fainting (syncope), can also be related to 

carbon monoxide toxicity.  May 15, 2017.  Enclosed are work proposal Jan 30, 
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Subject: Fwd: Re: Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available to view in Online Banking
(Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep)
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/5/2022, 3:12 AM
To: "AZiglar@oag.state.va.us" <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, "eferguson@fergusonlaw.net"
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>

---------- Original Message ----------
From: Roberta Hill <rbhill67@yahoo.com>
To: "customercare@suntrust.com" <customercare@suntrust.com>,
"onlinestatements@suntrust.com" <onlinestatements@suntrust.com>
Cc: Roberta Hill <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 07/05/2022 3:08 AM
Subject: Re: Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available to view in Online Banking

Please respond to my mailed and faxed letter as I would like access to my pdf file bank statement from
October, 2017. I need my bank statement from my old bank account. I need this for proof that I paid $300
by check to a business called The Chimney Sweep. The check was given to them on October 5, 2017. That
money came out of my bank account when I had that account in 2017. I lost that online bank account when
my SunTrust bank account migrated to First Horizon bank in Martinsville. Please give me a copy of my
bank statement from my old account from that time.

Thanks,
Roberta

On Tuesday, October 17, 2017 at 03:21:12 AM EDT, SunTrust Bank <onlinestatements@suntrust.com> wrote:

SunTrust

Dear SunTrust Client,

Your October 2017 Checking Statement for your account ending with 5503 is now available to view
in Online Banking.

To view your statement,
1. Visit suntrust.com
2. Sign on to Online Banking with your user ID and password
3. Select your account
4. Click the Statements icon
5. Click View for the October 2017 statement

We appreciate your business and are committed to helping you reach your financial goals. Visit
suntrust.com, call us at 800-SUNTRUST (786-8787), or stop by your local branch to learn more about
our helpful products and services.

Thank you for banking with SunTrust.

Fwd: Re: Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available to view in Online Banking (Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney S...
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Sincerely,
SunTrust Customer Care

Please add onlinestatements@suntrust.com to your address book or safe list. Please do not reply to this
email. If you have questions about your account in general, email us through the Secure Message Center.

SunTrust Bank, Member FDIC. ©2017 SunTrust Banks, Inc. SunTrust is a federally registered service mark of
SunTrust Banks, Inc.

SunTrust Client Commitment: SunTrust will never send unsolicited emails asking clients to provide, update or
verify their personal or account information, such as passwords, Social Security numbers, personal
identification numbers (PINs), credit or Check Card numbers or other confidential information. As always,
SunTrust respects your privacy. To learn more, Visit SunTrust.com/privacy

This email was sent on behalf of SunTrust Customer Care, 1575 Lemon Farris Road, Cookeville, TN 38506.
TAGS@ERG$dde200c5-6aef-404b-9258-14ab6692409a|ENV$PROD!

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The information transmitted is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain

confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking action in

reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have received

this email in error please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.

By replying to this e-mail, you consent to SunTrust's monitoring activities of all communication that occurs on

SunTrust's systems.

SunTrust is a federally registered service mark of SunTrust Banks, Inc.

[ST:XCL]

A�achments:

Le�er to SunTrust Bank reques�ng copy of transac�on record(5).pdf 9.6 KB

USWGO_20220629_150558(OCR).pdf 739 KB

Proof of mailing to TRUIST Bank reques�ng records-6-29-2022(2).pdf 1.6 MB
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REQUEST FOR TRANSACTION RECORD 

FROM MY BANK ACCOUNT IN OCT., 2017 

 

Attn: QWR/NOE/RFI -- PO Box 26527 

Richmond, VA 23261-6527 

TO: SunTrust Bank / TRUIST 

303 Peachtreet Street, Northeast 

Atlanta, Georgia 30308 

FAX: 1-847-676-5150 

June 29, 2022 

To Whom it may Concern, 

I am Roberta R. Hill. I had an account with SunTrust bank since 2013 until my bank in 

Martinsville was bought up by First Horizon Bank and account was migrated to First Horizon. 

I would like to request a copy of my own bank account record of a transaction on October 5, 

2017, to The Chimney Sweep and whether that money was taken out of my account. Between 

the dates October 4, 2017 (just to be safe) and October 10, 2017, or just the transaction records 

of paying $300 to The Chimney Sweep. 

My Account Number was: 1000155990541. I am Roberta Ruth Hill. 

My current address is below, my address prior to my current residence was 916 Chalmers 

Street, APT. B, Martinsville VA 24112-4939. 

I can verify that I was the account owner at that time that I paid $300 to The Chimney Sweep. I 

would like to request my account transaction of when I paid by check on October 5, 2017 and 

when the money was transferred out of my bank account to pay the check that I signed and 

gave to The Chimney Sweep. I am attaching a photograph of the check stub. 

Please give me a bank statement or transaction record proving that I paid $300 by check and 

when my check was processed where my money left my bank account in October, 2017. 

Warm regards, 

Roberta Ruth Hill 

310 Forest Street, Apt. 1 

Martinsville, Virginia 24112 

(276) 790-3505 
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REQUEST FOR TRANSACTION RECORD 
FROM MY BANK ACCOUNT IN OCT., 2017 

AUr,: QWRJ PJOEiftF1--- .PO Bei,c 2652:r 
..R+ch11'1eiid, VA 23261 66£7 , 

June 29, 2022 

To Whom it may Concern, 

TO: SunTrust Bank/ TRUIST 
303 Peachtreet Street, Northeast 

Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
FAX: 1-847-676-5150 

I am Roberta R. Hill. I had an account with SunTrust bank since 2013 until my bank in 
Martinsville was bought up by First Horizon Bank and account was migrated to First Horizon. 

I would like to request a copy of my own bank account record of a transaction on October 5, 
2017, to The Chimney Sweep and whether that money was taken out of my account. Between 
the dates October 4, 2017 Uust to be safe) and October 1 O, 2017, or just the transaction records 
of paying $300 to The Chimney Sweep. 

My Account Number was: 1000155990541. I am Roberta Ruth Hill. 
~ 

My current address is below, my address prior to my current residence was 916 Chalmers 
Street, APT. B, Martinsville VA 24112-4939. 

I can verify that I was the account owner at that time that I paid $300 to The Chimney Sweep. I 
would like to request my account transaction of when I paid by check on October 5, 2017 and 
when the money was transferred out of my bank account to pay the check that I signed and 
gave to The Chimney Sweep. I am attaching a photograph of the check stub. 

Please give me a bank statement or transactio,n record proving that I paid $300 by check and 
when my check was processed where my money left my bank account in October, 2017. 

Warm regards, 

~1~ 

Roberta Ruth Hill 
310 Forest Street, Apt 1 
Martinsville, Virginia 24112 
(276) 790-3505 

. ~ 
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REQUEST FOR TRANSACTION RECORD 
FROM MY BANK ACCOUNT IN OCT. , 2017 

Attr,: Qi.0JR,1NOE/~ t,. .p.Q Box 2652:r 

..Rtch11=te11d, V"A 23261 GS2J-, 

June 29, 2022 

To Whom it may Concern, 

TO: SunTrust Bank / TRUIST 
303 Peachtreet Street, Northeast 

Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
FAX: 1-847-676-5150 

I am Roberta R. Hill. I had an account with SunTrust bank since 2013 until my bank in 
Martinsville was bought up by First Horizon Bank and account was migrated to First Horizon. 

I would like to request a copy of my own bank account record of a transaction on October 5, 
2017, to The Chimney Sweep and whether that money was taken out of my account. Between 
the dates October 4, 2017 Oust to be safe) and October 10, 2017, or just the transaction records 

of paying $300 to The Chimney Sweep. 

My Account Number was: 1000155990541. I am Roberta Ruth Hill. 

My current address is below, my address prior to my current residence was 916 Chalmers 
Street, APT. B, Martinsville VA 24112-4939. 

I can verify that I was the account owner at that time that I paid $300 to The Chimney Sweep. I 
would like to request my account transaction of when I paid by check on October 5, 2017 and 
when the money was transferred out of my bank account to pay the check that I signed and 
gave to The Chimney Sweep. I am attaching a photograph of the check stub. 

Please give me a bank statement or transaction record proving that I paid $300 by check and 
when my check was processed where my money left my bank account in October, 2017. 

Warm regards, 

·~1.µ,_e 

Roberta Ruth Hill 
310 Forest Street, Apt 1 
Martinsville, Virginia 24112 
(276) 790-3505 
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:06 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:06 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 16.8 KB

winmail.dat 6.2 KB

Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:07 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:07 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 16.3 KB

winmail.dat 5.9 KB

Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:07 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:07 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 16.8 KB

winmail.dat 6.2 KB

Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP
BEING INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON (lawyer)
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:08 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP
BEING INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON (lawyer)
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:08 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 17.2 KB

winmail.dat 6.4 KB

Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP BEING INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON ...
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP
BEING INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON (lawyer)
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:10 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP
BEING INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON (lawyer)
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:10 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 17.2 KB

winmail.dat 6.4 KB

Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - EVIDENCE OF CHIMNEY SWEEP BEING INVOLVED, EVIDENCE FOR ERIC FERGUSON ...
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Subject: Read: Re: Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available to view in Online Banking
(Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep)
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:11 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Your message

   To: Ziglar, Aaron M.
   Subject: Fwd: Re: Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available to view in Online Banking (Re: 953850 Mr.
Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep)
   Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 3:12:09 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

 was read on Tuesday, July 5, 2022 9:10:59 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: zY/qrEFCXkOsvBTdnd9ISA==
X-Display-Name: Ziglar, Aaron M.

Read: Re: Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available to view in Online Banking (Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney S...
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Subject: RE: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 10:18 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Good morning Ms. Hill,

I have forwarded the emails you have sent to me to the Chimney Sweep as your wri�en response. When you receive
the records, you can email them to me and I will add them to your file and forward them to the business.

The Dispute Resolu�on Unit offers alterna�ve dispute resolu�on services for complaints that do not appear to involve
a viola�on of consumer protec�on law. We will act as a neutral in facilita�ng communica�on between you and the
business in an a�empt to resolve the complaint. Where a complaint appears to involve a viola�on of consumer
protec�on law, the ma�er may be reviewed to determine if there is a pa�ern or prac�ce of viola�ons warran�ng a
possible law enforcement ac�on.

The dispute resolu�on process is not a legal process – thus, there is no final decision that our Office will make. 
Par�cipa�on is voluntary – we cannot compel either party to respond or accept the other party’s offer of resolu�on.  If
a mutually agreeable resolu�on cannot be obtained we typically advise the complainant of other op�ons available to
pursue the complaint in court, at which point our Office is no longer involved. 

Please let me know if you have any ques�ons about our process.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2022 2:32 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Cc: eferguson@fergusonlaw.net; Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>; Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>;
stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl; Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>; kenstella2005@comcast.net;
ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov; jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov; julianne.condrey@ltgov.virginia.gov;
katelyn.jordan@ltgov.virginia.gov
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
Importance: High

Aaron M. Ziglar,

Need an extension of �me as I am reques�ng copies of my bank record from SunTrust/TRUIST bank as
they would have the bank account record proving that a check was paid for to "The Chimney Sweep".
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It is having to be done by snail mail and FAX to a random TRUIST fax number hoping they will process
this request quicker.

I am sending you both a copy of a request made to TRUIST bank asking for my bank account
statement and records proving that $300 was paid in October, 2017 to The Chimney Sweep for their
service. Why would I pay $300 to The Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017 by check???

The transac�on record will prove this. I ask that the A�orney General also subpoena and inves�gate
for the financial records from my bank account at that �me the check was given to The Chimney
Sweep as payment, as it will prove the lawyer for The Chimney Sweep is lying. Under the Bank Secrecy
Act, checks a�er being cleared must be retained on the record for at least five years. That was doing
research on Google for how long banks have to keep financial records for things like inves�ga�ons or
other things.

So we have un�l October 5, 2022, or October 6, 2022 (whatever date that The Chimney Sweep cashed
in my check) to request the record and get access to the record to prove that $300 was paid to The
Chimney Sweep by check, from my own bank account when it was SunTrust before it was bought up
by another bank, First Horizon Bank.

My son wants you to know why he took so long. He actually wanted to hold The Chimney Sweep
accountable in 2019, faxed the Fire Marshals in 2019 and had somebody email one of the two county
(Mar�nsville and/or Franklin County) of Fire Marshals but the Fire Marshals did nothing about Brian's
request. He didn't know about this complaint process un�l this year. He did try to have The Chimney
Sweep contacted by his friend emailing them but it was another Chimney Sweep business. We had
tried a few things to try to prove that they started the carbon monoxide gas exposure, but Brian was
busy trying to fight in federal court and state court. The Circuit Court in Mar�nsville is CORRUPT and
has dragged his misdemeanor case for years, dragged it from 2018 to 2021 through the corrupt Court
of Appeals. Brian tried to demonstrate that he was innocent of indecent exposure but the judge
denies every mo�on and every appeal fails no ma�er what was argued. There is judicial corrup�on in
Mar�nsville, that is why it has taken so long to fight. Brian shouldn't be suffering this long for a crime
he is innocent of, and that is a misdemeanor. The judge is corrupt, the Commonwealth A�orney is
corrupt, and the court appointed lawyers are corrupt as well. It has taken so long figh�ng them all,
that was why it has taken so long to complain about The Chimney Sweep. Brian kept figh�ng for a few
years in the corrupt Court of Appeals of Virginia, in the corrupt Circuit Court over what The Chimney
Sweep has caused. Brian kept figh�ng and got nowhere. Now this is his only op�on, because Brian is
innocent and he wants the witnesses to come forth and admit that why he is suffering for a crime he
didn't do, a crime which wasn't a crime under the circumstances of Carbon Monoxide gas and
poisoning.

This lawyer should see the suffering Brian Hill had gone through for years over a misdemeanor
because of the corrupt lawyers in Virginia. Brian shouldn't be having to go a�er The Chimney Sweep
to prove his innocence but the courts are CORRUPT. The Judges are blackmailed. The problem is the
corrup�on in the judicial system, we aren't doing this against The Chimney Sweep out of ill will intent,
but because the Court is corrupt and refuses to accept Brian David Hill was under carbon monoxide
poisoning and refuses to accept his innocence. My son is INNOCENT, HE IS INNOCENT, the court is
corrupt and the lawyers are corrupt.
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If The Chimney Sweep had no involvement with the metal �n being placed on the chimney causing
carbon monoxide gas and damage to Brian's apartment and his suffering and poisoning and his
wrongful convic�on of indecent exposure, then what was $300 being paid to them for then???

Go�a ask The Chimney Sweep why they would fully deny any involvement or providing any service to
the "Hills" while they were paid $300 on October 5, 2017 by check. That money doesn't just go to a
business for nothing, does it???

My son didn't want to piss off the Chimney Sweep years ago and thought he could prove his
innocence in another way. He is being denied every mo�on he files by the Dishonorable corrupt judge
Giles Carter Greer of Mar�nsville and it's corrupt Circuit Court of hell and torment. Brian tried to do
everything he could and kept failing, wait for about a year on his appeal then his court appointed
lawyer filed nothing and then delayed appeal was granted. The appeal was dragged another year. It
took that long for his criminal appeals. All fgailed because he has a corrupt court appointed lawyer
Ma�hew Sco� Thomas Clark and another corrupt lawyer is John Ira Jones, IV who had a conflict of
interest because he represented the Commonwealth of Virginia prior to being a public pretender and
then he betrayed Brian and wrecked his appeal by ci�ng Anders v. California. So we been dealing with
corrupt lawyers in Virginia. Nothing but corrupt lawyers telling Brian with withdraw his appeal, to just
give up, begging him over and over again to give up, to give up.

Corrupt lawyers wan�ng Brian to stop figh�ng to prove his innocence of his state charge of indecent
exposure. I am not surprised.

Mar�nsville Police could have inves�gated The Chimney Sweep and had the opportunity to do so in
2019 when Brian sent a le�er to Mar�nsville Police (also filed with the U.S. District Court, Middle
District of North Carolina) about The Chimney Sweep and about the carbon monoxide. Brian mailed
le�ers with the Circuit Court about The Chimney Sweep and/or about the carbon monoxide gas in
2019, and corrupt Commonwealth A�orney Glen Andrew Hall ignored the carbon monoxide
informa�on, and ignored it all. Another government official was emailed in 2019 which spoke of The
Chimney Sweep and nothing was done about it.  They refused to inves�gate any of it. That is why it
has taken so long. We have a corrupt local Mar�nsville Police Department in Mar�nsville who
protects drug dealers and protects drug houses, it's corrupt Police Chief G. E. Cassady. They do protect
certain drug houses, we are aware of this to a certain extent, a police chief afraid that Brian being
intoxicated on September 21, 2018, due to the carbon monoxide (but any lab tests or drug tests
would not immediately say it was carbon monoxide, but would show abnormal levels if the tests were
conducted) but the police would assume my son would have been intoxicated on drugs and would
want that covered up. There are inves�ga�ons which the State Police need to be making into the
cover up of Hospital records, medical record pages with page numbers and some of them are missing
from the medical records at Mar�nsville City Jail. Corrupt Sheriff of Mar�nsville, corrupt this, corrupt
that. Now you understand why Brian filed a complaint against The Chimney Sweep. Mar�nsville is full
of corrup�on and thuggery in it's government, ou�a call it Mafiaville instead of Mar�nsville.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN DAVID HILL
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/5/2022, 2:59 AM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, A�orney Eric Ferguson
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
CC: "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl" <StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, Ken & Stella Forinash
<kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>, Lin Wood
<lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>, "Coen, Chris"
<ccoen@oag.state.va.us>, "ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov" <ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"LtGovernorJeane�e.Nunez@eog.myflorida.com" <LtGovernorJeane�e.Nunez@eog.myflorida.com>,
"jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov" <jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"katelyn.jordan@ltgov.virginia.gov" <katelyn.jordan@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"julianne.condrey@ltgov.virginia.gov" <julianne.condrey@ltgov.virginia.gov>

Aaron M. Ziglar,

My son, Brian David Hill, wanted to file his unsworn Virginia affidavit/declara�on with you, in this case
no. 953850. Eventually he will file this along with all other correspondence in this en�re complaint
case with the Circuit Court for the City of Mar�nsville. He wants to show the judge Giles Carter Greer
that he was intoxicated by carbon monoxide gas.

This judge doesn't want to accept intoxica�on defense because he doesn't have the levels of carbon
monoxide poisoning.

The only way possibly outside of having to prove the levels was to have The Chimney Sweep business
admit to placing the metal �n on top of the chimney flues as that would establish clear and convincing
evidence of "prolonged exposure" to carbon monoxide gas aka "long term exposure". Brian needs The
Chimney Sweep to admit to placing the metal �n on October 5, 2017, they need to admit to their own
mistake, their own booboo and this will establish evidence which will not require the levels of carbon
monoxide. This will establish enough evidence of innocence to Governor Glenn Youngkin, that Brian
David Hill is innocent of indecent exposure on September 21, 2018. The admission from The Chimney
Sweep may be enough to have his pardon request granted and overturn the decision denying Brian's
pardon applica�on for an absolute pardon, denied on June 3, 2022.

Please do not try to mess up proving my son's innocence, A�orney
Eric Ferguson. I received Stanley's email, he is right. Brian only
wants to prove his innocence and he will forgive you. He will
forgive JaCody Cassell and James Cassell. He will forgive them and
not hate them for the rest of his life, he will forgive them if they
simply admit to what they have done, write the judge Giles Carter
Greer, write the Commonwealth A�orney Glen Andrew Hall. Write
the Clerk of the Circuit Court for the City of Mar�nsville, Hon. Ashby
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Pritche�. Your a�orney can email Hon. Ashby Pritche�. Here is the
Clerk's email to send electronic pdf filings. JaCody can do this
quickly, he can write an affidavit and email it to the Clerk.
APritche�@vacourts.gov and APritche�@courts.state.va.us. He can
also email Glen Andrew Hall, Esq. of the Commonwealth's A�orney
at the email address. ahall@ci.mar�nsville.va.us. City of
Mar�nsville, Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill. Case no.
CR19000009-00. He can easily just admit that he made a mistake
and that it caused the carbon monoxide along with the tes�mony of
Pete Compton. We need the tes�mony from JaCody or whoever
was placing the metal �n on top of the chimney.

Please JaCody, please write a le�er to the Circuit Court for his criminal case about your witness
tes�mony about the metal �n being placed on the chimney from you or whoever worked for you at
the �me. This would be considered new evidence and my son would get a new trial in front of a jury
for his indecent exposure. He can show your le�er and you can tes�fy to the jury about the metal �n
being placed. Pete Compton can tes�fy about finding the metal �n. This would establish evidence
acceptable in the Circuit Court rules of evidence. This would establish evidence of long term exposure
to the carbon monoxide gas causing my son to take his clothes off at night in a public place. The levels
would not be necessary if you or your employee will admit to blocking the chimney flues. It would
establish that from October 5, 2017, to September 20, 2018 when my son le� the home at night, my
son Brian David Hill was in a home exposed to carbon monoxide gas poisoning. He had to leave the
home to escape the carbon monoxide and took off his clothes as if needing to escape the toxins.

Please understand why my son filed the complaint, JaCody Cassell. My son has au�sm. Do you have
au�sm JaCody Cassell??? Do you have au�sm Eric Ferguson??? Do you understand why my son was
ge�ng naked and was found naked by police??? Do you understand what you have done to my son
that he hates you and will hate you for the rest of his life, he will never stop ha�ng you un�l you fix
what you have started, fix what you have done. My son can hate for a very long �me, he won't stop

ha�ng you as years go by. The carbon monoxide and his arrest hurt him. All he wants is for you
to tell the Judge, to tell the Court, to write to the Court, explain to them under
oath what you did on October 5, 2017, about the metal �n. All my son wants is a
reprieve from his legal nightmare he never should have been subjected to since
2018. All you have to do is simply admit "Hey I placed metal �n on top of the
chimney flues" and just say that your sorry. You made a mistake, your human, we
all make mistakes. Just admit to what you did and explain what you did, and that
would be the evidence my son would need to be cleared of his misdemeanor. He
would be cleared of his federal convic�on, he can then move on with his life being
proven innocent and then can start moving forward with his life. My son will keep
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filing mo�ons, keep filing complaints and lawsuits un�l he is acqui�ed of indecent
exposure. He promises that. He will move on from you and move on from The
Chimney Sweep if all you could do to fix your mistakes is WITH THE TRUTH. The
bible says the truth shall make you free. The truth will help free my son from his
federal proba�on. It will help prove his innocence in the long run. It will help
reverse the proba�on viola�on and then my son can go back to proving his
innocence to his 2014 issue. He wants to prove his innocence but cannot do so
un�l he is acqui�ed of the indecent exposure.

Instead of using your lawyer to try to in�midate us or have us
back down, you could ask your lawyer to just write an affidavit
and give that affidavit to the Circuit Court for the City of
Mar�nsville. For my son's case, then my son agrees to move on,
dismiss his complaint, and walk away. My son wants to be
acqui�ed. Please don't stand in his way, he is innocent and you
hold the missing piece of evidence, you hold the missing link, the
missing tes�mony. I understand you are angry with this complaint
JaCody, but I am angry too. His family is angry, we will stand up for
my son, we will all write affidavits about the chimney company if
we have to. We will back my son Brian David Hill, because he is
innocent of indecent exposure. Please do the right thing. Email
the Clerk, tell the Judge Greer about what happened on October
5, 2017. That is all you have do to. That is all we want, we want
you to tes�fy and explain what exactly you did at 310 Forest
Street, Mar�nsville, Virginia.

Case number: CR19000009-00; City of Mar�nsville; Circuit Court.

Please, all my son wants is acqui�al, that is all he ever wanted.
Please don't drag this out too. I don't care if the court is corrupt in
Mar�nsville. You can fix this by admi�ng to what you had done.

Please admit to it, The Chimney Sweep. Please admit to it JaCody
Cassell.
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Theore�cally, How would you feel if you were exposed to carbon monoxide and
maybe ran bu� naked at night or crapped on a cop car or did something stupid at
night and got in trouble with the law??? What if you were in Brian's shoes and
begged the chimney company to help tes�fy in your case. This is just an example
but please understand why Brian is angry and figh�ng so hard. He has au�sm,
please understand, JaCody. Please understand James Cassell.

Thanks and God bless you all,
Roberta Hill

On 6/29/2022 9:44 AM, Ziglar, Aaron M. wrote:

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint. 
Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within
ten (10) business days from the date of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed
and no further ac�on will be taken.

This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom
of Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review,
upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or
respond to this message.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-1244 Office
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From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

Mr. Ziglar--Thanks for speaking with me yesterday and allowing me to submit this response in email
format.  I really appreciate your working with me and my client on submi�ng this response to the
complaint of Mr. Hill.

My client is Jacody Cassell and he is the owner of The Chimney Sweep in Franklin County, VA.  He
has been the owner since 2016.  His father had owned it from 1976 un�l 2016.  Jacody has always
worked for this company.  His son works for him now and intends to take over the company one
day.

The Chimney Sweep is a very reputable company and has had very few complaints made against
them for their work.  My client claims to have no knowledge of Brian D. Hill and Roberta Hill.  My
client has no records of ever providing an es�mate for work to be done at the home of the Hills in
Mar�nsville and he has no evidence of ever doing any work for the Hills at a home in Mar�nsville. 
My client has no record of ever being paid to do any work for the Hills.  More importantly, un�l
May 17, 2022, when Mr. Hill filed this complaint, my clients were never told about any of these
claims.

My client has never done any work for the Hills.  They have never received any complaints from the
HIlls.  One would think that it would not take 3-5 years to make a complaint.  Mr. Hill is seeking
damages for payment of his legal expenses as a result of criminal charges in 2018.  
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Mr. Hill's complaint is baseless and he has no evidence to support it.  He has offered no contract, no
es�mate, and no evidence of payment.  He has nothing with which to back up his complaint.  Even
if he did, the statute of limita�ons for bodily injury is two years.  The appropriate statutes regarding
contracts are 3 years for verbal agreements and 5 years for wri�en agreements.  Since he has no
wri�en one, one must assume that if he had an agreement, it would be verbal and therefore
beyond that statute of limita�on as well.

On behalf of The Chimney Sweep, I ask that this complaint be dismissed.  There is no evidence to
support this claim.

Please advise of any next step.  Thank you for your �me and considera�on.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

A�achments:

Brian's Declara�on in support of complaint The Chimney Sweep(3).pdf 168 KB
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For the Dispute Resolution Specialist 
Office of the Attorney General, Commonwealth of Virginia 

Dispute Resolution Unit 
 

 

Brian David Hill, 

Complainant, 

 

v. 

 

The Chimney Sweep, 

Respondent. 

 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

 

 

 

 

Case No. 953850 

 

 

 

 

DECLARATION OF BRIAN D. HILL IN SUPPORT OF BRIAN DAVID 

HILL'S COMPLAINT AGAINST "THE CHIMNEY SWEEP" FILED ON 

MAY 17, 2022 

 

I, Brian David Hill (“Brian D. Hill”), former news reporter and Founder of 

USWGO Alternative News from 2009 to 2012, being first duly sworn upon oath, 

do hereby depose and state, pursuant to Virginia Code § 8.01-4.3. Unsworn 

declarations under penalty of perjury; penalty: 

1. I am not a licensed attorney but I know enough about law and drafting legal 

pleadings to put together this unsworn affidavit Declaration, that Brian David 

Hill, which is myself, have witness testimony to give Aaron M. Ziglar and the 

Office of the Attorney General, and a copy to Attorney Eric Ferguson in 

response to his claims made in the correspondence dated Tuesday, June 28, 

2022. 
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2. Around September 26, 2017, I was aware of my mother Roberta Hill making a 

phone call to a business called “The Chimney Sweep”. I didn’t think making 

this affidavit would be important as I thought they would own up to their 

mistakes made on October 5, 2017, and didn’t know at that time that a mistake 

was even made until a later time. I now have no choice but to file this unsworn 

affidavit declaration and explain from my own witness testimony of what I 

know and remember to the best of my knowledge and abilities. 

3. 11:23 AM EST, Tuesday, Around September 26, 2017, I remember my 

mother Roberta Hill in Apartment 1 making a phone call to a company called 

“The Chimney Sweep”. I was aware of how important finding a chimney 

service was as in 2016, a bunch of birds were flying and surrounding the 

chimney of our Triplex apartments, Roberta Hill’s apartment and my 

apartment, and birds swirling around flying at the chimney and flying into the 

chimney. I slightly recall birds making noises when I was around my chimney 

and heard the bird sounds. That would be the chimney swifts (birds). I live in 

Apartment 2, below Apartment 1. Apartment 3 is below Apartment 2. 

4. Anyways, I do recall Roberta Hill calling the Chimney Sweep and overheard 

trying to get an estimate to try to get a chimney service to protect our chimney 

from the chimney swift birds as I heard that it would be illegal for us to 

remove the birds once they are in the chimney. So, we wanted something to 
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keep the chimney swifts out of the chimney which covers Apartment 1, 

Apartment 2, and below Apartment 2 was the ventilation for the hot water 

heater powered by natural gas and the radiator powered by natural gas. Both 

were powered by natural gas and both appliances are below Apartment 2. 

There is Apartment 3 and an area in the back of Apartment 3 leading to two 

gas appliances. Every-time hot water is being used, the gas hot water heater 

powers up as more water comes into the tank. So, it can affect the home all-

year-round. Both the hot water heater and ventilator work in the winter time 

and in parts of the fall when cold weather sets in. Around November, 2017, 

would be around the time when the radiator would start being ready for usage 

for the winter as temperatures get colder. 

5. I remember in September 26, 2017, Roberta Hill telling me about having that 

chimney service to come out around October 5, 2017. 

6. Can’t remember exactly what time of day, but I do recall it was after 1:30PM 

to 2PM. I remember that a work truck or vehicle came in to work on the 

chimney. Roberta Hill did speak with the person outside. She went out the 

door to talk with the person. That at some point she came in. This was on 

October 5, 2017. After the work was done, I assumed that the chimney was 

fixed to where the chimney swifts were not going to come in our chimney that 

year. My mother did rush by me while I was in Apartment 1 to get the check, I 
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was inside. Then I remember her walking back by me with the check and went 

outside. I assumed she paid the check to the chimney worker who worked for 

The Chimney Sweep. I do recall her saying she believes it was the young-

looking son of the owner of The Chimney Sweep. I am not sure as I do not 

have their names myself at that time but I do know it was somebody from The 

Chimney Sweep. The phone number 276-790-3505 rings in both Apartment 1 

and Apartment 2, as both apartments are tied to this phone number, yes and 

includes the year of 2017. So, I was aware of this company trying to call my 

mother, that she did ask them to come and fix the chimney swifts issue. 

7. After The Chimney Sweep left, it was days and weeks later that I started 

having some weird thinking issues but kept being persistent while working on 

something called a 2255 Motion where I was trying to prove my actual 

innocence in Federal Court over another matter in 2017, and was able to file it 

in November, 2017. My thinking started not being as good, and had to review 

over the 2255 at my grandma’s house. My thinking started slowly getting 

weird. 

8. In Saturday, November 18, 2017, I remember I was in my office room in 

Apartment 2 of my home slowly working on affidavit and evidence pleadings 

to try to support my actual innocence claims by proving perjury by a witness 

for the U.S. Attorney to mail to the U.S. District Court, at some point in my 
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office room in Apartment 2, I fell asleep or fainted. I blacked out. I woke up 

and saw my mother, Roberta Hill, and First Responders, meaning not police 

officers that I recall but saw EMT ambulance staff. Part of my head was 

bleeding. An EMT worker took his cell phone and took a photograph of my 

face with the wound. I believe it was on Sunday, November 19, 2017. My 

mother tried to explain to me about my fall and she thought it was diabetic low 

blood sugar, and I freaked out as I needed to clean myself with my Autism 

Spectrum Disorder and Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) showering and 

washing myself routine before I go to the Hospital. So, I kept insisting that I 

voluntarily go the Hospital not by ambulance to wash myself. I had to sign a 

legal document and the EMT staff left my bed, and left my Apartment. I 

started doing the OCD routine for multiple hours while a nurse relative who 

was a relative in my grandpa’s side of the family, I cannot spell her name 

correctly so this nurse was also present in Apartment 1 while I was doing the 

hand washing and washing my body routine. I was doing this while blood was 

dripping from my head. I wasn’t thinking straight with a life risking head 

injury and after hours, I finally went to the Hospital. I didn’t know about the 

lab results at that time or maybe I was told and didn’t really think much of it 

or forgotten. I found out in 2019 that medical records shown I had Sinus 

Tachycardia, abnormal Mean Platelet Volume, abnormal White Blood Cell 
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count or some abnormal blood cell count, I had some abnormal symptoms or 

lab readings at the Hospital. I assumed and my mother assumed that I fell from 

a diabetic seizure. She told me after I was checked out from the Hospital, she 

shown me part of my desk with a little cabinet below the top of my desk. That 

cabinet was partially damaged from the bottom wood where I fell and hit my 

head there. That is in my office room. You have to go down the hall to get 

from my office room to my bedroom. I asked my mother what happened to my 

pillows. She said there was blood all on it, she had to clean the blood drops 

from my office to my bedroom. This was abnormal. I’ve had Type 1 brittle 

diabetes for many years since I was age 1 and a half. I always had falls when 

my diabetic blood sugar was low. She said I fell, hit my head, then somehow, I 

was found in my bed with blood on the pillows, I somehow went to my bed 

while blood was coming out of the laceration in my head. If this were a 

diabetic seizure as we assumed and reported to the Hospital with my claims, it 

did not match my behavior. If I did have a low blood sugar episode and 

diabetic seizure, I would not have gotten back up from my fall without 

needing glucose or a doctor or nurse or anybody. This didn’t seem like the low 

blood sugar caused this fall, but was something else. It took until 2019 to 

figure out what really happened. In 2019, I believe I was blacked out by a 
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dangerous amount of Carbon Monoxide Poisoning while I was in my office 

room. 

9. Jason McMurray of the U.S. Probation Office who conducts the usual 

periodical visits, each visit to my Apartment 2, he started noticing the wall 

around my chimney was starting to look weird, I mean like tears dropping 

from certain parts, like parts of my wall were crying. I had a Jesus Christ 

wood painting of some sort which fell from my wall around my chimney and 

near my front door to Apartment 2. My mom noticed that things could not stay 

nailed to the wall, as it would fall down. The wall started acting like it 

couldn’t hold things. Parts of the ceiling started falling down and 

deteriorating. Later on in 2018, Mr. McMurray started telling me his verbal 

concern as my Probation Officer, he was concerned about the damage just 

showing up around my fireplace in both the ceiling and wall. He started telling 

me his concerns and thought it should be fixed in his opinion. That would be 

Jason McMurray of the Roanoke, U.S. Probation Office in Virginia. Went up 

to Apartment 1 to tell Roberta Hill about his concerns with my Apartment 

with the weird mysterious damages happening without explanation. 

10.  There were times in late 2017 to 2018 I called my grandmother Stella 

Forinash with my frustrations about my federal case, telling her that I cannot 

think straight. I assumed that the stress was getting to me. I started acting 
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different, and my family noticed I was behaving differently. As the carbon 

monoxide issues continued, to my belief after I learned the truth from Pete 

Compton in 2019, it all made sense. I was acting funny in my Apartment and 

my mother looked into my eyes and she thought I wasn’t acting right. I will 

not get into the specifics how I was behaving differently, but my family could 

tell I was not acting right. Then later on I found out from medical records that 

on July 31, 2018, Dr. Shyam Balakrishnan noticed weird abnormal blood 

levels which again those weird results would make sense if anybody reading 

them ever found out that I was being exposed to carbon monoxide gas. 

11.  I was acting so abnormal that I decided on September 20, 2018, to go walking 

on the Dick and Willie hiking trail at night. I was clothed when I walked out 

of my home. Then I remember a vision about a man wearing a hoodie 

threatening to kill my mother if I did not get naked, took photos of myself, and 

place the camera and/or SD Card at the bench. None of this made any sense to 

me and Martinsville Police did not believe my story because my story did not 

make any sense. It didn’t add up. My family thought I was not making any 

sense. The Federal Judge, U.S. Magistrate Robert S. Ballou in Roanoke, VA 

thought there was a chance I was making this up as an excuse for running 

around naked at the Dick and Willie hiking trail at night. None of this made 

any sense to me. I remember at that hearing, my Probation Officer Jason 
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McMurray telling the judge that I was making crazy off the wall statements 

about my fears somebody would kill President Trump and his whole family. 

He was concerned that I was losing it or wasn’t mentally right in the head. 

They pushed for a mental evaluation at the FCI-1 in Butner, North Carolina, a 

Federal Prison for conducting mental evaluations for pretrial detainees. 

12.  When I was at Federal Correctional Institution 1 in Butner, North Carolina, 

pursuant to a Federal Court order for a mental evaluation in 2019, I was given 

actual physical visitation with my mother Roberta Hill, Stella Forinash, and 

Kenneth Forinash (grandparents). Meaning not behind a sheet of glass but was 

able to hang out with my family sitting in the visitation room at the prison. 

They started talking with me and I was able to have soda drinks, eat popcorn 

and other good snacks. They started telling me about Pete Compton finding 

that our home was exposed to Carbon Monoxide gas. I started thinking and it 

became a big thing with me as I started realizing that Carbon Monoxide gas 

was the cause of why I ran down the Dick and Willie walking trail butt naked 

and taking photos of myself in the nude on September 21, 2018. I started 

realizing it, it clicked with me, it made sense why police didn’t believe me. I 

immediately told my family at visitation to research into the carbon monoxide 

issue. That after visitation I begged my family that after I go back to my prison 
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cell, they needed to find out why I just wandered out on the deserted Dick and 

Willie walking trail in Martinsville, Virginia in the nude, at night. 

13.  Some point after they started mailing me evidence which I sent to the Circuit 

Court for the City of Martinsville, VA in 2019, for my criminal case. I started 

realizing that carbon monoxide was the cause of why I was butt naked on a 

walking trail in the middle of the night without a believable explanation I 

could give to Martinsville Police Department. 

14.  I asked them to get digital photos of the Carbon Monoxide damage in the 

ceiling, the white residue in the chimneys of both Apartment 1 and/or 

Apartment 2. I asked them to take photos of the damage in 2019, the damage 

caused by the carbon monoxide gas. I then made copies of those photos at 

Butner Prison and sent them by mail to the Circuit Court for the City of 

Martinsville. After my release from detainment, I remember taking photos of 

the white residue in the chimneys. I had my evidence. I brought evidence to 

the Circuit Court for the City of Martinsville for my indecent exposure 

criminal case. 

15.  The photographs didn’t mean anything to the lawyers, I was forced by my 

own court appointed lawyer Matthew Scott Thomas Clark, I was by forced by 

circumstances and he wouldn’t do anything to prove my innocence to my 

charge of indecent exposure. I was forced to withdraw appeal in November of 
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2019, in my criminal case. Two years after my fall and wound in my head, the 

laceration. That would be two years after The Chimney Sweep worked on our 

chimney on October 5, 2017. 

16.  The lawyers kept telling me and my family that the Circuit Court would not 

accept the carbon monoxide evidence and photographs because they didn’t 

have the levels. One such lawyer was Lauren McGarry, a corrupt mean lawyer 

who kept badgering me to accept guilt of indecent exposure. None of the 

CORRUPT lawyers for the City of Martinsville, the possibly corrupt Judge 

Giles Carter Greer of the Circuit Court for the City of Martinsville, none of 

them wanted to accept that I was gas poisoned by carbon monoxide in my 

home because I didn’t have the damn levels. So, I withdrawn appeal, I gave up 

because the corrupt court appointed lawyer, the possibly corrupt Giles Carter 

Greer, none of them would let me prove my innocence at all, all they wanted 

was for me to accept guilt and give up. I was forced into this; I had no choice. 

17.  I still filed a timely direct appeal of my criminal conviction to buy more time 

to gather more evidence to try another Jury trial and to buy time to hold 

jurisdiction while I gathered more evidence or maybe a change of laws in 

Virginia would cause me to bring up carbon monoxide at a later time. 

18.  On September 12, 2019, I was ordered to self-report to the Federal Prison, 

they would not give me the time I needed to fight for acquittal in the Circuit 
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Court in Martinsville. I wanted to go after The Chimney Sweep for what they 

done to me and my family. I wanted to make them pay but I was focused on 

going to Federal Prison in December, 2019, that I became obsessed with 

fighting the corrupt Federal Judge and that took me away from fighting The 

Chimney Sweep for causing my Federal Imprisonment. I hated The Chimney 

Sweep since 2019 for what they have done. They caused my indecent 

exposure; they ruined my life. I had to go to Federal Prison because of THEM. 

Anyways, I was forced to fight the corrupt Federal Judge and file motions to 

vacate the conviction based on evidence of fraud on the court. The judge 

ignored my motions, I withdrawn appeal because it was too late to do anything 

because I was heading to Federal Prison on December 6, 2019, I had no time 

to go after The Chimney Sweep, to sue them for what they had done to me. I 

went to the Federal Prison on December 6, 2019, was discharged that same 

day for overserving my sentence. By some GOD GIVEN MIRACLE I didn’t 

have to spend any night at this Federal Prison in Federal Medical Center in 

Lexington, Kentucky. 

19.  After I was released, I was busy working with my Fourth Circuit U.S. Court 

of Appeals appointed lawyer Edward Ryan Kennedy from West Virginia in 

my federal appeal, I started filing post-conviction motions and trying to fight 

the Circuit Court and dealing with filing things with the Court of Appeals of 
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Virginia. I was dealing with that for months and months. It became a few 

years. Then the court appointed lawyer John Ira Jones, IV, who used to work 

for the Attorney General of Virginia as counsel for the Commonwealth of 

Virginia, he became my lawyer then he screwed up and didn’t file any Petition 

for Appeal in 2020. The appeal cases were dismissed and he apologized for 

what he did to me. Promised he would file motions for delayed appeal. They 

succeeded and then the case was delayed until 2021. The delays got even 

longer because of the COVID-19 panic crisis. Edward Ryan Kennedy was the 

best court appointed lawyer that I ever had, the rest were shit. Pardon my 

language but the rest of the court appointed lawyers were useless and crappy. 

20.  The lawyer, Eric Ferguson wondered why it took me 3-5 years to file my 

complaint against The Chimney Sweep. The reason why was that I kept trying 

to win in the Circuit Court for my wrongful conviction of indecent exposure. I 

kept getting betrayed over and over by my court appointed lawyers. That 

would be Scott Albrecht who was a chicken who ran away from Martinsville 

Public Defender Office. Then I was appointed Lauren McGarry who told me 

that I cannot prove carbon monoxide poisoning because I didn’t have the 

levels. She refused to subpoena The Chimney Sweep. She refused to subpoena 

that business in 2019 for installing the metal tin on the chimney flues. Then I 

was appointed Matthew Scott Thomas Clark, another piece of s-h-i-t lawyer. 
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This lawyer told me that I couldn’t bring up any solid defense and that I would 

go in front of Christian bible belt jurors who would wonder why I was found 

naked that night. They would not hear of The Chimney Sweep business; they 

would not hear anything about them installing metal tin on top of the chimney 

flues. They would not be called forth as witnesses. I would lose, it was all 

straight up just like Eric David Placke of the Federal Public Defender office in 

Greensboro, North Carolina. The same crappy court appointed lawyer who 

does nothing to prove your innocence, just tells you to give up, to plead guilty 

to a crime I am not guilty of. What a disappointment. I been through the 

corrupt legal circus for years and years. That is why I took 3-5 years to go 

after The Chimney Sweep. I been through the corrupt Circuit Court, I been 

through the corrupt Public Defenders, Corrupt Federal Judges, it all is a circus. 

A corrupt legal circus like a Casino, gambling with years in prison or just 

falsely plead guilty. It is all a circus to me. The reason I took so long as 

constantly filing motions on a pro se basis, having to fight and file many 

SCOTUS petitions and Federal Appeals. One appeal after another fails. 

Almost every motion I ever file is denied, in both the Federal Court and State 

Court, one motion denied after another. I never get anywhere. That, Eric 

Ferguson is why I had taken so long. I been through one legal circus hell after 
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another. Judge after judge calling me names, lying about me, lying about the 

record, lying about me being guilty, lying, distorting the facts. 

21.  I have no choice but to go after The Chimney Sweep for causing my indecent 

exposure. I am angry at them for going to jail and Federal Prison for months 

over me being exposed to carbon monoxide gas poisoning for almost a year. I 

been weird and acted abnormal from November, 2017, until I was arrested for 

being naked on the Dick and Willie walking trail in Martinsville. The effects 

got bad in November, 2017, that I had a wound which I still have such a scar 

left in my head. I STILL HAVE THE SCAR, and The Chimney Sweep caused 

that scar by putting the metal tin on top of the chimney on October 5, 2017. 

After they told me in Federal Prison about Pete Compton, about the carbon 

monoxide and about the metal tin, it all made sense to me. My family felt that 

it explained why I was naked and found naked by Martinsville Police on a 

public walking trail at night. It all made sense to me. 

22.  I cannot let it go until I get justice. I cannot forgive The Chimney Sweep for 

causing years of misery and legal hell to me until they can make amends. 

23.  I want them to tell Glen Andrew Hall, Esquire that they did install the metal 

tin on the chimney as was found by chimney expert Pete Compton of ACE 

Chimney in Bassett, Virginia. Who else would install metal tin on top of the 

chimney on October 5, 2017? The Easter Bunny? Santa Claus??? NO, it was a 
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chimney company that caused this. I believe it was The Chimney Sweep 

because I recall her calling them who are from Rocky Mount, VA desperate to 

finding a chimney company to prevent the chimney swift birds from flying 

into the chimney before the winter. No chimney swifts came in, in 2017. No 

chimney swifts came in the chimney in 2018. That was because metal tin was 

placed over the flues. The Chimney Sweep are responsible in my belief, in the 

best of my view and abilities. I want them to be held accountable because I am 

angry that they caused me years of legal misery, federal and state 

imprisonment and jails. They caused me all of this suffering and misery. I 

want them to pay for what they have done. I want them to accept 

responsibility for what they have done. I pray to God and Jesus everyday that 

The Chimney Sweep will make amends and admit to what they had done. 

They need to write an affidavit to the corrupt Commonwealth Attorney Glen 

Andrew Hall and write a letter to the Judge Giles Carter Greer, and admit to 

installing the metal tin on top of the chimney flues at 310 Forest Street, 

Martinsville, Virginia. If they will make amends, I will forgive them, I WILL 

FORGIVE THEM. I promise God, Jesus, I promise the Angels, I will forgive 

The Chimney Sweep if they will admit to what they had done on October 5, 

2017. All I want is for them to admit to what they done. I understand it was a 

mistake they made. They made a booboo. They screwed up; it is not the end of 
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the world for them. They are not bad guys for making a mistake. However, 

they need to own up to what they have done and save me from my wrongful 

conviction. They need to own up to their mistakes. They need to tell the judge 

and the Commonwealth Attorney what they did on October 5, 2017. They 

need to just do that and I promise God, Jesus, and the Angels that I will 

forgive them and move on with my life. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed on July 5, 2022. 

Respectfully filed with Aaron M. Ziglar and Attorney Eric Ferguson (whom 
represents client: The Chimney Sweep) with email service (rbhill67@comcast.net) 
by and through pro se filing representative Roberta R. Hill. This the 5th day of 
July, 2022. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 
 

_________________________ 
Signed 

Brian D. Hill (Pro Se) 
310 Forest Street, Apartment 2, Martinsville, Virginia 24112 

Phone #: (276) 790-3505 

 
Former U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News reporter 

I stand with Q and with Attorney Lin Wood – Drain the Swamp 
I ask Q for Assistance (S.O.S.) 

Make America Great Again 
JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com 

USWGO.COM 
JUSTICEFORUSWGO.NL 
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN DAVID HILL
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:10 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep - AFFIDAVIT OF BRIAN DAVID HILL
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/5/2022, 9:10 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 17.3 KB

winmail.dat 6.5 KB
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/6/2022, 9:56 AM
To: "rbhill67@comcast.net" <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Dear Mr. Hill,
Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your dispute. Our Office
has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you
would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.
In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed and no further
ac�on will be taken.

This  Office  will  retain  the  complaint  form  and  copies  of  all  official  correspondence  regarding  the  complaint  in
accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be
advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or respond to this
message.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2

Mr. Ziglar--I have reviewed all of these emails and Ms. Hill has been sending them to me regularly.  I want to make this
clear--neither my client nor myself are trying to do anything to Mr. Hill.  We know nothing about what he has been
through and it sounds like a lot.  We are not trying to prevent him from being successful in his efforts.  We are not
trying to hurt his efforts.  My client is trying to be as honest as he can be in this complaint.  My client does not
remember doing any work for the Hills in 2017 or ever.  He does not believe that he has done any work for them.  He
has no records of ever providing es�mates or doing any work for them.

I have reviewed the medical records provided with the complaint.  I do not see where any medical personnel has
made any diagnosis of carbon monoxide poisoning involving Mr. Hill.  I tried to go over those records carefully and I do
not think that I missed anything.  If I did, I apologize for missing it.  

I understand that Mr. Hill is trying to clear his name and I appreciate his efforts.  However, my client cannot accept
responsibility for something he does not recall.  I cannot and will not debate Mr. Hill's medical condi�ons.  I will leave
that to him and his doctors.  What they prove or show is also between him, his doctors and the courts.    

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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I can only reiterate that my client does not recall, and has no records of, ever doing any work for the Hills.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/6/2022, 11:28 AM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, "ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov"
<ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov>, "LtGovernorJeane�e.Nunez@eog.myflorida.com"
<LtGovernorJeane�e.Nunez@eog.myflorida.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood
<lwood@fightback.law>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>, Kenstella
<kenstella@comcast.net>, "Coen, Chris" <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>

Note: Lt. Governor, you see what is happening. The Chimney Sweep doesn't want to be held
liable for anything. If they had any records, they covered up those records. It is time for the
Governor to pardon Brian David Hill for being innocent. A pardon is the only way. Evidence
being covered up right and left would be good enough reason for a pardon. Records being
covered up would be good enough reason for a absolute pardon. Evidence and records are
covered up for a reason, to prevent an innocent man from ever proving his innocence.
Guilty men cover up evidence, innocent people do not cover up evidence. Brian Hill never
covered up anything. The other side in his criminal case covered up anything favorable to
Brian Hill. This can never be remedied in the rigged Courts. Actual Innocence is proven
when evidence is covered up by the prosecution, by Martinsville Police, and any records
from The Chimney Sweep just disappear as well. When evidence disappears, that means
Brian Hill is innocent of his charged crime. Maybe the Innocence Project of Virginia needs to
come in and assist Brian, he cannot fight this alone. He will never succeed without a lawyer
or Innocence Project coming in. Otherwise he just needs to be acquitted. Cover ups just
means innocence.

Aaron Ziglar,

Interesting that this lawyer doesn't want to wait until the check records are acquired from my closed
bank account from the check in 2017 before responding. Interesting how Mr. Cassell claims to have
no records.

That lie will be proven as a lie once the bank records are acquired.

Maybe the State Police needs to quickly subpoena the bank used by Mr. Cassell to cash in the
check for $300 from myself. Then that proves a record once existed but highly likely that record
was destroyed.

Just like the Martinsville Police body-camera footage being destroyed by the Commonwealth of
Virginia during pending criminal litigation and after multiple court orders for discovery materials to
be retained and provided to the defense. Just like the blood samples obtained at the Sovah
Hospital being destroyed after Brian said he thought he was drugged in writing to the Federal
Court.

Now the records don't exist as to The Chimney Sweep???

Records just disappear, evidence just disappears. I guess Brian is guilty then
because evidence just disappears because my son is only guilty right???

Attorney Lin Wood is receiving this too because he was targeted by the Deep State for the

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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evidence and witnesses he has access to. That is a tactic of the enemy to
destroy records, to destroy evidence.
Did Glen Andrew Hall put you up to this??? Did the Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew Hall told
Mr. Cassell to destroy records proving that work was done on the chimney???

This sounds familiar what this lawyer is saying about there being no records, oops no evidence just
like other sources. There are tax records. Where are the tax records required by law???

Let's see, a $300 check paid to The Chimney Sweep would have gone to Mr. Cassell. There should
be some kind of record or even a financial record or tax record as records are usually kept for
taxes. For a nice reputable business, they should have at least tax records or records for reporting
taxes. Usually tax records regarding a service are required. Maybe a tax record for $300 from a
customer in October, 2017. Hmmm, maybe The Chimney Sweep lost the tax records of $300
income for October 5, 2017, or whatever date the check was cashed.

Without any such records, it kind of seems like money laundering or some kind of scheme to get
paid $300 and not report it for taxes. Like under the table type stuff. Get paid $300 and that record
just disappears.

We will see Eric Ferguson once we get the check record. We will get whatever record exists from
the bank required by five years to retain check records. We have the check stub in the photograph.

The Hospital didn't do CarboxyHemoglobin in November, 2017. If they did, then Brian Hill never
would have been arrested for indecent exposure on September 21, 2018, because it never would
have happened. If we had known in 2018 or late 2017 about the carbon monoxide, we would have
stopped it and Brian Hill never would have been arrested and probably would have succeeded in
overturning his federal case on actual innocence. The indecent exposure charge and conviction
messed everything up for Brian. He has to be found innocent at all costs.

I think Eric Ferguson's response is just more cumulative proof that any evidence favorable to Brian
Hill being innocent of indecent exposure has been destroyed, any evidence favorable to Brian
David Hill has been reportedly destroyed in regards to the indecent exposure case.

Here is the evidence that has been destroyed due to both ineffective assistance of counsel,
contempt of court, and judicial corruption and Martinsville Police corruption and lawyer corruption in
Martinsville:

1. Police body-camera footage recorded on September 21, 2018, Brian D. Hill made statements
to Officer Robert Jones, body-camera footage recorded by Officer Robert Jones;

2. Biological evidence obtained on September 21, 2018, blood vial or vials drawn from Brian
Hill's arm before he was arrested by Arrest Warrant;

3. Laboratory work was to be deleted from the chart, so laboratory results were covered up at
some point on or after September 21, 2018;

4. Attorney Renorda Pryor had kept her mouth shut about the cover up by omission in Federal
Court transcript where Martinsville Police officer Robert Jones admitted under oath that Brian
Hill was not being obscene when he originally charged Brian with obscenity;

5. Any records or evidence of chimney work done at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville,
Virginia.
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One cover up after another because Brian cannot afford the best lawyer he can get.

More and more evidence just keeps being covered up. Anything to prove my son's innocence has
been covered up. I see the same pattern with The Chimney Sweep, the same pattern. "Oh I don't
remember anything". Just more and more covering up to keep my son convicted of a crime
that he is innocent of. Such corruption. Such tyranny. We had a 1776 American Revolution
over this kind of corruption and tyranny and we are right back to the period before the American
Revolution. Taxation without representation, rigged jury trials, corrupt courts, corrupt judges,
pedophiles and child molesters as President of the US and in other powerful government
positions, government that breaks every law in the book and commits a long trail of abuses
and usurpations to reduce us under absolute despotism.

Anyways, it is just more evidence being covered up. Oh sorry, my son has no proof of innocence
because it has all been covered up, haha they think. They covered up the bloodwork, they covered
up the lab results, they covered up Officer Jone's admission under oath that Brian was not obscene
when the whole basis was "making an obscene display", they covered up the body-camera
footage.

Now the records from The Chimney Sweep just disappear. The same

thing, doesn't matter which lawyer from wherever. Just cover up the
evidence to keep Brian Hill convicted of a crime. It is tough on
crime, right!!!! It is great to just throw people in prison, don't
care that somebody is innocent.
This lawyer is just part of a corrupt judicial system, he is just as corrupt as the judges and other
lawyers. Just as corrupt because he is part of a corrupt system. A corrupt judicial system
that doesn't care when somebody is not guilty of a crime. If somebody cannot
afford a good lawyer, they get a Public Pretender. It is all the
same. Virginia's court system is just as corrupt as North
Carolina and just as corrupt as the Federal Courts. Corrupt,
Corrupt, and Corrupt. Brian ain't a black man but he was
mistreated by the corrupt judicial system all the same. He
was treated the same way as criminal defendants of all skin
colors, judicial corruption hurts us all. If your poor, your
going to prison, that is a guarantee.
The court is corrupt. They don't investigate anything, they don't do anything, just convict, convict,

and convict. If your rich you can break the law and get away with it, most
of the time. Look at Jeffrey Epstein, look at Bill Clinton, look at the
Bidens. If your poor and against the New World Order, they throw the
book at you.
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The Virginia Court system needs to be reformed again, it is corrupt and the judges are corrupt. The
Commonwealth Attorney is corrupt and the police are corrupt. John McAfee knew this before he
was executed after his detainment, Attorney Lin Wood knows this, American actor Isaac Kappy
knew how corrupt the government and courts were and he was murdered off of a bridge. Judges
being blackmailed. Just part of the corrupt judicial system.

Aaron Ziglar, please wait for the check records or bank records, whatever they are called. If
all records have just disappeared, that would include records needed for tax preparation,
tax reporting, tax records. So if they truly have no records at all, then they were covered it
up, just like Sovah Hospital on the day of his arrest, just like the body-camera footage
ordered by the Court for the defendant to have access to that piece of evidence. Instead it
was all destroyed.

So please wait for the check records, bank records, anything we get. It may be time for somebody
in Government to subpoena the check and bank records of who cashed in my paid $300 check in
Rocky Mount, VA. I'm sure that somewhere that check was cashed. That would prove Mr. Cassell
did cash that check in somewhere. Somebody cashed that check in. Checks don't cash
themselves do they, Eric Ferguson???

If there is truly no records, then they were covered up. Covered up, just like everything else. Brian
Hill cannot get anywhere because he cannot afford an expensive criminal defense attorney. It is
always the same story, innocent people go to prison, and the rich people do not. Jailhouses are
for the poor folks like us. Slave camps, to make slaves of the American poor people. Poor
folks are meant to go to prison, even if they are not guilty of a crime. Always the same story.
Nothing ever changes.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 07/06/2022 9:56 AM Ziglar, Aaron M. <aziglar@oag.state.va.us> wrote:

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint. 
Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within
ten (10) business days from the date of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed
and no further ac�on will be taken.

This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom
of Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review,
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upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or
respond to this message.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2

Mr. Ziglar--I have reviewed all of these emails and Ms. Hill has been sending them to me regularly.  I
want to make this clear--neither my client nor myself are trying to do anything to Mr. Hill.  We know
nothing about what he has been through and it sounds like a lot.  We are not trying to prevent him
from being successful in his efforts.  We are not trying to hurt his efforts.  My client is trying to be
as honest as he can be in this complaint.  My client does not remember doing any work for the Hills
in 2017 or ever.  He does not believe that he has done any work for them.  He has no records of
ever providing es�mates or doing any work for them.

I have reviewed the medical records provided with the complaint.  I do not see where any
medical personnel has made any diagnosis of carbon monoxide poisoning involving Mr. Hill.  I tried
to go over those records carefully and I do not think that I missed anything.  If I did, I apologize for
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missing it.  

I understand that Mr. Hill is trying to clear his name and I appreciate his efforts.  However, my client
cannot accept responsibility for something he does not recall.  I cannot and will not debate Mr.
Hill's medical condi�ons.  I will leave that to him and his doctors.  What they prove or show is also
between him, his doctors and the courts.    

I can only reiterate that my client does not recall, and has no records of, ever doing any work for
the Hills.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/6/2022, 1:24 PM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, "ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov"
<ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov>, "LtGovernorJeane�e.Nunez@eog.myflorida.com"
<LtGovernorJeane�e.Nunez@eog.myflorida.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood
<lwood@fightback.law>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>, Kenstella
<kenstella@comcast.net>, "Coen, Chris" <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>

I did some research and tax laws may exempt chimney services. They likely counted all income
together so individual checks may not have to be reported if what I read is correct. Businesses may
keep check records in cases of possible audits from the IRS, even though they may not be required
to keep records like checks cashed.

However, the check record still exists from my closed bank account for the 5 year retention period.
My apologies on assuming that taxes covered each service individually paid for by customers. It
covers income but usually the accountant likely adds all income up together and that is what was
reported, if I am correct on this.

The check was made and it was cashed, that is what the bank record will prove.

Attorney Eric Ferguson needs to wait, he cannot just rush Brian's complaint to being
dismissed. All of the communications Brian plans on filing with the Circuit Court, and hopefully on
appeal he will get a favorable decision.

In regards to: https://justiceforuswgo.wordpress.com/2021/01/05/llinwood-l-lin-woods-tweets-
makes-it-clear-it-is-highly-likely-our-federal-state-judges-and-politicians-are-being-blackmailed-
threatened-possibly-with-child-rape-and-murder/, First all of the child rape and murder blackmail
concerning federal/state judges will need to be ceased as Brian plans on having Attorney Lin
Wood subpoenaed and have the John McAfee evidence of blackmailed rapist judges and
politicians to be investigated to stop the judicial corruption, and hopefully the patriots in law
enforcement have the blackmail videos of the child rape and murder committed by the
compromised judges and officials. If the patriots do have those videos, then the blackmailed
judges can be removed from office, the corrupt blackmailed politicians can be removed
from office. Then we can finally start seeing corruption disappear in Virginia, in Martinsville. The
corruption will disappear once the child molesters in the courts and government offices are
removed from their posts. Proving blackmail will be up to Attorney Lin Wood's source or
sources. It will be up to those who have access to the cache of blackmail videos obtained by
The Lizard Squad and possibly by John McAfee before he died in a jail cell.

Anyways, this lawyer needs to wait on the check records,
bank records. Rushing this seems suspicious to my son, and
I believe it is suspicious to rush to have this complaint
dismissed before the bank records are even given to me.
The FDIC can also intervene in this as well. The FDIC can act to make sure that I get the check
records. The FDIC maybe even may be able to get that my check was cashed out, maybe.
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Depending on the regulations and laws. However, just the $300 being paid will be enough
evidence. Then that along with all correspondence will be turned over to a Federal Judge for
Brian's Writ of Habeas Corpus petition asking for vacatur of his wrongful criminal conviction.

This whole dispute is just further evidence that Brian Hill is innocent. Nobody wants to admit they
done wrong and wants Brian to admit to doing wrong. Such hypocrites. These fake
republicans acting like they commit no crime and done nothing wrong then blame my son for a
crime he is innocent of and refuse to accept his innocence. It doesn't matter about either side of the
political parties. Corruption is everywhere.

Maybe the individual checks are not reported as income tax, maybe they can count all income
together from the chimney business and individual checks are not reported as income for tax
purposes, but the check record still exists until October 5, 2017 or whatever date that Mr. Cassell or
any agent or representative of his cashed that check in.

The IRS does audits, maybe check records are kept in case of audits. Regardless, if there
are no records period while $300 was paid to The Chimney Sweep,
then the records were likely shredded, destroyed, disappeared,
GONE. There are no records because they disappeared. There is no
disputing that fact when records just disappear, gone. Just another
piece of evidence disappears when it is favorable to Brian Hill being
acquitted of his criminal conviction.

Another COVER UP to be brought up in the Circuit Court, and if the judge denies that too then it
will go on appeal. My son is waiting until the check records before filing pdf printouts of all of this
case correspondence with the Circuit Court and copies will be given to the Federal Judge over
Habeas Corpus. The Chimney Sweep is involved but records were covered up. They are tied to
this no matter how much they like to deny any knowledge of it.

Another cover up, another piece of evidence or witness evidence all destroyed and disappeared.

At this point hopefully a Federal Judge will see that Brian's entire criminal case is laced in cover
ups, denials, contempts of court, violations of law, obstructions of justice, and just lying and
disinformation. Hopefully the Federal Judge will consider this as a violation of Brian's due process
rights both procedural and substantively. Brian's constitutional rights were violated since his arrest.
Doesn't matter about The Chimney Sweep covering up their records when the entire criminal case
was nothing but corrupt local judge, corrupt prosecutor, corrupt police, corrupt Hospital, corrupt
everything. The entire criminal case should be vacated. I guess The Chimney Sweep will get away
with everything, but Brian's constitutional rights were violated from the day of his arrest until even
today.

On 07/06/2022 11:28 AM ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net> wrote:

Note: Lt. Governor, you see what is happening. The Chimney Sweep doesn't want to be
held liable for anything. If they had any records, they covered up those records. It is time
for the Governor to pardon Brian David Hill for being innocent. A pardon is the only way.
Evidence being covered up right and left would be good enough reason for a pardon.
Records being covered up would be good enough reason for a absolute pardon. Evidence
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and records are covered up for a reason, to prevent an innocent man from ever proving
his innocence. Guilty men cover up evidence, innocent people do not cover up evidence.
Brian Hill never covered up anything. The other side in his criminal case covered up
anything favorable to Brian Hill. This can never be remedied in the rigged Courts. Actual
Innocence is proven when evidence is covered up by the prosecution, by Martinsville
Police, and any records from The Chimney Sweep just disappear as well. When evidence
disappears, that means Brian Hill is innocent of his charged crime. Maybe the Innocence
Project of Virginia needs to come in and assist Brian, he cannot fight this alone. He will
never succeed without a lawyer or Innocence Project coming in. Otherwise he just needs
to be acquitted. Cover ups just means innocence.

Aaron Ziglar,

Interesting that this lawyer doesn't want to wait until the check records are acquired from my
closed bank account from the check in 2017 before responding. Interesting how Mr. Cassell
claims to have no records.

That lie will be proven as a lie once the bank records are acquired.

Maybe the State Police needs to quickly subpoena the bank used by Mr. Cassell to cash in the
check for $300 from myself. Then that proves a record once existed but highly likely that record
was destroyed.

Just like the Martinsville Police body-camera footage being destroyed by the Commonwealth of
Virginia during pending criminal litigation and after multiple court orders for discovery materials to
be retained and provided to the defense. Just like the blood samples obtained at the Sovah
Hospital being destroyed after Brian said he thought he was drugged in writing to the Federal
Court.

Now the records don't exist as to The Chimney Sweep???

Records just disappear, evidence just disappears. I guess Brian is guilty then
because evidence just disappears because my son is only guilty right???

Attorney Lin Wood is receiving this too because he was targeted by the Deep State for the

evidence and witnesses he has access to. That is a tactic of the enemy to
destroy records, to destroy evidence.
Did Glen Andrew Hall put you up to this??? Did the Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew Hall
told Mr. Cassell to destroy records proving that work was done on the chimney???

This sounds familiar what this lawyer is saying about there being no records, oops no evidence
just like other sources. There are tax records. Where are the tax records required by law???

Let's see, a $300 check paid to The Chimney Sweep would have gone to Mr. Cassell. There
should be some kind of record or even a financial record or tax record as records are usually
kept for taxes. For a nice reputable business, they should have at least tax records or records for
reporting taxes. Usually tax records regarding a service are required. Maybe a tax record for
$300 from a customer in October, 2017. Hmmm, maybe The Chimney Sweep lost the tax
records of $300 income for October 5, 2017, or whatever date the check was cashed.
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Without any such records, it kind of seems like money laundering or some kind of scheme to get
paid $300 and not report it for taxes. Like under the table type stuff. Get paid $300 and that
record just disappears.

We will see Eric Ferguson once we get the check record. We will get whatever record exists from
the bank required by five years to retain check records. We have the check stub in the
photograph.

The Hospital didn't do CarboxyHemoglobin in November, 2017. If they did, then Brian Hill never
would have been arrested for indecent exposure on September 21, 2018, because it never
would have happened. If we had known in 2018 or late 2017 about the carbon monoxide, we
would have stopped it and Brian Hill never would have been arrested and probably would have
succeeded in overturning his federal case on actual innocence. The indecent exposure charge
and conviction messed everything up for Brian. He has to be found innocent at all costs.

I think Eric Ferguson's response is just more cumulative proof that any evidence favorable to
Brian Hill being innocent of indecent exposure has been destroyed, any evidence favorable to
Brian David Hill has been reportedly destroyed in regards to the indecent exposure case.

Here is the evidence that has been destroyed due to both ineffective assistance of counsel,
contempt of court, and judicial corruption and Martinsville Police corruption and lawyer corruption
in Martinsville:

1. Police body-camera footage recorded on September 21, 2018, Brian D. Hill made
statements to Officer Robert Jones, body-camera footage recorded by Officer Robert
Jones;

2. Biological evidence obtained on September 21, 2018, blood vial or vials drawn from Brian
Hill's arm before he was arrested by Arrest Warrant;

3. Laboratory work was to be deleted from the chart, so laboratory results were covered up at
some point on or after September 21, 2018;

4. Attorney Renorda Pryor had kept her mouth shut about the cover up by omission in
Federal Court transcript where Martinsville Police officer Robert Jones admitted under oath
that Brian Hill was not being obscene when he originally charged Brian with obscenity;

5. Any records or evidence of chimney work done at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville,
Virginia.

One cover up after another because Brian cannot afford the best lawyer he can get.

More and more evidence just keeps being covered up. Anything to prove my son's innocence
has been covered up. I see the same pattern with The Chimney Sweep, the same pattern. "Oh I
don't remember anything". Just more and more covering up to keep my son convicted of a
crime that he is innocent of. Such corruption. Such tyranny. We had a 1776 American
Revolution over this kind of corruption and tyranny and we are right back to the period before the
American Revolution. Taxation without representation, rigged jury trials, corrupt courts,
corrupt judges, pedophiles and child molesters as President of the US and in other
powerful government positions, government that breaks every law in the book and
commits a long trail of abuses and usurpations to reduce us under absolute despotism.
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Anyways, it is just more evidence being covered up. Oh sorry, my son has no proof of innocence
because it has all been covered up, haha they think. They covered up the bloodwork, they
covered up the lab results, they covered up Officer Jone's admission under oath that Brian was
not obscene when the whole basis was "making an obscene display", they covered up the body-
camera footage.

Now the records from The Chimney Sweep just disappear. The same

thing, doesn't matter which lawyer from wherever. Just cover up the
evidence to keep Brian Hill convicted of a crime. It is tough on
crime, right!!!! It is great to just throw people in prison,
don't care that somebody is innocent.
This lawyer is just part of a corrupt judicial system, he is just as corrupt as the judges and other
lawyers. Just as corrupt because he is part of a corrupt system. A corrupt judicial system
that doesn't care when somebody is not guilty of a crime. If somebody cannot
afford a good lawyer, they get a Public Pretender. It is all the
same. Virginia's court system is just as corrupt as North
Carolina and just as corrupt as the Federal Courts. Corrupt,
Corrupt, and Corrupt. Brian ain't a black man but he was
mistreated by the corrupt judicial system all the same. He
was treated the same way as criminal defendants of all skin
colors, judicial corruption hurts us all. If your poor, your
going to prison, that is a guarantee.
The court is corrupt. They don't investigate anything, they don't do anything, just convict, convict,

and convict. If your rich you can break the law and get away with it,
most of the time. Look at Jeffrey Epstein, look at Bill Clinton, look
at the Bidens. If your poor and against the New World Order, they
throw the book at you.

The Virginia Court system needs to be reformed again, it is corrupt and the judges are corrupt.
The Commonwealth Attorney is corrupt and the police are corrupt. John McAfee knew this
before he was executed after his detainment, Attorney Lin Wood knows this, American actor
Isaac Kappy knew how corrupt the government and courts were and he was murdered off of a
bridge. Judges being blackmailed. Just part of the corrupt judicial system.

Aaron Ziglar, please wait for the check records or bank records, whatever they are called.
If all records have just disappeared, that would include records needed for tax
preparation, tax reporting, tax records. So if they truly have no records at all, then they
were covered it up, just like Sovah Hospital on the day of his arrest, just like the body-
camera footage ordered by the Court for the defendant to have access to that piece of
evidence. Instead it was all destroyed.
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So please wait for the check records, bank records, anything we get. It may be time for
somebody in Government to subpoena the check and bank records of who cashed in my paid
$300 check in Rocky Mount, VA. I'm sure that somewhere that check was cashed. That would
prove Mr. Cassell did cash that check in somewhere. Somebody cashed that check in. Checks
don't cash themselves do they, Eric Ferguson???

If there is truly no records, then they were covered up. Covered up, just like everything else.
Brian Hill cannot get anywhere because he cannot afford an expensive criminal defense
attorney. It is always the same story, innocent people go to prison, and the rich people do not.
Jailhouses are for the poor folks like us. Slave camps, to make slaves of the American
poor people. Poor folks are meant to go to prison, even if they are not guilty of a crime.
Always the same story. Nothing ever changes.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 07/06/2022 9:56 AM Ziglar, Aaron M. <aziglar@oag.state.va.us> wrote:

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your
complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in
wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be
closed and no further ac�on will be taken.

This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint  in  accordance  with  the  applicable  state  reten�on  schedule.   Under  the  Virginia
Freedom of  Informa�on Act,  please be advised that  these materials  will  be available to the
public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me
or respond to this message.

Sincerely,
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Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2

Mr. Ziglar--I have reviewed all of these emails and Ms. Hill has been sending them to me
regularly.  I want to make this clear--neither my client nor myself are trying to do anything to Mr.
Hill.  We know nothing about what he has been through and it sounds like a lot.  We are not
trying to prevent him from being successful in his efforts.  We are not trying to hurt his efforts. 
My client is trying to be as honest as he can be in this complaint.  My client does not remember
doing any work for the Hills in 2017 or ever.  He does not believe that he has done any work for
them.  He has no records of ever providing es�mates or doing any work for them.

I have reviewed the medical records provided with the complaint.  I do not see where any
medical personnel has made any diagnosis of carbon monoxide poisoning involving Mr. Hill.  I
tried to go over those records carefully and I do not think that I missed anything.  If I did, I
apologize for missing it.  

I understand that Mr. Hill is trying to clear his name and I appreciate his efforts.  However, my
client cannot accept responsibility for something he does not recall.  I cannot and will not debate
Mr. Hill's medical condi�ons.  I will leave that to him and his doctors.  What they prove or show is
also between him, his doctors and the courts.    

I can only reiterate that my client does not recall, and has no records of, ever doing any work for
the Hills.  
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Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net> 7/7/2022 3:54 AM

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2

To Ziglar, Aaron M. <aziglar@oag.state.va.us> • eferguson@fergusonlaw.net <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>   Copy

Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net> • kenstella2005@comcast.net <kenstella2005@comcast.net> •

stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl <stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl> • Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>  

Aaron Ziglar,

My son is wanting me to email you this letter, he already faxed this to both offices.

We are still waiting on the bank records. Brian and me will be heading to TRUIST branch
bank in our local area to see if this will get the records more quickly or make sure that the
process is started.

Brian wants this bank account records to be his final evidence on record in both the Attorney
General Office, with Aaron Ziglar, and with the office of Eric Ferguson. Brian asks for this
attorney to wait for the bank records. Once they are filed, Brian will give JaCody Cassell one
more chance to admit to what he done, before he files the evidence of lying to the Circuit
Court in his bid for a new trial by jury or judgment of acquittal, then they will turn it over to the
Federal Court in my son's petition for a writ of habeas corpus asking for vacatur of state
conviction.

While we wait, my son has typed up this faxed letter. He wants this final evidence before he
plans to dismiss his complaint and let the Feds handle this situation in his writ of habeas
corpus request.

Once the bank records are obtained, if they do further prove that Mr. Cassell had lied as we
feel those records will further prove this, Cassell will be given one more chance to do the right
thing and admit to what he had done.

My son is turning this over to Jesus Christ and God to prosecute Mr. Cassell on judgment day
in the Court of God, in the Court of Heaven when that day finally comes. Jesus knows all,
sees all, and Jesus knows that Brian is not lying about this. Jesus knows who placed the
metal tin on our chimney at our Triplex. If JaCody did not place the metal tin, then he has
nothing to worry about. If he did then God will show him what he did to Brian.

We all have a life review, spiritually, and when he faces his own life review someday, JaCody
Cassell will experience the feeling of the pain he caused us both. The pain and misery, the
suicidal thoughts, he will feel all of that pain and emotional trauma. He will feel all of it. He will
feel our pain which he caused. I believe he had caused the carbon monoxide gas for almost a
year for Brian, over a year for me. Cassell will spiritually experience the pain he caused us. If
you ever read spiritual and scientific studies about out of body experiences, a spiritual world
does exist whether your a atheist or not. God does exist. We are all judged for our acts,
whether it is technically illegal or legal. https://www.embracedbythelight.com/

Brian will give this issue to God to prosecute JaCody for the damage and emotional trauma
he had caused, the wrongful conviction caused by the carbon monoxide. Brian will ask a
federal judge to undo his state conviction.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill
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On 7/6/2022 9:56 AM, Ziglar, Aaron M. wrote:

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia Attorney General’s Office to assist in the resolution of your dispute. Our

Office has received the below written response from the business to your complaint.  Please review it carefully

and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in writing within ten (10) business days from the date

of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in writing within ten business days, the complaint will be closed and no

further action will be taken.

This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the complaint in

accordance with the applicable state retention schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of Information Act, please

be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request.

If you have any additional information or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or respond to

this message.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street

Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:

AZiglar@oag.state.va.us

https://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>

Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 10:54 AM

To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>

Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2

Mr. Ziglar--I have reviewed all of these emails and Ms. Hill has been sending them to me regularly.  I want to

make this clear--neither my client nor myself are trying to do anything to Mr. Hill.  We know nothing about what

he has been through and it sounds like a lot.  We are not trying to prevent him from being successful in his

efforts.  We are not trying to hurt his efforts.  My client is trying to be as honest as he can be in this complaint. 

My client does not remember doing any work for the Hills in 2017 or ever.  He does not believe that he has

done any work for them.  He has no records of ever providing estimates or doing any work for them.

I have reviewed the medical records provided with the complaint.  I do not see where any medical personnel

has made any diagnosis of carbon monoxide poisoning involving Mr. Hill.  I tried to go over those records

carefully and I do not think that I missed anything.  If I did, I apologize for missing it.  

I understand that Mr. Hill is trying to clear his name and I appreciate his efforts.  However, my client cannot

accept responsibility for something he does not recall.  I cannot and will not debate Mr. Hill's medical
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conditions.  I will leave that to him and his doctors.  What they prove or show is also between him, his doctors

and the courts.    

I can only reiterate that my client does not recall, and has no records of, ever doing any work for the Hills.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

• Letter to Aaron Ziglar and Eric Ferguson - July 6, 2022(8).pdf (863 KB)
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LETTER TO OFFICE OF AARON M. ZIGLAR, ATTORNEY GENERAL,
DISPUTE RESOLUTION UNIT, AND ATTORNEY ERIC FERGUSON

RE: Case number: 953850; Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

WEDNESDAY, JULY 6, 2022
EDITED, FINISHED ON THURSDAY, JULY 7, 2022, 12:53 AM

ATTN: Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Phone: (804) 786-1244
FAX: (804) 225-4378
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us 

ATTN: Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.
RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS 
AT LAW
305 S. Main Street
Rocky Mount, VA  24151
eferguson@fergusonlaw.net 
Phone: 540-483-5234
FAX: 540-483-5763

To Whom it may Concern,

I would like to reach out to you more personally rather than Roberta Hill 
conveying messages to you.

I ask Aaron Ziglar to wait until I and Roberta Hill receive a copy of her bank account 
record and/or check record proving that $300 was paid to The Chimney Sweep.

Once I do, I will have the evidence proving that Mr. JaCody Cassell is lying about
not doing any chimney work for Roberta Hill at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, Virginia 
24112. Lying about no estimate. Lying through his representative Attorney Eric 
Ferguson who is simply repeating what his client is directing him to do. As it is ethical 
to always do what your client asks you to do, though my court appointed lawyers did not
do much of that if any at all.

It is admirable Attorney Eric that you will do whatever your client asks you to do. 
Even if certain statements Attorney Ferguson had said can be proven to be untrue.

In this Attorney's statements from his client, Mr. Cassell, owner of the business 
titled as “The Chimney Sweep” in Rocky Mount, Virginia. Attorney Eric Ferguson said 
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some statements which I will directly prove are not truthful.

CITATION FROM ATTORNEY ERIC FERGUSON'S RESPONSE DATED JUNE 29, 
2022: “My client has never done any work for the Hills.”

The formal written requests from Roberta Hill were put in to both the FDIC, SunTrust 
(failed bank) through FDIC, and TRUIST bank. I successfully faxed TRUIST bank in 
both Martinsville branch and Ridgeway branch. I am simply waiting for the records.

Once I have the bank records, the photograph of the check stub, it will prove that $300 
was paid to The Chimney Sweep in October, 2017, on the date which the money was 
transferred out of Roberta Hill's bank account in October, 2017. The check was dated as 
to being October 5, 2017.

I am aware that SunTrust in 2017 scans checks and keeps certain electronic records such
as photocopies of cashed checks. The check date on the photograph of the check stub as 
to being OCTOBER 5, 2017 also backs the phone records of 276-790-2505 phone 
account on xFinity/Comcast. It backs that Roberta Hill made a phone call to the phone 
number (540) 483-2468, US Phone Book printout proved that the phone number 
belonged to James Cassell, who was the owner of the business known as The Chimney 
Sweep. Roberta opened the image to tab browser feature at the BBB profile for The 
Chimney Sweep to view the image logo of The Chimney Sweep and it was a large 
image to her surprise.
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Notice the logo for The Chimney Sweep is the exact same phone number as the 
caller logs supporting that two times of phone calling in the telephone records.

Roberta Hill received a phone call from (540) 483-2468 at around 10:04 AM EST,
Thursday, Oct 5, 2017, lasted 23 seconds. Roberta Hill later made a phone call back to 
that number (540) 483-2468 at around 1:22 PM EST, Thursday, Oct 5, 2017, lasted 36 
seconds. At the time Mr. Cassell, whichever Cassell it was had used the mobile cell 
phone provider U.S. CELLULAR. That we can prove.

What would cause The Chimney Sweep or Mr. Cassell to even be involved with 
calling Roberta Hill on October 5, 2017?

Roberta Hill made a longer phone call to that same number (540) 483-2468 at 
around 11:26 AM EST, Tuesday, September 26, 2017, lasted 3 minutes and 11 seconds. 
At the time Mr. Cassell, whichever Cassell it was had used the mobile cell phone 
provider U.S. CELLULAR. That we can prove. U.S. Cellular is his cell phone provider 
at the time. Roberta Hill did a phone lookup at a site called freecarrierlookup.com and 
printed the record for mne in pdf format. It is still at the cell phone provider of “US 
Cellular Corp.” the exact same phone provider name coming up in the caller ID in one 
of the phone call log entries.

Once I have a pdf or scanned copy of Roberta Hill's bank account records and proof of 
$300 leaving her bank account, I will have her sign an affidavit that the photograph of 
the check stub is a photo of her check stub and named as to being paid to “The Chimney 
Sweep” on the date of “Oct. 5, 2017” in the amount of $300. Her affidavit, the bank 
account records, and the telephone records prove beyond doubt that The Chimney 
Sweep was doing an estimate or doing business of some sort with Roberta Hill, in 2017.

Why would Roberta Hill pay $300 to a business called “The Chimney Sweep” on 
the exact same day of the telephone call logs proving that Mr. Cassell's cell phone 
number from provider U.S. CELLULAR was in two phone call log entries on the exact 
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same day as the check stub??? Both placed and received calls.

CITATION FROM ATTORNEY ERIC FERGUSON'S RESPONSE DATED JUNE 29, 
2022: “Mr. Hill's complaint is baseless and he has no evidence to support it.  He has 
offered no contract, no estimate, and no evidence of payment.  He has nothing with 
which to back up his complaint.”

We do have evidence of payment. The bank account records will prove that the 
money was drawn out of her bank account and that money was being paid for by check 
to “The Chimney Sweep”.

The reason Roberta Hill has no contract was because she was never given this 
paper contract to my knopwledge, she cannot find this paper contract. I find it odd that 
she has no paper contract despite having records of other repair work done to the same 
home. I don't believe Mr. Cassell ever gave her a paper contract as long as I remember, it
would be their fault and not our fault.
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CITATION FROM ATTORNEY ERIC FERGUSON'S RESPONSE DATED JUNE 29, 
2022:  “My client has no records of ever providing an estimate for work to be done at 
the home of the Hills in Martinsville and he has no evidence of ever doing any work for 
the Hills at a home in Martinsville.”

We have something in this country called the Fifth Amendment, Constitutional 
right to remain silent. It is Mr. Cassell's right to deny everything or keep his mouth shut. 
Denying everything can be more detrimental then simply remaining silent under the 
Fifth Amendment. Especially when any denials are disproved with counter evidence.

However, if this Attorney Eric Ferguson truly wants his client's claims to be 
entirely true without any shadow of doubt, this lawyer and his client should have simply 
remained silent because the telephone records, the photograph of the check stub, the 
BBB profile printout, The US Phone Book printout, the logo for The Chimney Sweep, 
and the incoming bank account records will prove that $300 was paid to The Chimney 
Sweep and the check was issued by Roberta Hill to The Chimney Sweep on the very 
same day the phone number (540) 483-2468 was called and call received from that 
number on the exact same day. That number belonged to James Cassell, at the time this 
mobile phone number was published on US Phone Book, and that directly ties the check 
stub with the exact same name as the business and the phone number in the phone logs.

I would say the 3 minutes and 11 seconds on September 26, 2017 would be plenty
of time to discuss an estimate, for the visit and chimney work to be conducted on 
October 5, 2017. $300 paid to “The Chimney Sweep” from Roberta Hill's bank account.

CONCLUSION

At this point the claims by Attorney Eric Ferguson regarding no work ever being 
done at the Hill's residence in Martinsville and no estimate are fraudulent, false 
statements.

Despite it being scant bits and pieces of evidence, it is enough to prove a few 
statements made by Attorney Eric Ferguson's client Mr. Cassell are fraudulent, false 
statements. Pokes holes in those statements. Shows evidence of a possible cover up. 
Possible cover up by Mr. Cassell.
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$300 was paid for chimney work done on October 5, 2017 at the chimney, and the
phone call logs prove activity was going on around or on October 5, 2017, involving Mr.
Cassell.

As I said before, he has the constitutional right to remain silent. Before ever 
attempting to make me out to be a liar in any way, shape, or form.

His statements had proven by and through his lawyer Eric Ferguson that he will 
remain silent as tight as a clam. He will never admit to what he had done. It's useless.

It is come to the best of my belief that Mr. James Cassell or JaCody Cassell will 
never admit to placing metal tin on top of the chimney flues on the date of October 5, 
2017. The fact that the complaint process, as argued by Mr. Aaron Ziglar, Dispute 
Resolution Specialist, he repeatedly said that the process to respond to my complaint 
was voluntary. The fact that Mr. Cassell would pay money and hire a lawyer, Mr. Eric 
Ferguson (a lawyer from Rocky Mount, VA) just to try to shoot down my COMPLAINT
with the Office of the Attorney General when Aaron Ziglar repeatedly argued that the 
process was voluntary tells me that he is afraid of possibly criminal liability and needed 
to mitigate the situation by simply acting as though I am a liar, and deny everything, act 
like nothing is true. I symbolically shot a few holes in Attorney Eric Ferguson's claims 
which came directly from his client Mr. Cassell.

Like Aaron Ziglar had warned, the dispute resolution process was voluntary and is not a 
legal process. I was trying to get Roberta Hill to have Mr. Cassell feel guilty enough to 
admit his wrongdoing. A Stanley Bolten reportedly in some emails tried a few times to 
try to persuade Mr. Cassell to admit to what he had done. That failed. Tight as a clam.

Mr. Cassell simply made a mistake, he didn't intentionally place metal tin on top 
of the chimney flues with any ill intent. He made a mistake which had caused the carbon
monoxide gas exposure since October 5, 2017, after the chimney work was completed.

Of course this attorney can shoot down my unsworn affidavit/declaration dated 
July 5, 2022 based on any legal technicality  of my federal case but Roberta Hill can 
write an affidavit about what had happened and hers would hold up in a court of law.

However it would have been better if Mr. Cassell had remained silent rather than 
deny everything which destroyed his credibility the very minute we produce records 
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disproving even a portion of the claims made by Mr. Cassell. His attorney is right, it is 
beyond the statute of limitations to file a lawsuit against Mr. Cassell and against The 
Chimney Sweep. So why take the time and pay attorney fees to deal with my complaint 
which is voluntary to respond to??? I am judgment proof, my only income is SSI 
disability. Why hire an attorney to respond to a supposedly “baseless” complaint if that 
were entirely true?

I believe there is probably some unintended consequence or consequences which 
scared Mr. Cassell into lawyering up. Usually certain things cause people to lawyer up.

To these reasons, I believe I have poked enough holes in Mr. Cassell's claims, that 
his claims of never being involved with Roberta Hill to do chimney work is baseless and
based on false statements by Mr. Cassell. Enough evidence to show a reasonable doubt if
Mr. Cassell made such claims against me in a court room, I can show the phone record 
logs, check stub, the bank account records. That would be enough to dismiss Attorney 
Ferguson's claims against me in front of a jury by poking those few holes which would 
be reasonable doubts. I have enough proof that it proved chimney work was done as 
$300 was paid to a business doing CHIMNEY work. What kind of work did they do on 
October 5, 2017??? That can be kept to speculation but Mr. Cassell cannot disprove my 
claims completely by claiming no involvement when there is scant evidence proving 
involvement of Mr. Cassell and money paid to his business. The phone records of his 
phone number in contact with Roberta Hill's phone number match the date of the check 
stub and will match the bank account records.

I will at some point have those bank account records from Roberta Hill. I will 
have Roberta Hill email those records directly to Mr. Aaron M. Ziglar, as well as give 
me the physical copies which will be scanned and made into PDF file copies . He will 
have those in his office of the Attorney General, and copies will be given to the Office of
the Attorney General.

I was hoping to have Mr. Cassell admit to placing the metal tin on top of the 
chimney on October 5, 2017, and that would establish evidence in my criminal case that 
Brian David Hill was subject to carbon monoxide poisoning from October 5, 2017, until 
the day I wandered away from home in late night September 20, 2018, and was walking 
naked down a deserted walking trail at night until I was arrested on September 21, 2018.
My Autism Spectrum Disorder along with the Carbon Monoxide gas poisoning caused 
me to wander away from home and the effects of the carbon monoxide odorless tastless 
gas caused me to take my clothes off and walk around naked on a deserted walking trail 
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for hours in the middle of the night until a passing car went by the road right close to the
Dick and Willie walking trail, around Hooker Street and saw me running naked and 
called Martinsville Police who arrested me. The carbon monoxide effects had caused me
to make confusing statements which gave Officer Robert Jones the wrong conclusion 
that Brian David Hill was making false statements or misleading statements. People with
Autism Spectrum Disorder are known to make false confessions and misleading 
statements to law enforcement according to a report from Dennis Debbaudt, a law 
enforcement trainer. Family gave me this link to paste in here: 
https://www.polfed.org/WestMids/media/1938/interview-and-interrogation-of-people-
with-autism.pdf or 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220614102303/https://www.polfed.org/WestMids/media/
1938/interview-and-interrogation-of-people-with-autism.pdf. Carbon monoxide can 
worsen the symptoms of Autism or even cause a regression leading me to exhibiting a 
behavior usually exhibited from younger autistic children who at times are found naked 
outside or wandering naked at night. So I exhibited an unusual behavior that normally 
happens with autistic children such as wandering and walking naked and confused due 
to the prolonged (long term) carbon monoxide exposure from October 5, 2017, until 
September 20, 2018.

The fact that Mr. Cassell did not exercise his right to remain silent but instead 
decided to make a bold move of hiring an attorney to simply respond by denying any 
and all involvement in anything regarding chimney work done on October 5, 2017 at 
310 Forest Street had shown me that my claims will at least be considered if I file a 
motion for a New Jury Trial based on the false claims made by Mr. Cassell in response 
to only me accusing Mr. Cassell of placing metal tin on top of the chimney flues to block
the exhaust from the chimney flues, when the intent of the metal tin was only with 
attempting to stop the chimney swifts birds from flying into the chimney in the fall. 
Based on what Pete Compton from ACE Chimney found in January of 2019. We all 
immediately figured out that this was done by the work of The Chimney Sweep. All of 
my supporting family members such as Roberta Hill, Stella Forinash, and Kenneth 
Forinash, we all knew it had to be from the past chimney work done on October 5, 2017.

I have enough evidence to push for a new trial in my criminal case based on Mr. 
Cassell's denials of everything even in the face of scant evidence proving $300 paid to 
The Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017, phone call logs between Roberta Hill through 
276-790-3505 and Mr. Cassell's mobile number (540) 483-2468 which is on provider 
U.S. CELLULAR, calls made on both September 26, 2017, and October 5, 2017. 
Normally a check would be paid to a contractor or business after the work was 
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completed. So the work would be completed on October 5, 2017. I have enough 
evidence to push back against Mr. Cassell's wall of denial. WALL OF DENIAL!!!!!!!!!

Once I get the bank account records, copies given to Attorney Eric Ferguson and 
Aaron Ziglar, I will give Mr. Cassell one more chance to voluntarily be a witness in my 
criminal case. I do not want money, I don't want a pursue a financial claim for damages 
against Mr. Cassell, I make that clear. I need him to testify in my criminal case. I will 
provide the contact information for the Circuit Court and the criminal case number. I 
will give Mr. Cassell one more chance to make things right after I receive the bank 
account records and confront his attorney with these records. He can still agree to testify 
and write an affidavit as of right now. He can agree to testify and I can agree to waive 
liability claims against him if that makes him feel more comfortable about testifying.

I agree to sign a conditional waiver of liability where I will not hold Mr. Cassell 
and any of his workers and agents liable for anything he has done and will not push to 
hold him criminally liable either, if he agrees to tell the truth and tell the facts from his 
own witness testimony. I will not tell him what to say, it is up to him to testify and up to 
him to answer my questions and the questions of the Commonwealth Attorney at any 
future criminal case hearings involving my charge of indecent exposure. All I want is for
him to be a witness. His denials tell me that he is lying, that he does remember what 
happened and denies it out of fear, out of fear that it would have him civilly and 
criminally liable. I understand a mistake was made and that Mr. Cassell did not 
intentionally place metal tin on top of the chimney flues to cause carbon monoxide. If he
did, then that is between him and God, that will be something he would have to face on 
Judgment Day, when that day naturally comes as will come for every one of us, 
someday. Judgment day where you will be judged for every action you take.

I will give him one more chance to make things right. One more chance before I 
submit the final pieces of evidence (bank account records once acquired) to the Circuit 
Court and that will be filed in the Federal Court in my 2254 motion once the entire State 
Court criminal case records are filed by the Commonwealth of Virginia in my 2254 
Motion petitioning for Writ of Habeas Corpus to overturn my state conviction.

It is clear that the Circuit Court judge will feel that Mr. Cassell was lying about 
not doing any chimney work for Roberta Hill in Martinsville. And was lying about not 
doing an estimate. Even with scant evidence, lying in an attempt to shut down a 
complaint which is voluntary to respond to would be viewed in a negative light. The 
judge may consider this enough for a New Trial based on new evidence in my criminal 
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case. My claims would hold weight since lying in response to a complaint is usually a 
sign of guilt.  A wall of denials when holes can be poked in such a large wall equals 
guilt. Lying in a voluntary response to attempt to dismiss a complaint which isn't even a 
lawsuit, it isn't guaranteed to receive any financial damages claims if beyond the statute 
of limitations, especially a hard statute of limitations. Yet lying to get a complaint 
dismissed as baseless when it isn't even considered a legal process. It is voluntary.

I will submit what I have so far to the Circuit Court Clerk, then soon enough I will
ask for a New Trial again in my criminal case in the Circuit Court but based on the few 
proven lies of Mr. Cassell. I have no need to sue Mr. Cassell. If I win the jury trial, I can 
sue the Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew Hall for malicious prosecution against an
innocent man. I would be compensated by the Commonwealth of Virginia for damages 
cased by the prosecutor. I am confident I would win suing the prosecutor of my criminal 
case. I would also sue my court appointed lawyers too, and win on defective counsel. I 
have no need to sue Mr. Cassell. I can sue the prosecutor and the ineffective defense 
attorney. I will also sue Martinsville Police and sue the Police Chief G. E. Cassady. I 
will sue them all, and I would win. I rather sue them than sue The Chimney Sweep. 
Believe me, I need you as a witness and suing you would not be in my best interest even 
if there wasn't a statute of limitations. I rather compel you to admit the truth.

At some point, NOT NOW, I plan on dismissing my complaint voluntarily after I 
receive the bank account records, regardless of Mr. Cassell's decision and give Mr. 
Cassell one last chance to make things right and admit to what he had done placing the 
metal tin on top of the chimney. One more chance, write an affidavit and agree to be a 
witness until my criminal case is disposed of and dismissed. Regardless, the complaint 
will be dismissed. I will not hold this complaint over you, I about have enough evidence.

Mr. Cassell has his right to remain silent, he has the right to not be a witness 
against himself, and him lying in response to my complaint will not help him disprove 
my claims when I push for a New Trial in the Circuit Court for the City of Martinsville.

Regardless of whether Mr. Cassell will testify or not, at some point after I have 
my final evidence I will have the complaint dismissed upon the ground that Mr. Cassell 
is as tight as a clam, will not cooperate to being a witness in my criminal case, and that 
my complaint case is going nowhere. Regardless, I am dismissing the complaint once I 
have the final evidence and give Attorney Eric Ferguson's client one more chance to 
admit to what he had done on October 5, 2017, despite the scant evidence available.
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I hope that Mr. Cassell will do the moral thing, do the smart thing, be right with God, tell
the truth, and stop lying.

I pray to God that he will tell the truth and do the right thing. Denying everything 
only hurts me and hurts my mother Roberta Hill, and lying hurts himself. Someday in 
the Court of God, in his life review aka judgment day the Bible spoke of, Mr. Cassell 
someday after being elderly and naturally passing on to the spiritual realm, HE will be 
shown visions of me and will experience feeling my pain, suffering, and misery he had 
caused me. If you ever want to read a good spiritual book, it is called “Embraced by 
the Light” by Betty Eadie. She explained that when she faced her life review, and I 
think she met Jesus Christ as well, that every pain or suffering she caused, she had to 
experience that pain and suffering she caused another, the very pain and suffering she 
caused another person. Some day, Mr. Cassell will face God, will face Judgment Day, 
his life review after he lives a long healthy life, and he will feel my pain, my misery, my 
suffering, and he will feel the years of anguish and torment that Mr. Cassell had caused 
me. The lawyer will also feel my pain, suffering, and misery as God will give everybody
a life review process. GOD'S COURT, GOD'S JUSTICE SYSTEM. Mr. Cassell can get
away with hurting me and my family in man's Court of Law, but he cannot get 
away with this in God's Court of Law. He will feel my pain, my emotions, my 
suffering and will look at my face and body as I am naked with cuts on my body, carbon 
monoxide poisoning shown on my face, and me being arrested with handcuffs. God will 
show Mr. Cassell these visions and he will have to experience the pain that he caused me
and Roberta Hill. He will see visions of Roberta Hill crying, almost killed herself and 
she told me that she almost killed herself when she saw that I was being arrested for 
indecent exposure. So Mr. Cassell will feel the pain of my mother almost killing herself 
in 2018, the pain of her body deteriorating, her suffering and her misery. Mr. Cassell will
feel all of that someday as God shows him the wrongs and rights he has done with his 
life on this planet. Someday he will feel the pain of me, Roberta Hill, and pain of 
everybody he harmed and hurt. I have no need to do anything to Mr. Cassell, I am letting
God and Jesus Christ deal with Mr. Cassell. Mr. Cassell, I am asking my lawyer Jesus 
Christ, Jesus is my lawyer and I have asked Jesus to hold you accountable someday in 
God's Court of Law of the Universe, Court of Heaven, whatever you wish to call it, and 
Jesus will prosecute you someday for what you have done to me.

My only interest throughout all of this is getting my life back, I want to be acquitted. 
Money doesn't matter to me when I can be free of my wrongful conviction. Please do the
right thing JaCody Cassell. I pray to God that you will do what is right, do the right 
thing. Though shall not bear false witness, one of God's Ten Commandments.
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Case #: CR19000009-00, Martinsville Circuit Court. Virginia.

Hon. Ashby Pritchett, Clerk of the Court: APritchett@vacourts.gov  and 
APritchett@courts.state.va.us 
Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.: ahall@ci.martinsville.va.us.
City of Martinsville, Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill.

Thank You. Respectfully filed with the Aaron Ziglar, this the 7th day of July, 2022.

God bless you,
Brian D. Hill

Ally of Q, Former news reporter of U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apartment 2

Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505

JusticeForUSWGO.NL or JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: Roberta Hill <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/7/2022, 11:43 PM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, "eferguson@fergusonlaw.net"
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
CC: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net"
<kenstella2005@comcast.net>, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl"
<StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, "ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov" <ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"LtGovernorJeane�e.Nunez@eog.myflorida.com" <LtGovernorJeane�e.Nunez@eog.myflorida.com>,
"jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov" <jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov>, "ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov"
<ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov>

Aaron Ziglar,

I have had to file a complaint against TRUIST Bank, Martinsville Branch. Because I am being
refused access to my electronic bank statements from October, 2017. My son typed up his
testimony. It is in the complaint file.

Brian has advised me of possibly filing a lawsuit against my bank but he is In Forma Pauperis. If I
do, it will cost me a lot of money, money I do not have for legal. If I don't sue my bank, Mr. Eric
Ferguson will call us all liars, and lying to the Office of the Attorney General that that The Chimney
Sweep was never paid $300. They were paid $300. Brian may try to ask a Federal Judge soon to
subpoena TRUIST bank for the proof that The Chimney Sweep was paid $300. My son advised me
to file a complaint with the State Corporation Commission. The only resolution I am seeking from
my former bank of SUnTrust, now TRUIST, is my bank account records proving that The Chimney
Sweep was paid $300 from my bank account. TRUIST is trying to fight me on getting those records
by demanding that I indefinitely pay $25 an hour for them to search for an easy to find electronic
record from my closed bank account.

I and my son went to TRUIST bank in Martinsville, we walked in and asked

I never closed my bank account from SunTrust in 2021 as it was not my fault, my bank account was
migrated against my will to First Horizon Bank in Martinsville, Virginia. It is not my fault that I lost
access to my SunTrust account. The attorney Eric Ferguson could subpoena TRUIST for those
records but they will not because it will prove CaCody Cassell as a liar, and his lawyer will not do
that to his own client. See the conflict of justice here, and I will not sit there and pay an indefinite
sum of $25 per hour with no cap on the fees, and they could take weeks, months and then they can
just claim they can't find the bank account with me owing hundreds to thousands of dollars to
TRUIST. I will not risk paying indefinite sums of money just to get a pdf electronic record (which is
cheaply stored and can be easily found within less than a hour) to disprove Attorney Eric Ferguson
and disprove liar JaCody Cassell who hired this attorney to try to dismiss my son's complaint.

I still have the photograph on record with the check stub paying $300 to The Chimney Sweep. That
check stub is somewhere, but at least I and Stella Forinash have the check stub.

Brian may write a litigation hold letter requesting that the bank not destroy my closed bank account
records in case of any lawsuits or anything being pulled to try to discredit my son trying to prove his
innocence to his charge of indecent exposure.

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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My son is already making a large stockpile of communications documents of over 350 pages to
submit to the Circuit Court. He will advise them that Mr. Cassell refuses to be a witness and will
never admit to placing metal tin on the chimney. Pete Compton has agreed to be a witness in 2019,
so we can still compel him to testify as to the carbon monoxide gas in the home, but that alone will
not prove long term Carbon Monoxide gas exposure. Mr. Cassell as witness is another dead end,
he will never admit in a court of law to what he had done. Jesus Christ will hold JaCody Cassell
accountable for my son's suffering and his erroneous indecent exposure charge on September 21,
2018 and wrongful conviction. Only Jesus Christ can hold The Chimney Sweep accountable. Man's
justice is too corrupt, the courts are too corrupt. Nobody will let my son prove his innocence. They
don't want my son to be acquitted, the lawyers are corrupt and do not want my son to be found
innocent. The judges do not want my son to be acquitted and found factually innocent.

My complaint was filed with the State Corporation Commission and Brian's witness letter dated July
7, 2022 was uploaded with the FDIC in two open cases to TRUIST. Hopefully we can push TRUIST
for neutral terms and conditions where we will not agree to pay an indefinite $25 per hour for god
knows how many hours they will waste wearing those face masks covering their mouths making
them not think very clearly, which will push my fees for my bank account records into the hundreds
of dollars, possibly thousands. I do not agree to the terms of TRUIST to charge me $25 per hour
with no end in sight, and no cap as to the research costs.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 7/7/2022 3:54 AM, ROBERTA HILL wrote:

Aaron Ziglar,

My son is wanting me to email you this letter, he already faxed this to both offices.

We are still waiting on the bank records. Brian and me will be heading to TRUIST branch bank in
our local area to see if this will get the records more quickly or make sure that the process is
started.

Brian wants this bank account records to be his final evidence on record in both the Attorney
General Office, with Aaron Ziglar, and with the office of Eric Ferguson. Brian asks for this
attorney to wait for the bank records. Once they are filed, Brian will give JaCody Cassell one
more chance to admit to what he done, before he files the evidence of lying to the Circuit Court
in his bid for a new trial by jury or judgment of acquittal, then they will turn it over to the Federal
Court in my son's petition for a writ of habeas corpus asking for vacatur of state conviction.

While we wait, my son has typed up this faxed letter. He wants this final evidence before he
plans to dismiss his complaint and let the Feds handle this situation in his writ of habeas corpus
request.

Once the bank records are obtained, if they do further prove that Mr. Cassell had lied as we feel
those records will further prove this, Cassell will be given one more chance to do the right thing
and admit to what he had done.

My son is turning this over to Jesus Christ and God to prosecute Mr. Cassell on judgment day in
the Court of God, in the Court of Heaven when that day finally comes. Jesus knows all, sees all,

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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and Jesus knows that Brian is not lying about this. Jesus knows who placed the metal tin on our
chimney at our Triplex. If JaCody did not place the metal tin, then he has nothing to worry about.
If he did then God will show him what he did to Brian.

We all have a life review, spiritually, and when he faces his own life review someday, JaCody
Cassell will experience the feeling of the pain he caused us both. The pain and misery, the
suicidal thoughts, he will feel all of that pain and emotional trauma. He will feel all of it. He will
feel our pain which he caused. I believe he had caused the carbon monoxide gas for almost a
year for Brian, over a year for me. Cassell will spiritually experience the pain he caused us. If you
ever read spiritual and scientific studies about out of body experiences, a spiritual world does
exist whether your a atheist or not. God does exist. We are all judged for our acts, whether it is
technically illegal or legal. https://www.embracedbythelight.com/

Brian will give this issue to God to prosecute JaCody for the damage and emotional trauma he
had caused, the wrongful conviction caused by the carbon monoxide. Brian will ask a federal
judge to undo his state conviction.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 7/6/2022 9:56 AM, Ziglar, Aaron M. wrote:

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your
complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in
wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be
closed and no further ac�on will be taken.

This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint  in  accordance  with  the  applicable  state  reten�on  schedule.   Under  the  Virginia
Freedom of  Informa�on Act,  please be advised that  these materials  will  be available to the
public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me
or respond to this message.

Sincerely,

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2

Mr. Ziglar--I have reviewed all of these emails and Ms. Hill has been sending them to me
regularly.  I want to make this clear--neither my client nor myself are trying to do anything to Mr.
Hill.  We know nothing about what he has been through and it sounds like a lot.  We are not
trying to prevent him from being successful in his efforts.  We are not trying to hurt his efforts. 
My client is trying to be as honest as he can be in this complaint.  My client does not remember
doing any work for the Hills in 2017 or ever.  He does not believe that he has done any work for
them.  He has no records of ever providing es�mates or doing any work for them.

I have reviewed the medical records provided with the complaint.  I do not see where any
medical personnel has made any diagnosis of carbon monoxide poisoning involving Mr. Hill.  I
tried to go over those records carefully and I do not think that I missed anything.  If I did, I
apologize for missing it.  

I understand that Mr. Hill is trying to clear his name and I appreciate his efforts.  However, my
client cannot accept responsibility for something he does not recall.  I cannot and will not debate
Mr. Hill's medical condi�ons.  I will leave that to him and his doctors.  What they prove or show is
also between him, his doctors and the courts.    

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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I can only reiterate that my client does not recall, and has no records of, ever doing any work for
the Hills.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

A�achments:

Complaint against TRUIST Bank in Mar�nsville 7-7-2022 w_a�achments(2).pdf 1.4 MB
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Confidential

Virginia Bureau of Financial Institutions

Mailing Address: Telephone: (804) 371-9657
Post Office Box 640 Fax: (804) 371-9416
Richmond, VA 23218-0640 Web: www.scc.virginia.gov/bfi

Physical Address:
1300 East Main Street, Suite 800, Richmond, VA 23219

PRINT OR TYPE all information in INK only. Keep a copy for your records.

Return the completed form to the Bureau of Financial Institutions at the address shown above.

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY. We are best able to assist you with your complaint if you do the following:

Answer all questions in their entirety, giving full name, titles, addresses and phone numbers. A summary of the facts
surrounding the complaint and a statement of the desired resolution is necessary. Your signature is required for the
Bureau to process your complaint.

Attach copies of any letters, documents, contracts or receipts pertinent to your complaint. (PLEASE DO NOT SEND
ORIGINALS). Mail or fax your complaint to the address indicated on the complaint form.

Because of the complexity of some complaints, delays in processing do occur. We will make every effort to respond
expeditiously to your complaint.

Our authority is limited to those entities and individuals who are, or are required to be, chartered, licensed,
registered, or otherwise subject to regulation or supervision by the State Corporation Commission.

Name of Company Today’s Date

Company Address City, State, Zip Code

Name of person(s) you dealt with Telephone No.
( ) -

Your Full Name Daytime Telephone No.
( ) -

Your Address City, State, Zip Code

Is your complaint currently the subject of pending
litigation? Yes No

Have you consulted legal
counsel? Yes No

Account/Loan No.

Type of complaint: Checking Account Credit Card Consumer Loan Short Term Loan   Credit Counseling
Mortgage Loan Motor Vehicle Title Loan Student Loan    Debt Settlement   Other

TRUIST Bank / SunTrust Bank 7/7/2022

238 E Church St Martinsville VA 24112

A teller at the Martinsville Branch

Roberta R. Hill

Martinsville, VA 24112310 Forest Street, APT. 1
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Confidential 

Details of complaint (use continuation sheet if additional space is needed) 

What resolution are you seeking? How would you like your complaint resolved? 

I authorize the Bureau of Financial Institutions to send a copy of this complaint, together with supporting documents, to 
the company against which the complaint is filed, other regulated entities, or the appropriate state or federal agency. I 
also authorize the company to release all records relating to this complaint to the Bureau of Financial Institutions, and I 
authorize the Bureau of Financial Institutions to release records relating to this complaint to the company. I also agree 
that by signing this form I authorize the Bureau of Financial Institutions to obtain any information required to evaluate 
my complaint. Your signature is required for the Bureau to process your complaint. 

Signature of complainant Date signed 

Print or type name 

TRUIST is refusing to give me my electronic bank statement from October, 2017 despite me being entitled to
it by an email from onlinestatements@suntrust.com, dated October 17, 2017. They will not give us an easy to
produce cheaply (on their end) a pdf copy of a bank statement from my closed bank account (closed by their
fault due to forced merger of banks) unless I pay an indefinite sum of $25 per hour and they give no
guarantee they will find the record. Federal Law requires them to keep the bank records and check records for
at least 5 years. The bank record and check record has to be retained until October, 2022.
I need this record before it may be destroyed, otherwise I will need to file a litigation hold letter asking
TRUIST / SunTrust not to destroy those records because I may be sued by The Chimney Sweep with their
lawyer Eric Ferguson arguing or asserting that I never paid $300 to The Chimney Sweep but my bank account
record from October 2017 would prove that. I cannot get this record because TRUIST is refusing to give me
the bank account record. None of this is my fault. I didn't close my account, they merged by bank account to
First Horizon against my will. I should not pay $25 for my account being closed due to a forced bank merger. I
am a customer, I shouldn't be treated like this when I am entitled to my own bank statements. They forced my
bank statements to be electronic then they refuse to give me access to them in 2022.
SunTrust was merged into TRUIST. My bank account was forcefully merged with First Horizon Bank and they
refuse to give me my October, 2017 bank statement I am entitled to. Check record of my check paid to The
Chimney Sweep, I am entitled to those records. My bank emailed me about my bank statements. I am entitled
to those records, they emailed me about accessing those records but they won't let me get my own records.

That TRUIST honor their email in October, 2017, giving me access to my online bank account
statement and check record without charging me indefinitely for their employees to be taking as
much time as they want to look for a record they entitled me access to. See the email from
onlinestatements@suntrust.com, dated October 17, 2017. They have no disclaimer in that email
saying they can take away my access to my own bank statement within the 5 year bank record
retention period. The email clearly says I can get access to my online bank statement and doesn't
charge me for it and doesn't say so in that email. I am seeking my bank record, and check record
dated 2017. See attached letter. I just want my bank statements and check record.

7/7/2022

Roberta R. Hill
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LETTER TO FDIC AND TRUIST ON BEING BLOCKED FROM
OBTAINING BANK ACCOUNT RECORD AND CHECK RECORD

RE: Cases number: 01420098, 01419660; In the FDIC

THURSDAY, JULY 7, 2022

ATTN: Truist Bank
214 N Tryon St
Charlotte, NC 28202

ATTN: Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation
550 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20429 

To Whom it may Concern,

I would like to bring out my testimony of what had happened whenever me and 
Roberta Hill went to the Martinsville Branch of the TRUIST Bank located at 238 E 
Church St, Martinsville VA 24112. This was around approximately 3:30 PM, today.

We gave them a photocopy of the check stub of $300 paid to “The Chimney 
Sweep” dated Oct. 5, 2017. Roberta Hill gave them her one of her last paper bank 
statement of her bank account which was dated in 2013 before they forced their 
customers onto online bank statements where the bank doesn't actually give their 
customers bank statements in pdf format but require you to login on your bank account, 
but if your account is closed or failed then you cannot access your own bank statements 
they claim to give you and that your entitled to.

At first the bank teller there, a woman but cannot recall her name, she was trying 
to lookup the information and then what appeared to be a supervisor showed up and 
stopped her from looking up the bank account. They refused to let us have a bank 
statement or photocopy of check paid to The Chimney Sweep. We explained to them 
that our SunTrust bank forced us into First Horizon Bank and forcefully migrated our 
accounts into First Horizon and only had account records from 2021 on up. They were 
unsympathetic and told us that we would indefinitely have to pay $25 per hour for an 
indefinite period to research finding the bank statements and check paid to The Chimney
Sweep. They refused to give Roberta Hill her electronic bank statement and photocopy 
of the check paid for to The Chimney Sweep unless we pay with loads of money we do 
not have. Just to prove that The Chimney Sweep was lying about her not paying $300 to 
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them, just to prove that their lawyer Eric Ferguson lied.

I may have to file a lawsuit against TRUIST or against The Chimney Sweep to 
open up a civil case to subpoena TRUIST Bank for the bank account record. I may have 
to file some kind of lawsuit to get subpoena power to prove that The Chimney Sweep 
lied. I don't know what else to do. They didn't say it was a guarantee they will find the 
bank account record and check record. That means TRUIST is breaking the law under 
the Bank Secrecy Act. They have retain these check records for at least 5 years. They 
should have that record until October 5, 2022 and they had this record electronically 
with Roberta Hill. We have proof of this by printed email sent to rbhill67@yahoo.com.

Roberta Hill was entitled to her own electronic bank statements but they forced it 
to be electronically and refused to give her the electronic bank statement they were 
supposed to be giving her. They said in email she can have it but are refusing at TRUIST
after SunTrust got bought up by TRUIST. This isn't right. We will probably sue TRUIST
for the bank records if we cannot get them, I will ask Roberta Hill to give them one star 
ratings on every review website that exists. Fille a BBB complaint against them. These 
are electronic bank statements and they refused to give Roberta Hill even her own 
electronic bank statements despite the email to her in October, 2017 from SunTrust 
bank.

I am angry at Eric Ferguson for lying and angry at JaCody Cassell for lying and 
forcing me to possibly have to pay $25 per hour indefinitely and they will take their 
sweet little time to look for an electronic bank statement which Roberta Hill was entitled
to. Just to prove that Eric Ferguson was lying and JaCody Cassell was lying.

I am sick of this. Somebody needs to give us these damn Bank records so that I 
can prove that Eric Ferguson was lying and JaCody Cassell from The Chimney Sweep 
was lying.

Attachments of what pages were given to TRUIST to review over and what was 
faxed (4 pages were faxed) and they refuse to give Roberta Hill her own closed bank 
account statements despite there being an existence of those electronic bank statements. 
Also an attachment of an email printed by Roberta Hill with her bank account statement 
being ready but she has to login to her account but her account was closed so she cannot 
get access to her own bank statement which she is entitled to.

Attachments:
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(1) 4 pages of what was faxed to TRUIST Bank at Martinsville branch and Ridgeway 
Branch. 2 pages were given to the teller to look at. One was the 2013 bank statement in 
paper format and the other pages was a photograph of the check stub to The Chimney 
Sweep. Includes two transmission tickets.
(2) Email printout of email from SunTrust with Roberta Hill's bank statement for 
October, 2017.

God bless you,
Brian D. Hill

Ally of Q, Former news reporter of U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apartment 2

Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505

JusticeForUSWGO.NL or JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
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REQUEST FOR TRANSACTION RECORD 

FROM MY BANK ACCOUNT IN OCT., 2017 

Attn: URGENT Request, requesting October 

2017, my bank account records 

TO: SunTrust Bank / TRUIST 

45 Powder Creek Ln 

Rocky Mount, Virginia 24151 

FAX: (540) 483-0978 

July 6, 2022 

To Whom it may Concern, 

I am Roberta R. Hill. I had an account with SunTrust bank since 2013 until my bank in 

Martinsville was bought up by First Horizon Bank and account was migrated to First Horizon. 

I would like to request a copy of my own bank account record of a transaction on October 5, 

2017, to The Chimney Sweep and whether that money was taken out of my account. Between 

the dates October 4, 2017 (just to be safe) and October 10, 2017, or just the transaction records 

of paying $300 to The Chimney Sweep. 

My Account Number was: 1000155990541. I am Roberta Ruth Hill. 

My current address is below, my address prior to my current residence was 916 Chalmers 

Street, APT. B, Martinsville VA 24112-4939. 

I can verify that I was the account owner at that time that I paid $300 to The Chimney Sweep. I 

would like to request my account transaction of when I paid by check on October 5, 2017 and 

when the money was transferred out of my bank account to pay the check that I signed and 

gave to The Chimney Sweep. I am attaching a photograph of the check stub. 

Please give me a bank statement or transaction record proving that I paid $300 by check and 

when my check was processed where my money left my bank account in October, 2017. 

Warm regards, 

Roberta Ruth Hill 

310 Forest Street, Apt. 1 

Martinsville, Virginia 24112 

(276) 790-3505
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REQUEST FOR TRANSACTION RECORD 
FROM MY BANK ACCOUNT IN OCT. , 2017 

Attr,: Qi.0JR,1NOE/~ t,. .p.Q Box 2652:r 

..Rtch11=te11d, V"A 23261 GS2J-, 

June 29, 2022 

To Whom it may Concern, 

TO: SunTrust Bank / TRUIST 
303 Peachtreet Street, Northeast 

Atlanta, Georgia 30308 
FAX: 1-847-676-5150 

I am Roberta R. Hill. I had an account with SunTrust bank since 2013 until my bank in 
Martinsville was bought up by First Horizon Bank and account was migrated to First Horizon. 

I would like to request a copy of my own bank account record of a transaction on October 5, 
2017, to The Chimney Sweep and whether that money was taken out of my account. Between 
the dates October 4, 2017 Oust to be safe) and October 10, 2017, or just the transaction records 

of paying $300 to The Chimney Sweep. 

My Account Number was: 1000155990541. I am Roberta Ruth Hill. 

My current address is below, my address prior to my current residence was 916 Chalmers 
Street, APT. B, Martinsville VA 24112-4939. 

I can verify that I was the account owner at that time that I paid $300 to The Chimney Sweep. I 
would like to request my account transaction of when I paid by check on October 5, 2017 and 
when the money was transferred out of my bank account to pay the check that I signed and 
gave to The Chimney Sweep. I am attaching a photograph of the check stub. 

Please give me a bank statement or transaction record proving that I paid $300 by check and 
when my check was processed where my money left my bank account in October, 2017. 

Warm regards, 

·~1.µ,_e 

Roberta Ruth Hill 
310 Forest Street, Apt 1 
Martinsville, Virginia 24112 
(276) 790-3505 
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SUNTRUST BANK 
PO BOX 622227 
ORLANDO FL 32862-2227 

111/~ 
SUNTRUST 

--
Page 1 of 2 
63/Bll/0175/0 /74 
1000155990541 
05/20/2013 
0000 

Account 
Statement 

Account 
Summary 

Deposits/ 
Credits 

Balance 
Activity 
History 

232375 

1.,1.1,1 .. 1 ... 11 ... 11 •• 1.1.1 .. 11.1 .... 11.1.1 .. 1 ... 1.1 .. 1.1 .. 11 
ROBERTA R HILL 
916 CHALMERS ST APT B 
MARTINSVILLE VA 24112-4939 

Questions? Please call 
l-800 - 786-8787 

HOW CAN WE HELP YOU MAKE THE RIGHT FINANCIAL CHOICES FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW? 
WITH OUR VARIETY OF SOLUTIONS AND FINANCIAL GUIDANCE. 
WE VALUE YOU AS A CLIENT AND WANT TO HELP YOU BANK THE WAY THAT FITS YOUR LIFE. 
LEARN MORE AT SUNTRUST.COM. 

Account Type 

EVERYDAY CHECKING 

Account Number 

1000155990541 

Description 
Average Balance 
Average Collected Balance 

Statement Period 

04/19/2013 - 05/20/2013 

Description 
Beginning Balance 
Deposits/Credits 
Checks 
Withdrawals/Debits 
Ending Balance 

Amount 
$3,020.96 

$527.83 
$.00 
$.00 

$3,548.79 

Number of Days in Statement Period 

Amount 
$3,164.22 
$3,148.59 

32 

Date 
04/30 

Amount Description 
27.83 ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 

ON DEMAND 382265 Misc. Paym 
05/13 500.00 DEPOSIT 

Deposits/Credits: 2 Total Items Deposited: 1 

Date 

04/19 
04/30 

Balance 

3,020.96 
3,048.79 

Collected 
Balance 
3,020.96 
3,048.79 

Member FDIC 

Date 

05/13 
05/14 

396206110 

Balance 

3,548.79 
3,548.79 

Collected 
Balance 
3,048.79 
3,548.79 

Continued on next page 
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Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available to view in Online Banking

From: SunTrust Bank (onlinestatements@suntrust.com)

To: rbhill67@yahoo.com

Date: Tuesday, October 17, 2017 at 03:21 AM EDT

SunTrust

Dear SunTrust Client,

Your October 2017 Checking Statement for your account ending with 5503 is now available to view
in Online Banking.

To view your statement,
1. Visit suntrust.com
2. Sign on to Online Banking with your user ID and password
3. Select your account
4. Click the Statements icon
5. Click View for the October 2017 statement

We appreciate your business and are committed to helping you reach your financial goals. Visit
suntrust.com, call us at 800-SUNTRUST (786-8787), or stop by your local branch to learn more about
our helpful products and services.

Thank you for banking with SunTrust.

Sincerely,
SunTrust Customer Care

Please add onlinestatements@suntrust.com to your address book or safe list. Please do not reply to this
email. If you have questions about your account in general, email us through the Secure Message Center.

SunTrust Bank, Member FDIC. ©2017 SunTrust Banks, Inc. SunTrust is a federally registered service mark of
SunTrust Banks, Inc.

SunTrust Client Commitment: SunTrust will never send unsolicited emails asking clients to provide, update or
verify their personal or account information, such as passwords, Social Security numbers, personal
identification numbers (PINs), credit or Check Card numbers or other confidential information. As always,
SunTrust respects your privacy. To learn more, Visit SunTrust.com/privacy

This email was sent on behalf of SunTrust Customer Care, 1575 Lemon Farris Road, Cookeville, TN 38506.
TAGS@ERG$dde200c5-6aef-404b-9258-14ab6692409a|ENV$PROD!

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

The information transmitted is intended solely for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain

confidential and/or privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking action in

reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have

received this email in error please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.

By replying to this e-mail, you consent to SunTrust's monitoring activities of all communication that occurs on

SunTrust's systems.

SunTrust is a federally registered service mark of SunTrust Banks, Inc.

[ST:XCL]

Yahoo Mail - Your October 2017 Checking Statement is now available t... https://mail.yahoo.com/d/folders/2/messages/38851?reason=invalid_crumb
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Subject: Read: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/11/2022, 8:11 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Your message

   To: Ziglar, Aaron M.
   Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
   Sent: Wednesday, July 6, 2022 11:28:47 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

 was read on Monday, July 11, 2022 8:11:43 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: QUDL7eQbykikyumG5ce1tg==
Original-Message-ID: <1728542235.83680.1657121327987@connect.xfinity.com>
X-Display-Name: Ziglar, Aaron M.

Read: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/11/2022, 8:11 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/11/2022, 8:11 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 16.4 KB

winmail.dat 5.9 KB

Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/11/2022, 8:11 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/11/2022, 8:11 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 16.8 KB

winmail.dat 6.2 KB

Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/11/2022, 8:12 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/11/2022, 8:12 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 16.4 KB

winmail.dat 6.0 KB

Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/12/2022, 10:24 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Dear Mr. Hill,
Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your dispute. Our Office
has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you
would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.
In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed and no further
ac�on will be taken.

This  Office  will  retain  the  complaint  form  and  copies  of  all  official  correspondence  regarding  the  complaint  in
accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be
advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or respond to this
message.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2022 9:51 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2

Mr. Ziglar--I have nothing new to offer to the A�orney General's Office.  These con�nued ran�ngs about criminal
charges and mistreatment of Mr. Hill have nothing to do with this complaint.  The only thing I am interested in is if The
Chimney Sweep did any work for them in 2017.  If they have a check, then produce it.  If not, then drop this ma�er.

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/12/2022, 12:02 PM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <aziglar@oag.state.va.us>

This lawyer will not wait for the bank records.

This lawyer must be scared?

Please wait for the records.

On Jul 12, 2022 at 10:24 AM, Ziglar, Aaron M. <aziglar@oag.state.va.us> wrote:

Dear Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint. 
Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within
ten (10) business days from the date of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed
and no further ac�on will be taken.

This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom
of Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review,
upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or
respond to this message.

Sincerely,

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2022 9:51 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2

Mr. Ziglar--I have nothing new to offer to the A�orney General's Office.  These con�nued ran�ngs
about criminal charges and mistreatment of Mr. Hill have nothing to do with this complaint.  The
only thing I am interested in is if The Chimney Sweep did any work for them in 2017.  If they have a
check, then produce it.  If not, then drop this ma�er.

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/13/2022, 8:44 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/13/2022, 8:44 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 16.4 KB

winmail.dat 5.9 KB

Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: RE: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/13/2022, 8:47 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Good morning Mr./Mrs. Hill,

Do you have an es�mate as to when you will receive the bank records? Correspondences between par�es typically
must be within 10 days or the complaints will be closed. The Dispute Resolu�on Unit offers alterna�ve dispute
resolu�on services for complaints that do not appear to involve a viola�on of consumer protec�on law. We will act as
a neutral in facilita�ng communica�on between you and the business in an a�empt to resolve the complaint. Where a
complaint appears to involve a viola�on of consumer protec�on law, the ma�er may be reviewed to determine if
there is a pa�ern or prac�ce of viola�ons warran�ng a possible law enforcement ac�on.

The dispute resolu�on process is not a legal process – thus, there is no final decision that our Office will make. 
Par�cipa�on is voluntary – we cannot compel either party to respond or accept the other party’s offer of resolu�on.  If
a mutually agreeable resolu�on cannot be obtained we typically advise the complainant of other op�ons available to
pursue the complaint in court, at which point our Office is no longer involved. 

Please let me know if you have any ques�ons about our process.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2022 12:02 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
Importance: High

This lawyer will not wait for the bank records.

This lawyer must be scared?

Please wait for the records.

RE: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: RE: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/15/2022, 4:39 PM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, "eferguson@fergusonlaw.net"
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>, Kenstella <kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net"
<kenstella2005@comcast.net>

It will take weeks according to the personal banker at TRUIST. Once I get this, I will file this and a
copy with Attorney Ferguson.

Like Brian's faxed letter had said, Brian is waiting until the bank records are received and filed with
you and with Mr. Ferguson, then Brian wants to give them one more chance for Mr. Cassell to
admit to what he had done. Brian wants this in this case in the Attorney General's office on record,
then Brian will use all correspondence including the bank record in his Federal 2254 case, Federal
2255 case, and Circuit Court criminal case to show that Mr. Cassell either will refuse to admit to
what he had done even when confronted with evidence The Chimney Sweep was paid $300 and
despite the telephone records, with the statement by Pete Compton of ACE Chimney company in
Bassett regarding finding the metal tin on the chimney causing the carbon monoxide poisoning of
my son Brian David Hill, long term exposure, and caused the poisoning of myself, Roberta Ruth
Hill, in long term exposure. My son has autism and I have not been diagnosed with autism so his
carbon monoxide exposure can make him behave differently than me. My son was naked, that was
his effects from the carbon monoxide. The banker had already submitted my request on my behalf
through the banker at TRUIST Branch Bank. Once the check record or bank record, whatever
records I get back, a $300 taking money out of my bank account in October 5 or 6 or 7, 2017
(because maybe it took The Chimney Sweep one or two days to cash in the check) along with the
photograph of the check stub proves that The Chimney Sweep was paid $300, and would prove the
money was taken out of the account after processing of my check to them. The record of this
resolution case does not have that evidence yet. It needs to be in the record of this Dispute
Resolution Unit case and in the record of Attorney Eric Ferguson that $300 was paid and can be
confirmed by bank record or check record or both. It was not a certified check but the check stub
and the bank record or digital check photocopy record, whatever records are given to me will prove
the money was paid for and that it was paid to The Chimney Sweep. If Mr. Cassell cashed the
check in, his bank would have that record. So I may need to write a litigation hold letter for the
Federal Court to conduct inquiry into the witness such as Cassell. The Federal Court is already
aware of The Chimney Sweep somewhere in the record.

This attorney should wait for the bank records. I may write a litigation hold letter asking the bank to
hold the check record of my check cashed by JaCody Cassell in October, 2017 or anybody as an
agent who could have cashed the check for The Chimney Sweep. The litigation hold letter will be
for the criminal case of Brian Hill. Current litigation. Doesn't have to be a lawsuit, the Feds can
subpoena Mr. Cassell and if he lies to the Court that he was never contacted and never did any
work or estimate, he could face perjury or contempt of court.

I think a law was broken by The Chimney Sweep because such negligence almost killed us.
Carbon monoxide can kill people. That is true. Brian fell and hit his head in his office. Enough
carbon monoxide can have somebody pass out, and even more can kill somebody.

The least case scenario, Brian was found naked and arrested, but worse case my son would have
been dead, then I would have been angry at Mr. Cassell and never would have forgiven him for the
rest of his life if my son had died from the carbon monoxide.
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Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 07/13/2022 8:47 AM Ziglar, Aaron M. <aziglar@oag.state.va.us> wrote:

Good morning Mr./Mrs. Hill,

Do you have an es�mate as to when you will receive the bank records? Correspondences between
par�es typically must be within 10 days or the complaints will be closed. The Dispute Resolu�on
Unit offers alterna�ve dispute resolu�on services for complaints that do not appear to involve a
viola�on of consumer protec�on law. We will act as a neutral in facilita�ng communica�on
between you and the business in an a�empt to resolve the complaint. Where a complaint appears
to involve a viola�on of consumer protec�on law, the ma�er may be reviewed to determine if
there is a pa�ern or prac�ce of viola�ons warran�ng a possible law enforcement ac�on.

The dispute resolu�on process is not a legal process – thus, there is no final decision that our Office
will make.  Par�cipa�on is voluntary – we cannot compel either party to respond or accept the
other party’s offer of resolu�on.  If a mutually agreeable resolu�on cannot be obtained we typically
advise the complainant of other op�ons available to pursue the complaint in court, at which point
our Office is no longer involved. 

Please let me know if you have any ques�ons about our process.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us
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From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2022 12:02 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
Importance: High

This lawyer will not wait for the bank records.

This lawyer must be scared?

Please wait for the records.
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/16/2022, 11:55 PM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, "eferguson@fergusonlaw.net"
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>, Kenstella <kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net"
<kenstella2005@comcast.net>, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl"
<StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, "ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov" <ltgov@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov" <jacqueline.tran@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"katelyn.jordan@ltgov.virginia.gov" <katelyn.jordan@ltgov.virginia.gov>,
"julianne.condrey@ltgov.virginia.gov" <julianne.condrey@ltgov.virginia.gov>

Aaron Ziglar,
Re: 953850, Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

One more thing. My son found in his older records from his computer file records from VentaFax
(does not require the internet to fax and store faxes records for years and years), he did file a
complaint by fax against The Chimney Sweep back in 2019 with the local Fire Marshals office asking
for an inves�ga�on or inquiry into the chimney business, nobody ever contacted him back to start
any inves�ga�on, nobody ever interviewed him, and nobody ever tried to locate The Chimney
Sweep to inves�gate Brian's claims, it was all en�rely ignored. However, in his faxed le�er he
misspelled The Chimney Sweep as "The Chimney Sweeper" but did say that they were located in
Rocky Mount, VA. However, it was up to the Fire Marshals to have to contact us in 2019 to obtain
the exact business address and check the informa�on before even star�ng up an inves�ga�on in
response to a wri�en complaint. Derelic�on of duty for a Fire Marshal to be ignoring claims of
carbon monoxide poisoning and a chimney business who caused it. So Brian's evidence proves he
did fight this back in 2019, closer to the date of October 5, 2017. Brian didn't know about the
carbon monoxide while si�ng in federal prison un�l we visited my son at FCI-1 Butner, NC in 2019
and there we told my son about the carbon monoxide and he asked us to inves�gate and research
into it. He didn't have all the informa�on but it was up to the inves�gators of the Fire Marshals to
inves�gate claims that a chimney business caused carbon monoxide issues. The Fire Marshals in the
city of Mar�nsville are corrupt by derelic�ng duty, derelic�on of duty. Neglect of duty to protect
Mar�nsville and Henry County ci�zens who face carbon monoxide poisoning. The Fire Marshals
were neglec�ul in 2019. Neglec�ng to inves�gate a credible claim of carbon monoxide caused by
installa�on of metal �n instead of chicken wire or a protec�ve thing on top of the chimney. The
transmission �ckets are a�ached in this email for the record in this Dispute Resolu�on Unit proving
transmission of faxes of the le�er about the carbon monoxide. They failed and refused to
inves�gate The Chimney Sweep in 2019 when my son was willing to prove that back then. Back
when we did have SunTrust but nobody inves�gated anything, nobody asked us ques�ons about any
of this.

The le�er regarding The Chimney Sweep carbon monoxide issues was faxed twice in September
2019 to the Fire Marshals Office for the city of Mar�nsville and Henry County. They never a�empted
to do anything about any of this. They did email me one �me but simply gave some advice or
something to that affect, but never sanc�oned any inves�ga�on, and never asked about contac�ng
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the exact business. Just like the lawyers, they do nothing about it. Renorda Pryor a criminal defense
a�orney appointed by the U.S. District Court was faxed a copy of the le�er about the carbon
monoxide poisoning inquiry with the Fire Marshals, and this a�orney never a�empted to contact
Mr. Cassell either. Nobody did anything to inves�gate anything. NOW DO YOU GET IT ERIC
FERGUSON!!!!!!! The corrup�on is so bad in Virginia that nobody wanted to inves�gate the
carbon monoxide, nobody wanted to criminally inves�gate The Chimney Sweep for anything, not
even code viola�ons. Nobody wanted to do anything because Brian was charged with indecent
exposure so they let only the lawyers handle everything and they ignored the carbon monoxide
because Brian didn't have the levels. If we had the levels and the only way we would have the
levels was if we found out about the CO gas, we would have stopped the carbon monoxide
immediately, removed the metal �n from the flues and Brian never would have been charged and
arrested, none of that ever would have happened if we had the levels.

The lawyer was wrong that Brian waited this long to complain about the business of Mr. Cassell.
Brian has enough records to prove the lawyer wrong on mul�ple claims mirrored from JaCody
Cassell.

The only thing le� we are wai�ng for IS THE BANK RECORDS, MR CASSELL and ATTORNEY ERIC
FERGUSON. PLEASE WAIT PATIENTLY. We have plenty of evidence to disprove the a�orney's claims.
The phone records and the phone number in the phone records belonging to James Cassell who
was the owner of The Chimney Sweep, Brian's le�er to the Fire Marshals asking for an inves�ga�on
in 2019. Copy to A�orney Renorda Pryor in 2019. The request for a copy of my bank account records
and/or check records along with the check stub photograph emailed to Aaron Ziglar and Eric
Ferguson will prove enough against Mr. Cassell, it proves both Cassell and his a�orney are liars to
protect a business, not protec�ng their customers. They care more about protec�ng their business
than they do about protec�ng their customers from any damage caused by the business. That is bad
customer service in my opinion. Caring more about the reputa�on of a business rather than caring
to make sure they don't damage and harm their customers, then deny any involvement if law
enforcement is involved.

This record should be somewhere in the Fire Marshal's Office in Mar�nsville which serves Henry
County and Mar�nsville. Was faxed on September 22, 2019, and September 23, 2019.

When the lawyer Eric Ferguson had claimed or argued or a�empted to argue that Brian had waited
so long like 5 years to file a complaint against The Chimney Sweep or his client, that wasn't truthful
either. The Fire Marshals were contacted about the carbon monoxide in 2019. Brian got out of
imprisonment on May 14, 2019 over the indecent exposure caused by the intoxica�on. Brian found
out about the carbon monoxide earlier in 2019 while he was in imprisonment, it took �me to gather
informa�on while si�ng in prison which is almost impossible. Eric Ferguson owes us an apology for
making assump�ons. You say Brian and I didn't contact Mr. Cassell directly about this issue back
then, well we were afraid if we did then he would have denied it and destroyed any records back
then, we had to have people inves�gate this so that it wouldn't trigger any possible destruc�on of
records out of fear. If we had spoke directly with Mr Cassell in 2019, it would have panicked him
and he would have denied it back then. We had to see if anybody inves�gated, and nobody ever
did, years later, nobody ever does anything to inves�gate anything, just convict my son and move
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on with a criminal record, they don't care. Michael Jackson was right, they don't really care about
us.

Brian did file a complaint against The Chimney Sweep aka The Chimney Sweeper (he cannot use the
internet so he could not find the exact name but he did refer to the chimney sweeping business in
Rocky Mount, VA asking for an inves�ga�on into Casell's business but nobody did anything about
Brian's le�ers. Nobody inves�gated anything, nobody did anything. This is not my son's fault, Mr.
Ferguson, this is local corrup�on, police corrup�on, Fire Marshals corrup�on, lawyer corrup�on,
judge corrup�on, all kinds of corrup�on and malfeasance and extor�on and racketeering and
drug money. It is all there, crime a�er crime a�er crime, and nobody ever gets in any trouble.
Hunter Biden the son of illegi�mate President Joe Biden can look at as much child porn as he wants
(according to the Biden Laptop and those who have looked at it as members of the media) and
Ashley Biden feels like she may have been sexually abused or molested, and the FBI never arrests
Hunter Biden or Joe Biden. The real criminals never go to prison. That is corrup�on. That is why we
fight for my son to be acqui�ed even when lawyers a�ack us since 2014.

Wait for the check records and bank records, Eric Ferguson owes us this opportunity to obtain the
final records, the financial records. My son will con�nue finding more and more pieces of evidence,
he will never give up un�l he is acqui�ed even if my son gets assassinated he will fight to be
acqui�ed even if it means he is going to be targeted again, then he walks away. He will do
whatever it takes to be acqui�ed. Use whatever proof he can get access to.

God bless you, hope you all have a good day. This evidence can be overwhelming.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 7/15/2022 4:39 PM, ROBERTA HILL wrote:

It will take weeks according to the personal banker at TRUIST. Once I get this, I will file this and
a copy with Attorney Ferguson.

Like Brian's faxed letter had said, Brian is waiting until the bank records are received and filed
with you and with Mr. Ferguson, then Brian wants to give them one more chance for Mr. Cassell
to admit to what he had done. Brian wants this in this case in the Attorney General's office on
record, then Brian will use all correspondence including the bank record in his Federal 2254
case, Federal 2255 case, and Circuit Court criminal case to show that Mr. Cassell either will
refuse to admit to what he had done even when confronted with evidence The Chimney Sweep
was paid $300 and despite the telephone records, with the statement by Pete Compton of ACE
Chimney company in Bassett regarding finding the metal tin on the chimney causing the carbon
monoxide poisoning of my son Brian David Hill, long term exposure, and caused the poisoning of
myself, Roberta Ruth Hill, in long term exposure. My son has autism and I have not been
diagnosed with autism so his carbon monoxide exposure can make him behave differently than
me. My son was naked, that was his effects from the carbon monoxide. The banker had already
submitted my request on my behalf through the banker at TRUIST Branch Bank. Once the check
record or bank record, whatever records I get back, a $300 taking money out of my bank account
in October 5 or 6 or 7, 2017 (because maybe it took The Chimney Sweep one or two days to
cash in the check) along with the photograph of the check stub proves that The Chimney Sweep
was paid $300, and would prove the money was taken out of the account after processing of my
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check to them. The record of this resolution case does not have that evidence yet. It needs to be
in the record of this Dispute Resolution Unit case and in the record of Attorney Eric Ferguson
that $300 was paid and can be confirmed by bank record or check record or both. It was not a
certified check but the check stub and the bank record or digital check photocopy record,
whatever records are given to me will prove the money was paid for and that it was paid to The
Chimney Sweep. If Mr. Cassell cashed the check in, his bank would have that record. So I may
need to write a litigation hold letter for the Federal Court to conduct inquiry into the witness such
as Cassell. The Federal Court is already aware of The Chimney Sweep somewhere in the
record.

This attorney should wait for the bank records. I may write a litigation hold letter asking the bank
to hold the check record of my check cashed by JaCody Cassell in October, 2017 or anybody as
an agent who could have cashed the check for The Chimney Sweep. The litigation hold letter will
be for the criminal case of Brian Hill. Current litigation. Doesn't have to be a lawsuit, the Feds
can subpoena Mr. Cassell and if he lies to the Court that he was never contacted and never did
any work or estimate, he could face perjury or contempt of court.

I think a law was broken by The Chimney Sweep because such negligence almost killed us.
Carbon monoxide can kill people. That is true. Brian fell and hit his head in his office. Enough
carbon monoxide can have somebody pass out, and even more can kill somebody.

The least case scenario, Brian was found naked and arrested, but worse case my son would
have been dead, then I would have been angry at Mr. Cassell and never would have forgiven
him for the rest of his life if my son had died from the carbon monoxide.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 07/13/2022 8:47 AM Ziglar, Aaron M. <aziglar@oag.state.va.us> wrote:

Good morning Mr./Mrs. Hill,

Do you have an es�mate as to when you will receive the bank records? Correspondences
between par�es typically must be within 10 days or the complaints will be closed. The Dispute
Resolu�on Unit offers alterna�ve dispute resolu�on services for complaints that do not appear
to involve a viola�on of consumer protec�on law. We will act as a neutral in facilita�ng
communica�on between you and the business in an a�empt to resolve the complaint. Where a
complaint appears to involve a viola�on of consumer protec�on law, the ma�er may be
reviewed to determine if there is a pa�ern or prac�ce of viola�ons warran�ng a possible law
enforcement ac�on.

The dispute resolu�on process is not a legal process – thus, there is no final decision that our
Office will make.  Par�cipa�on is voluntary – we cannot compel either party to respond or accept
the other party’s offer of resolu�on.  If a mutually agreeable resolu�on cannot be obtained we
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typically advise the complainant of other op�ons available to pursue the complaint in court, at
which point our Office is no longer involved. 

Please let me know if you have any ques�ons about our process.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2022 12:02 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
Importance: High

This lawyer will not wait for the bank records.

This lawyer must be scared?

Please wait for the records.
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A�achments:

Scan_22-09-2019_2311_2.pdf 6.1 MB

{2022-07-16} [3].pdf 147 KB

Le�er to Henry Co. Fire Marshals Office(2)Signed {2019-09-22}.pdf 144 KB

Scan_13-06-2019_2359.pdf 4.1 MB
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To Whom This May Concern: 

On January 30, 2019 I went to the house at 310 Forest St., Martinsville, Va 24112 to measure 
and give a price for a Chimney cover. Roberta Hill and her parents: Ken & Stella Forinash 
escorted me to Apt 1 to show me the fireplace which had a small amount of white residue 
inside, no damage to the ceiling and wall around the fireplace. They then escorted me 
downstairs to Apt 2 where parts of the ceiling above the fireplace had fallen and there was a lot 
of damage in the remaining ceiling below the hearth of the fireplace in apt 1 located above apt 2 
and a lot of damage along the wall in apt 2 above and on both sides of the fireplace as well as a 
lot of white residue inside of the fireplace. After this, we went down another flight of stairs to 
the basement where the gas boiler heater and the gas hot water heater were located to show me 
that there would be 3 holes in the chimney. 

I then went outside and got my ladder to measure the chimney. This was when I found out that 
all 3 holes were covered with tin. Knowing that the gas boiler heater & gas hot water heater 
needed to be vented at all times, I immediately removed the tin covering the hole so carbon 
monoxide would no longer go through the house. Ms Hill had informed me that she had called 
a chimney sweep in Rocky Mount, VA in October, 2017 to clean the chimney and to put screen 
on all holes after the family spotted birds going into their fireplace the year before. In my 25 
years of doing this type of work, this was the first time I have ever seen tin covering holes 
where it is important to vent gas heaters. I showed the family the tin I had just removed and 
had them to climb my ladder to look at the chimney . We then went back in the house, and I 
informed them that the white residue inside both fireplaces was from the gas that had no other G Jl:S 
place to escape and informed them that they had been exposed to carbon monoxide p8isQRifl:g, - 
but now that the tin had been removed, there should no longer be any problems. I returned to C=l'c 
the house on February 4, 2019 and installed a stainless steel multifaceted chimney cap vented 
with screen on all 4 sides. 

Signed as a witness on this date: ~~ If lov!_7~~ 6 ~ I 3 r If 

Pete Compton ACE Chimney & Wildlife; Bassett, VA 

Phone 276-629-4453 
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To Whom This May Concern: 

On January 30,2019 I went to the house at 310 Forest St., Martinsville, Va 24112 to measure 
and give a price for a Chimney cover. Roberta Hill and her parents: Ken & Stella Forinash 
escorted me to Apt 1 to show me the fireplace which had a small amount of white residue 
inside, no damage to the ceiling and wall around the fireplace. They then escorted me 
downstairs to Apt 2 where parts of the ceiling above the fireplace had fallen and there was a lot 
of damage in the remaining ceiling below the hearth of the fireplace in apt 1 located above apt 2 
and a lot of damage along the wall in apt 2 above and on both sides of the fireplace as well as a 
lot of white residue inside of the fireplace. After this, we went down another flight of stairs to 
the basement where the gas boiler heater and the gas hot water heater were located to show me 
that there would be 3 holes in the chimney. 

I then went outside and got my ladder to measure the chimney. This was when I found out that 
all 3 holes were covered with tin. Knowing that the gas boiler heater & gas hot water heater 
needed to be vented at all times, I immediately removed the tin covering the hole so carbon 
monoxide would no longer go through the house. Ms Hill had informed me that she had called 
a chimney sweep in Rocky Mount, VA in October, 2017 to clean the chimney and to put screen 
on all holes after the family spotted birds going into their fireplace the year before. In my 25 
years of doing this type of work, this was the first time I have ever seen tin covering holes 
where it is important to vent gas heaters. I showed the family the tin I had just removed and 
had them to climb my ladder to look at the chimney. We then went back in the house, and I 
informed them that the white residue inside both fireplaces was from the gas that had no other G I 

place to escape and informed them that they had been exposed to carbon monoxide :P8iI!lQ:R:iftg, ·tt 
but now that the tin had been removed, there should no longer be any problems. I returned to L=-1 
the house on February 4, 2019 and installed a stainless steel multifaceted chimney cap vented 
with screen on all 4 sides. 
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Pete Compton ACE Chimney & Wildlife; Bassett, VA 

Phone 276-629-4453 
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To Whom This May Concern: 

On January 30, 2019 I went to the house at 310 Forest St., Martinsville, Va 24112 to measure 
and give a price for a Chimney cover. Roberta Hill and her parents: Ken & Stella Forinash 
escorted me to Apt 1 to show me the fireplace which had a small amount of white residue 
inside, no damage to the ceiling and wall around the fireplace. They then escorted me 
downstairs to Apt 2 where parts of the ceiling above the fireplace had fallen and there was a lot 
of damage in the remaining ceiling below the hearth of the fireplace in apt 1 located above apt 2 
and a lot of damage along the wall in apt 2 above and on both sides of the fireplace as well as a 
lot of white residue inside of the fireplace. After this, we went down another flight of stairs to 
the basement where the gas boiler heater and the gas hot water heater were located to show me 
that there would be 3 holes in the chimney. 

I then went outside and got my ladder to measure the chimney. This was when I found out that 
all 3 holes were covered with tin. Knowing that the gas boiler heater & gas hot water heater 
needed to be vented at all times, I immediately removed the tin covering the hole so carbon 
monoxide would no longer go through the house. Ms Hill had informed me that she had called 
a chimney sweep in Rocky Mount, VA in October, 2017 to clean the chimney and to put screen 
on all holes after the family spotted birds going into their fireplace the year before. In my 25 
years of doing this type of work, this was the first time I have ever seen tin covering holes 
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Pete Compton ACE Chimney & Wildlife; Bassett, VA 
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Subject: Fwd: You have a new Readable Voice Mail from 276-956-[REDACTED]; Re: 953850 Mr. Brian
D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/18/2022, 4:23 AM
To: "AZiglar@oag.state.va.us" <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>

Research request to prove $300 paid to The Chimney Sweep. Started July 8, 2022. Research may
take weeks according to this source from the bank who received my letter. Almost two weeks so
this record should be obtained at some point from the bank.

Once the research request for records is complete, it will not be redacted. The redaction of this
email is to protect those investigating from any possible interference from anybody. I am not playing
around here with protecting the potential records and witnesses and investigators. Once the
research is completed, the bank records will be available. The voicemail will be available not
redacted once the research is complete. Have to protect my sources while the request is being
processed and not completed. Once it is completed, there is no risk of interference.

---------- Original Message ----------
From: Xfinity Voice <voicemail@xfinityvoice.com>
To: rbhill67@comcast.net
Date: 07/08/2022 11:04 AM
Subject: You have a new Readable Voice Mail from 276-956-[REDACTED]

xfinity
My Account >

Voicemail from 276-956-[REDACTED]
58 secs

Jul 08, 2022
Hey Roberta this is [REDACTED] calling from [REDACTED]. I got

your fax yesterday with your request on this check from 2017 for

$300 to-chimney(?) sweep. We don't have access to this

information at all at this time. What I had to do was submit a

research request these might take weeks. I'm just being upfront

with me and I know that this is urgent but I have submitted it out

for it to be researched. If you need to reach me my name is

[REDACTED] and my phone number is 276-956-[REDACTED]. I

do understand that you need this documentation and I have I've

sent it out to the appropriate team to get it researched on your

Fwd: You have a new Readable Voice Mail from 276-956-[REDACTED]; Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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behalf. I hope you have a great weekend thank you bye.

To see other voicemail transcripts or adjust your Xfinity Voice

settings click here.

Pay Your Bill Store Locator Apps My Account

FacebookTwi�er InstagramYouTube

THIS IS A SERVICE-RELATED EMAIL
Comcast will occasionally send you service-related emails to inform you of service

upgrades or new benefits.

Please do not reply to this email, it is not monitored.

If you'd like to contact us, please visit our website here.

Comcast respects your privacy. For a complete description of our privacy policy, click here.

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Comcast Cable, One Comcast Center

1701 JFK Boulevard, Philadelphia, PA 19103

Attn: Email Communications

COMCAST
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Subject: Read: You have a new Readable Voice Mail from 276-956-[REDACTED]; Re: 953850 Mr. Brian
D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/18/2022, 2:20 PM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Your message

   To: Ziglar, Aaron M.
   Subject: Fwd: You have a new Readable Voice Mail from 276-956-[REDACTED]; Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The
Chimney Sweep
   Sent: Monday, July 18, 2022 4:23:51 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

 was read on Monday, July 18, 2022 2:20:33 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: gblInjrXeUakPSN4Y1aDFg==
X-Display-Name: Ziglar, Aaron M.

Read: You have a new Readable Voice Mail from 276-956-[REDACTED]; Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/18/2022, 2:20 PM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/18/2022, 2:20 PM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 16.5 KB

winmail.dat 6.0 KB

Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/18/2022, 2:21 PM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/18/2022, 2:21 PM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 16.6 KB

winmail.dat 6.1 KB

Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/18/2022, 2:29 PM
To: "rbhill67@comcast.net" <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Good a�ernoon Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to a�empt to assist in the resolu�on of your
complaint. The dispute resolu�on process is not a legal process – thus, there is no final decision that our Office will
make.  Par�cipa�on is voluntary – we cannot compel either party to respond or accept the other party’s offer of
resolu�on.  If a mutually agreeable resolu�on cannot be obtained we typically advise the complainant of other
op�ons available to pursue the complaint in court, at which point our Office is no longer involved. 

Unfortunately, it does not seem the dispute resolu�on process is the appropriate forum to resolve your dispute with
The Chimney Sweep. As a result, we are closing your complaint. Consequently, your only recourse may be to pursue
this ma�er through the appropriate court.  You may wish to consult with a private a�orney to discuss your op�ons in
this ma�er.  If you do not have an a�orney, you may contact one through the Virginia Lawyer Referral Service at (804)
775-0808 or toll-free inside Virginia at 1-800-552-7977 or by visi�ng: www.vsb.org/vlrs/. You may also consider filing
in Small Claims court. For more  informa�on about Virginia's court system, please visit www.courts.state.va.us/courts
/home.html, or contact your local General District Court Clerk's office.

This Office will retain your complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the complaint in
accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be
advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request.

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/24/2022, 12:51 AM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, "eferguson@fergusonlaw.net"
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
CC: "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl" <StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, Ken & Stella Forinash
<kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>, Lin Wood
<lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>

Aaron Ziglar and a�orney Eric Ferguson,

My son Brian David Hill is filing one more le�er in this case otherwise he will file a second complaint
against The Chimney Sweep and may file a complaint against Aaron Ziglar (if he refuses to accept this
le�er with the final evidence) with the Judicial Inquiry and Review Commission to force this
informa�on on the record at the A�orney General's office, it must be on record, the bank account
records. Brian will just file those in his federal and state cases to force this informa�on to be filed on
record to disprove Mr. Cassell's wall of denials. He is a difficult witness as my son has claimed in this
le�er. By legal defini�on, Jacody Cassell refuses to be a witness, so he is a difficult witness.

We have the bank records and it does have a $300 check paid on October 6, 2017, a day a�er the
check was given to somebody working for "The Chimney Sweep". Along with the telephone numbers
from the phone logs which can be verified by xFinity / Comcast. All it proves the wall of denials by
Jacody Cassell will not suffice as facts in a Federal Court on an eviden�ary hearing for Writs of Habeas
Corpus.

My son is filing this last le�er in this case. Please accept it and file it in the record.

There is also a li�ga�on hold le�er. My son will be adding Jacody Cassell in his witness lists to push for
requiring Jacody Cassell to appear in federal court in North Carolina and in Roanoke or Abingdon or
on Zoom, for any court ordered eviden�ary hearings.

I am sorry but my son will not give up un�l he is properly acqui�ed of his state charge.

This will be his last le�er in this complaint case. Since Brian w

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 7/18/2022 2:29 PM, Ziglar, Aaron M. wrote:

Good a�ernoon Mr. Hill,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to a�empt to assist in the
resolu�on of your complaint. The dispute resolu�on process is not a legal process – thus, there is
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no final decision that our Office will make.  Par�cipa�on is voluntary – we cannot compel either
party to respond or accept the other party’s offer of resolu�on.  If a mutually agreeable resolu�on
cannot be obtained we typically advise the complainant of other op�ons available to pursue the
complaint in court, at which point our Office is no longer involved. 

Unfortunately, it does not seem the dispute resolu�on process is the appropriate forum to resolve
your dispute with The Chimney Sweep. As a result, we are closing your complaint. Consequently,
your only recourse may be to pursue this ma�er through the appropriate court.  You may wish to
consult with a private a�orney to discuss your op�ons in this ma�er.  If you do not have an
a�orney, you may contact one through the Virginia Lawyer Referral Service at (804) 775-0808 or
toll-free inside Virginia at 1-800-552-7977 or by visi�ng: www.vsb.org/vlrs/. You may also consider
filing in Small Claims court. For more  informa�on about Virginia's court system, please visit
www.courts.state.va.us/courts/home.html, or contact your local General District Court Clerk's
office.

This Office will retain your complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom
of Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review,
upon request.

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

A�achments:

Le�er to Aaron Ziglar and Eric Ferguson - July 23, 2022(3) w_evidence.pdf 11.8 MB

USWGO_20220723_165251(OCR)_Redacted.pdf 8.3 MB

Oct 5 2017 check stub.pdf 503 KB

USWGO_20220723_165737(OCR).pdf 184 KB
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LETTER TO OFFICE OF AARON M. ZIGLAR, ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION UNIT, AND ATTORNEY ERIC FERGUSON

RE: Case number: 953850; Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

SATURDAY, JULY 23, 2022
EDITED, FINISHED ON SUNDAY, JULY 24, 2022, 12:28 AM

ATTN: Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Phone: (804) 786-1244
FAX: (804) 225-4378
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us 

ATTN: Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.
RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS 
AT LAW
305 S. Main Street
Rocky Mount, VA  24151
eferguson@fergusonlaw.net 
Phone: 540-483-5234
FAX: 540-483-5763

To JaCody Cassell through Attorney Eric Ferguson and Aaron Ziglar,

I finally have the bank statement record of Roberta Hill's bank account proving 
that $300 was taken out of the bank account of Roberta R. Hill, check record the exact 
same as the check stub photograph which is a carbon copy of the original check paid to 
“The Chimney Sweep” on October 5, 2017. The money was taken out of the bank 
account on October 6, 2017, a day after the money was paid for by paper check to The 
Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017.

The rules of evidence allow a carbon copy sheet or carbon copy of the check or 
document to be admissible as evidence when the original record is not available, 
especially when the bank confirms or verifies a transaction of paying by check. Because 
I have enough evidence that Mr. Jacody Cassell through his private lawyer (legal 
counsel) Eric Ferguson had lied in making complete denials of ever doing work at 310 
Forest Street, Martinsville, Virginia 24112 and never conducted an estimate for the 
chimney work, and thus makes Mr. Jacody Cassell a difficult witness. A difficult 
witness because he is refusing to be a witness and is refusing to admit to anything which 
would be favorable to the criminal defense of Brian David Hill, working on a pro se 
basis representing himself, pro se. Aaron Ziglar must accept this final evidence, and he 
must admit this in the record of the Dispute Resolution Unit, otherwise I may file 
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another complaint against The Chimney Sweep of them lying in response to my 
complaint which may be defamation or lying with complete denials to dismiss a 
complaint. I rather not file a second complaint to get this on record Mr. Ziglar, so Aaron 
Ziglar must accept this letter and the evidence attached to this letter. I may mail a copy 
by certified mail to his office, if I have to. He must accept this final evidence.

Mr. Cassell has one more chance to voluntarily admit to him or one of his 
employees placing metal tin on top of the chimney flues on October 5, 2017, sealing the 
flues, causing blockage of exhaust of two gas appliances in Apartment 3 and is 
exhausted by the flue or flues, below Apartment 2 at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, 
Virginia 24112. He has one more chance to voluntarily admit to making this mistake, a 
human error. I will let this go if he can simply be a witness for his business causing the 
carbon monoxide intoxication. It is not a deserved criminal conviction to be naked in 
public at night on a deserted walking trail when under intoxication. Carbon monoxide 
poisoning along with AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER can cause the incident of 
being naked outside. News article examples of autistic children and autistic teens being 
found by police walking around naked outdoors and carbon monoxide can cause a 
regression of autistic adults to behave more like a autistic child or cause an autistic adult 
to exhibit behaviors normally caused by autistic children and autistic teenagers.

I have proven that $300 was paid for to the business entity known as “THE 
CHIMNEY SWEEP” by check on October 5, 2017, and was cashed on October 6, 2017, 
money left the SunTrust bank account of Roberta Hill at the time.

See the attached three pages in the following order:

1. USWGO_20220723_165251(OCR).pdf: Account Statement/summary from 
SUNTRUST BANK. Account of Roberta Hill. Her tax ID number is partially 
redacted as required under Federal Rules of Criminal and Civil Procedures. (one 
page)

2. USWGO_20220723_165737(OCR).pdf: Envelope received on July 23, 2022, 
containing the bank account statement. (one page)

3. Oct 5 2017 check stub.pdf: Photograph of the carbon copy of the original check 
paid $300 to “THE CHIMNEY SWEEP”. (one page)

4. Litigation hold letter to bank(s) requesting to retain evidence beyond five year 
financial record retention period under the Bank Secrecy Act. (five pages)

Here is the further proof I have, further disproving Mr. Cassell's complete denials.
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See the check number in bank statement of bank account Roberta Ruth Hill in 
October, 2017. It is 168. The exact same check number as the check stub, a carbon copy 
of the original check paid to The Chimney Sweep, the business owned by Mr. Jacody 
Cassell. See the exact number, 168, same as the bank transaction record.
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          The check number 168, 300.00 was paid, was paid for on 10/06 (October 6, 2017) 
SR is 20, and check batch number was 78221138.

$300 was paid for to The Chimney Sweep. In case the lawyer takes advantage of 
the 5 year check record retention period running out in October 6, 2022, this year, a 
LITIGATION HOLD LETTER is being filed with the Courts and with the banks.

Mr. Cassell has one more chance to voluntarily admit to his company placing 
metal tin on top of the chimney. It is human error and every business establishment 
makes human error, or caused human error. Mr. Cassell should understand this.

Aaron Ziglar, it is clear that regardless of whether Mr. Cassell wants to be a 
difficult witness or will admit to the human error mistake on October 5, 2017, all 
communications and evidence concerning the complaint and Dispute Resolution case 
will be filed with the Circuit Court in hundreds of pages of correspondence and letters 
and evidence. I will be filing a motion for a new trial based on this difficult witness of 
The Chimney Sweep, refusing to testify and refusing to admit to the human error caused 
by his own company.

So I am okay with the case being closed as I cannot force Mr. Cassell to admit to 
any wrongdoing as he has the Fifth Amendment right to not be a witness against himself 
under the U.S. Constitution but I do make one demand, that this letter and all attached 
evidence be filed in the foregoing Dispute Resolution case; Case number: 953850; Mr. 
Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep. Please Aaron Ziglar, file this last letter.

My evidence letter to Aaron Ziglar and Attorney Eric Ferguson, the letter dated 
July 6, 2022, addresses the evidence that Mr. Cassell's business mobile phone number 
(540) 483-2468 from provider U.S. CELLULAR was in contact with Roberta Hill on 
September 26, 2017, and October 5, 2017. The bank transaction said the check was paid 
on October 6, 2017, a day after the check was given to an employee of the business 
entity known as The Chimney Sweep. The check number in the account transaction 
matches the carbon copy check stub. The account number is in the record attached to 
this letter. Proof that The Chimney Sweep was paid $300 for what kind of work do they 
offer as a business? chimney services.

Regardless of what Mr. Cassell decides to do with this bank transaction record and 
matches the carbon copy check stub under check number 168 matches the SunTrust 
bank account record. The only record that we do not have yet is the digital photocopy of 
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the original check cashed by Mr. Cassell but the LITIGATION HOLD LETTER should 
cause the bank to retain such evidence for as long as necessary.

I have proven that The Chimney Sweep was paid $300 on October 6, 2017, the 
day after they received the check on October 5, 2017 payable to “THE CHIMNEY 
SWEEP” and they were contacted by phone, calls to and from The Chimney Sweep and 
Roberta Hill. The call logs from xFinity / Comcast prove this. It all comes together.

The attorney Eric Ferguson is wrong. Money wasn't paid for nothing, a check was 
paid for something. $300 was paid for something. The call log on October 5, 2017, the 
day before the check record was paid from the account by financial record. Can be 
confirmed by Eric Ferguson the attorney upon subpoena or record request.

Mr. Cassell is being a difficult witness. Witness lists in two federal habeas corpus 
cases and one state criminal case may be filed with his name in one of the witness list 
slots. He cannot weasel out of this, and I have the legal right to have him subpoenaed.

He will have to answer these questions under oath, under penalty of perjury, I will 
make sure he is asked under oath about the metal tin work done by an employee of The 
Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017. The questions will be asked under penalty of 
perjury. If Mr. Cassell wishes to again deny everything like he did in his lawyer's 
responses July 5, 2022, June 29, 2022, it will be under oath, under penalty of perjury. He 
can choose not to say anything as is his right under the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. 
Constitution, however the questions regarding the carbon monoxide will always go 
unanswered with never a full explanation as to what all happened. However, if he again 
denies everything under oath, the financial bank record, the litigation hold letter 
requesting preservation of the check cashed by Jacody Cassell or one of his authorized 
employees or agents, the telephone records which can be verified by xFinity/Comcast, 
and the check carbon copy will all be used to disprove Mr. Cassell denying everything 
and he could face a perjury charge.

He is a witness, a difficult witness, but he cannot deny everything as there is 
enough evidence to prove chimney work was conducted on October 5, 2017. The denial 
of everything in response to the complaint makes Jacody appear suspicious, like he is 
hiding something, and that will make any reasonable person feel that he did make a 
human error on October 5, 2017 and this human error almost costed the lives of Brian 
Hill and Roberta Hill with carbon monoxide gas poisoning. Damaged the nerves of both 
of us, but I have repaired the damage with alternative medicine such as BIO-PQQ and 
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other supplements. I have repaired the damage to my body caused by the carbon 
monoxide poisoning, but the damage caused of me being wrongfully convicted must be 
resolved and corrected.

Jacody Cassell, you have one more opportunity to voluntarily file a witness letter with 
the Circuit Court for the City of Martinsville and serve rbhill67@comcast.net a copy of 
your witness letter. You have one more opportunity to make things right, as you have 
been a difficult witness but you can still come clean, tell the truth about the human error 
caused by your business on October 5, 2017. Please come clean about the human error 
and I can finally move on with my life. Simply admitting will make the truth more clear.

Case #: CR19000009-00, Martinsville Circuit Court. Virginia.

Hon. Ashby Pritchett, Clerk of the Court: APritchett@vacourts.gov  and 
APritchett@courts.state.va.us 
Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.: ahall@ci.martinsville.va.us.
City of Martinsville, Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill.

This will be my last letter to Aaron Ziglar, emailed by Roberta Hill at 
rbhill67@comcast.net. Hopefully if the client of Eric Ferguson agrees to make a 
voluntary statement, I will not have to push witness lists with Jacody Cassell being a 
difficult witness. Not having to file hundreds of pages of correspondence.

See article: Deposition: Turning the Tables on Difficult Witnesses (and Counsel). “Due 
to their importance, there can be nothing more exacerbating than dealing with the antics 
of difficult witnesses (and opposing counsel) during the course of a deposition. So how 
do you stay above the fray and still get the discovery you need?”

Jacody Cassell is a difficult witness, that is a fact. He has one more chance to fix the 
mess his company caused on October 5, 2017. Regardless, I am done with the complaint 
case and am okay that it is closed. I have to file my witness list in federal court and state 
court.

Thank You. Respectfully filed with the Aaron Ziglar, this the 24th day of July, 2022.
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God bless you,
Brian D. Hill

Ally of Q, Former news reporter of U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apartment 2

Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505

JusticeForUSWGO.NL or JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
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SUNTRUST BANK 
PO BOX 305 183 

PAGE 1 OF 2 
63/B l l/0175/0 /74 
1000 155990541 
10/19/2017 

NASHVI LLE TN 37230 - 5183 

ACCOUNT 
STATEMENT 

ROBERTA R HILL QUESTIONS? PLEASE CALL 
1-800-786- 8787 310 FOREST ST APT 1 

MARTINSVILLE VA 24112-4210 

ACCOUNT TYPE 

EVERYDAY CHECKING 

DESCRIPTION 
BEGINNING BALANCE 
DEPOSITS/CREDITS 
CHECKS 
WITHDRAWALS/DEBITS 
ENDING BALANCE 

DATE AMOUNT 
'09/22 712.46 

09/25 25 .4 0 

09/29 . 05 

09/29 5 .15 

09/29 18.57 

09/29 20 . 83 

09/29 .11 

09/29 . 89 

09/29 3 . 93 

09/29 8 . 33 

10/06 712.46 

DEPOSITS/CREDITS : 11 

FINANCIAL CONFIDENCE GIVES YOU ALL KINDS OF CONFIDENCE. 
JOIN TH E MOVEMENT AT ONUP.COM . 

CONFIDENCE STARTS HERE . 

ACCOUNT SUMMARY 
ACCOUNT NUMBER STATEMENT PERIOD 

1000155990541 09/21/20 1 7 - 10/19/2017 

DES,CRIPTION 
AVERAGE BALANCE 
AVERAGE COLLECTED BALANCE 

AMOUNT 
$2 , 344 . 02 
$1 , 508.18 

$870.28 
$670 . 06 

$2,311.86 

NUMBER OF DAYS IN STATEMENT PERIOD 

DEPOSI TS/CREDITS 
DESCRIPTION 
ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 

VA DMAS PAYROLLJNL RA248275 4 
POINT OF SALE CREDIT TR DATE 09/22 

REFUNDAMAZON.COM SEATTLE WA 000 0 0101 
ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 

Amazon Asi935247 EDI PYMNTS OFA000100268898 
ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI T 

Amazon Australia Services Inc . ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB37DEUT40508128305600/Payment#: 59540504 null 

ELECTRON I C/ACH CRED IT 
AMAZON.COM935692 EDI PYMNTS OFA000100677296 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI T 
AMAZON . COM935389 ED I PYMNTS OFA000100498304 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI'!' 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB5 1DEUT405081273 0 4211/Payment#: 59391269 null 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB08DEUT40508 127304209/Payment#: 59233693 null 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB5 1 DEUT40508 1 2730421 1 /Payment#: 59391790 nu ll 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI'!' 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB24DEUT40508 1 27304212/Payment# : 60023625 nu ll 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 
VA DMAS PAYROLLJNL RA2496762 

TOTAL ITEMS DEPOSITED: 0 

TAXPAYER ID 

-6831 

SR 
30 

82 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

AMOUNT 
$2 , 873 . 13 
$2 , 873.13 

29 

BATCH 
6400894999 1 

70010329180 

71002000056 

700 10328831 

70010 328712 

72003964873 

72003968814 

72003965816 

72003966442 

30 78008 2329 44 

------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------~------ ----- -------------------------- - - ----- -
CHECKS 

CHECK AMOUNT DATE SR BATCH CHECK AMOUNT DATE SR BATCH 

NUMBER PAID NUMBER PAID 
1 67 325 . 00 10 /1 0 20 752 411 35 1 69 245.28 10/1 0 20 75225054 

168 300.00 10/06 20 78221138 

CHECKS: 3 
MEMBER FDIC CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO BANKS, FDIC

LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO TRUIST BANK, SUNTRUST BANK, 
FDIC, AND ANY OTHER BANK RETAINING SPECIFIC RECORDS 

MATERIAL TO “THE CHIMNEY SWEEP” AND “MR. JACODY 
CASSELL”

(1) RE: Brian David Hill v. Commonwealth of Virginia, U.S. District Court, 
Western District of Virginia, case no. 7:22-cv-00336;

(2) RE: Brian David Hill v. United States of America, U.S. District Court, 
Middle District of North Carolina, case no. 1:22-CV-00074, 1:13-cr-435-1;

(3) RE: Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill, Circuit Court for the 
City of Martinsville, Commonwealth of Virginia, case no. CR19000009-00

SATURDAY, JULY 23, 2022

ATTN: Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Phone: (804) 786-1244
FAX: (804) 225-4378
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us 

ATTN: Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.
RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS 
AT LAW
305 S. Main Street
Rocky Mount, VA  24151
eferguson@fergusonlaw.net 
Phone: 540-483-5234
FAX: 540-483-5763

ATTN: Truist Bank
214 N Tryon St
Charlotte, NC 28202

ATTN: Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation
550 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20429 

ATTN: SUNTRUST BANK
PO BOX 305183
NASHVILLE, TN 37230-5183

All Federal and State Courts listed 
herein

To Whom it may Concern,

I would like to respectfully request a litigation hold of evidence and records with 
TRUIST Bank, SunTrust Bank, and the bank which Mr. JaCody Cassell (owner) or any 
authorized agent for the business named “THE CHIMNEY SWEEP” cashed in or 
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LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO BANKS, FDIC

withdrawn from a $300 check from Roberta R. Hill, check dated October 5, 2017.

This is the business which the records would show that somebody from this company 
had cashed in the check or withdrawn the money from the check:

The Chimney Sweep
1590 Blue Bend Road

Rocky Mount, Virginia 24151
(540) 483-2468

This is a litigation hold letter. This letter will be filed in two federal cases and one 
state case. So this litigation hold letter is being filed with the banks and with the FDIC 
by Brian David Hill by and through Roberta R. Hill (rbhill67@comcast.net) as 
Petitioner Brian David Hill cannot use the internet and must use a filing representative to 
file and communicate electronically on behalf of Brian David Hill over this matter.

The litigation hold letter has attached a check stub record of $300 being paid for 
to a business entity known as “THE CHIMNEY SWEEP”, the check dated October 5, 
2017, and was paid from the bank account of Roberta Ruth Hill on October 6, 2017 
(when the money had left her account) at the time while under SunTrust bank, now is 
known as TRUIST. So the obtained record received on July 23, 2022 was given to Brian 
Hill by Roberta Hill as evidence. The bank should also be aware of who cashed the 
check in, or can forward this LITIGATION HOLD LETTER to the bank which Mr. 
JaCody Cassell had cashed the $300 check from Roberta Ruth Hill to pay for a service 
from this chimney company in Rocky Mount, Virginia. A photograph of the $300 check 
stub with the check number, also referenced in the bank statement of Roberta Hill's bank 
account, will be included as attached to this letter.

I am proceeding In Forma Pauperis in all three listed cases and cannot afford the 
fees for this litigation hold letter. It will be up to the U.S. Attorney Office who 
prosecuted me and the Commonwealth Attorney who prosecuted me to investigate the 
issues I have raised in this litigation hold letter, and to deal with the legal costs for 
retention of evidence subject to Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963); and Giglio v. 
United States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972).

Under the Bank Secrecy Act, all banks have to retain check records and bank 
records for at least five (5) years. Brian Hill, the Petitioner in two cases and criminal 
defendant in the Circuit court case asks the bank for retention of specific records beyond 
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LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO BANKS, FDIC

the five year retention period of the Bank Secrecy Act until the litigation of the 
foregoing listed three cases (two are federal, one is state) have been resolved and 
disposed of under the Federal Rules of Evidence, Federal Rules of Civil and Criminal 
Procedures, and Rules of the Virginia Courts.

The following Brian David Hill requests such records in the bank(s) be retained, 
preserved, and not destroyed and not be spoliated (spoliation):

1. Photocopy of the cashed in or withdrawn check from the company: “The 
Chimney Sweep” for the amount of $300, check dated October 5, 2017, and 
cashed in on October 6, 2017 and was cashed in from any authorized agent of the 
company: “The Chimney Sweep” or Mr. JaCody Cassell (owner) of the company: 
“The Chimney Sweep”.

2. Bank statements from both Roberta Ruth Hill in October, 2017, and any account 
statements regarding cashing in or withdrawing money from the $300 check from 
any authorized agent of the company: “The Chimney Sweep” or Mr. JaCody 
Cassell (owner) of the company: “The Chimney Sweep”.

These records are important as this person is a difficult witness who will not 
cooperate with Brian David Hill requesting that he testify in his criminal case in 
admitting to a simple mistake which changed the life of Brian David Hill by being 
subject long-term to carbon monoxide poisoning in Apartment 2 of 310 Forest Street, 
Martinsville, Virginia 24112, from October 5, 2017, until September 20, 2018, prior to 
the arrest of Brian David Hill on September 21, 2018.

The records help prove that Mr. JaCody Cassell through his legal counsel Mr. Eric 
Ferguson had lied about never doing any chimney work and never doing any estimate to 
Aaron Ziglar of the Dispute Resolution Unit, a office of the Attorney General Office for 
the Commonwealth of Virginia. Case no. 953850. Lied about conducting no estimate 
and not doing any work at the residence of Roberta Hill. $300 was paid to The Chimney 
Sweep and retention of those records is necessary for the litigation in all three cases.

The purpose is to help prove the actual innocence of Brian David Hill for his 
charge of indecent exposure on September 21, 2018, in the General District Court for the 
City of Martinsville, appealed to the Circuit Court for the City of Martinsville. As any 
evidence of carbon monoxide induced intoxication is a recognized criminal defense of 
“intoxication” which can cause incidents such as indecent exposure. Not just proving 
actual innocence for the state charge, but also to help prove actual innocence in the 
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LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO BANKS, FDIC

Federal Court in petitioning for Writ of Habeas Corpus in the Western District of 
Virginia by federal 2254 motion. As well as proving actual innocence to the supervised 
release violation charge on November 13, 2018. All three cases will need preservation of 
these records due to the difficulty of witness from The Chimney Sweep to ever admit to 
the issue of metal tin being placed on top of the chimney flues blocking the exhaust of 
the gas hot water heater and gas radiator below Apartment 2, the gas appliances in 
Apartment 3. The blocking of the exhaust of gas ventilation at the top of the chimney 
had caused the carbon monoxide gas poisoning and carbon monoxide gas exposure of 
Brian David Hill from October 5, 2017, until September 20, 2018, prior to the arrest of 
Brian David Hill on September 21, 2018. The type of gas which was in the issue of 
carbon monoxide was “natural gas”. His mental health disorders of AUTISM 
SPECTRUM DISORDER, a neurological disorder, had worsened with the carbon 
monoxide exposure, prolonged exposure, long term exposure, had caused Mr. Hill to 
walk around naked outside at night on a deserted walking trail for hours causing the 
police to arrest this innocent man for indecent exposure, the police unaware of the 
carbon monoxide gas. A chimney business expert known as Pete Compton of ACE 
Chimney & Wildlife; Bassett, VA, found the metal tin blocking the exhaust flue or flues 
of the chimney, and that was on January 30, 2019.

The legal reasons for why retention of those financial records and check records 
are necessary for this difficult witness, Mr. JaCody Cassell. He is refusing to accept 
responsibility and refusing to cooperate with Brian Hill's repeated requests for him to 
voluntarily testify and admit to or admit that one of his employees had placed the metal 
tin on the chimney on October 5, 2017. Denying ever doing an estimate, denying ever 
conducting a service. Denied everything. He is a difficult witness and such difficult 
witness warrants preservation of the listed records until all three litigation cases listed 
herein are resolved.

The three cases which the litigation hold letter is regarding preservation of evidence for 
three different cases listed herein:

Title of case or case style: Case number: Courthouse:
Brian David Hill v. 
Commonwealth of Virginia

7:22-cv-00336 U.S. District Court, Western 
District of Virginia

Brian David Hill v. United 
States of America

1:22-CV-00074, 1:13-cr-
435-1

U.S. District Court, Middle 
District of North Carolina

Commonwealth of Virginia CR19000009-00 Circuit Court for the City of 
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LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO BANKS, FDIC

v. Brian David Hill Martinsville, 
Commonwealth of Virginia

Brian did not wanted to take things this far but to prove actual innocence he must 
fight with every avenue he has at his disposal to clear his name of any misdoing on 
September 21, 2018. Brian must prove his innocence and therefore the records must be 
retained due to the witness Mr. JaCody Cassell being a difficult witness refusing to 
admit to anything which caused the metal tin to further cause the issue of carbon 
monoxide poisoning of Brian David Hill.

Thank You. Respectfully filed with the banks and FDIC, this the 23rd day of July, 2022.

God bless you,
Brian D. Hill

Ally of Q, Former news reporter of U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apartment 2

Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505

JusticeForUSWGO.NL or JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
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SUNTRUST BANK 
PO BOX 305 183 

PAGE 1 OF 2 
63/B l l/0175/0 /74 
1000 155990541 
10/19/2017 

NASHVI LLE TN 37230 - 5183 

ACCOUNT 
STATEMENT 

ROBERTA R HILL QUESTIONS? PLEASE CALL 
1-800-786- 8787 310 FOREST ST APT 1 

MARTINSVILLE VA 24112-4210 

ACCOUNT TYPE 

EVERYDAY CHECKING 

DESCRIPTION 
BEGINNING BALANCE 
DEPOSITS/CREDITS 
CHECKS 
WITHDRAWALS/DEBITS 
ENDING BALANCE 

DATE AMOUNT 
'09/22 712.46 

09/25 25 .4 0 

09/29 . 05 

09/29 5 .15 

09/29 18.57 

09/29 20 . 83 

09/29 .11 

09/29 . 89 

09/29 3 . 93 

09/29 8 . 33 

10/06 712.46 

DEPOSITS/CREDITS : 11 

FINANCIAL CONFIDENCE GIVES YOU ALL KINDS OF CONFIDENCE. 
JOIN TH E MOVEMENT AT ONUP.COM . 

CONFIDENCE STARTS HERE . 

ACCOUNT SUMMARY 
ACCOUNT NUMBER STATEMENT PERIOD 

1000155990541 09/21/20 1 7 - 10/19/2017 

DES,CRIPTION 
AVERAGE BALANCE 
AVERAGE COLLECTED BALANCE 

AMOUNT 
$2 , 344 . 02 
$1 , 508.18 

$870.28 
$670 . 06 

$2,311.86 

NUMBER OF DAYS IN STATEMENT PERIOD 

DEPOSI TS/CREDITS 
DESCRIPTION 
ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 

VA DMAS PAYROLLJNL RA248275 4 
POINT OF SALE CREDIT TR DATE 09/22 

REFUNDAMAZON.COM SEATTLE WA 000 0 0101 
ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 

Amazon Asi935247 EDI PYMNTS OFA000100268898 
ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI T 

Amazon Australia Services Inc . ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB37DEUT40508128305600/Payment#: 59540504 null 

ELECTRON I C/ACH CRED IT 
AMAZON.COM935692 EDI PYMNTS OFA000100677296 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI T 
AMAZON . COM935389 ED I PYMNTS OFA000100498304 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI'!' 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB5 1DEUT405081273 0 4211/Payment#: 59391269 null 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB08DEUT40508 127304209/Payment#: 59233693 null 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB5 1 DEUT40508 1 2730421 1 /Payment#: 59391790 nu ll 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI'!' 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB24DEUT40508 1 27304212/Payment# : 60023625 nu ll 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 
VA DMAS PAYROLLJNL RA2496762 

TOTAL ITEMS DEPOSITED: 0 

TAXPAYER ID 

-6831 

SR 
30 

82 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

AMOUNT 
$2 , 873 . 13 
$2 , 873.13 

29 

BATCH 
6400894999 1 

70010329180 

71002000056 

700 10328831 

70010 328712 

72003964873 

72003968814 

72003965816 

72003966442 

30 78008 2329 44 

------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------~------ ----- -------------------------- - - ----- -
CHECKS 

CHECK AMOUNT DATE SR BATCH CHECK AMOUNT DATE SR BATCH 

NUMBER PAID NUMBER PAID 
1 67 325 . 00 10 /1 0 20 752 411 35 1 69 245.28 10/1 0 20 75225054 

168 300.00 10/06 20 78221138 

CHECKS: 3 
MEMBER FDIC CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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Subject: Undeliverable: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: <postmaster@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/24/2022, 12:52 AM
To: <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups:

Ziglar, Aaron M. (aziglar@oag.state.va.us)
Your message is too large to send. To send it, make the message smaller, for example, by
removing attachments.

The maximum message size that's allowed is 20 MB. This message is 28 MB.

Diagnostic information for administrators:

Generating server: SJ0PR09MB7246.namprd09.prod.outlook.com

aziglar@oag.state.va.us
Remote Server returned '550 5.2.3 RESOLVER.RST.RecipSizeLimit; message too large for this recipient'

Original message headers:

Received: from MWHPR09CA0022.namprd09.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:300:80::32)
 by SJ0PR09MB7246.namprd09.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:a03:26a::22) with
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5458.19; Sun, 24 Jul
 2022 04:52:13 +0000
Received: from DM3GCC02FT034.eop-gcc02.prod.protection.outlook.com
 (2a01:111:f400:7d04::209) by MWHPR09CA0022.outlook.office365.com
 (2603:10b6:300:80::32) with Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5458.18 via Frontend
 Transport; Sun, 24 Jul 2022 04:52:12 +0000
Authentication-Results: spf=pass (sender IP is 96.103.146.58)
 smtp.mailfrom=comcast.net; dkim=pass (signature was verified)
 header.d=comcast.net;dmarc=pass action=none header.from=comcast.net;
Received-SPF: Pass (protection.outlook.com: domain of comcast.net designates
 96.103.146.58 as permitted sender) receiver=protection.outlook.com;
 client-ip=96.103.146.58; helo=resqmta-a1p-077721.sys.comcast.net; pr=C
Received: from resqmta-a1p-077721.sys.comcast.net (96.103.146.58) by
 DM3GCC02FT034.mail.protection.outlook.com (10.97.8.200) with Microsoft SMTP
 Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id
 15.20.5458.17 via Frontend Transport; Sun, 24 Jul 2022 04:52:12 +0000
Received: from resomta-a1p-077059.sys.comcast.net ([96.103.145.240])

by resqmta-a1p-077721.sys.comcast.net with ESMTP
id FTHKogbZ3jfy9FTb8oxAtf; Sun, 24 Jul 2022 04:52:11 +0000

DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=comcast.net;
s=20190202a; t=1658638331;
bh=gS2UOSDqA24ko7oBjsb7gG0qe+eViWH5ozfOMni05Xg=;
h=Received:Received:Date:From:To:Message-ID:Subject:MIME-Version:
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 Content-Type;
b=Kz96YlohofEksy2WGrO8XwYwUjAGCUiTnykdGt38mt4baCHvS7iiHJ7ZLPpFXAp8R
 xA2IN7WYjsc/m9n4PYK7xhnYRGZYbeABf8tC9wUGFPVhqHLBs/do1E+wA+eWjSBOuP
 Dwco+HZ8+fzEPV6kf4f3rx7YVtytK9xazbMFvglmR2rQdyJVNtsH6TBRDhOlNHTjK0
 NM1lXVdmbuI7sG1Iap7sc0ZTlBU4SWl+bu4friHZAwRGveDF34jLsK+R0InRnQrI2+
 ixkKFGCN48OmPvmdT3JnalWdloKM94RPLhsQ5Q8mQ/ENLJPbo258tKQv/+zUF6EEY0
 LoOUmInSMSH1w==

Received: from oxapp-ch2f-40o.email.comcast.net ([96.117.82.149])
by resomta-a1p-077059.sys.comcast.net with ESMTPS
id FTaiomuZacvZwFTaioL2hW; Sun, 24 Jul 2022 04:51:47 +0000

X-Xfinity-VAAS: =?us-ascii?Q?gggruggvucftvghtrhhoucdtuddrgedvfedrvddthedgleduucetufdotegg?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?odetrfdotffvucfrrhhofhhilhgvmecuvehomhgtrghsthdqtfgvshhipdfq?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?fgfvpdfpqffurfetoffkrfenuceurghilhhouhhtmecufedtudenucesvcft?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?vggtihhpihgvnhhtshculddquddttddmnecujfgurhepfffhvfevkffugggt?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?pffrkgfoihesmhdtsggsredtjeenucfhrhhomheptffquefgtffvtecujffk?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?nffnuceorhgshhhilhhlieejsegtohhmtggrshhtrdhnvghtqeenucggtffr?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?rghtthgvrhhnpeeihfeltdetudeiieetvdeljeekvdfgudffudeukeduiedv?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?ueehtdeiheeikeeutdenucffohhmrghinhepvhhssgdrohhrghdpshhtrght?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?vgdrvhgrrdhushenucfkphepleeirdduudejrdekvddrudegledpjeefrddv?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?hedurddvhedtrdehjeenucevlhhushhtvghrufhiiigvpedtnecurfgrrhgr?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?mhephhgvlhhopehogigrphhpqdgthhdvfhdqgedtohdrvghmrghilhdrtgho?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?mhgtrghsthdrnhgvthdpihhnvghtpeeliedruddujedrkedvrddugeelpdhm?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?rghilhhfrhhomheprhgshhhilhhlieejsegtohhmtggrshhtrdhnvghtpdhn?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?sggprhgtphhtthhopeejpdhrtghpthhtoheprgiiihhglhgrrhesohgrghdr?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?shhtrghtvgdrvhgrrdhushdprhgtphhtthhopegvfhgvrhhguhhsohhnsehf?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?vghrghhushhonhhlrgifrdhnvghtpdhrtghpthhtohepshhtrghnlhgvhigs?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?ohhlthgvnhesjhhushhtihgtvghfohhruhhsfihgohdrnhhlpdhrtghpthht?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?ohepkhgvnhhsthgvlhhlrgestghomhgtrghsthdrnhgvthdprhgtphhtthho?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?pehkvghnshhtvghllhgrvddttdehsegtohhmtggrshhtrdhnvghtpdhrtghp?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?thhtoheplhifohhougeslhhinhifohhoughlrgifrdgtohhmpdhrtghpthht?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?oheplhifohhougesfhhighhhthgsrggtkhdrlhgrfi?=
X-Xfinity-VMeta: sc=-100.00;st=legit
Date: Sun, 24 Jul 2022 00:51:43 -0400 (EDT)
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>,

"eferguson@fergusonlaw.net" <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
CC: "stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl" <StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>,

Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>,
"kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>,
Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>

Message-ID: <643739282.1777522.1658638304361@connect.xfinity.com>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 

boundary="----=_Part_1777519_184830265.1658638304334"
Disposition-Notification-To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
X-Priority: 1
Importance: High
X-Mailer: Open-Xchange Mailer v7.10.5-Rev21
X-Originating-IP: ::ffff:73.251.250.57
X-Originating-Client: open-xchange-appsuite
Return-Path: rbhill67@comcast.net
X-EOPAttributedMessage: 0
X-EOPTenantAttributedMessage: 4489c3bc-1b50-42d5-87ba-e6d67991beb5:0
X-MS-PublicTrafficType: Email
X-MS-Office365-Filtering-Correlation-Id: 7c67b10d-3aa0-487f-ba97-08da6d304605
X-MS-TrafficTypeDiagnostic: SJ0PR09MB7246:EE_

Reporting-MTA: dns;SJ0PR09MB7246.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
Received-From-MTA: dns;resqmta-a1p-077721.sys.comcast.net
Arrival-Date: Sun, 24 Jul 2022 04:52:13 +0000

Final-Recipient: rfc822;aziglar@oag.state.va.us
Action: failed
Status: 5.2.3
Diagnostic-Code: smtp;550 5.2.3 RESOLVER.RST.RecipSizeLimit; message too large for this 
recipient
X-Display-Name: Ziglar, Aaron M.
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Received: from MWHPR09CA0022.namprd09.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:300:80::32)
 by SJ0PR09MB7246.namprd09.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:a03:26a::22) with
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5458.19; Sun, 24 Jul
 2022 04:52:13 +0000
Received: from DM3GCC02FT034.eop-gcc02.prod.protection.outlook.com
 (2a01:111:f400:7d04::209) by MWHPR09CA0022.outlook.office365.com
 (2603:10b6:300:80::32) with Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.5458.18 via Frontend
 Transport; Sun, 24 Jul 2022 04:52:12 +0000
Authentication-Results: spf=pass (sender IP is 96.103.146.58)
 smtp.mailfrom=comcast.net; dkim=pass (signature was verified)
 header.d=comcast.net;dmarc=pass action=none header.from=comcast.net;
Received-SPF: Pass (protection.outlook.com: domain of comcast.net designates
 96.103.146.58 as permitted sender) receiver=protection.outlook.com;
 client-ip=96.103.146.58; helo=resqmta-a1p-077721.sys.comcast.net; pr=C
Received: from resqmta-a1p-077721.sys.comcast.net (96.103.146.58) by
 DM3GCC02FT034.mail.protection.outlook.com (10.97.8.200) with Microsoft SMTP
 Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id
 15.20.5458.17 via Frontend Transport; Sun, 24 Jul 2022 04:52:12 +0000
Received: from resomta-a1p-077059.sys.comcast.net ([96.103.145.240])

by resqmta-a1p-077721.sys.comcast.net with ESMTP
id FTHKogbZ3jfy9FTb8oxAtf; Sun, 24 Jul 2022 04:52:11 +0000

DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed; d=comcast.net;
s=20190202a; t=1658638331;
bh=gS2UOSDqA24ko7oBjsb7gG0qe+eViWH5ozfOMni05Xg=;
h=Received:Received:Date:From:To:Message-ID:Subject:MIME-Version:
 Content-Type;
b=Kz96YlohofEksy2WGrO8XwYwUjAGCUiTnykdGt38mt4baCHvS7iiHJ7ZLPpFXAp8R
 xA2IN7WYjsc/m9n4PYK7xhnYRGZYbeABf8tC9wUGFPVhqHLBs/do1E+wA+eWjSBOuP
 Dwco+HZ8+fzEPV6kf4f3rx7YVtytK9xazbMFvglmR2rQdyJVNtsH6TBRDhOlNHTjK0
 NM1lXVdmbuI7sG1Iap7sc0ZTlBU4SWl+bu4friHZAwRGveDF34jLsK+R0InRnQrI2+
 ixkKFGCN48OmPvmdT3JnalWdloKM94RPLhsQ5Q8mQ/ENLJPbo258tKQv/+zUF6EEY0
 LoOUmInSMSH1w==

Received: from oxapp-ch2f-40o.email.comcast.net ([96.117.82.149])
by resomta-a1p-077059.sys.comcast.net with ESMTPS
id FTaiomuZacvZwFTaioL2hW; Sun, 24 Jul 2022 04:51:47 +0000

X-Xfinity-VAAS:
 =?us-ascii?Q?gggruggvucftvghtrhhoucdtuddrgedvfedrvddthedgleduucetufdotegg?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?odetrfdotffvucfrrhhofhhilhgvmecuvehomhgtrghsthdqtfgvshhipdfq?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?fgfvpdfpqffurfetoffkrfenuceurghilhhouhhtmecufedtudenucesvcft?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?vggtihhpihgvnhhtshculddquddttddmnecujfgurhepfffhvfevkffugggt?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?pffrkgfoihesmhdtsggsredtjeenucfhrhhomheptffquefgtffvtecujffk?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?nffnuceorhgshhhilhhlieejsegtohhmtggrshhtrdhnvghtqeenucggtffr?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?rghtthgvrhhnpeeihfeltdetudeiieetvdeljeekvdfgudffudeukeduiedv?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?ueehtdeiheeikeeutdenucffohhmrghinhepvhhssgdrohhrghdpshhtrght?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?vgdrvhgrrdhushenucfkphepleeirdduudejrdekvddrudegledpjeefrddv?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?hedurddvhedtrdehjeenucevlhhushhtvghrufhiiigvpedtnecurfgrrhgr?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?mhephhgvlhhopehogigrphhpqdgthhdvfhdqgedtohdrvghmrghilhdrtgho?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?mhgtrghsthdrnhgvthdpihhnvghtpeeliedruddujedrkedvrddugeelpdhm?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?rghilhhfrhhomheprhgshhhilhhlieejsegtohhmtggrshhtrdhnvghtpdhn?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?sggprhgtphhtthhopeejpdhrtghpthhtoheprgiiihhglhgrrhesohgrghdr?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?shhtrghtvgdrvhgrrdhushdprhgtphhtthhopegvfhgvrhhguhhsohhnsehf?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?vghrghhushhonhhlrgifrdhnvghtpdhrtghpthhtohepshhtrghnlhgvhigs?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?ohhlthgvnhesjhhushhtihgtvghfohhruhhsfihgohdrnhhlpdhrtghpthht?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?ohepkhgvnhhsthgvlhhlrgestghomhgtrghsthdrnhgvthdprhgtphhtthho?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?pehkvghnshhtvghllhgrvddttdehsegtohhmtggrshhtrdhnvghtpdhrtghp?=
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 =?us-ascii?Q?thhtoheplhifohhougeslhhinhifohhoughlrgifrdgtohhmpdhrtghpthht?=
 =?us-ascii?Q?oheplhifohhougesfhhighhhthgsrggtkhdrlhgrfi?=
X-Xfinity-VMeta: sc=-100.00;st=legit
Date: Sun, 24 Jul 2022 00:51:43 -0400 (EDT)
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>,

"eferguson@fergusonlaw.net" <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Cc: "stanleybolten@justiceforuswgo.nl" <StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl>,

Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>,
"kenstella2005@comcast.net" <kenstella2005@comcast.net>,
Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@fightback.law>

Message-ID: <643739282.1777522.1658638304361@connect.xfinity.com>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 

boundary="----=_Part_1777519_184830265.1658638304334"
Disposition-Notification-To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
X-Priority: 1
Importance: High
X-Mailer: Open-Xchange Mailer v7.10.5-Rev21
X-Originating-IP: ::ffff:73.251.250.57
X-Originating-Client: open-xchange-appsuite
Return-Path: rbhill67@comcast.net
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OriginalArrivalTime: 24 Jul 2022 04:52:12.5422
 (UTC)
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-ExpirationStartTime: 24 Jul 2022 04:52:12.6984
 (UTC)
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-ExpirationStartTimeReason: OriginalSubmit
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-ExpirationInterval: 1:00:00:00.0000000
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-ExpirationIntervalReason: OriginalSubmit
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Network-Message-Id:
 7c67b10d-3aa0-487f-ba97-08da6d304605
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OriginalClientIPAddress: 96.103.146.58
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OriginalServerIPAddress: 10.97.8.200
X-EOPAttributedMessage: 0
X-EOPTenantAttributedMessage: 4489c3bc-1b50-42d5-87ba-e6d67991beb5:0
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-TargetResourceForest: namprd09.prod.outlook.com
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OrgEopForest: GCC02
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-MessageDirectionality: Incoming
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Id: 4489c3bc-1b50-42d5-87ba-e6d67991beb5
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-FFO-ServiceTag: GCC02B
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Cross-Premises-Headers-Processed:
 DM3GCC02FT034.eop-gcc02.prod.protection.outlook.com
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-ConnectingIP: 96.103.146.58
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-ConnectingEHLO: resqmta-a1p-077721.sys.comcast.net
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AS-LastExternalIp: 96.103.146.58
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-IsAtpTenant: true
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-IsTrialAtpTenant: true
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Originating-Country: US
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OriginalEnvelopeRecipients: aziglar@oag.state.va.us
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-PtrDomains: resqmta-a1p-077721.sys.comcast.net
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-EhloAndPtrDomain:
 resqmta-a1p-077721.sys.comcast.net;resqmta-a1p-077721.sys.comcast.net
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-MxPointsToUs: true
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-RecipientMxInfo-PFAFD:
 oag.state.va.us#oag-state-va-us.mail.protection.outlook.com
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-CompAuthRes: pass
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-CompAuthReason: 100
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-SpoofDetection-Frontdoor-DisplayDomainName:
 comcast.net
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X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Auth-ExtendedDmarcStatus: Pass
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-SenderRep-Score: 3
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-SenderRep-Data:
 IpClassLargeGrayOther_GrayOther_GrayBest
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-VBR-Class: GrayOther
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-HMATPModel-Spf: 1
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-HMATPModel-Recipient:
 <PII:H101(6+cegJWfQylnEultbkzqOYWBDAijKPXW4+H9xSCLhrQ=)>@oag.state.va.us
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-TransportTrafficType: Email
X-MS-PublicTrafficType: Email
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OrderedPrecisionLatencyInProgress:
 LSRV=MWHPR09CA0022.namprd09.prod.outlook.com:TOTAL-FE=0.156|SMR-
PEN=0.157(RENV=0.116|REOH=0.039);2022-07-24T04:52:13.018Z
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-MessageLatency:
 SRV=DM3GCC02FT034.eop-gcc02.prod.protection.outlook.com:TOTAL-FE=0.320|SMR-
PEN=0.227(RENV=0.107(SMRRC=0.025)|REOH=0.119(SMREH=0.076(SMREH-Protocol
 Filter Agent=0.074 )))|SMS=0.086
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-MessageLatency:

SRV=MWHPR09CA0022.namprd09.prod.outlook.com:TOTAL-FE=0.193|SMR-
PEN=0.157(RENV=0.116|REOH=0.039)|SMS=0.037(SMSC=0.044)
X-MS-Exchange-Forest-ArrivalHubServer: SJ0PR09MB7246.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthSource:

DM3GCC02FT034.eop-gcc02.prod.protection.outlook.com
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AuthAs: Anonymous
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-FromEntityHeader: Internet
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-MessageScope: 61acb4d7-70ae-459f-b7bc-064936a4484a
X-MS-Exchange-Forest-MessageScope: 61acb4d7-70ae-459f-b7bc-064936a4484a
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Antispam-ProtocolFilterHub-ScanContext:

ProtocolFilterHub:SmtpOnEndOfData;
X-MS-Office365-Filtering-Correlation-Id: 7c67b10d-3aa0-487f-ba97-08da6d304605
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-P2SenderDisplayNamePII:

H101(fJyuM5gwajQx0ZIlT69ekSOF//HWIA0dB7mlaXcoZEI=)
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-P2SenderPII:

<PII:H101(yUmTKsQ+khYiNWwdUJC7kMJUt5B6grJ9yX7yEZ6pB0c=)>@comcast.net
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Auth-DmarcStatus: Pass
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-VerifiedDkimDomainsList: comcast.net
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-PFAHub-Total-Message-Size: 29769938
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OriginalSize: 29769938
X-MS-TrafficTypeDiagnostic: SJ0PR09MB7246:EE_
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Transport-Properties: DeliveryPriority=Low
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-IncludeInSla:

False:FlexTransport:EnterpriseMsgsAboveSizeThreshold
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Prioritization:

2:FlexTransport:EnterpriseMsgsAboveSizeThreshold
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-HygienePolicy: Premium
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-ReplicationInfo:

ReplicaId=790aa982-9a37-f23c-aa2c-3c46306dda08;
ReplicatingServerFqdn=SA0PR09MB7243.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
X-MS-Exchange-Forest-Language: en
X-MS-Exchange-Forest-IndexAgent-0:

AQ0CZW4BGIwCbWFpbHRvOkFaaWdsYXJAb2FnLnN0YXRlLnZhLnVzDQ
 ptYWlsdG86ZWZlcmd1c29uQGZlcmd1c29ubGF3Lm5ldA0KbWFpbHRv
 OnJiaGlsbDY3QGNvbWNhc3QubmV0DQptYWlsdG86YWhhbGxAY2kubW
 FydGluc3ZpbGxlLnZhLnVzDQptYWlsdG86QVByaXRjaGV0dEBjb3Vy
 dHMuc3RhdGUudmEudXMNCm1haWx0bzpBUHJpdGNoZXR0QHZhY291cn
 RzLmdvdg0KaHR0cHM6Ly9KdXN0aWNlRm9yVVNXR08ud29yZHByZXNz
 LmNvbS8NCmh0dHBzOi8vSnVzdGljZUZvclVTV0dPLm5sLwEf9BNbew
 0KICAiaW5kZXgiOiAwLA0KICAiQXR0YWNobWVudFByb3BlcnRpZXMi
 OiB7DQogICAgImV4dGVuc2lvbiI6ICJqcGciLA0KICAgICJ1cmxzIj
 ogW10sDQogICAgImlubmVyRmlsZXMiOiBbXSwNCiAgICAiZGV0ZWN0
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 ZWRGb3JtYXQiOiAianBlZyIsDQogICAgIm5hbWUiOiAiaW1hZ2UwMD
 IiLA0KICAgICJ0eXBlIjogIlN0cmVhbUF0dGFjaG1lbnQiDQogIH0N
 Cn0sDQp7DQogICJpbmRleCI6IDEsDQogICJBdHRhY2htZW50UHJvcG
 VydGllcyI6IHsNCiAgICAiZXh0ZW5zaW9uIjogInBkZiIsDQogICAg
 InVybHMiOiBbDQogICAgICAibWFpbHRvOkFaaWdsYXJAb2FnLnN0YX
 RlLnZhLnVzIiwNCiAgICAgICJtYWlsdG86ZWZlcmd1c29uQGZlcmd1
 c29ubGF3Lm5ldCIsDQogICAgICAibWFpbHRvOnJiaGlsbDY3QGNvbW
 Nhc3QubmV0IiwNCiAgICAgICJtYWlsdG86YWhhbGxAY2kubWFydGlu
 c3ZpbGxlLnZhLnVzIiwNCiAgICAgICJtYWlsdG86QVByaXRjaGV0dE
 Bjb3VydHMuc3RhdGUudmEudXMiLA0KICAgICAgIm1haWx0bzpBUHJp
 dGNoZXR0QHZhY291cnRzLmdvdiIsDQogICAgICAiaHR0cHM6Ly9KdX
 N0aWNlRm9yVVNXR08ud29yZHByZXNzLmNvbS8iLA0KICAgICAgImh0
 dHBzOi8vSnVzdGljZUZvclVTV0dPLm5sLyINCiAgICBdLA0KICAgIC
 Jpbm5lckZpbGVzIjogW10sDQogICAgImRldGVjdGVkRm9ybWF0Ijog
 InBkZiIsDQogICAgIm5hbWUiOiAiTGV0dGVyIHRvIEFhcm9uIFppZ2
 xhciBhbmQgRXJpYyBGZXJndXNvbiAtIEp1bHkgMjMsIDIwMjIoMykg
 d19ldmlkZW5jZSIsDQogICAgInR5cGUiOiAiU3RyZWFtQXR0YWNobW
 VudCINCiAgfQ0KfSwNCnsNCiAgImluZGV4IjogMiwNCiAgIkF0dGFj
 aG1lbnRQcm9wZXJ0aWVzIjogew0KICAgICJleHRlbnNpb24iOiAicG
 RmIiwNCiAgICAidXJscyI6IFsNCiAgICAgICJtYWlsdG86QVppZ2xh
 ckBvYWcuc3RhdGUudmEudXMiLA0KICAgICAgIm1haWx0bzplZmVyZ3
 Vzb25AZmVyZ3Vzb25sYXcubmV0IiwNCiAgICAgICJtYWlsdG86cmJo
 aWxsNjdAY29tY2FzdC5uZXQiLA0KICAgICAgIm1haWx0bzphaGFsbE
 BjaS5tYXJ0aW5zdmlsbGUudmEudXMiLA0KICAgICAgIm1haWx0bzpB
 UHJpdGNoZXR0QGNvdXJ0cy5zdGF0ZS52YS51cyIsDQogICAgICAibW
 FpbHRvOkFQcml0Y2hldHRAdmFjb3VydHMuZ292IiwNCiAgICAgICJo
 dHRwczovL0p1c3RpY2VGb3JVU1dHTy53b3JkcHJlc3MuY29tLyIsDQ
 ogICAgICAiaHR0cHM6Ly9KdXN0aWNlRm9yVVNXR08ubmwvIg0KICAg
 IF0sDQogICAgImlubmVyRmlsZXMiOiBbXSwNCiAgICAiZGV0ZWN0ZW
 RGb3JtYXQiOiAicGRmIiwNCiAgICAibmFtZSI6ICJVU1dHT18yMDIy
 MDcyM18xNjUyNTEoT0NSKV9SZWRhY3RlZCIsDQogICAgInR5cGUiOi
 AiU3RyZWFtQXR0YWNobWVudCINCiAgfQ0KfSwNCnsNCiAgImluZGV4
 IjogMywNCiAgIkF0dGFjaG1lbnRQcm9wZXJ0aWVzIjogew0KICAgIC
 JleHRlbnNpb24iOiAicGRmIiwNCiAgICAidXJscyI6IFsNCiAgICAg
 ICJtYWlsdG86QVppZ2xhckBvYWcuc3RhdGUudmEudXMiLA0KICAgIC
 AgIm1haWx0bzplZmVyZ3Vzb25AZmVyZ3Vzb25sYXcubmV0IiwNCiAg
 ICAgICJtYWlsdG86cmJoaWxsNjdAY29tY2FzdC5uZXQiLA0KICAgIC
 AgIm1haWx0bzphaGFsbEBjaS5tYXJ0aW5zdmlsbGUudmEudXMiLA0K
 ICAgICAgIm1haWx0bzpBUHJpdGNoZXR0QGNvdXJ0cy5zdGF0ZS52YS
 51cyIsDQogICAgICAibWFpbHRvOkFQcml0Y2hldHRAdmFjb3VydHMu
 Z292IiwNCiAgICAgICJodHRwczovL0p1c3RpY2VGb3JVU1dHTy53b3
 JkcHJlc3MuY29tLyIsDQogICAgICAiaHR0cHM6Ly9KdXN0aWNlRm9y
 VVNXR08ubmwvIg0KICAgIF0sDQogICAgImlubmVyRmlsZXMiOiBbXS
 wNCiAgICAiZGV0ZWN0ZWRGb3JtYXQiOiAicGRmIiwNCiAgICAibmFt
 ZSI6ICJPY3QgNSAyMDE3IGNoZWNrIHN0dWIiLA0KICAgICJ0eXBlIj
 ogIlN0cmVhbUF0dGFjaG1lbnQiDQogIH0NCn0sDQp7DQogICJpbmRl
 eCI6IDQsDQogICJBdHRhY2htZW50UHJvcGVydGllcyI6IHsNCiAgIC
 AiZXh0ZW5zaW9uIjogInBkZiIsDQogICAgInVybHMiOiBbDQogICAg
 ICAibWFpbHRvOkFaaWdsYXJAb2FnLnN0YXRlLnZhLnVzIiwNCiAgIC
 AgICJtYWlsdG86ZWZlcmd1c29uQGZlcmd1c29ubGF3Lm5ldCIsDQog
 ICAgICAibWFpbHRvOnJiaGlsbDY3QGNvbWNhc3QubmV0IiwNCiAgIC
 AgICJtYWlsdG86YWhhbGxAY2kubWFydGluc3ZpbGxlLnZhLnVzIiwN
 CiAgICAgICJtYWlsdG86QVByaXRjaGV0dEBjb3VydHMuc3RhdGUudm
 EudXMiLA0KICAgICAgIm1haWx0bzpBUHJpdGNoZXR0QHZhY291cnRz
 LmdvdiIsDQogICAgICAiaHR0cHM6Ly9KdXN0aWNlRm9yVVNXR08ud2
 9yZHByZXNzLmNvbS8iLA0KICAgICAgImh0dHBzOi8vSnVzdGljZUZv
 clVTV0dPLm5sLyINCiAgICBdLA0KICAgICJpbm5lckZpbGVzIjogW1
 0sDQogICAgImRldGVjdGVkRm9ybWF0IjogInBkZiIsDQogICAgIm5h
 bWUiOiAiVVNXR09fMjAyMjA3MjNfMTY1NzM3KE9DUikiLA0KICAgIC
 J0eXBlIjogIlN0cmVhbUF0dGFjaG1lbnQiDQogIH0NCn1dAAGvOQAA
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 DwAAAx+LCAAAAAAABADtfVtvW1mWHm8iJdmuqk4yMwiCADuTQpcNUJ
 RI6l4BummJtumxLk1S5XZjgMEReSSeMsnDOYeUipOg0E/5A3kKkPyH
 vPV7/5R+zG/IQ9Zl73X2uVC2q2YGg2lXq2XyXPZl7XX51mVv/d//l3
 +y2XICf6p+592OnUA506Fy5nM/mLpL1Q68gXrhBreL0J9Wn2yeLRV8
 UM8Dz5mqU+fOG6pX3nisvFDdeGNveqv8qasmfuCqsTufu4Hypmo+gt
 sDJ3SVPx+5wb0Hn0auuscX4S1XOSp0Bz70O/Ans7HjTefKuYV/wrnq
 w4MnI2+Cg+ndu+6MxjdxlubN9Cux2Tz1brCvwL1ZhG6o5r5yBgN3Nu
 dB6THee/MRXHChzakzVi5My50O3GfRjdeLoTfw4F5n+vcLL1jSKLrw
 oHuvTvzJxAtDDzqF5m/8YOBy694UvkycOd7BmzSOgR8gfelby5D5pT
 t1A2f8Taj8mxtv4FaVN1eTBUzm2sVX+bUqvXTtTN/jJPwFzJlvhDW9
 IkTS7/E9os585AOpYQVwNDfuEPugkYdzZ+7SkoQPjBnuXLvU0jAaBF
 4deuEs8O9cdRbU1IkThu4Yx37vQO/+jQLiAalgUK9cZAwHnsdZLcZz
 JOjUDeFaqCbMSiP4OIAFnEAnhld4WWBSS/h4C2MeurAyHg6qql47A3
 +4NN3aK3uN/KB7qELjuPDZ/deebL4FHnTu3IikmpREH6D+0IdG6QlH
 fd3c2VGDkTt4r2aOR8S4GMz9a2Cd/apq7NQPqtgLMKVzg/yEbfLj9z
 C7W+/OJWKG/sS9xrHf+8F7lBUgtfrrFIf/dU21xj7cFu6bu2N3NkLJ
 mi4m0CssZuBP6BZfHvu3QP6RNxjBok6REHdu4N14QNPrpfrhBRJvqb
 aRVWHR59jBGCdJqxhSQ4nFw/cSlCbmmvpzFS6ISXERb5zBHJkGpv9C
 89eJvwjmSCIYCEvS3HNAYkauE5hJvw28OfK6euVcu9DMiR/MFrgqWr
 9E6oT5AcacpU9q6nLsol7RMg0zwtUj3ofPni1z0DhQOmCOGANzOGoM
 HHXLrD7yx0NhOz0Imi/y1HCII0lQQ0uVYeixF86JCWEeI5pj4KKmyH
 gTddBsBtTANoxUDohqcOHcD2DVT0CHwfwd5sap6vrO1H8PuiBQrWto
 c4gqJUAq/873J1Xq0JkudTMwXZjpMIv8SOSOciYwwwCuXi/mRhBleZ
 Ff1WKmQL94Yy1DwCgzNxgDgw9gVkCmIa4eEkCrkpET3LpEYyIKU27l
 2onO5lXseaBtjQrDNkAeQ7A2XRSxuUMm5snmxVQdbNcPtxs7jYZqHD
 eO1OVZVev5qtb6ZzV1H/hz9/jJ5kvfH7I8Tn28AwuL7VR1+2rpL5hs
 C1CTgfcPzG2u+s4LbkFenJR2/tPv/2eoLpj1cQ1hShM0JPARtH9o8V
 vojxes9W+wmyCacI0MGurPxTz2JBB4gHwE1ME1cLTiM5f/9Pv/AW0v
 QjIBzMRTX5uroTvw2PqMwK5gd3qQtAwT5z3KiRPMwYDNmNvh7TvoeD
 pHxsCm79EYTLFjHKkLJtDDfkDbBaA3YIYw0hkaaKSXsZ/anPNDRBww
 XvAdJh1NrKY6NzCbyWK+AAUD/HMbuK5zPY5NXveNtu56DmQC7oIRzZ
 czb8AvDe8QM5Ba1ZR0gHmgIx6BP8NmQK7vHG9MjZMgBuEi/hItEYlI
 FU0wK8yZjzcssjFtUQMTywKl7lxUH1doGueLKfD7eFkVG0Ea0XVZHT
 +8svgEiD7IErA6PAXtLSaavNgLM4tpg9R/yjqA7kaTBm+APasinRzg
 h8HYD5GBk9x2AmQBPQRKAIdMd/0pUBR1ItDHJSR1HacXDHTizNmOBf
 7idpQaN5Gwpt6BBOH7AOhG2AJAuFAb2REMER6+w6cFTDJyGCyAGDwS
 vWxGLXCvxDEonEOfaMs2eCrN0DSoX+hvDvaHIKc9VJHgN879EqbRdY
 EtUcn23OCODNdcPT3c2X2mDg72tnYOdw6Rr+f+eLx1A9wJ4wlBb0bN
 wOP1rcOdna29vcbWwdHBAT4O9hGYEizI9PZY3d/f1+7C65of3G7fjY
 NwOyIO2RqkDDQZGKsGM+5N0OCeIPIJDUFfQLuEnW0U5lz7oKTNYL7R
 D6twGYL+qaoZW0AaC42Dboc10su1O6e2CLf50vYI8EdtNJ+MqzgBQz
 1airEPkmYUnToFbQbAf65t+cnYDd4LNjVK3lYygYtim+A+ZO8JGbCB
 P/NcsvcMMm4YS4NZ1noF0TY0cusEQ6OGYzKLcDcYOtOBG4EiYMgx6A
 eUdrZBMAg0dkCyEMDXcDEGvXc1HWo8Jqv5ApZ4COgJRtOxyNwazIWY
 ZPRR5QxZp8L7JCrAnYSNBBnY+obQ2OIaxqTNPzoHVTCkBJ1BBgF3bW
 xsGG8LLJV2Uf4b0pskvhtpjd7MRRrBQoDhY0rDgLOchiebYBA1bDiC
 //fmMEF4qwvKbQK0rUZTbzQb9SNo79iw/+H+Vr2xuwtDODuGXy/AbL
 Z4VL/2nVubh55sjubzWXi8vY08lrr5pt3vt7uqf6EuXrzonLThH9Vq
 dS/OaZ6dl29aXTDR/f5F97z9Tr1sn7e7rTdVddrpXV7126rb7l28ue
 p34Pmr804fHj0/jR5vdzsn6kW7+/KqBw9028cIpQwWPlZHe83DvZ1v
 ycJrx5RNvfqul+E/9lr9q+5p6x14Eldv3gFNEMEDomifdvrt06p60T
 nv9F61TxX01bs6t57c5Serqg7o41C1znCI58cquaAPLqd6eDVV1mKq
 VWupLhH+p5bzReu35lqjsbe12zyA0Wavq54C+fmvapGrr9rh39dU99
 XFabunfhlR3yxKDz6pN623qrmzp3qAmVH+zWj9wfulOkMHFQbcUkC5
 +l5doRamxn9tPoyd+9oUXtCz2Nvd2do9bG7tNZp6DnLlYL+p+j4g6Z
 MYktZKv5UZriDVYwcDqqrDkAkMYNz3I4JMXHGocXVs8AnKL+Z2o9/E
 igq0A3mH6OjNAWoB5lvMzeLG3rGa7Gooqp1E41jDG+4PqJJDZ0LeVe
 RHhvPFNfp6c/82cGYjDV3IuR04wTViKH+2NP0CnL0laGj5rKCh/vT7
 /5UShz/9/n/b7uweu7MMU4Hj4LGPmNlHuMNRWzSaG7agMwe8Cj1KGG
 BaWFcNLQDtTgbFxGrQsvj3CXKEI2RHtHVpGnGncG/oDxa09DqCMKRg
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 Dip1GKw0fz9yp3Ha6lUzgN2YgqoCk0bCDlwmbxG9wOLeeAGYe+hV++
 e4gPPAmYaw7NphmDlLZC2gDg0RdJo7cBag7zrMtO6UeF5GRjyIui/p
 ZmrhGJH7xlBszIDoKTsXuHrw6LOE2IwccIU9DseA94CDIWMM5lWiA0
 R5F4mHtzGegSipWd9BDAOWTquCKugFcDym4R2wu2trr916vUECOqV2
 MPq3GKBbiVGDcO5NND7Wa8U8gf1U6S30hci1CbOmnhXxUa2MMNS1Ji
 07uRRKIrGOx5LYCY/fRzZh32+6BPCKRCCRvPcX4yGFzZw7P7CxwSDw
 Jtpfu3GnIVmAZBy1KqEhVF+oZhTCESek3mdAWUQ4cBsIAjO9qepHav
 GgJ0UO7ThnPK7JJEShpOd4Jhz8s4OUWlAyrNnV1IOljYK5nSgge9l6
 2VZ1NP8HaktFsIDBACMBsu5xo36w1djdIjMMY2On7mNiwTzEiRovNa
 pmPBkS0SdLqw1eHe3twAo4Ji4b6JcJV6b4nF0W1Ah2qBlcFBU4NEqU
 /VUxbHj51tWkjeKnyK/GHoFr8PDC6cAJs7xrabs5YPeRO2TmskKmvB
 QTUEY0YNB3qEjA6nA0kG7AOzQkE2q+Mapl7lPM9gPsU7PDvhS/lZj/
 YEQYHTow8QWP3HctK7B2HLVyTfTIBVr5SxfEGGg2wHWYgCsBQ/Q4ZO
 7PIn3NC38zXrhhhl0AYrrO2HgP9BTYV4cF9hr8m/fOLXXr/jBycILY
 7j2sEIyfXAkcOYlACwMaZBGaRvL1OxxONe3jVHQ/1y4an+jFxk/Qhk
 T6T6Gm1s3sOgOyBG2Idne0mKAODQKf2IF8lbFhw1tfcUIEw8ShB9Rf
 xlUdqlx88BoJhxcMCWkN2IyCLfd/QA8ZmBw+DBwd6JlH0ashaKrgDu
 glWg9kA3xvK68whfGSjdFOE1Bs6t2OOHTMDSDB750xTzNA1iWDuiCn
 Lt75SWJoM98DW4YvOlEsvQUuRu9M9S7bJ/3u1Rm6HxfdU1BQSA22BD
 hNbzqguCmyyLWLbfBYAf+gF19T5+49MA1G1MYE2VBpsHsL+hGM1wC5
 dTwMXMagcnXuguLXTd6A8SV2mvlj8qP1PEEd4A3pcej7AVugJPWjQW
 M46BYYLdQQQjp0wAue69wISThn5rz3+E58sAyTqLVpogF8HyTAu/bm
 3I6HQ5qi64wgh96iqXzE9EEIg7BmFA7lH6YJGC0AURtOYUW0ffOlej
 /176cIzhDPvmqrk1edM3QTe2/b7UvEswY6ZWoJHBH2MnDCkZudymGs
 OnZvOMrZW0z7AeXiVsB58jV1Sg+QCwa0XeakSE2PMLA0g9mLlb3xEb
 GSrcdw/bGq19RV7+3Li79DO7hz0Gj+XX1/r7FXf3px0n1Wmw1vwNPU
 nfeMv7IdLiYTjOJSQgjcVeDrXl89b53/TU2eTgwVFQ0Q1/lBdU61E0
 0hfmRoWtDAHTqMxUKdxYDPLHQmydM1+PvEyDfS9cQDzaYuMeA5XAA/
 1tRTVGY4bfBEs6Z30Dywptee3oEinRECcb07Xp7XCxiS8dKrHLbypk
 YlxdZE3LhYx80aLrHao9W1/Cnu8zJyqoyl+TiHivhVe1UZXBgbwm5N
 vclMNpFowhSehs9MkEgDTB1SE4t/7S59ym1hmBiTR2iUpxRH08Aiin
 +BU+X5Zslw/M+RSj13AE8uMdIFg6OGiCGfIT+4Jj59swg4qh/4vgEG
 VbmqM784xnjuN4mcaowEGz8DCRohYpobRp0mPXZU0jYTiJO9AI3PxQ
 ki48aFZFNV3z9kb9LyumOdpVzw6if52ym8Wo3rM1BjrDfTLkykQnhs
 PKAqDrkaCw/Q1G0PUmc7mfzNnwPEzX/95BrQIID7a5bCrsZVNwykvr
 O9s6+eJrTrM9XrIu0bO6yKueFrZw7oXDePDR0cNhr1ehPWJ9MsZGRF
 OlMuMUGiaDd3Tv6hM7xzQGXcSshtj+UnFntJyU6wmJKOwZiHl7ARqI
 YITWE7yBJvOv3OyxaFL19dvDk11PbE1lMJhUSuKarONl2u4TqGPwdZ
 swhiDvgjkbSRAgsv0pDQH19aRhckDfBZOCJhY5fbeqUquGEYR572TM
 IRecWkj6A5cma8sJYIznk0HIBUTsCIgBMCYxKVG4R+pILshu9hZaPS
 j7R/7weMf4VOOH97who3ZyOFMaLWyWQx1Sgz1PTRGhksEThW03TCAp
 /K8JqJPU3qIMkSXjBYeCbhgrUFQCwwuyFHhG7Z2CYSJtgPm5H4yAT2
 cz+EKoGLaBCU8VZT9x6UBtqOaydkM0sMnUHBmyw1ZkdC5mizbrgiKj
 NCkqR5hBfJC72fGs4FpecrKk7w31NaURNnwDkZCkSN/ZCBScdkjbl4
 yeaKRHgGKwKwYoLoEKLzM9LK84V3g14BcPaQg7/kf8w57xiPAOkQhI
 67WKb1qtbjNCtgU15nrKnoYPZywpyFNhFmT+VbTtqvdwg8apxomXvN
 IoIWQRpoCis469ufkxSRQpq4ROoisngVB9XHyDgjGJMqIsyOyrMN1K
 8NHYSZhPBEszrDIboyuiwpHeaMMIfoqIl/jSO1S6TU073dHQBeh00w
 aPuHjI8JuuDC8aK137y5QiuI1oUKAzghSnwXw/aYwHFngDew4ca+7U
 pkRqdTRjkkRBCrCvs5hWQoSjpwIgH5VU5SxlqnDLrmMYOg7JFP0DLr
 tbCRjwWjqT3zbuRPeImKxxUBq0vCmbS66fieEIpQAOque3wQHGUKT1
 LceUgaZqmLTzCaI8T4lUSNQs78g83pJoxKnKuomGbI5YTQsFZBXrgK
 Z+lq1A/RSOuLJIqKvZntZho4h7SRyo1A56Xv3ViRxNKdGxQ/BECK1p
 9SRgaqEiTc/RmQMAPrajdag1hDRVSB+PAKYKTxQBRxYeqK0xMuBlaC
 g0xWSAU5+O/UxXIa8Hkzowgf4qEsiSOC2TK3jBxQK1WUggiYqjER/l
 WxCB25BSOEPpZWMUwwUlcYoxxzoJlKF1FNpedA1cYxF55kGE0HlX7S
 a6kyTyaMxloA9jSgIe6+JTClZTc7fYqFfGg5QeGb5N30m3mEwzFODw
 aJfKK4WsO7WOxK97MgvHXTnkgmDDOrc+2iDbQWREtC1LCpiTWyc71M
 OcnIolQfq3NxvBLxec9tklD5Rri4nvnu1FFU16EdBq7oiLG9AP7MBN
 TbWKkoqsd7X+o/R1wIO6BCWF2ZjauOFk2XWEok1YnqtiwYiVpqip4h
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 AX4xDHaBqgrH/pzrsjV4ukerP44yu17IZq0TJcg5VyjQiK5jIN8QxR
 1SgwQ4dRYBmgjvWZRgqBzVQPjMWtB35qOq/jyDBsZz0k7geH2/CJZV
 A14JPYWLwGTnnPC9hKGwCV0YRcll8XS0RYDpYzgybiY/PrscjVgqfa
 zO02OmkrWYXwL+kt5tgMARgyJLdqw4V0gRWFLTQ1NIzD7rN6GksELG
 RXsGF71ewKwaR+YrVnvpwX0MWc2ig+z4uCkAFx9L0lHtmQymQ0WKOB
 he7QjkJoGy5q0U9q2qkX9PCd15jIyJ0q5EIJtdtPG9s6QExWLK7GMY
 mzPEjrpZwGPuD+BkTXVlHFGYTLhDzDeDeRM78iCqOtcha4D5dmsVbL
 oRxhZlYW0I0Hg1O3pnhewoORvcOSaNH+mpyEQm0tTxVJipQ0YvQLJi
 aPpugeJc+GttBDC7FT5U9L+tbUFVcohmUBFO0fRnXgrdlVs8iI1xrh
 YNdSZ5QAb9xkGv1LCcKQqXbSCyNSNDPVYJM4xEMSUlhj02DlOmKiB8
 bensOgEO8ktZwSpR53ClqWfQnSUSyXHvnkMgeil1IX+4CGfewPOxQN
 vINokS8bxYO7MIztxSceihBqCG/SlhCSAeGqEb1x3zk1pN8LMxRzoD
 kZjYSjyqM574IZZ2UwaT2fmOIwrsGnICI4ExdEY8IauYLpXcWk2dOh
 PgT250ihk/avUakAH+u9DLqq1J4IKdDvTTQ3pT1wqPsUofRAczVC7u
 tEKrhyAQenveudi6/M1vaHyEYPd+BoLl0oJwMZuNKXocpaKyBsdFBL
 RlJwpaZGkwoUhVoK9uQr8HxJiYGAaBKlRmS5MUxcS83uylK8GHum42
 ADmfo0qLqw6ugaZxS4TQn82oPN3jin07TKgLFAQKJHa9xYNPpujmxG
 MDYuesefMYrrMKrkdwZf/g1wO9pwgL+RwJi1MpcLxDrol+cNDE5CQq
 2gZVkQNkrteuO82M8yHR8SnKas89jXMplogBBy6HgpaDRQw3ZEelaO
 hRkD5DcehgSdTHijYZSeGgTNnhxKfZM+2Bt8beDe1/oUQ8Ba3mXIxi
 tEM0bA4DY3S0xqGe/3ysTrr1ox3872hrZydeXhBf1ZoUG6B1nOImgh
 FM9TLw0AGdA52pyNsYLnrnWLXk/q/vHF1XfuvfKQ7vRDfTJee0KdKf
 Arwcz636zJdjWMAWRjbv1SsH+RjLTI+VM4Ivvx54tYk1A26plsmI1X
 gHcFeKKe5qqbIqVPXWtiSku7UrKRG7qoL5dQhWA4GSKd4srkeKzlwW
 aE8b/rGnYVKiIhV3v4TC6Y61DUcSWgKAxa83u8rie82IhRKI4gHv45
 xb08FZ0ggfEWPmPJQudThWp+7MD2kf5rHqL6LYdx9NF8nKqfSs3R24
 /JRyw7rYsIau8unCGFYvUMD8oAMcKkxjG6/hjHYwmfMxD+YG185c19
 0ioON6n2hHwBSGSZNIzd+MAvVNyBWNuvZxuAiiCD5ticECCmjczJSi
 0gBrMdSCOgYWaonyrt2jm8BZ6j21uGhc8EUbgQY+ZVLwnanrDn+F4Y
 DkJsLM3ak6UEw3cYPlQ5VBN94P2gUKw1gWyBieDPUVhcCqHG4nhykK
 t8d253GMWofkeVw6T4OR+FpUOsY8NVnGPc7UFkdr+zErJt6NB6YBB4
 als3MWpUSGJC6ihHHwcmMX7mN4AFYN/SV2j3T6c//npD9f+qABKE4I
 K1hNBNFbOELo8jdVLPGaYCEg1gQBiABW5j1w6By9rb2sXeBu2wjfUO
 1QRmmYXTz2YNHs08bB/jN1cLSz1dzb2YNJY22NC61RdUXt/A06Dcmr
 gIiH6KGENVhdJs7BzyFOrNJEXV6o5xe/xa0A9cOmVQLaUPvN7edqrM
 bbwHh72ztq+2BX1cFe1ff2jo529nbrmCauH20TeD1v9V5913nzpq36
 56p50GjubFGDrZOTC+hP9fqtfvusDZ+6F8/b3X5LddUreF795qrdwy
 Bj71fq8k271WurkxZc5k1buCvi8ODwgIl+0YVHoSUwX30Y5Fmr2++c
 97jX71pM4q3dBjxqeu2/u2yr9nft7rvT1jt18qp98jed85fqtN076X
 YuKbb5vP2yc36OV5+33rTOT9pw9/Ki1+n3tk+6uK+kx+/11NtO/9Vp
 t/W29aa3fdp+jnfa56exN2GOqnVGXX+zA5RpqIN6o7a7r/DLnoKf2q
 7aoW9HqqaABfgjXK+bz/XD2t6B/tzYgaeAivqFel1ePTzSH5vw5cg8
 cQhfmk2dvtddp6ZzrKCdF51zGHKn9UadXJy/6Jy2cfwvO9+1e+rdxZ
 XCJQBSnfaQFaInAMtedM4VRkvPLr7j9Wz11cX51WXt5OIMerdagyXv
 Qnev2t023BBGuDqDhXsn38+vzoAfLP64BMa9OE1wGk6vjpxGXG/xHS
 xlVdayBSuNDGzWw3w/uQAWOem3T6M7vEhfN1RVNXd3cS0a6us6fNvb
 OazVD9XXhwc7tQb8u3+AawDk/LpRbdbrtcN9M2SgDHBVTwFBUqNPEd
 1muTYOBqS1c7LdOnml+BHk4NOzVg9E8F0XxvsalEG31dg9bBzsqV0Q
 0w60Dl32WsDt+pV+l1mOWa3bfoFbns5av7s4p9XotVv9Pjz9tqUIaN
 aBfNl9tybOP+A+utA7au41dg9wQ5W6fHd23kcGaNG7O439w8Ojww+0
 ALoL7AUoPL1fM1Sd6YCW/xXRQm1fdF+2TrZfPm8enLav+rs7QPB64x
 D0z/7Ozvals0Q9CvB472gP7+2qKYaOTKdgsqJuFfYr04WR7x81Mke+
 f3DQONpfNXJqgVgX22iCZGHTqUZ2j2CQu5mNfPOfvjHNnMHXlmpfwT
 p132TMek/VrWkfNHcUKKx6bN7No3pj/yg+78whf6ivncN4V7sNYBS7
 p0azuQ+64+f3tFdP9gTGQSVnBXZvdV+fQMPGbqq3hvQF6g0YqdHcB2
 X7wMRWSNvR/sF+A8xpHxRjB0S6ZyS5fXoMirvf+i28ALLfOVVb+4fN
 OlZEwRoeNvB35o+taQ4PUFvXm/KtBp9BbT9v9WFk+7s7O4dHu0dHR6
 DlkOWajaP64Q7ocZgPyu/evrl+iF2bz6Dn1QE80Dza38Ue9OfDw/qu
 +bx3WN83n/d3d2m0B2BgDxvQB6i/rX/M/378lIe1baV/DK1IpwFhmS
 wP3NKK+LIFy2F/ru8DYkBjC3qPjAUsHZjSgz2ECKoJMqhAwBq7e6jh
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 Y/cbAMt2Kb2ra+TYlOJNXdWm0cAxGN6zNnX54hSAFtg9ACNXvPX0vP
 3bPkMpAFqdXr99qP6L+q/qb2HRz06g5f2t3Z0t+L2/oy4RYyIAO4Se
 QYd3Tl6dXZyf0t5LWJzDvQgvXfVfMWSKgaFuu02AqJZARFWBROqPf/
 hb+KQ8+F9j649/gOX31PHxt/T7WLqk55ExgEQ1/F9N/ahAjl9fveFN
 tpdn0MWPcOePf/iR79KvRQjGCQzgy/bW5Lz97vnFW8AQT8c/blWrP8
 LtH3/cOq7VPPMffMefBozna7RKgHX++H/IPDWBS3cb1FudO+y61YF7
 I6XEAZjBRv013Nj+Rn2v6tvj773vt7261+l80+nUX7+ud7x6FYYPV+
 BXHX69xp/v653Oa7j2PV6Eh+rVahXm3lmV4QYwjci4V+WVXf0ULy49
 XI2jan5Vb4U+f6cuADF1GW932/1Wh/AmbmXovIAeuu2Tiy5ArTNg7i
 5CMmh7VU4aW4R7Z12AYq2Ti1NAta1er/3mDd58Wn9GW6xTR3zd1VbG
 XKqcCYofG1BVb8G/Ab8nuh57hZzLqV9TB8eNxtbgbguWr7n/Lfg3qw
 eAG89gKan8nRz9Frhe3mDVAM68Ibi5sf7jx+tYo6jjKE6+g1HsHOwC
 BxzXm1uDYGu3ubdVh0E1eVCfEnWqfkJgdXU8yxpiLNq3ch/75z3p/4
 x70nmk/WCBVKQq+wZYTPBugiVSGJZ+5ARjfz6HFT4/UY1DJCW/ZLZS
 6JgaYNxwEVBYB0/D8gPOJO7tgTI9EKpDK7W3NfXWCTEyNkeinNZOar
 BCu4ABuOGHfHNxsatJHxsE7IV1QhyJmKlURh7B+l43cIGifV+9HfkT
 OqLOWWL+F8tgKWxJWUBKgOkzgySaozOlGaduxTZxUw2pzmzS8TdaPQ
 Jlq1GFFH81CU1K1nIelAvpY2cEPMUq++CZ0gdkWVlWSqyKVErAH2so
 hit1p07merRzNIp07GEc5WFTgOGTpg6ffJzVQAoMA+d+yqUtsXPo6M
 qK8wS4qjIj3enJKUQyW6ZbVKgX6kUMMeJJ4T45tU7X11gxRtwpHhHE
 KpUKrLFTdJIKiKRAh546zijIqO8BvH+Oeyufu5SOdIYJybViYSC+iS
 JPM8PVR7v1Y6c+2qXYiXqczAocPqzMFDBmlwSsKvqnAv94zT8t8vUy
 bemul5q5eQd/YpnV06wsxDPMlF26c4pZwzhSjerEerTJEW2zywFZyj
 7yTkJdMC67zTlqacK7nJU0NfGucscg4WBp9EFdWP3sjpzxTdbmduVz
 YYh10lN/dWkFxrulaNSxaymj7ekkD0xte3eI88lbBqsW82ZKT7RvMF
 5qtvKED9l8lC44VE/lWAiWCzpwAXcbYm5aN/bM3lCIUjo2dT6xOtEq
 AIN75Lmo3pc0pmZT60A1qVtbsbMuXmFs1QWksmChtdFAqp11SSeddo
 X1Uvd4KhkV2PpGRUQk9qZ62wjtR4BHddHCCrVo9oE+qOctXYQPr1SV
 sjCYVcNTC2hDhK4PtnWcVkxG19EhjBmaCA+WmKX2EFrdE89GyRWrBL
 jK5AoQhCA5RYumd7g9cBhNVRSZNx2MF0PeHvHAAQHOhM+kc6k4pTOl
 DIajLp0F7n3i0zz5/BDXNaY/UodajTg3N+bMmhtMabIZXakWqf5U6t
 VmZkkJtQvcNCeKjaieJ3QHC6qMcMXSZyeV089D6970DguzblFJkboL
 Qzw3wBR7OHS4l5w3mzlmjTB8SjRGK2jOTsEcLB/0ZbaO2UgmXFx/D6
 qRZckBPr1DPBosx7QRpHnQ5LkD8npaP9pvPvuWOnsJeNjzU55OVe0C
 oqUX6oAH4Y2DxjP7cLPk/k7evMQmx6TndG21XTvLKxo7/ZbEAVPjDh
 0iDK8+3XtGG93kkGGGGtitZW60+bT4JHbcydCZyvmYxivifCDnGMP3
 1nbGFFXpQB3gDRml3gwbbTH9J8FfXBNo9tumtghqUU/SXp+bmqga1A
 9H23i0YLGUMdmeIgVRb2oQUiXsYc5YfWbVwMSqhLBUz9dFRlbJZnKn
 dltOf0lv4qZ925SlN6sWbeJmMZBnsW1BYewfsBmI9rOnDL8G/yHXdJ
 lFtJQdbn+m4ic2VlVTTYkf6ZAgqggEL95f6knrHVohnp5ABvup/gjE
 fkZ76S/trQ96G1kE3SN8ahkJk/0GfX+88rQs4zA4E2P0Udk/iL31Vt
 eo/zQmSBxL4BnMn+WymPl8aKR+8KBD9HGt1HDj/vOYQdL7DajK78O7
 rXnyNJHkNn27MHjALm1iebj8I+Y8JC37vwQS9anQXZQqlqnqopY5V6
 7i+Qpc2LniQHQ0YlL1M/DxtGXHnAG7Sp7kBDqqDOZdmLqaPL5ZAC26
 1JYRQKajX1zZ/qqriEfO1BRzYmFaJoi/XmrEbSwc7svZAnNJB9muLI
 yMH6zTwKY/8XycKi93SrRY3Vr783boziEqES86RcQJqKdMvyS2va/O
 r+tz5vSSjtzxTLbTyHlrmYcRMtiyzlejh1ccscZ1g1PrLDWq3bHrmK
 ND0qIH5IS05L7LD53Z5ehTn1aG+jQGk1jliqikLkHEqCTvNMUDLmQ+
 uuyaTs7xo8GKJpd5mIPjOP4QauyUOq8kvoEo86BAjhxZmIH/9oHYGm
 vfmEzOMs8xzEvWmNd/tghm9DcUqGgvxgW4zwgPtYZ3p2Ar9cBTzGUO
 VOJieHzEAxs9QClwf4C2cYNLJgNWjYFccSrvw+FkKkwfG/z/KTW+fM
 D01Nrji1WBqZOfYIHJTkWHMLFqQ4rfTkkVZ514ByrUfgd1cLSFgTcE
 muOXQikBT1GMyxnpD12Y40hSi2HmaB9Qz+XZ5HXFlzP1tqZ9dIrGpy
 HMjwOY8T+ZgEdhaUBt/52E1J9JMGN7KL1Ce990643G3q7e/k9re++y
 F7+ScpplQvQH+RTkwDWnTPtjXmvDzvgHC+6YcetNozlbcVHShg0czq
 xdMpaUDqUsNLKQxJ9yOln29kg8n4r2CNlHDpDHx4X3ZneYDhWNnYE+
 82DV8XJ0XpwpC7UPjBvxDogRbp1zKEzlOmYjP94AVw8wKB5umjwRri
 ovrzxtTodTTN+6P6t7fPsOVZxeBBMiSk+DoyG8mSdjv0JsF0fm4WL4
 RKSfsvTaP78xni9nriGDPm3TEWmQ5U7tLuOw39SZL1Aa4GWCbK8wDI
 nxTfwTF2TewI+ik7g4sbjiqLgqnZ6xCPyxf4tBT3mrSjQHgxa6Uzvu
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 mxyOISod3Ul/ZGBoXaNNzgSmomvWWpo/YkH73pzx+9RpcXRw/UedpE
 d2CQueYyf86cPoECPyEulzQUk1YL6HTxBJKeSq/fZiKuG/FcyHQTPD
 qlGs9gfQN/MoknnpUgZqMpuzrmidtEXuf6neeuMhgtRvwTkBADantF
 5VH6vHFdEi9lnSHDvBMSE+9j4tKrsGrDddIHRoMj8f6dA1b42lzVuh
 Pp5gmQVDktuQQ+vsI9trSGKUrCNZqhng0+yxi52/wgd46o1s3rU3Rm
 OfPKUl09XQUcbAnbnkzor/zmBmktxfZB8BIzrYF31Mf5Yk68xP5Gyt
 jeMr5k9j2iyriP3U2osoiFKwZjW2V9EGpBLrpSY8d2ht/HvwL1Zh3T
 rikQzfDWSFDiLK2gOq4zxmlVlB2vFVwaBsK+O5VmQKE+zRStC2q5K8
 W52Mijzs5OhiByxwszg3jEXPswZzrPrefKx1bOhyBD9EgLXEvSGx42
 cI0YB6Cd1PqySJF4N8elnJJ1WNrKj5oJKPn1hQsnpi8eKNh+F4dFDH
 PwXqzChV+di9VfwebkelwwOA6bWHYe3b4xODnYB3QvqrAPZInzN8Q5
 aKlA+fPOYAwlm45pgmjG6QFsQYp0OGj08Ik+MOcLsOeCsTL2QtsAJA
 8NAnCzkWwzJsA0kxBNEhE0Zio52ZOpNmoVSjATLCASu3Yn3UMeIWdo
 u0IiZh9TmM1mG1q3BPhO8yYNZHb7uJ0tZcjRZtvGkGw6yNN//at83s
 fbpYft4s83mzzOfNMp83y3zeLPN5s8znzTKfN8t83izzebPMn+VmmV
 xhLVcu5yrFXGk9t1HKra3nHhVyRfgK1+EHrsBXfgA+wwf4Ch/gZyO3
 KZ/zuQLcgiuV3Do8Cb/hXfjAb8FdvkV9rcNb8FOhD/AWNwu/udP13C
 Z/hvFwa3B3k0bF43mUe8wj5MHwk9A+t8wDppbXuXdopJLb4Hf5Bz7z
 i9w+zzTRPn/lEcJv6KKQK23Q2GjwG/yMTI2/8pQrZiQ8JGhnM/cY2q
 GRrMuL0ojVjiapjBw+RETOF0q5HI9fDyOf+xJ+cut5fKYMjfB07N88
 eGpqzSzNOrdQpBnBFSE+N86d0pRhpvDABl8RNrCXT16vmMma2a3zZ/
 gBkgqp+a0yNS7N8gQt7irTM3p9ZU1p0Te4EeYrYAyhszzJ71bMRRmJ
 TFnuchfyALGfniw/sG7WqGT4GZ6BWzAjkBQYAL/Fr/AAZBgyfeZPEa
 syCRo/kxArYrAyM2Qeh7dB5CWS5nMb8EM9lvLAGzlYlzKNPI99rRuR
 hAYrIn0wThYQIyMVe+14ACxc9PojJhdcEerlSUVUzMBENFhdsBjykj
 3JfQG3Nkh8eAnKNBK7RyEgX9+kh6ELHh70a4lbkQfMs+BO4UWmJF/n
 z2v0ChNN1AI/A2v0JPelLVPpCULjMkgWulIkKRUeXtniJSbU49wXvI
 jCMLY2Y26nliuiBqULlg4jX7pTW2PY7ETU2BTFIr/XcfUrLNqFPNyF
 ga7Rb1AHJVYUxCrAM1q4sMc83M8BL32RL9DD/GL0vO4un/sF9UhjiK
 bAnTK1aXG1QmAaAlVZw/O6QyPf0HII2wiryMR5TddJqCv44oaYA/69
 YcyBre2/yH25QTRhBmAlwJwM7cBFmAIzg6YPqaCiETTpWvS5iCfzVV
 kvyhNbDKFxVuMyjEp+A6lnlG0ZJ7K5noe55IAy+exFAZ0NDFCCf/7K
 UokgtnD1P9AV+yJ3JzSnwazTpPSQSmaavDoF1id5oGSOeKnEb4m2Yd
 FDI5uHK7mCWfqyYUicu30rDw/nqH1RShVDjUdxaqzHqVGxqFFe47sp
 Fi3my5nXU/RBDUyyw+IAA96I9Gq+xDRntiFVUCnoi2VQm/8+t8macC
 1f4Y4exzlfBvA4JRFiuIXIRo2vsyCLbrEVLHMvvwj01L0Y4oh0M3NW
 jAUXMCYmXj4zbxt1VJG76wbbFIyKYK2VwAYJYJAcwIeABA9e1GzCsG
 b2xWqceEYPWKy/PTXbyLIlEssi2oYk/ZGIuWF1fBIaf2QsDtsCImZB
 NB5TRhaRh812s2ItqKy1aIwIaOWLzNhk0dZB8wtX8xSYCbkdYyM00W
 iCuneD8TYENAoaXLfwpKA+vmhTkj+LspKhGqxe5q+8fHz9ce6JwW/M
 tJFqZT0gCNNmOSG7KBnolJtFBZ5fQyMCUIStiXleuJepGkMsxnbbDo
 L0a1Ngw6hu4QcemEzWUPIR81XRuBjsgBTiOJCIvy5js40LLxZDIzG+
 MkdmIR6PRRZNXmYq81ZEzIKxzjauE4AhcmdYelMcJfv6KrEyELpig4
 eCcTqYVhv5TV4abi1BkDXSjfLMasauSLPpWRjNtsHIEC0dEcQG6jYX
 CUsX4z4dfH5MiLFgcCavBU+kEPe/RPVxC+KqQAvcFLONSL1oae5UZI
 RFXggoT4p8SacVA2P4AW62qO1pQTSVGOiScYTXjYdiSy4vFiGTDYG4
 0jUzs+Yly1iI1hVlyPrE1vOrNLDQP3FLXL91QwpBRIZVyrJYtrZHCu
 crxDlFmOdfMDDIbxDSqJB3uSYyzgIrGklUYtF4fMycsgq2UyB03sw9
 wfHkyw93GolwPvcEfkg2SwRHxcZtkPWXpoCTQAY2ieu06gPsQa1tmg
 BIhpE1S2MtwYbdrPFGtTeXNxqMmUeYhHEC/xbzSnLBXB31W9H+XYEp
 Sa2VmG7IyT9FD68JwrS9Tv6g4YpxTgHf0nwJgGldEQsUiJlg67Mamc
 hcKnK9YPBtxdhNbFBjyJh3/AhR9/pPmuwXpllGfWuGbUolG9XkiwR3
 6Tchc1teeO58q2iCRdhIvkSsuJkprSKe4rwIToAXeSJCQ4lI8OuJAb
 DHZMU6Im9XGpfeqdMP2CBe5Sy7syGKV7ANkBT8eqMbta4znxlKVRgh
 rFnBPYGsxkhFRq0QD5qVrHCcUdEZiBTugtPHzMNyzQ6gwSdrxsBpmt
 jKRJQkt2Dc500x8WUyYUxGgb6CT2SosqxifG3jYk+hbBlQpmreSJ+w
 ijzGXbNit2NoYtOlKWYhG0uwbY0W1Lgtj0lz5i2RLxu5TiMfW8ML3v
 sIL1KHd6TlkglfJKIExcg/3RRZKKGrlXtMSpLhpTwmKk63v8JzxAa1
 goqCMHYMh+BQ7t/Ajw6LIRel+Yo1jO2dGe33UcFV4bG4jY5pPJslOH
 goKMgA73LRSJMNn2xomuBtsjsxqMDDlt8WZNokwLMpgb6CUQIF7Vnr
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 5SNNWxEZsYa3phmbFakVg2JqS7Bd9L9ob1slakPzU80WGw5DokjLiW
 K07amgMuENg+ctrLWCnqsAlXgisvrxxxhNleylL1m5kjWLNxJd2z4j
 /1SMd1CydMu6JSZGeCvi2rC2YVguXWzkHyUs1IbBRZnmpmigo/CtjK
 poFBRnW4qWiyFkscfGxt1Wa+ICi34Wti9bUes1K7xsa3XRP/Ii46WC
 CTibhS4XDbRLKHPilsfC82LOjPtgGSCipCyHbRlLJkuyZi1ZQhU8EB
 sRj3It3p1wtYgD29DErNnZSejPBPQVbk9PSnSL3aAIrG36Ba4Ym/IF
 Sxxc3zCafN0EbAsG/Rq8GuXRjPBu2gCDYYOoPqYJM5WI8yaG2Z/IwM
 TVqsSD5PCYSQqsF1NutRjrGM40UNzWDOuGV9kI2rzHdlbgDSfvhJmL
 VhpLQhYFA/sLJnNhpG8zkyuEhjYXMVsyb2+SkSqYQLpIsUyE47GlOH
 g2TnqGshIcIl2IWrNtTclKH7D2EOsgpGOlx+su/jLzgLHp6HNVJKfw
 k0wA3H2EbB7rRXhMLKwJCDwSVSaPkVP5SARQZiRuiJCFuZeBgVn9pL
 0QjcRwC7VWPvfvTIhD4GXCRNrtl3S8Okp0lqx0edGQa81yDBNCavtx
 mtXjrCVG3H6laICuICXzW/sjwlRW1+ubqGQesStEcUUGwxiNJ3XxyI
 LBlU0M4D8iChNz5nP/kegsqAlaWI/SPTCkMmVAynyLmcqQ9wu+QvHe
 KNppK96S5RmVDbaR2VnrsmbneoRuls9eIP32KBHU4kVcMyEmccxFAy
 RWwXgcX7FR3rQgHxtNk2yN9Mwm+WhFC8fCrEtWRjLxLgcByjpjpV2J
 TVMdIRxlgwHhW1bgJStRLnPh+XLMoZAKA8rXomWqEiy3iaYp5u9IFs
 +2vKyxbTGxl0ykjJ1N+owEEdUkrocNZkr5MocsflqM2pBoTfwdQ40I
 TEKDm7kcqBFUDuyVmAiqRFajUKqJPCScly/RK/mKifAlisZXekV+0r
 AtHVviEEeynXyBxBaXFX+4koSfMdGPJ7kcZvB1ZEzLFApLvkgTgetl
 nZszUT5eO9afprWszLJFpYIVAEGhzmq8ZGJ6QOEN7bxsMLOxh1I2ZS
 fgG/LgN3JAkM0ojBP/HVFAX1lb9QyP2b5Owyunns9oIfXuql5KH30d
 ubBst8zFPDxTUgUMosRMEIR4bBCXDopSYLNs4EFFIgY69JSv4NLnv0
 jPhTkwwRJG8+hGeIGgEZ4yvWiTi2Ju+QrWq+TXiRkq0ZKZhGnJpFrK
 JgEHC80YTB6AryBTzDmC5/Vdm9RgL/K5r8gio2bLFzl/La3xrPnzl7
 mvEtfJYLHCRCvzl7m/AmqbDPgaJxwlSWSQWGZrOjfN4R25tWaFCIzu
 0hb5y/xXJvcd9WgPL/1WYngPP/wX+b/kMHX6lVWjovYfpduXFWGAit
 Y//4iXhjUkp0czhfFjfwNtP8RU/BiI56McGOzHn/qbG8TPuf+eL1uO
 dMGADPtrWdKHRptX8KeUGpxWJbbSiYZr7toKK/08JznQzDDeilOH1w
 N0H1O8bAplxLiu535hZBgLGtItmKIHXSGxLlreOCpxw1YpGnOCGTut
 Ezcii6IHXzRXUGutR8VGtuZ9zM9EBRbazv1bhhG/QIUCnPTlRv4r1r
 wcghT1ZJdl2LZkDY1iQQLrX+Z+8de5X7KsxuPm2kmTK4w+OVmVCPSY
 RAsnC+2wjikp0Pa+WLDqZfMGv0pugOJWUdaWK1yxvAaUqyYCLDdTdT
 2zQfFhKlbEkyOwAjcfbLaSuBjpd03AImP6NMjO8nYEjrMfVbIcg2K6
 tOjPs3JIu15GjsRoAXuLrDF52YiCPuInGdZwI5v5x4yf5Pk01IsatF
 BU0SpuLptaTDG0RStQKB4s4zmJN7FvrGGWJSPCCWtRacuGeLA2HGEW
 FamJfPUUxk1kthLoNi2/7E4k6qErVoYb9Vgqiyb8tmZCrmvGh1w3Jb
 m2kyYsxAbecjzMpAy15Yf552HoL/6V1C6XrLj5Wix5YKujshjdUlYW
 0HbzbBNmrfi6kMj2hwkyPpKHy1Z+SBpkK/OFVUoLQsFfEyMpmTxQ0V
 pWbk34DV8xmlzGXzDlHeVklUNUo58ZqhYnsxSvZihlxfHTtJKQqFm+
 iM8LUSBvXZhHVG485LpWjMfOYtEH7WxnrLIVdIsFte1VTombZlFRNc
 L/JSv2x6smFyXfo1mU0p+61iHeTinuXUs9hGCMSlTduCG6Qn6XTB1V
 warfkoDmmq4bLkfQwmJau5q/ZNcSmRGum3iHjKpIZot5VdKlrLHLpj
 LJBqzCnHZ4QoJiUslnZSzQjtuurGXaKqYXMtDaTlker84nJYo8orBa
 waQfKtZmFWG8qPCFM6bUyKa1P6dokgG2xrDFITGjjLjAp+tekThx3u
 yRr8UHKTUuUgcv4fI1E6qWvFHBbKWwkveb8lnmu8nm2EgQsYSO+4sW
 smubijoOrkvbJS68Yarq2Shv5p8wtRPxwYIpSTTqYtPCgabKSmuzbN
 NjN5UOwdsOlRhQs6BRXwWrXEasbfSAwY3C5AmFIKU8ZhXW2XmTHDAX
 iBCeKSU0808cki6xXRcmFEayA9zCpaJ+S1bSq2Ip3pJVqc/2qGJ1kT
 Z52pcx+x8KJh/DLXxMESSDyUTxXKKkwNbkiQFkFB+YjQelVFHymk7R
 lUQihCBr1ru2shKRKUfE19UbTJ8IYJPsi7a0fRB2r7gvST4J6hDCyi
 ISSSOQaaMLW4Wa6RRFyjZjGws1gjL4fE0sgrwu7Ce0lYKVBGFlAALt
 iparksjIJu4KiQpW8TeTiO2jsQVAty/WrMyoGD4x7hJQE+qVLc4sWc
 VeWil9mipeS6ti0Y1s74TJbX6wTXPFuBW2hZVhFwyAZ39E0xxccvTK
 N4SHbaTHhBIZlBYE/NjKvBSv9BKVbjOwvVLigIihl4eLVn2qEeTMMu
 hoce2mZAep3WMx2vwjmc5N+6uIm0z/H1c5iCitWZV5Bn/yGHSRaNGK
 V8pdRnSEhaIaERk/Gb7NdZPYk0qsgsWfAkUKWfXWoqNkOmWrvKao68
 l0s0JqGbnsebPjjPJYhcbGxSLSV9H4IAKkLTMU+SZsVb/CmO+6zaWS
 QBWVIkbHNkxFg2y597KuWYmKOdjxEQYQU1W2Cs15GIltrgUrjy4qtG
 hhfpv9UtigLMZCgBArAS4+KFNBQCFeT2nNBUktxRNiK4u6rpr36VWM
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s://justiceforuswgo.nl/","U":"https://justiceforuswgo.nl
/","IAR":false,"LI":null,"SRCI":2,"IU":null,"NU":"justiceforuswgo.nl","UFT":"
{101:19,102:1,105:18,108:3,110:15,111:18,112:2,114:15,116:1,119:15,121:12,122:2,123:1,125:2,131:10000000,135:\"
\",142:0,205:466,206:74,207:54,208:5,209:51,210:4,211:47,212:5,213:54,214:4,215:60,216:4,217:62,218:5,219:56,22
{"UF":"256","OCH":"412594985251778972","SCHM":"Https","CNT":"1","SL":"1","LOG":"1"},"PROC":
[]}]
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-PersistedUrlCount: 5
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-FeatureTable:

{255:58,256:1,259:8178,260:8766,261:44,262:5,758:"FEF67115.ACDA57CC.F2E63F73.8AF6E96E.204A7",824:39,825:5,827:2
1,1052:-1,1053:-1,1054:-1}
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-MetadataFeatureTable:

{1028:9130,1029:9068,1030:307,1031:61,1032:9130,1033:9068,1034:307,1035:61,1038:9130,1039:9068,1040:307,1041:61
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Antispam-PreContentFilter-ScanContext:

CategorizerOnSubmitted;
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AVScannedByV2: true
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-AVScanComplete: true
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-IsAnyAttachmentAtpSupported: true
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-UrlSelected: 1
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-UrlLogged: 1
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Cross-Session-Cache:

=?utf-8?B?MDBDSVA9OTYuMTAzLjE0Ni41ODtFSVBDMD0yMDA0LDIwNTUsOTUwLDk1MSwy?=
 =?utf-8?B?MDA1LDIwMDYsMjAwNywyMDA4LDIwMDksMjAxMCwyMDExLDIwMTIsMjAxMywy?=
 =?utf-8?B?MDE0LDIwMDAsMjA1MCwyMDUxLDIwNTIsOTUyLDkwMiwyMDU0LDIwMTYsOTAz?=
 =?utf-8?B?LDkwMSw5MDUsMjAwMywyMDAxLDMwMDAsOTA0LDE3NzMsMjAwMiw5NjcsMjA1?=
 =?utf-8?B?OCwyMDU5LDIwNjAsNTMxLDIwMTcsNTA4MCw1MDAxLDUwNTcsNTA1OCw1MDU2?=
 =?utf-8?B?LDUwNTQsNTA1MSw1MDUyLDkwNiw1MDEwLDUwNTUsNTA1Myw1MDU5LDUwMTEs?=
 =?utf-8?B?NTAwMiw1MDAzLDUwMDUsNTA3MDtNSVBDMD07UkVQPTAxLDEsLTkyMjMzNzIw?=
 =?utf-8?B?MzY4NTQ3NzU4MDhcOzAxLDIsLTkyMjMzNzIwMzY4NTQ3NzU4MDhcOzAxLDMs?=
 =?utf-8?B?LTkyMjMzNzIwMzY4NTQ3NzU4MDhcOzAxLDQsLTkyMjMzNzIwMzY4NTQ3NzU4?=
 =?utf-8?B?MDhcOzAxLDUsLTkyMjMzNzIwMzY4NTQ3NzU4MDhcOzAxLDYsLTkyMjMzNzIw?=
 =?utf-8?B?MzY4NTQ3NzU4MDhcOzAxLDcsLTkyMjMzNzIwMzY4NTQ3NzU4MDhcOzAxLDgs?=
 =?utf-8?B?LTkyMjMzNzIwMzY4NTQ3NzU4MDhcOzAxLDksLTkyMjMzNzIwMzY4NTQ3NzU4?=
 =?utf-8?B?MDhcOzAxLDEwLC05MjIzMzcyMDM2ODU0Nzc1ODA4XDswMSwxMSwtOTIyMzM3?=
 =?utf-8?B?MjAzNjg1NDc3NTgwOFw7MDEsMTIsLTkyMjMzNzIwMzY4NTQ3NzU4MDhcOzAx?=
 =?utf-8?B?LDUwMCwtOTIyMzM3MjAzNjg1NDc3NTgwOFw7MDIsMSwtOTIyMzM3MjAzNjg1?=
 =?utf-8?B?NDc3NTgwOFw7MDIsMiwtOTIyMzM3MjAzNjg1NDc3NTgwOFw7MDIsMywtOTIy?=
 =?utf-8?B?MzM3MjAzNjg1NDc3NTgwOFw7MDIsNCwtOTIyMzM3MjAzNjg1NDc3NTgwOFw7?=
 =?utf-8?B?MDIsNSwtOTIyMzM3MjAzNjg1NDc3NTgwOFw7MDIsNiwtOTIyMzM3MjAzNjg1?=
 =?utf-8?B?NDc3NTgwOFw7MDIsNywtOTIyMzM3MjAzNjg1NDc3NTgwOFw7MDIsNTAwLC05?=
 =?utf-8?B?MjIzMzcyMDM2ODU0Nzc1ODA4O1NMPTE7RU1TTD0xO1NDTD0wO0JMPTA7Ukw9?=
 =?utf-8?B?MTtQSUQ9MDtFWFBJRD07SXNJbmNvbWluZ01haWw9dHJ1ZTtUSVA9Tm90TGlz?=
 =?utf-8?B?dGVkO0NJUENSWT1VUztTQVVUSE9QPTE7Uk1YPU9mZmljZTM2NTtSRUNJUElF?=
 =?utf-8?B?TlRET01BSU5fT1JJRz1vYWcuc3RhdGUudmEudXM7RUlQQzE9MjAwNCwyMDU1?=
 =?utf-8?B?LDk1MCw5NTEsMjAwNSwyMDA2LDIwMDcsMjAwOCwyMDA5LDIwMTAsMjAxMSwy?=
 =?utf-8?B?MDEyLDIwMTMsMjAxNCwyMDAwLDIwNTAsMjA1MSwyMDUyLDk1Miw5MDIsMjA1?=
 =?utf-8?B?NCwyMDE2LDkwMyw5MDEsOTA1LDIwMDMsMjAwMSwzMDAwLDkwNCwxNzczLDIw?=
 =?utf-8?B?MDIsOTY3LDIwNTgsMjA1OSwyMDYwLDUzMSwyMDE3LDUwODAsNTAwMSw1MDU3?=
 =?utf-8?B?LDUwNTgsNTA1Niw1MDU0LDUwNTEsNTA1Miw5MDYsNTAxMCw1MDU1LDUwNTMs?=
 =?utf-8?B?NTA1OSw1MDExLDUwMDIsNTAwMyw1MDA1LDUwNzA7TUlQQzE9OTUxO0E9MDA7?=
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 =?utf-8?B?TVg9MDA7UFRSPTAwcmVzcW10YS1hMXAtMDc3NzIxLnN5cy5jb21jYXN0Lm5l?=
 =?utf-8?B?dDtTUEY9YjAxMTFjbUpvYVd4c05qZEFZMjl0WTJGemRDNXVaWFE9O0RLSU09?=
 =?utf-8?B?MDBNakF4T1RBeU1ESmhMbDlrYjIxaGFXNXJaWGt1WTI5dFkyRnpkQzV1WlhR?=
 =?utf-8?B?PVw7ZGoxRVMwbE5NVHRyUFhKellUdHdQVTFKU1VKSmFrRk9RbWRyY1docmFV?=
 =?utf-8?B?YzVkekJDUVZGRlJrRkJUME5CVVRoQlRVbEpRa05uUzBOQlVVVkJObWh2WkdO?=
 =?utf-8?B?bVdqZGtaR3BzVFZGbFZtRm9VbEpxUldaYVdEZDVUME5SYVROQ1VDOW9TVE4w?=
 =?utf-8?B?V214aEwwOU1WR0Z2T1VGclkxUjVkSFUxT0dWV2RFWm9aMWx5YkZCa1UxazNV?=
 =?utf-8?B?RmxXV0dkdGNXMXFXVk5RTkRCeVVXcDFWelJ1Tms4M09GYzNhVmhEZG5STlMw?=
 =?utf-8?B?OUtRV0pSS3pSQ2JVbDZTbFIzTmtGWlNVRXdhSFZvWWxJMVUwbGxjM2N4U1hG?=
 =?utf-8?B?alZtRk1NRzVrTjNZcmEydFRMM2hJVHl0M2JGQmliVGxyWmtoYU1IRm5WbWM1?=
 =?utf-8?B?VkhGSGFHMWlTekZHV0doM1ZERm1hRTAxZDBacFoweG9TVEIzV1RGNFkxQTJR?=
 =?utf-8?B?MnhOUm5obU9EWmFTV0U0UlRKak1FNHlXbXBQUWk4NE5IRmFUMmRtUzJWeFFX?=
 =?utf-8?B?WXJUVWxzYUc1bGRUTkVRVUZYZFdkck0wWmxXREkwYmk5WWEzcDZXRzFGVkdK?=
 =?utf-8?B?Q2RYQnpZek40U1ZaVU5tTjJOMlJQYjJWVFoybDRRa2xaVWs1MFdHWnRUREl4?=
 =?utf-8?B?WVcxalUyOUVSbkZpZW1KdmIxWjJMM1JQYUU5NGFDdDFWbFJUYTI5UVVsaFJT?=
 =?utf-8?B?VVJCVVVGQztETUFSQz0wMFkyOXRZMkZ6ZEM1dVpYUT1cO2RqMUVUVUZTUXpF?=
 =?utf-8?Q?7IHA9bm9uZTtzcD1ub25lOy?=
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Cross-Session-Cache:

=?utf-8?B?MDFCeWRXRTliV0ZwYkhSdk9tUnRZWEpqTFhKMVlVQmtiV0Z5WTNSbGMzUXVZ?=
 =?utf-8?B?Mjl0WTJGemRDNXVaWFE3O0FVVEhSRVM9W214Lm1pY3Jvc29mdC5jb20sMV17?=
 =?utf-8?B?NSwxLFVBQmhBSE1BY3dBPSxjd0JsQUc0QVpBQmxBSElBSUFCSkFGQUFJQUJw?=
 =?utf-8?B?QUhNQUlBQTVBRFlBTGdBeEFEQUFNd0F1QURFQU5BQTJBQzRBTlFBNEFBPT0s?=
 =?utf-8?B?Y3dCdEFIUUFjQUF1QUhJQVl3QndBSFFBVkFCdkFFUUFid0J0QUdFQWFRQnVB?=
 =?utf-8?B?QT09fGJ3QmhBR2NBTGdCekFIUUFZUUIwQUdVQUxnQjJBR0VBTGdCMUFITUEs?=
 =?utf-8?B?Y3dCdEFIUUFjQUF1QUUwQVlRQnBBR3dBUmdCeUFHOEFiUUE9fFl3QnZBRzBB?=
 =?utf-8?B?WXdCaEFITUFkQUF1QUc0QVpRQjBBQT09fXs5LDEsVUFCaEFITUFjd0E9LGNB?=
 =?utf-8?B?QTlBRzRBYndCdUFHVUFJQUJ6QUhBQVBRQnVBRzhBYmdCbEFDQUFjQUJqQUhR?=
 =?utf-8?B?QVBRQXhBREFBTUFBPSxZUUJqQUhRQWFRQnZBRzRBfFRnQnZBRzRBWlFBPSxh?=
 =?utf-8?B?QUJsQUdFQVpBQmxBSElBTGdCbUFISUFid0J0QUE9PXxZd0J2QUcwQVl3QmhB?=
 =?utf-8?B?SE1BZEFBdUFHNEFaUUIwQUE9PX17MiwxLFVBQmhBSE1BY3dBPSxjd0JwQUdj?=
 =?utf-8?B?QWJnQmhBSFFBZFFCeUFHVUFJQUIzQUdFQWN3QWdBSFlBWlFCeUFHa0FaZ0Jw?=
 =?utf-8?B?QUdVQVpBQT0sYUFCbEFHRUFaQUJsQUhJQUxnQmtBQT09fFl3QnZBRzBBWXdC?=
 =?utf-8?B?aEFITUFkQUF1QUc0QVpRQjBBQT09fXsxMiw3LFRnQnZBRzRBWlFBPSxNQUE9?=
 =?utf-8?B?fTtTcGZSZXN1bHQ9MTtQMkRLSU1BTFNUPTE7RGtpbVN0YXR1cz0xO0RraW1T?=
 =?utf-8?B?Uz0wO0RtYXJjU3RhdHVzPTE7RG1hcmNBY3Rpb249MDtBUkNSRVM9djEwMDAw?=
 =?utf-8?B?MDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDAwMDtBcmNPdmVy?=
 =?utf-8?B?cmlkZURtYXJjRmFpbHVyZT0wO0NBdXRoRXhwPXRydWU7UFJlUkM9MTtBVENI?=
 =?utf-8?B?Qz01O0lzQW55QXR0YWNobWVudEF0cFN1cHBvcnRlZD10cnVlO1VSTENfQkU9?=
 =?utf-8?B?MTA7VVJMQ19CRUM9MTA7VVJMQ19CPTM7VVJMQ19CQz0zO1VSTENfQUU9MjtV?=
 =?utf-8?B?UkxDX0E9MjtVTUVQVj0zNTQxO1VNSFBWPTEyMTQ7RkNfREJHPTI1NjtGUFI9?=
 =?utf-8?B?RkFFNjcxMTUuQUNGQTVGQ0MuRjJFNjNGN0IuODJGNjI5QTEuMjA0RTc7VERO?=
 =?utf-8?Q?A=3DFEF67115.ACDA57CC.F2E63F73.8AF6E96E.204A7?=
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-OffboxClassificationInfo:

{"EndpointId":"DCS","OperationIds":{},"OperationStates":{},"EndpointSettings":
{},"Classifiers":null,"RuleInfos":[],"CorrelationId":"cc0e40d8-dad7-45c7-a4cd-
f5975a42a9b0","TotalClassificationLatency":"00:00:00"}
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-ExternalRoutingTopologyAnalysis:
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-Recipient-Limit-Verified: True
X-MS-Exchange-Organization-TotalRecipientCount: 1
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep PART 2
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/24/2022, 1:06 AM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, "eferguson@fergusonlaw.net"
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>

Split a�achments PART 2

On 7/24/2022 12:51 AM, ROBERTA HILL wrote:

Aaron Ziglar and a�orney Eric Ferguson,

My son Brian David Hill is filing one more le�er in this case otherwise he will file a second
complaint against The Chimney Sweep and may file a complaint against Aaron Ziglar (if he refuses
to accept this le�er with the final evidence) with the Judicial Inquiry and Review Commission to
force this informa�on on the record at the A�orney General's office, it must be on record, the bank
account records. Brian will just file those in his federal and state cases to force this informa�on to
be filed on record to disprove Mr. Cassell's wall of denials. He is a difficult witness as my son has
claimed in this le�er. By legal defini�on, Jacody Cassell refuses to be a witness, so he is a difficult
witness.

We have the bank records and it does have a $300 check paid on October 6, 2017, a day a�er the
check was given to somebody working for "The Chimney Sweep". Along with the telephone
numbers from the phone logs which can be verified by xFinity / Comcast. All it proves the wall of
denials by Jacody Cassell will not suffice as facts in a Federal Court on an eviden�ary hearing for
Writs of Habeas Corpus.

My son is filing this last le�er in this case. Please accept it and file it in the record.

There is also a li�ga�on hold le�er. My son will be adding Jacody Cassell in his witness lists to push
for requiring Jacody Cassell to appear in federal court in North Carolina and in Roanoke or
Abingdon or on Zoom, for any court ordered eviden�ary hearings.

I am sorry but my son will not give up un�l he is properly acqui�ed of his state charge.

This will be his last le�er in this complaint case. Since Brian w

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 7/18/2022 2:29 PM, Ziglar, Aaron M. wrote:

Good a�ernoon Mr. Hill,
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Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to a�empt to assist in the
resolu�on of your complaint. The dispute resolu�on process is not a legal process – thus, there is
no final decision that our Office will make.  Par�cipa�on is voluntary – we cannot compel either
party to respond or accept the other party’s offer of resolu�on.  If a mutually agreeable
resolu�on cannot be obtained we typically advise the complainant of other op�ons available to
pursue the complaint in court, at which point our Office is no longer involved. 

Unfortunately, it does not seem the dispute resolu�on process is the appropriate forum to
resolve your dispute with The Chimney Sweep. As a result, we are closing your complaint.
Consequently, your only recourse may be to pursue this ma�er through the appropriate court. 
You may wish to consult with a private a�orney to discuss your op�ons in this ma�er.  If you do
not have an a�orney, you may contact one through the Virginia Lawyer Referral Service at (804)
775-0808 or toll-free inside Virginia at 1-800-552-7977 or by visi�ng: www.vsb.org/vlrs/. You
may also consider filing in Small Claims court. For more  informa�on about Virginia's court
system, please visit www.courts.state.va.us/courts/home.html, or contact your local General
District Court Clerk's office.

This Office will retain your complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia
Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the
public for review, upon request.

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

A�achments:

Oct 5 2017 check stub.pdf 503 KB

USWGO_20220723_165251(OCR)_Redacted.pdf 8.3 MB
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USWGO_20220723_165737(OCR).pdf 184 KB
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep PART 1
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 7/24/2022, 1:07 AM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, "eferguson@fergusonlaw.net"
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>

Split a�achments PART 1

On 7/24/2022 12:51 AM, ROBERTA HILL wrote:

Aaron Ziglar and a�orney Eric Ferguson,

My son Brian David Hill is filing one more le�er in this case otherwise he will file a second
complaint against The Chimney Sweep and may file a complaint against Aaron Ziglar (if he refuses
to accept this le�er with the final evidence) with the Judicial Inquiry and Review Commission to
force this informa�on on the record at the A�orney General's office, it must be on record, the bank
account records. Brian will just file those in his federal and state cases to force this informa�on to
be filed on record to disprove Mr. Cassell's wall of denials. He is a difficult witness as my son has
claimed in this le�er. By legal defini�on, Jacody Cassell refuses to be a witness, so he is a difficult
witness.

We have the bank records and it does have a $300 check paid on October 6, 2017, a day a�er the
check was given to somebody working for "The Chimney Sweep". Along with the telephone
numbers from the phone logs which can be verified by xFinity / Comcast. All it proves the wall of
denials by Jacody Cassell will not suffice as facts in a Federal Court on an eviden�ary hearing for
Writs of Habeas Corpus.

My son is filing this last le�er in this case. Please accept it and file it in the record.

There is also a li�ga�on hold le�er. My son will be adding Jacody Cassell in his witness lists to push
for requiring Jacody Cassell to appear in federal court in North Carolina and in Roanoke or
Abingdon or on Zoom, for any court ordered eviden�ary hearings.

I am sorry but my son will not give up un�l he is properly acqui�ed of his state charge.

This will be his last le�er in this complaint case. Since Brian w

Thanks,
Roberta Hill

On 7/18/2022 2:29 PM, Ziglar, Aaron M. wrote:

Good a�ernoon Mr. Hill,
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Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to a�empt to assist in the
resolu�on of your complaint. The dispute resolu�on process is not a legal process – thus, there is
no final decision that our Office will make.  Par�cipa�on is voluntary – we cannot compel either
party to respond or accept the other party’s offer of resolu�on.  If a mutually agreeable
resolu�on cannot be obtained we typically advise the complainant of other op�ons available to
pursue the complaint in court, at which point our Office is no longer involved. 

Unfortunately, it does not seem the dispute resolu�on process is the appropriate forum to
resolve your dispute with The Chimney Sweep. As a result, we are closing your complaint.
Consequently, your only recourse may be to pursue this ma�er through the appropriate court. 
You may wish to consult with a private a�orney to discuss your op�ons in this ma�er.  If you do
not have an a�orney, you may contact one through the Virginia Lawyer Referral Service at (804)
775-0808 or toll-free inside Virginia at 1-800-552-7977 or by visi�ng: www.vsb.org/vlrs/. You
may also consider filing in Small Claims court. For more  informa�on about Virginia's court
system, please visit www.courts.state.va.us/courts/home.html, or contact your local General
District Court Clerk's office.

This Office will retain your complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia
Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the
public for review, upon request.

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

A�achments:

Le�er to Aaron Ziglar and Eric Ferguson - July 23, 2022(3) w_evidence.pdf 11.8 MB
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Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep PART 1
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/25/2022, 10:04 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

[Office of the Attorney General]
Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M:  | F: 
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us<mailto:AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
https://www.oag.state.va.us

ForwardedMessage.eml

Subject: Read: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep PART 1
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/25/2022, 10:04 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

A�achments:

ForwardedMessage.eml 16.1 KB

winmail.dat 5.8 KB
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL
SIGNED CHECK
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 8/15/2022, 10:28 PM
To: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>, "eferguson@fergusonlaw.net"
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>, "Coen, Chris" <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>, "OAG Criminal Li�ga�on
(oagcriminalli�ga�on@oag.state.va.us)" <oagcriminalli�ga�on@oag.state.va.us>
CC: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net"
<kenstella2005@comcast.net>, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl"
<StanleyBolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>

Photocopy of check signed by Mr. Cassell, photocopy from TRUIST Bank a�er weeks
of research the bank needed as per my request. Brian will be filing a new complaint
against Mr. Cassell for lying to the A�orney General to dismiss a complaint with
factual issues of carbon monoxide gas caused by metal �n being placed on chimney
flues by denying everything to the extent where there is lying, with proof that Eric
Ferguson and JaCody Cassell lied to the Office of the A�orney General. Lied by
claiming never did any work/service or es�mate for the Hills. $300 check was signed
for by Cassell. His signature in cursive wri�ng does show his signature.

By denying ever conduc�ng any service or es�mate, $300 was assumed to have been
paid for absolutely nothing. That is business fraud, $300 paid for nothing. TRUIST has
the records.

A new complaint will be filed by Brian Hill with the evidence proving that JaCody
Cassell lied through his a�orney, that may be fraud.

See Virginia Code, Chapter 6. Crimes Involving Fraud, § 18.2-178. Obtaining money or
signature, etc., by false pretense.

Since $300 was paid for no service since JaCody Cassell denied everything, then
$300 was paid for no service, therefore if	Cassell	wishes	to	continue	denying,
then	$300	was	paid	for	no	service	which	may	be	a	false	pretense.	It	is	your
choice	Eric	Ferguson	and	JaCody	Cassell,	if	you	wish	to	continue	denying
that	any	service	was	ever	done,	continue	denying	any	estimate,	well	then	I
paid	$300	for	nothing	to	you	and	that	isn't	true.	That	may	be	considered
business	fraud	depending	on	how	the	laws	are	interpreted.

The	U.S.	Probation	Of�ice	may	also	receive	this	evidence	to	conduct	their
own	investigation,	the	State	Police	may	receive	a	copy.	It	is	time	for	Brian
David	Hill	to	be	acquitted	of	his	state	charge	of	indecent	exposure,	Brian
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David	Hill	=	Innocence.

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject:Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
Date:Tue, 12 Jul 2022 14:24:35 +0000
From:Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>

To:ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

CITATION:

The only thing I am interested in is if The
Chimney Sweep did any work for them in 2017. 
If they have a check, then produce it.  If not,
then drop this ma�er.

A�achments:

USWGO_20220815_202415.PDF 400 KB

USWGO_20220815_194924.PDF 1.8 MB
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Subject: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK,
CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 8/19/2022, 11:36 AM
To: "rbhill67@comcast.net" <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Dear Mr. Hill/Mr. Ferguson,
Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your dispute. Our Office
has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you
would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.
In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed and no further
ac�on will be taken. Please note that I will be on an extended leave of absence from the office a�er today. Please
direct any ques�ons or wri�en correspondence to Demetrice Davis. Her email address is DADavis@oag.state.va.us
and her telephone number is (804) 786-1304.
This  Office  will  retain  the  complaint  form  and  copies  of  all  official  correspondence  regarding  the  complaint  in
accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be
advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or respond to this
message.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2022 10:28 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>; eferguson@fergusonlaw.net; Coen, Chris <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>;
OAGCriminalLi�ga�on <OAGCriminalLi�ga�on@oag.state.va.us>
Cc: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>; kenstella2005@comcast.net; stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
Importance: High

Photocopy of check signed by Mr. Cassell, photocopy from TRUIST Bank
a�er weeks of research the bank needed as per my request. Brian will
be filing a new complaint against Mr. Cassell for lying to the A�orney
General to dismiss a complaint with factual issues of carbon monoxide
gas caused by metal �n being placed on chimney flues by denying
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everything to the extent where there is lying, with proof that Eric
Ferguson and JaCody Cassell lied to the Office of the A�orney General.
Lied by claiming never did any work/service or es�mate for the Hills.
$300 check was signed for by Cassell. His signature in cursive wri�ng
does show his signature.

By denying ever conduc�ng any service or es�mate, $300 was assumed
to have been paid for absolutely nothing. That is business fraud, $300
paid for nothing. TRUIST has the records.

A new complaint will be filed by Brian Hill with the evidence proving
that JaCody Cassell lied through his a�orney, that may be fraud.

See Virginia Code, Chapter 6. Crimes Involving Fraud, § 18.2-178. Obtaining money or
signature, etc., by false pretense.

Since $300 was paid for no service since JaCody Cassell denied
everything, then $300 was paid for no service, therefore if Cassell
wishes to con�nue denying, then $300 was paid for no service which
may be a false pretense. It is your choice Eric Ferguson and JaCody
Cassell, if you wish to con�nue denying that any service was ever
done, con�nue denying any es�mate, well then I paid $300 for nothing
to you and that isn't true. That may be considered business fraud
depending on how the laws are interpreted.

The U.S. Proba�on Office may also receive this evidence to conduct
their own inves�ga�on, the State Police may receive a copy. It is �me
for Brian David Hill to be acqui�ed of his state charge of indecent
exposure, Brian David Hill = Innocence.

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject:Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
Date:Tue, 12 Jul 2022 14:24:35 +0000
From:Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>

To:ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

CITATION:

FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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The only thing I am interested
in is if The Chimney Sweep did
any work for them in 2017.  If
they have a check, then
produce it.  If not, then drop
this ma�er.

A�achments:

USWGO_20220815_202415.PDF 400 KB

USWGO_20220815_194924.PDF 1.8 MB
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Subject: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK,
CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
From: "Davis, Demetrice A." <DADavis@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 8/24/2022, 9:44 AM
To: "rbhill67@comcast.net" <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Dear Mrs. Hill,

This email is to advise you that your complaint has been re-assigned to my a�en�on.  Aaron Ziglar will be out of the
office on extended leave; however, he did forward the new informa�on that you provided to Mr. Ferguson (see the
below email).  Please feel free to contact me if you have any ques�ons or concerns.

I see that you have copied others here at the A�orney General’s Office regarding your son’s complaint.  Do you
currently have a criminal case that our office is involved in?  I do not work in that sec�on so I do not have access to
that informa�on.

Thank you,

Demetrice A. Davis | Unit Manager, CIRU and DRU

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1304 | M: | F:
DADavis@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2022 10:48 AM
To: eferguson@fergusonlaw.net
Cc: Davis, Demetrice A. <DADavis@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: RE: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
Importance: High

Dear Mr. Hill/Mr. Ferguson,
Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your dispute. Our Office
has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you
would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.
In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed and no further
ac�on will be taken. Please note that I will be on an extended leave of absence from the office a�er today. Please
direct any ques�ons or wri�en correspondence to Demetrice Davis. Her email address is DADavis@oag.state.va.us
and her telephone number is (804) 786-1304.
This  Office  will  retain  the  complaint  form  and  copies  of  all  official  correspondence  regarding  the  complaint  in
accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be
advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or respond to this
message.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2022 10:28 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>; eferguson@fergusonlaw.net; Coen, Chris <ccoen@oag.state.va.us>;
OAGCriminalLi�ga�on <OAGCriminalLi�ga�on@oag.state.va.us>
Cc: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>; kenstella2005@comcast.net; stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
Importance: High

Photocopy of check signed by Mr. Cassell, photocopy from TRUIST Bank
a�er weeks of research the bank needed as per my request. Brian will
be filing a new complaint against Mr. Cassell for lying to the A�orney
General to dismiss a complaint with factual issues of carbon monoxide
gas caused by metal �n being placed on chimney flues by denying
everything to the extent where there is lying, with proof that Eric
Ferguson and JaCody Cassell lied to the Office of the A�orney General.
Lied by claiming never did any work/service or es�mate for the Hills.
$300 check was signed for by Cassell. His signature in cursive wri�ng
does show his signature.

By denying ever conduc�ng any service or es�mate, $300 was assumed
to have been paid for absolutely nothing. That is business fraud, $300
paid for nothing. TRUIST has the records.

A new complaint will be filed by Brian Hill with the evidence proving
that JaCody Cassell lied through his a�orney, that may be fraud.

See Virginia Code, Chapter 6. Crimes Involving Fraud, § 18.2-178. Obtaining money or
signature, etc., by false pretense.

Since $300 was paid for no service since JaCody Cassell denied
everything, then $300 was paid for no service, therefore if Cassell
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wishes to con�nue denying, then $300 was paid for no service which
may be a false pretense. It is your choice Eric Ferguson and JaCody
Cassell, if you wish to con�nue denying that any service was ever
done, con�nue denying any es�mate, well then I paid $300 for nothing
to you and that isn't true. That may be considered business fraud
depending on how the laws are interpreted.

The U.S. Proba�on Office may also receive this evidence to conduct
their own inves�ga�on, the State Police may receive a copy. It is �me
for Brian David Hill to be acqui�ed of his state charge of indecent
exposure, Brian David Hill = Innocence.

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject:Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
Date:Tue, 12 Jul 2022 14:24:35 +0000
From:Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>

To:ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

CITATION:

The only thing I am interested
in is if The Chimney Sweep did
any work for them in 2017.  If
they have a check, then
produce it.  If not, then drop
this ma�er.

A�achments:

USWGO_20220815_202415.PDF 400 KB

USWGO_20220815_194924.PDF 1.8 MB

FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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Subject: Re: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK,
CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 8/25/2022, 10:17 PM
To: "Davis, Demetrice A." <DADavis@oag.state.va.us>
CC: Kenstella <kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net"
<kenstella2005@comcast.net>, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl"
<stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>

Here is the evidence, not all of it, but the most important evidence which the Attorney General can
use for criminal investigations into The Chimney Sweep or the State Police should start up an
investigation depending on the level of crimes here. They can still resolve this complaint by
admitting to they're own mistake on October 5, 2017 of installing metal tin causing my son and I to
suffer months and months of gas poisoning. Your office also is involved with the Criminal Appellate
Section on three ongoing appeals on a judge denying my son's request for a new trial or judgment
of acquittal in my son's criminal case, and his dismissed Petition for Writ of Innocence because he
is innocent and he has the solid evidence proving he is innocent (not being medically cleared as
previously assumed by police). He will at at some point be filing with the Circuit Court this new
evidence of the more solid evidence he is innocent of his conviction. The Chimney Sweep are the
beginning of all of this, they caused the issues which caused my son to run away from home then
running naked on a deserted walking trail at night then was hospitalized but lab tests were never
completed despite medicaid being billed for procedure partially conducted.

The Chimney Sweep is the fault of all of this but the paragraph below is briefly on what had
happened. After the paragraphs, see the relevance and issues caused by The Chimney
Sweep as to why this is very important and must be resolved either by The Chimney Sweep
or investigate thoroughly by the Department of State Police through criminal referral. My
son plans on filing a report or multiple reports with the State Police if necessary to have his
indecent exposure conviction done away with as he has solid evidence that he didn't have
back in 2018 when he was arrested. He didn't have this evidence and his lawyer refused to
investigate any of it, he was just like Eric Placke, he just doesn't do anything. The Chimney
Sweep is the fault for this, but they didn't make him go out there naked, but they caused the
carbon monoxide gas by installing the metal tin on top of my Triplex chimney flues. Carbon
monoxide poisoning can cause indecent exposure, it can cause somebody with autism to
see hallucinations of a man in a hoodie threatening him to get naked and run around a
deserted walking trail at night. It was carbon monoxide, it was a medical emergency and not
a crime.

My son Brian David Hill was charged on September 21, 2018 with indecent exposure. He was
reportedly running around between 2-3AM around a deserted walking trail at night. He has autism
and that is in the Department of Motor Vehicles handicap system from a medical doctor. He has
diabetes but the police officer admitted under oath that he never knew Brian Hill was diabetic, but
that would be because he was out of it, he was not in his right mind at that time due to the carbon
monoxide. A vehicle around Hooker Street where the Dick and Willie walking trail was near a small
road, a vehicle saw him and reported that a naked male was running. He didn't stop and
masturbate, he didn't do any of that when I read my son's affidavits also filed in the Circuit Court.
He has type one brittle diabetes. My son said his memories were blacked out, he suspected he was
drugged. He told the court he thought he was drugged in writing but nobody ever conducted
completed laboratory tests, he could have been injected with some street drug and they never
checked him for drugs????

Re: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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The hospital did not conduct any laboratory testings, they billed Medicaid for drawing blood from
my son's arm but wasted the blood, Medicaid fraud or waste. They ordered (from medical record
page) what we believe may be drug tests, and they were lab tests, but we believe at the
beginning they wanted to determine if he was on any illegal drugs or anything but the lab
results were deleted from the chart without a valid explanation why. That is currently under
criminal or civil investigation with the Department of Health Professions. The U.S. Probation
Office may be conducting it's own criminal investigation into the medical neglect and destruction of
evidence and doctor lying to the local police. Officer Robert Jones of Martinsville Police was
questioned under oath for a probation hearing, he said they usually do lab work and other stuff and
assumed Brian Hill was medically and psychologically cleared. It is unlawful for false information to
be in a police criminal investigation report. The false information was that "he was medically and
psychologically cleared". Medicaid was billed for procedures not completed, lab work after blood
drawn and billed to Medicaid. The lab tests could have shown carbon monoxide gas poisoning
caused by The Chimney Sweep since October 5, 2017. After they sealed the chimney flues,
my son started saying he couldn't think straight, hit his head on the desk with blood coming
out of his forehead, and ambulance services showed up taking a photograph of his bloody
wound while blood was on the bed he was laying on, in November, 2017. Months later my son
kept complaining that he couldn't think straight and kept having diarrhea that went nonstop. He took
hours for repeatedly washing his clothes while they were on his body, washing his body, had soap
suds on his clothes and his probation officer saw that and thought he was mentally losing it. My son
was diagnosed with a psychosis a month after he was arrested. The court never knew about the
psychosis and was never informed during the General District Court proceedings. The court was
misled and we were misled, and that was why my son was convicted. The police were misled. The
truth is we believe it was carbon monoxide gas poisoning since October 5, 2017, which
caused all the different issues between then and the date of his arrest. Even after his arrest
he was still writing weird paranoid things and made no sense in his writings. He said he
kept his doors unlocked and was afraid to sleep in his bed. Claimed somebody was
observing him in the thicket in the neighbor's yard. Case no. CR1900009-00. Appeals
actively under 0290-22-3, 0289-22-3, and SCV of CAV no. 0173-22-3.

As to The Chimney Sweep, they had denied ever conducting any chimney work
or estimate for the residence of 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, VA 24112.

The Chimney Sweep also denied having any record of the chimney work done. Yet this month me
and my son received from TRUIST bank the signed check by Cassell, meaning that Cassell and
The Chimney Sweep was paid $300 for chimney work they denied ever doing and denied ever
conducting an estimate despite me having phone records from Comcast/xFinity proving that a
phone number belonging to James Cassell, father of JaCody Cassell had been in touch with me
multiple times in September and October, 2017. Those are in the records of this Dispute Resolution
Unit case.

See attachment: "Scan_13-06-2019_2359.pdf". Also see: "2017-9-27--1056AM.mp3". At the time I
had called multiple chimney services in 2017 because of chimney swifts which are birds had gone
into our chimney in 2016. My son lives in Apartment 2. He heard bird sounds from the fireplace
connected to our chimney in 2016, they were the chimney swifts. The voicemail from Karen
Compton of ACE Chimney, “2017-9-27--1056AM.mp3”, she did try reach back to me about the
"chimney cap". That was why I had asked The Chimney Sweep for an estimate. I called them
around September 26, 2017. See attachment: "2.28-7-1-2022-Call History October 23 2017
4_50AM (pages 1-5 excerpt records)(2).pdf". They have a logo for their business with the phone
number, the same phone number as the phone records.
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They lied to the Attorney General office about not ever providing an estimate but they had a
phone call with me over 3 minutes in length. Can be verified with xFinity/Comcast by
subpoena depending on how long they retain phone call records. They lied about providing
no service because of $300 check signed by Cassell himself. So he has lied to your office by
and through his attorney Eric Ferguson.

Now with their response to my son's complaint they are claiming they never did service but
received $300 signed by Cassell when he cashed in my check. They denied everything including
ever providing service in response to my son's complaint giving them a copy of his arrest warrant,
Pete Compton witness letter, medical records, and my son is blaming them since 2019 for the
carbon monoxide gas poisoning which he believes had caused his indecent exposure. It can cause
psychosis, hallucinations, Sinus Tachycardia (found in November, 2017 medical record), abnormal
WBC, abnormal MPV-Mean Platelet Volume.

Here is what I am willing to say under affidavit about The Chimney Sweep if needed from the State
Police or Attorney General:

1. I am Roberta Hill. I live in Apartment 1, 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, VA 24112. My son lives
below my apartment, in Apartment 2. The hot water heater and big radiator heating system is below
Apartment 2. Both systems use natural gas heating. They ventilate through the chimney flue or
flues. We call it the Triplex because it has three apartments stacked on top of the other. The third
has an apartment and then the radiator and hot water heater below my son's apartment.

2. Around September 26, 2017, I was contacting chimney services for them to place a chimney cap
or screening to prevent the birds from flying into the chimney of the Triplex. See
2017-9-27--1056AM.mp3. Karen Compton also was aware in 2017 that I had been interested in
looking for a chimney cap or some kind of screen to protect our chimney from those birds. I had
called The Chimney Sweep on September 26, 2017. Around October 5, 2017, there had been
some phone exchanges in the phone logs because that was the date they had scheduled an
appointment with me to come by the house.

3. October 5, 2017, I believe it was the young son of that chimney company, cannot say for a
complete fact whether it was JaCody Cassell or not as it was almost five years ago. They installed
something and the chimney swifts didn't come into the chimney that year. I paid $300 to The
Chimney Sweep after they did their work on that chimney. I never contracted services from any
other chimney service after when in October 5, 2017 the The Chimney Sweep had finished their
job. I did not contract chimney work after The Chimney Sweep in October 5, 2017, until I had asked
ACE Chimney Service which employed a service man named Pete Compton to come over in
January, 2019. See Scan_13-06-2019_2359.pdf. Prior to ACE Chimney, I had somebody else hired
to do work on why water damage was coming into my son's apartment even after my son was
arrested. I think that had costed over a thousand dollars I believe. We thought it was foundation
issues until later finding out about the carbon monoxide. We thought that it had something to do
with the foundation and wasted money on foundation work because it didn't cure the problem which
was the carbon monoxide.

4. My son started complaining that he couldn't think straight, didn't want to do things he had
planned to work on. He had constant diarrhea and thought it was candida fungus in his stomach
but got a colonoscopy I think in maybe 2018. Brian said he spoke with his gastroenterologist doctor
and they said he had no candida. The only issues found was the acid reflex being extreme to the
point where he had to be on acid reflex medication, some kind of medication temporarily. He still
had constant diarrhea. He thought it was the stress of his criminal case in him trying to have it
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overturned on actual innocence, his 1st 2255 case. He kept paying a lot of money to buy probiotics
and used his EBT money to buy these probiotic cultures. His diarrhea had gotten worse afterwards,
and he tried different probiotics cultures. He tried alternative medicine to get rid of candida yeast
fungus. My son knows that it was the carbon monoxide why he kept having really bad diarrhea in
late 2017, and then throughout 2018 until my son's arrest.

5. In 2018, His U.S. probation officer Jason McMurray of Roanoke had concerns with me and my
son Brian David Hill. He saw damage in his ceiling in his Apartment (Apartment 2). Brian had a
Jesus Christ wood art on his wall at one point beside the door and right beside the fireplace (where
the carbon monoxide was coming out) and it fell from the wall towards the floor but fell on furniture.
Other things started looking like they wanted to fall off the wall. Wall had what appeared to be like it
was crying tears and it coming down in the wall. The ceiling started breaking apart as each month
went by. Part of the ceiling collapsed and had to be redone. Lots of money was spent repairing the
damage caused by the carbon monoxide gas.

6. In 2018, I saw my son in the backyard giving weird looks like he didn't act right, he acted like he
wasn't himself. Carilion Clinic also did lab work and saw weird abnormal levels in my son's blood in
July 31, 2018 according to medical records I reviewed with my son. My son didn't act right. Kept
sleeping on my couch which he had not done before, didn't want to go to his own bed. His bowel
movements were so bad with his OCD routines where he kept washing his bands for hours, he
couldn't take it and kept sleeping on my couch a lot, playing video games then sleeping on my
couch in Apartment 1. I had to keep getting onto him about that then at a later time he slept on my
couch again. He said in affidavit (2018) that he was afraid to sleep in his own bed but kept the
doors unlocked downstairs. Almost as if he wanted to run away from home from something he
didn't know what it was. IT WAS CARBON MONOXIDE.

7. After hearing about my son being arrested, I thought it was weird for my son to walk out of the
house at night for hours, taking photos of himself. He acted like he was drunk or somebody may
have given him drugs.The hospital never completed the ordered lab tests. I reviewed over the
medical records from that time with my son which is how I know. We will never know if he was on
fentanyl, bath salts, any of those weird drugs. Somebody could have just influenced him that night
while he was walking as he has autism and can be manipulated by others into easily comply with
demands. Once we found out about the carbon monoxide, my son was back home on bond
conditions after the US Court ordered his release in May 2019. I trusted my son afterwards and he
was never been charged with indecent exposure afterwards, was never accused of it again. He had
not done it before, I feel like carbon monoxide is the truth, it is more provable than some kind
wearing a hoodie.

8. In January, 2019, Pete Compton had us look at the white residue on the chimney, white residue
in the fireplaces. I think he insisted to us that he could not leave the residence until he removed the
carbon monoxide issue. He said it felt hot, the metal tin placed on the chimney flues. He said metal
tin was placed on those chimney flues, never seen anything like that as far as he was aware of.
The only chimney business which was hired prior to Pete Compton was The Chimney Sweep in
October 5, 2017. We paid for gas fire logs and the gas logs may not work anymore as it has been
damaged by moisture, that evidence is still in the fireplaces for State Police to use as evidence of
the carbon monoxide gas caused by The Chimney Sweep. We paid a lot for remote controlled gas
logs to give a little more heat and pretty gas fire on fake logs. Now they are damaged by the water
damage caused by the Carbon Monoxide. They are not safe to operate in my opinion.

9. I and my son Brian Hill, Stella and Kenneth Forinash all believe that carbon monoxide had
caused my son's indecent exposure. My son never exhibited that behavior since his arrest and
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release on bond in May, 2019. He never exhibited that behavior prior to September 21, 2018. We
all believe it was carbon monoxide gas poisoning.

10. We want The Chimney Sweep to be held accountable if they will not voluntarily admit to
their human error. They made a mistake, installing the metal tin on top of the chimney. I felt
they are the ones at fault for my son's indecent exposure charge. I knew something was
wrong with my son in 2018, but I didn't know what it was. I wish I had known, I would have
had me and my son move temporarily into a motel or his grandparents home if we had known that
carbon monoxide was in the home. We would have stopped it earlier if we had known, and my son
never would have been charged and convicted of indecent exposure in Virginia.

They denied ever providing a service in response to Brian's complaint but I paid him $300. I
don't remember ever receiving any contract copy or paper from them, just paid them the
$300 for the service not knowing at the time that it was important to have such paperwork.
They didn't provide the estimate paperwork, I didn't realize that maybe they should have
done that or were supposed to do that.

Since The Chimney Sweep don't want to admit responsibility for causing the carbon monoxide gas
causing my son to be found naked running in the middle of the night, they have reportedly written
through lawyer Eric Ferguson to one of the Attorney General offices that they never provided a
service and never gave an estimate. Was paid $300 for what they was reported was over nothing.
That may be tax fraud or business fraud. It may be criminal neglect. Anyways, if the $300 was paid
for a service that had never existed, then fraud had happened, by their own words, fraud of paying
for a service that they said had never happened.

If they are continuing to repeatedly deny ever conducting a service for $300 paid to them, the State
Police can investigate them for a number of things. Why was $300 paid to them??? Was it reported
in the income tax forms??? Was that income by JaCody Cassell by and through his business
reported in the tax reporting???

If he is willing to continue denying ever providing a service but got paid $300, no record
ever existing, then did The Chimney Sweep receive $300 under the table without reporting
that income which means that the State Police could investigate them for possible tax
misreporting or tax fraud. They didn't keep records that pertained to their business
operations as far back as 2017 in case of any IRS audits or any record audits.

My son also faxed the Henry County Fire Marshals (also over Martinsville) in September,
2019 complaining about this business and asking for an investigation but we were never
asked questions about this businesses conduct and what they did on October 5, 2017.

As to me and my son Brian David Hill, we want JaCody Cassell to just accept
responsibility of causing metal tin to be installed on top of the chimney flues at
my Triplex at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, VA. The Resolution we seek is
either that The Chimney Sweep accepts responsibility and admits in affidavit
and under oath to their human error or misdoings about October 5, 2017, that
they did install metal tin causing blocked flow of natural gas appliances
exhaust. It had caused carbon monoxide damage in Apartment 2, and had
caused white residue in fireplaces. It damaged remote controlled gas fire logs
in both fireplaces. The State Police can take photographs of the fire log
devices which were damaged by the carbon monoxide. If we had used the gas
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fire logs at the wrong time during the carbon monoxide gas flowing, it could
have exploded the Triplex, who knows!!! That the carbon monoxide gas of
natural gas had caused my son's medical accident in November, 2017, where
he had to had staples on his forehead because of blood pouring out of his
forehead, lacerations. Sinus Tachycardia found at the hospital. Sinus
Tachycardia can be caused by exposure to carbon monoxide. After what Pete
Compton had told me, Stella Forinash, and Kennneth Forinash, we believe my
son fainted in his office, fell and hit his head due to the level of carbon
monoxide where he could have died.

We want resolution, we want JaCody Cassell and his business to accept
responsibility and write an affidavit to the Judge Giles Carter Greer, write an
affidavit to the Circuit Court clerk, to Mr. Hill, and to the Commonwealth's
Attorney named Glen Andrew Hall. They should all receive affidavits from Mr.
Cassell about what his business had done to us, about the installing of metal
tin on October 5, 2017.

We want JaCody Cassell to accept responsibility or for one of his employees
who installed the metal tin on top of the chimney to accept responsibility,
whoever at his business had done the deed should write an affidavit. He
should accept responsibility for installing metal tin on top of the chimney flues
on October 5, 2017, and never really checked into the gas appliances that may
use those flues before installing the metal tin. They could have done a better
job. We we not told it was being completely sealed up that day. I admit I should
have asked them more questions but they are supposed to be the licensed
experts. Why did JaCody Cassell never asked me about the gas appliances
being connected to the chimney they sealed up and why did he not check to
see the exhaust coming out of the flues???

That caused the carbon monoxide and my son's wrongful conviction concerning
cases no. CR1900009-00. Appeals actively under 0290-22-3, 0289-22-3, and SCV of
CAV no. 0173-22-3.

If The Chimney Sweep continues refusing to accept responsibility
and refuses to testify in his criminal and Habeas Corpus case, I
would like to request that the Office of the Attorney General refer this
matter to the Department of State Police for a criminal investigation,
and that the State Police should conduct an investigation into The
Chimney Sweep in the matter of Martinsville Police criminal
complaint in the General District Court which became Circuit Court
case no. CR1900009-00. The Chimney Sweep should be part of the
criminal investigation by the Virginia State Police.

The things the State Police can investigate The Chimney Sweep for are the following possible
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criminal acts:

1. Criminal neglect of almost killing and damaging Brian David Hill and Roberta Hill with carbon
monoxide gas first caused by human error but when they learned of their error, they denied ever
providing a service when responding to the Dispute Resolution Unit of the Attorney General when
the bank had records of Cassell signing a $300 check. Denying ever providing an estimate even
after telephone records were provided to the Attorney General's Dispute Resolution Unit and a
copy to lawyer Eric Ferguson.

2. Possibly business fraud or destruction of business records which could go down a slippery slope
into possibly working under the table aka possibly tax fraud or bank fraud or any kind of fraud it
could possibly be concerning. There is some form of fraud, whether it be illegal or legal, it is up to
Virginia statutes and how they are interpreted by the courts.

3. Licensed business and/or contractors are usually supposed to be experts and being given expert
training. They are supposed to have basic knowledge of carbon monoxide gas and how it can
happen when conducting chimney work. They didn't know the consequences of installing a metal
tin on top of chimney flues with exhaust of natural gas appliances. Didn't know or understood what
installing a metal tin could do to a home or to the people inside.

4. Possibly code violations or infractions.

They have the chance to resolve this before my son wishes to pursue criminal
charges against The Chimney Sweep. My son feels if he is to be forever
convicted of indecent exposure for being a victim of carbon monoxide and
being a victim of the liar JaCody Cassell, my son wants criminal charges
against JaCody Cassell and the entire business. My son wants them to be held

accountable for what had caused the indecent exposure charge and wrongful conviction. My son
says he wants justice or justice. He wants justice, he rather have justice for the bad things which
were done to him. He wants JaCody Cassell arrested on whatever crimes he committed where
Brian Hill is the victim and The Chimney Sweep being the sole cause of the carbon monoxide.
Brian wants him arrested if he continually refuses to accept what his business did and refuses to
ever tell The Court and the prosecutor what they did on October 5, 2017.

Brian wants them to file testimony or witness letters with the court on their conduct on October 5,
2017, on installing the metal tin. Brian wants them to do that and he will let it go, he will not pursue
criminal charges, but Brian is ready to push for criminal charges as soon as possible to get his life
back after he works on pending legal pro se paperwork. He has a new motion or two motions he
will file asking for new trial and will likely have to file two more appeals in the Court of Appeals of
Virginia. My son will ask two or three more times for a new trial on new evidence he acquires. He is
innocent of indecent exposure. JaCody Cassell is on notice that my son wants criminal charges
against him for causing the carbon monoxide which made him leave home on September 20, 2018,
and was arrested on September 21, 2018.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill
310 Forest Street, Apt. 1, Martinsville, VA 24112.

on behalf of Brian David Hill
310 Forest Street, Apt. 2, Martinsville, VA 24112.
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On 08/24/2022 9:44 AM Davis, Demetrice A. <dadavis@oag.state.va.us> wrote:

Dear Mrs. Hill,

This email is to advise you that your complaint has been re-assigned to my a�en�on.  Aaron Ziglar
will be out of the office on extended leave; however, he did forward the new informa�on that you
provided to Mr. Ferguson (see the below email).  Please feel free to contact me if you have any
ques�ons or concerns.

I see that you have copied others here at the A�orney General’s Office regarding your son’s
complaint.  Do you currently have a criminal case that our office is involved in?  I do not work in
that sec�on so I do not have access to that informa�on.

Thank you,

Demetrice A. Davis | Unit Manager, CIRU and DRU
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1304 | M: | F:
DADavis@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2022 10:48 AM
To: eferguson@fergusonlaw.net
Cc: Davis, Demetrice A. <DADavis@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: RE: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK,
CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
Importance: High

Dear Mr. Hill/Mr. Ferguson,
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Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint. 
Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within
ten (10) business days from the date of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed
and no further ac�on will be taken. Please note that I will be on an extended leave of absence
from the office a�er today. Please direct any ques�ons or wri�en correspondence to Demetrice
Davis. Her email address is DADavis@oag.state.va.us and her telephone number is (804)
786-1304.

This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom
of Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review,
upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or
respond to this message.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2022 10:28 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>; eferguson@fergusonlaw.net; Coen, Chris
<ccoen@oag.state.va.us>; OAGCriminalLi�ga�on <OAGCriminalLi�ga�on@oag.state.va.us>
Cc: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>; kenstella2005@comcast.net;
stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK,
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CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
Importance: High

Photocopy of check signed by Mr. Cassell, photocopy from TRUIST
Bank a�er weeks of research the bank needed as per my request.
Brian will be filing a new complaint against Mr. Cassell for lying to the
A�orney General to dismiss a complaint with factual issues of carbon
monoxide gas caused by metal �n being placed on chimney flues by
denying everything to the extent where there is lying, with proof that
Eric Ferguson and JaCody Cassell lied to the Office of the A�orney
General. Lied by claiming never did any work/service or es�mate for
the Hills. $300 check was signed for by Cassell. His signature in cursive
wri�ng does show his signature.

By denying ever conduc�ng any service or es�mate, $300 was
assumed to have been paid for absolutely nothing. That is business
fraud, $300 paid for nothing. TRUIST has the records.

A new complaint will be filed by Brian Hill with the evidence proving
that JaCody Cassell lied through his a�orney, that may be fraud.

See Virginia Code, Chapter 6. Crimes Involving Fraud, § 18.2-178. Obtaining money or
signature, etc., by false pretense.

Since $300 was paid for no service since JaCody Cassell denied
everything, then $300 was paid for no service, therefore if Cassell
wishes to con�nue denying, then $300 was paid for no service which
may be a false pretense. It is your choice Eric Ferguson and JaCody
Cassell, if you wish to con�nue denying that any service was ever
done, con�nue denying any es�mate, well then I paid $300 for
nothing to you and that isn't true. That may be considered business
fraud depending on how the laws are interpreted.

The U.S. Proba�on Office may also receive this evidence to conduct
their own inves�ga�on, the State Police may receive a copy. It is
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�me for Brian David Hill to be acqui�ed of his state charge of
indecent exposure, Brian David Hill = Innocence.

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject:Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
Date:Tue, 12 Jul 2022 14:24:35 +0000
From:Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>

To:ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

CITATION:

The only thing I am interested
in is if The Chimney Sweep did
any work for them in 2017.  If
they have a check, then
produce it.  If not, then drop
this ma�er.

A�achments:

2017-9-27--1056AM.mp3 55.8 KB

Scan_13-06-2019_2359.pdf 4.1 MB

2.28-7-1-2022-Call History October 23 2017 4_50AM (pages 1-5 excerpt records)
(2).pdf

313 KB
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AUDIO FILE
8-25-2022-2017-9-27--1056AM.mp3 attached in pdf

https://web.archive.org/web/20220903022341/https://justiceforuswgo.nl/
audio/8-25-2022-2017-9-27--1056AM.mp3
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To Whom This May Concern: 

On January 30, 2019 I went to the house at 310 Forest St., Martinsville, Va 24112 to measure 
and give a price for a Chimney cover. Roberta Hill and her parents: Ken & Stella Forinash 
escorted me to Apt 1 to show me the fireplace which had a small amount of white residue 
inside, no damage to the ceiling and wall around the fireplace. They then escorted me 
downstairs to Apt 2 where parts of the ceiling above the fireplace had fallen and there was a lot 
of damage in the remaining ceiling below the hearth of the fireplace in apt 1 located above apt 2 
and a lot of damage along the wall in apt 2 above and on both sides of the fireplace as well as a 
lot of white residue inside of the fireplace. After this, we went down another flight of stairs to 
the basement where the gas boiler heater and the gas hot water heater were located to show me 
that there would be 3 holes in the chimney. 

I then went outside and got my ladder to measure the chimney. This was when I found out that 
all 3 holes were covered with tin. Knowing that the gas boiler heater & gas hot water heater 
needed to be vented at all times, I immediately removed the tin covering the hole so carbon 
monoxide would no longer go through the house. Ms Hill had informed me that she had called 
a chimney sweep in Rocky Mount, VA in October, 2017 to clean the chimney and to put screen 
on all holes after the family spotted birds going into their fireplace the year before. In my 25 
years of doing this type of work, this was the first time I have ever seen tin covering holes 
where it is important to vent gas heaters. I showed the family the tin I had just removed and 
had them to climb my ladder to look at the chimney . We then went back in the house, and I 
informed them that the white residue inside both fireplaces was from the gas that had no other G Jl:S 
place to escape and informed them that they had been exposed to carbon monoxide p8isQRifl:g, - 
but now that the tin had been removed, there should no longer be any problems. I returned to C=l'c 
the house on February 4, 2019 and installed a stainless steel multifaceted chimney cap vented 
with screen on all 4 sides. 

Signed as a witness on this date: ~~ If lov!_7~~ 6 ~ I 3 r If 

Pete Compton ACE Chimney & Wildlife; Bassett, VA 

Phone 276-629-4453 
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the basement where the gas boiler heater and the gas hot water heater were located to show me 
that there would be 3 holes in the chimney. 

I then went outside and got my ladder to measure the chimney. This was when I found out that 
all 3 holes were covered with tin. Knowing that the gas boiler heater & gas hot water heater 
needed to be vented at all times, I immediately removed the tin covering the hole so carbon 
monoxide would no longer go through the house. Ms Hill had informed me that she had called 
a chimney sweep in Rocky Mount, VA in October, 2017 to clean the chimney and to put screen 
on all holes after the family spotted birds going into their fireplace the year before. In my 25 
years of doing this type of work, this was the first time I have ever seen tin covering holes 
where it is important to vent gas heaters. I showed the family the tin I had just removed and 
had them to climb my ladder to look at the chimney. We then went back in the house, and I 
informed them that the white residue inside both fireplaces was from the gas that had no other G I 

place to escape and informed them that they had been exposed to carbon monoxide :P8iI!lQ:R:iftg, ·tt 
but now that the tin had been removed, there should no longer be any problems. I returned to L=-1 
the house on February 4, 2019 and installed a stainless steel multifaceted chimney cap vented 
with screen on all 4 sides. 

Signed as a witness on this date: ~A P. lo'-u . .,"-t;'~ 6 .-! .3 / / 9/ 

Pete Compton ACE Chimney & Wildlife; Bassett, VA 

Phone 276-629-4453 
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To Whom This May Concern: 

On January 30, 2019 I went to the house at 310 Forest St., Martinsville, Va 24112 to measure 
and give a price for a Chimney cover. Roberta Hill and her parents: Ken & Stella Forinash 
escorted me to Apt 1 to show me the fireplace which had a small amount of white residue 
inside, no damage to the ceiling and wall around the fireplace. They then escorted me 
downstairs to Apt 2 where parts of the ceiling above the fireplace had fallen and there was a lot 
of damage in the remaining ceiling below the hearth of the fireplace in apt 1 located above apt 2 
and a lot of damage along the wall in apt 2 above and on both sides of the fireplace as well as a 
lot of white residue inside of the fireplace. After this, we went down another flight of stairs to 
the basement where the gas boiler heater and the gas hot water heater were located to show me 
that there would be 3 holes in the chimney. 

I then went outside and got my ladder to measure the chimney. This was when I found out that 
all 3 holes were covered with tin. Knowing that the gas boiler heater & gas hot water heater 
needed to be vented at all times, I immediately removed the tin covering the hole so carbon 
monoxide would no longer go through the house. Ms Hill had informed me that she had called 
a chimney sweep in Rocky Mount, VA in October, 2017 to clean the chimney and to put screen 
on all holes after the family spotted birds going into their fireplace the year before. In my 25 
years of doing this type of work, this was the first time I have ever seen tin covering holes 
where it is important to vent gas heaters. I showed the family the tin I had just removed and 
had them to climb my ladder to look at the chimney. We then went back in the house, and I 
informed them that the white residue inside both fireplaces was from the gas that had no otherG I 

place to escape and informed them that they had been exposed to carbon monoxide p9isQAifl:~, .If::. 
but now that the tin had been removed, there should no longer be any problems. I returned to .c==-1 
the house on February 4, 2019 and installed a stainless steel multifaceted chimney cap vented 
with screen on all 4 sides. 

/I / A? 7,,.-,,,_ J-f . 7 / (.:1 Signed as a witness on this date: :.....~ ___;_J_r._, __ ._ ~-'---'" I ~,~",-",=,,__o__b_- / ..:J' / 

Pete Compton ACE Chimney & Wildlife; Bassett, VA 

Phone 276-629-4453 
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Call History (276) 790-3505
Rbhill67@comcast.net

Date
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Tue. Oct 17, 2017
Tue. Oct 17, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Sun. Oct 15, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
WATSON BETTY (336) 681-0304 0s MISSED 11:20 PM EST
WATSON BETTY (336) 681-0304 27s RECEIVED 11:20 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 681-0304 10s PLACED 11:19 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 16m 26s PLACED 10:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 358-1314 0s PLACED 10:57 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 954-3856 7s PLACED 10:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 375-8888 0s PLACED 10:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 617-7932 0s PLACED 10:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 743-6179 60s PLACED 7:54 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 10s RECEIVED 9:51 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 9:51 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 19m 22s PLACED 9:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 333-5005 2m 16s PLACED 9:19 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 333-5005 2m 30s PLACED 9:15 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 5s PLACED 8:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4m 16s PLACED 7:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 998-4705 3m 25s PLACED 7:51 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 998-4705 6s PLACED 7:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 16s PLACED 7:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (773) 837-8300 6s PLACED 7:49 PM EST
UNKNOWN (707) 540-1473 2s PLACED 7:48 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 3s PLACED 7:46 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 10s PLACED 7:45 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 7s PLACED 7:45 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 10s RECEIVED 6:29 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 6:29 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 24m 12s PLACED 9:26 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 2m 49s PLACED 9:22 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 48m 56s PLACED 6:59 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 10:27 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 3s RECEIVED 10:27 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 4:32 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 9:13 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 18s RECEIVED 9:13 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 36s RECEIVED 7:13 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 7:13 PM EST
WIRELESS CALLER (209) 518-3036 0s MISSED 4:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (919) 962-6136 15m 15s PLACED 4:21 PM EST
UNKNOWN (919) 962-7765 12m 44s PLACED 4:03 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 1m 3s RECEIVED 10:04 AM EST

Print All Call History https://connect.xfinity.com/voice/callhistory;tn=2767903505
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Date
Sat. Oct 14, 2017
Sat. Oct 14, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Sun. Oct 8, 2017
Sun. Oct 8, 2017
Sat. Oct 7, 2017
Fri. Oct 6, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Wed. Oct 4, 2017
Wed. Oct 4, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
ROB DE (512) 825-7826 9s RECEIVED 1:56 PM EST
ROB DE (512) 825-7826 0s MISSED 1:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 3s PLACED 11:49 PM EST
WIRELESS CALLER (315) 690-9176 0s MISSED 4:23 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 17m 26s RECEIVED 10:26 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 14m 40s RECEIVED 9:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 363-3281 3m 18s PLACED 7:32 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 3m 28s PLACED 7:26 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 47s PLACED 3:58 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 8m 48s RECEIVED 8:54 AM EST
UNKNOWN (315) 673-7198 8s PLACED 9:37 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 646-5172 20s PLACED 9:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 18s PLACED 4:15 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 4s PLACED 2:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 28m 20s PLACED 10:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (814) 835-6786 9s PLACED 6:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 246-9549 53s PLACED 3:12 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 724-2719 30s PLACED 3:11 PM EST
UNKNOWN (845) 557-3349 0s PLACED 3:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 8m 8s PLACED 1:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 1:45 PM EST
Bond Margaretta (309) 525-2705 56s RECEIVED 1:08 AM EST
UNKNOWN (309) 525-2705 6s PLACED 1:07 AM EST
UNKNOWN (516) 736-2925 0s PLACED 12:52 AM EST
UNKNOWN (516) 736-2925 0s PLACED 12:44 AM EST
UNKNOWN (845) 557-3349 0s PLACED 12:09 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 352-0129 2m 16s PLACED 10:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 352-0129 2m 41s PLACED 10:44 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 53s PLACED 10:31 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 11m 17s RECEIVED 10:06 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 443-6940 8s PLACED 9:25 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 443-5856 0s PLACED 2:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 22m 58s PLACED 1:23 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 36s PLACED 1:22 PM EST
U.S. CELLULAR (540) 483-2468 23s RECEIVED 10:04 AM EST
UNKNOWN (325) 333-1370 7s PLACED 2:57 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 382-1694 0s PLACED 12:22 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 382-1694 0s PLACED 11:44 PM EST
SOVAH DANVILLE (434) 799-4488 48s RECEIVED 10:32 AM EST

Print All Call History https://connect.xfinity.com/voice/callhistory;tn=2767903505
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Date
Wed. Oct 4, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Mon. Oct 2, 2017
Mon. Oct 2, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sat. Sep 30, 2017
Sat. Sep 30, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Thu. Sep 28, 2017
Thu. Sep 28, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
SOVAH DANVILLE (434) 799-4488 0s MISSED 10:32 AM EST
ROTO ROOTER SRV (434) 685-3047 26s RECEIVED 6:36 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-0088 22s PLACED 6:25 PM EST
ROTO ROOTER SRV (434) 685-3047 14s RECEIVED 5:04 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-0088 2m 11s PLACED 3:27 PM EST
Martinsville VA (276) 622-3386 1m 19s RECEIVED 10:07 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 857-5181 3m 39s PLACED 1:35 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 55s PLACED 12:04 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 470-8290 0s PLACED 11:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 226-4614 1m 12s PLACED 10:31 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 23m 9s RECEIVED 9:23 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 5s RECEIVED 9:01 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 0s MISSED 9:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (917) 975-7659 7s PLACED 1:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (212) 443-2222 12s PLACED 1:26 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 5s PLACED 5:12 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-6222 21s PLACED 12:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 39m 2s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 46m 55s PLACED 5:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 45s PLACED 4:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 4s PLACED 6:43 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 33m 20s PLACED 6:07 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 36m 40s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 5:22 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:17 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:14 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:13 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:11 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 49s PLACED 5:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:43 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:38 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
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Date
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 2:52 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 1m 19s PLACED 2:29 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 27m 49s PLACED 12:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 12:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 11:59 AM EST
Compton E & K (276) 629-4453 44s RECEIVED 10:56 AM EST
Compton E & K (276) 629-4453 0s MISSED 10:56 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 42s PLACED 10:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (415) 633-6745 6s PLACED 10:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 673-7360 3s PLACED 10:35 AM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4s PLACED 10:34 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:32 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 30s PLACED 10:31 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 44s PLACED 10:30 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 4m 12s PLACED 10:24 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 4m 11s PLACED 10:20 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 3m 25s PLACED 10:16 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 2m 21s PLACED 10:14 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:13 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:13 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:12 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:08 AM EST
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Date
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:06 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:58 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:58 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 46m 4s PLACED 4:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (214) 505-8273 52s PLACED 11:41 AM EST
Cell Phone TX (214) 505-8273 0s MISSED 11:40 AM EST
Cell Phone TX (214) 505-8273 2m 4s RECEIVED 11:40 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 488-5307 1m 11s PLACED 11:34 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 0s PLACED 11:32 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 3m 11s PLACED 11:26 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 957-5684 0s PLACED 11:23 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 629-4453 45s PLACED 11:21 AM EST
UNKNOWN (415) 633-6745 7s PLACED 11:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (347) 759-6075 0s PLACED 11:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (347) 759-6075 0s PLACED 10:33 PM EST
UNKNOWN (818) 849-3481 4m 30s PLACED 10:23 PM EST
UNKNOWN (818) 849-3481 14m 41s PLACED 10:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 2m 29s PLACED 9:00 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 0m 12s RECEIVED 7:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 17m 4s PLACED 5:13 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 55m 9s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
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Date
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Sat. Sep 23, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Tue. Sep 19, 2017
Tue. Sep 19, 2017
Mon. Sep 18, 2017
Mon. Sep 18, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-6222 26s PLACED 3:52 PM EST
UNKNOWN (434) 793-7147 1m 39s PLACED 3:45 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 14m 55s PLACED 2:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 4m 29s PLACED 2:36 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 0s PLACED 2:34 PM EST
UNKNOWN (310) 203-4721 8m 57s PLACED 2:24 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-4499 1m 29s PLACED 2:22 PM EST
NCAVF (310) 203-4721 0s MISSED 1:27 PM EST
NCAVF (310) 203-4721 36s RECEIVED 1:27 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 48m 44s RECEIVED 11:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 40m 34s PLACED 5:52 PM EST
CARILION (540) 526-1000 43s RECEIVED 3:05 PM EST
CARILION (540) 526-1000 0s MISSED 3:05 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 56m 55s PLACED 5:36 PM EST
CARILION CLINIC (540) 224-5170 34s RECEIVED 5:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 35s PLACED 5:34 PM EST
CARILION HEALTH (276) 634-4499 0s MISSED 2:25 PM EST
CARILION HEALTH (276) 634-4499 29s RECEIVED 2:25 PM EST
ZIMMER WILLIAM (276) 670-3300 54s RECEIVED 5:40 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 13s PLACED 4:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 3s PLACED 9:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 673-7360 17s PLACED 7:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 10s PLACED 7:54 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 14s PLACED 7:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 29m 45s PLACED 4:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 2s PLACED 4:46 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 18m 13s PLACED 9:48 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 14s PLACED 9:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 0s PLACED 9:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 11m 50s PLACED 4:59 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 2m 10s PLACED 4:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 44m 2s PLACED 4:07 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 9m 19s PLACED 3:57 PM EST
Cell Phone VA (276) 224-4527 19m 42s RECEIVED 10:39 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 5s PLACED 8:24 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-0180 2m 52s PLACED 5:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:53 PM EST

Print All Call History https://connect.xfinity.com/voice/callhistory;tn=2767903505
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Subject: Automa�c reply: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF
SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
From: "Davis, Demetrice A." <DADavis@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 8/25/2022, 10:17 PM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

I will be out of the office on Fri. aug. 26.  I will respond to your message as soon as I am able.

With regards,

Automatic reply: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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Subject: Re: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK,
CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 8/30/2022, 7:13 AM
To: "Davis, Demetrice A." <DADavis@oag.state.va.us>, "eferguson@fergusonlaw.net"
<eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
CC: Kenstella <kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net"
<kenstella2005@comcast.net>, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl"
<stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>

Demetrice A. Davis,

Here is a le�er from my son. Typed up today to be emailed to you.

filename: Le�er-Demetrice-Davis-EricFergusonAugust30-2022.pdf

This will be the last wri�en le�er from him as there is nothing else coming to further prove anything
further. At this point this is going nowhere. So this is the last le�er from my son over this ma�er. He
will be asking the courts at this point to subpoena or have him asked ques�ons about the carbon
monoxide poisoning long term of my son caused by the metal �n. Brian David Hill = Innocence. He
doesn't want to waste any more �me on this if it con�nues going nowhere. He s�ll has the evidence
he was not medically cleared and officers were misled as lab tests were ordered then deleted from
the chart without explana�on why before he was arrested. My son was neglected by the hospital. If
they had done their job, the carbon monoxide levels would have been documented, Mr. Cassell would
have been ques�oned by the police in 2018 had the tests not been deleted, and my son never would
have been charged with indecent exposure in the first place.

case no. 953850, Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, for Office of Dispute Resolution

Thanks,
Roberta Hill
310 Forest Street, Apt. 1, Martinsville, VA 24112.

on behalf of Brian David Hill
310 Forest Street, Apt. 2, Martinsville, VA 24112.

On 08/24/2022 9:44 AM Davis, Demetrice A. <dadavis@oag.state.va.us> wrote:

Dear Mrs. Hill,

This email is to advise you that your complaint has been re-assigned to my a�en�on.  Aaron Ziglar
will be out of the office on extended leave; however, he did forward the new informa�on that you

Re: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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provided to Mr. Ferguson (see the below email).  Please feel free to contact me if you have any
ques�ons or concerns.

I see that you have copied others here at the A�orney General’s Office regarding your son’s
complaint.  Do you currently have a criminal case that our office is involved in?  I do not work in
that sec�on so I do not have access to that informa�on.

Thank you,

Demetrice A. Davis | Unit Manager, CIRU and DRU
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1304 | M: | F:
DADavis@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2022 10:48 AM
To: eferguson@fergusonlaw.net
Cc: Davis, Demetrice A. <DADavis@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: RE: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK,
CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
Importance: High

Dear Mr. Hill/Mr. Ferguson,

Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint. 
Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within
ten (10) business days from the date of this email.

In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed
and no further ac�on will be taken. Please note that I will be on an extended leave of absence
from the office a�er today. Please direct any ques�ons or wri�en correspondence to Demetrice
Davis. Her email address is DADavis@oag.state.va.us and her telephone number is (804)
786-1304.

Re: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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This Office will retain the complaint form and copies of all official correspondence regarding the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom
of Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review,
upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or
respond to this message.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist
Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2022 10:28 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>; eferguson@fergusonlaw.net; Coen, Chris
<ccoen@oag.state.va.us>; OAGCriminalLi�ga�on <OAGCriminalLi�ga�on@oag.state.va.us>
Cc: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>; kenstella2005@comcast.net;
stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK,
CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
Importance: High

Photocopy of check signed by Mr. Cassell, photocopy from TRUIST
Bank a�er weeks of research the bank needed as per my request.
Brian will be filing a new complaint against Mr. Cassell for lying to the
A�orney General to dismiss a complaint with factual issues of carbon

Re: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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monoxide gas caused by metal �n being placed on chimney flues by
denying everything to the extent where there is lying, with proof that
Eric Ferguson and JaCody Cassell lied to the Office of the A�orney
General. Lied by claiming never did any work/service or es�mate for
the Hills. $300 check was signed for by Cassell. His signature in cursive
wri�ng does show his signature.

By denying ever conduc�ng any service or es�mate, $300 was
assumed to have been paid for absolutely nothing. That is business
fraud, $300 paid for nothing. TRUIST has the records.

A new complaint will be filed by Brian Hill with the evidence proving
that JaCody Cassell lied through his a�orney, that may be fraud.

See Virginia Code, Chapter 6. Crimes Involving Fraud, § 18.2-178. Obtaining money or
signature, etc., by false pretense.

Since $300 was paid for no service since JaCody Cassell denied
everything, then $300 was paid for no service, therefore if Cassell
wishes to con�nue denying, then $300 was paid for no service which
may be a false pretense. It is your choice Eric Ferguson and JaCody
Cassell, if you wish to con�nue denying that any service was ever
done, con�nue denying any es�mate, well then I paid $300 for
nothing to you and that isn't true. That may be considered business
fraud depending on how the laws are interpreted.

The U.S. Proba�on Office may also receive this evidence to conduct
their own inves�ga�on, the State Police may receive a copy. It is
�me for Brian David Hill to be acqui�ed of his state charge of
indecent exposure, Brian David Hill = Innocence.

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject:Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
Date:Tue, 12 Jul 2022 14:24:35 +0000
From:Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>

To:ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Re: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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CITATION:

The only thing I am interested
in is if The Chimney Sweep did
any work for them in 2017.  If
they have a check, then
produce it.  If not, then drop
this ma�er.

A�achments:

Le�er-Demetrice-Davis-EricFergusonAugust30-2022.pdf 824 KB

Re: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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LETTER TO OFFICE OF DEMETRICE A. DAVIS, ATTORNEY GENERAL,
DISPUTE RESOLUTION UNIT, AND ATTORNEY ERIC FERGUSON

RE: Case number: 953850; Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

TUESDAY, AUGUST 30, 2022

ATTN: Demetrice A. Davis
Unit Manager, CIRU and DRU
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Phone: (804) 786-1304
DADavis@oag.state.va.us 

ATTN: Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.
RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS 
AT LAW
305 S. Main Street
Rocky Mount, VA  24151
eferguson@fergusonlaw.net 
Phone: 540-483-5234
FAX: 540-483-5763

To JaCody Cassell through Attorney Eric Ferguson and Demetrice A. Davis,

I now have the photocopy of the signed check by either James Cassell or JaCody 
Cassell, the business owner of The Chimney Sweep. It is undeniable. The TRUIST 
bank's Kathy Bowles, Assistant Vice President, Client Resolution Senior Specialist, has 
given Roberta Hill and me the evidence we need which had proven that Roberta Hill had
paid $300 to Cassell of The Chimney Sweep. It isn't my word on it, it is the word of  
Kathy Bowles, Assistant Vice President. That person's credibility and the record itself is 
credible evidence.

The lawyer Eric Ferguson said the following on Tuesday, July 5, 2022 10:54 AM 
in email to Aaron Ziglar forwarded to Roberta Hill at rbhill67@comcast.net, the 
following lie or disregard for the truth: 

Eric Ferguson on behalf of JaCody Cassell: “My client is trying to be as honest as he can
be in this complaint.  My client does not remember doing any work for the Hills in 2017
or ever.  He does not believe that he has done any work for them.  He has no records of

ever providing estimates or doing any work for them.”

Well then, I guess he does not believe he signed for a $300 check that went 
directly to his company with the same name as his company The Chimney Sweep, $300 
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paid to Cassell. The telephone records proving that the mobile phone number belonging 
directly to James Cassell at U.S. Cellular phone company, and was in contact with phone
number due to records for (276) 790-3505 phone number of xFinity/Comcast account of 
Roberta Hill and used by Brian Hill. I guess he does not remember any of that or all of 
that. That $300 with his signature on it, I guess that doesn't mean anything either. The 
attorney did have a point where if we ever did produce the photocopy of the signed 
check by Mr. Cassell, we should produce it or drop the matter. We produced it.

The lawyer Eric Ferguson said the following on Monday, July 11, 2022 9:51 AM  
in email to Aaron Ziglar forwarded to Roberta Hill at rbhill67@comcast.net, the 
following challenge assuming that Roberta Hill would never get a photocopy of the 
signed check: 

Eric Ferguson on behalf of JaCody Cassell: The only thing I am interested in is if
The Chimney Sweep did any work for them in 2017.  If they have a check, then

produce it.  If not, then drop this matter. ”

CHALLENGE ACCEPTED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Brian D. Hill, formerly of USWGO Alternative News, that is why I am such a 
pain in the butt, because I used to be an alternative news reporter and I always get down 
to the bottom of things. I interviewed Congressman Virgil H. Goode on May, 2012.

Challenge accepted!!! JaCody Cassell and his lawyer Eric Ferguson.

Roberta Hill already sent you the photocopy by email, but I want to also present 
the photocopy in this letter. We have the electronic photocopy of the check from the 
bank, the signed check signed for by JaCody or James Cassell. I will not drop this matter
because we completed your challenge and defeated you. I have the photocopy of the 
signed check, even the bank TRUIST is acknowledging that $300 was paid for by 
Roberta Hill's bank account to The Chimney Sweep business, to Mr. Cassell, because 
Cassell owns The Chimney Sweep. The records prove it, the bank proves it. You lost, 
Eric Ferguson. You need to admit your defeat Eric Ferguson. I will fax this letter to you 
when I have the time. Time to admit defeat. Challenge accepted and you been defeated.

I have the evidence, the photocopy is downsized to fit in the next page. Here it is.
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We produced the check, so we are giving The Chimney Sweep one more chance.

I have already produced a witness list for the United States District Court for the 
Middle District of North Carolina, along with filing the litigation hold letter for TRUIST
bank to retain the photocopy of the signed check until disposition of all listed pending 
cases. JaCody Cassell is already being listed as a witness and will also be made known 
to the Circuit Court for the City of Martinsville once a formal motion for a judgment of 
acquittal or new trial is prepared for the Clerk. The Clerk already has the signed check 
photocopy and litigation hold letter. Roberta Hill sent the email on Sunday to the Clerk.

JaCody Cassell is being listed as the primary witness of who we believe to the 
best of our knowledge his company The Chimney Sweep got paid on October 5, 2017, 
phone call logs also show his company mobile phone number involved on October 5, 
2017. In September 27, 2017, Karen Compton of ACE Chimney & Wildlife had returned
a voicemail from an earlier phone call from Roberta Hill inquiring and getting estimates 
on a chimney cap and Karen also mentioned about a chimney cleaning, probably 
because of the chimney swifts pooping in the fireplace in 2016. This proved that Roberta
Hill was seeking something for the chimney, to block the chimney swift birds from 
coming into the chimney.

JaCody Cassell is being listed as the primary witness of who we believe to the 
best of our knowledge his company The Chimney Sweep had installed metal tin on top 
of the chimney flues at 310 Forest Street on October 5, 2017. Photo of the house.
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Of course the photograph was taken by Google Street view in 2022, the 
photograph should jog his memory. The house in the photograph, the one with the tall 
chimney, had metal tin placed on top of the chimney flues. You can still slightly see the 
white residue on the chimney itself on the outside. White residue in one fireplace is 
barely present because of cleaning but the other fireplace still has the white residue. I 
also have the evidence of water damage in the gas heat logs which are remote controlled.
That water damage proof is also being kept in fireplaces to retain the evidence of the 
damage caused by the carbon monoxide gas, proof that Brian Hill was exposed to 
carbon monoxide gas from October 5, 2017, until he left the home and was arrested on 
September 21, 2018 for indecent exposure. Chimney still had carbon monoxide coming 
into the home until the metal tin was removed from the chimney flue(s) on January 30, 
2019. The one who removed it was Pete Compton of ACE Chimney & Wildlife.

Because of witness Pete Compton who removed the metal tin from the chimney 
flues, no other chimney service did work on the chimney between October 5, 2017, and 
January 30, 2019. The only culprit or suspect would be The Chimney Sweep.

So they are suspect now, and the State Police has a right to investigate this 
incident. Here is why as I have stated over and over again both in Federal Court, State 
Court, and in letters.

The Chimney Sweep caused the carbon monoxide gas damage and gas poisoning 
caused by exhaust of natural gas appliances. Radiator and hot water heater. It would be 
impossible for there not to be poisoning. It is obvious that Brian David Hill and Roberta 
Hill were poisoned with carbon monoxide gas. Even the State Police will accept this if 
given this information. It is more believable than some black man wearing a hoodie 
threatening to kill Roberta Hill if Brian Hill did not take his clothes off and do what was 
directed of the man in the hoodie which landed Brian David Hill in an indecent exposure
charge on September 21, 2018. Carbon Monoxide gas can cause mental confusion, 
psychosis, diarrhea, hallucinations, Sinus Tachycardia, abnormally high resting blood 
pulse readings over 100, abnormal White Blood Cell (WBC) count, abnormal Mean 
Platelet Volume (MPV). We have proof of all of that for the Attorney General and the 
Department of State Police to review if necessary. I am ready to file a criminal 
complaint against JaCody Cassell if necessary for playing these mind games with his 
lawyer to prevent testifying about him or somebody working for his business placing 
metal tin on top of the chimney flues, and that metal tin was found by Pete Compton on 
January 30, 2019.
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Brian David Hill had been exposed to carbon monoxide anytime he had resided in
the home between October 5, 2017 and September 20, 2018, late before he left the house
at night for a walk, then stripped naked and was found naked on September 21, 2018.

Roberta R. Hill has been exposed to carbon monoxide anytime she had resided in 
the home between October 5, 2017 and January 30, 2019 when the metal tin was taken 
off of the home.

Of course Roberta Hill wasn't getting naked, but she doesn't have AUTISM 
SPECTRUM DISORDER. Those with autism have been known medically that when 
they were children they had issues of taking clothes off at inappropriate times. It is 
believed that the carbon monoxide had caused hallucinations of the black man wearing 
the hoodie, which hallucinations can be caused by both lengthy period of dehydration 
for hours walking for miles on the Dick and Willie walking trail butt naked without any 
liquids or sodas or even juices for a type 1 brittle diabetic, and hallucinations can also be
caused by prolonged exposure to Carbon Monoxide gas.

Brian Hill had over 5-6 or more reported symptoms same as what symptoms are 
known for Carbon Monoxide poisoning as evidenced. The only missing variable was the
lack of levels documented to be acceptable by Virginia legal standards. However, 
evidence of carbon monoxide does exist, the symptoms of it exists. Reasonable Doubt.

Six days after he was arrested for indecent exposure, he was writing claims that he
believed he was drugged, had blacked out memories, kept his doors unlocked, was 
psychologically afraid to sleep in his bed. All of that was filed in Federal Court records, 
Document #153. Was written in September 27, 2018, had to be mailed again in October, 
2018, because he had written the wrong address which he had not done in jail before. 
Mental confusion is also a symptom of the CO gas exposure.

JaCody Cassell is the primary suspect of him or somebody else directly working 
for his business The Chimney Sweep placing the metal tin on top of the chimney flues. 
Getting paid $300 for that cheap labor. The cost of chimney caps can be kind of 
expensive, so the cheaper work to cut corners is sealing the chimney. That is what I 
believed The Chimney Sweep did for the amount they were paid, they were not paid a 
high amount of money to afford a chimney cap, but the cheaper labor was placing metal 
tin on the flues to seal them away. Roberta Hill was not informed of this operation and 
she was not provided with any receipt or documentation or paperwork of what was done 
to her chimney. Very unprofessional in my view as a former news reporter of USWGO 
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Alternative News. They need to be under serious investigation here. They must!

 They have no records despite Cassell signing for a $300 check by Roberta Hill 
from her bank account at SunTrust before it became TRUIST. Check was on October 5, 
2017, cashed in on October 6, 2017. His signature in the back of the check in the bank 
digital photocopy record of checks. They have no records and no paper trail despite 
phone call logs showing the business mobile phone number, same as the one in the logo 
of their business, showing the phone number belonging to James Cassell according to 
USPhoneBook and the other line was 276-790-3505.

No paper trail, no records, nothing, no evidence at their business that any work 
was ever done, how interesting. Such a cover up or lack of keeping records. Whatever 
the case is, it is time for there to be a long investigation into The Chimney Sweep. The 
State Police needs to start contacting anybody who has had similar procedures done to 
their chimneys and needs to find out if they also had metal tin placed on top of their 
chimney flues. If any other customer of that business has similar “metal tin” issues then 
this is a major problem and they could be causing home damage, brain damage, body 
damage, wrongful arrests, wrongful conviction, psychosis, and death. This is 
unacceptable for a business to be not keeping records at all or destroyed records or 
concealed existence of records all for the purpose of denying everything over a serious 
issue.

This letter hopes that somebody at the Office of Attorney General is competent 
enough to demand criminal and civil investigations into this business. There is enough 
funny business that investigations should be the first thing done, right away.

I am still willing to let it go and drop this matter on one condition with JaCody 
Cassell, Eric Ferguson, and The Chimney Sweep business as whole:

This business, whoever employee had done the metal tin installment, needs to file 
an affidavit with the Clerk of the Circuit Court for the City of Martinsville, a copy with 
myself, a copy with Roberta Hill, a copy with the Hon. Giles Carter Greer (judge), a 
copy with the Commonwealth Attorney Office, a copy with the U.S. Attorney Office for 
the Middle District of North Carolina, and a copy with the Attorney General Office.

The affidavit needs to specify when the metal tin was installed, how it was 
installed, what areas of the chimney flues were covered, and how the business did not 
verify whether or not gas exhaust ever came out of the chimney flues and did not verify 
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whether or not that gas appliances were ventilating through the chimney flue or flues.

I don't want lies, I don't want excuses, I want the truth from JaCody Cassell. I 
want the truth and I want it under affidavit, I want it in writing or in a recorded statement
made to law enforcement officials or in a recorded statement to the Circuit Court Judge 
with copies made to all parties of the criminal case.

His testimony could cause the acquittal or new jury trial of Brian David Hill's 
criminal case where the jury could hear that carbon monoxide of long termed exposure 
lead to the indecent exposure and hallucinations of Brian David Hill around and during 
the time of the incident which lead to his arrest by Officer Robert Jones on September 
21, 2018. The jury needs to hear this, and the jury needs to hear this from JaCody 
Cassell himself pursuant to the confrontation clause of the U.S. Constitution. The jury 
needs to understand that Brian David Hill had no prior history of indecent exposure and 
no prior criminal record of indecent exposure, that after the carbon monoxide gas which 
caused brain issues for many months, it led to the indecent exposure incident which was 
charged against Brian David Hill on September 21, 2018. I have the facts. It is time for 
Mr. Cassell to get his facts straight and not cover up anything further.

He needs to acknowledge what his business did, and he has one more opportunity.

The State Police can show the photograph of the chimney, a photograph of the 
house in question to jog his memory. Hopefully he will then remember something.

I hope I can get the truth out of this man while complying with the Fifth 
Amendment, U.S. Constitution protection against self incrimination. He has the right to 
remain silent, he has the right to not say anything. He can plead the fifth.

However, I want the truth and the truth will set me free, the truth will acquit me of
indecent exposure. The truth will show the jury that I did not make any excuses for why 
I was out there naked that night. I am not guilty and I am not making excuses for why I 
was out there, I was not purposefully out there, I was not being obscene, I was not 
medically and psychologically cleared. I had no intent. I was intoxicated.

I push this defense to the Office of the Attorney General.

Brian David Hill was intoxicated presumably not by an illegal street drug or 
alcoholic beverage, but was involuntarily intoxicated by Carbon Monoxide gas. This can
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be proven by Pete Compton, by white residue, by photographs of the falling ceiling and 
damage on the wall areas near the fireplace, the multiple symptoms proven of Brian 
Hill's behavior which all of those symptoms are usually exhibited by carbon monoxide 
damaged patients.

Time to stop playing games Eric Ferguson and JaCody Cassell. This is my last 
letter to you before I go straight to the U.S. District Court and Circuit Court asking for 
subpoenaing you as a difficult witness and difficult witness in who his business has 
caused the carbon monoxide poisoning of Brian David Hill.

In short, Brian D. Hill was exposed to carbon monoxide, directly caused by work 
done by The Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017, caused the indecent exposure incident
and charge as of September 21, 2018, in the City of Martinsville on a deserted walking 
trail called the Dick and Willie passage walking trail.  

I will be asking the Courts to subpoena you for your testimony where you will be 
asked under penalty of perjury whether you still deny everything because the signed 
check and phone records can have you charged with perjury if you continue denying it 
all. You can keep your mouth shut pleading the fifth in front of the jury of my peers, the 
jury will feel odd about my indecent exposure charge hearing you keeping your mouth 
shut or denying everything. The jury will find me not guilty of indecent exposure.

Thank You. Respectfully filed with the Demetrice Davis, this the 30th day of August, 
2022.

God bless you,
Brian D. Hill

Ally of Q, Former news reporter of U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apartment 2

Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505

JusticeForUSWGO.NL or JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
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Subject: Read: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK,
CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
From: "Davis, Demetrice A." <DADavis@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 8/31/2022, 9:16 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Your message

   To: Davis, Demetrice A.
   Subject: Re: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED
CHECK
   Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2022 10:17:02 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada)

 was read on Wednesday, August 31, 2022 9:16:23 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).

Final-recipient: RFC822; DADavis@oag.state.va.us
Disposition: automatic-action/MDN-sent-automatically; displayed
X-MSExch-Correlation-Key: /AWWVA5EfkqX+oWJe3I8Vg==
X-Display-Name: Davis, Demetrice A.

Read: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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Subject: RE: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK,
CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
From: "Davis, Demetrice A." <DADavis@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 8/31/2022, 9:46 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
CC: Kenstella <kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net"
<kenstella2005@comcast.net>, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl"
<stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>

Dear Mrs. Hill,

Unfortunately, I am unable to provide you with any informa�on involving the Criminal Appeals sec�on and your son’s
case.  I am not an a�orney, and as I men�oned in my last email I do not work in the Criminal Appeals sec�on.  If you
have informa�on that you would like forwarded to that sec�on you should contact them directly.  I nor Aaron Ziglar
has ever been contacted by Criminal Appeals for any informa�on related to the consumer complaint that you filed
against Chimney Sweep.

As I review the notes from your file it appears that an explana�on of the dispute resolu�on process may not have
been communicated to you.  Whenever our office receives a consumer complaint such as yours, it is handled as a
dispute where we a�empt to facilitate the discussion between the disputants in order to help them come up with a
mutually agreeable resolu�on.  The dispute resolu�on process is not a legal process – it is an informal media�on
where the office acts as a neutral party and the go-between for the dispu�ng par�es when it comes to sharing
communica�on.  The process is voluntary.  We cannot compel either party to par�cipate, nor can we compel either
party to respond to follow-up communica�on a�empts.  We do not make a decision of fault or liability with consumer
complaints.  Addi�onally, the A�orney General’s Office acts as the law firm for state agencies and/or state officials. 
We do not provide legal counsel to private individuals, nor does the office pursue criminal ac�on at the request of
private individuals.  If you feel that you have evidence that warrants criminal prosecu�on you may want to contact
your local police and/or Commonwealth A�orney’s office.

When you provided the checks with your last email, follow-up correspondence was sent to The Chimney Sweep.  If
they respond, I will forward that informa�on to you.  If they do not respond, unfortunately, the complaint will remain
closed. 

Please let me know if you have any ques�ons about the dispute resolu�on process. 

Respec�ully,

Demetrice A. Davis | Unit Manager, CIRU and DRU

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1304 | M: | F:
DADavis@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, August 25, 2022 10:17 PM
To: Davis, Demetrice A. <DADavis@oag.state.va.us>
Cc: Kenstella <kenstella@comcast.net>; kenstella2005@comcast.net; stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl; Lin Wood
<lwood@linwoodlaw.com>
Subject: Re: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED
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CHECK
Importance: High

Here is the evidence, not all of it, but the most important evidence which the Attorney General can
use for criminal investigations into The Chimney Sweep or the State Police should start up an
investigation depending on the level of crimes here. They can still resolve this complaint by
admitting to they're own mistake on October 5, 2017 of installing metal tin causing my son and I to
suffer months and months of gas poisoning. Your office also is involved with the Criminal Appellate
Section on three ongoing appeals on a judge denying my son's request for a new trial or judgment
of acquittal in my son's criminal case, and his dismissed Petition for Writ of Innocence because he
is innocent and he has the solid evidence proving he is innocent (not being medically cleared as
previously assumed by police). He will at at some point be filing with the Circuit Court this new
evidence of the more solid evidence he is innocent of his conviction. The Chimney Sweep are the
beginning of all of this, they caused the issues which caused my son to run away from home then
running naked on a deserted walking trail at night then was hospitalized but lab tests were never
completed despite medicaid being billed for procedure partially conducted.

The Chimney Sweep is the fault of all of this but the paragraph below is briefly on what had
happened. After the paragraphs, see the relevance and issues caused by The Chimney
Sweep as to why this is very important and must be resolved either by The Chimney Sweep
or investigate thoroughly by the Department of State Police through criminal referral. My
son plans on filing a report or multiple reports with the State Police if necessary to have his
indecent exposure conviction done away with as he has solid evidence that he didn't have
back in 2018 when he was arrested. He didn't have this evidence and his lawyer refused to
investigate any of it, he was just like Eric Placke, he just doesn't do anything. The Chimney
Sweep is the fault for this, but they didn't make him go out there naked, but they caused the
carbon monoxide gas by installing the metal tin on top of my Triplex chimney flues. Carbon
monoxide poisoning can cause indecent exposure, it can cause somebody with autism to
see hallucinations of a man in a hoodie threatening him to get naked and run around a
deserted walking trail at night. It was carbon monoxide, it was a medical emergency and not
a crime.

My son Brian David Hill was charged on September 21, 2018 with indecent exposure. He was
reportedly running around between 2-3AM around a deserted walking trail at night. He has autism
and that is in the Department of Motor Vehicles handicap system from a medical doctor. He has
diabetes but the police officer admitted under oath that he never knew Brian Hill was diabetic, but
that would be because he was out of it, he was not in his right mind at that time due to the carbon
monoxide. A vehicle around Hooker Street where the Dick and Willie walking trail was near a small
road, a vehicle saw him and reported that a naked male was running. He didn't stop and
masturbate, he didn't do any of that when I read my son's affidavits also filed in the Circuit Court.
He has type one brittle diabetes. My son said his memories were blacked out, he suspected he was
drugged. He told the court he thought he was drugged in writing but nobody ever conducted
completed laboratory tests, he could have been injected with some street drug and they never
checked him for drugs????
The hospital did not conduct any laboratory testings, they billed Medicaid for drawing blood from
my son's arm but wasted the blood, Medicaid fraud or waste. They ordered (from medical record
page) what we believe may be drug tests, and they were lab tests, but we believe at the
beginning they wanted to determine if he was on any illegal drugs or anything but the lab
results were deleted from the chart without a valid explanation why. That is currently under
criminal or civil investigation with the Department of Health Professions. The U.S. Probation
Office may be conducting it's own criminal investigation into the medical neglect and destruction of
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evidence and doctor lying to the local police. Officer Robert Jones of Martinsville Police was
questioned under oath for a probation hearing, he said they usually do lab work and other stuff and
assumed Brian Hill was medically and psychologically cleared. It is unlawful for false information to
be in a police criminal investigation report. The false information was that "he was medically and
psychologically cleared". Medicaid was billed for procedures not completed, lab work after blood
drawn and billed to Medicaid. The lab tests could have shown carbon monoxide gas poisoning
caused by The Chimney Sweep since October 5, 2017. After they sealed the chimney flues,
my son started saying he couldn't think straight, hit his head on the desk with blood coming
out of his forehead, and ambulance services showed up taking a photograph of his bloody
wound while blood was on the bed he was laying on, in November, 2017. Months later my son
kept complaining that he couldn't think straight and kept having diarrhea that went nonstop. He took
hours for repeatedly washing his clothes while they were on his body, washing his body, had soap
suds on his clothes and his probation officer saw that and thought he was mentally losing it. My son
was diagnosed with a psychosis a month after he was arrested. The court never knew about the
psychosis and was never informed during the General District Court proceedings. The court was
misled and we were misled, and that was why my son was convicted. The police were misled. The
truth is we believe it was carbon monoxide gas poisoning since October 5, 2017, which
caused all the different issues between then and the date of his arrest. Even after his arrest
he was still writing weird paranoid things and made no sense in his writings. He said he
kept his doors unlocked and was afraid to sleep in his bed. Claimed somebody was
observing him in the thicket in the neighbor's yard. Case no. CR1900009-00. Appeals
actively under 0290-22-3, 0289-22-3, and SCV of CAV no. 0173-22-3.

As to The Chimney Sweep, they had denied ever conducting any chimney work
or estimate for the residence of 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, VA 24112.

The Chimney Sweep also denied having any record of the chimney work done. Yet this month me
and my son received from TRUIST bank the signed check by Cassell, meaning that Cassell and
The Chimney Sweep was paid $300 for chimney work they denied ever doing and denied ever
conducting an estimate despite me having phone records from Comcast/xFinity proving that a
phone number belonging to James Cassell, father of JaCody Cassell had been in touch with me
multiple times in September and October, 2017. Those are in the records of this Dispute Resolution
Unit case.

See attachment: "Scan_13-06-2019_2359.pdf". Also see: "2017-9-27--1056AM.mp3". At the time I
had called multiple chimney services in 2017 because of chimney swifts which are birds had gone
into our chimney in 2016. My son lives in Apartment 2. He heard bird sounds from the fireplace
connected to our chimney in 2016, they were the chimney swifts. The voicemail from Karen
Compton of ACE Chimney, “2017-9-27--1056AM.mp3”, she did try reach back to me about the
"chimney cap". That was why I had asked The Chimney Sweep for an estimate. I called them
around September 26, 2017. See attachment: "2.28-7-1-2022-Call History October 23 2017
4_50AM (pages 1-5 excerpt records)(2).pdf". They have a logo for their business with the phone
number, the same phone number as the phone records.

They lied to the Attorney General office about not ever providing an estimate but they had a
phone call with me over 3 minutes in length. Can be verified with xFinity/Comcast by
subpoena depending on how long they retain phone call records. They lied about providing
no service because of $300 check signed by Cassell himself. So he has lied to your office by
and through his attorney Eric Ferguson.

Now with their response to my son's complaint they are claiming they never did service but
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received $300 signed by Cassell when he cashed in my check. They denied everything including
ever providing service in response to my son's complaint giving them a copy of his arrest warrant,
Pete Compton witness letter, medical records, and my son is blaming them since 2019 for the
carbon monoxide gas poisoning which he believes had caused his indecent exposure. It can cause
psychosis, hallucinations, Sinus Tachycardia (found in November, 2017 medical record), abnormal
WBC, abnormal MPV-Mean Platelet Volume.

Here is what I am willing to say under affidavit about The Chimney Sweep if needed from the State
Police or Attorney General:

1. I am Roberta Hill. I live in Apartment 1, 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, VA 24112. My son lives
below my apartment, in Apartment 2. The hot water heater and big radiator heating system is below
Apartment 2. Both systems use natural gas heating. They ventilate through the chimney flue or
flues. We call it the Triplex because it has three apartments stacked on top of the other. The third
has an apartment and then the radiator and hot water heater below my son's apartment.

2. Around September 26, 2017, I was contacting chimney services for them to place a chimney cap
or screening to prevent the birds from flying into the chimney of the Triplex. See
2017-9-27--1056AM.mp3. Karen Compton also was aware in 2017 that I had been interested in
looking for a chimney cap or some kind of screen to protect our chimney from those birds. I had
called The Chimney Sweep on September 26, 2017. Around October 5, 2017, there had been
some phone exchanges in the phone logs because that was the date they had scheduled an
appointment with me to come by the house.

3. October 5, 2017, I believe it was the young son of that chimney company, cannot say for a
complete fact whether it was JaCody Cassell or not as it was almost five years ago. They installed
something and the chimney swifts didn't come into the chimney that year. I paid $300 to The
Chimney Sweep after they did their work on that chimney. I never contracted services from any
other chimney service after when in October 5, 2017 the The Chimney Sweep had finished their
job. I did not contract chimney work after The Chimney Sweep in October 5, 2017, until I had asked
ACE Chimney Service which employed a service man named Pete Compton to come over in
January, 2019. See Scan_13-06-2019_2359.pdf. Prior to ACE Chimney, I had somebody else hired
to do work on why water damage was coming into my son's apartment even after my son was
arrested. I think that had costed over a thousand dollars I believe. We thought it was foundation
issues until later finding out about the carbon monoxide. We thought that it had something to do
with the foundation and wasted money on foundation work because it didn't cure the problem which
was the carbon monoxide.

4. My son started complaining that he couldn't think straight, didn't want to do things he had
planned to work on. He had constant diarrhea and thought it was candida fungus in his stomach
but got a colonoscopy I think in maybe 2018. Brian said he spoke with his gastroenterologist doctor
and they said he had no candida. The only issues found was the acid reflex being extreme to the
point where he had to be on acid reflex medication, some kind of medication temporarily. He still
had constant diarrhea. He thought it was the stress of his criminal case in him trying to have it
overturned on actual innocence, his 1st 2255 case. He kept paying a lot of money to buy probiotics
and used his EBT money to buy these probiotic cultures. His diarrhea had gotten worse afterwards,
and he tried different probiotics cultures. He tried alternative medicine to get rid of candida yeast
fungus. My son knows that it was the carbon monoxide why he kept having really bad diarrhea in
late 2017, and then throughout 2018 until my son's arrest.

5. In 2018, His U.S. probation officer Jason McMurray of Roanoke had concerns with me and my
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son Brian David Hill. He saw damage in his ceiling in his Apartment (Apartment 2). Brian had a
Jesus Christ wood art on his wall at one point beside the door and right beside the fireplace (where
the carbon monoxide was coming out) and it fell from the wall towards the floor but fell on furniture.
Other things started looking like they wanted to fall off the wall. Wall had what appeared to be like it
was crying tears and it coming down in the wall. The ceiling started breaking apart as each month
went by. Part of the ceiling collapsed and had to be redone. Lots of money was spent repairing the
damage caused by the carbon monoxide gas.

6. In 2018, I saw my son in the backyard giving weird looks like he didn't act right, he acted like he
wasn't himself. Carilion Clinic also did lab work and saw weird abnormal levels in my son's blood in
July 31, 2018 according to medical records I reviewed with my son. My son didn't act right. Kept
sleeping on my couch which he had not done before, didn't want to go to his own bed. His bowel
movements were so bad with his OCD routines where he kept washing his bands for hours, he
couldn't take it and kept sleeping on my couch a lot, playing video games then sleeping on my
couch in Apartment 1. I had to keep getting onto him about that then at a later time he slept on my
couch again. He said in affidavit (2018) that he was afraid to sleep in his own bed but kept the
doors unlocked downstairs. Almost as if he wanted to run away from home from something he
didn't know what it was. IT WAS CARBON MONOXIDE.

7. After hearing about my son being arrested, I thought it was weird for my son to walk out of the
house at night for hours, taking photos of himself. He acted like he was drunk or somebody may
have given him drugs.The hospital never completed the ordered lab tests. I reviewed over the
medical records from that time with my son which is how I know. We will never know if he was on
fentanyl, bath salts, any of those weird drugs. Somebody could have just influenced him that night
while he was walking as he has autism and can be manipulated by others into easily comply with
demands. Once we found out about the carbon monoxide, my son was back home on bond
conditions after the US Court ordered his release in May 2019. I trusted my son afterwards and he
was never been charged with indecent exposure afterwards, was never accused of it again. He had
not done it before, I feel like carbon monoxide is the truth, it is more provable than some kind
wearing a hoodie.

8. In January, 2019, Pete Compton had us look at the white residue on the chimney, white residue
in the fireplaces. I think he insisted to us that he could not leave the residence until he removed the
carbon monoxide issue. He said it felt hot, the metal tin placed on the chimney flues. He said metal
tin was placed on those chimney flues, never seen anything like that as far as he was aware of.
The only chimney business which was hired prior to Pete Compton was The Chimney Sweep in
October 5, 2017. We paid for gas fire logs and the gas logs may not work anymore as it has been
damaged by moisture, that evidence is still in the fireplaces for State Police to use as evidence of
the carbon monoxide gas caused by The Chimney Sweep. We paid a lot for remote controlled gas
logs to give a little more heat and pretty gas fire on fake logs. Now they are damaged by the water
damage caused by the Carbon Monoxide. They are not safe to operate in my opinion.

9. I and my son Brian Hill, Stella and Kenneth Forinash all believe that carbon monoxide had
caused my son's indecent exposure. My son never exhibited that behavior since his arrest and
release on bond in May, 2019. He never exhibited that behavior prior to September 21, 2018. We
all believe it was carbon monoxide gas poisoning.

10. We want The Chimney Sweep to be held accountable if they will not voluntarily admit to
their human error. They made a mistake, installing the metal tin on top of the chimney. I felt
they are the ones at fault for my son's indecent exposure charge. I knew something was
wrong with my son in 2018, but I didn't know what it was. I wish I had known, I would have
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had me and my son move temporarily into a motel or his grandparents home if we had known that
carbon monoxide was in the home. We would have stopped it earlier if we had known, and my son
never would have been charged and convicted of indecent exposure in Virginia.

They denied ever providing a service in response to Brian's complaint but I paid him $300. I
don't remember ever receiving any contract copy or paper from them, just paid them the
$300 for the service not knowing at the time that it was important to have such paperwork.
They didn't provide the estimate paperwork, I didn't realize that maybe they should have
done that or were supposed to do that.

Since The Chimney Sweep don't want to admit responsibility for causing the carbon monoxide gas
causing my son to be found naked running in the middle of the night, they have reportedly written
through lawyer Eric Ferguson to one of the Attorney General offices that they never provided a
service and never gave an estimate. Was paid $300 for what they was reported was over nothing.
That may be tax fraud or business fraud. It may be criminal neglect. Anyways, if the $300 was paid
for a service that had never existed, then fraud had happened, by their own words, fraud of paying
for a service that they said had never happened.

If they are continuing to repeatedly deny ever conducting a service for $300 paid to them, the State
Police can investigate them for a number of things. Why was $300 paid to them??? Was it reported
in the income tax forms??? Was that income by JaCody Cassell by and through his business
reported in the tax reporting???

If he is willing to continue denying ever providing a service but got paid $300, no record
ever existing, then did The Chimney Sweep receive $300 under the table without reporting
that income which means that the State Police could investigate them for possible tax
misreporting or tax fraud. They didn't keep records that pertained to their business
operations as far back as 2017 in case of any IRS audits or any record audits.

My son also faxed the Henry County Fire Marshals (also over Martinsville) in September,
2019 complaining about this business and asking for an investigation but we were never
asked questions about this businesses conduct and what they did on October 5, 2017.

As to me and my son Brian David Hill, we want JaCody Cassell to just accept
responsibility of causing metal tin to be installed on top of the chimney flues at
my Triplex at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, VA. The Resolution we seek is
either that The Chimney Sweep accepts responsibility and admits in affidavit
and under oath to their human error or misdoings about October 5, 2017, that
they did install metal tin causing blocked flow of natural gas appliances
exhaust. It had caused carbon monoxide damage in Apartment 2, and had
caused white residue in fireplaces. It damaged remote controlled gas fire logs
in both fireplaces. The State Police can take photographs of the fire log
devices which were damaged by the carbon monoxide. If we had used the gas
fire logs at the wrong time during the carbon monoxide gas flowing, it could
have exploded the Triplex, who knows!!! That the carbon monoxide gas of
natural gas had caused my son's medical accident in November, 2017, where
he had to had staples on his forehead because of blood pouring out of his
forehead, lacerations. Sinus Tachycardia found at the hospital. Sinus
Tachycardia can be caused by exposure to carbon monoxide. After what Pete
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Compton had told me, Stella Forinash, and Kennneth Forinash, we believe my
son fainted in his office, fell and hit his head due to the level of carbon
monoxide where he could have died.

We want resolution, we want JaCody Cassell and his business to accept
responsibility and write an affidavit to the Judge Giles Carter Greer, write an
affidavit to the Circuit Court clerk, to Mr. Hill, and to the Commonwealth's
Attorney named Glen Andrew Hall. They should all receive affidavits from Mr.
Cassell about what his business had done to us, about the installing of metal
tin on October 5, 2017.

We want JaCody Cassell to accept responsibility or for one of his employees
who installed the metal tin on top of the chimney to accept responsibility,
whoever at his business had done the deed should write an affidavit. He
should accept responsibility for installing metal tin on top of the chimney flues
on October 5, 2017, and never really checked into the gas appliances that may
use those flues before installing the metal tin. They could have done a better
job. We we not told it was being completely sealed up that day. I admit I should
have asked them more questions but they are supposed to be the licensed
experts. Why did JaCody Cassell never asked me about the gas appliances
being connected to the chimney they sealed up and why did he not check to
see the exhaust coming out of the flues???

That caused the carbon monoxide and my son's wrongful conviction concerning
cases no. CR1900009-00. Appeals actively under 0290-22-3, 0289-22-3, and SCV of
CAV no. 0173-22-3.

If The Chimney Sweep continues refusing to accept responsibility
and refuses to testify in his criminal and Habeas Corpus case, I
would like to request that the Office of the Attorney General refer this
matter to the Department of State Police for a criminal investigation,
and that the State Police should conduct an investigation into The
Chimney Sweep in the matter of Martinsville Police criminal
complaint in the General District Court which became Circuit Court
case no. CR1900009-00. The Chimney Sweep should be part of the
criminal investigation by the Virginia State Police.

The things the State Police can investigate The Chimney Sweep for are the following possible
criminal acts:

1. Criminal neglect of almost killing and damaging Brian David Hill and Roberta Hill with carbon
monoxide gas first caused by human error but when they learned of their error, they denied ever
providing a service when responding to the Dispute Resolution Unit of the Attorney General when
the bank had records of Cassell signing a $300 check. Denying ever providing an estimate even

RE: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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after telephone records were provided to the Attorney General's Dispute Resolution Unit and a
copy to lawyer Eric Ferguson.

2. Possibly business fraud or destruction of business records which could go down a slippery slope
into possibly working under the table aka possibly tax fraud or bank fraud or any kind of fraud it
could possibly be concerning. There is some form of fraud, whether it be illegal or legal, it is up to
Virginia statutes and how they are interpreted by the courts.

3. Licensed business and/or contractors are usually supposed to be experts and being given expert
training. They are supposed to have basic knowledge of carbon monoxide gas and how it can
happen when conducting chimney work. They didn't know the consequences of installing a metal
tin on top of chimney flues with exhaust of natural gas appliances. Didn't know or understood what
installing a metal tin could do to a home or to the people inside.

4. Possibly code violations or infractions.

They have the chance to resolve this before my son wishes to pursue criminal
charges against The Chimney Sweep. My son feels if he is to be forever
convicted of indecent exposure for being a victim of carbon monoxide and
being a victim of the liar JaCody Cassell, my son wants criminal charges
against JaCody Cassell and the entire business. My son wants them to be held

accountable for what had caused the indecent exposure charge and wrongful conviction. My son
says he wants justice or justice. He wants justice, he rather have justice for the bad things which
were done to him. He wants JaCody Cassell arrested on whatever crimes he committed where
Brian Hill is the victim and The Chimney Sweep being the sole cause of the carbon monoxide.
Brian wants him arrested if he continually refuses to accept what his business did and refuses to
ever tell The Court and the prosecutor what they did on October 5, 2017.

Brian wants them to file testimony or witness letters with the court on their conduct on October 5,
2017, on installing the metal tin. Brian wants them to do that and he will let it go, he will not pursue
criminal charges, but Brian is ready to push for criminal charges as soon as possible to get his life
back after he works on pending legal pro se paperwork. He has a new motion or two motions he
will file asking for new trial and will likely have to file two more appeals in the Court of Appeals of
Virginia. My son will ask two or three more times for a new trial on new evidence he acquires. He is
innocent of indecent exposure. JaCody Cassell is on notice that my son wants criminal charges
against him for causing the carbon monoxide which made him leave home on September 20, 2018,
and was arrested on September 21, 2018.

Thanks,
Roberta Hill
310 Forest Street, Apt. 1, Martinsville, VA 24112.

on behalf of Brian David Hill
310 Forest Street, Apt. 2, Martinsville, VA 24112.

On 08/24/2022 9:44 AM Davis, Demetrice A. <dadavis@oag.state.va.us> wrote:

Dear Mrs. Hill,

RE: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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This email is to advise you that your complaint has been re-assigned to my a�en�on.  Aaron Ziglar will be
out of the office on extended leave; however, he did forward the new informa�on that you provided to
Mr. Ferguson (see the below email).  Please feel free to contact me if you have any ques�ons or
concerns.

I see that you have copied others here at the A�orney General’s Office regarding your son’s complaint. 
Do you currently have a criminal case that our office is involved in?  I do not work in that sec�on so I do
not have access to that informa�on.

Thank you,

Demetrice A. Davis | Unit Manager, CIRU and DRU

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1304 | M: | F:
DADavis@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2022 10:48 AM
To: eferguson@fergusonlaw.net
Cc: Davis, Demetrice A. <DADavis@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: RE: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL
SIGNED CHECK
Importance: High

Dear Mr. Hill/Mr. Ferguson,
Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your
dispute. Our Office has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint. 
Please review it carefully and, if you would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within ten
(10) business days from the date of this email.
In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed and
no further ac�on will be taken. Please note that I will be on an extended leave of absence from the
office a�er today. Please direct any ques�ons or wri�en correspondence to Demetrice Davis. Her
email address is DADavis@oag.state.va.us and her telephone number is (804) 786-1304.
This  Office  will  retain  the  complaint  form  and  copies  of  all  official  correspondence  regarding  the
complaint in accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of
Informa�on Act, please be advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon
request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or
respond to this message.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:

RE: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, August 15, 2022 10:28 PM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>; eferguson@fergusonlaw.net; Coen, Chris
<ccoen@oag.state.va.us>; OAGCriminalLi�ga�on <OAGCriminalLi�ga�on@oag.state.va.us>
Cc: Ken & Stella Forinash <kenstella@comcast.net>; kenstella2005@comcast.net;
stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL
SIGNED CHECK
Importance: High

Photocopy of check signed by Mr. Cassell, photocopy from
TRUIST Bank a�er weeks of research the bank needed as per
my request. Brian will be filing a new complaint against Mr.
Cassell for lying to the A�orney General to dismiss a complaint
with factual issues of carbon monoxide gas caused by metal �n
being placed on chimney flues by denying everything to the
extent where there is lying, with proof that Eric Ferguson and
JaCody Cassell lied to the Office of the A�orney General. Lied by
claiming never did any work/service or es�mate for the Hills.
$300 check was signed for by Cassell. His signature in cursive
wri�ng does show his signature.

By denying ever conduc�ng any service or es�mate, $300 was
assumed to have been paid for absolutely nothing. That is
business fraud, $300 paid for nothing. TRUIST has the records.

A new complaint will be filed by Brian Hill with the evidence
proving that JaCody Cassell lied through his a�orney, that may
be fraud.

See Virginia Code, Chapter 6. Crimes Involving Fraud, § 18.2-178. Obtaining
money or signature, etc., by false pretense.

Since $300 was paid for no service since JaCody Cassell
denied everything, then $300 was paid for no service,

RE: FW: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, PHOTOCOPY OF SIGNED CHECK, CASSELL SIGNED CHECK
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therefore if	Cassell	wishes	to	continue	denying,	then
$300	was	paid	for	no	service	which	may	be	a	false
pretense.	It	is	your	choice	Eric	Ferguson	and	JaCody
Cassell,	if	you	wish	to	continue	denying	that	any	service
was	ever	done,	continue	denying	any	estimate,	well	then
I	paid	$300	for	nothing	to	you	and	that	isn't	true.	That
may	be	considered	business	fraud	depending	on	how	the
laws	are	interpreted.

The	U.S.	Probation	Of�ice	may	also	receive	this	evidence
to	conduct	their	own	investigation,	the	State	Police	may
receive	a	copy.	It	is	time	for	Brian	David	Hill	to	be
acquitted	of	his	state	charge	of	indecent	exposure,	Brian
David	Hill	=	Innocence.

-------- Forwarded Message --------

Subject:Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
Date:Tue, 12 Jul 2022 14:24:35 +0000
From:Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>

To:ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

CITATION:

The only thing I am
interested in is if The
Chimney Sweep did any
work for them in 2017.  If
they have a check, then
produce it.  If not, then
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drop this ma�er.
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BRIEF OF COMPLAINT MADE 

BY BRIAN DAVID HILL ON 

AUGUST 16, 2022 AGAINST 

“THE CHIMNEY SWEEP” FOR 

LYING TO THE DISPUTE 

RESOLUTION UNIT OF 

ATTORNEY GENERAL IN 

VIRGINIA ABOUT NEVER 

CONDUCTING ANY SERVICE 

ON OCTOBER 5, 2017 OR ANY 

ESTIMATE AND DAMAGES 

CAUSED 

FILED IN THE CONSUMER PROTECTION 

SECTION OF THE OFFICE OF THE 

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF VIRGINIA 
 

 

 

I, Brian David Hill, on the date of August 16, 2022, hereby file a second 

complaint with the Consumer Protection Section of the Office of the Attorney 

General of Virginia. I file a complaint against JaCody Cassell and against lawyer 

Eric Ferguson who represented the business entity known as “The Chimney Sweep” 

at the address of 1590 Blue Bend Rd, Rocky Mount, VA 24151. I file a complaint 

for damages and defamation/lying caused by JaCody Cassell and/or Attorney Eric 

Ferguson lying against me and lying against Roberta Hill (my mother) in response 

to complaint of injury caused by this company and lying about its service of what 

was done to the chimney at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville Virginia (See Exhibit 2: 
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COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 42 OF 47). I live in Apartment 2 of the Triplex 

there. Damages done to me and irreparable harm such as both criminal liability 

against me and misc. civil damages done to me caused by certain procedure which 

was done or at least believed to have been done on the date of October 5, 2017. See 

the ORIGINAL COMPLAINT and all correspondences, filed May 17, 2022. 

1. Read the original COMPLAINT and all correspondences under case no. 

953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, Dispute Resolution Unit, original 

complaint. See all correspondence from that case with the responses from legal 

counsel: Attorney Eric Ferguson who represented JaCody Cassell of the business 

entity known as The Chimney Sweep. See Exhibit 1: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT 

PAGES 1 through 7 of 47. 

2. I believe in my personal opinion and based upon new evidence from TRUIST 

Bank (See Exhibit 3: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 43 through 47) and based 

upon previously submitted documented evidence concerning four phone call log 

entries (xFinity/Comcast phone records) of phone number (540) 483-2468 the phone 

number of The Chimney Sweep (See Exhibit 2: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 8 

through 26 of 47), that JaCody Cassell by and through his attorney/lawyer Eric 

Ferguson had made blatantly false statements to myself, that JaCody Cassell by and 

through his attorney/lawyer Eric Ferguson had made blatantly false statements to 

Roberta Hill, and that Eric Ferguson had made blatantly false statements to Aaron 
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Ziglar, Dispute Resolution Specialist who works for the Dispute Resolution Unit of 

the Office of the Attorney General, the Commonwealth of Virginia. So essentially, 

JaCody Cassell had LIED to the Office of the Attorney General in response to Brian 

David Hill’s complaint filed on May 17, 2022 by and through his legal representative 

Eric Ferguson. Lied about never conducting an estimate and by doing no work or 

service or anything. Brian expected The Chimney Sweep business to not 

remember every little chimney work conducted and expected that he could have 

simply said he couldn’t remember what happened back then, but it is ridiculous 

for Mr. Cassell to deny everything and act like no service or estimate was ever 

preformed at all. In contradiction to the signed check received on August 15, 

2022, and in contradiction to the telephone records from October, 2017, from 

xFinity/Comcast concerning account phone number 276-790-3505. The 

Attorney can subpoena to verify all of this evidence and authenticate it. 

3. The dispute resolution process including any response(s) to a complaint is 

voluntary as repeatedly stated by Aaron Ziglar, JaCody Cassell and his legal 

representative did not have to respond to the Office of the Attorney General in 

response to Brian David Hill’s original complaint, dated May 17, 2022, original 

COMPLAINT under case no. 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, 

Dispute Resolution Unit, original complaint. See citation of email message from 

Aaron Ziglar dated June 10, 2022 (not included in exhibits due to limited file size 
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limits): 

CITATION: 

 Subject: RE: Tell Brian this is the receipt he wants. Let me know if you got it. 

(Re: 953850) 

From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us> 

Date: 6/10/2022, 10:54 AM 

To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net> 

“You should be aware that the dispute resolution process is not a legal process, 

we are not attorneys and cannot provide legal advice – thus, there is no final decision 

that our Office will make.  Participation is voluntary – we cannot compel either party 

to respond, offer or accept the other party’s offer of resolution.  If a mutually 

agreeable resolution cannot be obtained we typically advise the complainant of other 

options available to pursue the complaint in court, at which point our Office is no 

longer involved.” 

 

4. JaCody Cassell did respond by and through his legal representative 

(Attorney) Eric Ferguson who blatantly ignored the evidence of xFinity/Comcast 

telephone records (including the phone numbers and length of time of the phone calls 

in the Comcast/xFinity records) between the official phone number of the business 

entity (540) 483-2468 known as The Chimney Sweep and Roberta Hill at (276) 790-

3505 (See Exhibit 2: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 8 through 26 of 47), ignored 

the check stub carbon copy photograph (See Exhibit 2: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT 

PAGES 36 OF 47), and this lawyer refused to wait patiently for weeks while the 

bank researched the records and pushed for dismissal of the complaint (See 

Exhibit 1: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 5 OF 47) until Aaron Ziglar did 
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dismiss the complaint on July 18, 2022 refusing to wait for the bank records 

from TRUIST which would have proven Brian Hill’s claims that The Chimney 

Sweep did get paid for chimney work in the amount of $300, a business usually 

gets paid to render a service or product for the fee paid, the bank records from 

TRUIST which was formerly SunTrust Bank at the time when Roberta Hill had an 

account in 2017 at that time. The check record proved that Cassell did withdrawn or 

cashed in the check by signing for the check on October 6, 2017 when the money 

was transferred out of Roberta Hill’s bank account. See Exhibit 3: COMPLAINT 

EXHIBIT PAGES 45 and 46 OF 47. 

5. The evidence I have received thanks to Roberta Hill who gave me the 

envelope mailing from the TRUIST Bank (See Exhibit 3: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT 

PAGES 47 OF 47) who sent the envelope mailing dated August 12, 2022 (See 

Exhibit 3: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 47 OF 47). That envelope contains a 

letter (See Exhibit 3: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 44 OF 47) about $300 paid 

by check to The Chimney Sweep, and contains a photocopy of the check (See 

Exhibit 3: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 45 OF 47), YES THE ORIGINAL 

CHECK and not just the check stub carbon copy. I have a printed digital photocopy 

made by and retained by the bank of the signed check from Cassell, YES CASSELL. 

Even in cursive writing I can understand that the last name says “cassell”. 

6. Anyways, the responses which JaCody Cassell by and through his lawyer 
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Eric Ferguson and his lawyer’s additional responses, attached to this complaint 

entirely as EXHIBIT 1 (cumulative responses; See Exhibit 1: COMPLAINT 

EXHIBIT PAGES 1 through 7 of 47), all show that JaCody Cassell didn’t just deny 

everything and anything to do with ever conducting any chimney work done at 310 

Forest Street, Martinsville, Virginia 24112 (See Exhibit 1: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT 

PAGES 4 through 5 of 47), he outright denied everything to the point where he was 

caught lying (See Exhibit 2: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 27 through 36 of 47). 

The telephone records would prove a major probability along with the “cassell” 

signed photocopy of the check cashed in at the bank that an estimate was given on 

September 26, 2017 when combined with all other cumulative evidence. However, 

the check record, the photocopy of that check cashed in and signed for by Cassell, 

for $300 proved that The Chimney Sweep business entity was paid on October 5, 

2017 by check (See Exhibit 3: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 45 of 47), and that 

check was cashed in on October 6, 2017 (See Exhibit 3: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT 

PAGES 46 of 47), signed by a “Cassell”. JaCody Cassell or James Cassell??? Take 

your pick. 

7. This secondary COMPLAINT is to prove to the Office of the Attorney 

General that JaCody Cassell by and through his legal representative Eric Ferguson 

(See Exhibit 1: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 4 through 5 of 47) had lied to an 

employee of the Office of the Attorney General. That employee happens to be Aaron 
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Ziglar, Dispute Resolution Specialist, of the Dispute Resolution Unit. Lying to a 

government legal official or any government official in the performance of his or her 

duties may or may not be a crime, depending on the state or commonwealth statutes, 

especially if the lying amounts to that of fraud. However, this COMPLAINT must 

be filed with the new evidence, evidence that was not filed in the case of the original 

COMPLAINT under case no. 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, 

Dispute Resolution Unit, original complaint. The reason this new evidence has to be 

filed in this NEW COMPLAINT was because Aaron Ziglar refused to hear anything 

further and refused to accept any further evidence because Attorney Eric Ferguson 

was insistent upon the case dismissal and refused to wait for the check records from 

the bank, likely out of fear that it would hurt his client with this evidence proving 

that his client lied to the Commonwealth’s Office of the Attorney General, by lying 

to the Dispute Resolution Unit. Thus this new COMPLAINT is being filed to put on 

the record that Eric Ferguson who represented JaCody Cassell had lied to the Dispute 

Resolution Unit, lied to Aaron Ziglar to make him biased and prejudiced enough to 

dismiss the complaint made on May 17, 2022, and refused to wait for the check 

records from TRUIST. 

8. That means the claim by Attorney Eric Ferguson that the complaint on May 

17, 2022 is baseless, those words mean nothing from a LIAR. They were caught 

lying to Aaron Ziglar and the attorney was hoping to prejudice the specialist Aaron 
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Ziglar enough to have the complaint dismissed to prevent anybody from the Office 

of Attorney General from seeing the evidence, the actual evidence. At one point in 

one correspondences, this attorney tried to make out like the complaint was only to: 

“make these continued rantings about criminal charges and mistreatment of Mr. Hill 

have nothing to do with this complaint.” (See Exhibit 1: COMPLAINT EXHIBIT 

PAGES 6 of 47). However, this Attorney did inform Aaron Ziglar that: “If they have 

a check, then produce it. If not, then drop this matter.” The photocopy of the check 

signed by “cassell” was produced. Eric Ferguson and JaCody Cassell both have lied 

and defamed the COMPLAINANT BRIAN DAVID HILL to have his complaint 

dismissed on May 17, 2022. Now this second complaint is relevant and is material 

to the ORIGINAL COMPLAINT and all correspondence in ORIGINAL 

COMPLAINT dated May 17, 2022, original COMPLAINT under case no. 953850 

Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep, Dispute Resolution Unit, original 

complaint. Again, the claim by Attorney Eric Ferguson that the complaint is baseless, 

those words mean nothing from a LIAR. Because there are two lies by this Attorney, 

one lie that there was no estimate and the proof to counter that is the 3 minutes 11 

seconds (See EXHIBIT PAGES 25 OF 47) telephone call length in the phone call 

logs. The other lie is no work was ever done for Roberta Hill. Proven as a lie by the 

photocopy of the check, signed by “cassell”. This means the entire COMPLAINT 

filed on May 17, 2022 is considered true on its merits. When one party aka one side 
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is caught in intentional lying or falsification, which then the other party is usually 

awarded victory on the merits. Also known throughout the court system as the coined 

term: “FRAUD ON THE COURT” except it is FRAUD ON THE DISPUTE 

RESOLUTION UNIT, FRAUD ON THE ATTORNEY GENERAL. The entire 

complaint by Brian David Hill on May 17, 2022, all of its claims are in fact true 

because the respondent to that complaint had lied by complete denials. The Dispute 

Resolution Unit is a victim of FRAUD by JaCody Cassell by and through his legal 

counsel. Therefore the complaint has merit, and is not baseless since the licensed 

attorney and the licensed business of The Chimney Sweep are proven to be LIARS. 

9. It should be investigated by the Attorney General and by the Department of 

State Police whether the false statements by Attorney Eric Ferguson who represented 

JaCody Cassell of the business entity known as The Chimney Sweep may be a 

criminal offense or not to lie to an employee of the Dispute Resolution Unit or lying 

to an employee of the Office of the Attorney General since that Unit is part of that 

office. It is a government office. Usually supplying fraudulent claims to a 

government office is a wrongdoing. That is why Aaron Ziglar warned that all 

responses are voluntary, because it is better to not respond at all than lie to the state. 

JaCody Cassell didn’t have to respond to the complaint at all but he did and lied 

about it with complete denials. 

10. The business entity known as The Chimney Sweep and Mr. JaCody Cassell 
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should be investigated for criminal negligence or criminal fraud or business fraud 

which had harmed and almost killed Brian David Hill in November, 2017 and almost 

had caused Brian Hill to have been killed in September, 2018, but instead was 

wrongfully arrested due to the carbon monoxide gas caused by placing of metal tin 

on top of the chimney flues at 310 Forest Street, as the original complaint had 

photocopy of hospital records regarding Mr. Hill falling and injuring himself, and 

Mr. Hill asserted that he believed  it was caused by carbon monoxide poisoning. All 

claims in that original complaint have merit since JaCody Cassell had been caught 

lying, twice. 

11. It should be investigated whether the false statements by Attorney Eric 

Ferguson who represented JaCody Cassell may be a form of business fraud or 

defrauding the Commonwealth of Virginia in response to a complaint which did not 

favorably paint the business entity known as The Chimney Sweep in a positive light. 

They simply made a human error on October 5, 2017 which any private contracting 

business or home improvement business can do. All can produce human error which 

isn’t a crime. The crime herein if not simply just a crime of bearing false witness is 

that this business is willing to lie to the Office of Attorney General by lying to the 

Dispute Resolution Unit, to protect its own interests and to the disarray of Brian 

David Hill, to his misery and suffering, to almost being dead, twice, and wrongful 

imprisonment, and wrongful incarceration. They caused a lot of Brian’s misery and 
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years of misery and they simply lie to get away with their misdoings. They should 

be criminally investigated by whatever legal means are necessary at the disposal of 

any Law Enforcement entity. 

12. Since Attorney Eric Ferguson who represented JaCody Cassell had made 

response statements of a “wall of denials” (See Exhibit 2, COMPLAINT EXHIBIT 

PAGES 17 OF 47) denying everything including denying ever conducting an 

estimate and denying ever doing any kind of business work or chimney work in 2017 

for Roberta Hill or even at the address of 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, VA, the 

photocopy of the check, signed for by Cassell, in the amount of $300, and the 

telephone records prove that The Chimney Sweep had lied to an employee working 

for the Office of the Attorney General. Brian Hill is not a lawyer and cannot say for 

certain whether a criminal act was committed by them or not. However, this feels 

like fraud, lies to hurt a victim of them. The Chimney Sweep and their legal 

representative has victimized and defamed Brian David Hill by denying ever doing 

any work or estimate at all, and don’t even care about the check records or telephone 

records or anything. Just another greedy lawyer who gets paid to care less about a 

victim of a business. Brian isn’t just a victim of the carbon monoxide poisoning 

caused by an employee of The Chimney Sweep’s mistakes, he is a victim of them 

lying about Brian Hill’s complaint. Lying about no work being done. 

13. JaCody Cassell had completely denied doing any chimney work and denied 
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giving any estimate. Since the check photocopy from TRUIST Bank proves 

otherwise, the wall of denial made to an employee working for the GOVERNMENT 

of Virginia aka the Commonwealth of Virginia, Office of the Attorney General. 

14. Receiving $300 while claiming to have done no work and no estimate 

for Hill aka Roberta Hill. If that is the route that JaCody Cassell wishes to go 

and deny everything, then he received $300 for no service rendered which may 

be considered business fraud. He should give that money back to Roberta Hill 

if he truly wishes to further assert that he did not conduct any service to warrant 

being paid $300. 

15. See Virginia Code, Chapter 6. Crimes Involving Fraud, § 18.2-178. 

Obtaining money or signature, etc., by false pretense. If JaCody Cassell wishes to 

continue denying ever conducting a service and deny everything, then he was signing 

for receiving (by check) $300 for nothing, and that may be considered being paid 

money under a false pretense. Roberta Hill paid The Chimney Sweep to conduct 

chimney work, and that business is acting like they never done any work for Roberta 

Hill. That is business fraud, could be check fraud, who knows what kind of fraud 

that is, fraud, whatever fraud it is. 

16. It is clear that since Eric Ferguson who is a licensed attorney who 

represented JaCody Cassell, that Mr. Cassell had fully denied any and all 

involvement of conducting any estimate and business activity (work) involving 
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Roberta Hill, then $300 was claimed by them as to not being paid for any service 

according to Mr. Cassell’s own wall of denials, then he may be liable for possibly 

obtaining money fraudulently or under false pretenses under Virginia Code, Chapter 

6. Crimes Involving Fraud, § 18.2-178. Obtaining money or signature, etc., by false 

pretense. $300 by check being paid to a business who claimed in response to Brian 

Hill’s COMPLAINT to have provided no service, made such claim to Aaron Ziglar 

of the Office of the Attorney General. 

17. Last but not least, it is clear that JaCody Cassell is being childish, being a 

difficult witness by not ever accepting responsibility for any of his mistakes, his 

company’s mistakes or any wrongdoing by any employee of his company known as 

The Chimney Sweep. He doesn’t want to admit when he did wrong or when one of 

his employees did wrong. That is not a good business model but that is a crappy 

business model. With this behavior, Brian Hill and his family and friends will never 

hire this business, and Roberta Hill will never hire this business again. They have 

shown the kind of nasty people that they are. They care more about maintaining their 

reputation than they do about their own customers and customer’s family members 

they damage and cause to be wrongfully imprisoned after committing an abnormal 

behavior caused by carbon monoxide gas poisoning exposure caused by their 

misdoing. It is clear they will never do the right thing and never admit to causing the 

problem that they did cause. They will never admit to any mistake that they did. It is 
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clear as day, they are not a good company, in Brian’s opinion. 

18. The photograph of the very home which was damaged by The Chimney 

Sweep by carbon monoxide gas, the very home which metal tin was installed on the 

chimney flues is photographed by Google Street View, year 2022. This same photo 

was filed with the U.S. District Court asking that Mr. JaCody Cassell as well as 

others in a proposed witness list be compelled to be a witness in the federal criminal 

case to testify about the chimney work of placing metal tin on top of chimney flues 

causing carbon monoxide poisoning (long-term) since October 5, 2017, after the 

work was completed. See Exhibit 2, COMPLAINT EXHIBIT PAGES 42 OF 47. 

White residue was trying to find a way out of the side of the chimney due to the 

natural gas having nowhere to exhaust, but the white residue would have been more 

noticeable in 2018 and January, 2019.  

RESOLUTION REQUESTED BY BRIAN HILL TO THE ATTORNEY 

GENERAL; RESOLUTION REQUESTED OF THE DAMAGES AND 

IRREPARABLE HARM CAUSED BY “THE CHIMNEY SWEEP” 

BUSINESS 

Brian David Hill requests the following remedies from “The Chimney Sweep” 

business from Rocky Mount: 

1. As originally requested in the COMPLAINT dated May 17, 2022, Brian 

David Hill would like whoever had worked on the chimney on October 5, 2017, to 
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simply admit to that procedure on that date, in writing and under oath, affidavit. 

Admit to placing the metal tin over the chimney flues at 310 Forest Street, 

Martinsville, Virginia 24112. It all needs to be admitted under oath and filed with 

the Attorney General, a copy to myself Brian Hill, a copy to the Clerk of the Circuit 

Court, a copy to the Hon. Giles Carter Greer, and a copy with the Commonwealth’s 

Attorney in my criminal case. 

2. Brian David Hill would like acquittal of his indecent exposure charge since 

the carbon monoxide poisoning caused or majorly contributed to the charge against 

Brian David Hill because he was exposed to gas exhaust due to the placing of metal 

tin on the chimney flues presumably by “The Chimney Sweep” had led to such issues 

with psychosis and presumably hallucinations caused by the carbon monoxide. If not 

acquittal then Brian David Hill would like his criminal case legal expenses including 

legal fees demanded by the Commonwealth to be entirely reimbursed by “The 

Chimney Sweep” business for such damages and liability caused by their 

incompetence. The reason why reimbursement is requested is because Brian David 

Hill’s only source of income is his SSI disability money. He cannot afford to pay the 

Commonwealth of Virginia for legal expenses accrued as a result of him being forced 

to continually fight his criminal case caused by weird abnormal behavior caused by 

the Carbon Monoxide poisoning caused by prolonged exposure to the carbon 

monoxide gas.  
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3. Brian David Hill would like “The Chimney Sweep” to be witnesses in any 

jury trial or bench trial or any hearing in the criminal case of City of Martinsville and 

Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill, criminal case no. CR19000009-00. 

They are at fault for the carbon monoxide because of the metal tin placed on top of 

the chimney flues. 

4. Brian David Hill is not filing this complaint on Roberta Hill’s behalf but 

Brian is filing this because of the years of suffering and mental health damages and 

anguish caused by the criminal case caused by the exposure to carbon monoxide. 

Brian may ask her to email this complaint or submit this complaint and exhibits. She 

is not the complainant but she is working to communicate with the Office of the 

Attorney General and communicate with Attorney Eric Ferguson at Brian Hill’s 

insistence because he is not allowed to use the internet at this time. Roberta Hill can 

file a separate complaint if she feels she is entitled to any relief or resolution. Brian 

Hill will testify that she has been damaged too by the carbon monoxide. Her vision 

is not as good requiring her to wear glasses. 

5. That the Office of the Attorney General conduct an investigation and find 

through an investigation on whether they have committed any criminal acts by 

claiming that they did not ever do any work for Roberta Hill or Hills. 

6. That the Office of the Attorney General conduct an investigation and find 

through an investigation on why JaCody Cassell had lied in the first place. 
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Brian asks for resolution against “The Chimney Sweep” as soon as possible for 

resolution in his criminal case and for resolution outside of his case for the damages 

and mental health issues on September 21, 2018 and thereafter, caused by the Carbon 

Monoxide caused by metal tin placed on top of the chimney flues found by Pete 

Compton and believed to be caused by somebody working for “The Chimney 

Sweep” on October 5, 2017. Brian demands an investigation into the misconduct by 

somebody working for The Chimney Sweep. 

Brian asks for resolution against “The Chimney Sweep” as soon as possible for 

resolution in the issue that JaCody Cassell and Eric Ferguson have both participated 

in lying with a wall of denials when a check was signed by “cassell” and $300 was 

paid to The Chimney Sweep and then later Mr. Cassel acts as though they never done 

any chimney work and have no records, then they need to give that $300 back if they 

insist with claims of doing no such work and have defrauded Roberta Hill and Brian 

Hill and Aaron Ziglar with lying about no chimney work and no estimate. They have 

two choices, Cassell needs to admit to what his business had done or at least admit 

to even preforming a service warranting the check paid for $300, or face the 

consequences for receiving $300 for what Cassell claimed is no service which may 

be a criminal act of a business receiving money under false pretenses. It’s their choice 

what path they want to take on this. Brian Hill will push for State Police to criminally 

investigate The Chimney Sweep. Brian will not tolerate scum like this. Brian is 
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VERY ANGRY. Brian wants resolution to the damages and Brian being victimized 

by such a business. 

 

 

Respectfully Filed/Submitted on August 16, 

2022, 
 

 

BRIAN DAVID HILL 

Pro Se 
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/6/2022, 9:56 AM
To: "rbhill67@comcast.net" <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Dear Mr. Hill,
Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your dispute. Our Office
has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you
would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.
In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed and no further
ac�on will be taken.

This  Office  will  retain  the  complaint  form  and  copies  of  all  official  correspondence  regarding  the  complaint  in
accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be
advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or respond to this
message.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 5, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2

Mr. Ziglar--I have reviewed all of these emails and Ms. Hill has been sending them to me regularly.  I want to make this
clear--neither my client nor myself are trying to do anything to Mr. Hill.  We know nothing about what he has been
through and it sounds like a lot.  We are not trying to prevent him from being successful in his efforts.  We are not
trying to hurt his efforts.  My client is trying to be as honest as he can be in this complaint.  My client does not
remember doing any work for the Hills in 2017 or ever.  He does not believe that he has done any work for them.  He
has no records of ever providing es�mates or doing any work for them.

I have reviewed the medical records provided with the complaint.  I do not see where any medical personnel has
made any diagnosis of carbon monoxide poisoning involving Mr. Hill.  I tried to go over those records carefully and I do
not think that I missed anything.  If I did, I apologize for missing it.  

I understand that Mr. Hill is trying to clear his name and I appreciate his efforts.  However, my client cannot accept
responsibility for something he does not recall.  I cannot and will not debate Mr. Hill's medical condi�ons.  I will leave
that to him and his doctors.  What they prove or show is also between him, his doctors and the courts.    

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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I can only reiterate that my client does not recall, and has no records of, ever doing any work for the Hills.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 6/29/2022, 9:44 AM
To: "rbhill67@comcast.net" <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Dear Mr. Hill,
Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your dispute. Our Office
has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you
would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.
In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed and no further
ac�on will be taken.

This  Office  will  retain  the  complaint  form  and  copies  of  all  official  correspondence  regarding  the  complaint  in
accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be
advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or respond to this
message.

Sincerely,

Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 786-1244 Office
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
http://www.ag.virginia.gov

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 10:54 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

Mr. Ziglar--Thanks for speaking with me yesterday and allowing me to submit this response in email format.  I really
appreciate your working with me and my client on submi�ng this response to the complaint of Mr. Hill.

My client is Jacody Cassell and he is the owner of The Chimney Sweep in Franklin County, VA.  He has been the owner
since 2016.  His father had owned it from 1976 un�l 2016.  Jacody has always worked for this company.  His son works
for him now and intends to take over the company one day.

The Chimney Sweep is a very reputable company and has had very few complaints made against them for their work. 
My client claims to have no knowledge of Brian D. Hill and Roberta Hill.  My client has no records of ever providing an
es�mate for work to be done at the home of the Hills in Mar�nsville and he has no evidence of ever doing any work

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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for the Hills at a home in Mar�nsville.  My client has no record of ever being paid to do any work for the Hills.  More
importantly, un�l May 17, 2022, when Mr. Hill filed this complaint, my clients were never told about any of these
claims.

My client has never done any work for the Hills.  They have never received any complaints from the HIlls.  One would
think that it would not take 3-5 years to make a complaint.  Mr. Hill is seeking damages for payment of his legal
expenses as a result of criminal charges in 2018.  

Mr. Hill's complaint is baseless and he has no evidence to support it.  He has offered no contract, no es�mate, and no
evidence of payment.  He has nothing with which to back up his complaint.  Even if he did, the statute of limita�ons
for bodily injury is two years.  The appropriate statutes regarding contracts are 3 years for verbal agreements and 5
years for wri�en agreements.  Since he has no wri�en one, one must assume that if he had an agreement, it would be
verbal and therefore beyond that statute of limita�on as well.

On behalf of The Chimney Sweep, I ask that this complaint be dismissed.  There is no evidence to support this claim.

Please advise of any next step.  Thank you for your �me and considera�on.  

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
From: "Ziglar, Aaron M." <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 7/12/2022, 10:24 AM
To: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Dear Mr. Hill,
Thank you for authorizing the Virginia A�orney General’s Office to assist in the resolu�on of your dispute. Our Office
has received the below wri�en response from the business to your complaint.  Please review it carefully and, if you
would like to provide a response, please do so in wri�ng within ten (10) business days from the date of this email.
In the event I fail to hear from you in wri�ng within ten business days, the complaint will be closed and no further
ac�on will be taken.

This  Office  will  retain  the  complaint  form  and  copies  of  all  official  correspondence  regarding  the  complaint  in
accordance with the applicable state reten�on schedule.  Under the Virginia Freedom of Informa�on Act, please be
advised that these materials will be available to the public for review, upon request.

If you have any addi�onal informa�on or need further assistance, please feel free to contact me or respond to this
message.

Sincerely,

Office of the A�orney General

Aaron M. Ziglar | Dispute Resolu�on Specialist

Office of the A�orney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
O: (804) 786-1244 | M: | F:
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us

From: Eric Ferguson <eferguson@fergusonlaw.net>
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2022 9:51 AM
To: Ziglar, Aaron M. <AZiglar@oag.state.va.us>
Subject: Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep 2

Mr. Ziglar--I have nothing new to offer to the A�orney General's Office.  These con�nued ran�ngs about criminal
charges and mistreatment of Mr. Hill have nothing to do with this complaint.  The only thing I am interested in is if The
Chimney Sweep did any work for them in 2017.  If they have a check, then produce it.  If not, then drop this ma�er.

Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.

RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS AT LAW

305 S. Main Street

Rocky Mount, VA  24151

540-483-5234 (phone)

540-483-5763 (fax)

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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eferguson@fergusonlaw.net

*PLEASE NOTE NEW EMAIL ADDRESS*

Re: 953850 Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep
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LETTER TO OFFICE OF AARON M. ZIGLAR, ATTORNEY GENERAL,
DISPUTE RESOLUTION UNIT, AND ATTORNEY ERIC FERGUSON

RE: Case number: 953850; Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

WEDNESDAY, JULY 6, 2022
EDITED, FINISHED ON THURSDAY, JULY 7, 2022, 12:53 AM

ATTN: Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Phone: (804) 786-1244
FAX: (804) 225-4378
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us 

ATTN: Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.
RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS 
AT LAW
305 S. Main Street
Rocky Mount, VA  24151
eferguson@fergusonlaw.net 
Phone: 540-483-5234
FAX: 540-483-5763

To Whom it may Concern,

I would like to reach out to you more personally rather than Roberta Hill 
conveying messages to you.

I ask Aaron Ziglar to wait until I and Roberta Hill receive a copy of her bank account 
record and/or check record proving that $300 was paid to The Chimney Sweep.

Once I do, I will have the evidence proving that Mr. JaCody Cassell is lying about
not doing any chimney work for Roberta Hill at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, Virginia 
24112. Lying about no estimate. Lying through his representative Attorney Eric 
Ferguson who is simply repeating what his client is directing him to do. As it is ethical 
to always do what your client asks you to do, though my court appointed lawyers did not
do much of that if any at all.

It is admirable Attorney Eric that you will do whatever your client asks you to do. 
Even if certain statements Attorney Ferguson had said can be proven to be untrue.

In this Attorney's statements from his client, Mr. Cassell, owner of the business 
titled as “The Chimney Sweep” in Rocky Mount, Virginia. Attorney Eric Ferguson said 
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some statements which I will directly prove are not truthful.

CITATION FROM ATTORNEY ERIC FERGUSON'S RESPONSE DATED JUNE 29, 
2022: “My client has never done any work for the Hills.”

The formal written requests from Roberta Hill were put in to both the FDIC, SunTrust 
(failed bank) through FDIC, and TRUIST bank. I successfully faxed TRUIST bank in 
both Martinsville branch and Ridgeway branch. I am simply waiting for the records.

Once I have the bank records, the photograph of the check stub, it will prove that $300 
was paid to The Chimney Sweep in October, 2017, on the date which the money was 
transferred out of Roberta Hill's bank account in October, 2017. The check was dated as 
to being October 5, 2017.

I am aware that SunTrust in 2017 scans checks and keeps certain electronic records such
as photocopies of cashed checks. The check date on the photograph of the check stub as 
to being OCTOBER 5, 2017 also backs the phone records of 276-790-2505 phone 
account on xFinity/Comcast. It backs that Roberta Hill made a phone call to the phone 
number (540) 483-2468, US Phone Book printout proved that the phone number 
belonged to James Cassell, who was the owner of the business known as The Chimney 
Sweep. Roberta opened the image to tab browser feature at the BBB profile for The 
Chimney Sweep to view the image logo of The Chimney Sweep and it was a large 
image to her surprise.
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Notice the logo for The Chimney Sweep is the exact same phone number as the 
caller logs supporting that two times of phone calling in the telephone records.

Roberta Hill received a phone call from (540) 483-2468 at around 10:04 AM EST,
Thursday, Oct 5, 2017, lasted 23 seconds. Roberta Hill later made a phone call back to 
that number (540) 483-2468 at around 1:22 PM EST, Thursday, Oct 5, 2017, lasted 36 
seconds. At the time Mr. Cassell, whichever Cassell it was had used the mobile cell 
phone provider U.S. CELLULAR. That we can prove.

What would cause The Chimney Sweep or Mr. Cassell to even be involved with 
calling Roberta Hill on October 5, 2017?

Roberta Hill made a longer phone call to that same number (540) 483-2468 at 
around 11:26 AM EST, Tuesday, September 26, 2017, lasted 3 minutes and 11 seconds. 
At the time Mr. Cassell, whichever Cassell it was had used the mobile cell phone 
provider U.S. CELLULAR. That we can prove. U.S. Cellular is his cell phone provider 
at the time. Roberta Hill did a phone lookup at a site called freecarrierlookup.com and 
printed the record for mne in pdf format. It is still at the cell phone provider of “US 
Cellular Corp.” the exact same phone provider name coming up in the caller ID in one 
of the phone call log entries.

Once I have a pdf or scanned copy of Roberta Hill's bank account records and proof of 
$300 leaving her bank account, I will have her sign an affidavit that the photograph of 
the check stub is a photo of her check stub and named as to being paid to “The Chimney 
Sweep” on the date of “Oct. 5, 2017” in the amount of $300. Her affidavit, the bank 
account records, and the telephone records prove beyond doubt that The Chimney 
Sweep was doing an estimate or doing business of some sort with Roberta Hill, in 2017.

Why would Roberta Hill pay $300 to a business called “The Chimney Sweep” on 
the exact same day of the telephone call logs proving that Mr. Cassell's cell phone 
number from provider U.S. CELLULAR was in two phone call log entries on the exact 
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same day as the check stub??? Both placed and received calls.

CITATION FROM ATTORNEY ERIC FERGUSON'S RESPONSE DATED JUNE 29, 
2022: “Mr. Hill's complaint is baseless and he has no evidence to support it.  He has 
offered no contract, no estimate, and no evidence of payment.  He has nothing with 
which to back up his complaint.”

We do have evidence of payment. The bank account records will prove that the 
money was drawn out of her bank account and that money was being paid for by check 
to “The Chimney Sweep”.

The reason Roberta Hill has no contract was because she was never given this 
paper contract to my knopwledge, she cannot find this paper contract. I find it odd that 
she has no paper contract despite having records of other repair work done to the same 
home. I don't believe Mr. Cassell ever gave her a paper contract as long as I remember, it
would be their fault and not our fault.
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CITATION FROM ATTORNEY ERIC FERGUSON'S RESPONSE DATED JUNE 29, 
2022:  “My client has no records of ever providing an estimate for work to be done at 
the home of the Hills in Martinsville and he has no evidence of ever doing any work for 
the Hills at a home in Martinsville.”

We have something in this country called the Fifth Amendment, Constitutional 
right to remain silent. It is Mr. Cassell's right to deny everything or keep his mouth shut. 
Denying everything can be more detrimental then simply remaining silent under the 
Fifth Amendment. Especially when any denials are disproved with counter evidence.

However, if this Attorney Eric Ferguson truly wants his client's claims to be 
entirely true without any shadow of doubt, this lawyer and his client should have simply 
remained silent because the telephone records, the photograph of the check stub, the 
BBB profile printout, The US Phone Book printout, the logo for The Chimney Sweep, 
and the incoming bank account records will prove that $300 was paid to The Chimney 
Sweep and the check was issued by Roberta Hill to The Chimney Sweep on the very 
same day the phone number (540) 483-2468 was called and call received from that 
number on the exact same day. That number belonged to James Cassell, at the time this 
mobile phone number was published on US Phone Book, and that directly ties the check 
stub with the exact same name as the business and the phone number in the phone logs.

I would say the 3 minutes and 11 seconds on September 26, 2017 would be plenty
of time to discuss an estimate, for the visit and chimney work to be conducted on 
October 5, 2017. $300 paid to “The Chimney Sweep” from Roberta Hill's bank account.

CONCLUSION

At this point the claims by Attorney Eric Ferguson regarding no work ever being 
done at the Hill's residence in Martinsville and no estimate are fraudulent, false 
statements.

Despite it being scant bits and pieces of evidence, it is enough to prove a few 
statements made by Attorney Eric Ferguson's client Mr. Cassell are fraudulent, false 
statements. Pokes holes in those statements. Shows evidence of a possible cover up. 
Possible cover up by Mr. Cassell.
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$300 was paid for chimney work done on October 5, 2017 at the chimney, and the
phone call logs prove activity was going on around or on October 5, 2017, involving Mr.
Cassell.

As I said before, he has the constitutional right to remain silent. Before ever 
attempting to make me out to be a liar in any way, shape, or form.

His statements had proven by and through his lawyer Eric Ferguson that he will 
remain silent as tight as a clam. He will never admit to what he had done. It's useless.

It is come to the best of my belief that Mr. James Cassell or JaCody Cassell will 
never admit to placing metal tin on top of the chimney flues on the date of October 5, 
2017. The fact that the complaint process, as argued by Mr. Aaron Ziglar, Dispute 
Resolution Specialist, he repeatedly said that the process to respond to my complaint 
was voluntary. The fact that Mr. Cassell would pay money and hire a lawyer, Mr. Eric 
Ferguson (a lawyer from Rocky Mount, VA) just to try to shoot down my COMPLAINT
with the Office of the Attorney General when Aaron Ziglar repeatedly argued that the 
process was voluntary tells me that he is afraid of possibly criminal liability and needed 
to mitigate the situation by simply acting as though I am a liar, and deny everything, act 
like nothing is true. I symbolically shot a few holes in Attorney Eric Ferguson's claims 
which came directly from his client Mr. Cassell.

Like Aaron Ziglar had warned, the dispute resolution process was voluntary and is not a 
legal process. I was trying to get Roberta Hill to have Mr. Cassell feel guilty enough to 
admit his wrongdoing. A Stanley Bolten reportedly in some emails tried a few times to 
try to persuade Mr. Cassell to admit to what he had done. That failed. Tight as a clam.

Mr. Cassell simply made a mistake, he didn't intentionally place metal tin on top 
of the chimney flues with any ill intent. He made a mistake which had caused the carbon
monoxide gas exposure since October 5, 2017, after the chimney work was completed.

Of course this attorney can shoot down my unsworn affidavit/declaration dated 
July 5, 2022 based on any legal technicality  of my federal case but Roberta Hill can 
write an affidavit about what had happened and hers would hold up in a court of law.

However it would have been better if Mr. Cassell had remained silent rather than 
deny everything which destroyed his credibility the very minute we produce records 
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disproving even a portion of the claims made by Mr. Cassell. His attorney is right, it is 
beyond the statute of limitations to file a lawsuit against Mr. Cassell and against The 
Chimney Sweep. So why take the time and pay attorney fees to deal with my complaint 
which is voluntary to respond to??? I am judgment proof, my only income is SSI 
disability. Why hire an attorney to respond to a supposedly “baseless” complaint if that 
were entirely true?

I believe there is probably some unintended consequence or consequences which 
scared Mr. Cassell into lawyering up. Usually certain things cause people to lawyer up.

To these reasons, I believe I have poked enough holes in Mr. Cassell's claims, that 
his claims of never being involved with Roberta Hill to do chimney work is baseless and
based on false statements by Mr. Cassell. Enough evidence to show a reasonable doubt if
Mr. Cassell made such claims against me in a court room, I can show the phone record 
logs, check stub, the bank account records. That would be enough to dismiss Attorney 
Ferguson's claims against me in front of a jury by poking those few holes which would 
be reasonable doubts. I have enough proof that it proved chimney work was done as 
$300 was paid to a business doing CHIMNEY work. What kind of work did they do on 
October 5, 2017??? That can be kept to speculation but Mr. Cassell cannot disprove my 
claims completely by claiming no involvement when there is scant evidence proving 
involvement of Mr. Cassell and money paid to his business. The phone records of his 
phone number in contact with Roberta Hill's phone number match the date of the check 
stub and will match the bank account records.

I will at some point have those bank account records from Roberta Hill. I will 
have Roberta Hill email those records directly to Mr. Aaron M. Ziglar, as well as give 
me the physical copies which will be scanned and made into PDF file copies . He will 
have those in his office of the Attorney General, and copies will be given to the Office of
the Attorney General.

I was hoping to have Mr. Cassell admit to placing the metal tin on top of the 
chimney on October 5, 2017, and that would establish evidence in my criminal case that 
Brian David Hill was subject to carbon monoxide poisoning from October 5, 2017, until 
the day I wandered away from home in late night September 20, 2018, and was walking 
naked down a deserted walking trail at night until I was arrested on September 21, 2018.
My Autism Spectrum Disorder along with the Carbon Monoxide gas poisoning caused 
me to wander away from home and the effects of the carbon monoxide odorless tastless 
gas caused me to take my clothes off and walk around naked on a deserted walking trail 
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for hours in the middle of the night until a passing car went by the road right close to the
Dick and Willie walking trail, around Hooker Street and saw me running naked and 
called Martinsville Police who arrested me. The carbon monoxide effects had caused me
to make confusing statements which gave Officer Robert Jones the wrong conclusion 
that Brian David Hill was making false statements or misleading statements. People with
Autism Spectrum Disorder are known to make false confessions and misleading 
statements to law enforcement according to a report from Dennis Debbaudt, a law 
enforcement trainer. Family gave me this link to paste in here: 
https://www.polfed.org/WestMids/media/1938/interview-and-interrogation-of-people-
with-autism.pdf or 
https://web.archive.org/web/20220614102303/https://www.polfed.org/WestMids/media/
1938/interview-and-interrogation-of-people-with-autism.pdf. Carbon monoxide can 
worsen the symptoms of Autism or even cause a regression leading me to exhibiting a 
behavior usually exhibited from younger autistic children who at times are found naked 
outside or wandering naked at night. So I exhibited an unusual behavior that normally 
happens with autistic children such as wandering and walking naked and confused due 
to the prolonged (long term) carbon monoxide exposure from October 5, 2017, until 
September 20, 2018.

The fact that Mr. Cassell did not exercise his right to remain silent but instead 
decided to make a bold move of hiring an attorney to simply respond by denying any 
and all involvement in anything regarding chimney work done on October 5, 2017 at 
310 Forest Street had shown me that my claims will at least be considered if I file a 
motion for a New Jury Trial based on the false claims made by Mr. Cassell in response 
to only me accusing Mr. Cassell of placing metal tin on top of the chimney flues to block
the exhaust from the chimney flues, when the intent of the metal tin was only with 
attempting to stop the chimney swifts birds from flying into the chimney in the fall. 
Based on what Pete Compton from ACE Chimney found in January of 2019. We all 
immediately figured out that this was done by the work of The Chimney Sweep. All of 
my supporting family members such as Roberta Hill, Stella Forinash, and Kenneth 
Forinash, we all knew it had to be from the past chimney work done on October 5, 2017.

I have enough evidence to push for a new trial in my criminal case based on Mr. 
Cassell's denials of everything even in the face of scant evidence proving $300 paid to 
The Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017, phone call logs between Roberta Hill through 
276-790-3505 and Mr. Cassell's mobile number (540) 483-2468 which is on provider 
U.S. CELLULAR, calls made on both September 26, 2017, and October 5, 2017. 
Normally a check would be paid to a contractor or business after the work was 
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completed. So the work would be completed on October 5, 2017. I have enough 
evidence to push back against Mr. Cassell's wall of denial. WALL OF DENIAL!!!!!!!!!

Once I get the bank account records, copies given to Attorney Eric Ferguson and 
Aaron Ziglar, I will give Mr. Cassell one more chance to voluntarily be a witness in my 
criminal case. I do not want money, I don't want a pursue a financial claim for damages 
against Mr. Cassell, I make that clear. I need him to testify in my criminal case. I will 
provide the contact information for the Circuit Court and the criminal case number. I 
will give Mr. Cassell one more chance to make things right after I receive the bank 
account records and confront his attorney with these records. He can still agree to testify 
and write an affidavit as of right now. He can agree to testify and I can agree to waive 
liability claims against him if that makes him feel more comfortable about testifying.

I agree to sign a conditional waiver of liability where I will not hold Mr. Cassell 
and any of his workers and agents liable for anything he has done and will not push to 
hold him criminally liable either, if he agrees to tell the truth and tell the facts from his 
own witness testimony. I will not tell him what to say, it is up to him to testify and up to 
him to answer my questions and the questions of the Commonwealth Attorney at any 
future criminal case hearings involving my charge of indecent exposure. All I want is for
him to be a witness. His denials tell me that he is lying, that he does remember what 
happened and denies it out of fear, out of fear that it would have him civilly and 
criminally liable. I understand a mistake was made and that Mr. Cassell did not 
intentionally place metal tin on top of the chimney flues to cause carbon monoxide. If he
did, then that is between him and God, that will be something he would have to face on 
Judgment Day, when that day naturally comes as will come for every one of us, 
someday. Judgment day where you will be judged for every action you take.

I will give him one more chance to make things right. One more chance before I 
submit the final pieces of evidence (bank account records once acquired) to the Circuit 
Court and that will be filed in the Federal Court in my 2254 motion once the entire State 
Court criminal case records are filed by the Commonwealth of Virginia in my 2254 
Motion petitioning for Writ of Habeas Corpus to overturn my state conviction.

It is clear that the Circuit Court judge will feel that Mr. Cassell was lying about 
not doing any chimney work for Roberta Hill in Martinsville. And was lying about not 
doing an estimate. Even with scant evidence, lying in an attempt to shut down a 
complaint which is voluntary to respond to would be viewed in a negative light. The 
judge may consider this enough for a New Trial based on new evidence in my criminal 
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case. My claims would hold weight since lying in response to a complaint is usually a 
sign of guilt.  A wall of denials when holes can be poked in such a large wall equals 
guilt. Lying in a voluntary response to attempt to dismiss a complaint which isn't even a 
lawsuit, it isn't guaranteed to receive any financial damages claims if beyond the statute 
of limitations, especially a hard statute of limitations. Yet lying to get a complaint 
dismissed as baseless when it isn't even considered a legal process. It is voluntary.

I will submit what I have so far to the Circuit Court Clerk, then soon enough I will
ask for a New Trial again in my criminal case in the Circuit Court but based on the few 
proven lies of Mr. Cassell. I have no need to sue Mr. Cassell. If I win the jury trial, I can 
sue the Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew Hall for malicious prosecution against an
innocent man. I would be compensated by the Commonwealth of Virginia for damages 
cased by the prosecutor. I am confident I would win suing the prosecutor of my criminal 
case. I would also sue my court appointed lawyers too, and win on defective counsel. I 
have no need to sue Mr. Cassell. I can sue the prosecutor and the ineffective defense 
attorney. I will also sue Martinsville Police and sue the Police Chief G. E. Cassady. I 
will sue them all, and I would win. I rather sue them than sue The Chimney Sweep. 
Believe me, I need you as a witness and suing you would not be in my best interest even 
if there wasn't a statute of limitations. I rather compel you to admit the truth.

At some point, NOT NOW, I plan on dismissing my complaint voluntarily after I 
receive the bank account records, regardless of Mr. Cassell's decision and give Mr. 
Cassell one last chance to make things right and admit to what he had done placing the 
metal tin on top of the chimney. One more chance, write an affidavit and agree to be a 
witness until my criminal case is disposed of and dismissed. Regardless, the complaint 
will be dismissed. I will not hold this complaint over you, I about have enough evidence.

Mr. Cassell has his right to remain silent, he has the right to not be a witness 
against himself, and him lying in response to my complaint will not help him disprove 
my claims when I push for a New Trial in the Circuit Court for the City of Martinsville.

Regardless of whether Mr. Cassell will testify or not, at some point after I have 
my final evidence I will have the complaint dismissed upon the ground that Mr. Cassell 
is as tight as a clam, will not cooperate to being a witness in my criminal case, and that 
my complaint case is going nowhere. Regardless, I am dismissing the complaint once I 
have the final evidence and give Attorney Eric Ferguson's client one more chance to 
admit to what he had done on October 5, 2017, despite the scant evidence available.
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I hope that Mr. Cassell will do the moral thing, do the smart thing, be right with God, tell
the truth, and stop lying.

I pray to God that he will tell the truth and do the right thing. Denying everything 
only hurts me and hurts my mother Roberta Hill, and lying hurts himself. Someday in 
the Court of God, in his life review aka judgment day the Bible spoke of, Mr. Cassell 
someday after being elderly and naturally passing on to the spiritual realm, HE will be 
shown visions of me and will experience feeling my pain, suffering, and misery he had 
caused me. If you ever want to read a good spiritual book, it is called “Embraced by 
the Light” by Betty Eadie. She explained that when she faced her life review, and I 
think she met Jesus Christ as well, that every pain or suffering she caused, she had to 
experience that pain and suffering she caused another, the very pain and suffering she 
caused another person. Some day, Mr. Cassell will face God, will face Judgment Day, 
his life review after he lives a long healthy life, and he will feel my pain, my misery, my 
suffering, and he will feel the years of anguish and torment that Mr. Cassell had caused 
me. The lawyer will also feel my pain, suffering, and misery as God will give everybody
a life review process. GOD'S COURT, GOD'S JUSTICE SYSTEM. Mr. Cassell can get
away with hurting me and my family in man's Court of Law, but he cannot get 
away with this in God's Court of Law. He will feel my pain, my emotions, my 
suffering and will look at my face and body as I am naked with cuts on my body, carbon 
monoxide poisoning shown on my face, and me being arrested with handcuffs. God will 
show Mr. Cassell these visions and he will have to experience the pain that he caused me
and Roberta Hill. He will see visions of Roberta Hill crying, almost killed herself and 
she told me that she almost killed herself when she saw that I was being arrested for 
indecent exposure. So Mr. Cassell will feel the pain of my mother almost killing herself 
in 2018, the pain of her body deteriorating, her suffering and her misery. Mr. Cassell will
feel all of that someday as God shows him the wrongs and rights he has done with his 
life on this planet. Someday he will feel the pain of me, Roberta Hill, and pain of 
everybody he harmed and hurt. I have no need to do anything to Mr. Cassell, I am letting
God and Jesus Christ deal with Mr. Cassell. Mr. Cassell, I am asking my lawyer Jesus 
Christ, Jesus is my lawyer and I have asked Jesus to hold you accountable someday in 
God's Court of Law of the Universe, Court of Heaven, whatever you wish to call it, and 
Jesus will prosecute you someday for what you have done to me.

My only interest throughout all of this is getting my life back, I want to be acquitted. 
Money doesn't matter to me when I can be free of my wrongful conviction. Please do the
right thing JaCody Cassell. I pray to God that you will do what is right, do the right 
thing. Though shall not bear false witness, one of God's Ten Commandments.
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Case #: CR19000009-00, Martinsville Circuit Court. Virginia.

Hon. Ashby Pritchett, Clerk of the Court: APritchett@vacourts.gov  and 
APritchett@courts.state.va.us 
Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.: ahall@ci.martinsville.va.us.
City of Martinsville, Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill.

Thank You. Respectfully filed with the Aaron Ziglar, this the 7th day of July, 2022.

God bless you,
Brian D. Hill

Ally of Q, Former news reporter of U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apartment 2

Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505

JusticeForUSWGO.NL or JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
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Call History (276) 790-3505
Rbhill67@comcast.net

Date
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sun. Oct 22, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Sat. Oct 21, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Fri. Oct 20, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Thu. Oct 19, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Wed. Oct 18, 2017
Tue. Oct 17, 2017
Tue. Oct 17, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Mon. Oct 16, 2017
Sun. Oct 15, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
WATSON BETTY (336) 681-0304 0s MISSED 11:20 PM EST
WATSON BETTY (336) 681-0304 27s RECEIVED 11:20 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 681-0304 10s PLACED 11:19 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 16m 26s PLACED 10:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 358-1314 0s PLACED 10:57 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 954-3856 7s PLACED 10:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 375-8888 0s PLACED 10:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 617-7932 0s PLACED 10:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 743-6179 60s PLACED 7:54 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 10s RECEIVED 9:51 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 9:51 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 19m 22s PLACED 9:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 333-5005 2m 16s PLACED 9:19 PM EST
UNKNOWN (336) 333-5005 2m 30s PLACED 9:15 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 5s PLACED 8:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4m 16s PLACED 7:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 998-4705 3m 25s PLACED 7:51 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 998-4705 6s PLACED 7:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 16s PLACED 7:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (773) 837-8300 6s PLACED 7:49 PM EST
UNKNOWN (707) 540-1473 2s PLACED 7:48 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 3s PLACED 7:46 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 10s PLACED 7:45 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 7s PLACED 7:45 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 10s RECEIVED 6:29 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 6:29 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 24m 12s PLACED 9:26 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 2m 49s PLACED 9:22 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 48m 56s PLACED 6:59 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 10:27 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 3s RECEIVED 10:27 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 4:32 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 9:13 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 18s RECEIVED 9:13 AM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 36s RECEIVED 7:13 PM EST
TLC (636) 534-2384 0s MISSED 7:13 PM EST
WIRELESS CALLER (209) 518-3036 0s MISSED 4:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (919) 962-6136 15m 15s PLACED 4:21 PM EST
UNKNOWN (919) 962-7765 12m 44s PLACED 4:03 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 1m 3s RECEIVED 10:04 AM EST

Print All Call History https://connect.xfinity.com/voice/callhistory;tn=2767903505
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Date
Sat. Oct 14, 2017
Sat. Oct 14, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Fri. Oct 13, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Wed. Oct 11, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Tue. Oct 10, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Mon. Oct 9, 2017
Sun. Oct 8, 2017
Sun. Oct 8, 2017
Sat. Oct 7, 2017
Fri. Oct 6, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Thu. Oct 5, 2017
Wed. Oct 4, 2017
Wed. Oct 4, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
ROB DE (512) 825-7826 9s RECEIVED 1:56 PM EST
ROB DE (512) 825-7826 0s MISSED 1:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 3s PLACED 11:49 PM EST
WIRELESS CALLER (315) 690-9176 0s MISSED 4:23 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 17m 26s RECEIVED 10:26 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 14m 40s RECEIVED 9:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 363-3281 3m 18s PLACED 7:32 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 825-7826 3m 28s PLACED 7:26 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 47s PLACED 3:58 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 8m 48s RECEIVED 8:54 AM EST
UNKNOWN (315) 673-7198 8s PLACED 9:37 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 646-5172 20s PLACED 9:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 18s PLACED 4:15 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 4s PLACED 2:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 28m 20s PLACED 10:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (814) 835-6786 9s PLACED 6:50 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 246-9549 53s PLACED 3:12 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 724-2719 30s PLACED 3:11 PM EST
UNKNOWN (845) 557-3349 0s PLACED 3:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 3:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 8m 8s PLACED 1:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (877) 789-2539 0s PLACED 1:45 PM EST
Bond Margaretta (309) 525-2705 56s RECEIVED 1:08 AM EST
UNKNOWN (309) 525-2705 6s PLACED 1:07 AM EST
UNKNOWN (516) 736-2925 0s PLACED 12:52 AM EST
UNKNOWN (516) 736-2925 0s PLACED 12:44 AM EST
UNKNOWN (845) 557-3349 0s PLACED 12:09 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 352-0129 2m 16s PLACED 10:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 352-0129 2m 41s PLACED 10:44 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 53s PLACED 10:31 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 11m 17s RECEIVED 10:06 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 443-6940 8s PLACED 9:25 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 443-5856 0s PLACED 2:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 22m 58s PLACED 1:23 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 36s PLACED 1:22 PM EST
U.S. CELLULAR (540) 483-2468 23s RECEIVED 10:04 AM EST
UNKNOWN (325) 333-1370 7s PLACED 2:57 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 382-1694 0s PLACED 12:22 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 382-1694 0s PLACED 11:44 PM EST
SOVAH DANVILLE (434) 799-4488 48s RECEIVED 10:32 AM EST
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Date
Wed. Oct 4, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Tue. Oct 3, 2017
Mon. Oct 2, 2017
Mon. Oct 2, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sun. Oct 1, 2017
Sat. Sep 30, 2017
Sat. Sep 30, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Fri. Sep 29, 2017
Thu. Sep 28, 2017
Thu. Sep 28, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
SOVAH DANVILLE (434) 799-4488 0s MISSED 10:32 AM EST
ROTO ROOTER SRV (434) 685-3047 26s RECEIVED 6:36 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-0088 22s PLACED 6:25 PM EST
ROTO ROOTER SRV (434) 685-3047 14s RECEIVED 5:04 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-0088 2m 11s PLACED 3:27 PM EST
Martinsville VA (276) 622-3386 1m 19s RECEIVED 10:07 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 857-5181 3m 39s PLACED 1:35 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 55s PLACED 12:04 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 470-8290 0s PLACED 11:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 226-4614 1m 12s PLACED 10:31 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 23m 9s RECEIVED 9:23 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 5s RECEIVED 9:01 AM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 0s MISSED 9:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (917) 975-7659 7s PLACED 1:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (212) 443-2222 12s PLACED 1:26 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 5s PLACED 5:12 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-6222 21s PLACED 12:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 39m 2s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 46m 55s PLACED 5:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 45s PLACED 4:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 45m 4s PLACED 6:43 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 33m 20s PLACED 6:07 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 36m 40s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 5:22 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:17 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:14 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:13 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 5:11 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 49s PLACED 5:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:43 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:38 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
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Date
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:01 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 2:52 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 0s PLACED 2:30 PM EST
UNKNOWN (800) 259-9231 1m 19s PLACED 2:29 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 27m 49s PLACED 12:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 12:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 12:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 11:59 AM EST
Compton E & K (276) 629-4453 44s RECEIVED 10:56 AM EST
Compton E & K (276) 629-4453 0s MISSED 10:56 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 42s PLACED 10:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (415) 633-6745 6s PLACED 10:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 673-7360 3s PLACED 10:35 AM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4s PLACED 10:34 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:32 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 30s PLACED 10:31 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 44s PLACED 10:30 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:29 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 4m 12s PLACED 10:24 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 4m 11s PLACED 10:20 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 3m 25s PLACED 10:16 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 291-5750 2m 21s PLACED 10:14 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:13 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:13 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:12 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:08 AM EST
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Date
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Wed. Sep 27, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Tue. Sep 26, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:06 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:03 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 10:02 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:01 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 10:00 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:59 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:58 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 9:58 AM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 46m 4s PLACED 4:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (214) 505-8273 52s PLACED 11:41 AM EST
Cell Phone TX (214) 505-8273 0s MISSED 11:40 AM EST
Cell Phone TX (214) 505-8273 2m 4s RECEIVED 11:40 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 488-5307 1m 11s PLACED 11:34 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 0s PLACED 11:32 AM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 483-2468 3m 11s PLACED 11:26 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 957-5684 0s PLACED 11:23 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 629-4453 45s PLACED 11:21 AM EST
UNKNOWN (415) 633-6745 7s PLACED 11:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (347) 759-6075 0s PLACED 11:00 PM EST
UNKNOWN (347) 759-6075 0s PLACED 10:33 PM EST
UNKNOWN (818) 849-3481 4m 30s PLACED 10:23 PM EST
UNKNOWN (818) 849-3481 14m 41s PLACED 10:08 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 2m 29s PLACED 9:00 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 0m 12s RECEIVED 7:58 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 17m 4s PLACED 5:13 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 55m 9s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
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Date
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Mon. Sep 25, 2017
Sat. Sep 23, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Fri. Sep 22, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Wed. Sep 20, 2017
Tue. Sep 19, 2017
Tue. Sep 19, 2017
Mon. Sep 18, 2017
Mon. Sep 18, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Thu. Sep 14, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Wed. Sep 13, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017
Tue. Sep 12, 2017

Name PhoneNumber Duration Time
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:10 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 0s PLACED 4:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-6222 26s PLACED 3:52 PM EST
UNKNOWN (434) 793-7147 1m 39s PLACED 3:45 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 14m 55s PLACED 2:41 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 4m 29s PLACED 2:36 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 0s PLACED 2:34 PM EST
UNKNOWN (310) 203-4721 8m 57s PLACED 2:24 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 634-4499 1m 29s PLACED 2:22 PM EST
NCAVF (310) 203-4721 0s MISSED 1:27 PM EST
NCAVF (310) 203-4721 36s RECEIVED 1:27 PM EST
FORNASH KENNETH (276) 632-2599 48m 44s RECEIVED 11:36 AM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 40m 34s PLACED 5:52 PM EST
CARILION (540) 526-1000 43s RECEIVED 3:05 PM EST
CARILION (540) 526-1000 0s MISSED 3:05 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 56m 55s PLACED 5:36 PM EST
CARILION CLINIC (540) 224-5170 34s RECEIVED 5:35 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-2599 35s PLACED 5:34 PM EST
CARILION HEALTH (276) 634-4499 0s MISSED 2:25 PM EST
CARILION HEALTH (276) 634-4499 29s RECEIVED 2:25 PM EST
ZIMMER WILLIAM (276) 670-3300 54s RECEIVED 5:40 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 1m 13s PLACED 4:09 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 3s PLACED 9:31 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 673-7360 17s PLACED 7:55 PM EST
UNKNOWN (202) 262-3034 10s PLACED 7:54 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 14s PLACED 7:53 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 29m 45s PLACED 4:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 2s PLACED 4:46 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 18m 13s PLACED 9:48 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 14s PLACED 9:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 0s PLACED 9:47 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 224-4527 11m 50s PLACED 4:59 PM EST
UNKNOWN (540) 598-0440 2m 10s PLACED 4:56 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 44m 2s PLACED 4:07 PM EST
UNKNOWN (512) 646-4426 9m 19s PLACED 3:57 PM EST
Cell Phone VA (276) 224-4527 19m 42s RECEIVED 10:39 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 5s PLACED 8:24 PM EST
UNKNOWN (424) 288-0650 4s PLACED 5:18 PM EST
UNKNOWN (276) 632-0180 2m 52s PLACED 5:03 PM EST
UNKNOWN (888) 201-2244 0s PLACED 4:53 PM EST
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LETTER TO OFFICE OF AARON M. ZIGLAR, ATTORNEY GENERAL, 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION UNIT, AND ATTORNEY ERIC FERGUSON

RE: Case number: 953850; Mr. Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep

SATURDAY, JULY 23, 2022
EDITED, FINISHED ON SUNDAY, JULY 24, 2022, 12:28 AM

ATTN: Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Phone: (804) 786-1244
FAX: (804) 225-4378
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us 

ATTN: Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.
RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS 
AT LAW
305 S. Main Street
Rocky Mount, VA  24151
eferguson@fergusonlaw.net 
Phone: 540-483-5234
FAX: 540-483-5763

To JaCody Cassell through Attorney Eric Ferguson and Aaron Ziglar,

I finally have the bank statement record of Roberta Hill's bank account proving 
that $300 was taken out of the bank account of Roberta R. Hill, check record the exact 
same as the check stub photograph which is a carbon copy of the original check paid to 
“The Chimney Sweep” on October 5, 2017. The money was taken out of the bank 
account on October 6, 2017, a day after the money was paid for by paper check to The 
Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017.

The rules of evidence allow a carbon copy sheet or carbon copy of the check or 
document to be admissible as evidence when the original record is not available, 
especially when the bank confirms or verifies a transaction of paying by check. Because 
I have enough evidence that Mr. Jacody Cassell through his private lawyer (legal 
counsel) Eric Ferguson had lied in making complete denials of ever doing work at 310 
Forest Street, Martinsville, Virginia 24112 and never conducted an estimate for the 
chimney work, and thus makes Mr. Jacody Cassell a difficult witness. A difficult 
witness because he is refusing to be a witness and is refusing to admit to anything which 
would be favorable to the criminal defense of Brian David Hill, working on a pro se 
basis representing himself, pro se. Aaron Ziglar must accept this final evidence, and he 
must admit this in the record of the Dispute Resolution Unit, otherwise I may file 
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another complaint against The Chimney Sweep of them lying in response to my 
complaint which may be defamation or lying with complete denials to dismiss a 
complaint. I rather not file a second complaint to get this on record Mr. Ziglar, so Aaron 
Ziglar must accept this letter and the evidence attached to this letter. I may mail a copy 
by certified mail to his office, if I have to. He must accept this final evidence.

Mr. Cassell has one more chance to voluntarily admit to him or one of his 
employees placing metal tin on top of the chimney flues on October 5, 2017, sealing the 
flues, causing blockage of exhaust of two gas appliances in Apartment 3 and is 
exhausted by the flue or flues, below Apartment 2 at 310 Forest Street, Martinsville, 
Virginia 24112. He has one more chance to voluntarily admit to making this mistake, a 
human error. I will let this go if he can simply be a witness for his business causing the 
carbon monoxide intoxication. It is not a deserved criminal conviction to be naked in 
public at night on a deserted walking trail when under intoxication. Carbon monoxide 
poisoning along with AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER can cause the incident of 
being naked outside. News article examples of autistic children and autistic teens being 
found by police walking around naked outdoors and carbon monoxide can cause a 
regression of autistic adults to behave more like a autistic child or cause an autistic adult 
to exhibit behaviors normally caused by autistic children and autistic teenagers.

I have proven that $300 was paid for to the business entity known as “THE 
CHIMNEY SWEEP” by check on October 5, 2017, and was cashed on October 6, 2017, 
money left the SunTrust bank account of Roberta Hill at the time.

See the attached three pages in the following order:

1. USWGO_20220723_165251(OCR).pdf: Account Statement/summary from 
SUNTRUST BANK. Account of Roberta Hill. Her tax ID number is partially 
redacted as required under Federal Rules of Criminal and Civil Procedures. (one 
page)

2. USWGO_20220723_165737(OCR).pdf: Envelope received on July 23, 2022, 
containing the bank account statement. (one page)

3. Oct 5 2017 check stub.pdf: Photograph of the carbon copy of the original check 
paid $300 to “THE CHIMNEY SWEEP”. (one page)

4. Litigation hold letter to bank(s) requesting to retain evidence beyond five year 
financial record retention period under the Bank Secrecy Act. (five pages)

Here is the further proof I have, further disproving Mr. Cassell's complete denials.
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See the check number in bank statement of bank account Roberta Ruth Hill in 
October, 2017. It is 168. The exact same check number as the check stub, a carbon copy 
of the original check paid to The Chimney Sweep, the business owned by Mr. Jacody 
Cassell. See the exact number, 168, same as the bank transaction record.
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          The check number 168, 300.00 was paid, was paid for on 10/06 (October 6, 2017) 
SR is 20, and check batch number was 78221138.

$300 was paid for to The Chimney Sweep. In case the lawyer takes advantage of 
the 5 year check record retention period running out in October 6, 2022, this year, a 
LITIGATION HOLD LETTER is being filed with the Courts and with the banks.

Mr. Cassell has one more chance to voluntarily admit to his company placing 
metal tin on top of the chimney. It is human error and every business establishment 
makes human error, or caused human error. Mr. Cassell should understand this.

Aaron Ziglar, it is clear that regardless of whether Mr. Cassell wants to be a 
difficult witness or will admit to the human error mistake on October 5, 2017, all 
communications and evidence concerning the complaint and Dispute Resolution case 
will be filed with the Circuit Court in hundreds of pages of correspondence and letters 
and evidence. I will be filing a motion for a new trial based on this difficult witness of 
The Chimney Sweep, refusing to testify and refusing to admit to the human error caused 
by his own company.

So I am okay with the case being closed as I cannot force Mr. Cassell to admit to 
any wrongdoing as he has the Fifth Amendment right to not be a witness against himself 
under the U.S. Constitution but I do make one demand, that this letter and all attached 
evidence be filed in the foregoing Dispute Resolution case; Case number: 953850; Mr. 
Brian D. Hill VS The Chimney Sweep. Please Aaron Ziglar, file this last letter.

My evidence letter to Aaron Ziglar and Attorney Eric Ferguson, the letter dated 
July 6, 2022, addresses the evidence that Mr. Cassell's business mobile phone number 
(540) 483-2468 from provider U.S. CELLULAR was in contact with Roberta Hill on 
September 26, 2017, and October 5, 2017. The bank transaction said the check was paid 
on October 6, 2017, a day after the check was given to an employee of the business 
entity known as The Chimney Sweep. The check number in the account transaction 
matches the carbon copy check stub. The account number is in the record attached to 
this letter. Proof that The Chimney Sweep was paid $300 for what kind of work do they 
offer as a business? chimney services.

Regardless of what Mr. Cassell decides to do with this bank transaction record and 
matches the carbon copy check stub under check number 168 matches the SunTrust 
bank account record. The only record that we do not have yet is the digital photocopy of 
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the original check cashed by Mr. Cassell but the LITIGATION HOLD LETTER should 
cause the bank to retain such evidence for as long as necessary.

I have proven that The Chimney Sweep was paid $300 on October 6, 2017, the 
day after they received the check on October 5, 2017 payable to “THE CHIMNEY 
SWEEP” and they were contacted by phone, calls to and from The Chimney Sweep and 
Roberta Hill. The call logs from xFinity / Comcast prove this. It all comes together.

The attorney Eric Ferguson is wrong. Money wasn't paid for nothing, a check was 
paid for something. $300 was paid for something. The call log on October 5, 2017, the 
day before the check record was paid from the account by financial record. Can be 
confirmed by Eric Ferguson the attorney upon subpoena or record request.

Mr. Cassell is being a difficult witness. Witness lists in two federal habeas corpus 
cases and one state criminal case may be filed with his name in one of the witness list 
slots. He cannot weasel out of this, and I have the legal right to have him subpoenaed.

He will have to answer these questions under oath, under penalty of perjury, I will 
make sure he is asked under oath about the metal tin work done by an employee of The 
Chimney Sweep on October 5, 2017. The questions will be asked under penalty of 
perjury. If Mr. Cassell wishes to again deny everything like he did in his lawyer's 
responses July 5, 2022, June 29, 2022, it will be under oath, under penalty of perjury. He 
can choose not to say anything as is his right under the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. 
Constitution, however the questions regarding the carbon monoxide will always go 
unanswered with never a full explanation as to what all happened. However, if he again 
denies everything under oath, the financial bank record, the litigation hold letter 
requesting preservation of the check cashed by Jacody Cassell or one of his authorized 
employees or agents, the telephone records which can be verified by xFinity/Comcast, 
and the check carbon copy will all be used to disprove Mr. Cassell denying everything 
and he could face a perjury charge.

He is a witness, a difficult witness, but he cannot deny everything as there is 
enough evidence to prove chimney work was conducted on October 5, 2017. The denial 
of everything in response to the complaint makes Jacody appear suspicious, like he is 
hiding something, and that will make any reasonable person feel that he did make a 
human error on October 5, 2017 and this human error almost costed the lives of Brian 
Hill and Roberta Hill with carbon monoxide gas poisoning. Damaged the nerves of both 
of us, but I have repaired the damage with alternative medicine such as BIO-PQQ and 
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other supplements. I have repaired the damage to my body caused by the carbon 
monoxide poisoning, but the damage caused of me being wrongfully convicted must be 
resolved and corrected.

Jacody Cassell, you have one more opportunity to voluntarily file a witness letter with 
the Circuit Court for the City of Martinsville and serve rbhill67@comcast.net a copy of 
your witness letter. You have one more opportunity to make things right, as you have 
been a difficult witness but you can still come clean, tell the truth about the human error 
caused by your business on October 5, 2017. Please come clean about the human error 
and I can finally move on with my life. Simply admitting will make the truth more clear.

Case #: CR19000009-00, Martinsville Circuit Court. Virginia.

Hon. Ashby Pritchett, Clerk of the Court: APritchett@vacourts.gov  and 
APritchett@courts.state.va.us 
Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.: ahall@ci.martinsville.va.us.
City of Martinsville, Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill.

This will be my last letter to Aaron Ziglar, emailed by Roberta Hill at 
rbhill67@comcast.net. Hopefully if the client of Eric Ferguson agrees to make a 
voluntary statement, I will not have to push witness lists with Jacody Cassell being a 
difficult witness. Not having to file hundreds of pages of correspondence.

See article: Deposition: Turning the Tables on Difficult Witnesses (and Counsel). “Due 
to their importance, there can be nothing more exacerbating than dealing with the antics 
of difficult witnesses (and opposing counsel) during the course of a deposition. So how 
do you stay above the fray and still get the discovery you need?”

Jacody Cassell is a difficult witness, that is a fact. He has one more chance to fix the 
mess his company caused on October 5, 2017. Regardless, I am done with the complaint 
case and am okay that it is closed. I have to file my witness list in federal court and state 
court.

Thank You. Respectfully filed with the Aaron Ziglar, this the 24th day of July, 2022.
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God bless you,
Brian D. Hill

Ally of Q, Former news reporter of U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apartment 2

Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505

JusticeForUSWGO.NL or JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
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SUNTRUST BANK 
PO BOX 305 183 

PAGE 1 OF 2 
63/B l l/0175/0 /74 
1000 155990541 
10/19/2017 

NASHVI LLE TN 37230 - 5183 

ACCOUNT 
STATEMENT 

ROBERTA R HILL QUESTIONS? PLEASE CALL 
1-800-786- 8787 310 FOREST ST APT 1 

MARTINSVILLE VA 24112-4210 

ACCOUNT TYPE 

EVERYDAY CHECKING 

DESCRIPTION 
BEGINNING BALANCE 
DEPOSITS/CREDITS 
CHECKS 
WITHDRAWALS/DEBITS 
ENDING BALANCE 

DATE AMOUNT 
'09/22 712.46 

09/25 25 .4 0 

09/29 . 05 

09/29 5 .15 

09/29 18.57 

09/29 20 . 83 

09/29 .11 

09/29 . 89 

09/29 3 . 93 

09/29 8 . 33 

10/06 712.46 

DEPOSITS/CREDITS : 11 

FINANCIAL CONFIDENCE GIVES YOU ALL KINDS OF CONFIDENCE. 
JOIN TH E MOVEMENT AT ONUP.COM . 

CONFIDENCE STARTS HERE . 

ACCOUNT SUMMARY 
ACCOUNT NUMBER STATEMENT PERIOD 

1000155990541 09/21/20 1 7 - 10/19/2017 

DES,CRIPTION 
AVERAGE BALANCE 
AVERAGE COLLECTED BALANCE 

AMOUNT 
$2 , 344 . 02 
$1 , 508.18 

$870.28 
$670 . 06 

$2,311.86 

NUMBER OF DAYS IN STATEMENT PERIOD 

DEPOSI TS/CREDITS 
DESCRIPTION 
ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 

VA DMAS PAYROLLJNL RA248275 4 
POINT OF SALE CREDIT TR DATE 09/22 

REFUNDAMAZON.COM SEATTLE WA 000 0 0101 
ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 

Amazon Asi935247 EDI PYMNTS OFA000100268898 
ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI T 

Amazon Australia Services Inc . ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB37DEUT40508128305600/Payment#: 59540504 null 

ELECTRON I C/ACH CRED IT 
AMAZON.COM935692 EDI PYMNTS OFA000100677296 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI T 
AMAZON . COM935389 ED I PYMNTS OFA000100498304 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI'!' 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB5 1DEUT405081273 0 4211/Payment#: 59391269 null 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB08DEUT40508 127304209/Payment#: 59233693 null 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB5 1 DEUT40508 1 2730421 1 /Payment#: 59391790 nu ll 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDI'!' 
AMAZON MEDIA EU SARL ACH/CRED 
/ORGAC/GB24DEUT40508 1 27304212/Payment# : 60023625 nu ll 

ELECTRONIC/ACH CREDIT 
VA DMAS PAYROLLJNL RA2496762 

TOTAL ITEMS DEPOSITED: 0 

TAXPAYER ID 

-6831 

SR 
30 

82 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

AMOUNT 
$2 , 873 . 13 
$2 , 873.13 

29 

BATCH 
6400894999 1 

70010329180 

71002000056 

700 10328831 

70010 328712 

72003964873 

72003968814 

72003965816 

72003966442 

30 78008 2329 44 

------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------~------ ----- -------------------------- - - ----- -
CHECKS 

CHECK AMOUNT DATE SR BATCH CHECK AMOUNT DATE SR BATCH 

NUMBER PAID NUMBER PAID 
1 67 325 . 00 10 /1 0 20 752 411 35 1 69 245.28 10/1 0 20 75225054 

168 300.00 10/06 20 78221138 

CHECKS: 3 
MEMBER FDIC CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
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LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO BANKS, FDIC

LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO TRUIST BANK, SUNTRUST BANK, 
FDIC, AND ANY OTHER BANK RETAINING SPECIFIC RECORDS 

MATERIAL TO “THE CHIMNEY SWEEP” AND “MR. JACODY 
CASSELL”

(1) RE: Brian David Hill v. Commonwealth of Virginia, U.S. District Court, 
Western District of Virginia, case no. 7:22-cv-00336;

(2) RE: Brian David Hill v. United States of America, U.S. District Court, 
Middle District of North Carolina, case no. 1:22-CV-00074, 1:13-cr-435-1;

(3) RE: Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill, Circuit Court for the 
City of Martinsville, Commonwealth of Virginia, case no. CR19000009-00

SATURDAY, JULY 23, 2022

ATTN: Aaron M. Ziglar
Dispute Resolution Specialist
Office of the Attorney General
202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Phone: (804) 786-1244
FAX: (804) 225-4378
AZiglar@oag.state.va.us 

ATTN: Eric H. Ferguson, Esq.
RHODES & FERGUSON ATTORNEYS 
AT LAW
305 S. Main Street
Rocky Mount, VA  24151
eferguson@fergusonlaw.net 
Phone: 540-483-5234
FAX: 540-483-5763

ATTN: Truist Bank
214 N Tryon St
Charlotte, NC 28202

ATTN: Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation
550 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20429 

ATTN: SUNTRUST BANK
PO BOX 305183
NASHVILLE, TN 37230-5183

All Federal and State Courts listed 
herein

To Whom it may Concern,

I would like to respectfully request a litigation hold of evidence and records with 
TRUIST Bank, SunTrust Bank, and the bank which Mr. JaCody Cassell (owner) or any 
authorized agent for the business named “THE CHIMNEY SWEEP” cashed in or 
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LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO BANKS, FDIC

withdrawn from a $300 check from Roberta R. Hill, check dated October 5, 2017.

This is the business which the records would show that somebody from this company 
had cashed in the check or withdrawn the money from the check:

The Chimney Sweep
1590 Blue Bend Road

Rocky Mount, Virginia 24151
(540) 483-2468

This is a litigation hold letter. This letter will be filed in two federal cases and one 
state case. So this litigation hold letter is being filed with the banks and with the FDIC 
by Brian David Hill by and through Roberta R. Hill (rbhill67@comcast.net) as 
Petitioner Brian David Hill cannot use the internet and must use a filing representative to 
file and communicate electronically on behalf of Brian David Hill over this matter.

The litigation hold letter has attached a check stub record of $300 being paid for 
to a business entity known as “THE CHIMNEY SWEEP”, the check dated October 5, 
2017, and was paid from the bank account of Roberta Ruth Hill on October 6, 2017 
(when the money had left her account) at the time while under SunTrust bank, now is 
known as TRUIST. So the obtained record received on July 23, 2022 was given to Brian 
Hill by Roberta Hill as evidence. The bank should also be aware of who cashed the 
check in, or can forward this LITIGATION HOLD LETTER to the bank which Mr. 
JaCody Cassell had cashed the $300 check from Roberta Ruth Hill to pay for a service 
from this chimney company in Rocky Mount, Virginia. A photograph of the $300 check 
stub with the check number, also referenced in the bank statement of Roberta Hill's bank 
account, will be included as attached to this letter.

I am proceeding In Forma Pauperis in all three listed cases and cannot afford the 
fees for this litigation hold letter. It will be up to the U.S. Attorney Office who 
prosecuted me and the Commonwealth Attorney who prosecuted me to investigate the 
issues I have raised in this litigation hold letter, and to deal with the legal costs for 
retention of evidence subject to Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963); and Giglio v. 
United States, 405 U.S. 150 (1972).

Under the Bank Secrecy Act, all banks have to retain check records and bank 
records for at least five (5) years. Brian Hill, the Petitioner in two cases and criminal 
defendant in the Circuit court case asks the bank for retention of specific records beyond 
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LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO BANKS, FDIC

the five year retention period of the Bank Secrecy Act until the litigation of the 
foregoing listed three cases (two are federal, one is state) have been resolved and 
disposed of under the Federal Rules of Evidence, Federal Rules of Civil and Criminal 
Procedures, and Rules of the Virginia Courts.

The following Brian David Hill requests such records in the bank(s) be retained, 
preserved, and not destroyed and not be spoliated (spoliation):

1. Photocopy of the cashed in or withdrawn check from the company: “The 
Chimney Sweep” for the amount of $300, check dated October 5, 2017, and 
cashed in on October 6, 2017 and was cashed in from any authorized agent of the 
company: “The Chimney Sweep” or Mr. JaCody Cassell (owner) of the company: 
“The Chimney Sweep”.

2. Bank statements from both Roberta Ruth Hill in October, 2017, and any account 
statements regarding cashing in or withdrawing money from the $300 check from 
any authorized agent of the company: “The Chimney Sweep” or Mr. JaCody 
Cassell (owner) of the company: “The Chimney Sweep”.

These records are important as this person is a difficult witness who will not 
cooperate with Brian David Hill requesting that he testify in his criminal case in 
admitting to a simple mistake which changed the life of Brian David Hill by being 
subject long-term to carbon monoxide poisoning in Apartment 2 of 310 Forest Street, 
Martinsville, Virginia 24112, from October 5, 2017, until September 20, 2018, prior to 
the arrest of Brian David Hill on September 21, 2018.

The records help prove that Mr. JaCody Cassell through his legal counsel Mr. Eric 
Ferguson had lied about never doing any chimney work and never doing any estimate to 
Aaron Ziglar of the Dispute Resolution Unit, a office of the Attorney General Office for 
the Commonwealth of Virginia. Case no. 953850. Lied about conducting no estimate 
and not doing any work at the residence of Roberta Hill. $300 was paid to The Chimney 
Sweep and retention of those records is necessary for the litigation in all three cases.

The purpose is to help prove the actual innocence of Brian David Hill for his 
charge of indecent exposure on September 21, 2018, in the General District Court for the 
City of Martinsville, appealed to the Circuit Court for the City of Martinsville. As any 
evidence of carbon monoxide induced intoxication is a recognized criminal defense of 
“intoxication” which can cause incidents such as indecent exposure. Not just proving 
actual innocence for the state charge, but also to help prove actual innocence in the 
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LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO BANKS, FDIC

Federal Court in petitioning for Writ of Habeas Corpus in the Western District of 
Virginia by federal 2254 motion. As well as proving actual innocence to the supervised 
release violation charge on November 13, 2018. All three cases will need preservation of 
these records due to the difficulty of witness from The Chimney Sweep to ever admit to 
the issue of metal tin being placed on top of the chimney flues blocking the exhaust of 
the gas hot water heater and gas radiator below Apartment 2, the gas appliances in 
Apartment 3. The blocking of the exhaust of gas ventilation at the top of the chimney 
had caused the carbon monoxide gas poisoning and carbon monoxide gas exposure of 
Brian David Hill from October 5, 2017, until September 20, 2018, prior to the arrest of 
Brian David Hill on September 21, 2018. The type of gas which was in the issue of 
carbon monoxide was “natural gas”. His mental health disorders of AUTISM 
SPECTRUM DISORDER, a neurological disorder, had worsened with the carbon 
monoxide exposure, prolonged exposure, long term exposure, had caused Mr. Hill to 
walk around naked outside at night on a deserted walking trail for hours causing the 
police to arrest this innocent man for indecent exposure, the police unaware of the 
carbon monoxide gas. A chimney business expert known as Pete Compton of ACE 
Chimney & Wildlife; Bassett, VA, found the metal tin blocking the exhaust flue or flues 
of the chimney, and that was on January 30, 2019.

The legal reasons for why retention of those financial records and check records 
are necessary for this difficult witness, Mr. JaCody Cassell. He is refusing to accept 
responsibility and refusing to cooperate with Brian Hill's repeated requests for him to 
voluntarily testify and admit to or admit that one of his employees had placed the metal 
tin on the chimney on October 5, 2017. Denying ever doing an estimate, denying ever 
conducting a service. Denied everything. He is a difficult witness and such difficult 
witness warrants preservation of the listed records until all three litigation cases listed 
herein are resolved.

The three cases which the litigation hold letter is regarding preservation of evidence for 
three different cases listed herein:

Title of case or case style: Case number: Courthouse:

Brian David Hill v. 
Commonwealth of Virginia

7:22-cv-00336 U.S. District Court, Western 
District of Virginia

Brian David Hill v. United 
States of America

1:22-CV-00074, 1:13-cr-
435-1

U.S. District Court, Middle 
District of North Carolina

Commonwealth of Virginia CR19000009-00 Circuit Court for the City of 
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LITIGATION HOLD LETTER TO BANKS, FDIC

v. Brian David Hill Martinsville, 
Commonwealth of Virginia

Brian did not wanted to take things this far but to prove actual innocence he must 
fight with every avenue he has at his disposal to clear his name of any misdoing on 
September 21, 2018. Brian must prove his innocence and therefore the records must be 
retained due to the witness Mr. JaCody Cassell being a difficult witness refusing to 
admit to anything which caused the metal tin to further cause the issue of carbon 
monoxide poisoning of Brian David Hill.

Thank You. Respectfully filed with the banks and FDIC, this the 23rd day of July, 2022.

God bless you,
Brian D. Hill

Ally of Q, Former news reporter of U.S.W.G.O. Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apartment 2

Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505

JusticeForUSWGO.NL or JusticeForUSWGO.wordpress.com
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TRUIST BB 

August 11, 2022 

Roberta R. Hill 
310 Forest St., Apt. 1 
Martinsville, VA 24112 

Re: Everyday Checking Account ending in 0541 

Client Advocacy 
P.O. Box 85024 
Richmond, VA 23285-5024 

Tel 844-4TRUIST 

Kathy Bowles 
Assistant Vice President 
Client Resolution Senior Specialist 

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) Case 220708-9015906 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) Case 01419660 

Dear Ms. Hill: 

We have received and reviewed your concerns forwarded to us from the CFPB and the 
FDIC regarding your request for a statement and check copy from the account referenced 
above. I understand you did not have a positive experience and apologize for any 
frustration caused. I appreciate the opportunity to respond. 

Our records indicate that your statement dated October 19, 2017, shows Check 168, 
payable to The Chimney Sweep, was paid on October 6, 2017 for $300.00. Enclosed is 
a copy of the statement and check for your review. 

Ms. Hill, I hope this information is helpful and will alleviate further concerns. Should you 
have any questions or additional concerns, please call us at 844-4TRUIST (844-487-
8478). A representative will be glad to speak with you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Bowles 
Assistant Vice President, Client Resolution Senior Specialist 
Consumer Regulatory & Executive Services Tec;im 

Enclosures 

Copies to: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Truist Bank, Member FDIC. © 2022 Truist Financial Corporation. Truist, the Truist logo and Truist Purple are service marks of Truist 
Financial Corporation . 
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SUNTRUST BANK 
POBOX305183 
NASHVILLE TN 37230-5183 

Transaction History 

Date Check# Transaction Descriotion Details 

10 / 03 Chrl Cacd Purchase TR DATBO / 01 

--

Deposits/ 
Credits 

Page2 of2 
63/811/0175/0/74 

•••• 0541 
10/19/ 2017 

Account 
Statement 

Withdrawals/ 
Debits 
19.90 

Current 
Balance 

3,029 .. 86 

18.42 3,011.44 

10 / 06 ElectronidACH Credit 
Va Dmas .PayrolljnlRa2496762 

-----~~-~-~~~ Pomt of Sak Dcblt TR DA TEI 0 I 06 
'Amazon.Com Seattle w. 00000101 

Chrl 

Point of Sale Debit TR DATEI0 /08 
Amazon.Com Seattle Wa 00000100 

10/ 10 Point of Sale Debit TR DA THO I 08 
Amazon.Com ScaU!e Wa 00000100 

pomt of SUe Debit TR DA TEI 0 I 09 
Wm ~cmsa- Martmsville Va124l0060 

Cbeclt ----
10/ ll ElectronidACH Debit 

UlilityGas Compan 38171 ---.·-------10/ 12 Check C•d Purcliue TR DATEIO/ 12 
___ ., _____ Tncfooe -savica Tndooe.ComFl 

10 / 12 

10 / 18 

~-~·~-~~--10119 

Point of Sale Debit TR DATEl0/ 10 
Amazon.Com Seattle Wa 00000100 

Elecuomcl ACH Ddftt 

~One Oalme PmtCkt784798608 _ _,,~--------~
Electronid ACH Debit 
Comcast Online Pm:t Ckf784798608pos 

Endmg 8elance 

Credit and Debit Totals 

712.46 

8063 

300.00 

6.64 

62.13 

245.28 

32500 

22.81 

188.35 

5.49 

144.69 

Sl,508.18 Sl ,540 34 

The Emling Daily Balances provided do oot reflect pending transactions ar holdi: that may have been outstanding when your transactions posted that day. If your 
available balance wasn't sufficient when transactions posted, fees; may have been assessed. 
For more information. including details related to fees and balances, please sign on to Online Banking_ 

Balance 
Activity 
History 

225207 

Date Balance Collected Date Balance 
Balance I 

09 / 21 2.344_02 2,34402 10 / 05 3,011.44 
09 / 22 1,056.48 3.056.48 10/ 06 3.343.27 
09 / 25 3,081.88 3,081.88 10 / 10 2,682.83 
09127 3,052.94 3,052.94 10 / ll 2,660.02 
09 /29 3,110.80 3,110.80 10 / 12 2.462.04 
10 / 02 3,049.76 3,049.76 10 / 13 2,456.SS 
10 / 03 3,029.86 3.029_86 10118 2,311.86 

Live confidently knowing that you're prepared for what comes your way. When you have the right savings plan, 
life's opportunities are a cause for celebration. not calculation. Plan today for an exciting tomorrow. 

Go to suntrust.com/save. call 800.322.3158 or visit your local branch to get started. 
SunTrust Bank, Member FDIC. 

Member FDIC 

3,343.27 

2.682.83 

2,660.02 

2,462.04 

2,456.55 

2,311.86 

2.311 86 

Collected 
Balance 

3,011 .44 
3.343.27 
2,682.83 
2,660.02 
2,462.04 
2,456.55 
2.311.86 
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Thank You

Office of the Attorney General of Virginia
Consumer Protection Section

PLEASE PRINT THIS FOR YOUR RECORDS
Thank you for submitting your information. If you need to submit additional information or supporting documents

for this complaint, you may send them via email to: consumer@oag.state.va.us, please reference this confirmation

number:

Confirmation Number: 22-02753

If necessary, you may fax the information to (804) 225-4378 or mail the documents to:

Office of the Attorney General of Virginia

Consumer Protection Section

202 North Ninth Street

Richmond, VA 23219

If you have questions or need further assistance please email us at: consumer@oag.state.va.us. You may also

call us at (804) 786-2042 if calling within Virginia, or (800) 552-9963 if calling outside of Virginia.

Below is a copy of the data that you sent us on 8/16/2022 12:19:13 AM est. Please
print or save this data for your records.

Section 1: Contact Information

Title Mr.

First Name Brian

Middle Initial D

Last Name Hill

Suffix

Address 310 Forest Street

Apt / Suite Apt. 2

Firefox https://www.oag.state.va.us/ConsumerComplaintForm/Home/ThankYou
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Section 1: Contact Information

City Martinsville

State VA

Zip Code 24112

Country

Contact Methods
Order Method Type Contact Information

1 Email rbhill67@comcast.net

2 Home (276) 790-3505

Section 2: Company Information

Company Name The Chimney Sweep

Address 1590 Blue Bend Rd

Office / Suite

City Rocky Mount

State VA

Zip Code 24151

Country

Web Site

Telephone (540) 483-2468

Fax

Other (540) 493-2330

Section 3: Complaint Information

Product Type Home improvement

Additional Information chimney service, they lied to Aaron Ziglar

Manufacturer, make or brand N\A

Model

Year

Serial Number / VIN

Firefox https://www.oag.state.va.us/ConsumerComplaintForm/Home/ThankYou
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Section 3: Complaint Information

Date of purchase or lease 10/5/2017

New or used? New

Contract or lease signed? No

Start Date

End Date

Total Amount Paid $300.00

Total Amount Disputed $0.00

Payment method(s) Check

Purchased extended service

contract?

No

Automotive Repairs

Received estimate? No

Authorized changes to estimate? No

Completed repairs different? Yes

Section 4: Description Information

Firefox https://www.oag.state.va.us/ConsumerComplaintForm/Home/ThankYou
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Section 4: Description Information

Complaint Description Roberta Hill is submitting online complaint on behalf of Brian David

Hill. This is new evidence that JaCody Cassell had lied and the

photocopy of the signed check for $300 paid for to The Chimney

Sweep, signed by "cassell". The original complaint was May 17,

2022. JaCody Cassell by and through his lawyer Eric Ferguson had

prejudiced Aaron Ziglar into dismissing complaint without resolution.

They lied two times to the dispute Resolution Unit, lied two times to

Aaron Ziglar. Lied about doing no estimate and lying about no work

done for Roberta Hill. This may be fraud since they claimed to have

never done any work for Roberta Hill. They lied to have a valid

complaint dismissed. Instead of simply claiming not to remember,

he claimed to have no records and done no work at all. $300 for

paid by check signed by "cassell" of The Chimney Sweep. That

payment was reportedly for nothing since Mr. Cassell is denying

ever doing any work for which the $300 was paid. That is fraud, he

has defrauded the Attorney General by such false claims. He didn't

have to respond, it was voluntary. Cassell lied to Aaron Ziglar, lied

to the dispute Resolution Unit. They have engaged in fraud or

deception or both. See the attached evidence brief and exhibits 1-3:

"OAG_Consumer_Complaint August 16, 2022 brief(1)

w_evidence.pdf". The check record, a photocopy, signed by the

business owner or manager, Mr. JaCody Cassell or James Cassell.

Phone records, all proving cumulatively that this business has lied

to dismiss a complaint and has lied to refuse to correct their own

human error. They have lied to try to win. They have defamed Brian

David Hill, they have victimized my son, they lied to get out of

accepting responsibility for their human error of almost killing Brian

Hill and Roberta Hill with the carbon monoxide gas by blocking the

chimney flues of chimney. They are refusing to accept responsibility

for their mistakes, they are not worthy of being licensed as a

business.

Section 5: Resolution Information

Company contacted? No

Contact Name

Contact Number

Contact Email

Resolution Seeking Listed in brief, they need to admit to what they did, they need to

apologize for lying to OAG in response to first complaint

Other Organizations Contacted

Firefox https://www.oag.state.va.us/ConsumerComplaintForm/Home/ThankYou
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;

Section 5: Resolution Information

Retained attorney? No

Attorney Name

Attorney Phone

Court action? Yes

Court Description Habeas Corpus case, 2255 motion case 1:13-cr-435-1, not about

the lying part yet, added as proposed witness list

Section 6: Supporting Documents

Sending documents later? No

Uploaded Files
File Name Size Type

OAG_Consumer_Complaint August

16, 2022 brief(1) w_evidence.pdf
3.3 MB

Complaint

Description

USWGO_20220815_194924.PDF 1.8 MB Other

Firefox https://www.oag.state.va.us/ConsumerComplaintForm/Home/ThankYou
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Subject: Consumer Complaint Submission
From: Consumer Protec�on <consumersvc@oag.state.va.us>
Date: 8/16/2022, 4:19 AM
To: <rbhill67@comcast.net>

Thank You

Office of the A�orney General of Virginia Consumer Protec�on
Sec�on

Thank you for submi�ng your informa�on. If you need to submit addi�onal informa�on or
suppor�ng documents for this complaint, you may send them via email to:

consumer@oag.state.va.us, please reference this confirma�on number:

Confirma�on Number: 22-02753

If necessary, you may fax the informa�on to (804) 225-4378 or mail the documents to:

Office of the A�orney General of Virginia
Consumer Protec�on Sec�on

900 East Main Street
Richmond, VA 23219

Below is a copy of the data that you sent us on 8/16/2022 12:19:13 AM est. Please print or save
this data for your records.

If you have ques�ons or need further assistance please email us at: consumer@oag.state.va.us. You
may also call us at (804) 786-2042 if calling within Virginia, or (800) 552-9963 if calling outside of

Virginia.

Sec�on 1: Contact Informa�on

Title Mr.

First Name Brian

Middle Ini�al D

Last Name Hill

Suffix

Address 310 Forest Street

App/Suite Apt. 2

City Mar�nsville

State VA

Zip Code 24112

Consumer Complaint Submission
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Sec�on 1: Contact Informa�on

Country

Contact
Methods

Order Method Type Contact Informa�on

1 Email rbhill67@comcast.net

2 Home (276) 790-3505

Sec�on 2: Company Informa�on

Company
Name

The Chimney Sweep

Address 1590 Blue Bend Rd

Office / Suite

City Rocky Mount

State VA

Zip Code 24151

Country

Web Site

Telephone (540) 483-2468

Fax

Other (540) 493-2330

Sec�on 3: Complaint Informa�on

Product Type Home improvement

Addi�onal
Informa�on

chimney service, they lied to Aaron Ziglar

Manufacturer,
make or brand

N\A

Model

Year

Serial Number
/ VIN

Date of
purchase or
lease

10/5/2017

New or used? New

Contract or
lease signed?

No

Start Date

End Date

Total Amount
Paid

$300.00

Total Amount
Disputed

$0.00

Consumer Complaint Submission
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Sec�on 1: Contact Informa�on

Payment
method(s)

Check

Purchased
extended
service
contract?

No

Automo�ve
Repairs

Received
es�mate?

No

Authorized
changes to
es�mate?

No

Completed
repairs
different?

Yes

Sec�on 4: Descrip�on Informa�on

Complaint
Descrip�on

Roberta Hill is submi�ng online complaint on behalf of Brian David Hill. This is new
evidence that JaCody Cassell had lied and the photocopy of the signed check for $300
paid for to The Chimney Sweep, signed by "cassell". The original complaint was May
17, 2022. JaCody Cassell by and through his lawyer Eric Ferguson had prejudiced
Aaron Ziglar into dismissing complaint without resolu�on. They lied two �mes to the
dispute Resolu�on Unit, lied two �mes to Aaron Ziglar. Lied about doing no es�mate
and lying about no work done for Roberta Hill. This may be fraud since they claimed
to have never done any work for Roberta Hill. They lied to have a valid complaint
dismissed. Instead of simply claiming not to remember, he claimed to have no records
and done no work at all. $300 for paid by check signed by "cassell" of The Chimney
Sweep. That payment was reportedly for nothing since Mr. Cassell is denying ever
doing any work for which the $300 was paid. That is fraud, he has defrauded the
A�orney General by such false claims. He didn't have to respond, it was voluntary.
Cassell lied to Aaron Ziglar, lied to the dispute Resolu�on Unit. They have engaged in
fraud or decep�on or both. See the a�ached evidence brief and exhibits 1-3:
"OAG_Consumer_Complaint August 16, 2022 brief(1) w_evidence.pdf". The check
record, a photocopy, signed by the business owner or manager, Mr. JaCody Cassell or
James Cassell. Phone records, all proving cumula�vely that this business has lied to
dismiss a complaint and has lied to refuse to correct their own human error. They
have lied to try to win. They have defamed Brian David Hill, they have vic�mized my
son, they lied to get out of accep�ng responsibility for their human error of almost
killing Brian Hill and Roberta Hill with the carbon monoxide gas by blocking the
chimney flues of chimney. They are refusing to accept responsibility for their
mistakes, they are not worthy of being licensed as a business.

Sec�on 5: Resolu�on Informa�on

Consumer Complaint Submission
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Sec�on 1: Contact Informa�on

Company
contacted?

No

Contact Name

Contact
Number

Contact Email

Resolu�on
Seeking

Listed in brief, they need to admit to what they did, they need to apologize for lying to
OAG in response to first complaint

Other
Organiza�ons
Contacted

Retained
a�orney?

No

A�orney
Name

A�orney
Phone

Court ac�on? Yes

Court
Descrip�on

Habeas Corpus case, 2255 mo�on case 1:13-cr-435-1, not about the lying part yet,
added as proposed witness list

Sec�on 6: Suppor�ng Documents

Sending
documents
later?

No

Uploaded
Files

File Name Size Type

USWGO_20220815_194924.PDF 1.8 MB Other

OAG_Consumer_Complaint August 16, 2022
brief(1) w_evidence.pdf

3.3 MB
Complaint
Descrip�on

Submit

Suppress Personal Informa�on True

This electronic communication may contain confidential or privileged information for an intended
recipient. If you are not the intended recipient or received this email in error, please notify the sender
immediately by return email and delete this email without disclosing, duplicating or otherwise transmitting
the contents, including all attachments.

Office of the A�orney General

Consumer Service Account |
Office of the A�orney General

,
O: | M: | F:

Consumer Complaint Submission
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CServiceAccount@oag.state.va.us
h�ps://www.oag.state.va.us
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